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FOREWORD

We take this opportunity to place before the world of Sanskrit
scholars this Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, which, we are confident,
will be an indispensable reference book for all students working in
this field as well as allied branches of knowledge.

Prof.*; Kashinath Vasudev Abhyankar has the good fortune to
inherit traditional Sanskrit learning from his father, Mahämahopä-
dhyaya Pandit Vasudevashastri Abhyankar, who is well known for his
translations of The Brahmasütra Sänkara Bhasya and The Patafijala
Mahäbhasya. Prof» Abhyankar had a brilliant academic^career and is
a reputed teacher and a very well known scholar of Sanskrit Grammar
and Prakrit language and literature. He has himself edited several books5

and is at present bringing out revised editions of The Patafijala Mahä-
bhäsya and Paribhasendusekhara and has compiled a Paribhäsäsangraha
alP of which are being published h^ the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute, Poona. His exhaustive introduction to The Pätanjala Mahä-
bhäsya is enough to show that he is pre-eminently qualified for pre-
paring this Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar, which is a valuable
product of a life-time of devoted scholarship,

We are thankful to the University Grants Commission and the
State Government for the liberal fimancial assistance they have given
towards publication of this work»

Oriental Institute* Baroda, \ B. J . SAHDESARA

17-3-I96L > Director





INTRODUCTION

Object of this Dictionary

No apology is needed for undertaking the compilation of the present
1 Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar', which, although concise, is expected
to meet the needs of Sanskrit scholars and research students of Vyäkarana
and other Shastras by serving as a useful reference book in their study of,
and research work in, any branch of Sanskrit learning. The many
independent treatises in the several Shastras and the learned commentaries
upon them, as also the commentaries on classical poems and dramas, are, in
fact, full of grammatical explanations of words and constructions, involving
a liberal use of grammatical expressions and technical terms at several
places^ The elementary knowledge of grammar which a general scholar of
Sanskrit possesses, is not found sufficient for his understanding fully the
grammatical references in these books, especially so at present, when the
practice of sending young boys to the Tolls and Sanskrit Päthashäläs to
study the standard classical works with commentaries along with some
standard elementary treatises on grammar, has already stopped. The
number of Sanskrit Pandits and Shastris,who had to obtain a sound footing in
grammar before they undertook the study of the higher texts of the several
Shastras, and who therefore could be consulted by young scholars and
research workers in the several Shastras, has also diminished considerably.
The usual Sanskrit Dictionaries such as those of Monier Williams, V.S.Apte
and others^ are found of no avail in supplying explanations of the gramma-
tical technique which confronts modern scholars at every step in their
critical reading of the several Sanskrit texts- In these circumstances it is
only the technical dictionaries of the type of the present tf Dictionary of
Sanskrit Grammar 5 that can render a valuable assistance to scholars and
research workers in their reading of the higher Sanskrit texts in the several
Shastras.

Beginnings of Sanskrit Grammar

Every science has necessarily its own terminology and a special
vocabulary^ The remark is true with respect to Sanskrit Grammar or
Vyäkaranasästra which has developed as a science during the last two
thousand years and has got several technical terms and numerous words
with a special grammatical significance. The origin of grammar can well-
nigh be traced to the Period of the Brähmanas i. e, about 2000 B.C., when
Vedic scholars began to discuss the meaning of the inspired Vedic hymns
by carefully showing disconnected, the words of the Vedic hymns
and noting down the differences in accents as also the changes caused by
their coalescence in the continuous recital or the Samhitlpatha, They also
tried to explain the sense of the Vedic words by tracing them back to the
roots of suitable senses and laid down rules for their proper and correct
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pronunciation. These three pursuits viz. (a) the discussion of the features of
the Pada text* (b) the derivation of words, and (c) directions regarding the
proper pronunciation of the Vedic words, were carried on with vigour with
a view to preserving the Vedic texts intact, and the treatises dealing with
these three branches were respectively called by the names Prätisäkhya,
Nirukta and Siksa, all of which could rightly be called Vyäkarana or
Grammar, as they were devoted to determining the correct words as dis-
tinguished from the incorrect ones. Although a number of books were
written by Vedic scholars in these three branches, not more than five or six
Prätisäkhya works, a solitary Nirukta work, and a few Siksa works are the
only available works at present.

Development of Sanskrit Grammar
In course of time, on the analogy of the derivation of words, an

analysis of the word into its constituent elements such as the base, the affix,
the augments and the modifications, was undertaken by grammarians. This
separation of the different elements of a word constituted Vyakara?}a or
grammar, which was developed as an art by ancient grammarians Tike
Äpisali, Säkatayana and others before Pänini. It was Pänini who carried
it to perfection, and his work, the Astädhyäyi, compact yet exhaustive, and
laconic yet clear,is simply a marvellous product of art by a man of amazing
intelligence. As a result, the works on grammar by all ancient scholars
who flourished before Pänini disappeared in course of time leaving only a
few quotations behind them. Pänini was followed by a number of grammar-
ians who wrote popular treatises on grammar, based, no doubt, on Panini's
grammar, some of which, in their turn came to have auxiliary w: rks,
flosses and explanatory commentaries. These different treatises, written by
Sarvavarman, Candragomin, Devanandin, Pälyakirti Sakatäyana, Hemacan-
dra, Kramadisvara, Jumaranandm3 Supadma and others with their auxi-
liary works and commentaries, came to be looked upon as different systems
of grammar. These treatises present two kinds of treatment ; some of
them are arranged in Sutras in the same manner as the AstadhySyT of
Panini which treats one after another the several grammatical elements such
as technical terms, padas of roots, case-relations, compound words, krt
affixes, taddhita affixes, substitutes, accents and euphonic changes; while
others give a topic-wise treatment following in t that respect the ancient
grammarians before Pänini such as ladra, Vedic Säkatayana and others who
treated one after another jthe different topics of grammar such as the eu-
phonic changes, declension, conjugation, compound formation, nouns derived
from roots, nouns derived from nouns and the like. The special feature of
all these gramtnars was that they entirely omitted the Vedic peculiarities
and accents.

Sanskrit Grammar as a Science

The subject of Sanskrit grammar was first treated as a science by the two
epoch-making grammarians, first by Kätyäyana a few centuries after Parting
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and then by Patanjali, the exponent of Kätyäyana who lived in the second
century B. C. It was carried to perfection by the stalwart grammarian
Bhartrhari of the seventh century A. D. Later grammarians, prominent
among whom were Jayäditya, Vämana, Kaiyata, Haradatta, Bhattoji, Koru
dabhatta and Nägesa, developed by their substantial contributions, the work
of Pänini as a science to such an extent that the number of smaller and
greater works well nigh rose to eight hundred and that of the authors to
four hundred» The grammar of Pänini, which is looked upon as the
standard one at present gives about a hundred technical terms, more than
two hundred suffixes, about two thousand primary roots and more than
five thousand special words arranged in more than two hundred and fifty
classes according to the special grammatical peculiarities shown by each
class- The number of independent primary words, besides these five
thousand special words, if roughly estimated, may exceed even twenty-five
thousand. Besides these primary roots, primary nouns, affixes and tech-
nical terms in the different Shastras3 there is a vast number of secondary
roots and secondary nouns, which is rather impossible even to be appro-
ximately determined»

Nature and Scope of this Dictionary

The preparation of a comprehensive dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar,
a subject which has been developed fully by Sanskrit Grammarians for the
last two thousand years, is certainly a stupendous work which can only be
done by a band of grammarians who have got a sound footing in the sub-
ject. In the light of what has been said above, the present dictionary is only
an honest and humble attempt in that direction, made by the compiler who
was Inspired to undertake this rather arduous venture by his close study of
the subject for more than sixty years according to the traditional method of
the East, combined with the critical and comparative method of the West«
As the work was done single-handed, and finished within a limited
time with a view to making it available to students and scholars of Sans«
krit at as early a date as possible, the number of books consulted was a
limited one. The number of entries is more than four thousand out of
which the important ones are in the form of short articles supplying very
briefly the necessary information from the different sources with quota-
tions from or references to the original works. All the standard works in
grammar have been carefully consulted including the available Pratisä-
khya works, the Mahäbhäsya, the Kasika, ther Vakyapadlya, the Siddhänta-
Kaumudi and others. The Kätantra, the Säkatäyana, the Jainendra, the
Haima and other grammars, as also the different Paribhäsä works have
been consulted at important places. Minor works and commentaries are
not consulted as the important words and topics occurring therein have
been mostly included here on account of their occurrence in the major
works, Attention is, of course, paid to grammatical importance and
significance, and only such such words and such senses of them as have a
grammatical significance, have been included in the present dictionary
k vyith affixes, augments, substitutes and technical terms mostly given
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In Pänini's grammar. Names of authors and books, printed as well as
found in a manuscript form, have been included as far as practicable in
the present work. A scrupulous attention has been paid to the Prätisäkhya
works, the Mahäbhäsya and the Käsikä which are looked upon as supreme-
ly authoritative in the field of Sanskrit grammar. It must be admitted
that the scholarly index works of Dr. Bothlingk and Dr. Renou were found
very useful in providing references to standard grammar works,
The abbreviations for the titles of books consulted and those of gra-
mmatical terms are given separately at the beginning of the present
* Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar/ Names of books and authors have
been sometimes given in the Roman script and sometimes in the Deva-
nagarl script.

Conclusion
Acknowledgements are due to Mr. M. Nm Chapekar, Aryasanskriti

Mudranalaya^ Poona5 who has given ample co-operation in getting this
Dictionary printed in the shortest possible time. For facility of printing,
accents of Vedic passages and words are not shown, nor italics have been
used for Sanskrit terms written in the Roman script nor the breaking of
a word at the end of a line is done scrupulously at the end of a syllable or
a constituent part. In spite of all possible care, some slips have crept in
for which the indulgence of the reader is craved« It is expected that
Sanskrit scholars will make full use of this work and offer their valuable
suggestions for future undertakings of this type«

A sincere sense of gratitude must be conveyed to Drw Bhogilal J .
Sandesara, the Director of the Oriental Institute, Baroda, at whose initia-
tive the project of this 6 Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar/ undertaken
some years ago, but postponed from time to time, was not only pursued
with vigour, but completed and turned into a volume in the Gaekwad
Oriental Series.

601-2 Sadashiv Peth,
Laxmi Road, Poona 2 [ K y

Varshapratipada, Shake 1883*
17-3-61,



HINTS FOR THE USE OF THIS DICTIONARY

1, Words in this dictionary are arranged in the serial order of the
Sanskrit alphabet which is current everywhere, viz. the fourteen vowels
beginning with 3T and ending with 3ft, and then the thirtythree consonants
consisting of the five guttural, the five palatal, the five cerebral, the five den-
tal and the five labial consonants and then the four semivowels and the
four sibilants. ^ is taken as a combination of \ and s, and ?[ as one of
ST and ^ .

2. Words are given in their noun-base ( snßqi^j) such as
etc., without the addition of any case affix.

3. At places of option where any one of the anusvara and the
parasavarna could be used, the anusvara is consistently used, and a place
after the vowels and before the consonants is assigned to it in the alpha-
betical order. For example, the words containing anusvara such as üwA, w r ,
&M> *3T, mm, %fä, äsrerw, ^far, «HRJII, %m> ^m etc, are all placed after fl
and before ^ , flfipfo etc.

4. Each word entered, has got only one paragraph assigned to it*
although the explanation of the word may cover sometimes a full page
or more.

5. The meaning or meanings of a word are given immediately
after it, and therefore no capital letter is used at the beginning of the word
with which each meaning begins,

6. The various senses of a word are given one after another with
serial numbers placed before them. The several senses of a word are
arranged as far as possible in their chronological order of origin,

7. The various senses are usually illustrated with quotations from
standard authors with full references as far as possible. From among the
Prätisäkhya works, the Rkprätisäkhya is generally quoted, while from among
the numerous grammar works, the Mahäbhäsya and the Käsikä are
quoted profusely.

8. The first figure in references, which is generally the Roman
one, refers to the main section such as the adhyaya or the Kinda or the
Patala, while the next one refers to the subordinate sections, such as the
stanza or the Sutra or the like. When there are three figures they refer to
the adhyaya, the pad a and the Sutra in the case of Panini, and to the
Mandala. the Sükta and the stanza in the case of the Rksamhita.

9. When a particular form is illustrated, the illustration begins
with the abbreviation 'e.g.'; while usually, when the sense given; is illustra-
ted, the explanation or the quotation in Sanskrit begins with the b b i
tio» *cf.\
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10. Each of the different senses of a word or of the uses of a word
in different ways, begins with a separate number (I), (2), (3), etc,; when
however, the same sense is given with different shades of it, by words which
are practically synonymous, no separate numbers arc given, the shades of
senses being separated by a colon, or by a comma.

11. As the senses given in such dictionaries are more or less
technical or conventional, the literal or the usual sense of the words is given
only when it is allied to the conventional sense.

12. Sanskrit words are generally given in the Devanagarl script;
when, however, the Roman script is used, the diacritical marks which are
in current use at present, are employed.

LIST OF WORKS AND AUTHORS CONSULTED
(In order of abbreviations used )

A. Pr. = Atharvaveda Pratisakhya,
Astädhyäyi = Pänini5s Astädhyäyf.
Bb. Vr.-Bh^savrtti of Purusottama-

deva.
Bhär, Slks=sBhäradväja Sfksä*
G. Vy., Can, Vy. = Gandra Vyäka-

ra^a*
Dhätuvrtti « Mädhavlyä Dhatuvrtti.
Durgäcärya^Durgäcärya's commen-

tary on the Nirukta.
Durgasiraha^Durgaskhha's Kätantra«

SütravfttL
Durgh. Vr = Durghatavrtti of Sara-

nadeva.
Hem.=Hemacandra's Sabdanusasana.
Hem. ParL = Hemacandra'$ Paribha«

säpätha as given by Hemaharhsa-
gani. ̂

Jjain^Jain. Vy.=Jainendra Vyäka-
rana by Pujyapada Devanandin.

Jain. Pari. «• Jainendra Paribha^vrtti
by K. V. Abhyankar.

Kaiy., Kaiyata«Kaiyata's Maha«
bhasyapradlpa,.

Kälapa - Käläpa-Vyäkaranasütra.
Kaä»=Kasikä of Jayäditya and Vam-

Käs. viv„ - Kasikavivaranapanjika,
known by the name Nyäsa.

Kät. = Kätantra Vyäkarana Sutra.
Kat. Pari. Durg, = Kätantra Paribhä-

sävrtti by Durgasimha.
Kdv. Prak.==Kavyaprakasa of Mam-

mata.
Laghumawjüsa - Laghuma?ijüsä of

Nägesa.
M. Bh. = Mahäbhäsya of Patafijali

on the Satras "of Pärtini (Dr.
Kielhorn^s edition ).

Mahäbhäsya Vol. VII=The Volume
of the introduction in Marathi to
the Pätafijala Mahäbhäsya, written
by K, V. Abhyankar and publi-
shed by the i>. E„ Society^ Poona.

Mahabhasyadlpika « commentary on
the Mahäbhäsya by Bhartrhari.

Muktavall = Nyäyamuktavali of
VisvanathapaficSnana,

NandikesvaraÄNandikesvarakarikä,
Nir. = Nirukta of Yäska.
Nyäsa=Käsikävivaranapanjika, a com-

mentary on the Käsikävrtti by
Jinendrabuddhi, called Nyasa.

P,, Pän^Pänini's Astadhyäyi,
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Padamanjari — Padamaiijari, a com-
mentary on the Käsikävrtti by
Haradatta.

Pan. Sik. = Siksa of PäninL
Par. Bhäs,. = Paribhäsäbhäskara of

Haribhäskara AgnihotrL
Par. Sek. = Paribhäsendusekhara of

Nägesa.
Paramalaghumaäjusä = Paramala-

ghuma^jüsä of Nägesabhatti.
Pari. Sang. = Paribhäsäsamgraha by

K. V. Abhyankan
Phit. Sütra=Sä"ntanava's Phitsütra.
Pradipa =» Kaiyata's Mahäbhasyapra-

dipa.
Purusotta cn=:Purusottamadeva's P3r i-

bhasävrtti.
R. Pr. =Rgvedaprätisäkhya by Sau-

naka ( Sanskrit Sähityaparisad
Edition, Calcutta.)

R. T. = Rktantra Prätisäkhya.
R. V., Rgveda, Rkfc Samh==Rgveda-

sariihitä.
Sabdakaustubha = Sabdakaustubha

of Bhattoji Diksita.
Säk. = Säkatäyana's Sabdänusäsana,
Säk. Pari = Säkatäyana Paribhäsä-

pätha,
S. K. Sid,Kau. = SiddhäntakaumudL
Slradeva = Sirradeva's Paribhäsä«

vrtti«
Siva Sütra « Mähesvarasütras«

Sring-Prak. = Sringäraprakäsa of
Bhoja.

T. Pr.= Taittiriya Prätisäkhya.
Tait. Samh. = Taittiriya Samhitä.
Tattvabodh. = Tattvabodhini by

JnänendrasarasvatL
Tattvacintämani = Tattvacintämani

of Gangesopädhyäya.
Tribhasyaratna = commentary on

the Taittiriya Prätisäkhya.
Uddyota = Mahabhäsya-Pradipod-

dyota by Nagesa.
Un. Sütra = UnädisütrapaficapädT.
Un. Sütravr. = Unädisütravrtti by

Ujjvaladatta.
Upamanyu = Nandikesvarakärikä-

bhäsya by Uparaanyu.
Uvvata = Uvvata's Bhäsya on the

Pratisakhya works.
V. Pr. = Väjasaneyi Pratisakhya*
Vaidikäbharana =» commentary on

the Taittiriya Pratisakhya.
Vaiyäkaranabhüsana=Kondabhatta*s

Vaiyäkaranabhüsänasära*
Väk. Pad. =Väkyapadiya of Bhartr-

hari.
Väk. Pad. tika = Commentary on

BhartrharFs Väkyapadiya.
V., Vart. « Värttikas on the Sütras

of Panini as given in the Maha«
bhäsya (Dr. Kielhorn's edition.)

Vyädi=Vyädiparibhäsäsücana.



ABBREVIATIONS USED.

abL ablative case,
above a reference to some preced-

ing word, not necessarily on the
same page.

ace. accusative case*
adj. adjective.
adv* adverb.
Ahn. Ähnika of the Patanjala

Mahäbhasya.
aor. aorist.
Atrn. or Ätmanep. Ätmanepada.
caus. causal.
cf. confer, compare.
com. commentary,
comp» compound.
cond. conditional.
conj. conjugation.
dat, dative case.
desid« desi$erative.
dual, dual number.
ed. edition.
e.g. exempli gratia, for example.
etc. et cetera, and others,
f„, fern, feminine.
freq. frequentative.
fut. future.
gen. genitive case.
gend* gender.
gr. grammar,
i.e. id est, that is*
imperil imperfect
inapera» imperative.

ind. indeclinable»
inf. infinitive.
ins,, inst. instrumental case.
krt. krt (affix).
lit. literally.
loc. locative case.
masc. masculine gender.
ms. manuscript.
neut. neuter gender.
nom, nominative case.
Pän. Pänini.
p.p.p. past passive participle.
Parasmai. Parasmaipada»
pari, paribhäsä,
part, participle.
pass, passive voice
perf. perfect.
pers. person.
pi. pluraL
pres. present tense.
pron. pronoun*
sec. second.
sing, singular.
subj« subjunctive.
suf. suffix,
tad- taddhita affix.
Värt, Värttika (on the Sutra of

Pänini).
Vcd." Vedic.
vide see
v* 1. varia lectio, another reading»
voc. vocative case#



A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar.

(1) the first letter of the alphabet
In Sanskrit and its derived langua-
ges, representing the sound a (ST) ;
(2) the vowel a (3j) representing in
grammatical treatises, except when
prescribed as an affix or an aug-
ment or a substltute,all its eighteen
varieties caused by accentuation
or nasalisation or lengthening; (3)
personal ending a (ST) of the perf.
sec.pl.and first and third pers.sing.;
(4) kit affix a (s[) prescribed espe-
cially after the denominative and
secondary roots in the sense of the
verbal activity e. g. g^5I, î Fcfr,
iWtl, =̂Rf etcxf. a* JWITcj; etc. (P.III.
3.102-106); (5) sign of the aorist
mentioned as an (srs?) or can ( ^ )
by Pänini in P. I l l 1.48 to 59 e.g.
STWt̂  3T l̂«R ;̂ (6) conjugational
sign mentioned as sap (̂ jq) or sa (̂ [)
by Pänini in P. III. 1.68, 77. e. g.
Wtffi, ScrfcT etc.; (7) augment am
(3&0 as prescribed by P„ VI.1.58;
e.g. 5ST, 59ri%; (8) augment at
(3^) prefixed to a root in the im-
perf« and aorist tenses and in the
conditional mood e. g. 3T*Rfl[,
3fflit*qg; cf. P. VI.4.71; (8)
affix a (3T) prescribed as 3^, ^ ^
Sflfl k e tc ., q, ^% % ^, % % E, k9 % etc.
in the third Adhyäya of P5nmi*s
Astadhyayi; (9) tad« affix a (e?)
mentioned by Pänini as 3Tf, a^,
^qr, sr etc. in the fourth and the
fifth chapters of the Astadhyayi of
Pänini; (10) the samasänta affix a
(asr), as also stated in the form of
the samasänta affixes ( § ^ , &R,
&?9 ̂ % % *&% a n d w%) by Pänini
in VA 73 to 121; (11) substitute a
(v&) accented grave for

before case-affixes beginning with
the ins. case; (12) remnant (3?)
of the negative particle ^ after
the elision of the consonant
n (5j) by ^ N T qsT: P. vi. 3.73.

I ( --) nasal utterance called
and written as a dot above the
vowel preceding it. cf, ^ q § ^y^j
l̂ö̂ cf IM; it is pronounced after a

vowel as immersed in it. The
anusvära is considered (1) as only
a nasalization of the preceding
vowel being in a way completely
amalgamated with it. cf. T. Pr. V.
11,31; XV. 1; XXII. 14 ; (2) as
a nasal addition to the preceding
vowel, many times prescribed in
grammar as nut (gsj or nuni (<m)
which is changed into anusvara in
which case it is looked upon as a
sort of a vowelj while, it is looked
upon as a consonant when it is
changed into a cognate of the
following consonant (TOR<*i) or re-
tained as n (q). cf. P. VIII.4.58;
(3) as a kind cf consonant of the
type of nasalized half g (T[) as des-
cribed in some treatises of the
Yajurveda Prätisäkhya; cf also R.
Pr.1.22 V. Pr.l4.148-9P The vowel
element of the anusvära became
more prevalent later on in Pali,
Prakrit, Apabhramsa and in the
spoken modern languages while
the consonantal element became
more predominant in classical
Sanskrit.

the same as
or W

ed by the rule

or
prescrib-



f r ^ i . II.2.1 and the following
P. IL2.2 and 3; c. g. <$m:9

W, 3Mqcqö?I etc.

p ? also sfelK^T a class of words
headed by afg which have their
last vowel accented acute when
they stand at the end of a tat-
purusa compound with the word
£i]cF as the first member» cf. P.
VI. 2. 193.

i: ( : ) visarga called visarjanlya in
ancient works and shown in writing
by two dots., one below the other,
exactly of the same size* like the
pair of breasts of a maiden as jocu-
larly expressed by Durgasimha.
cf. sr: ̂% fa

( g % on TO^ 1.1.16).
is always a dependent letter

included among the Ayogavaha
letters and it is looked upon as a
vowel when it forms a part of the
preceding vowel; while it is looked
upon as a consonant when it is
changed into the Jihvämüliya or
the Upadhmäniya letter*
x % (X) Pi%\W$\% represented by a
sign like the eil in writing, as stated
by Durgasimha who remarks cfli-
fffi#»ft f^I§#q*lfr mm. The Jihvä-
müliya is only a voiceless breath
following the utterance of a vowel
and preceding the utterance of
the gutteral letter ^ or ^ It is
looked upon as a letter («Ff), but
dependent upon the following
consonant and hence looked upon
as a consonant e. g. fäsg % 3Riff,

fX^(X) Upadhmanlya represented
by a sign like the temple of an ele-
phant as stated by Durgasimha who
remarks " *rafi^n^tldf 3^#$P!fr
Wlfä" KätX It is a voiceless breath
following the utterance of a vowel
and preceding the utterance of the
labial letter p ( \) or ph (% ). It

is looked upon as a letter (cjofr),
but dependent upon the following
consonant and hence looked upon
as a consonant.
^ R name given to the noni* case
in the TaittiriyaPmtikakhya.c^fW.
%fa mmf^^w^mx Ta Pr. I. 23.

( 1 ) condensed expression
(̂ qi-̂ K j representing the letters
31, %, 33 3R and ^ in Panini's
Grammar cf. P. VI. 1. 12, 101;
VII. 4.-2. ( 2 ) sign (fiwi) of the
benedictive in Vedic Literature in
the case of the root £31 c. g. Hcf'< ̂ f
&\M P. III . 1.86 V 2? ( 3 ) remn-
ant of the termination w^ P. V.
3. 71;( 4 ) substitute (m^J) «*?-f»f
for the last vowel of the word

( P . IV. 1.97) e.g.#TRT&:.
(1) ailix wt: substituted for the

affix % given in Pänini's Grammar
a s - ^ as in ^lftHT3 mfim (PJII .
3. I l l / ; %^ as in Wf-J;, Mf^i %%%
f«T%T (P. I I I . 1. 133, III . 3.
10, 108); %% as in WW<: (P.V.3.80);
^ as in ft?5$;, lim^7 HW^:: (P.
IIL 2. 146, IV. 2. 39, 53 etc, );
gq as in imw>:9mw>:; %hwv:9 *&&:.
III.l. 149,1V. 2,61 etc.

K substitute ( 3 ^ ) for the last
letter of the word g ^ prescribed
along with the tad. affix fsf by P*
IV. 1. 97. e.g. #

affix prescribed before the last
syllable of pronouns and indcclin-
ables without any specific sense
for it (P. V.3.71) c. g. fe %
etc.

not mentioned by any other
case-relation such as ^qKR? W<R
and 5#c|^a|; stated with respect
to the indirect object, governed
by roots possessing *two objects
such as ^ j qfisjf and others^ which
in the passive voice is put in
the nominative case. The In*



direct object Is called akathita
because in some cases there
exists no other case-relation as,
for example, in qRcf T\J m=zfct or
tear3 or *m&$ cRIH JS^i; while,
in the other cases, the other
case-relations (with the activity
expressed by the verb) are wil-
fully suppressed or ignored al-
though they exist, as for Instance
in 3Tf ̂ iî r qqt, 3T^wi1§[ if 3^r; see
srasfijcf =3 P. 1. 4.51 and the Mahä-
bhäsya thereon.
rf& not shaken; tremulous; said
with respect to vowels in Vedic
utterance, kampa being looked
upon as a fault of utterance, cf

R. Pr .III . 31.
a case-relation excepting that

of the subject to the verbal acti-
vity, cf. ift &
III. 3.19.

Intransitive, without any ob-
ject, (said with regard to roots
which cannot possess an object or
whose object Is suppressed or
ignored). The reasons for suppres-
sion are briefly given In the well-
known stanza ; 'Nft %fe^

I In the case of intransitive
roots, the verbal activity and its
fruit are centred In one and the
same individual viz. the agent or
SRTT cf. ^^TCK%^%m^I^^: Väk.
Pad.

^ name of the commen-
tary by Harlnätha on the Pari-
bhasendusekhara ( qft̂ î g^I^R ) of
Nägesabhatta.

( ST ÎTOI% ) an Invariable (feq)
euphonic change ($f§T) such as
the dropping of the consonant r
( \ ) when followed by r. cf, R. Pr.

e« g.
R. V. I. 180.1.

the letter a ( sq ) inclusive of
all its eighteen kin'ds caused by
shortness, length, protraction,
accentuation and nasalization In
Panini's grammar, in cases where
,a (3?) is not actually prescribed as a
termination or an augment or a
substitute, cf. srgf̂ awofei ^raqqi P-
I. 1.73. The letter is generally
given as the first letter of the
alphabet (qrfRpfl¥R) in all Prä-
tisäkhya and grammar works
except in the alphabet termed
Varnopadesa, as mentioned In the
Rk Tantra cf. q; ait ^ $\ srr -II ^
f ^ W c5 % 3 STT: I wm: 1 T̂QT̂??T: I

3?: x m * q\t i | $ 1 y g 3?
t etc. R. T. I. 4f

not causing any verbal
activity; different from the kära-
kas or Instruments of action such
as the agent, the object5 the
instrument, the recipient ( m^m ),
the separated ( 3RKH) and the
location, ( arfäwi) cf, M. Bh. on
1.4.23, 29 and 51 and on II.3.1.

q[ not a grammatical positive
operation: e. g. elision (wm.) cf.

M. Bh. on
(1) not limited by any time-

factors for its study such as cer-
tain periods of the day or the
year. (2) not characterized by any;

technical terms expressive of
time such as adyatani, parofoß
occurring in the ancient Präti-
säkhya and grammar works. The
term akäl ika is used by the
writers of the Räsikävrtti In con-
nection with the grammar of;
PamnL cf. <cqifot^q^¥l^ o^wtqf
Käs. on P- II.4.21 explained by
the writer of the Padamafijan as



different from the Kaläpa
or the revised Kätantra Gram-
mar cf. qim^qiWl^PW ̂ l^^IJiq. Käs.
on P. II.4.21.

I not marked by the mute
letter k ( ̂  ) and hence not dis-
allowing guna or vrddhi sub-
stitutes for the preceding vowel, cf.

^ M P. VI. 1.58; ^\i\z-
: P. VII. 4.83.
lit. non-krt; an affix applied

to a root, but different from the
conjugational affixes, cf, f̂#3T4-

^ ^ : P. VII. 4.25.
not established; said of a

grammatical operation which has
not taken place e. q* ^OTfcra^
M. Bh. on V. 2.100, V. 3.84. also
fcniKlOTTt fö*R M- Bh* o n VI.
4.62.

doing or accomplishing
what is not done or accompli-
shed; the expression is used in
connection with grammatical
operations like p^pjn or ^M?^I
only in cases where it is necessary
i e, where already there is no
hrasva or dlrgha cf, 3?ftf̂ TR W4ft

words ending with a
breathing or visarga which are
not lo<jkcd upon as placed imme-
diately before the next word and
hence which have no combination
with the following vowel c. g. trq
M <s\m: R. V. IX.3.1.

non-technical; not formed
or not arrived at by grammatical
operations such as the applica-
tion of affiixes to crude bases

I and so on; natural; assigned only
I by accident, cf. the gram, maxim
j fww^mmi: frf-w ^imvsm: which
I means iC in cases of doulit whether
j an operation refers to that ex-
I pressed by the technical sense or

to that which is expressed by the
ordinary sense of a term, the
operation refers to what is expre-
ssed by the technical sense." Par»

I Sek. Far. 9 also M. Bh. on L 1.23.
^i, an epithet; applied to

the pronunciation of Veda words
improperly which docs not
serve any useful purpose» cf.
Wimi WJAt?\nl rwA: Uvata on R0
Pr. XIV. 68.

M. Bh, on VI. 1.127. The rules
of Grammar, like fire, are applied
to places where they produce a
change.
£3fögj5 short expression for the
grammatical maxim srffäŝ ff: cflfäT-
#qi: which means "the followers of
Panini do not insist on the taking
effect of a rule when its cause
or causes disappear/' See Par»
sek. Par. 56«

% word or expression with-
out the necessary euphonic chan-
ges cf. ^oil̂ RT ^ q$TOcJ ^ ^

? . V, 3.84 vart. I.

| | t | not possessing the mule letter
k {%) ox s C1?) or n ( ^ ) and hence
not preventing the guna and
vrddhi substitutes for the preceding
vowel, if they occur, c- g. S

M.Bh. 011 P. I L L VärUO.
dcfinitCj known or specified

definitely, cf.

M. Bh* L1.72,
not a result of a verbal acti-

vity; the expression is used la con*
ncctioa with qualities ( on a sub-
stance) as opposed to the activities
found in It* cf» m^mk^M *fts

m M, Bh. on IV, L44,



a class of words headed
by ^l^cf which take the tad. affix
?hak ( %w>) in the sense of Resulting
from' e. gB 3TT^1%* W*,

c- cf. PIV.4.19.
a letter of the alphabet, such

as, a (a?) or % (%) or h (5) or y (g) or
the like. The word was originally
applied in the Prätisäkhya works
to vowels (long, short as also pro-
tracted), to consonants and the
ayogaväha letters which were tied
down to them as their appendages.
Hence %Wil came later on to mean
a syllable i. e. a vowel with a con-
sonant or consonants preceding or
following it, or without any con-
sonant at all. cf. aifaT ^ T : STfiSTRTT:

% sfcfi s^R Ŝ PRTFI R PrB I 17-19
, SRRT etc. The term aksa-

ra was also applied to any letter
(qq), be it a vowel or a conso-
nant, cf. the terms î TSK» Ĥ JSgrc,
3OTRT&R used by Patanjali as also by
the earlier writers. For the etymo-
logy of the term see Mahäbhäsya

i M. Bh. Ahnika 2 end-
^ name given to the

dvipadä viräj verses divided into
pädas of five syllables, cf
k % f

g ^ R. Pr.
XVII . 50.
^HTiraTO alphabet; traditional
enumeration of phonetically inde-
penent letters generally begin-
ning with the vowel ^(&f). Al-
though the number of letters and
the order in which they are stat-
ed differ in. different treatises,
stilly qualitatively they are much
the same. The Sivasutras? on which
Panini's grammar is based, enu-
merate 9 vowels, 4 semi-vowels^
twenty five class-consonants and 4
sibilants* The. nine vowels are five

simple vowels or monothongs
m?t"i) as they are called in ancient
treatises, and (he four diphthongs,
(*P<qsrc). The four semi-vowels
y> v> r*h ( ^ 1 ^ ) o r antasthä-
varna, the twenty five class-conso-
nants or mutes called sparsa3 and
the four üsman letters s? s, s and h
( 51 ßj E I ) are the same in all the
Prätisäkhya and grammar works
although in the Prätisäkhya works
the semi-vowels are mentioned after
the class consonants.The difference
in numbers, as noticed, for exam-
ple in the maximum number which
reaches 65 in the Väjasaneyi-
Pratisäkhya, is due to the separate
mention of the long and protract-
ed vowels as also to the inclusion
of the Ayogaväha letters, and their
number. The Ayogaväha letters
are anusvära, visarjaniya, jihvämü-
liya, upadhmäniya, näsikya, four
yamas and svarabhakti. The Ek
Prätisäkhya does not mention I
but adding long a (wi) I (t) ü

and r (m) to the short vowels,
mentions 12 vowels, and mention-
ing 3 Ayogavahas (X^5 x Qxand 3t)
lays down 48 letters. The Rk
Tantra Prätisäkhya adds the
vowel I (?£) (short as also long)
and mentions 14 vowels, 4 semi-
vowels, 25 mutes, 4 sibilants and
by adding 10 ayogavahas viz«
4 yamas, näsikya, visarjaniya
jihvämüliya, upadhmanJya and two
kinds of anusvara, and thus brings
the total number to 57* The Rk
Tantra makes a separate enume-
ration by putting diphthongs first,
long vowles afterwards and short
vowels still afterwards, and puts
semi-vowels first before mutes, for
purposes of framing brief terms or
pratyähäras. This enumeration is
called varnopadesa in contrast



with the other one which is called
varnoddesa. The TaittirTya Prä-
tisakhya adds protracted vowels
and lays down 60 letters; The
Siksä of Pänini lays down 63 or
64 letteis, while the Väjasa-
neyi-Prätisäkhya gives 65 letters.
cf. V. Pr. VIII. 1-25. The
alphabet of the modern Indian
Languages is bassed on the
Varnasamämnaya given in the
Väjasaneyi-Prätisäkhya. The Prä-
tisäkhyas call this enumeration by
the name Varna-sarnaixmaya.
The Rk.tantra uses the terras Aksa- |
rasamämnäya and Brahma rasi
which are picked tip later on by
Patanjali.cf, t %

uncomprchcndcd, uninclud«

M. Bh. Ahnika2-end.
!§TOff forming a part of a sy- !
llyble just as the anusvära ( nasal
utterance ) or svarabhakti (vowel-
part) which forms a part of the
preceding syllable, cf. 3**pSRT

R. Pr. 1.22, "also
. R. Pr. 1.32.

unitary import; thep
meaning of a sentence collectively
understood,
% (1) absence of any other re-

course or alternative» cf. WRqj f|
^g ^WPiNtr. Purusottamadcva*
Pari, vrtti Pari.l 19; (2) which is not
a word termed gatL cf-
ftfeöfti!&: P.

non-communicativeness^
inability to communicate ade-
quately the intended meaning, cf.

M. Bh on II. LI; cf. also

non-secondary? principal; cf.

ed C
cf. also -iKi-î f %&&
Wir*m PadamafijarT on Käs VIII.
3.57"

a term in the Katantra grammar
for a word ending in i ( \ ) or u
( 3 ) cf. f^fJr: KS.U II, 1-8, ^
^R: Käi. H. 1.50.

a class of words headed
by the word vftm^ to which the
tad. affix 3̂qr is added in the
senses of c given there ' or * done
there ? e. g. aifeq^T. cf. siqpvSR&f
3Tj%qc(ff̂ q 5q^-^RH P* V. 1.9 7
Vart. 1.

^ an ancient writer of Vcdic
grammar mentioned in the
Taittinya Prütisäkhya. c£

) T.Pr. IX. 4.

an ancient writer of
Vedic grammar, mentioned in the
Taittirlya Prätisakhya» cf. rn

ziwm 11% ?l) Tait. Pr. XIV.32.
St« !̂̂ ! analogy conveyed by

the expression <%m WMh implying
permission to the agent to do
certain other-things in a sacrificial
session when, as a matter of fact,
he is only permitted to work as an
agent at the sacrificial action
( srafffiVT), by virtue of the reply
< ̂  * to his request made in the
sentence snift mvur&h ct wm%W^
REfî l ^H^% U. Bh.on. 1L 2*24.

^Bl the original SarhMia text as oppo-
sed to ptatrnna ( n«jjw|) or pada«
patha, (q^li3) which is the recital of
separate words.

(Väsudcva-Sarana Agravala),
a modern scholar of Sanskrit
grammar, the author of "India as
known to P5nim*%



non-inclusion$ non-compre-
hension. cf. fiffl̂ T föffäföSTflffRT
Par. Sekh. Par. 72? M. Bh. VII .
M Värt. 13.

elision of the vowel as

t9 u$ r or I ( &f? ^? 3, sp or ^r) which
prevents Sanvadbhäva cf. ^ ^ g f t
^ P. VII . 4^93, as also

VII. 4.2 where the
elision prevents the shortening of
the penultimate vowel if it is long,

unvoiced, merely breathed;
a term applied to the surd conso-
nants, s, s s, and visarga which are
uttered by mere breathing and
which do not produce any sonant
effect, cf. T. Pr. I. 12; R.'Pr.I. 11.
The term jit ( f^ ) is used for
these letters as also for the first
two consonants of a class in the
Vajasaneyi-Pratisäkhya cf. "ij "i$
mm 1% ;̂ 3Wm«r ^ \ V. Pr.
I. 50.51.
p The vikarana before lun affixes,
substituted for the affix cvi ( f̂ r )
In the case of the roots mentioned
by Pänini in Sütras III.1.52-59;(2)
the Vikaranapratyaya in Vedic
Literature before the benedictive
affixes prescribed by Pänini in Sütra
III. 1-86; (3) krt affix in the
feminine gender showing verbal
activity applied to roots marked
with the mute letter % and the
roots f^9 f ^ a n d others. P. III . 3
104-106. e.g. 5W, m, fiRT, %?T etc.
^ not marked with the mute
letter % ( ^ ) signifying the absence
of the prohibition of the guna or
the vrddhi substitute, cf. î%fcT
groftfar: ( ^Rl^: ) M. Bh. I I I . 3-83
Värt. 2. In the case of the preposi-
tion a (<s\\) unmarked with n (^ ),
it signifies a sentence or remembr-
ance of something cf. ^T^R<^^%T%^
e. g. an xr$ g wm^ sn ^ ws m, cf,
M. Bh. on I. 1-14.

(1) the crude base of a noun or
a verb to which affixes are added;
a technical term in Pänini's
grammar for the crude base after
which an affix is prescribed e. g.
sqj] in sflWc^or f; in ^f^fcf etc. cf,
sTCTcT a^qr^^Rri^ ^^Si^P.1.4-13;
(2) subordinate part, constituent
part cf. q^Iiq^ in % ft
P. II. 1.2, also f ^
Par. Sek. Par. 93*10; (3) auxiliary
for an operation, e. g.
etc. cf. e r a r ^ ^ l W^A
Par. Sek. Par. 50; (4) element of a
word or of an expression cf.

^ ^q{: R. T. 190, s?i ^
$ R.T. 127.
Pr. 2M.

considered as auxiliary or part;

of another e. g. gcfifĵ K ;̂, q^n^pr:;
cf. gsrwf^ qRTl^^P. II- 1#2 and
the Värtika thereon "

an operation prescribed in
the section named angädhikara^
comprising the fourth quarter of
the sixth book and the whole of the
seventh book of Pänini.

J a large section of Panini's
Astädhyäyl covering five quarters
(VI. 4-T to the end of VII) in
which the various operations
undergone by crude bases before
various affixes etc. are prescribed.

rf^0T class of words headed
by 3Tfjjf§5 to which the tad* aflfix 3^
( f3i ) is added in the sense of
comparison ( ^fn ); e. g. ®̂gj3?N
^TfQT^: cf. Käs. on P. V. 3. 108.

^ e short term or pratyähära in
Panini's Grammar representing a
vowel, e.g. 3T5RJ (ending with a
vowel), c£Rri% (vowel coalescence or
combination).

impossible to amend» not
f #

p
to be discussed, cf.



PT

w^; Pada-
mailjari on P. I I . 2'12.

3ih%nn class of words headed by STSI
to which the fern,affix 3TT is added,
somettimes inspite of the affix
^ being applicable by other rules
such as ^ K ^ f ä W J o P- IV,
1,63 and other rules in the
section, e. g. 3}3T, ^^T; T n̂föi,

^T, 3gT. cf P. IV. L 4.

author of the Cintamani-
prakasika a gloss on Ctntctmciw, the
well known commentary by Yaksa-
yarcnan on the Sabdänüsäsana of
Säkatäyana. Ajitasena was the
grand pupil of Abhayadeva; he
lived in the 12th century A.D.

n̂ rtcfTTOT class of words headed by
the word sqf^ which do not allow
lengthening of the final vowel by
P. VI. 3 119. although they form
technical terms e. g. sit^^T, $1*53-
sRft etc. cf. Käs on P. VI, 3. 119,

See under sq^irff.

tad. affix a (m) with the
mute letter n ( ^ ), prescribed (i)
after the words 3?8 and others in
various senses like progeny,, dyed
in, produced in, come from etc.P.
IV 1'86, (ii) after the words ft? and
others in the sense of grandson
and other descendents.P. IV.L1Ö4.
For other cases see P. IV* L 141,
161; IV. 2.12, 14 etc. IV, 3.7 etc.
IV. 4.49. The feminine is formed
by adding I ( % ) to words ending
with this affix snjT, which have the
vrddhi vowel substituted for their
initial vowel which gets the acute
a c c e n t a l s o e . g . a f t c s : , ^ f o

^ token term standing for vowels
and semi-vowels excepting 1(3)
specially mentioned as not inter-
fering with the substitution of n

( OT ) for n ( q ) c.R. Rlf̂ lT, W ,
^OT etc. Sec P. VI I I . 4-2; (2) aug-
ment a (si?:) with an acute accent»
which is prefixed to verbal forms in
the imperfect and the aorist tenses
and the conditional mood« e.g.
^-m^ srijk ^qfqr^ Sec P.IV.4.71;
(3) augment a (<%z ) prescribed in
the case of the roots ^», ^ etc»
before a SarvadhStuka affix begin-
ning with any consonant except y
( ^ ) , e.g. 3 ^ 1 ^ vym^ vFsn&t, 3frraa[
etc.; sec P. VIL3, 99, 100;(4) aug-
ment a ( ws ) prefixed sometimes
in Vedic Literature to affixes of
the Vcdic subjunctive (*^) e.g.

etc. see P. I I I . 4-94.
^ tad. affix %V5 prescribed after
the word w j b y the rule wM^mi\S
3 ^ cf tftifii ^ 5pfe: W*: Käs* on
p.vV. 2. 35.

^ tad. affix sre applied in the
sense of pitiable or poor to a
word preceded by the word OT
when the whole word after OT is
dropped, c. g 3 ^ ( 3^T<xf *f"̂ T? )
see. p . V. 3- 80.

^ token term ( iffl\%[i ) fur all
vowels and semivowels which,
when prescribed for an operation,
include all such of their sub-divi-
sions as are caused by length, pro-
traction, accent or nasalization,
cf SFjfe^TO WAmt P. L L 69;{2)
token term for the vowels 3*, sj
and 3 in all Pumni's rules except
in the rule I. L 69 given above c\g.
see ?£& ! | 5 ^ '{ink: 1\ VI* 3.
l l l ,%5ii: P. VIL 4. 13. and wfts
mm^ P. VUL 4. 57; (3) tad,
affix a ( r^ ) prescribed generally
ia the various senses such as
"the offspring,* *dycci in/ * belong-
ing to ? etc. except in cases where
other specific affixes are prescribcdt
cf sn^pqäTsjj P. IV. I. 83; (4) kr.



affix a ( $r )? applied, In the
sense of an agent, to a root with
an antecedent word ( 3 ^ ) stand-
ing as its object, e. g. §w?ETC:, see
P.III . 2.1; P § ^ ; , see P.III.3.12.

%—a term applied to all taddhita
suffixes collectively as they begin
with 3TOT cf. P. IV. 1. 83.

the minimum standard of the
quantity of sound, which is not
perceived by the senses, being
equal to one-fourth of a Maträ; cf.
f̂asJcRJWFJ ^T^*?M g ^I^ÖRRTII see

T. Pr. 21. 3, V. Pr. 1. 60, A. Pr.
I I I . 65. Rko tantra, however, defi-
nes 3?g as half-a-mäträ. cf.
( R.T. 1. 41 ).

T— the rule prescribing
cognateness (mw>\) of letters- The
term refers to Pänini's sütra
s^gfeSR^ ^TSRW: P. I. 1. 69. The
terms 3T|tfFfi3rp§f &n(i <Sfäpferrc?[ are used
In the same sense.

author of ^ q j )
who was a Tamil Brähmana by
caste.

3fl3[ (1) tech. term in Pänini's grammar
for short 3?, cfeTTOcR̂ RW P. I. 1.
70; 3f^;Qq: P. 1. 1. 2; (2)
personal ending 3? for % ( 52 ) of
the 1st pers. sing. Ätm. in the
Potential, P III . 4. 106; (3) case-
affix in the case of g*^ and
&m% for abl. sing, and pi P. VII.
1.31, 32; (4) tad-affix ^5 (3T)
prescribed after f%̂  in the sense
of the loc. case before which f̂ ß̂ r
Is changed to f, U7 being the
tad. formation; cf. P. V. 3.12 and
VII.2.105;(5) substitute mf&l) f o r

^ forming the present and future
participles In the Parasmaipada.
active voice cf. o3£: ssrg^R^o P.III.
2.124 and fs; ^T P. III. 3.14.

^ non-Atraanepadin verbal affixes
% %:...m. P. III.4.78, Can. 1.4.11,
Säk. 1.4.101.

not taking that much time
only which is shown by the letter
(vowel) uttered, but twice or
thrice, as required by Its long or
protracted utterance ; the expres-
sion Is used in connection with
vowels in Pänini's alphabet, which,
when used In Pänini's rules, ex-
cept when prescribed or followed
by the letter ^includes their long,
protracted and nasalized utter-
ances; cf. ^ f ^ ^ f e l S3T5E*PI: I.I. 69.

not having the same
mute slgnificatory letter^ but
having one or two additional ones,
cf. ft
(Par. §ek. Pari. 84.)

an affix which Is not a tad-
dhita affix, cf. SSUfKrf̂ r P. 1.3.8;
M. Bh. 1.3.4, V.3.1 etc.

Implying no specific purpose;
not intended to teach anything,

Käs. ande.g.
Si. KauB on
P.I.2.32; cf. also fö
(the use of ci^ does not neces-
sarily convey the sense of the
comparative degree in Pänixii's
rules) M. Bh. on P. 1.2.33. This
statement has been given as a
distinct Paribhasa by Vyädi and
Sakatäyana. The author of the
Mahäbhäsya appears to have quo-
ted it from the writings of Vyädi
and the earlier grammarians. See
also M. Bh. on sisqRrcq P. II.2.34.

cT^;^ ( ^ ^ ) tad, aff. <m^ applied
to the words ^PT, 3xK, m and

. cf. P. V. 2. 28* 29.
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conveyance of only the
properties of one to another without
conveying the actual form, des-
crlbed as the significance of an«
tadivadbhäva. cL rf sn srarjjpsflfä-
\m M. Bh.' on P. VI.1.85 Vart.
26. ""See cn|^TI^3l below.

personal affix of the third pcrs.
pi. Atm. In the Imperative (^rs). cf.
P. III. 4B 90.

passing over a word in the
without repeating it; passing

beyond, cf. arfcRW V$8& R- Pr.
X.7, which means catching a
word for repetition by coming
back after passing over it, e. g.

or

i one of the varieties of-in
fact» the first variety of—the Atio
chandas metre, which see above;
this AtijagatI consists of 52 sylla-
bles, e. g. <ri*p£ t l ^
Rk. Sariih. 8.97.13 cf.
6T fipWKRSRT R. Pr- XVL80.

extended application; trans-
fer or conveyance or application
of the character or qualities or
attributes of one thing to another.
Atidesa in Sanskrit grammar is a
very common feature prescribed
by Panini generally by affixing
the tad. affix SRT or CRT to the word
whose attributes are conveyed to
another, e. g* î£r ssĝ cr P* III*
4.85. In some cases the atidesa
is noticed even without the affix
^ or3q< e. g.^lffEff^^sr^Rfe^P.
1*2.1. Atidesa is generally seen in
all grammatical terms which end
with * vadbhäva * e. g. 3%nfö33̂ $
(P. I.L56-59), «^KPT(P.VII.4.93),

ft (P. VI. 1.85),( ), njjRFjRR
(P.IV.60) and others. Out of these
atidesas, the ^ f ö * i ^ is the most

important one, by virtue of which
sometimes there is a full repre-
sentation i. e, substitution of
the original form called sthänin
in the place of the secondary
form called adcsa. This full
representation is called *$?nicRKl as
different from the usual one which
is called ^FntcRSi, cf. M- Bh.
VIII.1.90Värt. 1 and VIII.1.95."
Vart.3P Regarding the use of aTßfSSsi
there is laid down a general
dictum ^OT^TO t̂i "Rl̂ Rprig :̂ -
when an operation depending
on the general properties of a
thing could be taken by extended
application^ an operation depend-
ing on special properties should
not be taken by virtue of the
same ; e. g. ^ R ! in P. Ill* 3.132
means as in the case of the gene-
ral past tense and not in the case
of any special past tense like the
imperfect { SRSRH ) t or the perfect
(cf%^). See Par. Sek. Pari. 101,
M. Bh. on P. III. 3, 132. There
is also a general dictum srffer-
\fe^n^c^— whatever is transfer-
red by an extended application»
need not ^be necessarily taken.
See Par. Sck. 93.6 as also M. Bh.
on P.U.123 Vart.4, I.2.I Värt. \
IL3.69 Vart. 2 etc., Kaiyala on I'L
1,2 and VI. 4,22 and Nyasa on P,
LI.56 and P. L2.58 Värt* 3- The
dictum îiflf '̂feiwi1^^^ is given as
a ParibhS^ by Nägcsa cf* Pari*
Sek, 93. 6.

one of the varieties of Atic«
chanclas consisting of 76 syllables*
c. g. n % wft
feimk 1.127.6,

f<jr a variety of the Gayatrl
metre consisting of 20 syllables,
cf, R. Pr. XVL22,



absence of any possibility;
Sec f3ßqfRTOI%- c£ P. IH.3,139
Can." 1.3.107.

Intense effort; characteri-
stic effort as required for uttering
ä vowel with fä

over-application of a de-
finition which Is looked upon as
a serious fault; e. g.
ftgP. VI.1.66 Vart. 3,

too mucb5 rather unnecessary;
e. g. f3 ^ F J ^ 3?%«r§ 1%^, M. Bh.
on 1.1.38, f̂ ufcRf fw*% M. Bh. on
1.4.63, VLL145f
M. Bh. on VIII.1.4.

^I%RT^ surplus^ redundant; cf. Nir.
' IV.20; see Kaiyata on M. Bh. V.

1.131.
??fcRlTf> quite distinct; used with

respect to pronunciation qrfcpq^
^ Ö I cf. T. Pr.

XVII.8.
SdfŜ oq̂ cf quite apart, used with
! respect to lips which are widely
I apart ({cTf%lt) In the utterance
„ of long 3TI and # ; cf. T. Pr.

II. 12, 13.
fötä the same as 3T%rerjf, which

•• see above. Extensive application
* with respect to a rule which

applies to places where it should
'. not apply. See Par. Sekh on Pari
I 28, Pari. 85; also Padamanj.
.- I L L 32.
^ f ^ t a variety of Aticchandasy

metre consisting of 60 syllables.
c- g. IŜ T! 5?RWfeT5|: Rk. Samh, I.
137. L cf, R. Pr. XVI.82.

excess or excellence as shown
by the affixes cR and 3R cf.

^ V. Pr. V* 2;
% M. Bh. on VI.

2.139; VIILL71 ; (2) desire as
shown by the affix £R^ in Panim's
grammar; cf. ^^ sjftKR R» T* 126.

excellence ,̂ surpassing; the
same as <^w\ In V. Pr, V. 2 cf.

f P. V, 3*55, also cf.

m M. Bh. on
V . 2.94, where ^fcf^m means

•STFtfäFf. Patanjali, commenting on
P. V, 3.55 clearly remarks that for
3Tßfäq, o r ^or stfcRPR, ^ e old
grammarians, out of fancy only,
used the term STTcfäiFH as it was a
current term In popular usage; cf.

P. V, 3. 55.
M. Bh. on,

excess of contact, which to
a certain extent spoils tKe pro-
nunciation and leads to.a fault.
3?I^q^ is the same as |:wä, the
letter 55 being called f:^[g on
account of excess of contact. This
exeess of contact (?R]%m$ ) In the
case of the utterance of the letter ^
results Into a fault as it practically
borders on stammering; cf. ^

( also ) name of the
seventh musical note in the sing-
ing of Säman, cf. $OT^wfenqft

* : T. Pr. XXIII.

transfer of a consonant In a
Stobha. See

short term used by Pänini to sig-
nify together the five affixes

r P. VI.4.14. v

not having the same force;
not belonging to the same type
out of the four types of rules viz.

K?f and %mK* cf. srĝ q[-
^ Wfä Jalnendra Pari. 66.

personal ending of .perf. 1st
pers. dual. cf. ^

: P. IIL4.82.
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PJ krt affix ^ applied to the root
*! in the sense of past time« cf

P.
personal ending of pres. 3rd

per. p i substituted for f? ( spg )3
the 3T of fr ( 3F3) being changed
into tx and q being omitted; see
# a : (P.VII.1,3) s^wpsns; (P. VII.
1.4) and fei ^ ^ f f i t ^ (P. III.
4.79).

complete contact of the
verbal activity (FRT); cf.P. V.4.4.

^ constant contact; com-
plete contact, uninterrupted con-
tact, cf. 3E*Rrt3ft =* P. IL 1-29;
II. 3.5.

or absolutecomplete
denial or concealment of facts; cf.
q̂ % $sz i^w*mw% ^ i 3.2.115,
Vart. h

past happening, cf» $
fä f|*rrft

i Käs. on P. II. 1.6,
rather too little, an expres-

sion used by Patafijali idiometi-
cally cf. s r ^ q i ^ g ^ M. Bh, on
1.1.69 etc.
Î tpfijig having a very slight con-
tact (with the organ producing
sound),as in the case of the utter-
ance of a vowel.

a variety of Aticchandas metre
consisting of 68 syllables, e. g.
3WT ^T I^13^ 3^H: Rk. Sam.
8.111.1.

f̂  the group of prepositions
theaded by t̂ct which are com-

pounded with a noun in the accw
case; cf. SR^^: ^ r i
M. Bh. on P. II. 2.18.

rgs^s^ characterized by a sharp
utterance; a name of the grave
accent;

closely uttered,^ very
uttered with close Kps and jaws,

(said in connection with the
utterance of the vowel 3? ); cf. T»
PrIL 12. SeeartfoJfes.

also sixcf change of a vowel into
short 3T*

possessing or having a short 3f
vowel in it; archaic form used by
Panini in gq^ls^cT: (P. VII. 2.62)
instead of 3?sg the correct one; cf*
SRJSRqjrrfä v&fa M. Bh. on 1.1. 1
and I. 4. 3.

Unädi affix 3̂ 4 prescribed in
Unadi Sutras 393-396 e.g. see m%

etc.

the Prätisäkhya work
of the Atharva veda believed to
have been written by Saunaka.
It consists of four Adhyäyas and
is also called SSI^HT ^g^ l̂ftî T*
^ krt. affix 3?̂  with 3 accented,

applied to roots marked by Pänini
with the mute syllable 5 in the
sense of verbal activity; c. g* «S

:; cf | % ^ P. III. 3.89,

conjugational affix of perf. 2nd
persM dual Parasmai, substituted
for the personal ending «Rf.cf. P.
I l l , 4.82.

ending with the short vowel
ar;cf. P. VIII. 4.7; atcrm appli-
ed to nouns of that kind* and
roots of the tenth conjugation
which are given with the letter
®{ at their end which is not looked
upon as mute (^) e. g. ^%m» etc*
Mark also the root fto described
by qcftTö as a*^ cf. ftfiR x̂f: M#
Bh. on 1.1.56., M, Bh. on IL 4.43.

a term m ancient grammars
and Prätisäkhyas meaning Boa*
appearance of a phonetic member
^ ^ # t $IT* (V. Pr 1.141 J^explam-
ed as 3?gcpf5V| by 3«JE» Later oi*y
the idea of non-appearance came
to be associated with the Idea of
expectation &n<i the + deimitloa of
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given by Pänini in the words
$A ö?lq: (as based evidently on

the Prätisäkhya definition) was
explained as non-appearance of
a letter or a group of letters where
it was expected to have been
present. See M. Bh. on I. 1.60
VSrt» 4 and Kaiyata thereon.

the class of
the second

roots therein
^ . The word
in the same

p. I I .
given

a Paribhäsa
the maxim

Hem.

name given to
roots belonging to
conjugation, as the
begin with the root
srfäjÎ rRl is also used
sense; cf.
4.72; cf.also
by Hemacandra as
corresponding to

Pari. 61.

f| Unädi affix wfe e. g,
cf. 5!5*Rhsft[; Un, 127;

See above,
added to the wordaug.

before the negative particle £f;
e.gB ^mf^Rlfä".» ^ k m c T cf, P / VI
3,76.
g not seen properly; doubtful; in*

distinct;said with respect to a letter
which is not distinctly deciphered
in the Samhitäpätha; e. g. cR:
( R. Sam. I . 1071 3 ); the last
letter ^ of cR is deciphered in the
Pada-patha which is given as
m cf. zxzmN sptft =3)33*: i<m.
5:. Pr* X. 15.

absence of fault; absence
of inconvenience« The expression
et^tt^T ĉffcl often occurs in the
Mahabhäsya; cf. MBh. on IB 3.62
I . 4.108, etc.

substitute for case affixes §
and Wi added to words ending
with the affixes S^R and ^cR and to
the words W*{> spRTC and ^ . cf.
?,.VII. 1,25.

ff| tech. te rm of ancient gram-
marians signifying in general
the present time of the day in
question, the occurrence of the
immediate past or future events in
which is generally expressed
by the aorist (§f) or the simple
future ( 352 ); the other two corres-
ponding tenses imperfect and
first future (viz, cSf- and gs) being
used in connection with past and
future events respectively, provid-
ed the events do not pertain to
that day which is in question; cf.
« m ^T^cf^T^5 M.Bh. P.III. 2.102
VeV.S, scn^RlT^P. VI. 4.114. Värt.
3; (2) term for the tense showing
immediate past time called g^
in Panini's grammar e. g. %uw\
3T5RRT i TT 1̂M(̂  Kät. I I I . L22,
Hem. I I I . 3.11.

ig^ran^r^ not expressive of any
substance which forms a place of
residence (of qualities and actions);
cf. 3 2*1 ösfl̂ St fä$n%fä<t

( P , I I . 4. 13 ); ^
i M.Bh. o n I L 1.1.

^ ,„ . lit, not made up of two
elements, and hence, produced
with a single effort, an expression
used for simple vowels ( wnRrrerc)
such as 3T, 5, ^ sp, ^ and simple
consonants f, ^ 3j etc. as
distinguished from diphthongs
( ?F<2^ ) such as tr, *qr, ^f, 3ft and
conjunct consonants ^ ^ , etc*
which appear to have been
termed f|??tfö cf. '̂jTf7̂ ![;=F[̂ ît;̂ tf*l
Wt R. Pr. XL3,

not preceded by ( two or
more) prepositions; i. e. preceded
by only one preposition, cf.
^T^-S5f TOTO P. VI. 4.96 prescrib-
ing short 3T for the long sn of the
root ^R before the krt. affix %
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(1) additional or surplus acti-
vity which a rule in grammar
sometimes shows; srflpp: ^R: or
3l1M> *£"?%;, cf. M. Bh. on I. 3.11,
Käs- on III. 2.124, Bh. Vr. on
III. 4.72; { 2 ) surplus subject
matter e. go a^Ps^T:

V. Pr. 1.33.)

(1) support; a grammati-
cal relation of the nature of a
location; place of verbal acti-
vity, cf. sn^sfäwiq. P. I. 4,45;
(2) one of the six or seven Kärakas
or functionaries of verbal activity
shown by the locative case, cf
^OTfSpRSj =3 P.II.4.36;(3)substance,
cdravya* cf. ^qr^aign%

fo MJBh.onll. 1.1.

governing rule consisting of
a word (e.g. SR̂ R:, «nat:,
etc.) or words (e.g. ©
&$&[ |;etc.)which follows or is taken
as understood in every following
rule upto a particular limit. The
meaning of the word srfförc is
discussed at length by Patafijali in
his MaMbhasya on II. 1. 1> where
he has given the difference bet-
ween $n%$R and qf^M; cf.

5
i See also Mahäbhasya on

1X11,1.4.49 and IV, 1.83. The
word or wording which is to
repeat in „the subsequent rules is
believed to be shown by Pänini by
characterizing it with a peculiarity
, of utterance known as ^ M H R or
^fer^tä 3!*3TWIr The word which
is repeated in the following Sütras
is stated to be äjfäfa. The Sabda

(i Kaustubha defines adhikära as
tr^Mxl^T^^ %mmx: vfäffli: 8ab.
Kaus, on P. 1.2*65. Sometimes the
whole rule is repeated e* g. v^
P, III. LI, ^m p t VI, 4.1,

i: P. V. 4.68, while on some
occasions a part only of it
is seen repeated» The repeti-
tion goes on upto a particular
limit which is stated as in
s n S s ? ! ^ ^ P. VI. 4.22, sraftqqfö-
qicfi: P* I- 4.56. Many times the
limit is not stated by the author of
the Sitras but it is understood by
virtue of a counteracting word
occurring later on* On still other
occasions., the limit is defined by
the ancient traditional interpreters
by means of a sort of convention
which is called rW r̂-iS-flĉ n. This
ŝ N̂ TC or governance has its in-
fluence of three kinds : ( 1 ) by
being valid or present in all the
rules which come under its sphere
of influence^ c, g. "fepUfJ or w&^m;
(2) by showing additional pro-
perties e* g. the word wif<?R being
applied to cases where there is
no actual separation as in €?¥!¥!-
$r«i: qiEfef^i sif̂ TOT!;; (3) by
showing additional force such as
setting aside even subsequent rules
if opposing. These three types of
the influence which a word marked
with ^\fm and hence termed ^foro*
possesses are called respectively
afl̂ RTißf, sfifersp sjjpq and suftspE 3WU
For details see M«Bh. on 1*3.11*
This afiVpBR or governing rule
exerts its influence in three ways;
(1) generally by proceeding ahead
in subsequent rules like the stream
of a river3 (2)somctimcs by jumps
like a frog omitting a rule • or
more3 and (3)rarely by proceeding
backward with a lion's glance? cf.

srajgsc a superintending aphori-
sm, which gives no meaning of itself
where it is mentioned* but gives
its meaning In the number1 of
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aphorisms that follow; e. g. the
rules sisra:, yi$R and 3H|RCTTPR P.
III. 1. 1,2, 3 or S ign . P. IL IA

q îq[ incompletely pronounced,
referring to a letter so pronoun-
ced.

VJSTf tad. affix applied to the pro-
noun ^H. which is changed into
% before the affix and then elided
by P. VL4.148, or changed into
sr in which case §pi or 3?§pT could
be looked upon as a tad. affix»

qsrapi determination to begin
an activity with a view to get
the fruit, cf. q x& ß

| cf. M*
Bh. on I. 3 14 and I. 4. 32.

name of a class of words
headed by the word ar̂ iRfl̂  to
which the tad. affix 33? is added
in the sense of ' <ra *W: ' i.e. found
therein, or existing therein. e„ g.
3fl«rr$W, snfäÜ^Wk etccf. M.Bh.
on IV. 3. 60.

superimposition; a relation
between a word and its sense ac-
cording to the grammarians; cf.
Väk. Pad. 11.240. (2) appendage;
cf. srifs^r % f&
Pr, XVII. 43.

supplying the necessary ele-
ment, cf. TPRCTRpfol 3TRRPW ̂ ^qojiqi«

s. on P. v i . Li .
139., cf also Nir. I. 1. 13 and M.
Bh. on Siva Sutra 1 Vart 14m
^, spaift; krt affixes substituted in
the place of g^ of the infinitive in
Vedic Literature (P. III. 4. 9.),
e. g. i%^; when sp%| is substi-
tuted^ the initial vowel of the
word becomes ^ ra . e. g

\

tad. affix 3T ( 3T3 ) (1) added to
the word ^M\ in ^he sense of
cdyed in*? to form the word sf^cf.
P. IV.2. 2. Värt 2.; (2) added to
the word %m\%\ in the sense of
'produced in3 cf wm$- OT^nfä M.
Bh. on IV. 3- 34 Värt. 2; (3) add-
ed after the affix elk in the same
sense as afa e, g. H^W ^Ti:, 5̂ 1%

cf. sjpn^ m^ cira^ P. V. 3.48,
substitute for the affix 5 (

°3^ ̂ & ^> ^ 2S^ a n d others
which only g remains), cf.
^l€l P. VII« 1. L e. g. *6\m

m, etc.
^ substitute 3?̂ ; as Samäsänta
at the end of a Bahuvnfai comp.
in the feminine for the last lettex of
the word 3vOT and for that of *3«|HA
in all genders e.g. f^ifat (by apply-
ing t to §uitaq), ^n^or, ^ri^^^T;
cf. P V. 4. 131, 132; (2) substitute
3?^ for the last letter of the words
srf^i, ^ etc. before the affixes of
the instrumental and the follow-
ing cases beginning with a vowel
e. g. 3R3TF, ̂ STT, ̂ W etc, cf« P. VII.«
1.75; [(3) substitute 3?q for the
last letter of the word *n%, of
words ending in % as also of gstffi«
a nd others before the nominative
singB affix f. e. g. T̂̂Tj ̂ ftj ^^^J
cf. P. VII. 1. 93?94,

possessing no 3R[ or vowel in
it, cf 1^ st #

clef:sqfl 3 i^ t^ cle FR ^ ^ F ^ :
cf. Par, Sek»on Pan 52.;
on I. 4,2 Vart. 22.

F a word without the negative
particle ( 3*r ) before it, e. g* ^rg-
f̂ĵ r cugOT^^ a sutra in ApUalPs

grammar quoted in M. Bh. on
IV. 2-45 see also P. II. 1. 60, VII.
1. 37,

uncerebralized; not changed
into a cerebral (Jjifc?) letter* cf,
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Pr. IV.34. -
Uvata on R.

^S not resulting from any ex-
tended application or sricfef, cf.
sjf̂ TSR SRTcffeä sprßt M.Bh. on IV.
1.151.

absence of the verbal
activity in all ways or respects; in-
complete activity; e. g» ̂ ^ \ not
completely cut, cf. ^
P. V. 4.4.

cR period of time not pertain-
ing to the day in question; used in
connection with past time, to
express which the imperfect is
generally used; also in connection
with the future time, to express
which the first future is
generally used e g. u: arcrag, m ^
etc. cf. P. III. 2.111, 113; III.
3.15, 135; V. 3.21.

ffi without any mute signi-
l h d ft

g y
ficatory letter attached j g
T̂O is the short name given to the

m a x i m — ' ^i m ^ q ^ ^ j^q^q
npn^ See M.Bh. on I. 3.1; V. 2.9.

There is a reading in the Par. Sek.
ft*p?W^ for ar^aq^BJify in
which case the rf&m is called

. See Par, Sek. Pari,
81.

(1) Immediate, contiguous
tL cf. ^̂ FRKT; ^%ri: P.L 1.7»

also *förc?Rrc: P. VI. 2,49; cf.
8PR« *%i: V. Pr. I. 48-; ( 2 )
nearest, as compared with others
of the same type; cf. ®mm
SFRrcr ^ 3cnffr= BT afäfaajct M.Bh. on
I. 1.43; cf. Pari. Sek. 3R?<5rc$ai
f^sft Wtct m^w? % which means
that a prescriptive or prohibitive
rule applies to the nearest and not
to the distant one.Par.äek,61,Cän.
Par. 30,

non-final cf«
wheu a change does not con-

cerna final letter then it concerns
that which immediately precedes
the final, Par. Sek. Pari 95. cf.
also M.Bh. VI. 1.13 Värt 5.

not different, the same; cf.
TT^^jf^f^TO^^ that which has
got a change regarding one of its
parts is by no means something
else; Par. Sek. Pari. 37,
F^cf^fcf being the same, being
looked upon as not different. See

above.

inability to express the
meaning desired. The expression
3 cfT 3??n%4j^ frequently occurs in
the Mahäbhasya referring to such
words or phrases as could be form-
ed by rules of grammar or could
be used accordirig to rules but,are
not found in current use recogniz-
ed by learned persons or scholars;
cf. a^T îSreffi wjf^wwi €m* <%zm g
WAl^ätf WR^ \ Padarnafij. on IIL
2.1; also cf. 3

W 4 i ^ R w^m 5m*$:} wSXvs %!m
Nyasa on 1L 2.24; for examples of

% ^ , sec also MMM

M.Bh. on IIL 3.19. also on IIL
2.1. V. 5, IV, 2.1. SccKaä. oa
III, 1.22, IIL 3.158,
f̂  that which is not applied;

i
pp

lit. (an operation or vxdhi) which
has not taken place or which
has not been effective; cf*

M. Bh. on I» 1.5;
1.37. Cf. also

M.Bh. on VI. 4.22; VIII. 3*15,
Rf*Tf5?f not conveyed or expressed

by another Lc. by any one of the
four factors viz. verbal affix, fcrt
affix^taddhlta affix and compound*
The rule mM^ (P. I I . 3.1) and
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the following rules lay down
the different case affixes in the
sense of the different Kärakas or
auxiliaries of the verbal activity,
provided they are not shown or
Indicated In any one of the above-
mentioned four ways; e. g. see the
ace. case ia ^i f̂fcT, the inst. case
In 3;TVf SSRTfcfa the dat. case i %

i t W[%, the abl. case in
, or the loc.case in

a wording which does not
contain any reduplicative syllable;
an epithet applied to such roots
as are not to be reduplicated a
second time before affixes of the
perfect, as they are already re-
duplicated; cf, #fä sn^^TWRgq P.
VI. 1.8.

WRRi (1) without any signification;lit.
having no meaning of themselves,
i.e.possessing a meaning only when
used In company with other words
or parts of words which bear an
independent sense; (the word is used
generally in connection with pre-
positions) ;e.g. STfä̂ nö 3R$# P.I.4.93>

: u
M, BhB on P. I. 4.93; cf.
3TOTft ^TR*lfRTcr J l^FR: Nir. L
L3; cf. also 3R$^
Kas. on I. 4.93, explained as

^ ^ ^
by ?qp[^R; (2) meaningless,

purposeless; cf. ? ^

on 1.1.1, as also ^T^qM^T f| ffl
ft^rq m w 30T#( ̂ 2R5T* sqrac; M,Bh. on
P- VI. 1 77. See for details M.Bh.
on I. 2.45 Värtw 12; III.L77 Värt.
2 and Kaiyata and Uddyota
thereon; (3) possessed of no sense
absolutely as some nipatas % ?̂[
ft % % # ; Uv.

on R, Pr« XII« 9;
5ITl%qT q̂q: P- I. 2.45 Värt. 12 cf-
also ^ T ^1% ftqicRFf^Pl P« IV.
4.82e Värt. ljtajFFn^lSnTcRW^ P.
V. U 1 3 Värt. 1, also 114 VartX

synonym, synonymous,
conveying no different sense, e. g,

on P .V . 1.59; sift =3 git;
M.Bh. on P. I. L56,

not conveying any
different sense, S R 5 $i
M.Bh. on I. 4.93.

opp. of 3TT̂ I%; an opera-
tion not concerning a single
letter, e.g. ^nfäsRT^^rf^^ P. I .
1,56 and M. Bh„ thereon; cf.

W M ' Kät. Pari. 39. -
R T ^ having no occasion or scope
of application; used in connection
with a rule the whole of whose
province of application is covered
by a general rule, and hence which
becomes technically useless, unless
it is allowed to set aside the general
rule; cf.3Ffä̂ T2[r[ f| fäsRf «Tf̂FT ̂ fäT̂ ch
rules which have no opportunity
of taking effect ( without setting
aside other rules ) supersede those
rules; M.Bh. on V. 4.154, also Par-
Sek. on Pari. 64.

SHsrsRWcSf absence of any opportunity
of taking effect, scopelessness; con-
sidered in the case of a particular
rule, as a criterion for setting aside
that general rule which deprives it
ofthat opportunity; cf. ^^ST$M

^n^#t ^ r^ . This SR-
is slightly different from 3?q-

qi^f particular mention which is
defined usually by the words 1

^ R F a ^ r c : (a word) whose forma-
tion and accents have not been ex-
plained; cf. Nir. IV. 1; V. 2.
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lit, having no parts; impar-
tite; without any concern with the
individual component parts; appli-
cation in totality; cf. %g § ^#F^Ft
SRcfqiqf̂ Î T^qi ^ i1^l f^5 P. VI.
1,84 Värt 5 and the Bhäsy a thereon;

a rule in -grammar applies to all
cases where its application is possi-
ble; it cannot be said to have its
puorpose served by applying to a
few cases only.

^ s q i fault of having no end; end-
lessness ; cf,

Käv. Pr.;

f l M.
Bh.onIL 1.1.

indefiniteness; c£ 3^fN-
T̂̂TOffe;: M. Bbu on

I. 2.30 Värt 1.

undetermined5 indefinite;
see M.Bh. quoted above on
cf. also sn^Tp^i : ^ T ^
^R t̂Nctg JCT̂ g \ M. Bh. on I. 1.56;
III, 1.4, VII. 2JO, VII. 4.9. The
substitutes caused by an ärdhadhä-
tuka affix are, in fact, effected by
virtue of the prospective applica-
tion of the ärdhadhätuka affix be-
fore its actual application.

tech. term used by the writers
of the Prätisäkhya works for fre-
quentative formations such as

etc.; cf. A. Pr- 4*86.

| | not depending on another
for the completion of its sense; cf.
=T 33RRnf& P. I l l , 4-23, and Nyäsa
thereon which explains SRWfl1 asl

not capable of presenting
(on its mere utterance) any tangible

form or figure; the word is used in
connection with a technical term
(5^05^) which presents its sense by
a definition actually laid down or
given in the treatise; cf« srarfsfä:
mi I sTllT^cf: ürkRi M. Bh. on
X l.i .

absence of consideration; dis-
regard; cf. <srät ̂ m\ii P. II, 3*38.

f non-initial; e. g. BM^&F ?T§?-R^
P. III. 4.102, Vart. 4; also M. Bh.
on VII. I. 3.

replaced as a substitute;
e. g. m 3^f^R^: f̂el??? UvA i-rtcT
P-Tlft̂ lW ;̂ M.Bh. on f. L57VSrt. 1,
III.-2.3 Värt. 23 and VI. L12
Vart. 10.

(1) original, not such as Is sub-
stituted; e.g. 3^^SR^R3T^ P.VII.
2.86; (2) absence of statement, -fl
% e. g. ^ 4
P. III. ^ 6 7 , Värt. 1; cf. the Pari.
^ftr%«il: 5RW. iwA^f^ I Par. Sek.
Pari. 113.

§ not a close relation; dis-
tance; cf. wf^'

f
Bh* on VIII. 3.13.

^ that sariihitn text
which has an order of words in it,
which is different from what
obtains in the Pada-püthu, and
which appears appropriate accor-
ding to the sense intended in the
passage* There are three places of
such combinations of words which
are not according to the succession
of words in the Pada-patha, quot-
ed in the R.Pr. l̂ W%^f fhfäg* ^
Rk* Sam. V.2.7, mi m iw$

^k. Sam. X. 64.3; J
X, 86. 42«

: i ?! i M mni ^
Uvvata on R, Pr* 11.78*
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absence of proximity, ab-
sence of cognateness; cf. ^ | clff

^ I M. Bh. on SivaI on
Sütras 3-4.

having or possessing no äpya
or object; * intransitive (root); cf.
^fl^jssjqf^ sî Tcqof̂  g^ Cändra L2 97
standing for ^R^Rjsife 3?̂ %T2r 3R
P. I I I . 2.148.

(1) non-vedic; not proceeding
from any Rsi, or Vedic Seer, cf.
£ p j 2[Fra*3R^ 3RN P. I. 1.16; also
Käs. on the same; cf. föft^gqßfciä1

^ VI. 1.129;
(2) pertaining to the Padapätha
which is looked upon as 3 M 4 i. eB

not proceeding from any Vedic
Seer; cf. SRW ?.fcRĴ f: I 3 =g SFSK
sflf^rasr, Uvvata onR. Pr. I I I . 23;
cf. also A. Pr. I I I . 1.3.

krt affix in the sense of curse,
e. g. 3?«Nf^ra 5T5 *Rffi[; cf.̂ TT t̂t
3rf5fe P. I I I . 3,112/ This affix
gets its ^ changed into ^ after qR
or \<fi of the preceding preposition
as in 3jsRnf9t:;cf. Käs. on VIII.4.29.

samasanta affix after the word
spf and some other |̂ words pre-
scribed by P. V. 4. 124-6, e. g.

^ l ) not admitting the augment
^ to be prefixed to it; the term is
strictly to be applied to ärdhadhä-
tuka affixes placed after such roots
as havd^ their vowel characterized
by a grave accent ( arg^jTR^ ); the
term s^f^ being explained as
srfäsrßj qualifying the an^ig^f affix;
(2) in a secondary way3 it has be-
come customary to call such roots
3Tfäs>as"do not allow the augment
^ to be prefixed to an ärdhadhä-
tuka affix placed after them. Such
roots are termed srg l̂xf verily be-
cause they are possessed of an

anudätta vowel, e. g. fi, *?, l%; ^ j
^ etc. as against g, ^ | , % 1, ^

%«l9 ^fg, etc. which have their
vowel characterized by an acute
{ 33[FTT ) accent. For a complete list
of such roots see the well-known
stanzas given in the Siddhänta-
kaumudi incidentally on ^
^i P. VII . 1.5. ^ | f

as also some lists by ancient gram-
marians given in the Mahäbhasya
on qeßra g q - ^ ^ n g ; . P. VII. 2.10
or in the Käsika on the same rule
P. VII . 2.10.

(1) name given to Stanzas^ (
giving a-complete list of such

roots as do not allow the aug-
ment % ( ?s ) to be prefixed to
an ardhadhatuka affix placed
after them« For such Kärikäs
see Sida Kaum, on VII. 1.5 as
also Käsika on VII . 2.10; ( 2 ) a
short treatise enumerating in 11
verses the roots which do not
admit the augment ^before the
ardhadhatuka affixes. The work
is anonymous, and not printed so
far, possibly composed by a Jain
writer .The work possibly belongs
to the Kätantra system and has got
short glosses called ô Rô H, STHF^R;,
fciwr, ä̂ JT, ßcqofr and the like
which are all anonymous.

a short commen-
tary by Ksamämanikya on the
work Anitkärikä, which see above,

not separable into two padas
or words by means of avagraha;
cf. *N gwi^^f^f; R. Pr. V. 41 ; cf.
also R. Pr. IX. 253 XII I . 30. See

below.

(1) not nitya or obligatory;
optional; (said of a rule or pari™
bhasä whose application is volun-
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tary). Regarding the case and con-
jugational affixes it can be said
that those affixes can, in a way,
be looked upon as nitya or obliga-
tory, as they have to be affixed to
a crude nominal base or a root,
there being a dictum that no crude
base without an affix can be used,
as also, no affix alone without a
base can be used. On the other
hand, the taddhita and krt affixes
as also compounds are voluntary
as, instead of them an independent
word or a phrase can be used to
convey the sense. For a list of
such nitya affixes see M, Bh. on V,
4.7; (2) the word aif^q is also
used in the sense of not-nitya, the
word fä?q being taken to mean
gcffpfsr^'occurring before as well as
after another rule has been appli-
ed,, the latter being looked upon as
stfk&l which does not do so. This
'nityatva' has got a number of ex-
ceptions and limitations which are
mentioned in Paribhäsas 43-49 In
the Paribhasendusekhara.

an underived word; an
ancient term used by writers of
the Prätisäkhyas to signify 'original'
words which cannot be subjected
to Hh

E? not necessary to be specifi-
cally or implicitly stated, as it can
be brought about or accomplished
in the usual way; e. g.

^ . Bh. on VIII. 1.15. See
also M, Bh. on VII . 2.27 and VI.
1.207.

not serving as a cause, not
possessing a causal relation; e .g.
afaqigssBpnt fäfätöfSrä r̂fî FcfF? Par.
Sek. Pari 85, See also M, Bh# on
1.1.39.

cf.
not subject to any limitation;

I: M. Bh, on I I .
3.50. In the case of frrcwfäfä (a res-
trictive rule or statement) a limi-
tation is put on one or more of the
constituent elements or factors of
that rule» the limited clement being
called f̂ RcF, the other one being
termed STI^PT; also see Kns. on
II . 2. 30.

whose sex—especially
whether it is a male or a female—is
not definitely known from its mere
sight; small insects which are so.
The term >:p} in l\ IV. l . 131 is
explained in the Mahäbhäsya as

on P. IV. h l sL
whose sense has not been

specifically stated; the word is
used with reference to such affixes
as are not prescribed in any speci-
fic sense or senses and hence as are
looked upon as possessing the sense
which the base after which they
are prescribed has got; cf. ^fHik^Mi:
ScW: W\*i WVfift-—affixes, to which
no meaning lias been assigned,
convey the meaning of the bases to
which they are added; e£l Far.
Sek. Pari. 'll3;cf. also M. Bh. on
I I I . 2.4, 111,2.67, III . :U9> I I I .
4,9, VI. U 6 2 .

l an undesireel consccyicncc or
result; cf. sfifä-j ^ SBi?]% %:i -I ^ $W&t
M, Bh. on Im$A \ also cf.

tTxr: M, Bh. on VL K2.

ignorant or inattentive to
what the Grammarian Intends or
desires to say. cf. ? l

fW f
§cr: M. Bh. on VIIL 2.106.

^ krt affix, termed f»^| also
forming the pot* pass* part, of a
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root; cf, ^ R o q T ^ : P.I II. 1.96. e.g.
see the forms W>W\'% i w q , the mute
^showing the acute accent on the
penultimate vowel

(1) imitation; a word utter-
ed in imitation of another; an imi-
tative name; cf. 3qg*Roi ^ l i f^R^
P. I. 4.62; ^ m l | fäsifosrcfäfäi^
W $[f%^%f%^ Siva sutra 2 Värt 1;
cf. also $tfn%^ 3T3^?t 3?3fa an imi-
tative name is like its original Par,
Sek. Pari. 36; also MJBh. on VIII .
2.46; (2) imitative word, onoma-
topoetic word; cf.

ML Bh. on 1.3.48. cf. also §«=T
ir. IX. 12.

dragging (from the preced-
ing rule) to the following rule tak-
ing the previous rule or a part of
it as understood in the following
rule or rules in order; the same as
3Rll%; cf. srg^^fepftR: Käs« on II.
4." 18, I I I . 2.26, VII . 1.48; cf. also
the Paribhäsa !̂T«pHÖ ^TxR^—that
which is attracted from a preced-
ing rule by the particle =3 is not
valid in the rule that follows; Par,
Sek. Pari. 78.

attracted from a previous
rule as is frequently done in Päni-
ni?s rules. See the word aqg f̂oj
above.

not actually stated or expressed
in a rule; cf.
Käs. on II . 4.18, III . 2. 26, VII.
L 48; also gf. Nyasa on P. I I . 2.9
J right or regular order in a
Vedic recital, called ?w. e. g

enumeration (in the right
order as opposed to spOT ); e. g9

M. Bh. on IL 1. 58; also on IV.
2.70; verbal forms of the root ^
with =3?| occur in this sense very

frequently; e.g. qfef
so also the p. p. p. ^PFTRT occurs
frequently in the same sense.

lit. that which follows Tantra
i.e. Sästra which means the original
rules of a Sästra; technical term for
Värtika used by Bhartrhari; cf. £plFlt
^TgcRrioii srrssFii ^ a^ftriVak. Pad.
1.23, where the word 3?gcf̂  is ex-
plained as Värtika by the com-
mentator.

other than <RW or the first
person; cf. fcWrf̂ ct ^TTO^gxW^ P.
VIII 1.53 and Käsikä thereon.

non-production of an ele-
ment of a word such as an affix or
an augment or the like; cf. <
^Tg?q^%P. III . 1.2 Värt. 7,
*qfriq? TO'Cl qw cf® P. I I I . 1. 94
Värt. 23 also f^nf^l ^^11%: (f&R:)
P. I I I . 1.26, Värt. 3.

non-udatta, absence of the
acute accent; one of the Bäbyapra-
yatnas or external efforts to pro-
duce sound. This sense possibly
refers to a stage or a time when
only one accent, the acute or <rajxl
was recognized just as in English
and other languages at present,
This udatta was given to only one
vowel in a single word (simple or
compound) and all the other
vowels were uttered accentless.Le.
s}jg3jxL Possibly with this idea i n
view, the standard rule ^ g ^ l ^ q^r«
5fy^^' was laid down by Panini
P. VI. 1.158. As, however,'the
syllable, just preceding the accent-
ed ( 3?ra ) syllable, was uttered
with a very low tone, it was call-
ed srtpara r̂c, while if the syllables
succeeding the accented syllable
showed a gradual fall in case they
happened to be consecutive and
more than two, the syllable suc-
ceeding the ^̂ Jxf was given a
mid-way tone, called
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^ Thus, In the
utterance of Vedlc hymns the
practice of three tones 3'̂ FcT, CJT ÎTI
and f̂tcT came in vogue and
accordingly they are found defined
in all the Prätisäkhya and grammar
works ;cf. 3!5%W^a •fi%*3?Trf: OTTIK«
^fer: P. L 2. 29-31, T.Pr. I. 38-40,
V. Pr. I. 108410. Amidätta Is
defined by the author of the Käsi-
kavrtti as ^

=3 *r: : cf.

M. Bh. on I. 2, 29,30, Gf. also

II R. Pr.
III. 1. The term anudatta is trans-
lated by the word 'grave3 as oppo-
sed to 'acute5 (udätta,) and "circu-
mflex5 (svarita); (2) a term appli-
ed to such roots as have their
vowel 3?§3[TTJ or grave? the chief
characteristic of such roots being
the non-admission of the augment
% before an ärdhadhätuka affix
placed after them. ( See ^fäs, ).

J quite a low tone, comple-
tely grave; generally applied to
the tone of that grave or anudatta
vowel which is immediately follow-
ed by an acute ( ̂ T T ) vowel.
When the three Vedic accents
•were sub-divided into seven tones
viz.

and O3J3|fcr corres-
ponding to the seven musical notes,
the 9qg<racR was the name given
to the lowest of them all
was termed wsm also; cf, ̂ W R
<m ^m: P.L 2.40; cf. also M, Bh.
on I. 2.33.

a term meaning * having a
grave accent/ used by ancient
grammarians, Gf.

M. Bh^on I. 2.33"

lit. one whose mute signifi-
catory letter is uttered with a grave
accent; a term applied to a root
characterized by an indicatory
mute vowel accented grave, the
chief feature of such a root being
that it takes only the Atmanepada
affixes; e. g. sqT%, q%, etc.; cf.
s^xltecf ^TcWqcinP. I. 3.12; such
a root3 in forming a derivative
word in the sense of habit, takes
the affix 55 e g . srfcfc, 3«ffi: etc«
provided the root begins with a
consonant; cf. ^3^I%W ^ß\\: P.
11L 2.149.

g^TrfW^T (a root) pronounced ori*
ginally i. c, pronounced in the
Dhätupatha with a grave accent;
see the word ^l^jxl above; cf.

%fcf P. VI. 4.37. See also the
word 3rf^ above.
? ^ (1) reference, mention, state-
ment referring to a preceding cle-
ment, cf. wwi^mT^j: imm^ P. L
3.10; c£ mfi^:^^JmM^^m$J**
®mm*f$S?S: M. B!i. LL57, Vart. 3.
(2) declaration, prescription; the
same as aitcfeof. cf. mPWmW^W*k
m^WZJ^^M ^4\ Tj^p^fl qnj P,
LI.56 Vart. 1; (3) a "grammatical
operation cf. «PTO '̂Wglpa:
g^^«cfT f4?%mw?4 mk Sid.
on 1\L 3JO, See the word 3*
in this sense cf- if^CT^IW^ W
mm, V, Pr. LI43.

gsfFSE a fore-sound; a preceding
additional sound which is looked
upon as a fault; c- g. W^
when pronounced as aifq?f^ This
sound is uttered before an initial
sonant consonant. It is also utter-
ed before initial aspirates or vlnarga*
cf. immm^HK: ^im% wi&gmi ^^
mm qr 1 ^mwcr^Mr^Rt^; R. Pr»
XIV.18,19.
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(a letter) uttered through
the nose and mouth both, as differ-
ent from anusvara which is uttered
only through the nose, cf* g<$Rrfäft>T-

^ f t F : P.I.1.8, and M. Bh.
thereon« The anunäsika or nasal
letters are the fifth letters of the five
classes ( i.e. §,5, 5, ^ , q^) as also
vowels 3?, \9 3 and semivowels
when so pronounced, as ordinarily
they are uttered through the
mouth only; ( e . g. $f, aft, etc«
or 3% 5|3 ^g etc. in ^
sfesR: etc. ) The p
nasalized vowels are named
and they are said to be con-
sisting of three mätras. cf. $

or

R. Pr. 1.63.64; cf. also
g ^ T. Pr

XV.6, Trivikrama, a commentator
ontheKat, Sutras, explains
as eg färä

and remarks further
q^öfqf I Com. by Tr. on Kat. I
LI3 . Vowels which are uttered
nasalized by Pänini in his works
viz- ^fqT3? WTgqfTS', ?\WflZ e tc . a re
silent ones i. e. they are not actu-
ally found in use. They are put by
him only for the sake of a com-
plete utterance, their nasalized
nature being made out only by
means of traditional convention.

$9 qs? etc, cf.
1.3.2; cf also

Käs' on 1.3.2.

a commentary on Kircr (
by f^f^glt). The work

is believed to have been written by
» It is not available at pre-

sent except in the form of refer-
ences to it which are numerous
especially in Srradeva's Paribha-

-savrtti.

discord, absence of validity,
incorrect interpretation; f

M.Bh on I. 4.9.

impossibility of being
explained; cf. cf̂ r %5Tq

^ Nir 11,2.

impossible to be explained,
not consistent ; cf. ^ M g q q ^ r f

I $F&t ̂ m^Wl S Nir, I. 15.

(^(felT) the Pada text of
the Vedic Sarhhitä.

n o t subordinated in word-
relation5 principal member; cf. sr̂ T-
TO^Ici; P. IV. 1. 14 and M. Bh.
thereon; cf. also Par» Sek Pari. 26.

si^R an effort outside the mouth
in the production of sound at
the different vocal organs such
as qpoa:» 3T§ etc, which is looked
upon as an external effort or
bähyaprayatna.sigsr^R is one of the
three main factors in the produc-
tion of sound which are ( 1 ) ^4H5

( 2 ) 3FPI or aRP2Rfl?RR and ( 3 )
or ^rsprq^; cf. W

Can. The commentator
on T. Pr- describes sigsf̂ H as the
§3^R?I or ŝaflfiERPT, the main
cause in the production of articu-
late sound; cf. s^cftqcf 3?^[ qof: ffä

;; cf. also
:; Uvvata on R. Pr. XI I I .

I, Generally two main varieties
of «n§OTc?f are termed srgsrsFr which
are mentioned as (i)
(emission of breath) and

h h(resonance), the other varieties of
it such as fäHTC, #-IR? ^f, ?̂%̂ r5

, ^R^ffq, S^TTIJ ^ ? T T T and
being called merely as
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subsequent utterance; lit.
post-position, 'as in the case of the
roots fj, ^and^inin the periphra-
stic perfect forms; cf.

, P. I« 3. 63;

a letter or letters added to a
word before or after it, only to
signify some specific purpose such
as (a) the addition of an affix
(e. g. fH 3*33, ̂ f etc-) o r (b) t h e

substitution of gq, ffe; or ^mm
vowel or (c) sometimes their preven-
tion. These anubandha letters arc-
termed is; (lit. going or disappear-
ing) by Pänini (cf. sq^t^^lfe^
^ etc. 1.3.2 to 9), and they do
not form an essential part of the
word to which they are attachcd3
the word in usage being always
found without the ^j ; letter. For
technical purposes in grammar,
however.» such as sfrf̂ qf or 3?^^ of
affixes which are characterized
by 13t letters, they are looked
upon as essential factors, cf.
%̂$FcFT 3Tg*RlTS3 "Q?PRIT:, etc, Par*

Sek. Pari. 4 to 8. Although qrfitfä
has invariably used the term ^%
for 3rg*FW letters in his Sutras,
Patanjali and other reputed writers
on PäninPs grammar right on upto
Nagesa of the 18th century have
used the term aqgspsi of ancient
grammarians in their writings in
the place of ̂  The term sqgspsr
was chosen for mute significatory
letters by ancient grammarians
probably on account of the ana-
logy of the sigspaq q% tied down
at sacrifices to the post and
subsequently slaughtered.

a^viv-i^\-M-ni' a writer of the
twelfth century who wrote a work
on grammar called ^q^V^?-IT
or r̂r̂ RPrf̂ J .̂ He has also written

and afl^eiaf^T. The gram-
mar is a short one and is studied
in some parts of India.
p not allowing the addition of the
augment ^ (i.e. letter \) after
the last vowel; The term is used.,
in connection with the present part*
affix, by Pänini in his rule STä̂ tfr

\ VI. 1.173.
inference, suggestion, cf.

j
^ M. Bh. on L 3. 1.
in the natural order (opp.

to xfä&m ), cf. 55
R. Pr. 1L 8. w$$\M4Jfy is a term
applied to Saindhis with a vowel
first and a consonant afterwards.

combination according
to the alphabetical order; a kind of
euphonic alteration ( *ffa ) where
the vowel come» first, e.g. \&7WV^+
mtit where ^ is changed to 5 ; ^ :
\4:zziTiJi ?&: cf. 1L Pr. !L B*"(See

continuation or recurrence
of a word from the preceding to
the succeeding rule; the same as
anuvrtti; cf. 3Tg<d«% -W faw. f *i

M. Bh. on I. 1*3.

to be observed, to be obeyed;
cf. 5=1 <S5$5R q^KT W}flpij: t q^iftak
^ f i W g ^ M . Bh. on l i t 1.109.

repetition of a rule already
laid down or of a statement already
made; cf* TOPn^ü-TOHft ̂ T%I

^ : Kas. on II . 4.3,

>-l operation m conformity with
what is found. The expression
vF f̂ir zziffiffyx is often found in the
Mahäbhksya; cf, M. Bh, on U J.5,
I, 1.6, 1/1.21, III. L9, III, 1.13,
VI. L6, VL 1.77, VI. U799 VL
4J28,VL 4J41 , VIIL 2.108.
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repetition or recurrence of a
word from the previous to the suB-
sequcnt rule or rules,, which is
necesiary for the sake of the intend-
ed Interpretation« The word is of
common use in books on Pänini's
grammar. This recurrence is gene-
rally continuous like the stream of
a river ( ^ iJ^Mt^ ); sometimes
however, when it is not required in
an intermediate rule, although it
proceeds further, it is named

In rare cases it is
taken backwards in a sutra work
from a subsequent rule to a pre-
vious rule when it is called siw*?.

traditional instruction; treat-
ment of a topic; e.g. g ^
M. BSi. I. 1.1 where the word is
explained as s

(I) lit.attaching, affixing; aug-
ment, sjeyspsqcT <mi 3Tgq-f:; (2) a term
for the nasal letter attached to the
following consonant which is the
lastj used by ancient grammarians;
cf. spiqrejq? ^ ^ i ^ m i f ^ R i q ^ cf.
P X 1.47 Värt. 2 and M.Bh. there-
on; cf. sTCFcfRT f̂̂ pftfQiTH Kät. IV«
1.13* The term srgsrg is defined in
the Kätantra grammar as ŝ nffiRS
3?jpff«. The terni is applied to the
nasal consonant ^ preceding the
last Hotter of a noun base or a root
base; penultimate nasal of a root
or no an base; Kät. II . LI 2.

*p#üP; independent mention, a
secoßd time, of a thing already
mentioned5for another purpose; cfl

P.I.1,53 VSrt. 1.

according to the Samhita
text of the Vedas; cf^crift %| TF3.#cT
srfMt 3?getlcT^ BharLrihari's Mahä-
bhäsyadipika p . 9; cf. also R, Pr.
XL* 31, also XV. 33, where the

4

word is explained as 1̂tnTW*T by
Uvata.

see above under sr.
said afterwards^ generally in

imitation; cf« 3Tgrfi^^3^H: 1 s^-
M.Bh. on III . 2.109.

statement with reference to
what has been already said; the
same as anvadesa.

statement or mention imme-
diately afterwards; the same as
the word sig^I used by Pänini in
1.3JO, cf. l^MT^FT^T W # ^ I
Q{%& ; ^Tlf^^: Uvata on V. Pr,
I. 143.

having no ekasesa topic in it;
a term applied to the Daiva Gram-
mar which does not discuss the
ekasesa topic to which Panini has
devoted ten rules from I. 2.64
to 73.
$R!3rc having many vowejs or
syllables in it; the same as ^TiWF^
of Panini; cf. Hem, III . 4.46

R̂T̂FPC having many syllables in it;
cf. ^ ^ I ^ R ^ ^ I i ^ I ^ T Kät. II.2.59.

a having many vowels (two or
more) in it; opp. to ^ T g ; a term
frequently used in Pänini's gram-
mar meaning the same as ̂ % ^ R ;
or sî FJfärc, which see above; cf. P.
VI. 3.42,VI. 4.82

(1) not forming an integral
part, the same as isffispqef; cf. sfö-
^rlT: SW^̂ TT 1^4 Par. Sek. Pari 4.
(2) absence of any definite view
cf. Q f̂̂ RFcR̂ r I % ^ ^

^ \ M. Bh. on VI. 1. 7

(1) possessed of* a plural
sense; referring to many things,
cf. ŝ fsßpS apr^rgfr M. Bbu on P.II.
2* 98 also 3CT5Fn«fî Äf |%MM: P. I.
2.64 Vär t 15; (2) possessed of
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many senses, cf.
^T% M. Bh. on PJII . 2.48; also
cf. 3JF=q5föT«rff?J T33S[RĴ r W g -

: Nira IV. 1.
^ possessed of many letters;

lit. possessed of not one letter, cf.
# i % i ; ^Vr P. I. L55.

not ending in a diphthong;
cf ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Par. Sek.
Par, 7"

undetermined, indefinite'

: M. Bh.on I. 2.30, also
M. Bh. on VI. 1.37; not invari-
able, cf. SR l̂föp^ WF&l. M. Bh»
on VII. 2.102, VIII. 3,34

f not possessed of any defi-
nite cause; 3$fJjii%RT tĴ ppsî PT: M.
Bh. on I. 1.20 also on I. 1.59
and I. 2,64«

final, phonetically last element
remaining, of course, after the
mute significatory letters have
been dropped, cf. «igp ŝ̂ oft̂ T: M.
Bh.on I. 1.21 Värt 6.
crâ UT lit. bringing about as the
final; an affix (which is generally
put at the end); ancient term for
an affix; cf j$r: îf̂ f ^ WRIR 'SfFcT-
WI*U srer: ^t =3 mitJK, ̂  i Nir. L
13.

PI lit. interior operation; an
operation inside a word in its
formation-stage which naturally
becomes antamnga as contrasted
with an operation depending on
two complete words after their
formation which is looked upon as
bahirauga.

inside a word; explained
as q^q w^ by ^ s ; cf. g«n*3:q ŝ\%
V. Pr. IV. 2 cf. also SRT:CR;
R. PrJI. 13.

insertion of a letter or pho-
netic element such as the letter qs

and a sibilant, or
between T̂ and a

between
the letter
sibilant;
^fkfi; cf. Pan. VIII. 3.28, 293 3(T?
31; cf. cf̂ cf̂ Tldl: 3^f^T^nJP3- R,
Pr. IV. 20

[€[q[ inside the foot of a verse
explained as %]"$?& Wr^ by Uvvata;
cf. Ĵ f̂ rŝ r:qfT3?T3 ;̂. P. VI,I. 113.

/.3 also writeu as
/., semivowel; cf.

: i fälfcT f5t(?t f&fa ftfrT; V, Pr.
VIII. 14-15; cf, -4clf4Pci:PTF: ex-
plained by -30-Td as {W^lW-ri;
5R-̂f (ctö̂ cfricT cH'-cT:̂ ]: R. Pr, I- 9,
also qirac!#-"cf̂ m: T. Pr. I. 8. The
ancient term appears to be 3^ ;^ i
/. used in the Prntisäkhya works«
The word 3??cF:F4FlPTs occurs twice
in the MahabhSsya from which it
cannot be said whether the word
there is 3^.T4 »/. or aî rT:?̂  /*
The term -%«$& or wwm is ex-
plained by the commentators on
Kätantra as agsppq tä

ftK interval between two phonetic
elements when they arc uttered
one after another; hiatus, pause;

i^ R. T. 3!-; also few
f^V^Wfl Vyäsasik^i; (2)

space between two phonetic ele-
ments, e. g. ^iv€'{ explained as
^ % $ T R (between two vowels) by
Uvvata cf.

gq: Nir X,17.
a highly technical term ia

Panini's grammar applied i« a
variety of ways to rules which
thereby can supersede other
rules. The term is not used
by Patjini himself. The Värti-
kakara has used the terrn thrice
( See L 4, 2 VSrt. 8, VI. L IU6
Vart 10 and VIII. 2. 6 Värt. 1)
evidently in the sense of £imme-
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as
as

diate', 'urgent9, 'of earlier occur-
rence5 or the like. The word is
usually explained as a Bahuvrihi
compound meaning c B̂ TT: grifft
f^Tflfä q̂ T ' (a rule or operation
which has got the causes of its
application within those of another
rule or operation which consequ-
ently is termed ^d^n"). 3M<&4|9 in
short, is a rule whose causes of
operation occur earlier in the
wording of the form, or in the pro-
cess of formation. As an â ^
rule occurs to the mind earlier,
seen above, it is looked upon
stronger than any other rule, barr-
ing of course q̂sff̂  rules or excep-
tions, if the other rule presents
itself simultaneously. The Värtika-
kära, hence, in giving preference to
SRTCfjrr rules, uses generally the
wording SRF^T^^FÎ n^C which is
paraphrased by SRRS «rfl̂ T ŝRspq:
which is looked upon as a pari-
bhäsä. Grammarians, succeeding
the Vartikakära, not only looked
upon the «rf|*lf operation as weaker
than SRTCff, but they looked upon
it as invalid or invisible before the
sFcTCH operation had taken place.
They laid down the Paribhäsä
arßlS ?̂̂ W*Fcf<|f which has been
thoroughly discussed by Nägesa in
his Paribhasendusekhara, The
SRFgRq1 is taken in a variety of
ways by Grammarians : (1) having
causes of application within or
before those of another c. g. ^R:
from the root ft^ ("fär + 3+?0 where
the qor substitute for % is aRRTCf? be-
ing caused by <r as compared to
guna for 3" which is caused by ^5
(2) having causes of application
occurring before those of another
in the wording of the form, (3)
having a smaller number of causes,
(4) occurring earlier in the order

of several operations which take
place in arriving at the complete
form of a word, (5) not having t^\
(technical term) as a cause of its
application, ( 6 ) not depending
upon two words or padas, (7) de-
pending upon a cause or causes of a
general nature (eRFWJ) as oppos-
ed to one which depends on causes
of a specific nature ( fä\lW3").

the phrase is u?ed
fgenerally for the

^r?cR% 3 described above. See the
word ST̂cRff. The v(\W%\ has got a
very wide field of application and
is used several times in setting
aside difficulties which present
themselves in the formation of a
word. Like many other paribhäsäs
this paribhäsä is not a paribhäsä
of universal application.

the strength which
an aniaranga rule or operation
possesses by virtue of which it
supersedes all other rules or ope-
rations,excepting an apavada rule,
when or if they occur simultane-
ously in the formation of a word,

rcfWS^i characterized by the
nature of an antarangj operation
which gives that rule a special
strength to set aside other rules
occurring together with it.

very close or very cognate?
being characterized (1) by the
same place of utterance, or (2) by
possessing the same sense, or (3) by
possessing the same qualities, or (4)
by possessing the same dimension;
cf wi^RSR:r P. I ; 1-50 and Käs.
thereon mj* %

a group of words mentioned
Inside another group of words (m);
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cf* j ^ ^
on III . 1.55; also

s on IV.2.IÜ.
inclusion of an element (of

sense) In what has been actually
assigned, e. g. V %

on P. 1.3.^4,
Sffi&frf *R1% ! ^ g ^ K7is on P.111.
2. 95.

TS?! separated by ^ a dissimilar
element; cf. ajft -iRlf$f snrrTV: P.IV.
i.93 Värt. 5. ^iRF^ferifä "^R.TW
3g?Rf; ^Kcfwi l T. Pr. XIV. 20;
cf. also 11. Pr. III.9.

cfcj^pg supposed condition of be-
ing at the end obtained by the
single substitule(n;^F^[) for the final
of the preceding and the initial
of the succeeding word. cf. spclif̂ -

I Sid. Kau. on si^n^f^ P> VI.
1.84.

/• also spcTW semi-vowel;
see under s^cl:^.

condition, attributed to
a single substitute for the final of
the preceding and initial of the
succeeding word9 of being looked
upon either as the final of the
preceding word or as the initial
of the succeeding word but never |
as both (the final as well as the
initial) at one and the same time;
cf. g*ra?i 3W4 qFcnfäqq; Sir. Pari
39 also M. Bh. on 1.2.48.

affix of the impera* 3rd pers.
plur. &tm., substituted for the
original affix % e. g. rrv^^j^.

affix of the pres. 3rd pers. pL
Paras, substituted for the original
affix f|r, e. g* ^ fä

affix of the prcs. 3rd pe.rs, pL
Atni. substiiutrxl for the u;iiginal
affix ff, c g. ;̂-̂ %, '̂ rKK
cfĵ fxi1 a word with its last 7owe]
accented acute. Roots, crud ; noun
bases and compound words gene-
rally have their last vowel accent-
ed acute; cf. ft.q: (Uiff^)
3[<d 3<:}xi: Fllrl Piiif; S'itr

'qT î: ( I \ VJ. IJ62} ^!-cT^[ ;
tiW^^K?.VI. 1.223) sini ":r^]-\;: ^K{ \
rST (1) final lcticr; r^ *]'&*?$, 1 (2)
final consonant of each of tiic. five
groups of* consonants whic'ä is a
nasal ^i^Ti^il^r^: -li- r^* 17.
3<?3jr?: optionally; lit. in : notlior
way; cf. m'fl^ vtr?wj\: V.P.V.I5.
T^£cn3{ optionally: lit. in another
way. rJ'hc term is very common in
rules of Pänini, where the (rrins
m and Rwii arc also n^cd in the
same sense.
jtiqj^q' another sense, sense differ-
ent from what has been expressed
by the wording ^iven; cf. "z(«\'W*-<%~
q r̂:4 1\ 11.2.24; also M+yrwmwvi

. M. Uh. on II. Ul
^ l connected with the word fc^q,-

connected with another; t\g ~i\**i\

i
an object which is

different from what is mentioned,
yet similar to it; cf.

_ affix of the impera. 3rd pers, pi. 1
Paras, substituted for the original j
affix \%* e. g

! M. Bh. on P. 11L1.12
irregular; cf. mik'^WJ
i mmM'^m^ ^q«%; K$$\ on

P. M L 3 . 3 1
(l)hnving another purpose or

signification; cf. w^n r4f̂ i yt*m§
vpifä M / B k o n L1.23; (2) another
sense which Is diflerenl from what
is expressed; cf* M̂ff**! ^ij4lf|: Can.
II.2.46.
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reciprocally dependent
and hence serving no purpose;
same as 35RcKr̂  which is looked
upon as a fault, cf. ST^F^d*'̂  ĉf̂  1
WATf^: ^3^«' s&Qgft ̂  Wv&l M.Bh. on
IV.1.3.

a combination of letters
according to the order of the
letters in the Alphabet; a sarndhi
or euphonic combination of a
vowel and a consonant, called
sf^TC-äl^TOfä where a vowel
precedes a consonant; and s ^ -
^ l % ^ w f ä where a consonant pre-
cedes a vowel, the consonant in
that case being changed into the
third of its class; TT^ I& g x[ 3JTO&F 55

^ ^ II ?. Fr. II.8.9
e. g. ^ ^ : 3 *r 33": and others are
instances of 3T̂ OT355Rl#fa" where
f̂ f̂  after the vowel is dropped;
while l^crn? srfä: is an instance of

where the conso-
nant ^ precedes the vowel

(}) construing;, construction;
arrangement of words according
to their mutual relationship based
upon the sense conveyed by them,

(2) continu-
ance, continuation; f ^

1.1.
M. Bh. on P J I .

given in accordance with the
sense; generally applied to a tech-
nical term which is found in ac-
cordance with the sense conveyed
by the constituent parts of it; e. g.
^ cf. £T|̂ T: mmJ: 3$T 13SRJ;

f^ M# Bh. on
P. 1.1.23.

F3p£t3RffT A technical term used in
accordance with the sense of its
constituent parts; e. g.

^ ^ ^ R etc. All these terms
are picked up from ancient gram-
marians by Pänini; cf. €

I cf. M. Bh. on
L1.23; also cf. M.Bh.on 1.1.27,1.
1.38,1.2.43, 1.183,11.1,5, III . 1.1,
III.1.92 etc.

W5W relaxation or wäde opening
of the sound-producing organs as
done for uttering a vowel of grave
accent, cf. SF̂ ROT; T̂f̂ M fä^cTcH
Tait. Pr. XXII.10.

qTT̂K̂T̂  a word attracting a previ-
ous word such as the word ^ in
the Sutra texts.

Fcff^f aggregation of a secondary
element along with the primary
one; mw>m Rf^?#RR?5raR cTCJJTO-
^T^M^:R^T 3T^R^: Nyäsa on P.II
2.29. One of the four senses of %

i t ^FR; cf.

(1) lit. reference to the ante-
rior word or expression;
*&m iPuw^m in TBPr.VIIa33

in V-8) T. Pr. 1.58; (2) reference
again to what has been stated pre-
viously; cf. f ^ ^

P- II. 4.32
and Värt. 2 thereon;

: Käs on the above-
5 a word capable of attract-

ing a word or words from previous
statements; c£ ^qt^Pff^J^ T Pr#

XXII.5; same as
^ (1) krtafBxST, in the sense of
verbal activity (m$) or any verbal
relation (sq5T̂ P) excepting that of an
agent, ( ^ ) applied to roots ending
in 5g or 3" and the roots J^f, z etc.
mentioned in P. III.3.58^and the
following rules in preference to the
usual affix SJST. e. g. ^ : , ^K:, sp;:}

mi, ^ : , w:, JT|:, W\: etc, cf. P.III.
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3,57-87; (2) compound-ending ^
applied to BaliuvrThi compounds
in the feminine gender ending with
a Parana affix as also to Bahuvrihi
compounds ending with ^RT^
preceded by sFcF̂  or ^%X e- §•

cf. P. V. 4.116, 117.
o

(l)deterioration of the place or
instrument of the production of
sound resulting in the fault called
£rasr; cf. ^ I W W W I ft-<gf ^
$R OT^T, R. Pr. XIV.2; (2) draw-
ing back a word or words from a
succeeding rule of grammar to
the preceding one; cf. °wfä cPOT
j p ^ T O , M. Bh. on II.2.8. (3)
inferiority (in the case of qualities)

4 i f f
a descendent, male or female,

from the son or daughter onwards
upto any generation; cf T̂
P. IV. 1.92.

degraded utterance of
standard correct forms or words;
corrupt form; e. g. ^ r , tfKT and
the like, of the word TJT, cf» ffl:

cf.
: 3RSRIT: M. Bh. on I. 1.1;

Väk.
Pad 1.149; wm f|
srfJft: com. on Vak. Pad L 149,

^ achievement; c£
: sec Kai on -w

a letter which is phonetically
badly or wrongly pronounced, cf.

fiÄä ^
Pan. Srk, 50.

a special rule which sets
aside the general rule; a rule !
forming an exception to the gene-
ral rule, e. g. ^ i % q # q;: IIL 2. 2 j
which is an exception of the general
rule wfam I I I . 2, l;cf.%

ijA W]\ Wfcf; Pari. Sckh. Pari 57;
for details see Pari. Sckh. Pari.
57-65; of. - q i ^ ^

^ % ^ C 4 : I K. Pr. L 23 and
com. thereon; (2) fault; cf. mwi-
q~4P3jci; sifc[qiTÜRR[... R. Pr« XIV.
30 on which H&RL remarks gi^

î r Aw. ifpci

^ c convention that a
rule laying down an exception
supersedes the general rule; cf.f&5

f P. 1.3.9 Värt. 7

the convention that
a special rule is always stronger
than the general rule,

% a conilici with a spe-
cial rulcj when the special rule
supersedes the general rule; cf.

Värt. 1.
» Bh. on LL54

that wliich has already
happened or taken place; cf. ^

f m M.Bh, on fll.2.102
corrupt form of a correct

word, called %-H^ also; cf* 'k^>S\ 5
srr txq ^qaJp^: ML Bh. on L LL

M*

not in coaibrmity with
the rules of PänkiPs grammar; cf.

I- 1. L

Bh. on V, 3. 55.

detachment^ separation, abla-
tion,; technical term for w
which is defined as
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in P. I. 4.24 and subsequent rules
25 to 31 and which is put in the
ablative case; cf- srcT f̂t qgtft P.
I I . 3.28.

(1) point of departure, separa-
tion; cf. g^qr%iT^R. P. 1.4.24; (2)
disappearance; cf. ^

M.Bh. on IV. 1.36.

without any purpose or
object, useless; cf. ^tßlST^^RT^^-

Nyäsa on P. I. 4.80.
>? in addition to; stfqf is used

sometimes to mean absolute of or
unqualified by any condition; cfa

s

2,101,Käs. on P. i n , 2.75, I I I .
VII. 1.38; cf.
Durgasimha on Kat, II . 3. 64.

not marked with the mute
letter j . A Sarvadhatuka affix not
marked with mute ^ is looked
upon as marked with ^ and hence
it prevents the gutia or vrddhl
substitution for the preceding
vowel or for the penultimate vowel
if it be 3?. e. g. ^ : cFgcl:, ^°]%
where nu guna takes place for the
vowel g cf €r4WlpT%. P. I. 2.4.

(1) not existing before; cf.
vm^ mn m*$: *K&$mm M» Bh. on
1.1.20,1.1.46; (2) not preceded by
any letter or so, cf. ^Jcfe^q 3}T1%:
M. Bh. on I. 1.21; (3) a rule pres-
cribing something not prescribed
before; cf. m 3T«jjff f^f^^S ftw^f
^ W$ 123 f^fMftTH f5R*r: M.Bh.
on I. 4.3., I I I . 1. 46, I I I . 2. 127.
I I I . 3. 19.

lit. unmixed with any (letter);
a technical term for an affix consist-
ing of one phonetic element, i.e. of
a single letter* cf.
P. 1.2.41.

relation of dependance; cf.
^ Mft Bh. on IV. 2,92.
disintegration of the consti-

tuent elements of a word; analysis;
3NT5R; S^^K0!^ com. on Väk. Pad*
II . 449; cf. ^^Rqc^TI q % 4

f: Väk. Pad. 1.24.
^ A famous ver-

satile writer of the sixteenth cen-
tury A. D. ( 1530-1600), son of

a Dravid Brahmana.
He wrote more than 60 smaller
or greater treatises mainly on
Vedänta, Mlmämsä, Dharma and
Alamkära sästras; many of his
works are yet in manuscript form.
The Kaumudi-prakasa and Tinan-
tasesasarhgraha are the two pro-
minent grammatical works written
by him. Pandit Jagannatha spoke
very despisingly of him.

non-retention of the ori-
ginal word accents; cf«

M. Bh.
on VI.2.49. See the

(1) impossibility to obtain
the correct form; (2) absence or
want of apprehension-, cf 3F3[Ri
:5n3rföcd%: srratßt M. Bh, on I, 1.1,
I. 1. 44 Vart. 8.
r ß ^ l useless prohibition; unneces-
sary prohibition; cf. ^f?J%; srfcf̂ R:
sprier: M. Bh. on L 1.6; I. L 20.
I. 1, 22 etc.

(1) lit. absence of any affix; an
affix such as fift̂  or fif^ which
wholly vanishes; cf. ft

: M.Bh. on I. 1.6.
^ M. Bh. on I. 1.58; (2) that
which is not an affix, cf. J

^ M.Bh, on I. 1. 61,
1.1.69; (3) that which is not pre-
scribed, ^Pl̂ T^WT^^sRqFq^HjMoBh*
on I. 1.69.

(1) non-principal? subordi-
nate, secondary, cf, ^
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fr, M. Bh. on L 2.43; (2) non-
€ssential3 non-predominent, cf,
g§^OTTTC P. II . 2.19 and the
instance 3%QT ^RRT: fäcff I Käs. on
II . 2.19.

SFJriR not found in popular or cur-
rent use.» e.g. the words &fi3 cK5

 :q^
etc, w^fcn wm ^nw^wm^-

M. Bho on I. 1. 1, also
M. Bh. on I. 1. 24

(1) non-employment of a word
In spite of the meaning being
available; cf. iffiiq^Mff Vfeî T^OT
P. III.3. 154; (2) non-employment
cf.^RTRi^srqin: a standard dictum
of grammar not allowing superflu-
ous words which is given in M.Bh.
on P.I.1.4-J Vart 16 and stated in
Cändra and other grammars as a
Paribhäsa.

CT$tfäR( not-found in actual use
among the people although men-
tioned in the sästra-texts; a mute
indicatory letter or letters, cf«
siSRFft ^ Säk. I. 1.5 Hem I. 1.37
Jain. 1.2,3 and M.Bh. Pradlpa on
III-8. 31.

non-application of a rule of
grammar or of a technical term;
cf. 3FT5f sr^ra^i; srssFj £ ^ S
Bh. on P. Im I. 1 Värt. 11.

Not well-known; secondary
(used in connection with sense)
cf. T23 ^

I. 3. 43. ^

•. Sek Pari. 15
absence of clear sense or !

interpretation;
M. Bh. on I. LL Värt. 8, I . 1. 38
Värt. 4B

'SKHf^q^I same as ̂ rdt<Wiw one of
the three kinds of optional appli- |
cation of a rule; cf. ftwn^ w^l
srftr mift ^Wffi %fä I M, Bh» on P.
I . 1.44 Vart., 20; optional appli-
cation of a rule prescribing an
operation; e,g.

on I J . 5 3 .

prescription of a new
tiling, cf. ^̂ l̂ FfTT^̂ FI ^TH^RTM'̂ : M.
Bh. on VI. 4.171 Vart. 2.

prescribing an operation
which otherwise cannot be had.
3iqTf§tqsr[Mf̂ ; qmwifiuq: P. III.
4. 24 Vart I.

I sec above 3iU'fH?V^T.

(1) non-occurrence or non-
realization of a grammatical
operation or rule-- sii'irf-iNvj: M.
Bh. on I, 1 5G Vurt. 8; (2) pro-
hibition of the occurrence of a
rule or operation, cf. *ürifr|c}1 i

Bh. on I L 43, f. 1. 63.

non-protracted vowel cf, 3M
HK^l\ VI. L 113.
not coming in the way of

rules otherwise applicable; .the
word is used in connection with
ftqTcR i\ e. constituted or announc-
ed forms or specially formed
words which arc said to be m$V4W$
L e. not coniing in the way of
forms which could be arrived at
by application of the regular rules,
Siradcva has laid down the Pari-
bhäsa ^TW*a#t f̂ RTcFllfa VWfccf
defending the form t̂ Rpf in spite
of Panlnfs specific mention of the
word Qim in the rule k
IV. 3, 105.

not-forming an integral part
of another; quite independent
( used in connection with aug-
rncnts ). cf. f% J|^?j «JJJVST ^n^rß5^^
^if^j i f f^ B W ^ ; M. Bh. on L L
47, 1.1.51. m W*ffä: %%f>m M.
Bh. on VL L71, VI. 1J35, and
VIL 2*82»
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[ a Jain grammarian-who
wrote srf̂ TRiiT?, based on the Sabdä-
nusäsana Vyäkarana of the Jain
Sakatayana. His possible date is the
twelfth century A. D.

a Jain writer of the
thirteenth century who wrote a
commentary on the Sabdänusä-
sana Grammar of Hemacandra.

a reputed jain Gramma-
rian of the eighth century who
wrote an extensive gloss on the
% 7 c r f . The gloss is known as

of which ^ 5

name.

appears to be another

absence; absence of any
following letter which is technically
called avasäna. cf. fä^WTS^^s

sjofRW^STOFftfo: T̂Icj; S. K. on P.
I . 4.110.

| that which does not
convey a masculine sense; a word
which is not declined in the
masculine gender; a word possess*
ing only the feminine gender e.g.
£̂T> ĉfT etc.cf. 3?;qf^cT^T^ P. VII.

3. 48.

a variety of long metres
called srffrs^sr; it consists of 100
syllables, cf. ^ îftfrfcT:— \*

R. Pr. XVI. 60.

the first of the two utter-
ances of a ward which chara-
cterise the krama method of
recital; e. g. in the krama recital
of m i?% etc. sr °T: I ^ 1«% I the first
reciial sr of: is called srf^OT, or
sp̂ ffi while ^ I?^l is called
cf.

Pr. XI.21.

depression or sinking of
the voice as required for the
utterance of a circumflex vowel*

5

designation, denotation, ex-
pression of sense by a word which
is looked upon as the very nature
of a word. The expression srfiFTO
J3: ^II^Trfä5^ ( denotation of sense
is only a natural characteristic of
a word ) frequently occurs in the
Mahäbhasya; cf. M. Bh. on 1.2.64
Värt 93, II . 1.1, cf.
sRq «mf̂ vrffisr: (R- Pr.
where the word îfifWH means

object or thing denoted by
a word; sense of a word; cf. srft-
^l t^^p5RTfö sfqfer M. Bh. on
II . 2. 29.

lit. that which is placed
near or before; the first of
the doubled class consonants;
a mute or sparsa conso-
nant arising from doubling and
inserted before a mute; cf. %

: ( T . Pr. XIV. 9. ) explain-
ed by i%rqT^^ as ^ ^

^ i The Rk.
Prätisäkhya explains the term

somewhat differently; cf.
f f

i mm mm g
TH R. Pr. VI. 5, explained by

as ^ ? K ^

mm

possifDly according to
here means the first of the

doubled letter which, although the
second letter is attached to it? is
separately uttered with a slight
pause after it. srfiqf^rR means, in
short, something like 'suppression.9
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The Rk. Tantra takes a still wider
view and explains sqfilfaqH as the
first of a doubled consonant, cf.

R. T. 21.
p% development of an acti-

vity; manifestation; cf. &&Q WiH-

on VI. 1.84.
$n%%g that which has already
entered on functioning or begun to
function; cf. ^{W^ t^qf

i M . B h . o n l l . 1.1-cf. .N
fcOTT:, M. B!i. on

II . 3.46; Pari/Sek. Pari. 62. j
W H I R Resonance (of a visarga j
utterance),, j

f̂ flrffgcf used In connection with j
a ^P'^ or euphonic combination j
in which the vowel <%5 as a first or
a second member.» is absorbed
into the other member, e. g. W^\
+ sjii = ^*4%s^ a j s o ^Tĝ ŝ f, where
8T of 1̂% is absorbed or merged in
SIT of ^Fq: or IT of ^I?^; cf. spjr-

^rsiT:; R. Pr. II . 13
to 25; cf.^: qsff^fct Pe VI. 1. 109. \

'fifl^ficf^tlK name given to the ;
circumflex vowel which i> the
resultant of the ^fil^lcf-iiiSf.

'ÎTSTPT ( l ) f̂̂ TSTPTSf̂  a kind of
euphooic combination where the
nasal letter ^ i s dropped and the
preceding vowel ( m ) is nasa-
lised e. g. ĵven*"' 2j! i î -î T*1' m'r[ i ;
(2) view, purpose, intention; cf. |

%\ M. Bh. on J.1.27; cf, also
% p. u.72.

inclusive extension to a par-
ticular limit; inclusive limit; cf*

^ % P, I Li . 13, -a\\%
M. Bh, on

1.4.89; (2) full or complete exten-

sion cf.
ö îm: 1 WKWM ^ Käs. on P. HI .

]R absorption of a vowel when
two long vowels of the same kind
come together c. g. cTT SIN: == cliq:,
vmw STF^-t^f, the icsultant vowel
being pronounced specially long
consisting of one more rnatra5 which
is evidently, a fault of pronuncia-
tion, cf. ^iKfh 'äUW.; VVlß faw-i m

27.
on R. Pr. XIV.

expression; cf. ^ ^ i l V - l K

^l^K Nir X.16.

name of a metre In which
two feet have ten syllables and
the other two have twelve sy-
llables; cf. ^ T ^ T # : q$$i "!F%^HF~

^ R. Pr. XVI. 43.

provided with a svarila or
circumflex accent.

expressed (used in connection
with the sense of a word) niM^iPll^i
gw M. Bh. on 1.2.01-, 1.3.1; ex-
prcsseil actually by a word or part
of a word, same as '̂!%T M* lih.
on 1.4*51.
j j g f being what it w<u not
before, cf. f^Mr W'tf^AVWWl }>*
V.4.50 Vfirt, 1.
^ not bringing about a differ-

ence; not making different; «on«
discrirninant/cf, 10 " ^ ^ l : Par.3ck.
Pari. 109 cf. H3 ^ *4l ^ ^ F Mf'l ^

M. Bh* on L 1 J .
^ a connection of unity, as
noticed between the nominative
case affix of the subject and the
ending fit of a verb, which pro-
duces the sense.
lffpepi relation of xiou~diifcrcncc
as stated by the Vaiyakaraiias
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between an adjective and the
substantive qualified Ly I I eo g.
^ f e i s explained as

interior; contained in, held
in; cf. 3^q?cr^ ^rg^q srqqqr: | erapn
%m SH&*8%m*$: m&fä M. Bh. on
1.1,56.

( BHASKARASHASTRI
Abhyankar 1785-1870 A. D. )
an eminent scholar of Sanskrit
Grammar who prepared a num-
ber of Sanskrit scholars in Gram-
mar at Sätärä. He has also
written a gloss on the Paribhä-
sendusekhara and another one on
the Laghu-Sabdendusekhara.
(VASUDEVA SHASTRI Abhyan-
kar 18634942 A. D,) a stalwart
Sanskrit Pandit, who, besides
writing several learned commen-
taries on books in several Sans-
krit Shastras, has written a com-
mentary named ' Tattvadarsa '
on the ParibhäsenduiSekhara and
another named 'Güdhärthaprakasa*
on the Laghusabdendusekhara.
( KASHINATH VASUDEVA
Abhyankar, 1890-) a student of
Sanskrit Grammar who has
written ^OT^^cfi^f-^n^ a ruj
% and compiled the

^ and the present Dic-
tionary of Sanskrit Grammar.

substitute for dat. and abl pi.
affix WRJ1 after the words 3 ^ a n c |

; cf SRJTSR^P. VILLSa
repeated, redoubled word or

wording or part of a word. The
term sr+̂ cf is applied to the whole
doubled expression in Pänlnis
grammar, cL 3H 3TR^ P. VI. 1.6;
(2) the six roots with ^ placed
at the head viz. ^ , srfi}, ^Rg,
=£FfT[H, m% ^4\ and wf\ which in fact
are reduplicated forms of 3 ^ 3j, gi5

^ inclination towards an
action; tendency to do an act; cf.

4.17 3tf*rgjcjt srif^^qTli%: (M. Bh.
on V.4.19J is the explanation in
the Mahäbhäsya,while qR: g^^qT-
ffrf: (Ka&. on' V.4.17) is the one
given in Kasikä.

lit, doubling or reduplica-
tion; technically the word refers
to the first portion of the redupli-
cation, which is called the redu-
plicative syllable as opposed to the
second part which is called the
reduplicated syllable; cf, q ^ F ^ :
P. VI. 1.4. (2) Repetition, the
second part which is repeated; cf.
£rs«rör(R:T.165) explained as ^ R :
^^qilf srcfe 1 q&q̂ fa | S^^fcT |; (3)
repeated action; cf. spsfls: ^ : 3^:

T%: Käs. on P. 1-3. 1.

lcl' omission of any sound; a
fault of utterance.

technical brief term in Panini's
grammar including vowels, semi-
vowels, the letter 5 and nasals; (2) a
significant term for the accusative
case showing change or substitution
or modification; cf. $ P4W*W^ T. Pr.
1.23 explained as si %

(3) augment s? applied to the
penultimate vowel of |ra & K[ (P.
VI.1.58, 59 and VII.1.99) (4) sub-
stitute tor 1st pers. sing, affix fij^,
by P. IIL4 101 (5) Ace, sing, case
affix

called ^frr^?. an ancient
grammarian mentioned in the
35i%R3qgsr by ^q^«r. He is
believd to have written some
works on grammar, such as H^Jl-
W$rjT his famous existing work,
however j being the Amarakosa or
Nämaliagänusäsana *
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a Jain grammarian who
is believed to be the writer of

ere

tad. affix %¥{ applied in Vedic
Literature to f%\5 words ending
in tr, indeciinables and the affixes
cR and cTC; e. g. mi mW: mi 3 ^ ;
cf. 3 ^ ^ - ^ i % P , V. 4.12-

^ I a grammarian who is
belie\ed to have written §̂ if̂ ^T3

a gloss on the ^T^cI^TWJ.

Jcf*3J!% called also 3T̂ cf̂ l%, a com-
mentary on the Sif̂ T^gCT of

T̂ R^ A Jain grammarian of
the ninth century who wrote
th l k ^^T^TfT'
the n t h c e u y
the gloss known as ^̂ T̂ TfTxt' on
the Sabdänusäsana of S'ikatä
yana; the 11% is quoted by
in his «nESfsi

also 3TflNHi%, a gloss on the
grammar of Süatäyana. See #
m above.

a commentary on Nagcsa's
Paribhäsendusekhara named so, as
it commences with the words s

etc.

I f utterance (of words) accom-
panied by water drops coming
out of the mouth; a fault of
utterance or pronunciation; g^riq
"ftsfat fM*RJI. It is explained diffe-
rently in the Rk* Prätisäkhya; cf.
9&rei*qt *t ^ 1 f ^ (R. Pr, XIV.2-)
held tight between the lips which of
course, is a fault of pronunciation;
f ^ ? #

n MBh. 1 1 .

(1) substitute for the causal sign
Pi before ^ , ^ ? ^ ^ig etc. by
P. VI. 4.55 (2) substitute fojr tjr
before a vowel by P. VL L 78.

the substitute ^ for the final
of the root stff by P» VII. 4,22.

tad. affix. 3qq substituted op-
tionally for cF? after 1% and fa by 1\

TOTST substitutes for insf. sing
affix z\ in Vcdic Literature, e. g.

i^ non-mixture of words where
the previous word is in i,o way
the cause of (any change in) the
next word, wm^l sVfwu^ UvP on
R . P r - X I . 12 cmg,'mmWj where
the WMWZ is

a term applied to the odti feet
of a stanza; d i

XVI. 39.

the letters or phonetic ele-
ments 3?5^K5 fw'li fB Î̂ î F-l, ^q^sfiq
and ^ called so,as tl;cy arc always
uttered only in combination with
another phonetic clement or letter
such as 31 or the like, and never
independently; cf- w

vaf;a on VOj.Pr. VII IJ S»
These BPJFHI? letters possess the
characteristics of both, the vowels as
well as consonantsicf.

\ M. Bh. on fe
K a technical term for Ardhadha»
tuka affixes in the Mugdhabodha
grammar.

^cTH^j a word, the coalescence
of which k not nasalized, as the
word s?T in *Fi*n W?m as contrast-
ed with w& SIT mi; cf. R. Pr.
XI'13,

^ a Visarga which is not rhotaciz-
ed ; the term äflftföfl is used in the
same sense.

ftP$Kf not rhotacized; not turned
into the letter l; cf* ^
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a group of words given in
P. IV. 2.80 which get the taddhita
affix §3T ( 3 ^ ) added to them as
a cäturarthika affix e. g. s n f i ^ ^ ,

ctc.seeKäsikä on P.IV.2.80.

16.
as
).

as

the strong blowing of air from
the mouth at the time of the utte-
rance of the surd consonants; cf
Vaj, Siksa. 280,

(1) Iit.signification,conveyed sense
or object. The sense is sometimes
looked upon as a determinant of
the foot of a verse; cf. m # f
m ^ H ^ |cR: R. Pr. XVII
It is generally looked upon
the determinant of a word ( <
A unit or element of a word
which is possessed of an indepen-
dent sense is looked upon, as a
Pada in the old Grammar treatises;
cf. 3#: q̂ fäficT tn£; cf. also zh
V. Pr. III.2, explained by

ß f ä q ^ i q^n v\&$t
, \ There is no difference

of opinion regarding the fact that,
out of the four standard kinds of
words «TO, zw&m, STOfft and
the first two kinds mw and
do possess an independent sense
of their own. Regarding possession
of sense and the manner in which
the sense is conveyed, by the other
two viz. the Upasargas (preposi-
tions) and Nipatas (particles) there
is a striking difference of opinion
among scholars of grammar. Al-
though Pänini has given the actual
designation q̂ ; to words ending
with either the case or the conju-
gational affixes, he has looked
upon the different units or ele-
ments of a Pada such as the base,
the affix, the augment and the
like as possessed of individually
separate senses. There is practi-
cally nothing in Pänini's sütras to

prove that Nipatas and Upasargas
do not possess an independent sense.
Re: Nipatas, the rule ^T^tsg^,
which means that =3 and other
indeclinables are called Nipätas
when they do not mean wm, pre-
sents a riddle as to the meaning
which =3 and the like should
convey if they do not mean
wm or $sjsz{ i. e, a substance. The
Nipätas cannot mean VRQ or verbal
activity and if they do not mean ^
or &5q, too, they will have to be call-
ed S R ^ (absolutely meaningless)
and in that case they would not be
termed Prätipadlka, and no case-
affix would be applied to them.
To avoid this difficulty, the Värti-
kakara had to make an effort and
he wrote a Väitika fäTORs? sffisfcî q
fflfeqft^^ I p- 1-2.45 Vär. 12. As
a matter of fact the Nipatas % qT
and others do possess a sense as
shown by their presence and ab-
sence (3T?5R and sqßrfo). The sense,
however, is conveyed rather in a
different manner as the word ^jg,
or ^g^FT, which is the meaning
conveyed by =3 in \iT\t fW&T, cannot
be substituted for =3f as its synonym
in the sentence lim fWT. Looking
to the different ways in which
their sense is conveyed by nouns
and verbs on the one hand, and
by affixes, prepositions and inde-
clinables on the other hand, Bhar-
trhari, possibly following Yäska
and Vyädi, has developed the
theory of stlcfäĴ  as contrasted with
«IŴb̂T and laid down the dictum
that indeclinables, affixes and
prepositions (̂ TO ŝ) do not direct-
ly convey any specific sense as
their own, but they are mere signs
to show some specific property or
excellence of the sense conveyed
by the word to which they are
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attached; cf. also the statement

Nir 1.3. The Grammarians, just
like the rhetoricians have stated
that the connection between words
and their senses is a permanent
one ($m), the only difference in
their views being that the rhetori-
cians state that words are related,
no doubt permanently, to their
sense by means of m^l or conven-
tion which solely depends on the
will of God, while the Grammarians
say that the expression of sense
is only a natural function of words;
cf. c ̂ m 3*: ^TOfäv?V Vgrttika
No.33. on P. 1.2.64. For $m& see
Väkyapadiya of Bharlrhari I I .
165-206.

comprehension of sense ; cf.

305?: ?$&$[ I M. Bh. on PB I.
1.44,111.1.7 etc.

use of the word ' sp i 3 ; cf.
f R̂TT% cf^TW^FT. M. Bh*

on L i . i l .

mention or specification of
sense, cf. ^^g^lröwßräSF: sfiflsq:
M. Bh. IV.1.92.

a well known
maxim or Paribhasa of gramma-
rians fully stated as ap:k^#T qwt-

.» deduced from the phrase
^ ; frequently used by the

Värttikakara. The Paribhasa lays
down that *when a combination
of letters employed in Grammar,
is possessed of a sense, it has to be
taken as possessed of sense and not
such an one as is devoid of sense.'

conveyance or expression
of sense» cf, a ^ f ^ H jjp: ^T^IT^Pj;
Pn 1.2.64 VStt. 33. It is only a
nature of words that they convey
their sense.

a fault in the utterance of a
vowel of the kind of abridgment
of a long utterance. Qr%S3J£ ex-
plained as g^qrc^-hal f the utter-
ance of the short vowel; cf.cRStfjcgr

% P. L2.32. cf. also

Tai. Pn 1.44.

a queer combination of
half the character of one and half
of another, which is looked upon
as a fault; cf» ^ ^T^^ra^Vi ^ q

^ 5JRT I mm I m
j ; 3M.Bln on IV.

1.78; cf. also 3 ^ ^ w : m%m ^ ^
mm I
^rann half of a matra or * mora *.,
cf. w%w%\w4kz\ p iH^ ww^i W-f^T:
Par. Sekh. Pari. 122, signifying
that not a single element of utter-
ance in Paolni's grammar is
superfluous. In other words, the
wording of the Sutras of PanJni is
the briefest possible, not being
capable of reduction by even half
a mora.

taking for its utterance the
time measured by the utterance of
halfamatru or mora; a conso-
nant, as it requires for Its utte-
rance that time which h measured
by half a nvlträ (rnäera being the
time required for the utterance
of short a*); et R. Vt. I J 6 , T.
Pr.I,37, V, l>r. 1.59.

f^^TIî  a group of words given In
P. I I . 4.31 which are declined in
both-thc masculine and the «cu-
ter genders; e.g. apfc*:» mw4$l i ?l«r:»
HUWLi W- lift, etc.; cf 3 # « ; "Mi ̂
P. IL 4.31.

räförerö a term used for the Jihvä-
mOliya and Upadhmäniya into
which a visarga is changed when
followed by the letters % % and
the letters ^ % respectively.
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the acute (33JTT) accent
which becomes specially ^TTF or
^̂ TTTCT̂  when the vowel3 which
possesses it, forms the first half
of a ĉffcl vowel.

a class of words which
take the taddhita affix <%% (37) in
the sense of the affix Tg^i. e. in
the sense of possession; cf. ^

Käs. on P. V. 2.127.

a ST̂TT̂T̂  or a short term signifying
any letter in the alphabet of Pänini
which consists of 9 vowels, 4 semi-
vowels, 25 class-consonants^ and
4 sibilants.

that which is not a proper
i. e. Sutra; a Sutra which does

not teach definitely; a Sutra which
cannot be properly applied being
ambiguous in sense, cf, ^

t ^ R ^ ^ Par. .
Pari. 1.

SRjTüftsK (1) not used in a secondary
sense; (2) not accomplished by the
regular application of a grammar
rule; cf.fäqicR: ^ H%lT3?rrfä T%T%[ö5T-

Käs. on 111.2*59.

(1) not possessed of a definite
gender; cf srfölWäWJäWfä WM M.
Bh. on 1.1.38; IL4.82;(2)3Tr§f? gpq-

(Sid. Kau. on P.VXL 2.90)

not possessed of a definite
gender and number; a term gene-
rally -used in connection with

or indeclinable®.

absence of elision or omi-
ssion.

a compound in which^ p
the case-affixes are not drop-
ped« The Aluk compounds are
treated by Pänini in' VI.3.1 to
VI.3.24.

an operation, which, on
the strength of its being enjoined
by means of the genitive casej,
applies to the last letter of the
wording put in the genitive; c£
^T^T%^qi%%^^Rff^^r< M. Bh. on
1.1.65; cf. 3To5fa3R3 I ^älftf^Mq^l-
% : ^ S . K . on P. 1.1.52.

absence of elision of an affix
etc . cf„ §q: 3Tc5]q; ?&fä sflt^ j ?j%x
m iTcf I M. Bh. on II . l .L

ii< the dissolution of a
compound not in the usual popu-
lar manner, e. g. ^rsrgw dissolved
as ^T^^e 2 ^ g, as contrasted with
the Q5]'I%^I%^ viz.*ra:g^r: I see also

dissolved as '%ft ft. in the

(1) the word ST^ actually
used in Päninfs rule e. g. s^rfj
^ 1 5 n^m: P.I.2.41. (2) the wording
as 3[Ö53 or wording by mention of a
single letter; e.g. snfä wngpj^Nt: JP«
VI.4.77.

feebler effort required in the

production of sound or in th e

utterance of a letter cf, cHj^WITC-
3WFU) Tait. Pr.XX.12.

not of frequent occurence in
the spoken language or literature
the term is used in connection
with such words as are not fre-
quently used;

; I ^T
Nlr I.14.

(1) non-aspirate letters; let-
ters requiring little breath from the
mouth for their utterance as oppo-
sed to mahapräna; (2) non-aspira-
tion; one of the external articulate
efforts characterizing the utterance
of non-aspirate letters.

having a smaller number of
vowels in it; such a word is gene-
rally placed first in a Dvandva
compound; cf. ^qixTC^, P.IL2.34.
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is
used in the
in Kiitantra

the same as
9$Rr$T5^ or
(Kät. II. 5.12).
qra$T an operation requiring a
smaller number of causes, which
merely on that account cannot be
looked upon as SFcRff. The anta-
ranga operation has its causes
occurring earlier than those of
another operation which is termed

f cf. ^ ri fä

Pari. 50„
II Parsek.

elision or omission of a single
phonetic element or letter; cf.
Ä 4

N an operation prescribed with
reference to one single letter; cf.

Mte sffecpft P. 1.1.56.
occasion; possibility of appli-

cation; cf, ? ft

sirälfcF I M. Bh. on 1.1.3. j
Värt. 6.

(1) separation of a compound
word into its component elements
as shown in the Pada-Patha of the
Vedic Samhitas. In the Pada-
patha, individual words are shown
separately if they are combined by
Samdhi rules or by the formation
of a compound \n the Sariihita-
patha; e.g. 5^f|OT;in the Samhitä-
pätha is read as ^zSf^cP^ In writ-
ing, there is observed the practice
of placing the sign ( s) between
the two parts,about which nothing
can be said as to when and
how it originated. The Atharva-
Prätisakhya defines 3R5fj| as the
separation of two padas joined in
Samhita- (A, Pr. IL 3.25; II. 4,5).
In the recital of the pada-patha,
when the word-elements are utter-

ed separately, there is a momen-
tary pause measuring one mäträ
or the time required for the utter-
ance of a short vowel. (Sec for de-
tails Vaj\ Prat. Adh-lya 5). (2) The
word 3jr#r§;isalso used in the sense
of the first out of the two words or
members that are compounded to-
gether. See Kaslki on P.VIII.4.26;
cf. also ereq ( XW& ) l?i!-Te3Ri5r?r: ^m
t r a i l e r ^ w \ . Tai. Pi\ L 49. The
term ST̂A? is explained in the
Mahäbhasya as * separation, or
splitting up of a compound word
into its constituent parts; cf.
w^mnhmij s^% ft^fWii ̂ fti \ (M.
Bh. on IV. 2.36); also cf.

?̂fô q; (M. Bh. on III . 1. 109)
where the Bhasyakiira has definite-
ly stated that the writers of the
Padapatha have to split up a word
according to the rules of Grammar.
(3) In recent times, however, the
word 3̂ ?Tq[ is used in the sense of
the sign (C) showing the coale-
scence of 3"? (short or long) with
the preceding ?/{(short or long) or
with the preceding v\ or iAt,c»g .f̂WTS
ss%:9 wfflssTF-tf* (4) T h e word Is also
used in the sense of a pause, or an
interval of time when the consti-
tuent elements of a compound word
are shown separately; cf. W W ^ t
5^OTPp5: (V. Pr-V.I). (5) The
word is also used In the sense of
the absence of Sanrlhl when the
Sandhi is admissible.

the interval or pause
after the utterance of the ilnt
member of a compound word
when the members arc uttered
separately* This Interval is equal
to two moras according to Tail«
Pr. while, it in equal to one mora
according to the other PrStiäkhyas«
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f substitute 3?^ for the final $3 of
the word T?T; cf. 3̂ 3? ^fitePH î,
P. VI. 1.123, 124.

something which need not be
specifically prescribed or stated,
being already available or valid;
cf g f̂arcrafo 3*%^nsR«f£ ^ l

P . n . 1.30 V. l.
a short gloss or commentary

on a standard work.

exact limitation; cf.
^Tf^rqqf^, Par.Sek. 120.3.
restriction; limitation; cf.

Käs. on P. II. 1.8.

limitjWhich is either exclusive
or inclusive of the particular rule
or word which characterizes it;
cf. 3$8[ 1^ Ö cF̂ fäSTM F̂c% TRtä M.
Bh. on L 3.3.

object of limit; cf. ^ ^ q -
^fefcT Käs. on P/V\3.37.
member or portion, as oppo-

sed to the total or collection
which is called ST^RT^; cf.

^ Par.SeL
Pari. 98. The conventional sense
is more powerful than the deriva-
tive sense.

the genitive case signify-
ing or showing a part; cf.

133 M.Bh. on I.
1.21.

the letter 3?; the first letter of
the Sanskrit alphabet, comprising
all its varieties caused by grades,
( | ^ , ^Nj, W ) or accents or nasa-
lization. The word cfaf is used in
the neuter gender in the Mahä-
bhasya; cf. ^S^^R^ofq, M. Bh.
1.1.9, m ^n^3a? ygl M.Bh. 1.1.48
Värt. 1; cf, also M. Bh.on 1.1.50
V5rt. 18 and 1.1.51 Vart. 2; cf.
also f̂ 5Rcfai WRT\ ̂ | ^ Siradeva
Pari. 17.

6

name of a Samdhi when a
class consonant, followed by any
consonant is not changedj but
retained as it isjcf.wnf: g«f sq̂ ?fT?|Ti:-
^ 3n?«nf̂ TRt vmnti ^ R.Pr J V .
1; eg. 3?f̂  *WL R.V. I. 113.16,
mz ^ (R.V. VIL99.7
(R. V. X.85.14).

(v.l. ^f^jsi^f) a term
occurring in the Lingänusäsana
meaningcpossessed of such genders
as have not been mentioned already
either singly or by combination'
i.e. possessed of all genders.Under
^rfest^si are mentioned indeclin-
ables, numerals ending in ^ o r ^ ,
adjectives, words ending with
krtya affixes i. e. potential passive
participles, pronouns, words
ending with the affix 3ffi in the
sense of an instrument or a location
and the words 3 # and g ^ . (See

-f |̂,T5^5R Sütras ̂ 182-188).
necessarily; the expression
^ f%^ is very frequently

used in the Mahäbhäsya when the
same statement is to be empha-
sized.

pause, cessation, termination;
cf. fä^'SWRq, I ^rfal^ra: srTOH-
*B: ^ l ^ S . K. on P. 1. 4. 110.

stage, condition; stage in the
formation of a word; e.g. 3 ^

STSRSTT, etc.

of a uniform nature; cf.
f , 3 |

, M. Bh. I. 1.70 V. 5.
fl^p deficient in one or more
syllables. The word is mostly used
in connection with a Vedic Mantra,

one who is not conver-
sant with the proper use of lang-
uage; cf. m %s^F%#^ förarä w&
^l^^;M,Bh. 1.1.1.

f̂ f̂ ricTf̂  meant for not preventing
the application (of a particular
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term) to others where it should
apply. The word is frequently-
used in the Kasikä; cf 3RT3ET9T* I
Z^K: ^WFm$W$%M$: l Käs, on P.
IV. 1.4, also see KäL on III. 1.
133; III. 2,67, 73; IV. 1.78.

immutable. The term is
used frequently in the Mahabha-
sya, in connection with letters
of the alphabet which are consi-
dered 'nitya5 by Grammarians;
cf. f^Jg =3 sÔEg ^ ^ ^ ^ T l o ^ ^ ^ -
feö^^qHtq^HI^lftPT: M. Bh. I.
1. Ähn2; cf. also fä^^W^l fä$r

Bh. on d . i .

non-application, non-pres-
cription ( 3#FWffi); cf. 3^rj|% g^ |#
srfeff^fg^ M. Bh. on VII. I. 30 ;
Par. Sek. Pari. 92.

5 without the application
of a case termination.The term is
used frequently in connection with
such words as are found used by
Pänini without any case-affix
in his Sütras; sometimes, such
usage is explained by commenta-
tors as an archaic usage; cf, stf}-
*li%p#f fcfei: I ftt 3: i: 3: I M. ßh, I
L Ahn. 2; also M. Bh. on I. 1.3;
III. 1.36, VII. 1.3 eta

ifäWPIW a view of grammarians
according to which there are
words which are looked upon as
not susceptible to derivation» The
terms 3WS?CRJ and ^jpq^qaj are
also used in the same sense»

iflrcfö f̂tnqf a maxim mentioned
by Patanjali in connection with
the word snfifl» where the taddhita
affix z% (ft>), although prescribed
after the word Brfcf in. the sense of
{flesh of sheep5 (vfä: *ffäsQt is actu-
ally put always after the base arfä-t»
aind never after srf̂ . The maxim

shows the actual application of an
affix to something allied to3 or
similar to the base, and not to the
actual base as is sometimes found
in popular usc.cf.

| i M. Bh.
on ° IV. 1.88; cf. also M.
Bh. on IV. 1. 89 ; IV. 2.60;
IV. 3.131, V. 1.7,28; VI. 2.11.

name of a fault in pro-
nouncing a word where there is the
absence of a proper connection of
the breath with the place of utter-
ance; c 3Tfä$T?43: q^WjWW ' Pra*
dlpa on M.Bh 1,1.1. There is the
word sicRSlcr which is also used
in the same sense; cf ^xl

M. Bh on I. I L

non-intention; connivance;
cf.

i also cf.

(I) not taken technically
into consideration, not meant; cf.
sfi^^ct wMn m\ wm M.Bh on n.3.
52; (2) unnecessary; superfluous;
the word is especially used in
connection with a word in a Sutra
which could as well be read with-
out that word. The word 3firö is
sometimes used similarly,

absence of specification; cf*
op«NÄIw:M.BhJ.1.20 Värt Is

Pan Sck, Pari. 106,

not specified, mentioned
without any specific attribute; cf.
tzjwfö m^: Breite: n^ MJJfe* on
L L9; cf, also Kätan. VLL63*

absence of, or prohibition of, a
vrtti or composite expression; nonm

formation of a composite express-
ion; cC€«TO!I^WRt % % ^ ^

on HI, I. a
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beginning with the vowel
3TT, ^ or aft; a word which has got
no an or ^ or aft as its first vowel,
as for example *&ffi> ^fl^^T^ etc,

ft fi q&n etc; cf. SHTOf̂ iq;
1*. IV. 1. 160. also

f ^ T O 3 % ^ ^ T f r R P. IV.
1.113.

( 1 ) indistinct; inarticulate;
^ P. Vie 1.98cf. 3

also P. V. 4. 57; f r ö rcft^räq;
Käs. on P. VI. 1.98; (2) a fault of
pronunciation; cf. ^TTRIÖ^ ^

unseparated, undivided,
inseparable, mixed; cf. ^Mqix^^
VF&k flitfa: W 5^i§ M. Bh. on
Siva-sutra 4. V. 9 whereon Kai-
yata remarks aqqf* ̂ : 1 fo

indeclinable, lit. invariant, not
undergoing a change. Pänini has
used the word as a technical term
and includes in it all such words
as ^ , ŝ rT ,̂ IRRT̂  etc, or composite
expressions like 3T»qqfrrraOTT?1> or
such taddhitänta words as do
not take all case affixes as also
krdanta words ending in ^ or n,
^, ^T, oft. He gives such words in a
long list of Sutras P. I. 1. 37 to
41; cf. SCT frg ^

5 5 %
Kas.on P. L 1. 37.

name of a treatise on ind-
, eclinable words attributed to Saka-
täyana,

f a work on the mean-
ings of indeclinable words written
in the sixteenth century A. D. by
Vitthala Sesa, grandson ofRäma-
candra Sesa the author of the Pra-
kriyä KaumudL

name of a compound sop
called on account of the words for-

ming the compound, being similar
to indeclinables; e. g. J f

M. Bh. on
II. L 5. The peculiaiity of the
avyayibhava compound is that the
first member of the compound
plays the role of the principal
word; cf. ^q^T^wssqqt^rm: M.
Bh. on II . 1.6.

absence of intervention
between two things by something
dissimilar; close sequence; cf.

Bh. on 1.1.7. Värt. 8; cf also

M. Bh. on VII. 3. 44, VII 3.54,
VII. 4. 1, VII. 4. 93. The term

is used in the same sense.
absence of proper disposal;

absence of a proper method regard-
ing the application of a rule; cf.

M. Bh. on I. 3. 60 V. 5.
f& insufficient extension, as

opposed to 3#r5qTf?ror over- applica-
tion; cf.̂ sffqTf̂ öqfiRÎ Î  \ W^&fä-
ö^F^^Tlfd^i^qf^Risl^l Padamanjari
on II. 1.32.

an intransitive root; a techni-
cal term in the Cändra Vyäkarana
( G. Vy. I. 4. 70 ) as also in
Hemacandra's S'abdänusäsana; cf.

r I

5 i
it: I m^i gsgfct %?r: I

Hem. IV. 1.19.
p the view held generally

by grammarians that all words are
not necessarily susceptible to ana-
lysis or derivation, an alternative
view opposed to the view of the
etymologists or Nairuktas that every
word is derivable; cf. qrßi»Rc3Rgsftg-
qsgr t^rtcl ^ J ^ ^ t f ^ ft^ftcl^ Pari.
Sekh. Pari . 22 ; WT^ OTRR: ^ l ^ -

% Samgraha.



underived, unanalysable; cf.
KSö^q^TiJf 5Tn%q1̂ frrf5r M. Bh. I.

I„61 V§rt. 4; Par. Sek. Pari. 22.
Seesame as

above the word siG
(1) Pratyähära or a brief term

standing for all vowels, semi-
vowels, and the fifth, fourth and
third of the class-consonants; all
letters excepting the surds and sibi-
lants; |2) substitute 3? for the word
13-^ before affixes of cases beginn-
ing with the instrumental, and
for 133̂  before the tad. affixes ^
and cf?[; see P. I I . 4.32 and 33;
(3) substitute BT for the genB sing,
case-affix ^5 alter the words ^CM\
and ®im\; see P. VI1.1.27,

incapacity to pronounce
words correctly; cf.

M.Bh. on Siva-sutra 2.
S O T ?fcr 3 * 3 ^

unnecessary to be prescribed
or laid down.; cf.a<ä$&N[ tffTOTf^Tci;
P. 1.2. 53; also fei sfäN ^ p ; * ^ -

M.Bh. on II. 1. 36.
a class of words headed by

the word 3T^r^to which the taddh-
ita affix ^ is applied in the four
senses specified in P. IV. 2. 67 to
70; eg, 3RTO, OT^,

etc. cf. P.IV. 2.80,
compounds like pmfä

which cannot be strictly correct as
^sffewrer, but can be «säfaTO if the
word cf̂ n in the rule ^3^1 cRffl̂ -
^ f l c I S ^ ^ I : be understood in the
sense of ^meant for' a particular
thing which is to be formed out of
It; cf. fäfä ^fi ^ ^

. on I I . 1. 36.
^ a class of words headed

by JcW# to which the taddhita
affix <q̂  (8?) is added in the senses
mentioned in rules before the rule

^ N t P , IV.4. 2* which arc

technically called the Pragdlvya-
tiya senses, c g. ^(^qcWs? ^ioiq^.

^ etc.
a commentator who

wrote a gloss on Pänini's Astä-
dhyayl in the T<'irnil language.

% (1) a class of words headed
by the word &P4 to which the affix
ttf5T (3lR?i) is added in the sense of
^(grandchildren etc.) je.g.^POT^:
^icll7^:, ^ViT^: etc.; cf. P. IV. 1.
110; (2) a class of words headed
by the word 3?^ to which the
taddhita affix W{ is added in the
sense of a cause of the type of a
meeting or an accidental circum-
stance; e.g. siif^H^TfA^^cf. P.
V. 1.39.

PpR another name for the famous
work of Panini popularly called
the Astädhyayi; cf. "atetf ft

gq^f^i &&> tffitfsm} Käs on P* V,
1. 58; ( 2 ) students of Panini's
grammar, c> g. nWSi* ciifur̂ iqr; ; cf.
^P\1^ %nm*l l Käs, on P.IV. 2. 65.

a term ased by ancient gram-
marians for the vocative case*

name of a commentary on
the Katantra Vyakarana by Ram«
akisoracakravartin*

name popularly given to the
Sutrapätha ^f ?änini consisting of
eight books (adhyayas) containing
In all 3931 Sitras?as found in the tra-
ditional recital, current at the time
of the authors of the Kä&kä, Out of
these 3981 Sütras, seven arc found
given as Värükas in the Mahäbhä**
sya and two are found in Ganapä-
tha.Thc author of the Mahäbhä. ya
has commented upon only 1228 of
these 3981 stttras. Originally there
were a very few differences of read-
ings also, as observed by Pafafijali
{see Mbh on I Ad ) ; but the text
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was fixed by Pataiijali which, with
a few additions made by the auth-
ors of the Käsikä,as observed above,
has traditionally come down to the
present day. The Astädhyäyi is
believed to be one of the six Ved-
änga works which are committed to
memory by the reciters of Rgveda.
The text of the Astadhyayi is recited
without accents. The word STSWRT"
was current in PatanjalPs time; cf.
fälSlTRT^r sq-̂ T l̂̂ I M. Bh. on VI.
3.109.
^ a metre having eight sylla-

bles in a foot;cf.̂ TTW ?fe

Pr. XVI. 9.
E name of a metre of four feet

consisting of 64 syllables in all, 12
syllables in the odd feet and 20 in
the even feet; e. g. %
etc. R.V. II . 22. 1.

case affix of the nominative
and accusative plural and the ab-
lative and genitive singular («r^,
5TJ, ^ftj a n d ^ r j ; (2) taddhita affix
3?§; ( zffis ) added to «jsf, ^m and
<mx, by P. V.3.39; (3) compound-
ending 3T^( srf^Rj applied to the
words s*tf and ŴT standing at the
end of a Bahuvrihi compound
( P. V.4. 122 ); (4) Unadi affix ^B
prescribed by the rule tf^33%s33[
and subsequent rules (648-678) to
form words such as W^^KJ etc. (5)
ending syllable 3T*T, with or with-
out sense, of words in connection
with which special operations are
given in grammar; cf. P.VI. 4.14;
cf. also ^^^^T^I^IT^^cIl ^H'^R ^
^ •̂fcff̂ r sr̂ ŝff̂ cf Par. Sek. Pari* 16. i

affix 3RT mentioned in the Niru-
kta in the word 3TW ( sr^+W )

•Nirl.17.
not possessing any notion of

number; the word is used in con-

nection with avyayas or indeclina-
bles; q%F f| a^^^q^TO^qf i f
M. Bh. on II . 4. 82.

a term used for the C'andra
Gramrnar3as no samjnas or techni-
cal terms are used therein;

not used as a technical term or
name of a thing; cf. ^roq^RtxT-

PJr ̂ ^TiqTOfiPiW PJ.I.34.
( i ) separatedness as in the

case of two distinct words; ( 2 )
absence of co-alescence preven-
ting the sandhi; cf. R.T. 68,70.
ftfelFT the same as 3*tf|?fö$; see
above; e. g. wr 1^ ; ^5 ^ftimFlcr.
rSRSR failure to understand the
sense; cf. %mni %m$tä^föQ&

M. Bh. on 1.1.23 Vart. 3.
Impossibility of occurrence

(used in connection with an
operation); cf. ^T^J f|;w4^in ^
^ s r ^ r : I ft cif| I sTwqift | M.
Bh. 1.1.12 Värt. 3; (2) impossibi-
lity of a statement, mention, act
etc. cf. mm: ^ f ä ^«fäfcRSq M.
Bh. on II . 1.1.

absence of the conjunction
of consonants; cf. sw^tnrf^: i%rr
P. I. 2.5.

absence of juxta-position,
absence of connectedness; cf.

1X fSfe ^^

M. Bh. on I. 3.1.
(1) absence of m^ or entity;

(2) other than a substance i. e.
property, attribute, etc. cf. sn^:
srarsi^Rr fäqRrtför ^ T % M. Bh. I.
4. 59; cf. also Ä^tcraffcrgq: M.g
Bh. on IV. 1.44. cf. also

P. I. 4. 57.
(1) syntactically not con-

nected, e. g. ^Rt: and g^q: in the
sentence ^Fl? JJRi: g # % ^ 3 I (2)
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unable to enter into a compound
word, the term is used in con-
nection with a word which can-
not be compounded with another
word, although related in sense
to it, and connected with it by
apposition or by a suitable case
affix, the reason being that it is
connected more closely with an-
other word; cf. sffcfäFRfltö ^IcT M.
Bh. II. 1.1.; e. g. the words ^S
and f§Rl: in the sentence

a compound of two
words, which ordinarily is in-
admissible, one of the two words
being more closely connected
with a third word, but which
takes place on the authority of
usage, there being no obstacle
in the way of understanding the
sense to be conveyed; e. g. ^

* M. Bh. on

not compounded, not en-
tered into a compound with an-
other word; cf. <WI% 3RRRCR3 Hem.
IL 3.13.

(1) absence of a compound.
^ f e P. VIII. 4,14;

IL 1.1.

(2) an expression conveying the
sense of a compound word al-
though standing in the form of
separate words; ^ ft

* Bh. on II.2.29«

not having the same out-
ward form or appearance; e< g,
the affixes ew, 3f«r, % sjsr, sr, and
the like which are, in fact, Wf as
they have the same outward form
viz. the affix 3T. ^ and W^
are w ^ ; c £ ^SBWlsfeRp^ P. IIL
1.94,

not admitting all case-
affixes to be attached to it; cf.

^ f r : P. L 1. 38;

Käs. on I. 1.38.

absence of a syntactical con-
nection; cf. sar ^ : \ SRR %%: \

ft

I M. Bh, on I I . L30,
dissimilarity in apparent

form (although the real wording in
existence might be the same) e. g.
wi? SJS; îg ;̂ cf. ^ i^^ f^ [^ [ f , t ^ j
Par. Sek. Pari. 8.

fe) Unadi affix ^ ; ( 2 ) tad,
affix 3J7J. Sec above the word srg.
§f^ samäsa-ending aflix 3^ . See
above the word m^

invalid; of suspended validity
for the time being; not functioning
for the time being. The term is
frequently used in Pinini% system
of grammar in connection with
rules or operations which are
prevented, or held in suspense, in
connection with their application
in the process of the formation of
a word. The term ($&$;) is also
used in connection with rules
that have applied or operations
that have taken place, which are*
in certain cases, made invalid or
invisible as far as their effect Is
concerned and other rules arc
applied or other operations are
allowed to take place» which
ordinarily have been prevented
by those rules which arc made
invalid had they not been Inva*
Mated* Paninl has laid down
this invalidity on three different
occasions (1) invalidity by the
rule ^ n t e ^ VIIL 2*L which
makes a rule or operation in the
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second, third and fourth quarters
of the eighth chapter of the
Astädhyäyi invalid when any pre-
ceding rule is to be applied, (2)
invalidity by the rule sfö^spTWig;
which enjoins mutual invalidity
in the case of operations prescrib-
ed in the Äbhiya section begin-
ning with the rule ;
4.22-) and going on upto the end
of the Päda (VI.4.175), (3) invali-
dity of the single substitute for two
letters, that has already taken
place, when ŝ  is to be substituted
for 5, or the letter g; is to
be prefixed, cf. $̂pTO%*1£:
(VI. 1.86). Although Pänini laid
down the general rule that a
subsequent rule or operation, in
case of conflict, supersedes the
preceding rule, in many cases it
became necessary for him to set.
that rule aside, which he did by
means of the stratagem of inva-
lidity given above. Subsequent
grammarians found out a number
of additional cases where it be-
came necessary to supersede the
subsequent rule which they did
by laying down a dictum of in-
validity similar to that of Pänini.
The author of the Varttikas,
hence, laid down the doctrine
that rules which are nitya or
antaranga or apaväda, are strong-
er than, and hence supersede,
the anitya, bahiranga and utsarga
rules respectively. Later gram*
marians have laid down in general,
the invalidity of the bahiranga rule
when the antaranga rule occurs
along with it or subsequent to it.
For details see Vol. 7 of Vyäka-
rana Mahabhäsya (D. E. Society's
edition) pages 217-220. See also
Pari. Sek. Pari. 50.

&cgr invalidity of a rule or ope-
ration on account of the various
considerations sketched above.
See

the same as Antaranga
Paribhäsä or the doctrine of the
invalidity of the bahiranga ope-
ration. See the word srf&SC above.
For details see the Paribhäsä
" asiddham t bahirangam anta-
rafige " Par. Sek. Pari. 50 and the
discussion thereon. Some gram-
marians have given the name

to the Paribhäsä stf^
as contrasted with

which they
have named as

the augment STST seen in Vedic
Literature added to the nom. pL
case-affix ^5 following a noun-
base ending in sj; e.g. SRTCT:, %=flRT:
etc, cf srr̂ ra<§^ P. VII. 1.50, 51.

; substitute 3T$r for the last letter
of the word W before the <d4«iî -
3?TH affixes i. e. before the first
five case affixes,e.g. gsrra; q̂ î f etc.;
cf. attsgs P. VII. 1.89

Unädi affix ^ ( ^f§^ ) by *$-
R&H Un. Sü,628; cf. ?i

i M^^rcWrr: - Käs. on
P. VI. 3. 75.

ktt affix in the sense of the infini-
tive (<pT*f) in Vedic Literature,e.g.

cf. gtö mwz* P. III. 4. 9
tad. affix SRcIig; in the sense

of the base itself, but called 1%̂ l%,
prescribed after words in the sense
of c direction ', e. g.
etc. cf.

t: P. V. 3. 27.
and srr^ This term is

used in Rk Tantra cf.
W&Q R. T. 94. 3TO possibly means
4 belonging to 37 i. e* all the three
grades $*W, 0& and *&[ of $r '•



iess j n contact with the vocal
organ than the semi-vowels; the
term occurs in Hemacandra's
Grammar (Hem. I. 3. 25) and is
explained by the commentator
as t f %4
stands for the letters ^ and q which
are substituted for the vowels tar
Ö: and m T̂ when followed by a
vowel; cf. also Säk I. 1. 154.

p not in contact with any vocal
organ; the term is used in connec-
tion with the effort required for
the utterane of vowels, srg^R and
sibilants when no specific contact
with a vocal organ is necessary;
cf. ^rogpiW^TFRsS $tfr f%ran R.
Pr. XIII. 3.

[ first person; the term is used in
the sense of the first person in the
grammars of Hemacandra and
Säkatäyana. cf. t̂far
(Hem. III. 3.17 );

f̂ a term used for those
compounds, the dissolution of
which cannot be shown by the
members of the compound; c. g.

#; cf, rf % fe^t

M.Bh* on V. 4. 5.

A term used for the per-
fect tense; cf. 5 s5RRT??Rspfefe (R.T.
191).

not homogeneous; asavarna, cf»
VF&i ^ ^ q ^ ^ H e m . I. 2.21,
a l s o ^ S ä k . L 1.73.

untoned; a word without
an accent, as different from a
word which has an accent»but whi-
ch is not uttered with that accent;"
cf, arfisprtfr i P R ^ i ^ s n f e fe

1.2, VIL 1.89.
5: M.Bh* on VII.

air

I (1) the long form of the vowel <%
called 3fNf,consisting of two matras,
in contrast with (1) the short 3?
which consists of one mäträ and the
protracted ^\J\ which consists of
three matras; (2) substitute 3fl
of two matras when prescribed by
the word ^ or ffi for the
short vowel 37; (3) upasarga 3}T
( 3TT|?) in the sense of limit c. g. SJT
w^^\ im (P. I. 4.1.) wr&ni m:
q\Ww: Käti. on II. 1.13. mi "SraFBrarac
(M, Bh- on I. 1.14.); (4) indeclin-
able err in the sense of remem-
brance e- g. mi v:ßi 3 *F7H; cf.

M. Bh. on
LI.14; (5) augment 3*T ( 3?!̂  ) as
seen in WF*K, ^^w^ etc. cf. M*
Bh. VI. 1.12 Vart. 6; (6) augment
sn ( 3T!2 ) prefixed to roots in the
tenses §f, ^ and f^; (7) substi-
tute 3̂1 prescribed for the last
letter of pronouns before the lach
affixes 5f,S$r, S%Jand ?4rTfJ as in ^I^f,
cfT̂ f etc.; (8) feminine affix *&?r (?j%
%\q or ^ ) added to nouns end-
ing in m; (9) substitute 311 ( mi
or s ^ or gj or ^FfJ for case
affixes in Vedic literature "OTI

T: etc.

indeclinable W pronounced nasa-
lized, e. g. W^ sfr w : M. Bh.
I 3.2*

see above the word w sense (5).

the substitute s n ^ for ffl^ of
the gen. pi- after the words
and «siwr c, g- %f-m%
P. VIL i;S3.

cf.

( a word ) aUracting ano-
ther word stated previously in
the context e. g* the word x| in
the rules of Panini«



a class of words headed by
the word <s{\%$ to which the tadd-
hita affix ^ (c )̂ is applied in the
sense of clever or expert; e. g.

%:, ^rw:9 ST#W: etc.; cf. P.
wt: *H P. V.2.64.

P (or ^WTg. also) expectant of
another word in the context, e. g.
cg^ and ŝ TS* in Sfff ^ 3,3^ \

% «TTW Käs. on
.VIII. 2.96).

en

g expectancy with regard to
sense-completion, generally in
compounds such as T̂FFiT̂ ,
etc. cf. % |
M. Bh. on I I I . 2. 114.

a word for which -there

cf. also

IS

expectancy of another word for
the completion of sense.

the letter SIT ; cf. SF^T^I "RT̂ Ffa-
ŜT ^TO^yTW | M. Bh. I. 1 Ahn.
2.

rf%l%5r £ac^ ajff# sirfä^ affixed to
the word 133? in the sense of
* single/ -alone'; cf.
P. V. 3.52.

a group of 43 roots of the
p class of roots beginning

with the root f^j; and ending
with <pq; which are Atmanepadin
only.

lit. form; individual thing; cf.

rcT M.Bh. on I IL 1.40
Värt. 6. The word is derived as

T 3 î̂ %: and explained as
cf. m^m s q ^ ar^qr %fä

yäsa on IV.-L63;H ?pg y ;
(2) general form which> in a way,
is equivalent to the generic notion
or genus; cf. sTTU^^Tf^r^ I SRoft-

% W M. Bh.
L 1„ Aha. 1; (3) notion of genus;

7

M. Bh. I . l.Ähn.l • ( 4 ) a metre
consisting of 88 letters; cf. R. Prät.
XVI. 56, 57.

a class or group of wordsgp
in which some words are actually
mentioned and room is left to
include others which are found
undergoing the same opera-
tion; cf. V w i : ffflnföft: I ^ W f :
V@F$t fKllf^^i^l: M. Bh. on
II. 1. 59. Haradatta defines the
word as ^

Padamanjari on ILL 59 ; cf.
Pradlpa of Kaiyata also on II . 1.
59.Some of the ganas mentioned by
Pänini are äkrtiganas, e.g. sp&-

directly or expressly
mentioned in the fourteen Pratyä-
hära Sütras of Pänini; a letter
actually mentioned by Pänini in
his alphabet c sr^grV 3fl5E3> 3 ^tc-

(1) taken as understood, being
required to complete the sense; cf.
ftflft sniträt wftr M. Bh. onIII.2.
178;(2) a term used for the circum-
flex accent or r̂ftcf as it is uttered
by a zig-zag * motion of the organ
in the mouth caused by the air
producing the sound; cf. 3Tf%<

; Uwata on R« Pr. I IL 1.
%tf a zig-zag motion of the organs
producing sound caused by the
air; see 3ftfer above.

designation, conventional
name; cf. %^=tl 5 ^ f t zmfä sfn*n«
WU ̂  «I5rf̂  M. Bh. on I.L1 ; cf.
also ^sjrrilfcf^T^T^R P. L 1.35; cf,
also qof: sBltRKt ̂ f e l Tai. Prät. L
16.
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verbal form, verb; cf«
=wrft Nir.

I.I;
qiciT̂  M. Bh. I.I. Ahnika 1; also
A.Prät, XII. 5, ?mK ^wm

M. Bh. I. 2.37 VSrt. 2,
ngq fäqrerra^ Sid. Kau.

on II. i. 72, ftqHTWTK^ V.
Pr. V.I; cf.

^ . Prat, VIII. 52; cf. also
Athar. Prat. I. 1. 12,18; 1.3.3,6;
II. 2. 5 where äkhyäta means ver-
bal form. The word also meant in
ancient days the root also,as differ-
entiated from a verb or a verbal
form as is shown by the lines

R. Pr. XII. 5 where ' *HF$m ' and
*̂ T§' are used as synonyms. As the
root form such as f», «j etc. as dis-
tinct from the verbal form, is never
found in actual use, it is immater-
ial whether the word means root or
verb.In the passages quoted above
from the Nirukta and the Maha-
bhäsya referring to the four kinds
of words, the word äkhyata coulcl
be taken to mean root (isrfiS ) o r

verb (fäw?). The äkhyata or verb
is chiefly concerned with the
process of being and becoming
while nouns faRTft) have sattva or
essencê  or static element as their
meaning. Verbs and nouns are
concerned not merely with the acti-
vities and things in this world but
with every process and entity; cf,
^ M h i % Nir. I.;

fß TOP f W
; LaghumafijSS. When a lot

affix is added to a root, the static
element predominates and hence
a word ending with a krt affix in
the sense of bhäva or verbal acti-
vity is treated as a noun and regu-

larly declined;cf.f^ff|tf
Wft M.Bh. on II. 2. 19 and III?
1,67, where the words Trfcf, *F52fl,qnp
and others are given as instances.
Regarding indeclinable words end-
ing with krt. affixes such as ^ 1 ,
fM, and others, the modern gram-
marians hold that in their case the
verbal activity is not shadowed
by the static element and hence
they can be,in a way, looked upon
as akhyatas; c£ s ^ f t f *tff Vaiyä-
kara^abhüsana.

P??ncfSfI5fPn a work dealing with
verbs, written by Anubhüüsvarüpä-
cäryaon the Sarasvata Vyäkarana.

a work dealing with
verbs and their activity by Krsna-
Shästrl Arade a great NSiyäyika of
the 18th century.

a treatise on verbs
discussing verbal forms by Vanga-
sena.

iqpggj | j t^ adventitious, an addi-
tional wording generally at the
end of roots to show distinctly
their form e.g. ?4fe t^f% \4€ etc»;
ct # ^ T ^ r ^ i ^ P I, 2. 6; cf.
also WWS\ p
'^raig^P. III. 4.16, ^
IIL 4. 17 and a number of other
sütras where % or ft is added to
the root; cf. ?fi%ft W^%} wn-
WR:, %^%: 1\ IIL 3.108 Värt. 2.3,
4, where such appendages to be
added tô  the roots or letters are
given. The word si|ip§ is an old
word used in the Nirukta, but the
term sqpr^R appears to be used
for the first time for such forms
byHaradatta; c£iM<%! «&8Ä,
apt;g%^ $m fJf^sj:Padatnanjari on
VII. 2* 31- In the traditional oral
explanations the second part of a
reduplicated word is termed

which is placed second
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i. e. after the original by vir-
tue of the convention STR^
qm% ftR^r:, although in fact, It
is said to possess the sense of
the root in contrast with the
first which is called abhyasa.A nice
distinction can, however be drawn
between the four kinds of adventi-
tious wordings found in grammar
viz.STFFg, 13̂  ̂ "̂ TO andsTPFT which
can be briefly stated as follows;
The former two do not form a
regular part of the woird and are
not found in the actual use of the
word; besides, they do not possess
any sense, while the latter two are
found in actual use and they are
possessed of sense. Again the
ägantu word is simply used for
facility of understanding exactly
and correctly the previous word
which is really wanted; the 33
wording, besides serving this pur-
pose, is of use in causing some
grammatical operations, spf̂ ira1, is
the first part of the wording which
is wholly repeated and it possesses
no sense by itself, while, Igama
which is added to the word either
at the beginning or at the end or
inserted in the middle, forms a
part of the word and possesses the
sense of the word.

augment, accrement, a word
element which is added to the
primitive or basic word during the
process of the formation of a com-
plete word or pada. The ägarna
is an adventitious word element
and hence differs from ädesa, the
substitute which wholly takes the
place of the original or ( stf^f^O.
Out of the several ägamas men-
tioned by Panini, those that are
marked with mute 2̂  are prefixed,
those, marked with % are affxed,
while those, marked with ?£, are

placed immediately after the last
vowel of the word* The aug»
ments become a part and parcel
of the word to which they are
added, and the characteristics of
which they possess jcf.s

F%, also
^ Par. Sek. Pari.ll. Those

grammarians, who hold the view
that words are unproduced and
eternal, explain the addition of an
augment as only the substitution
of a word with an augment in the
place of a word without an aug-
ment; cf. ^ rf#

T 5T*mr: M. Bh. on I. 1.20;
I. 1.46, The term ägama is defined
as <%*m fq̂ WFRg ^ m: «pcfßRJ: (

T. Com.
on Tait. Prät.L 23.

a base to which an augment
is added; cf. tâ irfä qu siyrareR

MJSh. I.I. Ähnika %
a class of roots forming a

subdivision of the Curädigana or
the tenth conjugation beginning
with q^ and ending with T[\ which
are only ätmanepadin; e. g.

pPSm name of an ancient writer of
Vedic grammar and Pratisäkhya
works ;cf. R. Pr. 1.2.

pnspjf an ancient scholar of
Nirukta quoted by Yäska; cf.
q^f sfe: \ ^PR f̂tßt 3TTOPPI: Nir.
1.9,
^ the preposition 5RL See the
word 3TF above.
ff an operation prescribed in the
section, called angädhikära, in the
the Astädhayi of Pänini, made up
of five Pädas consisting of the
fourth quarter of the 6th adhyäya
and all the four quarters of the
seventh adhyäya. snfRi; ^ ^WPfT

: M. Bh. on I. 3,60 Värt.
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5;cf.
Sek.
III.2

also
Pari
.3.

55; also M.
wm

Bh
Par.
. on

( tad. affix 3?r applied to the
word ^IIRT and 3W; cf.P.V. 3.36^
38, e. g. ctflWT r̂afcTa 3TRT W ^
Kai on V.3. 36, 38.

(1) customary usage of putting
or employing words in rules; cf.
^ R W ^ T ^ T I ^ ^ P.I,1.1, Värt. 4.
(2) behaviour;cf. OTTOTCTSft; P.III.
1.10; cf.' also
on VI. 3.109.

%<7 denora. affix 1%q̂  applied
to any prätipadika or noun in the
sense of behaviour; cf. ^

M. Bh. on III . 1. 11; cf.
t Par. Sek. on Pari.52.

preceptor, teacher; a designa-
tion usually given to Panini by
Patatljali in the Mahäbhssya; cf.
the usual expression ̂ fqqf% STFW*?:
as also ^T ŝp|iTTlTq-qi&; also cf.

also the popular definition of
Ä given as

^ a partisan of the precep-
tor Pänini or the Sfitrakära who is
looked upon as having approxi-
mately the same authority as the
Sütrakära; cf. S T I ^ ^ I H snf— ^
sRf75q ^ 1 Kaiyata on I, 4» 105-
Värt 2.

i^ztB^ necessary qualification to
teach the Veda with all its pathas
having the necessary knowledge
of accents, mätras and the like,G£

, PratJ. 8.

a class of words headed by
the word anPw which do not have
their final vowel accented acute

by P. VI. 2. 146 when they are
preceded by the prepositions IT, q̂T
etc. although they arc used as

proper nouns, e. g.
; cf„ Käsikä on P. VI.2.146.

N ) augment 3TT prefixed to roots
beginning with a vowel In the
imperfect, aorist and conditional,
which is always accented ( ^ x t ) ;
cf. P. VI. 4. 72; (2) augment err
prefixed to the imperative first
person terminations, e.g. «BWlftr,
sp& etc; cf. P. I I I . 4.92; (3) aug-
ment an to be prefixed to case-
affixes which are f^ after nouns
called nadl; e.g* %&{%; cf P. VII.
3.112.

^ tad* affix (SHE) in the sense of
possession added to the word m^;
e g . r̂FSiW cf. P.V.2, 125.

(1) longsrras different from short
or protracted sr prescribed by the
word 1 ^ or $$ in the case of sr,
or by the word 3TH; when substitu-
ted for another vowel* as for exam-
pic in the rule 5Pn§PC BWJSfefai and
the following; cf. P. VL 1.45, 57;
(2) substitute for the ablative affix
^g after words ending in 3T; cf* P,
VILL12; (3) mbstitutc snq for a
case affix in Vedic Literature, e g .
ST c!l̂  MW\\% f^^!1% KSLs. on VII .
1.39?

^ Atmanepada third person dual
ending, technically sutotilutcd for

y P. I I I . 4,78
tad. affix sji?̂  applied to 3 ^
and zfärn by P > \ 3 J 4 .

i f^^ applied by extension or
transfer of epithet as opposed to
gftqiy^ Sec the word aqßfer; the
term is often used in connection
math rules or operations which do
not apply or occur by the direct
expression of the grammarian; cf*
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M. Bh. on 1.2 J . ; cf. also
Par.Sek. Pari, 93,6.

a tad-affix in the sense
of excellence; a term applied to
the affixes cFl and ^g as also cR and
s£sp̂  prescribed by Pänini by the
rules STTcf̂ T̂  cWfäĝ T and Ü S ^ -
T ^ ^ N ^ ^fag^t cf, P.V. 3.55, 57,
This superlative affix is seen doub-
ly applied sometimes in Vedic Lit.
e g- ŜcFTTO spüfo Yaj. Sam. I.I; cf.
also cfW^ mf $ fä
P.V.3.55 Vart. 3

ätisäyika affix; cf.
cC a word ending with an

M. Bh. on V.
3.55,

the substitution of long 3TT
prescribed by the term 3 ^ as in
3Tl\c[ ^q^Sftll^ and the following;
cf. P.VL1.45 etc.

agent or Kartr as in the terms
<R or 3?r̂ RWT% cf. gq sflcW.
III. 1.8.
i^ a technical term for the

affixes called ^ (^ 3TicfÎ etc.) and
the affix 3FH ( % } ^ ^
called so possibly because, the
fruit of the activity is such as
generally goes to the agent (3TR*ft)
when these affixes are used. Con-
trast this term (Atraanepada)
with the term Parasmaipada when
the fruit is meant for another. For
an explanation of the terms see P.
VI.3.7 and 8.

j^riq^sj; a root which always take
the Attnanepada affixes. (See
above).

[TcfWr̂ n̂ r a technical term used for
such roots as speak for the agent
himself; the term ^i^^FT means
the same as the term
The term sTR̂ fcrW is not mention-
ed by Pänini; but the writer of the
"Vartikas explains it, cf. S

P. VI. 3.7 and
8 Värt. 1; cf. also STr^qf^T Vmi
Mw^r?W%^m^ sqcrftw,Kaiyata
on VI.3.7.The term is found in the
Atharva-Prätisäkhya. III. 4.7. It
cannot be said whether the term
came in use after Pänini or, although
earlier, it belonged to some school
other than that of Pänini or,Pänini
put into use the terms Ätmane-
pada and Parasmaipada for the
affixes as the ancient terms Ätman-
ebhäsa and Parasmaibhäsa were in
use for tha roots,

the substitution of &{1; e.g.cn?5,
S3J cf. w^^nir: P.VI.3.

90.

5 possessed of the vowel 3n;
containing the vowel 3fl; e.g. RT̂ ;,
^jm etc. cf. ^Rqtr m\^ ^aCTrisP.VI.
1.159.

T̂ ffî R belonging to the second con-
jugation or class of roots which
begins with the root 3K; cf. t&Tfä;-
3^3 g|tf} ^ ^ % qi^rf^^l Pur.Pari.
67.

11̂  (1) commencement, initial; cf.
srjjfem T̂rf̂ : M.Bh. on 1.1.21, (2)
of the kind of, similar;

cf.
commencement of an action;

^if^ft Käs . on
i p.m. 4.71.

possessed of the mute indica-
tory letter 3TT signifying the non-
application of the augment % ($0
to the past- pass. part, term «Rf, e.
g. 1̂ DOT from the root M^raj; simi-
larly i%M, 1iw ctc.cf. ^ifeT^ P.VII.
2.16.

f the Vrddhi substitute pres-
cribed for the first vowel of a word
to which a tad-affix, marked with
the mute letter 5T,5T, or «& is added;
e.g. ^ftqiR1,3j|% etc.; cf. ^ ^
P.VIL2.117, 118.
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1 (1) prescribed for substitution;
specified for an operation; cf„ {&£
g silfäs^ g^RTci; M.Bh. on VI. 1.
155; cf. also M. Bh. on VL 1.158
Vart. 3; M. Bh. on IV.3.23 Vär.
5; cf. also ^ T ^ T ^ R : fh M. Bh.
on 1.1.57; (2) indicated or stated;

(1) substitute as opposed to
in̂  the original. In Panini's

grammar there is a very general
maxim3 possessed of a number of
exceptions; no doubt, that " the
substitute behaves like the origi-
nal5' («nSprar̂ Ef; 3Rferli-pj.i.56.);
the application of this maxim is
called WTfäclsâ ; for purposes of
this n̂tffaFKl5! the elision (^q) of a
phonetic element is looked upon
as a sort of substitute ;cf, OT^TTO
OTft^cUcj; Käs. on P. 1.1.58, Gram-
marians many times look upon a
complete word or a word-base as
a substitute for another one, alth-
ough only a letter or a syllable in
the word is changed into another,
as also when a letter or syllable is
added to or dropped in a word;
cf. ^ ^

M. Bh. on LI.56; cf- also t# wt-
*L3$ffi T$3W£%m qrfafä; M.Bh. on P,
I.I»20; cf- also sraiwPFTt WW6\
srföjOT: M. Bh- on 1.1,20; (2) indi-
cation, assignment;* cf. %£? wfeft;

r: R.PrJ.30-32; cf. also
r: com. on TaL~Prat. 11.20:

cf. also spn^t3?ßwc: V.Pr.IV.131,
where Uvvataremarks^
« i wit r̂fMit ̂

cf. also ^
A.Pr. II. 1. 2} where tr is pres-

cribed as a substitute for a case-
affix and # and a#r are cited as
examples where the acute aceat is
also prescribed for the substitute TJT.

%%^ that for which a substitute
is prescribed; the original, sthä-
nin; cf. ^l\T^lFiR^T: cf. also M.
Bh.onPJ.1.56.

(1) premier; cf,
( ^ 1 ^ ^ ! ^ ) i%Tt^qreq^IFt Vak.
Pad. 1.16; (2) preceding, as oppo-
sed to succeeding ( 3 ^ ); cf. ^T^-
0%%: V.PrJ.100; (3) original; cf.
8H3[5Fgrfct: qR^flcf: (original base)
Bhasa Vrtti. IV. 1.93; (4) first,
preceding, sii% q|5{ ft f
M.Bh. on III.1-9L

l , consideration
of a single or solitary letter as the
initial or the final one according
to requirements for operations
prescribed for the initial or for
the final* Both these notions -the
initial and the final-are relative
notionŝ , and because they require
the presence of an additional letter
or letters for the sake of being
called initial or final it becomes
necessary to prescribe W**FW1W$ in
the case of a single letter;

on PJ.1.21; cf. also mw \
wjf^ mißpi^rm^ m% wfö 1 T, Pr.
1.55. This mm^F^ of Panini is,
in fact, a specific application of
the general maxim known as
vyapadesivadbfoftva by virtue of
which Han operation which affects
something on account of some
special designation* which for
certain reasons attaches to the
letter^ affects likewise that which
stands atone;** cf* Pari*Sck Pari*
30.

H a word beginning with an
acute*accent Le. which has got the
first vowel accented acute; words
in the vocative case and words
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iormed with an affix marked with
a mute sj or ^ are adyudätta; cf.P-
VI. 1.197, 198; for illustrations in
detail see P. VI.l.189-216.

specific mention of a
word with the accent udätta or
acute on the first syllable; cf.
W^ra%IcR *fif̂ q?t M.Bh. on LI.
56, VI. 1.12.

receptacle or abode of an

Käs. on P. 1.4.45 also M. Bh. on
III. 3.121; the Prakriyä Kaumudi
mentions four kinds of ädharas; cf.

f
355fr Prak. Kau. on II.3.36.

t̂ TO^TRT«? a non-differential rela-
tion (sfiRsratf) between the perso-
nal endings "i% ?̂ cftf etc. and the
noun in the nominative case
which is the subject of the verbal
activity ;relation of a thing and its
substratum; cf. ftrf^S

superfluity, superiority,
notion of surplus; cf. ^̂ TTf̂ R
^TO:^f:M. Bh. on II. 3.46, IL3.
50.

ET a sub-division of roots belon-
ging to the ^Tf^Ff or tenth conju-
gation beginning with gg and end-
ing with ^ which take the Vika-
rana ^ 5 optionally i.e. which are
also conjugated like roots of the
first conjugation; e.g. ^ ^ %

a thing placed in another or
depending upon another, as oppo-
sed to adhära or the container; cf.
W â*TT% £̂T #r̂ tSf5|̂ rnaT: M. Bh.
onP.IV.1.44.

(1) krt.affix fäFF^or =̂ T̂ T) substi-
tuted for the lakara c5̂  and appli-
ed to ätmanepadi roots forming
the present participle; (2) kit, affix
v&m% applied to ätmanepadi roots

in the sense of past time forming
the perfect participle; cf. fes:

P.IIL 2.105.
£ substitute sn^in the place of the

last letter (sp) of the first member
of dvandva compounds of words
meaning deities or of words show-
ing blood-relationship which end
with the vowel W; e.g. f f

cf. P.VI.3.25, 26.
(1) close proximity; absence

of any intermediary element
generally of the same nature;

^ K cf.mm ;
^ ^ j M. Bh. 1.4.2. Vart. 21;

Par. Sek. Pari. 51. This close proxi-
mity of one letter or syllable or so,
with another, is actually i.e. phone-
tically required and generally so
found out also, but sometimes such
proximity is theoretically not
existing as the letter required
for proximity is technically not
present there by the rule ^%f%'<^.
In such cases, a technical absence
is not looked upon as a fault, cf.

T: M. Bh. on VIII. 3. 13.
( 2 ) close connection by mention
together at a common place etc.;c£

k ? #H M. Bh. on LI. 27.
of a BuddhistDjame

grammarian, the author of the
work named Cändra-Vyakarana
Paddhati.

absence of any utility;
superfluity; absence of any object
or purpose; cf. ^ T ^ ^ ^ R ^ mmi~
fe5^T^ I M. Bh. on P. VL 1.86
VSrt. 5 cf. also P. VI. 1 158 VSrt.
4; VI. 1. 161 Värt. 1, VL 1.166
Vart. 1, VI.L 167 Värt. 3.

imp. 1st per. sing affix Pi with
the augment sn prefixed, which
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has got its q changed into «n by P.
VIII. 4.16.

^ the augment STT ,̂ added to the
words ^*%9 w , qöf and others
before the fern, affix %; e. g. ^gjoft,
WflRTcf. ^ ^ T O q ^ f e . . . Z\T$% P.
IV.1.49.
g f t R nasalization; utterance
through the nose, an additional
property possessed by vowels and
the fifth letters of the 5 classes (f,
% % ^ H.) cf. sTig^rte^ ^raWr
^q: M.Bh. on I.L 9.

serial order, successive order
of grammatical operations or the
rules prescribing them as they
occur; cf. srrgjsqi "RßĴ cig; M„Bh. on
V- 3. 5;̂ cfB also fa

;
JBh, on. P. L 1.57.

3 ^ successive order, as prescri-
bed by tradition or by the writer;
cf. % $
TO*. ^ 1 ftfW

I M.Bh. II. 2.34Värt 3;also
^ t ^ f ^ : M.Bh.

on II. 2 „34 Värt. 6; cf„

R, Pr, II. 2; cf, also
Söra. Pari. 6.

the samhitä-patha or
i Vi

g j g ^ g | he samhitäpatha or
recital of the running Vedic text
in accordance with the constituent
words; e. g. ?$%: ^ ^ pfä^ or
TO dtf 3T ?JTO^ as opposed to the
^q jg^g^ f which is actually found
in the traditional recital e. g.
gpfäpltf •ftf^fqsRk sarhh. V 2. 7 or
mi m tiö gjmn ^k sarftfi. X* 64.3.
See R. Prat. II 43,

^ « h " obtained or made out by
inference such as Paribhäsi rules
as opposed to Srauta rules such as
the Sutras of Pänim; cf. ^Tfgpfî f

fä% KM. on VL1.85j

also cf.
. Sek.

on Pari. 11; cf. also 1% =3

Pari. Sek. on Pari. 50.
closest affinity; cf.

M.Bh. on VII. 2.84, as also
OTT^l l%g^ M. Bh. on VII 1. 96
Värt. 6,

proximity; close affinity; close
relationship. There are four kinds
of such proximity as far as words
in grammar are concerned: Re; the
organs of speech (^ffiff:)as in^^o^T-
SRJ, regarding the meaning(3:l<4cf:)as
in qT^^fl^:, regarding the quality
(gpT) as in qFS: ̂ T:, and regarding
the prosodial value (vtmpi) as in

^ f ^ # $
p Par. S'ek. Pari. 13,

cf. also Käs. on L 1.50,

word ending with 3?H, which
has the consonant dropped and
the preceding sn nasalized; e. g*

f ^ ^^F^Rk.Sam. VIII. 35. 20,
A- Rk Sam V I J 9 J ; cf.̂ NlRife

f q ^ P, VIII„ 3.9,
VIIL 3.3; cC also ^\4i iff %cTT
3TO[-CRJ: vqgmt R. Pr. IV, 26, 27#

W^ (1) common term for the fern.
endings 21^, ̂ !^ and m^ given b y
Päiiini in Adhy. IV» Päda 1; cf*
aiswiSFg*: P. I I . 4.82. P. IV, LL;
P. VI. 1.68; cf. also P. VI. 3 .63 .
P. VIL 3- 44; R VII. 3. 106,
116; P, VIL 4.15. e t a ; (2) a
brief term for case-a(fixes beginn-
ing with the inst, sing and ending
with the loa pL cf. 3|qfcq:|i; P.
VIL 2.112.

(1) production; resulting of
something into another; change;

»WH: V. Prat. L 42 and Uvata's
com# thereon; c£ also
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explained as qprorä R- Pr. VI. 9.
(2) modification; cf. SfN̂ lcf ^TOf
5TRgt 3T R. Pr. XIII. L; (3) con-
tingency, undesired result.

patronymic affix such as 31<J[
and others. The term snqcq, which
is the same as the usual term
ssraq in cfWW^ P. IV, 1 3 is
found sometimes used in the
Värttikas and in the Mahäbhäsya;
cf S T R ^ ^ T ^ W ^ P - I Hsft̂ T ĝ Rrä:
P. IV. 1.163 Värt 6.

son of 3R*a^3, the author of
Sphotanirüpana (17th cent, A.D.).

(1) a work of possi-
bly his grammar; cf. srrfä^WcT
M.JBh. on IV. 1.14; (2) a student
of Apisali's grammar; sffftKRWTsficf

te M. Bh. on IV 1.14;
^flRr; M. Bh.

on VI. 2.36,; cf.

an ancient grammarian
mentioned by Pänini and his
commentators like Patanjali, Helä-
raja and others; cf. 3T gcqrfäsfe: P.
IV. 3.98; cT̂rr ^TföÄl%; M. Bh.
on IV. 2.45.
3 ^ augment sn^ added to the
words m , 37̂  and e^ before the
affix f ;̂ cf. M. Bh. on III. 1.25
and Värt. 1 and 2 thereon; e. g.

augment ( ^ ) suggested in
the place of 3?J35 by Patanjali
to be prefixed to the affix f&R; cf.
M. Bk on III. L 25.

to be obtained by an activity;
(the same as vyäpya). The term
is used in connection with the
object of a verb which is to be
obtained by the verbal activity.
The word f̂T^ is found used in
the sense of Karman or object in

8

the grammars of Jainendra, Saka-
täyana, CTändraand Hemacandra;
cf. C'andra II 1. 43; Jainendra I.
2. 119; Säk. IV. 3. 120; Hem.
III. 3. 31. Hence, the term m^i
is used for a transitive root in
these grammars.

ending with the fern, affix
STT ( ST«T, 31^ or =̂N ); cf. STFRT: P.
II. 4. 30 Värt. 3.

(1) similarity of one phone-
tic element, for instance, in the
case of iS; with 3TT resulting from
Sarhdhi; e. g. ^^qr abrief fMî tr
3W; where S^W and f̂ Rî rT stand
for 5T^TI and fä%c%; cf. l̂ü^cfTf̂
^TT^RT^ Ath. Pr. II. 1.4; (2) Simi-
larity of accent of words in the
Samhitäpätha and Padapätha; (3)
followed by; cf. A. Pr. IL1J4;(4)
distress; cf. srrcräf ^ P. VIII. 1.10.

a rule given in the sec-
tion called srr̂ qsRRPT extending
from P. VI. 4. 22 to VI. 4. 175,
wherein one rule or operation is
looked upon as invalid to another;
cf. ^i%£c^HI^ P. VI. 4. 22 and
M. Bh. thereon; cf. also ^cFT
siftfäai i®: ^qfq S T R T ^ T ^ Vyädi
Pari. 38.

repetition of an action; cf.
nTfisreis; Käs. on III. 4.22;

cf. M. Bh. III. 4.24; VIII. 1. 4;
VIII. 1. 12.

an operation prescribed by
a rule in the section called

. See aqpiT^T Î above.

a pection of Panini's
grammar from VI. 4. ^2 to VL
4. 129, called sntfR, as it extends
to the rule *m VI. 4. 129, in-
cluding it; but as the governing
rule W&l is valid in every rule
upto the end of the Päda, the
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also extends upto the
end of the Päda. See
above.

> invalidity or supposed
invisibility of one rule with
respect to another, in the section
called sntffcpTWF. See ^I^IT^I^I
above.

n^RRSfqc'T internal effort made
in producing a sound, as con-
trasted with the external one
called sfTSPRCTU There are four
kinds of internal effoits described
in the Käsikävrtti.; cf.

I
t w s , f , 1%pcir ^ « Käs.
on P. 1.1. 9. See also q^f fc^Ti
STP̂RTCf «TTU«? etc. Si. Kau. on
I. 1.9.

changes prescribed in con-
nection with the s r ^ ^ or redu-
plicative syllable; cf. a^TtfföspH

: M. Bh. on I I I . L6.
(1) augment * 3ir prescribed in

connection with the words =̂ rĝ
and sffii!̂  before the case-affixes
called g«RPRwrc; cf. ^^pron* .

: P. VII. 1. 98; (2) the affix
^ added before f&^or a perfect

termination by rules 3GT$TcW3JJJ,
<5W?if fefi and the following (P.
I l l 1. 35-39), as for instance., in

etc.; (3) geni, pi. casc-
afBx arp^as in STO^, STCKR̂, with
^ prefixed in p i ^ etc., and
with 5 prefixed in ^ f ^ ete.; (4)
loc. sing, case-affix 3*1^ substituted
for % (ft?); cf, %
P. VI. 4. 116,

(1) calling out from a dis-
tance; (2) an invitation which may
or may not be accepted; cf. M%~
f^^mjwmi^m^mvA^ fe^ P. in .
3,161 whereon M, Bhw remarks ®m

ft: iftfäm: i ^^r

M. Bh. on P. IIL3.161.

(1) a word in the vocative
sing. cf. 5En5Pn?3RÎ P. II.3.48; a tech.
term in Panini's grammar, the
peculiar features of which are
TOfj^rare (cf. P J L 1.2), ^^m^^m
(cf. IWIII.1.72), f£& (cf. P.VIII.
1.8), 5RT̂ TrTcer (cf. P. VI.L198),
^ I ^ I T T ^ (cf. P. VIII . 1.19), splitt-
ing of IT into S?T and %, e. g. 3T3T
into ^m $% {cf. P. VIII.2.107
Vart. 3); (2) Vocative case? cf.
2Rftf»K ^il^F^cI^: Wim* ?k. Prat. L28;
Väj.Pr, IIL139; 11.17; IL24 VI.L

S a word connected with
the verbal activity possessed by

r̂af e.g. f ^ q in ^otqfieq^; cf.

Kaiyata on P. II . 1.2.
m*^ a word in the vocative
lit. a word possessed of the
of invocation; cL e n ^ ^ ^ I ^
S^s 3?w^q: Sak. 1,3.88; cf.
3Tl*F52Rt q^r^w«^ com. on
II.L25.

sr tad. affix stffäq in the
of possession, applied to the
m cf. ^ i«lrg4 P, V.2.126.

case;
sense

also
Hem»

sense
word

completely mixed; cf.

on VI. L85; similarly
ftrfter etc-*\

g tad, affix (3TT̂ f) added to the
affixes ^ L e. a< and 3W which are
placed after indecliaables; c. g*
Tfcf̂ iq;, q^torq: etc. c€ P. V»4J L

( 1 ) Iterative; a repeated
word, define'd as %%m *Wi
cL f^5W«?mM q?^ el g.
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Vaj. Prat. I. 146;
the second or latter portion, of
a repeated word according to
Pänini; a . ^q (fl^RRq) TOWhias P.
VIII.1.2. The Ämredita word gets
the grave accent and has its last
vowel protracted when it implies
censure; cf. P. VIIL1.3 and VIII.
2.95.Haradatta has tried to explain
how the term aroffefl means the
first member; cf. ^3 sniffl^I°tl

VIII.1.2.
Padamanj, on

an iterative com-
pound; cf. 3TT̂ %OTira cT 1 A. Prat.
III . 1. 5.

the substitute 3 ^ for i!r before a
vowel; e. g. ^ I ^ J for %+SFF: cf.

P. VI. 1.78.

(1) the affix Ŝ T̂  applied to the
roots JJ^,, *jt£ and others ending
with which they are looked upon
as roots; cf. P. III . 1.28; P. IIL1.
32. The affix is applied optionally
when an ärdhadhätuka affix is to
follow, e.g. 3Ttan%rr, % T ; cf. P. i l l .
1.31; (2) augment; cf. 3TOTT fe

: R. Prat. XIV. 1 Uvata

tension of the limbs or organs
producing sound, which is noticed
in the utterance of a vowel which
is accented acute ( 3KRf ) <%WW\
*TT̂F[f f^RT^W cjT; com. on Tait,
Prat. XXII. 9; cf. gf^Tnw Ti^nqi^
cfrgfäfät Uv. on R. Prat I I I . l ; cf.
also ^ % T ^ ^Wl com. on Vaj.
Prät. I. 31; cf. also BnqTti ^ ^ ^ ^

% M.Bh. on P.
1.2.29.

krt. affix sn^ before which fa
(causal %) is changed into ^ ;cf,
r̂q e^R^n^n^^g i P. VI. 4.55.

e.g

substitute vfti for m in the words
ftg andwgje.g. toWTcT^T; cf. P.
VI.3.33.
^ tad. affix ( SIR ) applied to
the word f̂î T in the sense of off-
spring according to the Northern
Grammarians ; e. g. afî R:, (op-
tional forms Tfföq and Tfr*fc a c e to
others); cf. P. IV. 1.129, 130.

tad. affix applied to the
words ^ ! and %^ e.
f?^T^: ; cf P.
2.122 Vart. 3.

K% KRISHNASHASTRI a re-
puted Naiyäyika of Banaras of
the nineteenth century-, who
wrote, besides many treatises on
Nyaya, a short gloss on the Sutras
of Panint, called Pänini-sütra-vrtti.

tad. affix applied to the word
3#fR when the whole word refers
to a year, cg.q^fftin the last year;-
cf, B. V, 3.22 Värt. 2.

krt. affix applied to the roots |f
and cp^in the'sense of habituated
etc. e.g. srere:, sRire:. cf. Po III .
2.173.
t n attribution or imputation of
properties which leads to the
secondary sense of a word; cf.

^ P
Sek. on Pari. 1

rffar same as ; see above

resultant from sense; made up
of sense; wnm VWF{ WlA; cf. cf̂ T-

Par. Sek. on
Pari. 37.
ISffllü combination of the mean-
ings (of the base and affix); see the
word 3Tî  above.

^R a term used in contrast
to the term si^snps for such ver-
bal and krt affixes, as are not
personal ^ndin^s of verbs nor
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marked with the mute letter
cf. fäsfej[ ^ g J
\®x | P. III . 4. 113 and 114.
The personal endings of verbs in
the perfect tense and the benedic»
tive mood are termed ärdhadhä-
tuka, cf. P. III. 4.115, 116; while
both the terms are promiscuously
found utilised in the Vedic Litera-
ture; cf. P. III. 4. 117. The main
utility of the ärdhadhätuka term
is the augment \ ( XS,) t 0 be
prefixed to the ärdhadhätuka
affixes. The term îvT̂ lĝ T was
in use in works of the old Vaiyä-
karanas; cf. 4

M.Bh. on
II. 4,35. It cannot be said how
the term ärdhadhätuka originat-
ed. Probably such affixes or pra-
tyayas, like the krt aflixts gene-
rally, as could be placed after cer-
tain roots only were cilled ärdha-
dhätuka, as contrasted wiih the
verbal and the present participle
affixes which were termed sarva-
dhätuka on account of their
being found in use after every
root.

old term for £%; see

the topic or section
in Pamiri's grammar where ope-
rations, caused by the presence
of an ärdhatuka affix ahead, are
enumerated, beginning with the
rule sn^T^p VI. 4. 46 and ending
with ^ sqft VL 4. 69. Such opera-
tions are summed up in the stanz

g ; M. Bh. as
also Käs. on VI. 4. 46.

derived from the holy sages
founded on sacred tradition, such
as the Vedangasjcf, %$&

R. Prät. XIV JO. The word
is explained as tr&RTZ by the com.
on Vaj Prät. IX.21, and as Vaidika
sarhdhi on X. 13, Palanjali has
looked upon the pada-pätha or
Pada-text of the Samhitäs of the
VcdaSj as anar^a, as contrasted
with the samhitä text which is
ärsa; cf. sn^^T in the sense <
R.'Prat. II. 27; cf also

^lYLBh. on III . L 109.
tad-ailixes H7g, 3 ^ etc. as also

the senses in which the affixes are
applied, given in the section of
lVuiinis giarinnar P. V. 1. . 9-7 L

_ case aillx in Veclic, literature
e.g. 3•TOT ^RT Kris, on VII. 1. 39.

tad-aflix { ~t\\<% ) applied to the
word -^3 in the sense of 'talkative'
e. g .TO*:; cf P. V.2. 124.
^ tad. affix in the sens« c <TvT ̂ ^ '
e„ g. f̂tcTT'2:, Zx:fitf%: P* V. i.122.

krt. allix ( 3-fPg ) applied to
the roots ^jj,, î qcf, etc.e.g. ¥hlW'i'>*
^qi3: , ft.iji?cttT. cf P III. 4-M58.

incomplete pronunciation» cf.
^ ^ M.Bh. on L L 8.
tad-affix applied to the word

OT5 cf. wu^ cR-ffä M. Bh. on
V. 4.30.

necessary notion or thing;

on III . L 125, IIL 3. 170-
having a fixed gen-

der as opposed to
possessed of all genders; cf,

W^ ^
»11 L 2. 52;

e* g# the word swro in ^*n^ %<?!;-
repetition, c. g. ^ifi-fi; sec

com. on Väj\ Prät* IV. 21; cf. also
l̂ffxRT; ea^R^ wtä M. Bh. I* 1.

Ahn. 2.
the benedictive mood; cf.

P, IIL 4. 104» called
regularly as
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g (1) name of a work on
grammar written by Täränätha
called Tarka~väcaspati5 a reput-
ed Sanskrit scholar of Bengal of
the 19th century A. D. who
compiled the great Sanskrit
Dictionary named 3i^W#rer and
wrote commentaries on many
Sanskrit Shastraic and classical
works. The grammar called sng l̂̂ T
is very useful for beginners; (2)
name of an elementary grammar
in aphorisms written by 3HT%^-
*ER£3cft, which is based on the
Mugdhabodha of Bopadeva.

(1) relation of dependence;
cf. 3?i^ifcH5^ *rf¥*tfci M. Bh.
I . 1.12 Värt 4; (2) substratum,
place of residence; cf.

Bh. I I . 2. 29.
\

an authoritative
Pratisäkhya work attributed to
Saunakathe teacher of Asvalayana,
belonging prominently to the Säk-
ala and the Bäskala Sakhäs of the
Rgveda. It is widely known by the
name Rk-Prätisäkhya, It is a
metrical composition divided into
18 chapteis called Patalas, giving
special directions for the proper
pronunciation, recitation and pre-
servation of the Rksamhitä by lay-
ing down general rules on accents
and euphonic combinations and
mentioning phonetic and metrical
peculiarities. It has got a masterly
commentary written by Uvvata.

nearest, most proximate; cf.
\ V.t Pr. 1.142; cf. also

the sütra 3TO5T: Sak.I.1.7? explain-
ed as ^^Hg^WioTTT^T^^TfWlH ;̂; cf-
also 3TT r̂: Hem. VII.*. 120.

close proximity of a word
with another; cf. oft

97.
*%: 1 Pari. Bhaskar Pari.

ÜJ a variety of q̂ ftfi" metre
of 40 letters with 8 letters in the
first and second quarters or pädas
and 12 letters in the third and
fourth quarters; cf. STraK îrfrtf-
f̂ cl: R.Pr, XVI. 40. For instances
of 3TT̂ cTRq̂ i% see Kgveda sükta 21,
Mandala XB

(1) placed after, following,
which follow; cf. 3T1WIT^RTORR!-

^cfCT^Uvvata on R. Pr. IV. 1.
(2) properly placed at the end
e.go fösR i;icf W*K.

(1) place of articulation^ the
mouth, cf. 3flPF#tt ^f^^l% ^WH,
M. Bh. on 1.1,9; (2) found in
the plaee of articulation; e gB the
effort made for the utter-
ance of words; cf,sr$q W I R ^ M.
Bh. on 1.1.9, also

Laghuvrtti on Säk. LI.6.
a sub-division of the

(Xth conj.) roots, beginning with
the root Si*[ and ending with the
toot ^^ , which take the Vikarana
Fl^ i.e. which are conjugated like
roots of the tenth conjugation,
only if they are transitive in
sense.

tad-affix (3fl?) in the general'
Saisika senses, e.g. belonging to,
produced in, etc.» added to the
word 3 ^ , e.g. alfarci? cf.

: I; M.Bh. on IV.2.104.
tad-affix added to the word

in the general sense of direc-
tion but when distance is specially
meant; e.g. ^T%qif| *{%% * ̂ %Tlt|
mmq*i* See Käs. on s-ufl =g ̂  P.
V.3.37.

name of Pänini. cf.

a class of compound
words headed by the word
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in which the past pass. part .Js
optionally placed first.e.g.3]Tl|cf1T%:?

s f f l ^ i : ; ^ ^ * s îTcT:. The class
BTTTIcnJRlfö is stated to be
cf. Kas.onP.II.2.37.

(1) the vowel %, representing all its
eighteen forms viz. short, long
protracted, acute, grave, circum-
flex, pure and nasalised; e.g. 5 in
qftfa =3 P.VI.4. 128;(2) Unädi affix
5 (3)tad-affix ^(t)appKed toBahu-

1 vrihi compounds in the sense of ex-
change of action or as seen in words
like fätf^ e.g. %WR%, ^§RT%,
%61% etc. cf. ?3 #^fälTC p. V.4.
127, also V.4,128; (4) krt. affix |%
(t) cf. OTi 4t: T%: P.III.3.92; (5)
augment ^ (3); see ^ ; (6) con-
jugational affix ^ o f the 1st pers.
sing. Ätm.

3f (1) short wording (sRqifTC) for the
\owels 5, 3, 3£ and ^ ; cf.f^l qorfä

P. VL1-77; x& VZS&fo p« 1-1.48;
^Sl 3<W P-1-1-3; 1 ^ ' äTOKPR P.
I.L45, f^sWf 20T^W f ^ P - V L
1.127, 1% 5#ss^t ^ni^^^ P. VI.3.
61; (2) krt. affix ^ (%) applied to
the root form to cite a root e. g.
cjfä, «rief etc. cf. ^fi^rqt ^gft^t P.
III. 3.108 Vart 2; (3) krt. affix 3$
applied to the roots f>̂  and others
in the sense of verbal # activity
e.g. ffä:, ftftf, f̂ lfts cf. ^ ß
P.III. 3.108 Vart.8.

the Paribhäsa rule
P.I. 1.3; cf. goTgf̂

i ^ r ̂ n*c gotr ^^r w ^ Sira-
deva. Pari.93.

B (1) substitute for theaffix^ given
as 35, 3^ or foT5 by Pänini; cf,
OTH?7 P.VIL3.50; (2) taddhita
affix ^ 5 , ff^ t ^ ^ mtentioned in
t^e Värtikas on P4V.2.60; (3) krt.

affix %% applied to ^q e.g.
cf. ^ t TOai: P.III.3-125 Vart. 3W

the same affix as ^ mention-
ed by the îfctV^R in the Värtikas
on P. IV. 2.60.

tad. affix fqy applied to com-
pound words with q̂ ; as the latter
member e.g. ^jkl^p; cf. f^T^rR-

P.IV.2.60 Vart.
krt. affix applied to ^ e. g.
fäWft: cf. ^^=$T ^RT^: P. III .

3.125 Vart. 4.
the letter 5 with all its 18

varieties (?+^R).

the presence of the word
335 (vowels %, 3, 3£ and 5̂) in a
rule3 where the operations QOT and
tfö are prescribed by putting the
words 7T0T and |I%; e.g.
q ^ f t g P.VIL2.1; cf.
P.I.1.3.

the substitution of the
vowel called ffl; i.e# the vowel 3?T3

^ or 3Ü prescribed specifically for
the vowels called %^ L e. % 3, m
ando& e.g. ^JnßWaiTffe: P.I.1.3.
Vart. 11; cf.also ^2SR|^l1^HRcnr^
Siradeva Pari. 2,

f W the same as 7̂f̂ . See below. The
word fif is used for "̂f̂  in the
Atharva Prätisakhya cf. ?fr|RTI^ft-
t f c $ t .Pr. IIL 3.12.

a separable word as opposed to
J ; part of a compound word

which is separated or may be
separated from the remaining part
when the word h split np into its
constituent parts» Generally the
word is applied to the first part of
a compound word when it is split
up in the recital of the padapatha.
The 'ingya" word is shown by a
pause or avagraha after it which
is shown in writing by the sign (S);

w com« on Tait*
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Prät. L 48. OT3ffl5 q^TSF5^ Com.on
T.Pr. 1.48. .

^ (1) short wording or pratyähära
for vowels except 3T. cf. ^ i f W
gwfTSf^: P.III. 1.36; cf, also VI.
1.104, VI. 3.68. VIII.4.31,32; (2)
Samäsanta affix % after Bahuvrihi
compounds showing a mutual ex-
change of actions, e.g. %sn%ftl/
sperrte; cf. f3 ^^fcliR P.V.4.
127 also 128.

?3T (1) krt. affix (f), in the sense of
verbal activity applied to any root,
the word so formed being used in
the fern, gender and in connection
with narration or in interrogation;
e.g. SRT & ^lf^W?f: I SRT ̂ FrftFFPÎ I
cf. Päaini III.3.110; (2) krt. affix
in the sense of verbal activity
applied to the roots c^ and others
e.g. mft:, snftr: etc. cf^P.III.3.108
Vart. 7;(3) tad-affix % in the sense
of offspring applied to a noun
ending iu 3?; e.g. 3 j% cf.PJV. 1.
95-7, 153.

5K̂  (I) augment % eprfixed,in general
in the case of all roots barr-
ing a few roots ending in vowels
except gj and m and roots 3^, qg,
etc., to such affixes of non-conjuga-
tional tenses and moods as begin
with any consonant except land ^;
cf. 3T$^F^f viVf^: P.VII.2.35 to
78 and its exceptions P.VII.2.8 to
34; (2) personal ending of the
third person sing. Ätm.

W (1) short wording or pratyähära
for all vowels except $r and the
consonants | , g, *[, 3, <*; cf. fit: m
P. VIII.3.39,also P. VIII.3.57,78
(2) krt. affix % applied to roots
such as 3?5 3 ^ etc. in the sense of
verbal activity.e.g snf̂ ŝnfcT:, anftt;

P. 111.3,108, VartB6.

^ (1) a letter or a group of letters
attached to a word which is not

seen in actual use in the spoken
language; cf. 3mpf? ^» Säk. 1.1.5,
Hem.L1.37. The 53; letters are
applied to a word before it, or
after it, and they have got each of
them a purpose in grammar viz.
causing or preventing certain
grammatical operations in the
formation of the complete word.
Pänini has not given any defini-
tion of the word ^ , but he has
mentioned when and where the
vowels and consonants attached to
words are to be understood as ^
(cf. ^ 1 f^?c^ I etc.
P. I. 3.2 to 8) and stated that
these letters are to be dropped in
actual use; cf. P.I. 3.9. It appears
that grammarians before Pänini
had also employed such 33; letters,
as is clear from some passages in
the Mahäbhäsya as also from
their use in other systems of
grammar as also in the Unädi list
of affixes, for purposes similar to
those found served in Päninfs
grammar. Almost all vowels and
consonants are used as 13 for
different purposes and the ^letters
are applied to roots in the Dhä-
tupätha, nouns in the Ganapatha,
as also to affixes, augments and
substitutes prescribed in grammar.
Only at a few places they are
attached to give facility of pronun-
ciation. Sometimes the ^ letters,
especially vowels, which are said
to be U^when uttered as nasalized
by Pänini, are recognised only by
convention; cf. %i
*m(S.K.on P.I.3.2).The word ^
which literally means going away
or disappearing, can be explained
as a mute indicatory letter. In
Pänini's grammar, the mute vowel
3T applied to roots indicates the
placing of the Ätmanepada affixes
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after them, if it be uttered as anu-
däita and of affixes of both the
padas if uttered svarita;cf. P.I.3.
12, 72. The mute vowel sn signi-
fies the prevention of 3SFTO before
the past pait. affixes; cf. P. VIL
2. 16. Similarly, the mute vowel \
signfies the augment Rafter the last
vowel of the root; cf.P.VII. 1.58; f
signifies the prevention of the aug-
ment % before the past part.affixes
cf.P.VII.2.14;3 signifies the inclu-
sion of cognate letters; cf.P.I.1.693

and the optional addition of the
augment ^before <3T; cf. P. VII.2.
56; ^signifies the optional appli-
cation of the augment ^sjcf.P.VII.
2.44; Wi signifies the prevention of
f̂ f to the vowel of a root before
the causal affix, cf.VIL4.2; c5 sig-
nifies the Vikarana sjf; in the Aorist
cf. P.III. 1.55; u; signifies the pre-
vention of Vrddhi in the Aorist,cf.
P.VII.2.55; 3?T signifies the substi-
tution of ^ for q; of the past part,
cf. P. VIII.2.45; 5 signifies the
prevention of jpi and %% cf, P, I.
1.5; 53 signifies the addition of the
augment g q ^ a n d t h e shortening
of the preceding vowel; cf.P. VI.3,
65-66; 3j signifies the prevention of
gq and ffö, cf.P. I.I.5; sr signifies
^ cff P.VII.3.62; % applied to
affixes, signifies the prevention of
501 and f t ; cf. P.I.L5; it causes
% % in the case of certain

roots, cf. P. VI. 1.16 and signifies
sn^FR if applied to roots; cf.P. L
3.12, and their substitution for the
last letter if applied to substitutes,
cf. P. LL 53, ^signifies the acute
accent of the last vowel; cf.P.VI. 1.
159; ojr signifies &WR% i.e. the plac-
ing of the affixes of both the podas
after the root to which it has been
affixed;c£P.U.72; z in the case of
an augment signifies its application

to the word at the beginning; cf.P
1.1.64, while applied to a nominal
base or an affix shows the addition
of the fern, affix i (sty, cr.P.IV.l.
15;«[ signifies the elision of the last
syllable; cf. P.VI.4.142; qT signifies
fit, cf.P.VII.2.115ft signifies^%
accent, cf. VI.1.181, as also that
variety of the vowel ( g f̂, tf% or
cgcT) to which it has been applied
cf. P.I.L70; ^signifies 3?r̂ T*ff cf.
P.VI.1.193;5 signifies s^ ĵ̂ f accent
cf. ^g?TW gi^f P. HI. 1.4. as
also 3̂ fcf for the vowel before the
affix marked with j cf. P/VI. 1.192;
H signifies in the case of an aug-
ment its addition after the final
vowel.cf.PJ-1.47,while in the case
of a root, the shortening of its
vowel before the causal affix f&i,cf.
P.VI.4.92; ^ signifies the acute
accent for the penultimate vowel
cf.P.VI.1,217; ^signifies the acute
accent for the vowel preceding
the affix marked with 5; cf.P,VI.
193; 3J implies in the case of an
affix its^fT^ig^ri; cf, P. I l l A113,
while in the case of substitutes,
their substitution for the whole

4̂U?H c£ P.I.1.55;^ signifies the
addition of the fern, affix f ( W{)
cf«P.IV.1.41;5 in the case of aflixes
signifies ^ ^ T to the base before
them, cf. P.L4J6. Sometimes even
without the actual addition of the
mute letter, affixes are directed to
be looked upon zs possessed of that
mute letter for the sake of a gram-
matical operation e.g# €fW?fPif̂ ci;
P.L2-4; sfl̂ mnffe M P. I#2.5; mi

P.VIL 1.90 etc, (2) the short
vowel ^ as a substitute; cf.
T<f^i: P« VI. 4. 34.

% tad. affix ^ in the sense of
'found' or 'produced in*, which is
affixed to words cTOR,^ 5!p$ and
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others; e.g.
etc.; cf.

P. V. 2. 36.

ff, • § T < P K T ,

possessed of interdepende-
nce; depending upon each
other; cf. *cRcft ^ W s * ^ Cändra
Pari. 5K Grammatical operations
are of no avail if the rules stating
them are mutually depending
on each other. The word
has the sense of fcHTO^ here.

mutual relationship with
each other. Out of the^four senses
of the indeclinable =3 viz. T̂ĝ R,
SRF5R, ^terc^PT and ^f |K, the
Dvandva compound is formed of
words connected in the last two
ways and not in the first two
ways. The instances of %?% in
the sense of ^KTC t̂a are
feq^f^JT:, 3 ^ W 4 T etc ; cf.
P. II. 2.29; cf. also g

M. Bh. ou II. 2. 29; cf.

Siradeva Pari. 16.

depending upon each
other; cf,

| M. Bh. o n L l . l .
See %$W, above.

a grammatical operation caus-
ed by ^3; i. e, by a mute letter
which is purely indicatory; cf. o$

Bh. I. 3.2. See ^ above.

the substitution of short % by
^J^tftsT P. I. 2.17, 5TO I^fl^F: P.
VL 4. 3i3 etc.

^jprS^R characterization; indi-
cation by a mark; e. g. sföTR-
ĉTTW: cf. X^^ijR5^ ^ (9jNF) P.
II.3.2U

krt affix mentioned by Pänini in
VI.4.55 as causing the substitution

9

krt affix, added to the

of 3R{ for T% before it; e. g
k M.Bh. on VI. 4.55.

roots m,
c&3S£etc. in the sense of instru-
ment; cf. 3TT^c^gjf(qg^ ^f: P. I I I .
2. 184-6. e. g. 3?fe\, ^ f t ^ ^ f ^ q .
etc. The words ending in sjsf have
got the acute accent on the last
syllable; cf. P. VI. 2.144.

a letter which is termed ^ ;
see ^ above.

augment %^} e. g. qre'fcR:, T̂̂ r-
:; cf. ^ätfiaf P. V. 2. 53.

possessed of the mute indicatory
letter %; e. g the roots qfe, f^ft
and the like3 in whose case the
augment gj^ ( q ) is affixed to the
last vowel; cf %f^ 3 ^ WltTi'P.
VII. 1. 58.

^ ( i ) krt affix % applied to the
roots fij f:, 3Tg3 and ^ when they
are preceded by certain words like

etc. in certain senses; e. g.
ft & :; cf. P. I I I .

2. 24-7;(2) kit affix 33 (f&fft) pres-
cribed by P. III. 3.170 e. g.

( 1 ) substitute for the inst, case
ending in STT (SI) after bases ending
i ; cf. El̂ -ftî rT Î̂ -qT: P. VII. h1 in
12; ( 2 ) tad. aff. ^f affixed to gt e.
g. qftftT: 3^81: cf. P. IV. 4. 133.

Sfrf̂  substitute ^ for the last vowel
of the words ^^l^% ĝ FTT, ^F\J and
others before the affix 3 i. e. ^
prescribed after these wordsi n the
sense of offspring e. g.

P. IV. 1. 126, 127.
[ tad. affix %^ in the sense of poss-

ession applied to the word fä which
is changed intopci^, e. g. f^R:;cf.

*v- 2- 33-
applied to the

with sc, and the
( 1 ) krt affix

roots ^t with ft
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roots fä, £, 1% and others, e. g.
tRTf̂ pfr, vm, R̂T etc. cf- P. III.
2. 93 and III. 2. 156457; (2) tad.
affix %^ affixed to the word qFf^F^
in the sense of 'covered with' ( cf.
P. IV.2.11), in the sense of collec-
tion to the word W$ e. g. f̂ê ft cf.
P. IV. 2. 51, to the word
in sense (student o f c. g.
cf. P. IV. 2. 62, to the words ^
and f m cf. P. IV. 3.111, to the
word *$ cf P.IV. 4. 23 and to the
word srn£ cf. P.V. 2. 85 and srar^
cf. P. V. 2. 91 in specified senses
and in the general sense of posse-
ssion to words ending in 3T, cf. P.
V.2.115-117 and to certain other
words cf. P.V. 2. 128-37.

^ krt affix ^ by P. III. 3. 44
followed invariably by the tad.
affix ^ by P. V. 4. 15, e. g.

author of 'TOF̂ f a com-
mentary on the Paribhasendu-
Sekhara of Nägcsabhatta.

author of s^qrcr, a .com-
mentary on Nyasa, the well-known
commentary on the 'Käslkavrtti3 by
Jinendrabuddhi. Many quotations
from the Anunyäsa are found in
the Paribhäsavrttl of Slradeva.
The word ^g is often used for

f
r: Sira. Pari. 36.

author of a commentary
on the Paribhasendusekhara.

name of a great grammarian who
Is believed to have written an ex-
haustive treatise on grammar
before Pänini; cf. the famous verse
of Bopadeva at the commence-
ment of his Dhätupatha f^$R[;

(I No work of
Indra is available at present»
He is nowhere quoted by

Pänini. Many quotations believ-
ed to have been taken from his
work are found scattered in gram-
mar works, from which it appears
that there was an ancient system
prevalent in the eastern part of
India at the time of Pänini which
could be named ^[s^Ewradct,
to which Pänini possibly refers by
the word HMJJ. From references, it
appears that the grammar was of
the type of sn%% discussing vari-
ous topics of grammar such as
alphabet, coalescence, declension,
context, compounds , derivatives
from nouns and roots, conjuga-
tion, and changes in the base.
The treatment was later on follow-
ed by Sakatäyana and writers of
the Kätantra schooLFor details see
Mahäbhäsya ed. by D« E. Society,
Poona, Vol. VII pages 124-127,

[ author of the < Güdhaphakki-
käprakäsa', a gloss on the difficult
passages in the Mahäbhäsya»

5<i a technical term for ffeffar (accu-
sative case ) in the Jainendra
grammar; cf. wft^ Jain. 1.4.2.

?<T a technical term in the Jalnen*
dra Vyakarna for $fFTT (the loca-
tive case)»

5 ^ tad. affix applied to l ( letter ^ )
in the sense of the consonant 1; c
gM:; cf. qfcfc P. IIL 3.108
Vart. 4.
augment % added to the base jj

after the last vowel, e# g. ^ife; cf.
^P.viL 3.92.

; or fnfti^ tad. afSx ^ R ^ applied
to the words %%> q& m% ^ g^
words showing colour and words
such as | s , qft|5, Ŝf, *sna, 5W etc.
in the sense of Equality' or 'attri*
bute?; cf. Pan. V. 1.122, 123, For
changes in the base before the
affix ^ s e e P. VI.4,154-163,
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krt. affix f*T applied to words
showing *TR or verbal activity;
e.g. qjiw^, ^#1*1? ;cf. Hi^Rw^rnf^-
WBRfjsq: Käs. on P. IV.4.20.

tad affix ( SRQ in the sense of
'pity'; e. g. \faq:9 *rfiPi:; cf. P. IV.
2. 79.

^ substitute for the last %
before a vowel generally in the
case of monosyllabic roots end-
ing in % and the word §ft;
e. g. fafäg:, ftä £R:, % t ftp?:;
cf. sqî  f^Tä^rt ^Tf^f^r P. VI.
4. 77-80.

case-ending for inst. sing, in
Vedic Literature; e. g. 3T*hT,
< Ä ; cf. P. VII. 1.39. and Vart.l
thereon.
mute indicatory ending of roots,

signifying the application of the
aorist sign 3T ( 3lf ) optionally ;e g.

fä or ST̂ ftcT from the root
^l in "bhätupätha); cf.

also ^^3^^|^ncrfromT%^(%K^);
cf. P. III . 1.57. %

tad. affix ( ^ ) in the sense of
possession applied in Vedic Lite-
rature to m e. g. tfSfli; cf. R V.
2. 109 Vart. 3.

tad. affix ( %l) in the sense of
possession applied in Vedic Lite-
rature; to ^ e, g. cf. P.^fcrc:
V. 2.109 Värt. 3.

a root ending with mute indi-
catary ending %\. See %lm

( $ f ) substitute for the perfect
3rd pers. *pL Atrn. affix n; e, g.
*$&, <Kf% etc.; cf. P. III. 4.81.

J tad. affix applied to the words
*$m, ̂ ^ V&m and others in the
four senses prescribed in P. IV.
2.67-70; e. g, ^TRI :̂3 3?^«^:,
q < Ä : ; cf. P. IV. 2,80.
® (1) tad. affix %® (^55) in the
sense of pity; e. g. \\%% ^%w*; cf.

P.IV.2.79. The tad.affix q^i5 also
affixed in the same sense. See *q.
(2) tad. affix ^ (^^5) in the sense
of possession, prescribed after the
words ^ , i$m\ "%% I%3KTT Hk
3 ? ^ ^ ^ , ^> m etc.; e. g.
^[Ro5, ^fte, ftRjfcRs gF^? etc. cf.
P. V. 2,99, 100, 105, 117.

T substitute for ^55 before an
affix called Vibhakti*; e. ej. ̂ f; cf;
P. V. 3.3.

S. a word frequently used in
the Värttikas and the Mahäbh-
äsya and other treatises in the
senses of (1) a desired object,
(2) a desired purpose, (3) a
desired statement, (4) a desired
form i. e. the correct form; cf.
^srar^qrt *assrfqr wfcf; M. Bh, I . I .
Ahn. I. q̂trifwr̂ TTfegRrfe: Pari. Sek.
Pari. I l l

ĵcfc<UT a short treatise on
grammar ascribed to Jayadeva.

a class of words headed by
the word p to which the taddhita
affix ^ ( ^R) is added in the
sense of SFffi a. e» * by him' i. e.
by the agent of the activity de-
noted by the past pass, participles
fg and others; cf. %€] ^ , gäf ^
etc. Käs, on P. V. 2. 88.

a word generally used in the
statements made in the Maha-
bhäsya, similar to those of the
Sütrakära and the Värttikäkäras,
which are 'desired ones' with a
view to arrive at the correct
forms of words; cf. srrfä̂ T

in

M. Bh. on I I . 4.56.
the superlative tad* affix

the sense of ^f^gi^f or
( excellence )• The commentators,
however, say that the taddhita
affixes *ro and ^ l i k e all the tadd-
hita affixes showing case-relations,
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are applied without any specific
sense of themselves, the affixes
showing the sense of the base itself
( ^ # r ) ; e. g g^cw:, ifte;; ̂ CR; ,
crfeg:; q̂ fäcWEJ, ^cW;, 3^2: etc.; cf.
P. V.3. 55-64. The affixes fq*T and
?g are applied only to such subst-
antives which denote quality; cf.
P. V. 3. 58.

the same as ^g. See ĝ.-
possession of the same pro-

perties for causing grammatical
operations as the tad. affix | g ^
possesses, as for instance, the elision
of the syllable beginning with the
last vowel ( fäöSF )s substitution of
the masc. base for the fern, base
( }&m*fö ) etc., before the denom.
affix W%\ e. g- RcPficT in the sense
of T2?ff 3TT ;̂ similarly WM, re^lcT,
saqft; cf. M, Bh. on. P. VI 4.
155 Värt, 1.
j krt affix ^g^applied,in the sense
of * possessed of habitual behavi-
our, action, or splendid accomp-
lishment,' to the roots 3^5f, i?RH»,

etc. e. g 3#^T^:53^fcF3j:>
3:^2:etc. ;cf .P.III 2.1 '6-138.

krt affix in Vedic Literature in the
sense of the infinitive, e. g. \}f^%
aqsqfo^; cf P. III. 4.10.

( 1 ) substitute f*T for the vowel
of the roots, ifr, *n5 ̂ r, ̂ T? *JJ, q^etc.
before the des'derative aiKx ^ ;
e. g. ftwfcr, fic^rßr, snf t^ e t c . cf.P.
VII. 4.54; ( 2 ) unädi affix ^ e. g.

3 alternative affix mentioned in
the Mahäbhäsya in the place of

; cf M. Bh.on III. 2. 57. See

t
f the long vowel | which is techni-

cally included in the vowel

% in Panini's alphabet being
the long tone of that vowel; (2)
substitute "I for the vowel s?T of
the roots 5TT and >̂T before (he
frequentative sign q̂F as for ex-
ample in «raiqcT, ̂ ritq%, cf. P. VII.
4.31; (3) substitute i foi the
vowel sr before the affixes f% and
3 ^ as, for instance, in 51^"^%?
3#rf?rctc.;cf%P. VII. 4,32, 33;
(4) substitute % for the vowel 3̂ r
at the end of reduplicated bases
as also for the vowel 3JF of bases
ending in the conjugational sign
m, e.g. fJrtfr̂ 3 g^r: etc.; cf. P.VI.
4. 113; (5) substitute t for the
loc. case affix f ( ft: ) in Vedic
Literature, e.g. *K?ft for l̂ ftf in Ocf
T̂ g?e* 6 ^ ^i^R^,; cf. Kai on P.
VII. 1,59; (6) tad. affix % m the
sense of possession in Vedic Litera-
ture as for instance in VA]:,^^]:,
cf. Käs on. R V. 2-109; (7) the
fern, affix % ( *?rs, W\% or ^ ); cf.
P. IV. 1.5 8, 15-39, IV. 1.40-65,
IV. 1.13.

tad. affix t^'^ added to
and qfe e. g. ^frat^; fern. M W ;
an&sfc; cf. P. IV. 4.59; (2) tad. affix
^ j added to ^€ and M^ in the
sense of comparison, e. g. Wfiffifi*,
^\\€wc ( vf&%: )? cf. Kas. on P. V.
3.110; (3) tad. affix #fr¥ added to
^ 5 , e. g. ̂ rCt^r; cf. %fyfä&\*n ^%
#B«P. IV.1.85. Värt. 4-5; (4) tad-
affix f̂ gr in Vedic Literature added
to srf̂ r e.g. ^TCT^: cf- K§5. on P. IV.
1.85,Vart.6; (5) tad. affix p a d d e d
to m§ e. g. fö^<$R ; c£ P, V.
1.33.

augment % prefixed to a Sarvad-
hatuka (strong) affix beginning
with a consonant after the roots
5, % *g, and others e. g.

cf, P. VII. 3.93-98,
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[ long vowel | as different from
% o r | ^ prescribed as a substitute;
cf. P. VI.S.27, VI.3.97.

( a root ) possessed of long % as
a mute indicatory ending meant
for prohibiting the addition of the
augment % to the past part, ter-
minations cf and ^cRj;; e. g. $3??:,
sfa: etc.; cf. P VII, 2. 14.

a desired object, which, in con-
nection with transitive roots, gets
the designation 3vtf,when the agent
has a keen desire for it; cf. f

^ P. I. 4. 49.

tad. affix #R=r added to the
word *i& in sense of possession;
e.g. 3wre:, cf. P. V. 2.114.

substitute for the tad. affix s ; e.g-
301^:, W r̂fq: etc; cf P. VII. 1. 2
and IV. 2. 114.

affix s& added to the root ^ ,
| showing the application of the
Atmanepada affixes; e, g t%
cf. P. III . 1. 29

^ , showing superi-
ority or excelJence of one indivi-
dual over another in respect of a
quality, added to a substantive ex~
presive of quality; when the subst-
antive ends in the affix cj, that affix
5 is removed; e.g. qifar^, 55-frqR,

3tPrifir (%:); cf.P.V.3.57-64.
s a r a e a s t ^ which see

above.
tad-affix added to the word wg

in the sense of possession; e.g.
n£ta:;cf. ^T^^T^K^K^r P.V.2.111.

^ substitute i for 33^ before the
tad-affixes %$>, f̂ T and ^^; e.g i

Ts also fw: ; cf. P.VI.3.90.
author of ^Dhätumälä', a

short metrical treatise on roots.
^CFF3[ author of (1) a gloss on
Kaiyata's Mahabhasya-pradlpa,

and (2}an independent treatise Sab«
dabodhatarangim. He is believed to
have been a pupil of SJĉ H*̂  and
lived in the latter part of the 16th
century A.D.

an external effort ( ;l ( )
in the production of sound charac-
terized by the emission of breath,
when the cavity made by the cords
of the throat is kept wide apart,
as found in the utterance of the
consonants q, f^and ^.

p an external effort ( ^ifPRR)
in the production of sound charac-
torized by only a slight contact of
the cords of the throat, made in the
utteranee of semi-vowels; cft

.K. on P.I. 1.9.

stage of the quality of a
thing or of an undertaking which is
almost complete?to show which,the
tad-affixes q^q, ^ q and ^üfäf are
applied to a word;e.g. 'T?2^:?1^?^«-
^g^T^fv T ^ ^ ^ j ^^(Rl^1^; cf. P,
V.3.67.

an external effort characteri-
zed by slight resonance or sound-
ing of throat cords when they
slightly touch one another.

effort made for the production of
sound; cf. f

R.Pr.XIII.L

(1) labial vowel standing for the
longhand protracted3^ inPänini's
grammar unless the consonant ci;is
affixed to it, gq; standing for the
short ^ only; (2) Vikaraila affix H
of the 8th conjugation ( cRrf§PT&r )
and the roots fSp̂  and f^jjcf.P.IIL
1.79-80; (3) substitute (3) for the
vowel 3T of ?,e.g. ^cf;, fĵ f̂ f before

Särva^hiäti^ka affixeŝ
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4.110; (4) krt. affix 3 added to
bases ending in *ER and the roots
sTTtTH, f£r?J, fäs, m as also to bases
ending in sp^in the Vedic Litera-
ture,e.g, f^t | : fag;, föf :.^g:»iag;
cf. P. III. 2.168-170; (5) Unädi
affix 3 ( 3* ) e.g, *m\, 3T§:, 3Tg:5
etc.; cf. Unädi LI ; (6) mute vowel
3 added to the first letters of a
class of consonants in Patini's
grammar to show the whole class
of the five letters; e.g. §, % I, g,jj
which stand for the Guttural, the
palatal the lingual, the dental and
the labial classes respectively; cf.
also g=jT §: P.VIIL4.41;(7) 5 added
to ^showing the consonant q as
nasalized n; cf, g: V.Pr. III.133.

for the vowelsshort term
, ep and 55; e.g

P.VII.1.80, also *fP; föfä P
,11, ng^rr^RL^: P.VIL3,

51.
(1) the krt. affix 3 ^ applied to

the roots 55*, *Rj[, q^ and others?e.g*
^Ig^ : ,^^ : etc. with udätta accent
on the first syllable; cf,P.IIL2.154;
(2) tad.affix 3^ ( 3^^ ) added to
the word wA^i e.g. m4% ^ : ; cf.
Käs. on P.V.I.103.

the same as 3^. See HU.
prescribed, taught, lit, said (al-

ready). ;3rfr T̂ is a familiar expres-
sion in the Mahäbhasya and the
Varttikas reierri ng usually to
something already expressed.Some-
times this expression in the Ma-
häbhasya, referring to something
which is not already expressed,
but which could be found sub-
sequently expressed, leads to the
conclusion that the Mahäbhä-"
syakära had something like a
'Laghubhasya3 before him at the
time of teaching the Mahäbhäsya#
See Kielhorn's Kätyayana and

Patanjali, also Mahäbhasya D.E.
S,Ed. Vol. VII, pages 71,*72.
J P a word with its meaning (in

the neuter gender) unchanged
when used in the masculine gender;
generally an adjectival word; cf,
Cändra Vyäk. I.4.30.

a word or expression whose
sense has been already expressed.
The expression 3^I4HT3R^FT: is
frequently used in the Mahä-
bhasya and the Varttikas and cited
as a Paribhäsä or a salutary con-
ventional maxim against repetition
of words in the Parlbhäsäpäthas
of Vyädi (Par- 51), Candragomm
(Par 28) and Kätantra (Par. 46)
and Kaläpa (Par. 46) grammars.

see
a short anonymous

treatise on case-relations, com-
pounds etc. written mostly in
Gujaräti.

% f̂F=fv?; a short grammar work,
written by ^TH?^, explaining

ideclension, cases and their mean*
ings, compounds, etc. and giving
a list of Präkrta words with their
Sanskrit equivalents.

a class of words headed by
the word ̂ zm to which the taddhita
affix ?3» (33j> ) is applied in the
sense of £one who studies and
understands'; cf. ^«micT <fä T̂
3ft%RF:, similarly «̂BWCßftJ: Käs» on
P. IV. 2.60.

a writer on Vedic phonetics
and euphony quoted in the Tait-
tirlya Prätisakhya; cf. :3l«|^t W^t
Tai, Prä. VIII. 22.

characterized by the trmte
indicatory letter g:, %$ or $j; see ^

or g r̂rapi writer of a gloss on
the Nirukta, called «NIruktabfaisya1
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believed to have lived in the 18th
century A. D5 wriier also of a
grammatical work SÜsyahitävrtti or
Sisyahitänyäsa, which was sent to
käshmir and made popular with
a large sum of money spent upon
it» by his pupil Änanadpäla.

a technical term for ^q^r, the
penultimate letter in the Jai-
nendra Vyäkarana; cf. ^cp1^: Jain.
V. 4.28.

the higher tone also called ^ R
or acute; cf. # ^ 5 ^ ^ R. T. 55,
also T̂CT ̂ TO: S^^cf ^^3R^ l^?T:
R. Pr. I I I . 19; cf. also the terms

R. T. 61, T T ^ R. T. 62,
^ etc.

* 3=5=3 or acute; see
cf. %

above;
P. 1.2.35.

pronounced or uttered; the
phrase ^^?fä^qT%?l: is used in
connection with the mute indica-
tory letters termed ^ in Pänini's
grammar, as these letters are not
actually found in use in the lan-
guage and are'therefore supposed to
vanish immediately after their pur-
pose has been served* The phrase

' has been
given as a Paribhäsä by Vyädi
(Pari.ll), in the Gändra Vyäka-
rana ( Par. 14), in the Kätantra
Vyäkarana (Pari.54) and also in
the Käläpa Vyäkarana ( Par.
7i). Patanjali has used the ex-
pression in connec-
tion with ordinary letters of a
word, which have existence for a
moment and which also vanish
immediately after they have been
uttered; cf. ^^OTrf*fc[: ^cffq qqf:
.,.?{ofafr 5[<fc[ fl$R: M. Bh. on 1.4.
109.

af^fsi1^f^f55[ vanishing immediate-
ly after utterance. See

pronunciation, enunciation
(in the Sästra). The phrase 3^WT-
€R«q!^ is often found used in
the Mahäbhäsya and else-

where in connection with the
words of Pänini, everyone of which
is believed to have a purpose
or use in the Sästra, which pur-
pose, if not clearly manifest, is
assigned to it on the strength (̂ Tsp̂ l)
of its utterance; cf. W

on
III.4.89 V. 2; cf. also M.Bh. on
IV.4.59, V I A 163,VII .U2, 50,
VII.2.84, In a few cases, a letter
is found used by Panini which
cannot be assigned any purpose but
which has been put there for faci-
lity of the use of other letters.
Such letters are said tobe $
cf. *n%: 1 ̂ S R
Käs. on II 4B36
&n4:; ^K: umm: l Käs. on I I I . l .
43. The expressions g^ig^iR: and
£OTT*f: in the Mahäbhäsya mean
the same as !

cf.

diverse; cf.
Nir. I.3.4.

specially accented;
P. I. 2.35.

^ the famous commentator
on the Unädi sütras. His work sis
called Unädisütravrtti, which is
a scholarly commentory on the
Unädisütrapätha, consisting of five
Pädas. Ujjvaldatta is belived to
have lived in the 15th century
A. D. He quotes Vrttinyäsa, Anu-
nyäsa, Bhägavrtti etc* He is also
known by the name Jäjali.

T (̂ 1 ) short term ( 5f̂ T|R ) for
vowels excepting 3? and %9 semi-
vowels, nasal consonants and the
cansonants | , ^ and ^. ; cf m g%
tr f̂[ P. VIII.'S. 33; (2) the par-



P. VIII. 3.21,tide 3; cf„
also33r: P. 1. 1.17.

a class of words headed by
the word 3^5 which have their
final vowel accented acute
cf. 3"5^: :£§5̂ T, ST̂T; | "ÔT
f^K: 5TTcT: I Kai on P. VI. 1.160.

augment 3 affixed to the roots f
and 5 before the kit affix g; cf,

Käs. on

on ac-
P. VII.2.34.

the affix 3T the affix 3^, causing
count of the mute letter &T , pre-
scribed after the roots fj, 3T, % f«r,

and ^ by the rule
f ; T which is the
first rule (or Sutra) of a series of
rules presbribing various affixes
which are called unädi afflxces,
the affix 3<JT being the first of them,
e.g. qjft:, qig, ^7§, W$ etc.; cf.
Unädi 1,1.

affixes headed by the affix 3^,
which are similar to kit affixes of
Pänini, giving derivation mostly of
such words as are not derived by
rules of PäninL No particular
sense such as agent, object e tc is
mentioned in connection with
these affixes, but, as Pänini has
stated in "^r*R^"PnT?3: " P. III-
4.75, the various Unädi affixes are
applied to the various roots as
prescribed in any Käraka sense,
except the gsr̂ R and the ^qî jsr;
in other words, any one of the
senses, agent, object, instrument
and abode, is assigned to the
Unädi affix as suits the meaning
of the word. Although some
scholars believe that the Unädi
affixes are given by a grammarian
later than Pänini as there are
words like cIP^, f̂HTC and others
included in the list of Unädi

words and that there are many
interpolated Sutras, still the Unäd
collection must be looked upon
as an old one which is definitely
mentioned by Pänini in two
different rules; cf. Pänini
3f$^ P. HI . 3.1 and grw
crfî q; III. 4. 75, Patanjali has
given a very interesting discus-
sion about these Unädi affixes
and stated on the strength of the
Värttika, ^mßpri^r : , that these
affixes and the words given in
the Unädi collection should not
be considered as genuinely de-
rived.The derivation is not a very
systematic and logically correct one
and therefore for practical pur-
poses, the words derived by .the
application of the affixes ^ and
others should be looked upon
as underived; cf, ^

i. M. Bh. on. P. I. 1.16,
III . 4. 77, IV. 1. 1, VI. 1. 62,
VII. 1. 2, VII- 2. 8 etc. There is
a counterstatement also seen in
the Mahäbhäsya ^spff ogeq^fö,
representing the other view pre-
vailing at the time; cf. M. Bh*
on III . L 133; but not much
importance seems to be attached
to it« The different systems of
grammar have different collect-
ions of such words which are also
known by the term UnädLOut of
the collections belonging to Pani-
ni?s system, three collections are
available at present, the collection
into five padas given in the prin-
ted edition of the Siddhanta
Kaumudl, the collection into ten
Pädas given in the printed edi-
tion of the Prakriyä-Kaumud! and
the collection in the Sarasvatl-
kanthabharana of Bhoja forming
Pädas I, 2 and 3 of the second
Adhyäya of the work.
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a metrical work explain-
ing the ĉnyf̂  words referred to
above, with meanings assigned
to them. There are two such
compositions one by Ramatar-
kavägisa or Rämasarmä and the
other by Rämacandra Dlksita.

^f^ word form or crude
base, ending with an affix of
the un class, which is looked
upon as practically underived,
the affixes un and others not be-
ing looked upon as standard
affixes applied with regular mean-
ings attached to them and
capable of causing operations to
the preceding base as prescribed
by rules of grammar; cf.

. Pari. Sek. on Pari-
bhäsä 22.

% ^ ? T%I?nT3 the text of
the Sütras which begins with
the Sutra prescribing the affix
3«n after the roots fj, % % f*T,f, % % f, \

and 3I|T; cf- Unädi Sütra 1. t
For the different versions of the
text see ^vnfc. Similar Sütras in
Kätantra, Äpisali, Säkatäyana and
other systems of grammar are also
called Unädi Sütras.

^ 1 % £ ^ ^ the text of the
Unädi Sütras divided into ten
chapters believed to have been
written by SIT̂ SPH. It is printed
at the end of the Prakriyä Kau-
mudi and separately also, and is
also available in manuscripts
with a few differences,, Patanjali
in his Bhäsya on P.III.3„1> seems to
have mentioned SSäkatäyana as the
author of the Unädi Sütras al-
though it cannot be stated defi-
nitely whether there was
at that time, a version of

10

the sütras in five chapters
or in ten chapters or one, com-
pletely different from these, as
scholars believe that there are
many interpolations and changes
in the versions of Unädi sütras
available at present. A critical
study of the various versions is
extremely desirable.

>ssnn^ the text of the Unädi
Sütras divided into five chapters
which is possessed of a scholarly
commentary written by Ujjvala-
datta. There is a commentary on
it by Bhattoji Dlksita also.

a gloss on the Unädi
Sütras in the different versions.
Out of the several glosses on the
Unädi Sütras, the important ones
are those written by Ujjvaladatta,
Govardhana, Purusottarnadeva,
Rämacandra Dlksita and Hari-
datta. There is also a gloss called
Unädisütrodghätana by Misra.
There is a gloss by Durgasimha
on the Kätantra version of the
Unädi Sutras«

(1) Short vowel 3 in Pänini's
terminology; cf, P.I.L70, 1,2.21.
IV, 1.44, V. l . l l l ; (2) tad-affix 33
applied to <jt and «jtcR for which
q* is substituted; e. g. q^. See P.
V. 3.22 Värt.

a class of words headed by
the word g^R, to which the tad-
dhita affix ^ is added in the four
senses, the affix being popularly
known as îgtfsN»; cf. 3cWqq^

etc.; Käs. on P. IV. 2.90.
a variety of the Kratna des-

cribed in the Pratisäkhya works.
(1) the best,the highest,the last;

(2) the last letter of the consonant-
classes, the nasal; cf, A.Pr.IL4.14;
R.Pr. IV.3; cf. also ^m meaning
non-nasal; (3) the ^fljjw or the
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premier or the first person
constituting the affixes % 3H
and fl?T and their substitutes, cf.
P.I.4.1Ö7.

(1) following, subsequent, e. g.
.. v the latter part of a com-

pound word; (2) end of a word,
q̂ ĵ cf; cf. 3>rf̂  ^T% «fcRFH Com. on
T. Pr. IILL

TFC3RI^[ subsequently, then, after-
wards; cf. clcj; ̂ rT^T^I^ C§3̂  M.Bh.
on 1.1.1.

in subsequent rules; cf.
M.Bh. on LL23.

the latter member or portion
of a compound word as contrast-
ed with <jcĥ ; cf.
A, Pr. II. 3. 11; cf. also
P. VI. 3.1.

ulterior form.

serving a purpose in subse-
quent rules; of use in a subse-
quent rule; cf. qfarfei*iFT 3TR7^:,

^ M. Bh. on 1.2.22,
elevation of tone.
(1) production; cf.

production of a phonetic element
T. Pr. 23.1; (2) production of
a grammatical element such as
the application of an affix or
addition of an augment or sub-
stitution of a letter or letters
during the process of word-for-
mation; cf. *Tfĉ R4»rqq̂ iqt ffög ^
OTre^^T srr̂  gspqrF; Pari. Sek. Par.
75; M. Bh. II. 2.19. Värt. 4.

\ to be produced, to be placed
after; to be annexed; (caus*) to
produce, to get annexed, to add;
cf. §g?ai% ̂ 3^qT% Äpisali's Värt.
quoted in M; Bh. on PJV.2.45.

author of a commentary on
Pänini's Lingänusäsana. It is doubt-
ful whether he was the same

qg or sffftq ,̂ the famous astrologer
of the tenth century.

possessed of short 3; cf.
P v 3 i i

a general rule as contrasted
with a special rule which is called

or exception; cf. ^^fw^T^F-
. Pari. 56; ^^q

rf^I^ Par.Öek.
Pari.63, Sira. Pari.97; cf. also
OTH^IT ^qqi^r;. For the
relation between SOT? and 3
and its details see Nägesa's Pari-
bhasendusekhara on Paribhäsas 57
to 65: cf. also î%^ î̂ 3Tcrcn^T^HTci;
explained by the commentator as

R. Pr. L23-
^ T not consistent withf what is
taught in rules of a £5astra; cf.

Sisupäla-
vadha II.
?IffTÎ  a class of words headed by
the word 3e8§?T, to which the tadd-
hita affix ^ ( z ) is added in the
sense of cFf %tfft (takes away by
means of); cf, ^̂ fĉ TT'cTOT̂ r «IcRT I
<R0t^ W"̂  Mhültai*: l sftfföp: t Kai
onPIV.4.15. N

f̂lf̂  a c | a s s of words headed by
the word ^ to which the tadd-
hita affix s^? instead of the usual
affixes ÔT and others, is added
the sense of an offspring; cf» ,
?j etc. Käs. on PJVJ*86#

that which follows; a term fre-
quently used in the Pratisakhya
works in the sense of following' or
m; cf* % %

in

explained by the commentator as
3TR*ffi ^qrf^RTl^WR: T.PrJI.47jcf.
also qR̂ R Z"^i spa^ explained by
the commentator as ^ %
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R.PrJI.ll;cf. also
P.VIII.4.67.
p surnamed Päthaka who wrote
a commentary on the Laghusab-
dendusekhara named Jyotsnä and
a very critical work on Paribhäsäs
similar to Siradeva's Paribhasavrtti;
the work is incomplete.

author of a treatise giving
rules for the determination of the
pada or padas of roots; the trea-
tise is named q^q^HiWf^I£F£T.
He was a Jain grammarian, and
one of the pupils of Sädhusundara.

the acute accent defined by
Pänini in the words 3%3JxT: P.I.2.
29. The word ^#: is explained by
Patanjali in the words

(
organs),

where
restriction of the

f̂ clT rudeness ) and
( W&& ̂ tcTcTT closure of

the glottis) are given as specific
characteristics of the acute accent.
The acute is the prominent accent
in a word—a simple word as also a
compound word-and when a vowel
in a word is possessed of the acute
accent, the remaining vowels have
the 3T3C[ITT or the grave accent.
Accent is a property of vowels
and consonants do not possess any
independent accent. They possess
the accent of the adjoining vowel
connected with it. The acute
accert corresponds to what is
termed 'accent' in English and
other languages.

raised acute, a tone slightly
h

gy
higher than the acute tone which
is mentioned in connection with the
first half of a circumflex vowel; cfl

conventional understand-
ing about a particular vowel in

wording of a sutra being

marked acute or udatta, when
ordinarily it should not have
been so, to imply that a Pari-
bhäsä is to be applied for the
interpretation of that Sutra; cf.
a^f^rffcsn P.VI.1.13 Vart.14,
alsoSira. Pari. 112.

an accent made up of
Udätta, i. e. an accent which is a
reduced udätta.It is called also
^r^. It is mentioned in connection
with an acute vowel following ?i%
in the Padapatha, according to
Kanva's view ;cf. ^

: com. on V. Pr, 1.150
the same as ^gfcf, accent-

less tone, mentiont d in connection
with the latter half of a circumflex
vowel as also with a grave vowel or
vowels, if not followed by another
acute or circumflex vowel; cf.

fafctf* P.VIIL4.67.
similar to udatta although

not exactly acute, which character-
izes the latter half of the circum-
flex vowel; cf. ^Trram^T.Pr.1.42.

a grammatical example in
explanation of an interpretation;
cf. i f a ^ T i w ^ i ^ s%5raf?r P.VI.
l .n .
5 characterized by short ^ as a

mute indicatory vowel, by virtue
of which the word 5, for instance^
signifies along with f its cognate
consonants % JTS % and ^ also;
cf, ^gf^^iq^ ^Ricqq: P. I. 1. 69.
Roots marked with s as mute get
the augment % optionally added
before the krt affix sR3T; e. g.

and T̂F̂ r from the root
( ^5 ) by virtue of the rule

possession of short 3̂ as the
penultimate letter, e. g.

P.VII.3.4L
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a class of words headed by
the word 3£ig to which the tadd-
hita affix sqsj is added in the sense
of 'nature9 or 'profession'; cf.

fa # f Similarly
s. on P. V. 1.129.

alleviation, ease, relief; name
given to a SamdhI in the Prätisä-
khya works when a visarga and a
short vowel $r preceding it are
changed into short 3?, (e. g. q: +
^ ; es ^ ^5:), as also when the
vowel 13; or sn is changed into ®T
being followed by a dissimilar
vowel; e- g. s& + ^ j ; = 3T?T %*%:;
cf. R.PrJI.10.

^ ^ name given in the Rk*
Prätisakhya to the Udgrahasarndhi
where the vowel 3? is follow-
ed by a long vowel; e.g, W* l̂ cf =̂ J
fsRTR.Pr.IL 10.

name given to a samdhi
in the Rk. Prätisakhya when the
vowel 3? or sjy is changed into 3f
e. g. % ^pgpq:=$&&jFq: also srjpiT +

; p cf. R. Pr. II. 11.
elevation; named also gNffflffi.
(1) elision, a term used in the

sense of (lopa ' in the ancient gra-
mmar works; (2) name of a com-
mentary on the Haima-lingä-
nusäsana.

^ description; mention of quali-
ties; cf. 3$: siRiirn M. Bh. on I .
3.2; the word is used in contrast
with ^q^ sr or direct mention; ef.

M. Bh,

on I. 3.2; (2) spot, place, passage
of occurrence; 3^1 ^fei^T:; cf;
q îX^ ^iq^qT^Fari.Sek, Pari. 2.

referred to; pointed out, sub-
ject, as contrasted with the pre-
dicate ^ f ^

in grammar refers to the subject-
part of a sentence as opposed to
the predicate-part. In the sen-
tence ifefVg; the case is strikingly
an opposite one and the explana-
tion given by Patanjali is very

#, M, Bh.
on I. l.L

relationship between
the subject and the predicate
where generally the subject is
placed first in a sentence; cf.

rq 3cT: TO?; I c£ also

fcj^^ Padavakyaratnäkara*
the word always refers

in grammar to the famous com-
mentary by Nagcsabhatta written
in the first decade of the 18th
century A. D. on the Mahabha-
syapradlpa of Kaiyata, The
Uddyota appears to be one of the
earlier works of NHgesa. It is
also called Vivarana, The com-
mentary is a scholarly one and is
looked upon as a final word re •
the exposition of the Mahabhasya-
It is believed that Magesa wrote
12 Uddyotas and 12 Sekharas
which form some authoritative
commentaries on prominent works
in the different Sästras.

^TcRSTSffi name of a commentary
on the 'Tantrapradipa* ofMai-
treya Raksita,which latter h a
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mentary on Jinendrabuddhi's
Nyasa which itself is a commen-
tary on Jayaditya's Käsikä.

"** a technical term In thejainendra
Grammar for the terms g j and <ĝ ;
cf. er^Rfiqft \
Jain. Pari. 85,

ain Pari. 20.

a class of words headed by
the word ^q^ after which the
taddhita affix, added in the sense
of Tfipsr ( grand-children etc. ) is
optionally elided, provided the
word is to be used in the plural
number; cf. OT^ss^T:
also 3W5BT:, sftq̂ T̂ RT:
^OTil; WJtV. 3m«R: 1 Kas. on PB

II . 4. 69.

a fault in the pronunciation
of letters, noticed sometimes in
the utterance of a letter adjoin-
ing such a letter as is coloured
with a musical tone on account
of the proximity of the adjacent
letter which is uttered in a musical
note and which therefore is called

q 3 ^ | Kaiyata's
Pradipa on M.-Bh. I. Ähnika L

a term used by the ancient
grammarians in the sense of the
Parasmaipada and the Ätmane-
pada affixes. The word is not
found in Pänini's Astädhyäyl.
The Varttikakära has used the
word in his Värttika
on P. I I I . 2-127 evidently in the
sense of Pada affixes referring to
the Ätmanepada as explained by
Kaiyata in the words aqjR^ sncrft-
tRŜ FTT ^ $ : I The word occurs
in the Slokavärttika §fnf qsi|l%W^ W

* quoted by Pata^jali in his Mahä-
bhäsya on s^wff ^ g ^ , ?• 'III.
1.85, where Nägesa writes

I The
word is found in the sense of
Pada in the Mahabhäsya on P.
III . 1.40. The commentator on
Puspasütra explains the word as
OTW etffq qsact ifcT OT3T|:. The
author of the Kasikä on P. VI.
2.134 has cited the reading

fJN instead of =̂ oî a-
r: and made the remark

This remark shows that in an-
cient times 3q$r? meant m^^i i. e.
a word in the genitive case. This
sense gave rise to, or was based
upon, an allied serse3 viz. the
meaning of ^gT i. e. possession.
Possibly the sense * possession '
further developed into the further
sense 'possession of the fruit or
result for self or others' referring
to the T%2; affixes which possessed
that sense. The old sense cßr§̂ f?cfJ

of the word c^q?T|' having gone
out of use, and the sense cq^'
having come in vogue, the word
'%m9 must have been substituted
for the word cm^9 by some
grammarians before the time of
the Käsikakäras. As Patanjali
has dropped the Sutra (VI. 2.134),
it cannot be said definitely
whether the change of reading
took place before Patanjali or
after him.

(1) taking a secondary sense;
implication; lit. moving for a sense
which is near about; the same as
&m. The word s?F(K is explained
as OTTO, employment or current
usage, by Patanjali; cf. W3KR5; I

^ i M. Bh. I. 1. h
Värt. 4; ( 2 ) substitution of the
letter ^ for fägtf ; cf.
%PJV.U Värt 7.

lit. origin; one that originates,
augment^ gq^cT sflgfr m^\: I i
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word is used in the sense of 'addi-
tional phonetic element'^ cf.
"Hqsffi oqin :̂ M. Bh. on Siva-
sütra 5; cf. also

j r a ; I Siva Sutra 5 Värt. 15.
The Rk Prätisäkhya gives 5 in
5^?£ as an instance of. OT3F! cf.
R.Pr. IV. 37. In the Nirukta
gqsffi is given as the senae of the
prefix C3q' ; cf.^^jqsR^: The com.
on the Nirukta explains the word

as

a term used by later gramm-
arians in connection with such a
rule on which another rule depends
cf. sq^FWcRIT^ W\A sraöŝ  Pari.
Sekh, on Pari, 97, as also M. Bh.
on \&tfa ^ P. III. 1.26. The
relationship known as Jsqsftsqtqsft-
spPTFJ occurs several times in gra-
mmar which states the inferiority
of the dependent as noticed in
the world.

instruction; original enuncia-
tion; first or original precepts or
teaching; cf. ^
K. on the rule
P, I. 3. 2. cf
Bh. on Ahn. 1. Värt, 15. For diff-
erence between ^q^T and j ^

; cf. also ^qfeq^cgql^
p n , ^ : fe«5qT3&r Käsikä on P.

I. 3.2; cf. also Vyädi. Pari. 5; (2)
employment (of a word) for others
cf. sqfcsr: TO*r: R%i: I ̂ *#r g f̂ TT

^T ^T^gq ?̂l: Käs. on
P. I. 4. 70.

see

such a word as is found in
the original instruction.

lSt^Rr occurrence in the origi-
nal statement before the applica-
tion of any affixes etc., cf. ^cRtgq-
>föF*Krat q^öm, M. Bh. on P. I .
1.56, Värt. 23.

fe statement to the effect
that a word should l?e looked

upon as occurring in the original
instruction although it is not
there. See ^q^l.cf. g fa sngq^qs^

. VII. 1 58. Värt. 1.
name of a samdhi which is

described as ^üTf^; in R.Pr; e- g,
^ Ü̂%„ See

penultimate letter, as defined
in the rule 3^^Tq4 q̂'̂ T P. I.
1. 65, e. g. see ^
sr^Riq^ etc,; lit.
that which is placed near the last
letter.

TSTR5n*faC a word or a noun which
has got the penultimate letter
omitted; cf. 3R 3q^I#ffq%-q^^in
P. IV. 1. 28.

a letter or a phonetic elem-
ent substituted for a visarga foll-
owed by the first or the second
letter of the labial class, Visarga is
simply letting the breath out of
the mouth. Where the visarga is
followed by the first or the second
letter of the labial class, its pronun-
ciation is coloured by labial
utterance. This coloured utterance
cannot be made independently;
hence this utterance called * OTvsrr-
qfa ' ( similar to a sound blown
from the mouth ) is not put in, as
an independent letter^ in the c*4-
qmwn attributed to *f|^. Pataüj-
ali, however^ has referred to such
dependent utterances by the term

% i See swrTRTI; cf. X^ f̂&
: i fäü*Rfo vRRsrig; i xq ̂ gq-

also called <Rf4i%ê . See ^^1%^»
proposition, statement The

remark *%FR q̂̂ T̂OT;' is of frequ-
ent occurrence in the Vyakaraija
Mahäbhäsya in connection with
statements that are defective and
have to be refuted or corrected; cf.
M.Bh, on P. 1.1,21,46,50; 1.2*5 etc,
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Ht.a word placed near; an adjo-
ining word. In Pänini's grammar,
the term q̂qc[ is applied to such
words as are put in the locative
case by Pänini in his rules prescri-
bing kit affixes in rules from III.
1, 90'to IIL 4 end; cf.' ^jmt

LP. III. 1. 92; e. g. ^ in
^ P. III. 2.1- The word is also

used in the sense of an adjoining
word connected in sense, e. g.
gsrifqqsco as also 5f̂T% =3 %%
P. I. 4. 105, 106; cf. also

Käs. on P. III. 3.10; cf. also
% P J.3.10,
P. I. 3.71, as also ^

P. II 2. 19; and JT^R^R^fg; P.
VI. 2. 139. Kaiyata on P. III. 1.
92 Värt. 2 explains the word
as ^qr^rft or 3q"F3rföf qt ^
The word OTT? is found used in
the Prätisäkhya literature where
it means a word standing near and
effecting some change; cf„ ^ 3T f

VI. 23.
Uvata on V. Pr.

a grammatical operation
caused by a word which is near;
cf. q̂qĉ fcf̂ t ^ r̂f̂ uf̂ w^ P. I. 1. 72
Värt 95 also 3#TTO1? 3qq̂ fä*fT P. IV
1.1. Värt. 8 where rules such as
* sf̂ faqâ  * and the following are
referred to as gqq f̂äfä, the words

> etc. bing called
^ P. IIIby the rule

1. 92-
finrirR a case termination add-

ed to a word on account of the
presence of another word requir-
ing the addition; cf. the well-known
Paribhäsa ^qq î%^%: ^R^^I%#Q5I-
W. Par! Sek. Pari. 94; and M.Bh.
on 1.4. 96 stating the possession of
greater force in the case of a kara-

kavibhakti than in the case of an
upapadavibhakti.
jq^̂ fSTig1 the compound of a word,
technically termed as ^^ by
Pänini according to his definition
of the word in III. L 92., with
another word which is a verbal
derivative; cf. ^wq^:, ĴR̂ iTC:-
Here technically the compound of
the words =£3*1, ̂ TJ< etc. which are
upapadas is formed with sfn^before
a case-termination is added to the
nominal base ^K; cf. 7]ß[^R^tqq^t
ffe: ^f^TW^^[5n^lS?f%: Par. Sek.
Pari. 75.

a technical term used in the
Pretisäkhya works in the sense of
words which proceed from a rule
to the following rules upto a par-
ticular stated limit; cf. q̂̂ F̂ Rg
R̂TR FR3^ T. Pr I. 59 explained
by the commentator as $

I

^ J seven
stages or places in the production
of articulate speech, upämsu being
the first stage; cf. *r^gqf§jR?j
Tait. Pr. 23.9 explained by the
commentator as:

g (l) the famous commentator on
the grammatical verses attributed
to Nandikesvara which are known
by the name f̂̂ %*̂ =Fn̂ ft andy ^ n ^
which form a kind of a comment-
ary on the sütras of Mahesvara;
(2) a comparatively modern gra-
mmarian possibly belonging to the
nineteenth century who is also
named Upamanyu and who has
written a commentory on the fam-
ous Käsikävrtti by Jayäditya and
Vämana. Some believe that Upa-



manyu was an ancient sage who
wrote a nirukta or etymological
work and whose pupil came to be
known as sftcR^.

a well-known term in Rhetorics
meaning the figure of speech
c simile ' or c comparison \ The
word is often found in the Nirukta
in the same sense; cf. 3T2ricr OTW I
^ ^cRX^g^J^^fcr^: I Nir 111.13.
Generally an inferior thing is com-
pared to another that is superior
in quality.

standard of comparison. The
word is found in the Päninisütra

^ : PJI.L55 where
the Käsikävrtti explains it as

an object which is compared.
The word is found in Päninisütra
OTfa& ̂ Mf^fcf: P J L 1.56, where
the Kasikä paraphrases it by the
word ^Jtq and illustrates It by the
word jps[ in jpspKfla.

an object which is to be com-
pared. See gqföl.
j^^pJT implication^ indication; a
thing indicatory of another thing.
The term is very frequently found
in commentary works in connec-
tion with a word which signifies
something beyond it which is
similar to it; the indication is
generally Inclusive; cf. Käsikä on

^ ^ PJ.3.68 ^ q ^ S ^ O T I ^
as also qr^o} g *&?%&

, s. on IL 4.80. The
verbal forms of^f and ^q®i$t as also
the words Sfcgfägq3 3^ t e , ̂ i%cT etc.
possess the sense of 'expressing
the meaning not primarily, but
secondarily by Indication or
implication*.

a substituted word element;
cf. %R: 33% ^

ir. X. 17.

an ancient grammarian and
Mlrnämsaka believed to have been
the brother of Varsa and the
preceptor of Pänini. He is refer-
red to, many times as an ancient
writer of some Vrttigranthas.

Immediate contact, as for
instance, of one word with another;

: cf. ^<sm ̂  w^\ ^F%fwf-tr qfää-
l Tf̂fcf 3FW 3q%^ i M.Bh. on VI,
J^ 1.72. The word 3TCT%g: is also

found in the Mahäbhäsya in the
same context.

jq^t^TH mention, generally of the
type of the annexation of some
words to words already given, or
of some limiting conditions or
additions to what has been already
stated. The word is often found
at the end of the statements made
by the Värttikakara on the sütras
of Pänini.; cf. P.I.L29 Vart. I;
1.1.36 Vart. 3 etc. The words
cTF̂I and sftpq are also similarly
used. The word is found similarly
used in the Mahäbhäsya also very
frequently.

inclusion of something, which
is not directly mentioned; cf.

l\I.3.48,also
Kas.

on P. VII.4,65.
union ;<

prepositions arc
signs to show that such a union
with another sense has occurred
in the case of the noun or verb to
which they arc prefixed, Nir.
(2) addition; cf. s#^i5} f|
^tt&tinft: wi^: m^ M.Bh. on P.
IV. 2 21.VSrt. 2.

drawa close; cf*sngif
T* Fr* IL14. The root gwäf is
used in the sense of fiBishijag in
the Mahabhasya; ^ t # ^ ^
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M.Ph. on Pll.4. 109 Värt. 6.
TO^tr compounded together, join-
ed together by special grammatical
connection called ŝrre"; cf.

M. Bh. on VTL 1.1. Värt. 18.
f preposition, prefix. The

word ^Hq̂ t originally meant
onlyc a prefixed word 5; cf. ^Tqgrrjj
qmg R. Pr. XVI. 33. 'I he word
became technically applied by
ancient Sanskrit Grammarians to
the words sr? mj, arc, ^ etc,
which are always used along
with a verb or a verbal deriva-
tive or a noun showing a verbal
activity; cf. 3WfT: f^T^R P. I.
4.59. These prefixes arc necessari-
iy compounded with the follow-
ing word unless the latter is a
verbal form; cf. ^TlcOT^q: P. II .
2.18. Although they are not
compounded with a verbal form,
these prepositions are used in
juxtaposition with it; sometimes
they are fonnd detached from the
verbal form even with the inter-
vention of one word or more.
The prefixes are instrumental in
changing the meaning of the root.
Some scholars like Sakatäyana
hold the view that separated from
the roots, prefixes do not express
any specific sense as ordinary
words express^ while scholars
like Gärgya hold the view that
prefixes do express a sense e. g.
5T means beginning or ETCWJ; cf.

l f ^

Nir. I. 8. It is doubtful, however,
which view Pänini himself held.
In his Ätmanepada topic, he has
mentioned some specific roots

11

as possessing some specific senses
when preceded by some specific
prefixes (see P. I. 3.205 24, 25,
40,41,46, 52, 56, tic), which
implies possibly that roots them-
selves possess various senses, while
prefixes are simply instrumental
in indicating or showing them.
On the other hand, in the topic
of the Karmapravacaniyas,the same
words 5Tj TO etc. which, however,
are not termed Upasargas for the
time beingj although they are
called Nipätas, are actually assign-
ed some specific senses by Pänini.
The Värttikakära has defined
^m as T%s|TT%ts(ffi 3TO r̂; P. I .
3.L Värt 7, leaving it doubtful
whether the 3TO3T or prefix posses-
ses an independent sense which
modifies the sense of the root,
or without possessing any inde-
pendent sense, it shows only the
modified sense of the root which
also is possessed by the root.
Bhartrhari, Kaiyata and their
followers including Nagesa have
emphatically given the view that
not only prefixes but Nipätas3

whi h include 2?? q̂T and others
as Upasargas as well as Karma»
pravacamyas, do not denote any
sense, but they indicate it; they
are in fact ^rcl^ and not m^W*.
For details see Nir. I. 3, Väkya-
padiya I I . 190, Mahabhäsya on
IB 3.1. Värt. 7 and Pradipa and
Uddyota thereon. The Rk Prä-
tisäkhya has discussed the ques-
tion in XII. 6-9 where, as
explained by the commentator,
it is stated that prefixes express a
sense along with roots or nouns
to which they are attached. It
is not clear whether ihey convey
the sense by denotation or indi-

i ^ the words ^F^FF in stanza
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6 and f%*f̂  in stanza 8 being in
favour of the former and the
latter views respectively; cf

^ r : R. Pr, XII.
st. 6 and 8. For the list of upa-
sargas see R. Pr. XII. 6, T.
PJC. I. 15, V. Pr. VI.24, and S.
K. on P. I. 4.60.
H^raicSRn the view or doctrine
that prefixes, by themselves, do
not possess any sense, but they
indicate the sense of the verb or
noun with which they are conne-
cted. For details see Vakyapadiya
II. 165-206; also vol. VII. pages
370-372 of Vyäkarana Mahäbhä-
sya ed. by the D. E. Society,
Poona.

connection with a prefix;
joining of the prefix. Some
scholars of grammar hold the view
that the Upasarga is prefixed to
the root and then the verbal
form is arrived at by placing the
desired terminations after the
root, while others hold the oppo-
site view; cf. ijs ^

T %
f: Siradeva's Paribha-

sävrtti Pad. 131, 132; cf. also
vol. VII. Mahäbhasya edited by
the D. E. Society, Poona, pages
371-372.

a treatise on upasargas, by
Harikrsna,,

a treatise on upasargas
by Gadädhara Gakravartin.

a short anonymous worky
on the nature of upasargas or
prepositions explaining their mean-
ings with illustrations.

^ITI a treatise on upasargas by
Bharatamalla in the Sixteenth
Century A.D.

(1) adjective, subordinate
member which does not get the
treatment of the principal mem-
ber, eB g. ^TT%^TO^^ P. 1.2.48,

P.I V. 1.14
l: SM K. on P. I. 1.29, also

P.I.I.27 Vart.2;(2) a word referred
to by the word which is put in the
nominative case in rules of Pänini
prescribing compounds, e. g. «£2
(in the compound ^5]^:) which is
referred to by the word T%jfRT in
the rule TScffqT 'feOTRTo P.ILL24
which prescribes the Ace. Tat-
purusa compound. These words
are given the first place in a com-
pound; cf. ssRifäf^ä OTTO ^ ro^n i
P.I.2.43,3TO*t q ^ P JL2.30; (3) a
word which has one and the same
case when a compound in the
different cases is shown as dissolv-
ed, e. g. the word ^teli^t in the
compound fä^Sflffer: which keeps
its ablative case when the com-
pounds ft^Wn^m, f5ir4t̂ m%^T,

^j etc. are dissolved; cf.
^ PJ.2.44.

l attended with a prefix, gene-
rally used in connection with
roots; e,g. fW||"req^[2%: ^ ^ P J . 4 3 8
where the Kasika has explained
the word as fl

introduction of the necessary
changes in the wording of the
base, such as elision^ or addition
or substitution of a letter or letters
as caused by the addition of
suffixes.

occurrence; presence by vir-
tue of anuvrtti i. c* recurrence or
continuation of a word in the
rules that follow; cL ^

M.Bh. on 1*3.11. Vart. *L

a word used rather techni-
cally in the sense of the word ^ft
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which is used in the Krama and
other recitals when Vedic reciters
show separately the two words
compounded together by uttering
the compound word first, then
the word î% and then the two
compound words, e. g. g^RJ 3 f̂cT
§-^RJ I T^FTO! ITcT fä^HWT. The
Käsikä defines the word sqfäsRT as

[
; Käs. on VI. 1.129.

The Rk-Prätisäkhya explains the
word rather differently, but in the
same context.The word after which
f̂cf is placed is called upasthita e.g.

the word q j | in 3lf f̂cf or f̂ TFWT
in f̂ rRFÎ t fRT as contrasted with
"Rsjcr i. e, the word without fßf e.g.
3Tg or fä^iTTOt, as also contrasted
with 1%ltTqf̂ RT i. e. the whole word
•fäsTR t̂ ffct isRTS3$T which is also
called $\%ß or fäföcT; (2) occurring,
present; cf ^T%TQ* ä$I<Tft*irĉ  I q^

^ I Par. Sek. Pari.3.

(1) with, preceded by; e.g.
ft pffaficl; (2) sticking to,

connected with, 'sq^f^cf; cf.Durga
on Nir.V.12;(3) coming to be^plac-
ed near or in juxtaposition with the
preceding word; cf. f ^ f l r a
R. Pr. 11.15.

3£ lit. inaudible. The word is
explained in the technical sense
as the first place or stage in the
utterance of speech where it is
perfectly inaudible although pro-
duced; cf, aqjg iftr si*tf sn î; CTH^
Com. on T. Pr. XXIII. 5.

l1 (1) sibilation; substitution
of a sibilant letter for a visarga;
cf. tg^qraf^r * R. Pr. XI.I9; (2)
name of the samdhi in which a
visarga is changed into a sibilant
letter; cf. €^#IRföT: € ^1%: R.
Pr. IV. 14 which corresponds to
Pänini VIII . 3.18 and 19.

change of Visarga into s (5);
sibilation of Visarga, e. g.
qfcf; =5 TO^i^Tcr:. The words
and ^qî Rcf are found used in the
same sense by ancient Grammari-
ans. See 3q=3R; cf.
5R4, CI^T o]

R, Pr. VIII.12.

hypothesis, presumption,
acceptance.

lit. near the first; second.

condition, limitation3 determi-
nant, qualification; e.g. ^ ft 3qT -̂
^qif^T%, f^W^T ö[T fätWU. M.Bh.
on 1.3.2 as also on VJ.16; cf- also

\ M.Bh. on I I I . 1.7.

lit. near the last; penultimate.
The word is generally found used
in the Cändra Vyäkarana.

see 3qRT; the word is gene-
rally found used in the grammars
of Säkatäyana and Hemacandra.

lit.one near or before the last;
the term is generally used in con-
nection with words having two or
more syllables, where it means
the vowel before the last (vowel);
cf. sqtxm ftfit P. VL1. 217 and

P.V.l. 132 where
the writer of the Käsikä explains it
as f ^
giving mtfm and m$m as examples
where the long t is upottama; cf.
alsoT.Pr. XI.3. andNir.1.19 where
the word refers to the third out of
the four feet of the verse.

^ a supporting assertion or
statement ;cf. cf^ttqtS^^^RI^ M.Bh«
on 1.2.64. VSrt. 38-39.

both the alternatives; both
the senses; double signification;cf.
gippifäfts Wfä PJJ.23,Värt,4,Pari.
Öek, P^r. 9 where the word ubhaya,
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refers to both the senses—the ordi-
nary one ( sjffösr) and the techni-
cal one ( |-4*ffi)—e.g. the meanings
( i) numeral, and ( ii) words ̂  T\U\
etc. of the word *fc3T.

Rn presenting a difTiculty in
both the ways; cf mi

* M.Bh. on VI.L68.
lit, speaking or showing

both the padas or voices; possess-
ed of both the padas viz. the
Parasmaipada and the Atmane-
pada. The wrord is found common-
ly used in the Dhätupatha of
Panini.

in both the ways lit. in both
the places; cf. ^m =g P. I. 1. 44
V:rt. 22. The word 3*R̂ fcRTO is
used in grammar referring to the
option ( fcRTST) which is srifT as also
3T5JTJT; cf.M.Bh.on P.I.1.26 Vart.22.

in both the ways (in the case
of an option, of course); cf. ̂ ^ 3 -
*R*CT PJII.4.117 where the word
ubhayathä refers to both the alter-
native uses e.g. Sürvadhätuka and
£rdhadhatuka;so also vidhilin and
äsirlin; cf. Käsikä on P.III.4.117.
The term ubhayathä is described
as synonymous with *bahulam9 or
canyatarasyarh5 or'vä'or *ekesäm\'
cf. STfoS^clWSWlT err q&qrßfä M.
Bh. on PJ. 1.44; Värt. 19; cf. also
^ w ^ f R W wfäf R.Pr.XV.8.

¥fq^err a . hiatus or a stop which
occurs between two long-vowelled
syllables; the term <PTÔRT is a
conventional term in the Prati-
sakhya literature. The termgsR-
f ̂ 1 is similarly used in connection
with short vowels.

a restriction understood in
both the ways; cf.

! M. Bh. on P.
III.1.2, Värt. 11; cf. also M„ Bh.
on VL2.148.

(1) double voice—the Paras-
maipada as well as the Atmane-
pada; (2) both the words or
members (in a compound); cf.

; Käs on P.L2.57.
a root conjugated in both

the Padas; a root to which
both, the Parasmaipada and the
Ätmanepada terminations are
affixed; e.g. roots ?., 4l5 J)3 etc.
R3Tfö a case or a matter in which
both the alternatives occur, as for
instance, the genitive case for the
subject and the object of a verbal
derivative noun ( f ^ ) ; cf.

fqj ij^; %\i\\q\<z:$«\ Kä». on P.
II. 3. 66.

possessed of both the kinds
of properties; cf. 3 '̂-.I l̂̂ vf îq^ ^
<icfRmî t ^% milft ^ M.Blu on
P.I.2.:31; cf. also wnmu% W\i%: V.
PrJ.110.

the augment :s affixed to the
last vowel of ?i*{ by P.VIL4.2Ü;
c.g. VMr^

tad-affix 3^ with ucldtta accent
on the last vowel, affixed to the
word <̂<f when it refers to protu-
berant teeth; of. P.V.2.66; c-g.

a class of words headed by
the word Hl^ to which the saraa-
santa affix ^ ( ^ ) is added, when
these words stand at the end of
Bahuvrlhi compounds; cf. oajj53<te*l
o^K^:similarly ftqyW«^:» Kai on
1W.L151-

produced at the breast; cf*%1^-
%TT 3^1 R.l*rJ.18, explained by
the commentator as %f^PH^

opening (of the hole of the
throat); the words.
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used in the sense of 'opening of
the glottis' which is described as
a characteristic condition of the
utterance of a vowel accented
grave or ^g^RT; cf.

g M.Bh.
on sfî RSSRT: P. I. 2.30; cf. T. Pr.
on XXII, 9,10.

a variety of the Vedic metre
in which the first päda con-

sists of twelve syllables and the
rest of eight syllables; cf. R. Pr.
XVI. 33.

( 3^1;) substitute for the vowel
3 belonging, to the Vikarana 3T, to
roots and to the noun Ĵ under
certain conditions; cf sipg
4 # P. VI. 4.77.

also ^*tt or ^SJH: a reputed
Kaasmirian scholar and writer who
was the son of Vajrata. He wrote
many learned commentaries, some
of which are known as Bhäsyas.
Some of his important works are
Rkprätisäkhyabhäsya, VäjasaneyL
prätisäkhyabhäsya, V&jasaneyisa-
mhitäbhäsya, Vedärthadipikä etc.

ÖT^ (3N5) name of the second of
the main "seven Vedic metres
which are known by the name
^nqfcF5^5^. The Usnik metre con-
sists of 28 syllables divided into
three pädas of 8, 8 and 12 sylla-
bles. It has got many varieties
such as 3^3f̂ li>, *E*g$ and others;
for details see R. Pr. XVI 20-26.

(1) substitute for pending of the
third pers.plu., in the perfect tense
and in the present tense in the
case of the roots fc[<* and gr, e.g.
% and siTf: cf. P. I I I . 4. 82-81 ;
(2) substitute ^ (gg) for % in the
potential and the benedictive
moods, as also after the aorist
sign € and after roots of the third

conjugation, roots ending in
and the root ^ ? e. g. q^g: g

| sif^^^ 3^:, 3 1 % , etc.; cf.
s. on III.4.108-112.

Unädi affix ^ applied to the
root ^ to form ^gg; cf. 5f̂ R%: Un,
sütra. 272.

long vowel î", ^ being the short
vowel.
i augment padded to the ̂ qi^r or
the reduplicative syllable of the root
^^ which is doubled before the
affix m which is used instead of sr
( £ f ): ); e,g.

krt affix ĝ P added to
to form the word

the root
; cf.

f fern, affix ^ prescribed after
masculine nouns ending in the
vowels and denoting a human be-
ing as also after some other specific
masculine bases; cf, 3vfcT: P. IV.
1.66 and the following sütras. e.g.

^ ^ etc.
SftcT also ^S ägama ^ and C3 prescrib-

ed after the roots 5 and % before
the affix <^ or ^ e- g„ ^m]i cl̂ cflt
^T vwnq;, ^cnt ̂ 5iit ^fi:; cf. Käs.
on P. VII.2.34.

^ ^ (1) samprasärana vowel 5R sub-
stituted for the ̂  of 3il[ under cer-
tain conditions e.g., 3 :̂» cf. m%
^ P . VI. 4.132; (2) substitute 3?
for ^ before certain affixes; e. g*

^ c|ji: etc. cf. ^
P. VI.4.19, 20.

J (1) long vowel ^ which cannot
be combined by rules of samdhi
with the following vowel when it
comes at the end of the forms of the
dual number; e. g. €1^3^ etc.; c£
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L1.19; (2) long
vowel 3? substituted for the short 3
of the root art| before an affix be-
ginning with a vowel e. g.
cf. â gWFJT ^ : P. VI.4.89.

substitution of the long vowel 3 ;̂
see M. Bh. on P. 1.1.12, VI.1.85.
^ marked with the mute indica-
tory letter <R; cf.y ; ^ ^ ^ j

I prescribing the addition of the
augment % optionally in the case
of grf^ roots P. VII. 2-44.

deficient, wanting; often in com-
pounds e. g. "TKto, SR, Wfä; cf.
$ rf^ R. Pr. VIII. 28;

IN fäf T̂T%FT if^ R.
Pr.XVILL

FS§|5cft (fä*I«r) a variety of the
metre Brhati which has three
pädas of twelve syllables each; cf.
% C%f fä R

Pr. XVL33.
a class of words headed by

the words gtfr 3^t etc. ending in
the taddhita affix f̂ r, which are
given the designation *ifä provided
they are related to a verbal acti-
vity, and as a result, which can be
compounded with krdanta words
ending in ^ §ft, etc. cf; g^fKq,
^tfcT^etc; Käs on P* 1.4.61.

tad. affix applied to the words
T̂TcT and ^ in the sense of 'unable
to bear'; e. g- 3TĴ :, ^"^5; see Käs.
on V. 2.122.

aspiration letters, spirants call-
ed breathings also; the name is
given to letters or sounds produced
with unintonated breath through
an open posision of the mouth; cf*
fät^QTR M- Bh, on P. I. L10
Vart, 3. The word refers to the
letters 5, 5, H, | , visarga, jihvämfi-
liya, upadhmaniya and aixusvära;
cf. gwT ^ng r̂̂ qRT m] w*m: R. Pr.
J.12; cf. ^lso T, Pr. 1.10.

name of a combination or
fa where a visarga is changed

into a breathing (3OT^). It has
got two varieties named ^mq^
where the visarga is changed into a
breathing as for instance in q ^ ^ : 3
while it is called f̂ pf/î  (passed
over) where it remains unchanged
as for instance in m qs*gm9 m q^;
cf. R- Pr. IV. 11.

modification of a word» in a
Vedic Mantra, so as to suit the
context in which the mantra is to
be utilised, generally by change of
case affixes; adaptation of a man-
tra; cf, 3R? f ^ifüf^

M, Bh. on P, 1.1 Ahnika 1.

3R fourth vowel in Pänini's alphabet;
possessed of long and protracted
varieties and looked upon as
cognate ( q̂rff ) with $S which has
no long type in the grammar of
Pänini; cf.R.Pr.I,9; V.Pr.VIIL 3.
(2) unadi suffix sp applied to the
root ^IT to form -the word ^ ;
e. g. 9%T mW%:; cf.
Un SO, II. 101.

the letter *m with its 18 varieties
made up of the fw, # i 5 ĉf» and
ÎÎ ITÎ ^ varieties and characteriz-

ed by the three accents. *fl and gj
are looked upon as cognate In
Pänini's grammar and hence, *R
could be looked upoa as possessed
of 30 varieties including 12 varie-
ties of 55.

a work consisting of five chap*
ters containing in all 287 sutras. It
covers the same topics as the PrSt*
Isakhya works and is looked upon
as one of the Pratiiäkhya woyks of
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the Säma Veda. Its authorship is
attributed to Säkatäyana according
to Nägesa, while em^psr is held as
its author by some, and TO^rFffi by
others. It bears a remarkable
similarity to PäninFs Astädhyäyi
especially in topics concerning co-
alescence and changes of ^ and ^
to ^ and qT respectively. It cannot
be definitely said whether it pre-
ceded or followed Pänini*s work. ,

T I ^ one of the Prätisäkhya
works belonging to the Äsvaläyana
Säkhä of the Rg Veda. The work
available at present, appears to be
not a very old one,possibly written
a century or so after Pänini's time.
It is possible that the work, which
is available, is based upon a few
ancient Prätisäkhya works which
are losL Its authorship is attribu-
ted to Saunaka. The work is a
metrical one and consits of three
books or Adhyäyas, each Adhyäya
being made up of six Patalas or
chapters. It is written, just as the
other Prätisäkhya works, with a
view to give directions for the
proper recitation of the Veda. It
has got a scholarly commentary
written by Uvata and another one
by Kumära who is also called
Visnumitra. See

a class of words headed
to which the taddhitaby

affix srcrr (3T) is affixed in the
sense of * produced therein * (cf̂ r
m: )? or e explanatory of * (

: ); cf. s ^

3.73.
f: etc. Käs. on P. IV.

verse-pause equal to 3
mäträkälas or three maträ units,
cf.

f ^ T - P r - XXII. 13. Accord-
ing to Rk. Tantra it consists of
two mäträs.

short vowel ^?. before which the
preceding vowel is optionally left
as it is, i. e, without coalescence
and shortened also if long; cf.

: P. VI. 1.128,

possessed of short sp; cf. 3

possessed of the mute indica-
tory letter ^ signifying in the
Grammar of Pänini the preven-
tion of the shortening of the long
vowel in the reduplicated syllable
of the Causal Aorist form of
roots which are marked with it;
e. g. 3I3MTCR1; ^ « t t ^ S R ^ F ^
etc. cf. qpätflW^fßRrra: P. VII.4.2.

a class of words headed by
the word ^F Î to which the tad-
dhita affix ^ is added in the four
senses prescribed in the rules IV.
2.67-70; e. g. WWfX) ^SRlP^: etc.
cf. P. IV. 2.80.

the metre of the Vedic
seers. The seven metres—^TFHt,

l%, f̂ rgSL a n d

consisting respectively of 24,
28, 325 36, 40, 44 and 48 syllables
are named ^ t ^ ^ H as contrasted
with the metres %, sn̂ tFT̂ f and
^T§*, which, when combined to-
gether, make the metres of the
Vedic seers. For details see R.
Pr. XVI. 1.5.

taddhita affix s ^ in the sense
of ^descendant' applied to names
of ancient sages, by the rule

P. IV. 1.114;
e. g.

long variety of the vowel ^g.
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p (roots) ending in ^ which
have the vowel m changed into
^ by the rule ĉT %5J%\: P. VII,
1.1.00; e, g. f^fö,

short vowel ^ taken to be
cognate of ^, and described as
vocalic form of the letter 3>.

(roots) marked with the mute
indicatory letter c5, which tale
the substitute 3T ( sif?) for f̂ , the
Vikarana of the aorist; e. g.

$r^^ cf.
P. HI. 1.55.

t* diphthong vowel ^ made up of si
and ^ and hence having f̂fScFig-
W^ as its place of origin. It has
no short form according to Panini.
In cases where a short vowel as a
substitute is prescribed for it in
grammar, the vowel % is looked
upon as its short form. Patanjali
in his Mahäbhasya has observed
that followers of the Satyamugri
and Ranayamya branches of the
Sämaveda have short t? ( Q; ) in
their Sämaveda recital and has
given gsift wjg^r, spstfl wfftTm
g ^ a s illustrations; cf,M. Bh, on
I. 1.48; as also the article on.

(1) Singular number, ekavacana*
cf. tl T̂ ̂ r q& fttftsg. V. Pr. II.3;
the term is found used in this
sense of singular number in the
Jainendra, Öäkatäyana and Haima
grammars; ( 2 ) single (vowel)
substitute (TT^JT^) for two (vowels);
cf ^ : gWft: P. VI. L 84; 3$rcsgSf
T. Pr X. 1; ( 3 ) many, a certain
number; (used ia pi. in this sense),

cf. si ^4% T̂ af M. Bh. on P; I.
4.2 r.

transitive verbs having one
object, as contrasted with iär-b&b";
cf. katantra IV. 6. 62

^ possessed of one verb; given
as a definition of a sentence; cf.
H îclf P.ILl. 1. Värt 10, explained
by Patanjali as R

^ in the same direction, given
as the sense of the tad. affix cR^by
Pänini; cf, cftspfiEjj I cH%&T I P. IV.

j 3. il2, 113.
f̂ a part or a portion of the

whole ;cf. tTĉ ifc[|,cFT̂ ?̂ cfcJ Pari-Sek*
Pari 37; also M. Bh. Siva-Sütra 2
Värt 4; i ^ ^ i g ^ M.Bh„ on P.VI,
1. 93 Värt. 5;" cf. also q^R^Hft

. IX. 16.
a thing or a substance )

composed of parts; cf. the term
^ inor p ,

connection with compounds of
words such as ^ ®& and others
with words showing the constituted
whole (tj^jtföO prescribed by the
rule ^q^^xi#^fe%il%^l[ P. II.
2, 1; (2) a partisan; cf. the word

^ ^ used often by com-
mentators.
^ the maxim that * a
thing is called or taken as that
very thing although it is lacking
in a part/ stated^ briefly as xj^sfs»
ft Pari, 8ek Pari- 37. The
maxim is given in all the different
schools of grammar; cf, Sak Pari.
17; Gandra Pari, 15, Kat. Par. Vr.
1, Jfain. Par.Vr.l 1, Hem,Pari..7 etc.
^3»rf§r consent to a part of the
whole, admission of one part as
correct.

one and the same individual
substance; cf* the words
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M. Bh. on P. I. 4. 23,
on P.VIII. l . 51,

given as a definition of
M, Bh. on P. I. 4. 1.

made up of one word; con-
sisting of one word; cf.'QT^T ^

_ ^ M.Bh.
first Ahnika; (2) a continuous
word paraphrased as sra^gq^ and

by commentators; cf.
sfg^FOT^ V.Pr.II. 18; (3)

every individual word: cf. £

made up of a single word; cf.

^ ^ i M. Bh. on P.I.
1.21 Värt. 5; (2) made up of one
foot ( =3RN or qi^); cf. IT Ĵ ts^pq^t*
(R.Pr.XVII.24) explained by the
commentator as %

combined together; cf. R.
Pr. com. T37&qTfiR;
5pJr H^rifl §^&; R. Pr. XI . 25, also
XVIL26.
f5*TF̂ C (vowels) combined by rules
of Sariidhi; cf. %5^%^T^R R. Pr.
VII.22.

(1) possessed of one mäträ
or mora; (2) a term used for a
short vowel which measures one
mäträ or mora; cf.

Ath.Pr.1.60.
a view or doctrine pro-

pounded by one of the many
ancient sages or munis who are
believed to be the founders of
a Sastra; a view propounded
only by Panini, to the exclusion
of Kätyäyana and Patanjali;
cf. ^5f^q% 3 SP̂ I f^^T^TR i
^ ^ Dur-
ghata-Vrtti 1.1.5; see also 1.4.24,
11.3.18/

12

(1) combination of two Sütras
into one; |

25; (^) one and the same Sutra;cf.
lJ^[Trf^KSRt f̂f T̂ Uffrlläf T̂ RfT%:
Pari.Sek.Pari.17; cf. also tT îTTFrf̂

Värt. 2, Pari. Sek. Pari. 39.
P. IV. 1. 27,

characterized by i.e.
mentioned in one and the same
rule; cf. T^^T^S^T 53^i^% M.Bh.
on P. I. 1. 62. Värt. 10. See also
M. Bh.on P. VL1.37.

singular number; affix of
the singular number in Pänini's gra-
mmar applied to noun-bases ( sufcf-
qf^j) and roots when the sense of
the singular number is to be conv-
eyed; the singular sense can be of
the form of an individual or colle-
ction or genus. The word ^3=33
in the technical sense of singular
number is found used in the
Prätisäkhyas and Nirukta also.

or
u s e or treatment

of the plural sense as if it is singu-
lar; cf. ^^^r t t s^4^ ; i f
M.Bh. on I I . 4.12. Värt 5.

(a pada) made up of a single
letter; cf. TZftm q ^ srr, 3 ITcT;
commentary on R.Pr. X.2; cf.
also V.Pr.IV. 144-145 where ^wm
is defined as ^FR^n^cSf capable
of being produced with a single
effort. Pänini gives the term B^RI
to an affix made up of one single
letter; cf.SFjw t?3n*5 sm%: P.1.2.41.

an expression giving one
idea, either a single or a composite
one. A positive statement and its
negation, so also, a general rule
and its exception are looked upon
as making a single sentence on
account of their mutual expectancy
even though they be sometimes
detached from each other; cf«
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M. Bh. on
III. 4. 67; cf. also

a
Par. Sek.

on Pari. 3. Such sentences are, in
fact, two sentences, but, to avoid
the fault of rfosr, caused by gm^R,
grammarians hold them to be
composite single sentences.
ftp|¥fT% a pada having the same
case in the various dissolutions of
the compound word; e. g. the
word €wi**ft in the compound
word fäs#[#^, which stands only
in the ablative case W M : , alth-
ough the word ftT^"RT, which stands
for the word fä?r, could be used in
many cases. The word f S r i i %
is also used in the same sense»
p single vrtti or gloss on the

Vedic as well as classical portions
of grammar. Purusottamadeva has
used this term in his Bhasävrtti
to contrast his Vrtti (̂ TWfIrf) with
the Käsikävrtti and the Bhägavrtti
which deal with both the portions;
cf.3R$ ^PFf^TSqf^l Bhasävrtti on
L 1. 16, cf. also Bhasävrtti on III,
4. 99, IV. 3.22 and VL3.20.tr^ft%
is possibly used by Purusottama-
deva in the sense of g^fi% or mm-
^ifrf i. e. the common chief gloss
on both the portions.

a word having one sense
only, as opposed to S^^^RJ many
words having the same sense or
synonyms which are given in
Äs also in aprc#$r; ct 3T

: Mr. IV.L
a kind of composite formation

in which only one of the two or
more words compounded together
subsists, the others being elided;
cf. T33>; färBRf ?cK %

I Kaslka on

P. 1.2.64; cf. also

3 I Bhasävrtti on P. I.
2.64. There is a dictum of gra-,
mmarians that every individual
object requires a separate ex-
pression to convey its presence.
Hence, when there is a dual sense,
the word has to be repeated, as
also the word has to be multiplied
when there is a plural sense. In
current spoken language, however,
in such cases the word is used
only once. To justify this
single utterance for conveying the
sense of plurality, Panini has laid
down a general rule g^qiiyj^liq:
tr̂ jcfsffift and many other similar
rules to cover cases of plurality not
of one and the same object, but
plurality caused by many objects,
such as plurality caused by ideas
going in pairs or relations such
as parents, brothers and sisters,
grand-father and grand-son, male
and female. For example, see the
words spsp* fim pri; similarly fijf:
for many% trees, ted for T̂cTf xf
TOT =3; %Cl forVfi x? %m; cf. also
the words qsjCt, WcRf, wm (for 7TR
and r̂rprarfqaiĴ T̂ T̂ ffor r4 ̂  Wi ^),4l
(for € =sf ?m) and ri\m fern, <%M) fem,
W^T: masc. irrespective of the indi-
viduals being some males and
some females* Pänini has devoted
10 Sütras to this topic of Eka-
sesa* The Daiva grammar has
completely ignored this topic»
Patanjali has very critically and
exhaustively discussed this topic«
Some critics hold that the topic
of tT t̂t«i did not exist in the ori-
ginal Astad'iyäyl of Panini but it
was interpolated later on, and ad-
duce the long discussion in the
Mahabliasya especially the Pürva-
paksa therein, in support of their
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argument. Whatever the case be,
the Värttikakära has commented
upon it at length; hence, the
addition must have been made
immediately after Pänini, if at all
there was any. For details see
Mahäbhäsya on 1.1.64 to 73 as al-
sojntroduetion p. 166-167, Vol.7
of the Mahäbhäsya published by
the D. E. Society, Poona»

statement by subsistence of
one word out of many. The phrase
is very often used in the Mahä-
bhäsya where the omission of an
individual thing is explained by
saying that the expression used is
a composite one including the
omitted thing along with the thing
already expressed; cf. ^ f ä ^

M. Bh. on I. L 27, on I. 1.59,
I, 2.39, as also on 1.3.1 Värt. 5,1.4.
101 Värt 3, II. h l . Värt. 19 etc.

that which has got the same
accent or tone; uttarance in the
same tone; monotone. The word
is applied to the utterance of the
vocative noun or phrase calling a
man from a distance, as also to
that of the vowels or syllables
following a Svarita vowel in the
Samhitä i.e. the continuous utter-
ance of Vedic sentences; cf. i33jgfir
I5R93S& and the foil. P. L2.33-°40
and the Mahäbhäsya thereon. In
his discussion on I. 2.33 Patanjali
has given three alternative views
about the accent of Ekasrutl sylla-
bles : (a) they possess an ac-
cent between the ^pcf (acute)
a n d s r g ^ (grave), (b) they are
in the same accent as is posses-
sed by the preceding vowel, (c)
Ekasruti is looked upon as the
seventh of the seven accents;
cf. tlrar ^ ^

vz | M. Bh. on P. I, 2.33.
possessed of one vowel,mono-

syllabic; a term used by Hema-
candra in his grammar for the
term X3̂ rf of Pänini; cf. &Ff#£[
t33j^[ Hcm.IV-1.2i which means
thesame as 13331%I; spwsqP.VI.l.l.

^o5lf^ having a single consonant
at the beginning; cf. T 3 C

P. VI .3. 59.
(a vowel) placed between

two single consonants; e.g. the
vowel 3T in q̂ f, ^ ^r, etc.

consisting of one single sylla-
ble ; e.g. &, *k T̂g etc.; cf.

onP.V.2.115, as also on VI.1.168,
VI.4.161.

^ ^ 1 ^ possessed of a single vowel,
monosyllabic; cf. ^ T % \ 5T«Ŵq P.
VI. 1 .1 .

^ ^ name given by Siradeva
and other grammarians to the
first päda of the sixth adhyäya cf
Pänini's ÄstädhyäyT, as it begins
with the sütra NiT
VI. 1.1.
I^^X a single substitute in the place
of two original units; e.g. n in the
place of 3T and i;,or aft in the place
of 3T and 3 . The ädesas or substitu-
tes named 'jjfeq and^^q are looked
upon as ekadesas in Pänini's
grammar although instead of
them, the omission of the. latter
and former vowels respectively, is
prescribed in some Prätisäkhya
works. jpT and fft; are sometimes
single substitutes for single origi-
nals, while they are sometimes
ekadesas for two original vowels
e.g tä $ ^fi ^f

: etc.; see P.VI.1.87 to 111,
cf. also A.Pr.II 3.6.
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a n accent prescribed for
the single substitutes^ for instance,
by rules like fäJ ^

and the following rules P.
VL2.4, 5 and 6.

part, portion. Augments or
Ägamas in the Vyäkarana Sästra
are looked upon as forming a part
of the word to which they are
attached; cf. %w ^

r: | M. Bh. on 1.3.9,
Värt,*9; cf. also T^P^T: Par. Sek.
Pari. 5.

separated or intervened by
one single thing, a letter or a
word; e.g. srf q̂ l% ̂ ra r̂r, where
ĉf̂ rf follows 3fiF̂  with one word

qRl% intervening; cf. 3TR
% P.VIII. 1. 55.

the letter n; looked upon as a
diphthong ( € ^ R ) made up of
the letters 3? and ^. The combina-
tion of the two constituent parts
is so complete as cannot allow any
of the two parts to be indepen*
dently working for samdhi or any
other operation with its adjoining
letter; cf. ^«qqf^^T &&?$ crftM*TT

fyf. Bh. Siva Sutra. 3 Vart. 9.
(1) possessed of one sense as

contrasted with «i^, §jq etc; (2)
synonym, cf. f |

M. Bh. on I. 2. 45 Vart. 9; (3)
possessed of a composite sense;
cf. mm gq^rcfifa M. Bh, on II.
1. 1 Värt 1. The words \wi^[
and isjPT̂ fer derived from the word
T^T4 are often found used in the
sense of possession of a compo-
i ' & % % ^

2-42
m; cf«
M. Bh. on P. I.

« 1; cf. also the word
(4) potent to be connected;

G.
Vy. II. 2.1; (5) analogous
^ cf. fi

Hem. Vy. III. 1.22; cf. also
** 1 Säk. II. 1 A.
Î cffHT̂ r union of meanings; one
of the two ways in which the
word gwq is explained; cf. t£3FF#
*TT% 3T m^ WK o t̂ajr m I M. Bh.
on II. 1.1.
Jl^ possessed of one single pho-
netic element or letter; cf. wixfi

HcW; P. I. 2.41.
fusion, mixture, union, com*

bination (of 2 or more letters); cf.

is said to be result-
ing from the coalescence called

, cf. R. Pr. II. 16, 17.
( Eggeling) a well-known

German scholar of Sanskrit
Grammar who flourished in the
19th century and who edited
the Kätantra Vyäkarana with the
commentary of Durgasimha and
many appendices in 1876»

a brief term ( SRSTRJTC ) for the
two diphthong letters tr and ah;
cf. tTff^i^flt: P. VL 1,69, n*:
T̂<cTf̂ I% VI. 1.109. etc.
a short term (SR^R) in Pinini's

grammar standing for diphthongs
or letters ^»sfr, zft; e.g. tî rqcrrqT :̂
P. VI. 1.78, T ^ m fWfê r p.LL48.

[Edgerton, Dr. Franklin] an
American Sanskrit scholar and
author of ^Buddhist Hybrid Sans-
krit Grammar and Dictionary.1

fauit in pronunciation
when the voice is indistinct, and
the word pronounced is not dis-
tinctly heard; cf. ôftfKU Bift&lg: I
•f%*F^R; w*fN»R tfe ^ ^ % Pradipa
on M*Bh.I.l.l9explained asaitmig:
& by NSgela in
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his Uddyota.
tad, affix

word srifsr in
senses; cf. snf
Käs. on P. IV, 3.17.

the vowel q;,- cf.
P . I . 1.11.

applied to the
the general ffä

limitation of the kind; c such
and such' (words etc.); cf A. PrJ.

the substitution of IT; cf.
^ . VII. 3.103) tie ^

M.Bh, on P.V.3.10.
tad. affix applied to the in-

declinable 1J; e. g. 3^q: qf^F: I cf.
^ l : ^ : Käs. on PJV.2.104; cf.
also fjRPfr ^W^: I <f̂ q: M.Bh. on
P. IV. 2.104.

^ ( marked by the mute indicatory
letter u;. Roots marked with indi-
catory T3T do not allow |i% for
their vowel in the aorist; e. g.

fi r^fr^; cf. P. VIL2.5.
tad. affix TT^T applied to the

pronoun q̂ t when the word refers
to a day;cf. q^r^f^ q̂ rf% Käs. on
P.V. 3.22.

^ tad. affix T2gg applied to the
pronouns ^t, spq, SRicTC, ^R,
3W*, 3T3R, s^q and 3rR when the
words so formed refer to a day;
c g. 1%:> ^%f: etc.; cf. P. V.3.22.
^ tad. affix TT̂T substituted for the

tad. affix qj optionally^when appli-
ed to the words ft; and fa. e.g.ftwT,

1 ^ , ftW, %̂ T, swjj cf- Käs. on
P. V. 3.46.

tad. affix IT?! applied to 3 ^ $1^
and rf$!P\ optionally instead of the
tad. affix 3Tifcf in the senses
^r and ^i^, e.g. ^ ^ r , STR^
Words with this 123 at the end
govern the ace. case of the word
syntactically connected with them.
e. g. ̂ Fn<^Rq1©3!?^ 3^T Kälidäsa;

a term used in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana for the term JJJT of
Pänini standing for the vowels
3T, q; and $\; cf. ^ 3 : g^T^q Jain.
Vy. V.2J22.

ending added to the consonant *
when a mention of it is to be
made; cf. T.Pr.1.19; e.g.^;.

(1) krt. affix %]%^ e.g. q^f^l
: cf. P. III. 1.96 Värf. 1; (2)

Unadi affix T3,fö»R applied to q^
cf. q^ i r f ^ Un. S.IV.37.

tad-affix ^§in the sense of unable
to bear, found in Vedic Literature
only; e.g. ft$rg: cf.
P.V.2J22Vart. 7.
(1) a particle in the sense of re-

gulation (ftro); cf. H5FPR: T^%J:
•PWRT«?: M. Bh. on V. 3.58; (2) ,
determinant indeclinable; cf. xm

^r; cf. ^RWaTT^lt I ^
1 srsirö gng^n^l^ M. Bh.

on V. 3.58.
use of the word 03; cf.

M. Bh. on P. III. 4.24.
L ( ) the substitute T3; for the per-
fect affix cT, substituted for the
whole cl by reason of the indica-
tory letter T̂ attached to T£; cf
te^ and sr^r^lOT^q P.
III. 4.81 and I. 1.55; "(2) affix TT
applied to the root =gg in Vedic
Literature; cf. *n^% I;

: Käs. on P. IIL4.15.
necessary to be sought;

necessary to be prescribed; cf.
cTOT̂ f̂t̂ SPTT |H[tfel«lT M. Bh. on
1.1.3. Värt.8.

diphthong vowel Ö;; composite
form of 3Ti and ^ also termed f
in Panini's grammar.
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given in the group of eka-
padas or solitarily stated words
as contrasted with anekapadas or
synonyms. See 133?̂  above.

treatment as one single word
especially found in the case of
compound words (STRH^R )
which, as a result of such treat-
ment, have only one accent
(acute), and one case affix after
the whole word; cf.

M. Bh.on P. LI .29.

possession of the same tone
or accent; uniformity of tone or
accent. See the word i^gßr above;
also see P. I. 2.39 Värt. 1,2; VIII.
1,55 Värt. L
^ having only one principal
accent (Udätta or Svarita) for the
whole compound word which is
made up of two or more indivi-
dual words; cf. M. Bh. on P.
I. 1.29.
R t possession of a single com-
posite sense (by all words to-
gether in a compound); cf. &ncR3

2.45 Värt 10; cf. also M. Bh. on
II. 2.29 Värt 7; cf. also ;TO
•fpSföpät mi£\ *r§3^ Hem. III. 1.18
where the commentator explains
\^\^ as TT̂ i#qTc[; In the com.
on Hem. Il l 2.8 \¥wA is explain-
ed
T short term (5RqT$R) standing for
the two diphthong vowels ^ and
4 ; cf. ̂  5̂iTwqt q^rarai <p?i 3 %m$%
P. VII. 3.4; cf. ^%Jf^W-n<i;
M. Bh. on P. L 1.48, The short
substitutes of ^ and aft are % and
3 when prescribed; cf. P. I. 1 *48;
so also the protracted forms of
\ and sft ar^ protracted % and 3;
cf. P. III. 2.106. They are called

t$ vowels in the Rk Prätisa-
khya. Sakatäyana says they are

M.Bh.ll the vowel ^; cf.
on P. III. 4.93.

the substitution of Tj; for tz; by the
rule T23 ̂ ; prescribing the substitu-
tion of the vowel tr for tr in the
case of the imperative first person
terminations; cf. P. III. 4,93.

name of an ancient school of
grammar and of the treatise also,
belonging to that school, believed
to have been written under
instructions of Indra. The work is
not available. Patanjali mentions
that Brhaspati instructed Indra for
one thousand celestial years and
still did not finish his instructions
in words1; (M.Bh. L I. 1 ), The
Taittinya Samhita mentions the
same. Pänini has referred to some
ancient grammarians of the East by
the word wwi. without mention-
ing their names, and scholars like
Burn ell think that the grammar
assigned to Indra is to be referred
to by the word sn̂ FT̂ . The Brhat-
kathamanjar! remarks that Pani-
ni's grammar threw into the back-
ground the Aindra Grammar.
Some scholars believe that Käläpa
grammar which is available today
is based uponAindraJiist as Cafidra
is bused upon Panini's grammar.
References to Aitidra Grammar
are found in the commentary on
the Sarasvata Vyakarana* in the
Kavikalpadruma of Bopadeva as
also in the commentary upon the
Mahäbhärata by Devabodha*Qpo~
tations, although very few, are
given by some writers from the
work. All these facts prove that
there was an ancient pre-<P%iBlan
treatise OB Grammar assigned to
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ffc which was called Aindra-Vyä-
karana.For details see Dr.Burnell's
• Aindra School of Sanskrit Gram-
marians' as also Vol. VII pages
124-126 of Vyäkarana Maha-
bhasya, edited by the D, E. Society,
Poona,
a term used in the Jainendra

Grammar instead of the term ?fe
of Pänini which stands for BTT̂  ^
and aft; cf. P. I. 1. 1.

taddhita affix x^ applied to the
word -cid̂ i in the sense of offspring
to form the word =3ldk; cf

. IV. 1. 128.
a class of words headed

by the word ^npflft to which the
taddhita affix SOT is added in the
sense of* place of residence 5; e. g*
\^\fivmKy ^rr^rqq^Riq; cf. Käs.
on P.IV.2.54.

substitute for the case affix
after words ending in 3?; cf.

p. vn. 1.9 to ii.

f (1) diphthong vowel made up of
the vowels $F and 3, termed as
guna in Pänini's grammar and
prescribed sometimes in the place
of the vowel 3; ( 2 ) affix aft app-
lied to the root ip^ or TTT to form
a noun; cf. #^l% ^srwr: Nir .11.5.

N the syllable aft called by the
term %m and generally recited at
the beginning of Vedic works.
Patanjali has commented upon
the word briefly as follows;

M.Bh. on VIIL2. 89.
the vowel SHT; cf. sffä; PI. 1.15,16

prescribing- srewSir f°r Nipätas
like antlf, ^ % and others with a
view that the vowel at their end

should not coalesce with the
following vowel. The Prätisäkhya
works prohibit the coalescence of
sfr in many cases with the succeed-
ing vowel; cf. R. Pr. I. 7o;. V. Pr.
1.94.

marked with the indicatory
letter €ft; roots marked with the
mute letter T̂ have the Nisthä
affix cT or crq̂  changed to ^ or ^^[;
e . g . Q5?T;3 Q5?T3T^; ^ ; , ^F^isfT^ e t c .
cf. sftfäw P VIII. 2. 45; cf. also

i. Kau. on P. VIII. 2- 45.
f [Gustav Oppert 1836-1908]

a German scholar of Sanskrit
who edited the Sabdänusäsana of
Säkatäyana.
[ See aiteR above-. 3 ^ consists of

2\ mätras, cf. 3f%fiwr x& && T.
Pr 18. 1; IR^FH says that %3;has
any one of the three accents,
while cfrffte;qj Says it has v^m or

i. e, absence of any accent,
a scholar of grammar of the

nineteenth century who wrote a
Vrtti on Pa$ini sutras called qifäft-
q3«n%. He has written many works
on the Pörvamimänsä and other
Sästras.

lit. lip; the place of origin
) of the labial letters called

^ i e the vowels ^, 3&,
the consonants ^ *§, «r, 5? 5̂  and
the 3̂ ffT^R letter; cf. ^
$1$ Sid. Kau. on a
P.LI.9, also ^$wm aSftV. Pr .
170.

lit. produced upon the lip; a
letter of the labial class ;letters 3"^
^ ^ 5? S5» ^ 3 ^ and^are given
as aStgra" letters in. the Rk Pratis-
äkhya, cf. R. Pr. I. 20. See the
word $tE above. For the utterance
of the letter ^ tips of the teeth, are
also employed; hence the letter %
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is said to have
^ the case affix
and the loc. dual.

as its
of the gen.

( 1 ) the vowel 3TT; diphthong
vowel made up of W and 3TT; ( 2 )
the substitute 3?T for the final letter
3 of the word ^3 before the fern,
affix t ; cf *CT: m *RFfi, *TCTCT,13S

Käs. on P. IV. 1. 38; ( 3 ) case
ending of the nom. and ace. dual
called sflf also.
% a term used by ancient gramm-
arians for the affix s^ of the nom.
and the ace. dual. The vowel | (?[fr)
is substituted for aft in the case of
nouns of the feminine and neu-
ter genders; cf. afte: sift P. VII.
I. 18, 19.

the case ending sft of the ace*
dual; cf. P. IV. 1.2.

h an affix mentioned in the
class of affixes called ^vrtfk in
treatises of Pänini and other
grammarians; cfaRjfä; I

: Kää. on P. VI. 3. 75; ftfäfT
^ M.Bh. on Siva Sutra

2. See the word ;3*Tißj above.
|tJT|f̂ cj>q̂ pjrg a collection of words
called aflönfia»; a name given to
his work by q|*if of the 18th
century.

(1) the letter 3?r included in the
crf̂ ; vowels ^n, § and 3?r3 and
hence called f f§c in Pänini's gra-
mmar, (2) substitute for the case-
ending % ( H£ ) in Pänini's gra*
mmar;cf. P. VII. 3,118, 119.

M ^ pertaining to the ulte-^ p g
rior member of a compound; cf.
$ % WGfc (P. VI. 3.61) #

M. Bh. on I. 1,62.
the substitution of the vowejl

]; cf. P. VII. 3.117-119. I

an affix or an operation
resulting from the general rule

tfJ Cf. 3?qĉ  ff̂ Bcf ^ Z\$\^~
i: M. Bh. on IV. 1.161;

cf. also n;̂ cqfî n5t%iqt cllt̂ WT ^
M. Bh. on IV. 2.66.

^ an ancient sage and scholar
of Vedic Grammar who is believ-
ed to have revised the original
text of the s ^ ^ j ^ f ö ^ q of the
Säma-Veda. cf. Sab. Kaus. I. 1.8.

TrT an ancient sage whose
doctrine of * evanescence of
words' (lit. existence as long as
its cognition is had by the sense
organs) is seen quoted in the
Nirukta; cf. W

Nir. I. 1.
enumerated; actually stated;

or

q" Nir. I. 4.
resulting from

; metonymical.
mentioned in the original

^ P . I . 1,24; cf.
s t a tement ; cf.
Käs. on ^
also ^qfctfäRETpft^ ??5-

r. SeL Par i , 120.
name of an ancient etymo-

logist referred to by Yäska in his
Ni ruk ta possibly as a commenta-
tor on fäRtjg; cf. fä*rapr U& %*$t

^ : Nir.
I* 1. line 4.

figurative; metaphorical ap-
plication or statement; cf* (f*RI2 )
f ^ t ^ %Pr*Tt3L Nir. VII. 13.

resulting from immediate
contact; immediately or closely
connected; one of the three types
of aqr̂T̂F̂OT or location which is
given as the seme of the locative
case; cf.

I M. Bh, VL L72-
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subsequently stated by
way of addition or modification
as done by the Värttikakäras; cf.
I I

Käs. on P. IV. 2. 129; cf,
also Käs. on V.L29 and VI.3.41.

produced from the chest; the
Visarjanlya and h (f«[>TC} are look-
ed upon as 3?TCff and not ^ ^ by
some ancient phoneticians; cf. %

com. on R> Pr. I. 18; cf. also

g^cR l| Pan*
Siksä. 16.

produced from the chest. See

substitute sfl for the nom. and
ace. case endings applied to the
numeral 3T5 ;̂ cf. ®m&{ after P. VIL
L2L

beginning with a stanza of
the Usnih metre; cf.

4
: Uvata onR.Pr.XVIII.5.

or nasal (1) looked upon
as a phonetic element, indepen-
dent, no doubt, but incapable of
being pronounced without a vowel
preceding it.* Hence, it is shown
in writing with 3f although its form
in writing is only a dot above the
line; cf. 3f J^jg^m: I $WK I? 3̂ rcm«J
^ f färjgfn^t ^^tg^T^tr *Fn% Kat.
Vyäk. 1.1.19; (2) anusvara^showing
or signifying Vikarai.e. sri^Wand
used as a technical term for the
second fäsrfxfr or the accusative case.
See the word $r above on page 1.

or f̂ 33]; lit. letting out
13

breath from the mouth; sound or
utterance caused by breath escap-
ing from the mouth; breathing.
The Visarjanlya» just like the
anusvära, is incapable of being
independently uttered. Hence, it
is written for convenience as sr:
although its form for writing pur-
poses is only two dots after the
vowel preceding it; cf. sr: f̂%

p Kät.
Vyäk. I. 1.16. See 3?: above on
page 2:

X

§ a phoneticai element
or unit called Jihvämfiliya, pro-
duced at the root of the tongue,
which is optionally substituted
in the place of the Visarga (left
out breath) directly preceding the
utterance of the letter 5 or ^
and hence shown as X 35. See

above on page 2.

O (

ö OTäFriqrq lit. blowing; a term
applied to the visarga when
followed by the consonant t[ or 5.
The upadhniäniya is looked upon
as a letter or phonetic element,
which is always connected with
the preceding vowel. As the
upadhmanlya is an optional sub-
stitute for the visarga before the
letter \ or ^3 when, in writing,
it is to be shown instead of
the visarga, it is shown as
O, or as co ,or even as xjust as the
Jihvämüllya; cf, g^an^r ST^ra ?1%,
3q sräfä ^ f l ^ "swzfa %f$ m com. on
Kät. I : ; cf. also ^ ^

44 i: S.K.onP,VIIL2.L
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, a nasal letter or utterance
included among the 3#3T=ITf letters
analogous to anusvära and yama
letters. It is mentioned in the
Väjasaneyi Prätisäkhya as | %]%
^nfesR: on which Uvvata makes
the remark ^^^^iraT^t SiRiS- The
Rk-Prätisäkhya mentions ^Tf̂ W,
=W and srg^fR as ^nfasR or nasal
letters, while Uvvata defines mfWW
as a letter produced only by the
nose; cf. %3^fTR^r ^FWWr W
snfeR: Uvvata on R. Pr. I. 20.
The Taittiriya Prätisäkhya calls
the letter §; as näsikya when it is
followed by the consonant ^ or \
or 5̂  and gives <%%F[%i W&J^ and
$%{ as instances. The Paninlya
Siksä does not mention !̂7%£R as
a letter. The Mahäbhäsya men-
tions r̂ri%qp? as one of the six
ayogaväha letters; cf. % %

M. Bh. on Siva-
sfitra 5 Värt. 5, where some
manuscripts read T̂F&FJ for wg^T-
fäfq; while in some other manus-
cripts there is neither the word

It is likelynor '
that the anunäsika-colouring given
to the vowel preceding the conso-
nant ^ substituted for the conso-
nants ^ ^ a n d others by P. VIII .
3.2. to 12, was looked upon as a
separate phonetic unit and called

fi as for instance in ft
etc.

m, a letter called m which is
uttered partly through the nose.
A class consonant excepting the
fifth, when followed by the fifth
viz. % % %, \ot q;? gets doubled

in the Vedic recital, when the
second of the doubled consonant
which is coloured by the follow-
ing nasal consonant is called q*r.
This q*i letter is not independent.
It necessarily depends upon the
following nasal consonant and
hence it is called SFqtaens« ^he
nasalization is shown in script as
-^followed by the consonant; e.
g. qrßs^ ĵntj 3 ^ i r , etc. The pro-
nunciation of this yama or twin
letter is seen in the Vedic recital
only; cf. qföqpnT ... w%m'^; q>
cf^r^ir 123 W : S. K. on P. VIII .
2. 1. cf. $ t S I SfcT mi;

V. Pr. VIII. 24.

(1) the consonant «B; the first con-
sonant of the consonant group as
also of the guttural group; (2)
substitute f> for consonants ^and ^
before the consonant H ;cf.V.l\2«41.
For the elision (??N ) of 5K on ac-
count of its being termed x^ see
P.L3.3 and 8.
(l) tad.afRx ^applied to the words
of the *R32? group in the four senses
called ^T2*f% c* g. wmw>:7 WTp^;,
% ^ : etc., cf, P J V . 2.8Ö; (2) tad.
affix ^ applied to nouns in the
sense of diminution, censure^ pity
etc. c. g, W^:, Wf?*:y gppp:, cf. P.V.
3.70-87; (3) tad. affix y> in the very
sense of the word itself { ̂ T^ ) e.g.
v(k*:, m<%:7 ̂ I ^ F ; ; cf. P.V. 4.28-
33; (4) Unadi affix m e.g. 5̂%» «p[»,
TRJT» %% %% m^y m% ^m etc* by
Unadi sütras IIL 40-48 before
which the angment \\ is prohibit-
ed by P. VII. 2*9; (5) kit affix %
( si) where 5 is dropped by P. I*
3.8? applied, In the seme of agent^
to certain roots mentioned in
P.IILL135, 136, 144, III. 2.3 to
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7, III.2.77 and III.3.83 e.g.

: etc.; (6) ^substitute ^
ior the word fä^ before a case affix,
cf. P.VII.2.103; (7) the Samäsänta
affix Wi (3?) at the end of Bahu-
vrihi compounds as prescribed by
P. V. 4.151-160.

the consonant 3?; cf. ^raJK: P.
III.3.108 Värt. 3.

a Jain grammarian who
wrote a commentary by name

& on the

a class of words headed by
the word m^Sf, the word SR̂C after
which in a compound, does not
have the acute accent on its first
vowel, e. g. qtffcm:; cf. P. VI.2.87,

^ a class of words headed by
3^3 to which the taddhita affix 3R
is added in the miscellaneous
(tn^fi ) senses, provided the word,
to which the affix 33<JT is to
be added, is the name of a
country; e.g. spf̂ ftg STRF: 3JTI%:;
similarly *nftl%:, ^ff i : ; cf. Käs.
on P.IV.2.133.

tad. caturarthika affix sp (1) by P.
IV. 2.80 after words headed by
3F0?, e.g. TO^;, q^l^j^:; (2) by
P.IV.4.21, after the word 3?qftcq
e.g. ^TRftĉ :̂

fcrt, affix ( 3? ) affixed to the root
5|t preceded by *qsr, g^ctc. by P.
IV. 2.60 e.g. cns^s^^s etc-> fem-

i y P. IV.1.15.
^ tad.affix ^z affixed to tf, rr, 3^
and aw by P.V.2.29, 30; e.g. *B3:,S

etc.
^ tad. affix ejj£3j affixed to the

word m in the sense of collection
by P.IV.2.51 e.g. m^^h

f̂  a class of words headed by
d h i h l h h dj

y
the word ̂ SK which, although adje-

i' /ctivalyare optionally placed first in

the Karmadharaya compound, e.g.
5fr̂ tf$rf̂ [: Ifäf^jy^rc:; cf. Käs. on
II.2.38.

(1) a class of words headed
by ÔT to which the taddhita affix
STT̂R ( fivgj) is applied in the four
senses given in P. IV.2.67-70;e.g.
^onqfä: T̂T%̂T3{fJr: etc.; cf, Käsp on
P. IV.2.80; (2) a class of words
headed by ̂ of to which the taddhita
affix «m (W$$) is added in the
sense of a 'root' e.g. ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ ; cf.
Käs. on P.V.2.24.

^ name of a commentary on
Nägesa's Paribhäsendusekhara by
Mannudeva, known also as Mantu-
deva or Manyudeva, who was a
pupil of Päyagunde in the latter
half of the 18th century.

glottis; cavity in the throat
holding vocal cords; the place of
the production of the sounds 3?, S?T
and f; cf. 3T51^&TNT: W% V, PrJ .
71; cf, also ̂ i^^
R.Pr.1.18.

gutturopalatal. The diph-
thongs T3; and ^ are called Kantha-
tälavya, as they are produced in
the Kanthatälu-sthana.

formally mentioned; directly
mentioned.

B ^ JIB^J gutturo-labial, the
diphthongs SRt and aft are called
Kanthosthya as they are produc-
ed at both the Kantha and the
Ostha Sthänas.

produced at the throat or at
the glottis;" the vowel ar, visarga
and the consonant | are called
sfTOq1 in the Prätisäkhyas, while
later grammarians include the
guttural consonants fa, % TJ, ^and
f^among the Kanthya letters; cf.
^ ^ # : Sid. Kau. on

P. I* 1.9* See
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a group of words which are
headed by the word ^ a n d which
are either nouns or roots or both,
to which the affix q\ is added to
arrive at the secondary roots, e. g.

cf/ g g
sTTî T̂ f%r i$ ??q ^#%%; i l Käs.
on P. IIL1.27.

a class of words forming a
portion of the class of words call-
ed *mffä, and headed by the
word 3F*j5r, to the derivatives of
which, formed by the affix ^^ by
the rule *nn(Ml ^ (PJV.1.105),
the affix sw is added in the misce-
llaneous senses; e.g.
similarly affair:, SN
^T^T: etc; cf. P.IV.2.1I1 and II.
4.70.

a class of words headed by
the word «3>i% to which the tad.
affix ta?PR (^^5) is applied in the
miscellaneous senses; e.g. ^r%w,3
^ ^ ; 3 ^ m * ( f r o m p ) ; cf. P.
IV.2.75.

a class of words headed by
the word ^m to which the affix ^
(3?) is added in the sense of
'good therein3 (m sng:); e.g

%
cf. P.IV. 4.102.
q ^qjq; kit affix} ; of the
infinitive in Vedic Literature; cf.
g ^ % > . . . ^ V % ^ . ^ : P.HI.4.9.

(1) unädi affix as in the words
K% %, ^J^ etc; (2) tad.affix ^ as
given by Pänini sütras IV.2.131,
IV.3,32, 653 147, IV.4.21; V.l.22,
23, 51, 90, V.2. 64, 65, 66, 68-75,
77-82, V.3.51, 52, 75,81,82,87, 95,
96, 97. V.4.3,4,6, 29-33.

krt affix sp prescribed after
the root 55 e, g. sRFRgqr; c£ P.III.2.
7O;(2) the Samasänta 3T at the end

of Bahuvrihi compounds e.g.

cf. P. V^4.151-154. For its prohibi-
tion, see P.V.4.155-160.
fl%iq[Î  name given by Slradeva
and other grammarians to the
second päda of the third adhyäya
of Pänini's Astädhyäyl, which
begins with the sütra 3$nqor P.
III. 2.L

krt. affix 3T£f; in Vedic Litera-
ture in the sense of the infinitive,
e. g. f-rast in vris % \m

2
vibration of the larynx which

produces the sound*
a fault in uttering an accent-

ed vowel especially a vowel with
the circumflex accent which is not
properly uttered by the vSouther-
ners as remarked by Uvvata; cf.

^ 1 m ̂  w4i I Uvvata
on R. Pr. 111.18.

the same as *̂iq"?f. See WWH
above.
^311% a class of words headed
by the word ^HlH* the affix vpi
placed after which is elided, pro-
vided the words ^FtR and others
are names of countries; e*g. ̂ T%̂ f;
%5:9 %^5:, m"*h VPFK etc, cf. P.
IV. 1.175.

(1) Ht. instrument; the term
signifies the most efficient means
for accomplishing an act; cf*

on mwmti wm^ l\ I. 4,42»
e. g. tä*t in ^m g?nf%; (2) effort
inside the mouth ( w^^-mt% )
to produce sound; e. g. touching
of the particular place ( *WR )
inside the mouth for Bttcrlng
consonants; cf. ?gg wokf *®W$, M.
Bb ton P. I. 140 VIrt 3; (3)
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disposition of the organ which
produces the sound; cf. r̂â T^T-

ÖflcfPRTOT^ ?fcf T̂rfcT I Com. on R.
Pr. XHI.3;cf also ^ ^ q i g ^ ^
M. Bh. on I. 2. 32; cf. also

nq^ ^ ü p ^ ; T. IV.
XXIII. 2 where karana is describ-
ed to be of five kinds 3T35R"R (i. e.
3T? or resonance), $G*\ (contact),

and qf̂ TOT; cf.

Com. on Tai. Pr. XXIII. 2.
The Väjasaneyi Prätisäkhya men-
tions two karanas r̂|cf and Pt^;
cf. I; 3R0T Offfföp^ ^T%W: V.
Pr. I. 11; (4) use of a word e. g.

cf.
: M.Bh.on. P.VI.1.129.

d or ^OTT" name of a svara-
bhakti. i. e, behaviour like the
vowel ^5, noticed in the case of
the consonant <g when followed
by the sibilant | ; cf.

%: I ? M

Com. on T. Pr. XXI. 15. See

name of a svarabhakti i, e.
behaviour like the vowel *R
noticed in the case of the conso-
nant^, when it is followed by ^
e, g. «TjJ|:. f̂wf is named # g also?

ft ancient technical
terms for the future tense;the word

is more frequently used.
j ^ produced at the root of

the ear; the utterance of a cir-
cumflex vowel is described as
Karnamüliya.

agent of an action, subject;
name of a käraka or instrument
dp gejieral, of £H action, which

produces the fruit or result of an
action without depending on any
other instrument; cf. ^cfof: ĉif P.
I. 4.54, explained as 3?

in the Kasikä on P, I.
4. 54. This agent, or rather, the
word standing for the agent, is
put in the nominative case in th$
active voice (cf. P. 1.4,54), in the
instrumental case in the passive
voice (cf P. II. 3.18), and in the
genitive case when it is connected
with a noun of- action or verbal
derivative noun, (cf. P. II. 3.65).

the affix 1 of the passive
voice where the object functions
as the subject; e. g. ^ in vgfa
%3[R: W$ft; cf. 3F3: q%[% P. VI.
L95 and the Kasikä thereon.

33 experience (of something)
by the agent himself; cf. g^rßpsft

t ^ . III. 1.18.
(an affix) applied in the

sense of the agent of an activity;
heftier *pn I q^mmtä ^ q : M .
Bh. on P. I. 3.1. Vart. 7.

(a root) whose activity is
found functioning in the subject; cf,

f i $ ^ §ft Kaiyata ony
P. III. 1. 87 Värt. 3. Such roots,
although transitive do not have
any Karmakartari construction by
the rule ^fewilT §̂ f% :̂ P. I I I .
1.87. as e.g. 5TR rRsfcT 33^TT: has nog

construction; cf.

f M. Bh. on III .
1.87. Värt. 3.

^ (a root) whose action or
happemng is noticed functioning
in the subject; e.g. the root 9j . cf«
^ ( W?ßt: ) M. Bh.
I. 3.67, ^
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T meant for the agent of
the action. The word is used
in connection with the fruit or
result of an action; when the
result is for the agent, roots
having both the Padas get the
Atmanepada terminations; cf.
ismfca: täfosfo % w P. I. 3.72.
^ object of the transitive verb
which functions as the subject
when there is a marked facility
of action; e.g.sj'RFT j s karmakartari-
object, functioning as subject,
in cpq% 3TT ;̂ ^pftw. The word

is used also for the W^ffiit
where the object, on which

the verb-activity is found, is
turned into a subject and the
verb which is transitive is turned
into intransitive as a result.

^IF?I name technically given to
a compound-formation of two
words in apposition i.e. used in
the same case, technically called
OTHTp^RtfT showing the same sub-
stratum; cf. ZZgW. OTHTT%WT; 3FR-
«TRS: I 2.42. The karmadhäraya
compound is looked upon as a
variety of the tatpurusa com-
pound. There is no satisfactory
explanation of the reason why
such a compound is termed ¥$~
SJK^. Säkatayana defines Karma-
dharaya as fätM ^tofft x^m
3flfcrrcw where the word f^Wl is
explained as o^refe or SR3» (distin-
guishing attribute) showing that
the word ^A may mean JRayf^T.
The word qs&m in that case
could mean %$ s tufen, m Wife
ST#[ spt^i^q:* a compound which
gives a specification of the thing
in hand.

(1) object of a transitive verb,
defined as 'something which the
agent or the doer of an action wants

primarily to achieve* The main
feature of ^ ^ is that it is put in
the accusative case; cf.

P. I. 4.49; II.3.2.
Panini has made ^4 a technical
term and called all such words
'karman5 as are connected with a
verbal activity and used in the
accusative case; cf. ^

and

r̂ on PJ.4.49-52;cf. also ^ ^
?H Kät. II.4.13, ^ c ^ Jain I. 2.
120 and w&^fcA ̂  Hem. I I . 2. 3.
Sometimes a karaka, related to
the activity ( f^T) as sarhpradana,
apädanaor adhikarana is also treat-
ed as karma, if it is not meant or
desired as apadäna,sarhpradana etc.
It is termed 3 f̂«lcPCTin scuh cases;
cf. ^ s r e i f ^ j ^ ^ ^
Käs. on 1.4-51. See the word
Wfifwt above. Karman or object
is to be achieved by an activity or
fsg?lT; it is always syntactically con-
nected with a verb or a verbal deri-
vative.When connected with verbs
or verbal derivatives indcclinabl-
es or words ending with the affixes
33», Tfi, 3cJ3g, <|^, etc» it is put in
the accusative case. It is put in
the genitive case when It is con-
nected with affixes other than those
mentioned above; cf. P, II# 3j>5,
69# When, however, the karman
is expressed (sifitf^fr ) by a verbal
termination ( fcfi£ ), or a verbal
noun termination (ffl[), or a noun-
affix ( ?nfef), or a compound, it is
put in the nominative case. e.g.

etc» It is called ^ftt^?! in such
cases;cf;PJL3XSec the word wr-
i^f|?r abovc^The object or Karman
which is i^cFcW is described to be
of three kinds with reference to
the way' in which it fa obtaiaed
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from the activity. It is called
when a transformation or a change
is noticed in the object as a result
of the verbal activity, e. g«. ̂TSTf̂f

, e tc It is called
when no change is seen to

result from the action, the object
only coming into contact with the
subject, e. g. $TR 3T̂ T%, VRWA R̂flrfcJ
etc. It is calledftift4when the object
is brought into being under a
specific name; e.g.
rä cf. FR$ ^

HRT5̂  I cT^KfcTOi; Padamanjarl
on I. 4. 49; cf. also Väkyapadiya
III.7.45 as also Nyäsa on 1.4.49.
The object which is not i[fäRRW
is also subdivided into four kinds
e. g. (a) SCTT̂ Rt (%\A *T5=$̂ ) ä
wn%, (b) sfartft̂ ft W^ or
or srg^ra e. g, ( 5TR W^i ) fSfj|

( c ) 3Tq[T̂ ITcr or sraföcF e.g.
in * # qRct 3 ! ^ (d) SFTJjfo

e-g ? T ^ H ^ifif» JTTOTfrrft̂ rcf; cf.
Padamanjari on 1.4 49. The com-
mentator Abhayanandin on Jain-
endra Vyäkarana mentions seven
kinds JJM, f̂ PPJjT, f^T^, f^^T^i^
"iftSRf, spfif̂ raf and ĉTOj;, defining
3J*T as ^P[T f̂ ^̂ T ^ 9TM c(cX ^T^
^ ; cf. ^fitqq, Jain. Vy. 1.2.120
and com. thereon. Ü^^Tf^ is
given therein as an instance of
fäsFqsffi. (2) The word ^ 4 ^ is also
used in the sense of (%̂T or verbal
activity; cf. ^ r ^ j ^ P r P. I. 3.24;

f ^ P.III.4.71, wi%
sft P. 1.3.14- (3) It is also

used in the sense of activity in
general, as for instance,the sense of
a word; e. g.

Nir. I. 3.4, where Dur-
gäcärya explains karman as csense5

rt
lit. noun showing action,

participle,
a technical term used in

connection with a preposition
which showed a verbal activity
formerly, although for the present
time it does not show it; the
word is used as a technical term
in grammar in connection with
prefixes or gwfs which are not us-
ed along with a root, but without

Jt; cf. 3R ^ fe
M.Bh. on P. I. 4.83; e.g.

cf. Käs. on P. 1.4.83
to 98.

the activity of the agent or
kartä of an action represented as
object or karman of that very ac-
tion, for the sake of grammatical
operations; e. g. fil̂ RT *ffii W$3i
f̂̂ sagt ^z: ^^cf. To show facility

of a verbal activity on the object,
when the agent or kartä is dispen-
sed with, and the object is looked
upon as the agent, and used also
as an agent, the verbal termina-
tions fcF, cf; etc. are not applied in
the sense of an agant, but they
are applied in the sense of an ob-
ject; consequently the sign of the
voice is not 3T (^ ) , but ^ ( q^ )
and the verbal terminations are cf,
sfRmi etc. ( elf ) instead of fä,
cf*[ etc. In popular language the
use of an expression of this type
is called Karmakartari-Prayoga,
For details see M. Bh. on ^fe^qq? >
g^lf^j: P. III. 1.87. Only such
roots as are ^ ^ t ^ ^ or ^fenqFF^
i. e. roots whose verbal activity
is noticed in the object and not
in the subject can have this Kar-
makartari-Prayoga.

exchange of verbal acti-
vity; reciprocity of action;
fR means f ft
cf.

or R;
P. I. 3.14.; also

Käs. on P. III. 3.43.
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The roots having their agents
characterized by_a reciprocity of
action take the Atmanepada ter-
minations; cf. P. I. 3.14.
fep prescribed in the sense of
an object; a term used in the
Mahäbhäsya in the sense of
affixes used in the sense of
'object5 as contrasted with ^ST^R
or ^FRÜ^R; eo g. the affix i% in the
word fäfä, explained as fSräNäf ?fä
fäfä: or in the word m^ explained
as w*m q; ® wr:; cf. T^T %f H
VX&ä, swrafös 3 SSWL MBh. on P.
L 3.1. See similarly the words
sraifTC M.Bh. on II . 1.51 and OTi%
M.Bb. on V. 1.13.

Ä F̂%ST (roots) having their verbal
activity situated in the object; e.g.
the root 3tf + ̂ [ in 3JWlfe T̂T̂  or
the root fi in ^Ulcf 3>â ; cf. ^£R£R>
SRFHT "OTS^RM ^ P. III. 1.87
Värt. 3.

(roots) having their verbal
action or happening noticed in the
object; e. g. the root 3ff*[ and m in

% where the function
of the root bears effect in the
object boy and not in the move-
ments of the object as in the
sentence «TToflrawfe. See WE;#R
above as also M.Bh. on III«, L87
and Kaiyata on the same.

lit. karman and others; a term
often used in the Mahabhasya for
kärakas or words connected with
a verbal activity which have the
object or karmakäraka mentioned
first; gqi 3stfh$c3Wf; %

.Bh, on 1.4.21.
flf^rf^l operations prescribed speci-
fically for objects i, e* prescribed
in the case of objects which are
described to be functioning as the
subject to show facility of the
verbal action; e*g. the vikarana

or the affix T%rf; cf, 3$*Tiqf̂ 3TR̂ fq;

; M.Bh.on 1.1.44.

A kind of svarabhakti . See

extension; protraction, defined
as kalaviprakarsa by commentators;
a peculiarity in the recital as
noticed in the pronunciation of z
when followed by ^ , or <| when
followed by ^ e. g. ^ ; ̂ «n?T. cf.
Nar. Sik. 1.7.19.

a fault of pronunciation conse-
quent upon directing the tongue
to a place in the mouth which is
not the proper one., for the utte-
rance of a vowel; a vowel so pro-
nounced; cf. tffen w \
t̂cf 1 cf.also ̂ f^W^

M.Bh. Ahnika 1.

( ) alternative name
given to the treatise on grammar
written by Sarvavarman who is
believd to have lived in the days
of the Sätavähana kings. The trea-
tise is popularly known by the
name Ktuantni Vyakarana. The
available trcatise5viz. KalSpasütras,
is much similar to the Katantra
Sutras having a few changes and
additions only here and thcrc.It is
rather risky to say that KalSpa
was an ancient system of grammar
which is referred to in the Paninl
Sütra ^ ^ f ^ l t P. IV, 3» 108; For
details see
j a commentary on the karaka

portion of the Kaläpa grammar as-
cribed to the famous commentator
Durgasirfiha»

a cotBmeataty on
Kaläpa Sutras«
fi the author of the work re-

ferred to as Kaläpa in the Mahä-
bhäsya which perhaps was a work
on grammar as the word
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mentioned with the word ^
in the Mahäbhäsya, cf. M.Bh. on
^5rfq t̂sw P. IV. *3. 108. Kaläpin is
mentioned as a pupil of Vaisam-
päyana in the Mahäbhäsya; cf„
I ^ M.Bh. on P.
IY-3. 104.

the tad. affix ^q<j added to any
substantive in the sense of slightly
inferior, or almost complete; e.g.

m^r.; cf. P. V. 3. 67 and
thereon.

, supposition, assumption;
cf. jyw^RRT =3 fäspj^^
Käs. on P. IV,3. 110; cf. also
T^S^q^^aqr %mi s i e r ra ; Pari .Sek.
on. Pari- 94.
qRr$5TSR brevity of thought; bre-
vity of expression; minimum
assumption. See the word

tad, affix ^ q . See

name of a commentary on
Bhattojfs Praudhamanoramä by
Krsnamisra.

the same as karman or
object of an action especially
when it is not fully entitled to be
called karman, but looked upon
as karman only for the sake of
being used in the accusative case;
subordinate karman, as for instance
the cow in qf q t̂ 4ffa. The term
was used by ancient grammarians;
cf. $nM g v&m cfcj q^q ^
M.Bh. on P.*I. 4. 51. See

§ author of the commentary
äabdaratnadipa on the Sabdaratna
of Hari Dlksita.

author of the Laghus-
ll

g
ärasvata, a small grammar work.
He lived in the 18 th century
A.D.

5?nurerFR author of the Haimalifigä-
nusasana-vivarana, a commentary
on the Linigänu^äsana chapter of

14

Hemacandra's grammar. He lived
in the 16 th century A. D.
^gsfff^ a class of words headed
by the word ŝqiuft to which the
taddhita affix crq (^y) is add-
ed , in the sense of ' offspring '
and3 side by side, the ending 13
( ^ f ) is substituted for the last
letter of those words; e. g. ^R3T-
ffito:, *farföp?:; cf. Kas. on P. IV.
1.126.

the class of guttural consonants
consisting of the five consonants

a treatise on roots wri-
tten by Bopadeva, the son of Kes-
ava and the pupil öf Dhanesa who
lived in the time of Hernädri, the
Yädava King of Devagiri in the
thirteenth century. He has written
a short grammar work named
Mugdhabodha which has been
very popular in "Bengal being
studied in many Tols or Päthas-
alas.

f^f5^2'£Rri^T a commentary on the
Kavikalpadruma, written by the
author ( $\R%& ) himself. It is kno-
wn by the name Kavyakämad-
henu; ( 2 ) a commentary on
Kavikalpadruma by Ramatarka-
vägisa.

author of a small treatise on
grammar called Särasatvari. He
lived in the seventeenth century
A.D. He was a resident of Darbha-
ngä. Jayakrsna is also given as the
name of the author of the Sarasa-
tvari grammar and it is possible
that Jayakrsna was given the title,
or another name, Kavicandra.

name of a writer on the
Gändra Vyäkarana.

krt affix 3}^ found in Vedic
Literature, in the sense of the
infinitive; e. g. fyspH fäi§3^ (
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cf. P. III. 4.13, 17. The
word ending in this ^H^ becomes
an indeclinable; cf. ^T^g^SpT.
P. I. 1.40.

^ krt affix aq% in the sense of
the infinitive in Vedic Literature;
e. g. 5fr, fspfc; cf. Käs, on P. III.
4 .9 .

a class of compound-words
headed by %%$ in which the
visarga occurring at the end of
the first member is noticed as
changed into g against the usual
rules;* e. g. i ^ : ? îcRf cl; W<jp!p:,

and others; cf,
P. VIII. 3.48. As this
is said to be ^fifcPT^ similar
words can be said to be in the

fuj although they are not
actually mentioned in the
a technical term used" in the

Jainendra Vyakarana for the term
ft used in Pänini's grammar,
tad. affix *FF¥ prescribed after

words like |3T, ^ WM in the
sense of OT5; cf. ^"Rt^: (v. L

; Käs. on P.IV. 2.51.
name of an ancient writer

of a Prätisäkhya work who held
that Visarga before the consonant
e is dropped only when H is
followed by a surd consonant; cf#
Tai.Pr. IX. L

name of an important small
treatise on grammar which
appears like a systematic abridg-
ment of the Astadhyäyi of Psnini*
It ignores many unimportant
rules of Pänini, adjusts many,
and altogether omits the Vedic
portion and the accent chapter of
PäninL It lays down the Sutras
in an order different from that of
Pänini dividing the work into
four adhyäyas dealing with
technical teitnsj samdhi rules,

declension, syntax, compounds
noun-affixes ( taddhita affixes )
conjugation, voice3 and verbal
derivatives in an order. The total
number of rules is 1412 supple-
mented by many subordinate
rules or Värttikas. The treatise
is believed to have been written
by Sarvavarman, called Sarvavar-
man or Sarva or Sarva3 who is
said to have lived in the reign
of the Sätavähana kings. The
belief that Pänini refers to a work
of Kaläpin in his rules IV.
3.108 and IV. 3.48 and that
Patanjali's words - ̂ Î fqq"s and
?TT|T̂ TÎ H support it, has not
much strength. The work was
very popular especially among
those who wanted to study spoken
Sanskrit with ease and attained
for several year.) a very „promi-
nent place among text-books on
grammar especially in Bchar,
Bengal and Gujarat. It has got
a large number of glosses and
commentary works, many of
which are in a manuscnpt form at
present» Its last chapter { Gatur-
tha-Adhyäya) is ascribed to Vara«
rucL As the arrangement of
topics is entirely different from
Panini's order» inspite of consi-
derable resemblance of SStras and
their wording, it is probable that
the work was based on Pänini
but composed on the models of
ancient grammarians viz, Indra,
Säkatayana and others whose
works^lthough not available now,
were available to the author.
The grammar Katantra Is also
called Knlapa. A comparison of
the Kätantra. Sütras and the
Kaläpa Sutras shows that the
one is a different version of
the other» The Kätantra Gram-
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mar is also called Kaumära as it
Is said that the original instruc-
tions for the grammar were re-
ceived by the author from
Kumara or Kärttikeya. For de-
tails see Vol. VII Pätanjala
Mahabhäsya published by the
D. E. Society, Poona, page 375.

(i) a commentary on§ y
the Kätantra Sütras written by
Govardhana in the 12th century.
A. D*; (2) a commentary on the
Kätantra Sütras ascribed to Gaft-
gesasarman.

a gloss on the com-
mentary of Vararuci on the ^ ^
ascribed to Hari Diksita of the
17th century if this Hari Diksita
is the same as the author of the
Sabdaratna.

$prf ascribed to Durga-
simha, the famous commentator
of the Kätantra Sütras who lived
in the nineth or the tenth centmy.

^ ^ I T a commentary
ascribed to Ramänätha and call-
ed Manoramä on the Kätantra*
dhätuvrtti of Durgasimha. See

% above,

n^9n a name usually given to
a compendium of the type of Viva-
rana or gloss written on the Kä-
tantra Sütras, The gloss written by
Durgasimha on the famous com-
mentary on the Kätantra Sütras by
Durgasimha ( the same as the
the famous Durgasimha or
another of the same name)
known as ^FlfeiT |frf is called
Kätantra Panjika or Kätantra-
vivarana. A scholar of Kätantra
grammar by name Kusala has
written a Panjika on gtffäf's' |i%
which is named srefa. Another
scholar, Trivikrama has written a
gloss named Uddyota.

name given to a
text consisting of Paribhäsäsütras,
believed to have been written by
the Sütrakara himself as a supple-
mentary portion to the main
grammar. Many such lists of Pari-
bhäsasütras are available, mostly
in manuscript form, containing
more than a hundred Sütras divi-
ded into two main groups—the
Paribhäsäsüfras and the Baläbala-
sütras. See qft̂ MOTl ed. by B. CX
R* I. PoonaB

rfcPTWTffrl (1) name of a gloss
on the Paribhäsapätha written
by Bhävamisra, probably a Mai-
thila Pandit whose date is not
known. He has explained t 2 Pari-
bhäsäs deriving many of them from
the Kätantra Sütras. The work
seems to be based on the Paribhäsä
works by Vyädi and others on the
system of Pänini, suitable changes
having been made by the writer
with a view to present the work as
belonging to the Kätantra school;
(2) name of a gloss on the Pari-
bhäsapätha of the Kätantra school
explaining 65 Paribhäsäs. No name
of the author is found in the Poona
manuscript. The India Office
Library copy has given Durgasimha
as the author's name; but it is
doubtful whether Durgasirnha was
the author of it. See qfönwsfel? ed.
by B. O. R, I. Poona.

ascribed to Sripatidatta,
whose date is not known; from ä
number of glosses written on this
work, it appears that the work
was ' once very popular among
students of the Kätantra School.

[%[35T a gloss on the
Kätantra-Parisista ascribed to a
scholar named Rämadäsa-cakra-
vartin who has written another.
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work also named Kätantravya-
khyäsära.

fti^ a gloss on the
b

g
Kätantra-Parisista written by a
Kätantra scholar Pundarlkaksa.

a gloss on the
Kgtantraparisista by Goyicandra
in the twelfth century.

% % a gloss
on the Katantra-parisista by Siva-
rämendra, who is believed to have
written a gloss on the Sütras oi
Pänini also.

rsrf^lf a name given to the Kä-
tantra Sutras which were written
in the original form as a Pra-
krlyägrantha or a work discussing
the various topics such as alpha-
bet, euphonic rules3 declension,
derivatives from nouns, syntax,
conjugation derivatives from roots
etc. etc.

a grammar work written
by a scholar named Kusala on the
Kätantrasütravrtti by Durgasimha.
See ^cT'^i^Ff.

a short explanatory
gloss on the Kätantra Sütras by
Jagaddhara of Kashmir who lived
in the fourteenth century and who
wrote a work on grammar called
Apasabdanirakarana.

a work on the Kätantra
Sütras ascribed to Ramanätha
Vidyäväcaspati of the sixteenth
century A. D.

a work, explaining the
f

, p g
various forms of nouns and verbs
according to the rules of the
Kätantra grammar, ascribed to
Bhävasena of the fifteenth century.

% a short gloss on the^£ g on the
Kätantra Sütras ascribed to a
scholar named Ghucchukabhatta.

a commentary on the

Kätantravistara of Vardhamäna
by Prthvidhara who lived in the
fifteenth century A, D«

^ a famous work on the
Kätantra Grammar written by
Vardhamäna a Jain Scholar of the
twelfth century who is believed to
be the same as the author of the
well-known work Gatiaratna-
mahodadhL

^ name of the earliest com«
mentary on the Kätantra Sütras
ascribed to Durgasimha. The
commentary was once very popu-
lar as is shown by a number of
explanatory commentaries written
upon it, one of which is believed to
have been written by Durgasimha
himself. See Durgasimha.

a gloss on ^ W
written by Gunaklrti in the four-
teenth century A.D.
c ^ f a commentary on
Durgasimha's Kätantravrtti by
Moksesvara in the fifteenth Cen-
tury A.D.

named Astamafi-
galä on Durgasimha's Kätantra-
vrtti written by Ramakisora Cakr-
avartin who is believed to have
written a grammatical work

^ K n S T C a work of the type
of a summary written by Rama-
dasa Cakravartm of the twelfth
century.

^ an old Vrtti on the
Kätantra Sütras ascribed to Vara-
ruci who is, of course» different
from Vararuci Kätyayana* The
Vrtti appears to have been occu-
pying a position similar to that of
Durgasimha.

a treatise on the Kätantra
Grammar believed to have been
written by Vldyananda»
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an ancient writer of Nirukta
quoted by Yäska in his Nirukta.

(1) another name sometimes
given to Kätyäyana to whom is
ascribed the composition of the
Värttikas on Pänini-sütras; (2) an
ancient writer Kätya quoted as
a lexicographer by Ksirasvarnin,
Hemacandra and other writers.

!Hfl<W the well-known author of the
Värttikas on the sütras of Pänini.
He is also believed to be the
author of the Väjasaneyi Präti-
säkhya and many sütra works
named after him. He is believed
to be a resident of South India on
the strength of the remark ftsRff&clT
3J%fT5qT: made by PataSjali in
connection with the statement CW

is looked upon as
Kätyäyana's Väittika, Some schol-
ars say thatVararuci was also ano-
ther name given to him, in which
case the Värttikakära Vararuci
Katyayana has to be looked upon
as different from the subsequent
writer named Vararuci to whom
some works on Prakrit and Kätan-
tra grammar are ascribed. For
details see Mahäbhasya Vol. VII.
pages 193-223 published by theD.
E. Society, Poona. See also qncfeqra
below.

affix 3tR forming perfect parti-
ciples which are mostly seen in
Vedic Literature. The affix mm%
is technically a substitute for the
f^ affix. Nouns ending in ^R\
govern the accusative case of the
nouns connected with them; e.g.

; cf. P. IIL3.106 and
P. I I . 3.69.

a u g m e n t s ^ applied to
just-as $W% is applied, e,g.;
fl» «pfar* M. Bh. on V.3.72.

< option; permission to do as

desired; liberty of applying any of
the rules of grammar that present
themselves; cf. c^ sp-prartt nwrfm
3T fä*n% f^p^g sr|^ srr M. Bh. on
P.I.1.27 Vart.6.

g abridgment ofWRf^RÄg of
Bopadeva; the word is" also used
as a short form for

g^p a commentary on the
Kävyakämadhenu by Ananta, son
of Cintämani who lived in the
sixteenth century A. D.

optionally; at will; cf, ^wfef-
M. Bh. on 1.1.57.

ajBBx in the sense of c desiring
for oneself applied to nouns to
form denominative roots; e. g,
SWwrft; cf. ^pqw P. I l l , 1. 9.

an affix, given in the Prätisäkhya
works and, by Katyayana also in his
Värtlika, which is added to a letter
or a phonetic element for conve-
nience of mention; e.g. f^R;, 3TO;:;
cf, 3of: ^RTTRT f̂ofN̂ T; ^f^lfr fJĵ SR̂
Tai. Pra.I. 16; XXII.4.;cf. also V.
Pr. 1.37. It is also applied to sylla-
bles or words in a similar way to
indicate the phonetic element of
the word as apart from the sense
of the word; e, g/ m ä

Vyäk. Paribhäsä; cf.
also the words ^FT ;̂, f|^K:; (2)
additional purpose served by a
word such as an adhikära word;
cf. c#r^: spR: i g f̂eißÄ^T ^ vfs%*m'

M. Bh. on P. 1.3.11.
lit. doer of an action. The

is used in the technical sense
of ^instrument of action'; cf; 35

, \ *m % l fami Kas. on P. I.
4.23; cf. also tffift \T§ ^T^S5: I
«N* fJl^* mwm wsk I M.Bh. on
P. I. 4.25. The word 'karaka* in
short, means cthe capacity in which
a thing becomes instrumental in
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bringing about an action \ This
capacity is looked upon as the
sense of the case-affixes which
express it. There are six kärakas
given in all grammar treatises.

. . . —/>. _ J S L _ . . . i

£ to express which the case affixes
or Vibhaktis q̂ Fft, §̂*?f, %H$t9 <2cfNi,
fefcjT and sr̂T̂TF are respectively
used which, hence, are called
Kärakavibhaktis as contrasted with
Upapadavibhaktis, which show a
relation between two substantives
and hence are looked upon as
weaker than the Kärakavibhaktis;
cf. 3qq^*r%: TO^f^f^VMt Pari.
Sek. Pari.94. The topic explaining
Kärakavibhaktis is looked upon as
a very important and difficult
chapter in treatises of grammar
and there are several small com»
pendiums written by scholars deal-
ing with kärakas only. For the

" topic of Kärakas see P. I. 4.23 to
55, Kat. I I . 4.8-42, Vyäkarana
Mahäbhäsya Vol. VII. pp.262-264
published by the D. E. Society,
Poona.

vrĉ KTi33>T possibly another name
for the treatise on Kärakas known
as ^T^RSB written by Purusotta-
madeva the reputed grammarian
of Bengal who lived in the latter
half of the twelfth century A. D.
See ^IW^fr.

Î ^RfTOjI a work on the Kätantra
grammar discussing the Käraka
portion.

vT also called
which is a portion of the
iauthor's bigger work named

=̂ R1%^T. The work is a discourse
on the six kärakas written by
Manikantha? a grammarian of the
Kätantra school. He has also
written another treatise named

(1) written by Purusotta-
madeva a reputed grammariar
of Bengal who wrote many work
on grammar of which the Bhäsä.
vrtti, the Paribhasävrtti and Jna-
pakasamueccya deserve a special
mention. The verse portion oi
the Kärakacakra of which the
prose portion appears like a
commentary might be bearing
the name KarakakaumudL

a work on Kärakas as-
cribed to Bhairava.

a treatise on the topic of
Ivärakas written by Cäkrapäni-
sesa, belonging to the famous
Sesa family of grammarians, who
lived in the seventeenth century
A. D.

a work discussing the
various Kärakas from the
Naiyiyika view-point written by
the well-known Naiyäyika, Gadä-
dhara Ghakravartin of Bengal,
who was a pupil of Jagadisa and
who flourished in the 16th cen-
tury A. D» He is looked upon as
one of the greatest scholars of
Nyayasästra. His main literary
work was in the field of Nyäya-
sästra on which he has written
several treatises.

^ N a work dealing with
Kärakas ascribed to Rudrabhattaf

name given by Sivadeva
iand other grammarians to the

fourth päda of the first adhyäya
of Pänini's Astädhyäyi which be-
gins with the Sutra wdf I. 4. 1
and which deals with the Kära-
kas or auxiliaries of action.

(1) a treatise discussing the
several Knrakas, written by
Krsnasästri Arade a famous .Nai-
yäyika of Benares who lived In
the eighteenth century A» D ; (2)
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a treatise on syntax written by
Jayarämabhattäcärya which is
called ^ # # £ also, which see
below.

j a work on Kärakas as-
cribed to Manikantha. See Kära-
kakhandanamandana above.

case affix governed by
a verb or verbal derivative as
contrasted with ^qq^q^r% a case
affix governed by a noun3 not
possessing any verbal activity.
See the word 3^3? above. See
also the word

the dictum that
a Karaka case is stronger than
an Upapada case/e. g. the accu-
sative case as required by the
word F̂Rf<% which is stronger than
the dative case as required by the
word ^;m Hence the word yf'W*
has to be used in the sentence

Rif^f and not the word
q cf. ^qq^^%
Pari. äek. Pari. 94.

l a n anonymous elemen-
tary work on syntax explaining
the nature and function of the
six Kärakas.

known as also;
a short work on the meaning and
relation of words written by Jaya-
rämabhattäcärya who lived in the
beginning of the eighteenth cen-
tury. The work forms the con-
cluding portion of a larger work
called 3iR##tf which was written
by ^ { f ^ l R l i . The work
sflRWR has a short commentaiy
written by the author himself.

p«iqT the same as
written by «fzRî ^sr̂ R. See

a verse or a line or lines in
metrical form giving the gist of
the explanation of a topic; cf.

Pada-
vyavasthäsütrakärikä of Udaya-
kfrti.

(1) ancient term for the
causal Vikarana, ( fo]̂  in Pänini's
grammar and ^ in Katantra);
(2) causal or causative as applied
to roots ending in f^ or words
derived from such roots called
also <nyantaJ by the followers of
Pänini's grammar; cf. %^ îf^ä

fä Kät. III. 2.9, explained as

a class of words headed
by the word ^##?rq, which are
all dvandva compounds, and
which have their first member
retaining its own accent; e. g*
sffiä̂ förqt, ^ ^ ^ M ^ T : etc. cf« Käs.
on P. VI. 2.37.

the original instructor of the
Kätantra or Käläpa Grammar,
to S'arvavarman who composed
the Sütras according to inspira-
tion received by him. The Kä-
tantra, hence, has also got the
name Kaumara Vyäkarana.
Wffi^ the word is found used in
Yäska's Nirukta as an adjective to
the word &3JR where it means
'belonging to nouns derived from
roots (WTr?!)'like q T ^ , ^ ^ etc.The
changes undergone by the roots in
the formation of such words i. e-
words showing action are termed
^NTft^R^K; cf. ^f^JfFf s&*fcn*T|
aföjq vrci: qn^^nfißj; Durgavrtti on
Nir. 1.13.

VR\M (1) brought into existence ,by
activity (1%qqT $\i^ ^T%) as oppo-
sed to fäsq eternal- cf, r& f
5tT^f>T^ ^ ^r%^ R.Pr. XIII.
also ^3 ^ ÔTf̂ r wft: ( sascjr: )
Spr^ M. Bh. on 1.1.44 Vart.
17;(2) which should be done, used
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in connection with a grammatical
operation; cf. 3fl3 ^ ^ # H W § ; |
3T*Nr 3$cR3 ^TR 3^#*rfcf j R. Pr.
XIV,16; cf. also föriciW ̂  ^T% P.
1.4.2; (3) a grammatical opera-
tion as for instance in the phrases
fl^T^n, ^ fösfflsfäfft etc.; cf. also
gf ia ig^^^ cpiqöq5qq: Par. Sek.
Pari. 15; (4) object of a transitive
verb; cf. ffä: 35$ Säk.

along wi h the operation; cf.
WW3> ^qft^T^H,, rules laying
down technical terms and regulat-
ing rules are to be interpreted
along with the rules that prescribe
or enjoin operations ( provided
the technical terms occur in those
rules, or, the regulating rules con-
cern those rules). See Pari. Sek.
Pari 3.

one of the important
h li

F ^ p
Paribhasas, regarding the applica-
tion of the Paribhäsä rules, See
Ep̂ FTös. For details see Par. Sek.
Pari. 3.

^T looking upon the substi-
tute as the very original for the
sake of operations that are caused
by the presence of the original/the
word is used in contrast with ¥Trifle^
where actually the original is re-
stored in the place of the substitute
on certain conditions. For details
see Mahäbhäsya on il^N^fäl P.
1.1.59.

[ the word or wording that
undergoes the operation; cf, OTf 11
tftfm: 5F% s i f t e d M. Bh. on LI,
1. Vart. 7, also ^T^rg*^ i |

Par. Sek. Pari. 10.

notion of time created by differ-
ent contacts made by a thing with
other things one after another.
Time required for the utterance of
a short vowel is taken as a unit of
time which is called *P[T or

9 lit. measurement of time;
(2) degree of a vowel, the vowels
being looked upon as possessed of
three degrees j ^ , ^ , & tgcf measur-
ed respectively by one? two and
three mäträs; cf. ^ f c
P.T. 2.27; (3) time notion in gene-
ral, expressed in connection with
an activity in three ways past
( §5fl» present ( ^im^), and future
( r̂fcT̂ Rj;) to show which the terms
*JclT, 3&TRT and *rf^Rft were used
by ancient grammarians; cf. the
words gcfa>R5, 3TT<3^; also cf. q # -
jgq^spi^» ö^p^^q^ Käs. on P. II.
4.21; (4) place of recital ( m&&j )
depending on the time of recital,
cf. ^ q̂ To5: g$p& 3^: (V.Pr.III. 3)
a dictum similar to Pänini's %

, V I I L 2 . L
^ l a word not sanctioned by

rules of grammar. The word pro-
bably refers to the corruption tak-
ing place in connection with the
use of a word on account of lapse
of time; cf. 35repr ^q3F3j: Durgh.
Vr. on II.2.6.

signifying time; cf.

% difference in the time of
utterance; cf. fägfSRf f̂ qR^Tf̂ icf I
q 3^; ^T^^I^r I M. Bh. on Öiva
Sütra 1.

interval of time; cf.

I M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 1.
time in general; unspeci-

fied time; cf. f
Käs. on PJII.3,142-
g name of the comm-

entary by Bopadeva on his own
work spf^^qp. See

(l)]an ancient grammarian
and philosopher referred to in the
Mahäbhäsya; (2) the work on
grammar by Kasakftsna;
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a class of words headed by

the word ^W to which the taddhita
affix 5*3 is affixed in the four senses
stated in P.IV.2.67-70 e.g. q^fti^,
^ f i c . ; cf. Kas. on P.IV.2.80.

(l)name given to the reputed
gloss 0f]%) on the Sütras of Pänini
written by the joint authors Jayä-
ditya and Vämana in the 7th
century A.D.Nothing definitely can
be said as to which portion was
written by Jayaditya and which by
Vämana, or the whole work was
jointly written. Some scholars
believe that the work was called
Käsikä as it was written in the
city of Käsl and that the gloss
on the first five Adhyäyas was
written by Jayaditya and that on
the last three by Vämana. Although
it is written in a scholarly way,
the w^rk forms an excellent help
to beginners to understand the
sense of the pithy Sütras of Pänini.
The work has not only deserved
but obtained and maintained a
very prominent position among stu-
dents and scholars of Pänini's gram-
mar in spite of other works like the
Bhäsävrtti, the Prakriyä Kaumudi,
the Siddhänta Kaumudi and others
written by equally learned scholars.
Its wording is based almost on the
Mahäbhäsya which it has followed,
avoiding, of course, the scholarly
disquisitions occurring here and
there in the Mahäbhäsya. It ap-
pears that many commentary
works were written on it5 the well-
known among them being the Käsi-
kävivaranapaSjikä or Nyasa written
by Jinendrabuddhi and the Pada-
maSjarl by Haradatta, For details
sec Vyäkaranamahabhäsya VoL VII
pp 286-87 published by the D. E.
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Society, Poona. ( 2 ) The name
Käslikä is sometimes found given
to their commentaries on sta-
ndard works of Sanskrit Grammar
by scholars, as possibly they were
written at Käsi; as for instance,
(a) Käsikä on Vaiyäkaranabhüsana-
sära by Hari Diksita, and ( b )
Käsikä on Paribhäsendusekhara by
Vaidyanätha Päyagunde.
%%^OTtf|%^f also called Nyasa,
the well-known commentary
written by Jinendrabuddhi on the
Käsikä of Jayaditya and Vämana.
See Käsikä above.

p a commentary on the
Käsikävrtti named SFĴ frfä by
Väranävatesa-sästrin.

aRR5FI name of an ancient gramma-
rian quoted by Panini, possibly an
author of some Prätisakhya work
now lost.

name of a gloss on the
Cändra Vyäkarana.

a class of words headed by
the words T̂för, %K and others to
which the taddhita affixes sg and

are added in the miscellaneous
senses; e. g. ^
%T̂ T etc.; cf. Käs. OB P. IV. 2.116.
The femB affix % is applied when
the affix 35 is added to the word

%; cf. P. IV. 1.15.
a class of words headed by

the word T̂S after which a word
standing as a second member in a
compound gets the grave accent
for it,e. g. ^TST^q^:; q^T^lT^: etc.
cf.P.VIIL L67.
(1) krt affix % prescribed after 5

roots with a prefix attached;e,g.sife
5ri%; cf. P.III.3.92, 93; (2) krt affix %
looked upon as a perfect termina-
tion andj hence, causing reduplica-
tion and accusative case of the
noun connected, found in Vedic
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Literature added to roots ending in
3}T, the root % and the roots
§3 and s?^;e. g. qfä; gW, ^f t : ,
etc., cf. P. III. 2.171; (2) a term
used in the Jainendra Vyäkarana
for the term fe

fsfĉ rT a form derived from the pro-
noun f^; cf. fäiJTt fxi fäftffl^ | T'̂ eRT-
5T$fa uilWRq^ 5TcfNlc1TgcTfft =̂  | Käs.
on P. VIII 1.48.
^ a class of words headed
by the word T%3J*3% which get their
final vowel lengthened when the
word "Ftft is placed after them as
a second member of a compound,
provided the word so formed is
used as a proper noun; e. g. i^ j$-
sffrfaft:, STSRTfilft:; cf. Käs. on P.
VI. 3.117.

( ) marked with the mute letter
^ which is applied by Pänini to
affixes, for preventing guna and
vrddhi substitutes to the pre-
ceding 5̂> vowel (%, 3, «p or c5);
cf.fäsfä =?, Pan. 1.1.5; (2) con-
sidered or looked upon as marked
with mute indicatory g> for pre-
venting guna; cf. 3^ä%mfe2 fei;
and the following P. I . 2*5" etc.
The affixes of the first type are for
instance ^ WTT, $cR[ and others.
The affixes of the second type are
given mainly in the second pad a of
the first Adhyäya by Pänini. Be-
sides the prevention of guna and
vrddhi, affixes marked with \ or
affixes called f%$, cause Samprasa-
rana (see P. VI . 1.15,16), elision
of the penultimate ^ ( P . VI.4.24),
elision of the penultimate vowel
(P. VI. 4.98,100), lengthening of
the vowel (VI. 4.15), substitution
ofgj (VI. 4.19.21), elision of the
final nasal (VI. 4.37), substitution
of 3?r (VI.4.42). The taddhita
affixes which are marked with

mute 5 cause the Vrddhi substi-
tute for the first vowel in the word
to which they are added.

marking with the mute letter
§>, or looking upon as marked
with mute .5 for purposes men-
tioned above; ( see fä*t above )„
The word is often used in the
Mahäbhasya; see MJBh. on I. 1.
3, 5, 46; I. 2. 5, e t c

krt affix % prescribed along with
T%- See fä» above. The affix f%̂
causes the acute accent on the
first vowel of the word ending
with it, while the affix ki ( % ) has
itself the acute accent on its
vowel ?.

a class of roots headed by the
root ^, viz. the five roots ep, jr, £,
#<f and W^ after which the desidcera-
tive sign-, i.e. the affix ^ , gets the
augment 5 ( ? £ ) ; e. g, f^McT,

; cf. Käs. on P.VII-2.75.

, a class of words
headed by fiff&i meaning some kind
of scent, which get the taddhita
affix 33» ( gq ) applied to them
when the word so formed means
f a dealer of that thing; * e. g.
f^OK :̂* l% Îi%fr; cf; Käs, on P.
IV. 4. 53.

^ Kielhorn F., a sound scholar
of Sanskrit Grammar who brought
out excellent editions of thePatafij-
ala Mahäbhasya and the Paribhas-
endusekhara and wrote an essay
on the Värttikas of Kätyäyana. For
details see Pätaiijala Mahäbhasya
Vol VII.p,40, D, E society edition,
Poona,

(I) guttural class of consonants,
L e* the consonants 55, ^r, JT, 3,??-
The vowel ^ added to 5, signifies
the class of 5. e. g. s3Fstr: 3? F ^
VII. 3. 52, $$r«p VIL 4,62, %i
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VIII.2.30,
cf. ^

:; VIII.2.62;
P.I.I. 69; (2)

P. VII. 2.substitute $ for
104.

augment ^ (1 ) added to f at
the end of a word before a sibi-
lant letter; e. g mf$$&; cf. P.VIII.
3. 28; ( 2 ) added^to the words TO
and s^reR before the affix !^> cf.
P. V. 2, 129; ( 3 ) added to words
of the qg group before the tad.
affix 3 ( tq ), e. g. ^
cf. P. IV. 2. 91.

^ a commentary by
bhatta on Jinendrabuddhi's
kävivaranapafijikä which is known
popularly as Myäsa.

( 1 ) a commentary on
Nägesa's Laghümanjüsä by Krsna-
mis'ra; ( 2 ) a commentary on
Nägesa's Paribhäsendusekhara by
Durbaläcärya.

a class of words headed by
to whtch the taddhita affix
(^5) is applied in the sense
i. e; grandchildren etc. e. g.
3RT:; cf. Käs. on P. IV. 1. 9 '.

a group of roots headed by the
root fZ of theVIth conjugation after
which an affix which is neither f^
nor "Pig; becomes Ugandas a result
prevents the substitution of rpj or

Ü for the preceding vowel; e. g.

I. 2. 1.
f^ name given by Slradeva

and later grammarians to the sec-
ond päda of the first adhylya of
Päninfs Asfädhyäyi, as the päda
begins with the Sutra îi

P, I. 2. L
tad. affix egzK added to 3?

e, &• ^ f £R*̂ ; cf. P. V. 2. 30.
tad. affix f«T added to words

oi <?r§ group in the sense of *ripen-

ed condition* je.g
cf. P.V.2.24.

[|I name of an ancient gram-
marian who lived possibly after
Pänini and before Patanjali and
who is referred to in the Mahä-
bhägya as giving an alternative
form for the standard form of cer-
tain words; cf. f̂ WT^R l̂Tl 1̂ 1 ^frfl

M.Bh. on III. 2,14; cf. also

; M.Bh. on VII.3.1.'
name of an ancient Vrttikara on

the Sütras of Pänini, mentioned in
their works by Kaiyata and Hara-
datta; cf, Kaiyata's Pradipa on P.
1.1.74, also Padamanjan on 1.1.1.

substitution of the consonants of
the ^ class or guttural consonants;

% a famous grammarian- of5
the eighteenth century who wrote
some works on grammar of which
the qftffl̂ lFIR^ is an independent
treatise on Paribhisas.

^R^a word containing a guttural
letter in it;,cf. ffltcF ^ P. VIII. 4.
13.
iR (1) Kärtikeya who is believed
to have given inspiration to theKät-
antra-sütrakära to write the Kätan-
tra-Sütras; (2) named Visnumitra
who wrote a commentary on the

TO^fP a phrase used in
the gloss on the ^T^̂ { by Durga-
siriiha to give along with the defi-
nition of f̂ ret̂ fFJ or fcp£R a graphic
description of it as shown in script;
cf. Kät I.1.16 com.

a class of words (1) consisting
gSS, ^ t ^ etc. to which the

taddhita affix Z^ is applied in the
four senses given in PJV,2.67-?Ö;
e.g.f%W$*{, ?$&&{ etc. ;(2) consist-
ing of ^ 5 ^ %Rf, ^ W etc, to which
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the taddhita affix 13» ( 33? ) is
applied in the senses referred to
in (I); e.g. ^gi%F^3 OTM^*! etc.;
cf. Käs, on P.IV.2.80.

SHWff̂  a class of words headed
by «psrqfr in which the word qR
at the end of the compound is
changed into q[^ and further chan-
ged into q^ before the feminine
affix %; e.g. ^WRtj 3Mq̂ t3 ?q t̂3
q^q t̂ etc.; cf. Käs. on P. V.4. 138̂
139.

krt. affix ^ applied to the roots
and f̂ ;; e.g. f%̂: I ft^r^ I

I "cf. Käs."on PJIL2.162.
a term found in the Brähmana

works and used by ancient gram-
marians for 'the present tense3.

effective or efficient as oppo-
sed to dormant, as applied
(cause);

^ f ̂  i Pada-
manjarl on P.VII.2.36.

^ ^ a class of words headed by the
word <p to which the taddhita
affix q (wq ) is added in the sense
of 3TO3 or descendant; e.g. ^ s q :

4; etc.; cf. Käs. on PJV.hi5L

a kind of svarabhakti; see

a class of words headed by
the word ĝ 5io5 to which the tadd-
hita affix s?^ ( g^) is applied in
the sense of cmade by3, provided
the word so formed is used as a
proper noun; e g ^
cf. Käs. onP.IV.3.118.

intervention by a letter of
the guttural class; cf.

;, P.VIII.4,2 Värt, 4,5.
name of a grammarian who

wrote a commentary on the Käta-
ntra Vyäkarana; see

T (1) root fj in the general sense
of activity; (2) pratyähära or short
form for the three roots f,, ^ and
3}H, Cf. f^^l3?Tf5^ MZ P.IJI. 1.40.

lit. activity; a term used in the
grammars of Panini and others for
affixes applied to roots to form
verbal derivatives; cf.

^ \ Käs. on IIL1.93. The krt
affixes are given exhaustively by
Panini in Sütras III. 1.91 to III.4.
117. f*X and cif̂ T appear to be the
ancient Pre-Päninian terms used
in the Nirukta and the Prätisäkhya
works in the respective senses of
root-born and noun-born words
( f^f and ctfl̂ IFcI according to
Pänini's terminology), and not in
the sense of mere affixes; cf.

^ T ; Nir„ L14;

Nir. II.2; ^
V.Pr. 1.27; also cf. V.Pr. VI.4.
Patanjali and later grammarians
have used the word f^[ in the sense
Of f3>xF; cf. f̂cR»R%FR5Rf W&: ^§
QiTK-r̂ ^ SIT̂  §^q%:Pari.Sck.Pari.75,
The krt aflixes are given by Panini
in the senses of the different Kära-
kas srarecR, m^m, ^o|, cqT%̂ W, WM
and «F̂ J stating in general terms
that if no other sense is assigned to
a krt affix it should be understood
that WT or the agent of the verbal
activity Is the sense; cf. ^ f t fiĉ  I
^ c r ^ f ^ t qiftar ci%̂ qfyfö% Kas. on
III.4.67. The activity element
possessed by the root lies generally
dormant in the verbal derivative
nouns; cf. f^f|<tt nm ssqeraafit,
ftqr^ft i MJBh.on V.4.19 and VIf
2.139.

(1) a term used by ancient
grammarians in the sense of cpast
tense';(2)effected, done» The word
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is mostly used in this sense in
grammar works ;e.g. T% cffi f^t^R;
^ ^ Par. SeLPari, 6.

a definition of the term
in the sense of a rule which

occurs after certain another rule
is applied, as well as before
that rule is applied; cf. f̂ fJcfOTft?
Pm^ 1 clI^lOTft^q: I Pari. Sek.
Pari. 42; cf. also 3r4 j p $ fäc3: I
âiticî i%ccfTfl; I M. BhB on VI a

4. 62.

a class of words such fF,fäcT,
TO, ^ , ^Wi and others with which
the words Srfft, 133?, IJTT, 3?^, ^ #
and others are compounded, pro-
vided both the words forming
the compourd are in the same
case;,e. g. ^FTf̂ rr:, ^fJclT:,
etc. cf. Käs. on P. II . 1.59.

lit. which has got its purpose
served; a term used in connection
with a rule that has been possible
to be applied (without clash with
another rule) in the case of cer-
tain instances, although it comes
into conflict in the case of other
instances; cf. m pflpfen^ fcFKK1^
q̂oy 333^ f̂ffiH, Käs. on P. IV.
3, 5* The word f̂än«r is used
almost in the same sense.

lit. that which should be done;
the word f̂ q is used as a tech-
nical term in grammar in the
sense of krt affixes which possess
the sense * should be done/
Pänini has not defined the term
f5^, but he has introduced a topic
( WfiFffrc) by the name fCT (P.
III. 1.95), and mentioned krt
affixes therein which are to be
called fj?q right on up to the men-
tion of the affix 035. in P. III.
L133;cf. WW ^ f ^ P. III.
L 95. The krtya affixes, common-

ly found in use, are cl^ 3RR and
3 ( ^> ^ and nqfl;).

artificial; technical, as opposed
to derivative. In grammar, the
term ff̂ R means technical sense',
as contrasted with sifa^R< ordi-
nary sense'; cf. fil^RT^R^r: f^

- Par. Sek. Pari. 9.

WWI^T a term popular-
ly used by grammarians for the
qftWf or maxim that out of the
two senses, the technical and the
derived ones, the technical sense
should be preferred; in rare cases,
the other too, is preferred; cf„
Pari. Sek. Pari.9.

tad. affix f.^5 applied to
numerals to convey the sense of
repetition, e. g. q^f^j: ^If^'. cf.

4.17.
form of the tad. affix

Vedic Literature. See
the same as

in

the
retention of its accent by the
second member of a tatpurusa
compound, if the first member is a
word termed Gati or Käraka, by
the rule *rffo^qq3jq; fcj; P.VL2.
139; cf. 3T*q^^ ^^cR: M.Bh. on
VI.2.52; cf.f^Rfl^^FfJ^^: M.Bh.
VL2.52 Van. 6.

the word ending with a krt
affix; the term f*{ is found used in
the sütras of Pänini for fi^r; cf.

p* 1.2.46. The term
for root-nouns, or nouns deri-

ved from roots, is found in the
Atharvaprätisäkhya (1.1.10, II.3.8,
II1.2.4), the Mahäbhäsya and all
the later works on grammar. See
the word fc}\

fä% expressed by a krt affix ;cf.
t ß M.Bh. on P.

II.2.19, IH.1.67, IVJ3, VL2J39,
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mention of a krt i.e* of a
word ending with a krt affix. The
word mainly occurs in the Pari-

^ f
which occurs first as an expression
of the Varttikakära (P.L4.13 Vart.
9) and has been later on given as
a Paribhäsä by later grammarians
{Pari. Öek.i Pari.28).TheParibhasä
is referred to as fgppiqf^W in later
grammar works especially comme-
ntary works.

a short term used
by the grammarians for the maxim

5 ^ ^ . Par. S
Pari. 28. See f>^QT.

% a short treatise by a gramma-
rian named T̂T̂ NR who lived in the
fifteenth century. The work deals
with verbal derivatives.
p the elision of a krt affix; the

word is found used along with the
words RfJ%£̂ Rf%;, and

in the Värttika

by means of which the
phrase $H sftcRfct is formed for the
sentence ^*wraär.

the dropping or removal of the
verbal noun(f^?cr)after the words sr,
TO etc., when they are compound-
ed with the following noun; e.g.
the dropping of TRf from the
expression färo; sfM«m when it
is compounded into KRJtenftefc 1 cf,
f^ft ft^?[rrf^:, ft^oil%: MjBh. on
PJAl.Vart . 18.

f̂  a class of words headed
by the word fJWeF to which the
taddhita affix ^ ( ŜJ ) is applied
in the four senses given in PJV.2.
67-7.0. e.g. ^W>4F7:, Wl%k:; cf,
Kai on P.IV.2.80. .

also %?£ the foremost of the seven
Yamas; cf.

Tai. Pr,„XXIH44,

an alternative name
for the well-known gram mar» work
î%q[ĉ ĝ t written by Ramacandra

Sesa. See ^

called also ̂ Rf^r, a scho-
lar of Sanskrit Vyäkarana who
wrote ^^Tc[i%f^a commentary on
the Prakriya-Kaumudi of Rama-
candra Sesa.

a scholar of grammar and
nyäyaofthe 17th century A.D.
who wrote many commentary
works some of which are (1) a
commentary called Ratnärnava on
the Siddhänta- Kaumudi, (2) a
commentary named Kalpalatä on
Bhattoji's Prauclhamanorama, (3)
a commentary named Bhavad|pa
on Bhattoji's Sabdakaustubha3 (4)
a commentary on Magojibhatta's
Laghumanjüsä by name Kuücikä
and (5) a commentary on Vaiyä-
karanabhösana.

an alternative name
. See

son of üovardhana and
surnamed Maunl, who wrote a
commentary named gfff̂ fr on the
Siddhänta-Kauraudi at the end of
the 17th century A.D.
n^SJI^pBgnr author of a commen-
tary named Purusakara on BhojV$
Sarasvatikanthabharana,

( W^ ) a famous gram-
marian and logician of the 18th
century who wrote Äkhyatavlveka
and Kärakaväda» See %

a famous grammarian of the
Sesa family who wrote a commen-
tary named the Gudhabhavavlvrti
on the Prakriya Kaumudf of Rama-
candra Öesa. See ^

krt. affix tar in the sense of f^
(pot.pass.part.) found in Vedlc
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Literature; e.g. fe
cf. Käs. on P.III.4.14.

krt, affix T3?q in the sense of
in Vedic Literature; e.g. ft^

; cf. Käs. on P.III.4.14.

^ krt. affix q^ir in the sense
ofpq;e . g. q^f^rr Ŵ TT:; cf. % r ^

, P. III. I. 96 Vart.
isolated ;a term applied to a letter

or a word when it is not combined
with another letter or another
word in a compound; cf. ^WKf̂ f
% I %qö5R q r̂g^HT ;̂ Käs. on

- P. V. 4.124; (2) simple (word)
without an affix added; cfB 3?^TIT

• ̂ qq#%#?r 3?sp^n^ | P. I. 2.45
Värt. 7, also

T M.Bh.on P.I.4.14.
writer of a commentary named

on the Siksä of Pänini. He
, lived in the 17th century.
!^T^TI writer of the commentary

named g^fere: on the grammar
^ff^K written by Goyicandra,
krt affix "% used in Vedic Litera-
ture as noticed in the forms snq

and W^?AA; cf. P. III.4.10.
lit. position of questioning

the utility; absence of any appa-
rent utility; cf. %^

f^T MB Bh. on I.
4.S, III. 1.46; III. 2.127, III.
3.19; VI. 4.49, VII. 2.26, and
VIII. 4.32.

name of the renowned com-
mentator on the Mahäbhasya,
who lived in the 11th century.
He was a resident of Kashmir

. and his father's name was Jaiyata.
The commentary on the Mahä-
bhasya was named ^T^WSH by
him, which is believed by later
grammarians to have really acted
as spg(jq or light, as without it,
the Mahabhasya of Patanjali

would have remained unlit, that
is unintelligible, at several places.
Later grammarians attached to
5F̂ iq almost the same importance
as they did to the Mahäbhasya
and the expression cT^ m^<\-
%qs%: has been often used by com-
mentators. Many commentary
works were written on the Pradipa
out of which Nägesa's Uddyota
is the most popular. The word
%qs came to be used for the word
ÎTXiM P̂T which was the work of

Kaiyata.For details see Vyäkarana
Mahäbhasya published by the D.
E. Society, Poona, Vol. VII. pp.
389-390.

a commentary on the
Mahäbhäsyapradipa of Kaiyata
written by Nilakantha of the Dra-
vida country, Nilakantha lived in-
the 17th century and wrote works
on various subjects,

? a commentary on they
Mahäbhäsyapradipa of Kaiyata
written by Pravartakopädhyäya.

nf (1) a commentary on the
Mahäbhäsyapradipa of Kaiyata
written by Isvaränanda, in the
16th century; (2) a commentary
on Kaiyata's Pradipa by Rama-
candra-Sarasvatl, who lived in the
16th century.

a c j a s s of w o r ( j s headed by
the word $TH3 which get their final
vowel lengthened when the word
cffi is placed after them as a second
member of a compound, provided
the word so formed is used as
a proper noun; e,g.

Jt cf. Käs. on P, VL 3.117.
a reputed grammarian who

wrote an extensive explanatory
gloss by name Vaiyäkaranabhüsana
on the Vaiyäkaranaslddhäntakä-
rikä of Bhattojl Dlksita. Another
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work Vaiyakaranabhusa^asara.
which is in a way an abridgment
of theBhüsana, was also written
by him, Kondabhatta lived in
the beginning of the 17th century.
He was the son of Rangoji and
nephew of Bhattojl Diksita. He
was one of the few writers on the
Arthavicära in the Vyakaratiasästra
and his Bhüsanasära ranks next to
the Väkyapadiya of Bhartrhari.
Besides the Bhüsana and Bhüsana-
sära, Kondabhatta wrote two
independent works viz. Vaiyäka-
ranasiddhäntadipikä and Sphota-
väda.

a scholar of Sanskrit Vyä-
karana who composed
SFffT a small treatise dealing with
the declension of nouns.

an ancient grammarian
referred to in the Taittirfya
Prätisäkhya (T. Pr. V. 38) and
Pänini's AsHdhyäyi, (P.II.4.70). -''

(l)an alternative
name of the Katantra Vyäkarana
given to it on the strength of the
traditional belief that the original
inspiration for writing it was
received by Sarvavarman from
Kumära or Kärtikeya; (2) small
treatises bearing the name Kau-
maravyäkarana written by Muni»
puhgava and Bhävasena. The
latter has written Kätantrarüpa-
mälä also.

flgSFJ5* an ancient grammarian
referred to in the Taittinya Pratx-
säkhya; cf. T.Pr. XVIIL2.

cf krt affix ^ in various senses, call-
ed by the name fägT in Panim's
grammar along with the affix ERF^
cf. ^ r a ^ i^sr P.LL26.The various
senses in which 3RT is prescribed
can be noticed below : (1) the
general sense of something done

in the past time as past pass.parti-
ciple e. g. fcf:,'g3fcf̂  etc.; cf. P„
III. 2.102; (2) the sense of the
beginning of an activity when it is
used actively; e. g. Sfrcr: 3Ä ̂ 3 ^ : ,
cf. P. HI.2.102 Värt. 3; (3) the
sense of activity of the present
tense applied to roots marked
withe mute s? as also to roots in
the sense of desire, knowledge and
worship; e.g. im:, F̂ ÜIJT:3 'fl: as
also f̂ff ST3:, ^ I Ä : , M p [ : ; c f .
P.III.2.187, 88; (4) the sense of
mere verbal activity ( R̂Tc{ ) e. g*
^%cf̂ 5 ^Icl^j ^ r̂f̂ q ,̂ (used always
in the neuter gender); cf. P.IIL3.
114; (5) the sense of benediction
when the word ending in q̂f is
used as a technical term, e.g.^^ri:
in the sense \qj ^ ^ l§% The krt
affix frfvrl̂  is also used similarly
e.g. n̂%: wf%: irfScr:; cf. Käs. on P.
IIL3.174.

krt aiBx CTSRJ which also is call-
ed fJrST- It is prescribed in the
active sense of somebody who has
done a thing sometime in the past.
A word ending in it is equivalent
to the past active participle; e*g.
'grE^T^mpn:; cf. P.I.I ,26. The fern,
affix ^i^ ( % ) is added to nouns
ending in sRfcjg to form feminine
bases; cf. P. IV. 1.6.

a noun base ending in the krt
affix sffi; past passive participle;
cf. "§fa ^ffraj^ ĉ fr%q[ ^ Wf&fa |
^RI%^Ii^^cf a XT£^ M. Bh.on 11*2.
47.

sense of «Rf Le* sense of the past
pass, participle; cf» 3<wrfi: Wi%
Uj^q: <$<$£[ ( ^nPF% ), P- IL 2. 18,
Värt. 4,

^; krt affix f% added to roots in
the benedictive sense to form
or nouns in a technical sense;

; in the sense of ggprq;; cf.
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on IIL3.174. F̂cT is also added in
the same way. See 3cT.

krt affix T% added to roots to
form nouns in the sense of verb-
action; e.g. ffcf:, ftsrfct:, srfä: etc;cf.
P.III.3.94-97.

krt affix ft" added to the roots
marked with the syllable g by Pan-
ini in his Dhatupätha; after this
affix T%3 the tad. affix ^ ( ^ ) ^n

the sense of fäf^ (accomplished)
is necessarily added, e. g. qj^R^,
f P p ^ ; cf. P. III. 3.88. and P. IV.
4.20.

krt. affix ^T added to roots (1) in
the sense of prohibition conveyed
by the word 3T3 or ^g preceding
the root, e.g. SRS f*ejr, ^g f^T; cf.
P. III . 4.18; (2) in the sense of
exchange in the case of the root %
e. g. srqföcq 3i=3cr;; cf. P. III . 4.19;
(3) to show an activity of the past
time along with a verb or noun
of action showing comparatively
a later time, provided the agent
of the former and the latter activi-
ties is the same;e,g. vgfäi stfsrfct, S3MT
$m W^tt ^ fö ; cf- P. III . 4. 21.
This krt affix is always added to
roots when they are without any
prefix; when there is a prefix the
indeclinable, ending in^n, is always
compounded with the prefix and
^Tis changed into :^ ( ̂ ) , e.g. flf^,
8553; cf. R̂I%55fTSog ^3T 5 ^ P. VII.
L37. The substitution of^is at
will in Vedic Literature; e. g* fm

Wltf crRSTCfösiT (instead of
), cf. P. VII. 1.38, while

sometimes, ^ is added after ^r
as an augment e. g. sŝ raf ^cIT
^ : cf. P. VII. L 47, as also
sometimes K% or K$m%i is substi-
tuted for ^T e. g. %&fä ^ R

, cf. P. VII. 1.48, 49.

gerund; a mid-way derivative
16

of a verbal root which does not
leave its verbal nature on the one
hand although it takes the form of
a substantive on the other hand.

3 krt affix 3 added to the roots ^H,
^3j> W( and w^ in the sense of
habituated etc as given in the rule

e.g. R̂3:> ^ g : etc. cf. P. III . 2.140.
^ rt affix m added in the sense

of habituated etc. to the roots q;,
qn and ^ ; e. g. qpft:, q^R:, 3T?r̂ :
cf. P.III. 2.134 and 360.
common term for the Vikaranas

¥R[ 9 ^̂ f. and ^ ; cf# ^ : ^ p^ i#

4.153aiso cf. P. III. 2.170, VI. "
^ . 50.
F̂W? affix q taking Atmanepada termi-

nations after it, added in the sense
of similar behaviour to a substan-
tive. The substantive to which
this affix ^ is added, becomes a
denominative root; e. g. "̂PF>: $HT-
^> 5S5 3^<I^3 cf. Käs. on P. III .
1.11-12, also on P. III. 1.14-18.

denominative affix ( fäwi ) in
the sense of desiring for oneself,
added to nouns to form denomi-
tive roots; e.g. jj^refä; ?m% is also
added to nouns that are upamä-
nas or standards of comparison in
the sense of (similar) behaviour;
e.g. ;p'FM ^WU cf. Käs. on P.
III . 1.8, 10. It is also added in the
sense of c doing ' to the words

and fäft ;e. g. ^fm'^
^ » MT^CI; cf. Käs.

on P. I I I . 1.19.

^ krt affix q applied to the roots
p[5r and q^ in the sense of c verbal
activity ' and to the roots ^ ^
with ^ , «ŝ  with ft etc. to form
proper nouns e. g. ^ T , l^T,
^^%H'W etc.,cf. P. III . 3.98 and
99; (2) krtya affix q in the sense
of 'should be done9 applied to the
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roots 3^, *j and |q (when preceded
by certain words put as upapada),
as also to roots with penultimate
5F and the roots gsr, %9 *
others; e.g. sifted, ^fJ^W ?

^ P R ete. cf. Kasa on P. I I I . 1.
106,121.

^ affix q added to certain nouns
like §lf|cf and others to form
denominative roots after which
terminations of both the padas
are placed e. g. 3i1|<TPjftr, ^tf|cTf^;
cf. Käs. on P. III . 1.13.

Unadi affixes sffi.

a class of words headed by
the word sftg, which have their first
vowel accented acute in a Bahu-
vrihi dompound, provided the first
member of the compound is the
word §; e.g. §?Bg;, gqgrfif: etc.; cf.
Käs. on P. VI.2.118.

(1) serial order or succession
as contrasted with 4\WF0t or simul-
taneity.The difference between ^m
and q\wi is given by sĵ gft in the
line 5j£| ftf^% m f̂qqlf q f̂ %
Vak. Pad. 11.470. In order to
form a word by the application of
several rules of grammar, a parti-
cular order is generally followed in
accordance with the general prin-
cfple laid down in the Paribhäsä
^ ^ g ^ ta:, as
also according to what is stated
in the sütras ^fes^RpTP^ ^ l f ä s ? i
etc.; (2) succession, or being
placed after, specifically with re-
ference to indeclinables like 03,
=qf etc. which are placed after
a noun with which they are
connected. When an inde-
clinable is not so connected,
it is called $wm; cf. qf^F4 =3

(P. IV. 4,36), mm te*?:
m%$ «sMifit, Ka£. on PB IV.
4.36; also f

%-, (VII. 2.77)
Kas.onP.IV.2.78; (3) succession of
the same consonant brought
about; doubling; reduplication;
=OT[ is used in this way in the Rk
Prätisäkhya as a synonym of
dvitva prescribed by Pänini; e. g.
OTT ^T 1% becomes STT TC|T )

becomes
cf.

gq 1 etca R. Pr. VI. 1
to 4; cf. also € H3 il^fe^qt FIT%
^ j q ^ «tftSPi: Uvvata on R. Pr,
VI. 1. The root ^ IA. is
several times used in the Präti-
säkhya works for fl$sR, cf. also T.
Pr.XXI.5;XXlV. 5; (4) repetition
of a word in the recital of Vedic
passages, the recital by such a
repetition being called WTfö,
which is learnt and taught with a
view to understanding the original
forms of words combined in the
Samhita by euphonic rules,
substitution of letters such as that
of j[ for ^ , or of ^ for 5 , as
also the separate words of a com-
pound word ( ^HTi%w^ ); e. g.

1 p H $w$t I f l f ^
1 cf. ml

R. Pr- X. 1. For details and
special features, cf. R. Pr. ch„ X
and XI; cf. also V. Pr. IV. 182-
190; T. Pr. XXIII. 20, XXIV. 6.

doubling. Irregular doubling is
looked upon ss a fault; cf.

$ R . Pr. XIV, 25.
author of a grammar named

who lived at the end
of the 13 th century.
WI3 recital of the Vedic Samhita
by means of separate groups of two
words, repeating each word ex-
cept the first of the Vedic verse-
line; see vfw above. The various
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tules and exceptions are given in
detail in Patalas ten and eleven
of the Rk Prätisäkhya. The
Vedic Samhita or Samhitäpätha
is supposed to be the original one
and the Padapätha prepared later
on, with a view to preserving the
Vedic text without any change
or modification of a letter, or
accent; cf. ^ QŜ &R q^KI 3*33?qT: I

fefe ^ M. Bh. on
III . 1.109, VI. 1.207 and VIII.
2.16, where Patanjali clearly says
that grammar- rules are not to
follow the Padapatha, but, the
writer of the Padapätha is to
follow the rules already laid down.
The Jatäpätha? the Ghanapatha
and the other recitals are later
developments of the Padapätha as
they are not mentioned in the
Prätisäkhya works.

a class of words headed by
the word ^ to which the tad-
dhita affix 3T̂  (gsj) is added in
the sense of 'one who studies and
understands3; e, gB %&*$:, <T?3>t,
tffafcnfr, ftreffi: etc, cf. Käs. on
IV. 2.61.

a consonant which is subjected
to ' doubling cf. *̂qT qdj; j t

$ R. Pr. XVIIL 18.

action, verbal activity; cf.
ig: M. Bh. on I. 3.1; cf.

also f ^ R R ^ I ^ I c ^ R. Pr. XII .
8. quoted by Uvvata in his Bhäsya
on V. Pr. VIII.* 50; cf. also

f: 1^n%^ P. I. 4.59, I ^
. P. III . 2.126; cf. also

\
îm €T M. Bh. Ahnika 1.

The word W=T many times is used
in the same sense as kriyä or
verbal activity in the sütras of
Pänini. cf. PJ.2.21; 1.3.13; III . 1.

. 6§xtc;cf. also ^ ^ ^ l t t ^^53t?f

a statement made frequently rby
the Mahabhäsyakära. Some scho-
lars draw a nice distinction bet-
ween ]%?n and qre, f%3T meaning
dynamic activity and TRQ mean-
ing static activity; cf.

^ I^^T^g fam Kaiyata's Pradipa
on M, Bh. I l l , 1.87.* Philosophi-
cally f̂ TF is defined as HrTT
appearing in temporal sequence
in various things. When r̂ai does
not so appear it is called flT«r.
Tf^^fcfa grammatical, work on
the conjugation of roots written.
by Vijayänanda,

?IIlJH^ a grammar work quoted
by viWtm in his ,*rtriWi#^%.
^ f ^ f lit. over-extension or-lf^^frf lit. o v e r e x e o or
excess of action; the word is,
however, used in grammar in the
sense of non-happening of an
expected action especially when
it forms a condition of the con-
ditional mood ( f g ) ; cf.

Käs. on P. III . 3.139; cf. also

tf w M. Bh,
on III . 3.139.
sire^> intended fruit of a verbal
activity; cf.
PJ.3.72.

association with a verbal
activity; cf 3<wrf: ftqrfft P.I.4.59.
7|J (adj. to fim) lit. meant or in-
tended for another action; e. g.
*faRS ^rlct where 31^1%^ is intend-
ed for ifrsrcföqr; cf.

.III.3* 10.
meaning or expressing a

verbal activity; a term generally
applied to dhätus or roots, or even to
verbs. The term is also applied to
denominative , affixes like W%%
which produce a sort of verbal,
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activity in the noun to which they
are added; cf. f̂ T^FCT: TOfl^:
MJBh. on III.1.19.

W determinant or modifier
b l i i f ^ f ä ^

iR3?Tfw?FfW determinant o
of a verbal activity; cf.
^% f
II.l.l;nouns used as Kriyävisesana
are put in the neuter gender, and
in the nom. or the ace. case in the
sing, number; cf. TiRTfäll^Fri qsjq^

§ Pari.BhaskaraP3ri.56.
repetition or intensity

f i ^of a verbal activity; cf.
cftq: ;g?3 ̂ T^I 3T, Käs. on P.1.4.2.
krt affix 5 applied to the root sfr,

e.g. tfre;,cf. P.III.2.174.
krt affix w;e .g . *ftw.; cf.(ftw)

spRpHft P.III.2.174 Varttika.

^ a root belonging to the
class of roots which are headed by
m and which are popularly known
as roots of the ninth conjugation;
cf. k

Padamanjarl on VII.2.48.

a class of words headed by
the word %g to which the tadd-
hita affix ^ ( sq^) is added in the
sense of a female descendant; e.g.
$m\, 3Tifeî qT, *rma\ etc,; e t Käs.
onPJV.1.80.

5R|^(?| an ancient school of gramma-
rians who are believed to have
written rules or Varttikas on some
rules of Pänini to modify them;

* the sßt̂ R school is quoted in the
„ Mahäbhasya; cf. q̂ ^NFcf̂ wfcf ^

% 1 M. Bh. on P.

t a class of words headed by
the word s$t?& which do not take
the feminine affix ^ when they
stand at the end of a compound;
e.g. ^STOPSPST» §̂ f3TT3 i^^^lT etc.;

3

of. Kafi, on PJV-K56,
a class of roots htaded by

the root m ( 1^5 ) to which the
conjugational sign ?n ( 3TT ) is
added; roots of the ninth conjuga-
tion.

a word used in the sense of
'neuter gender' by grammarians
later than qcH§n§s and the Värtti-
kakära; cf. m^Fl ^ M f e l ^ ^ -

Bhasä Vr. on PJI.2.2;
Kaiyata's Pr. on I L L

51; ^5TiiKi;% ^I^c^ST«!!^ Durgh.Vr.
on P.IL4.17.

krt affix gsp added to the roo t

; e.g. 4 r ^ ; cf. P. III.2. 174.
X krt affix ^ in the sense of

agent added to (1) a root preced-
ed by an Upasarga or a Subanta
Upapada or sometimes even with-
out any preceding word je.gJTcfR^T,
vfi% cfteu; (2) to the root gsj, pre-
ceded by an Upapada which is the
object of the root ?|T3 e.g.
(3) to roots 2£c* and fpj having
as their object, e.g. irsfgvsij
cf. Pänini III.2.94-96.

krt affix ÜR, taking the affix |
(#15^) in the feminine gender,
added to the roots %9 q5T, ik etc.;
%^% ^^:» f^<T, *imi; c£ P.III,
2.163«! 64.

k^t affix sfH, taking the fem.
affix % (#1 )̂ in the feminine gender,
prescsibed in the sense of perfect,
tense,which is mostly found in Vedic
Literature and added to some
roots only such as $5, 3g, g etc* in
the spoken language; e, g»

^ 1 ^
on P.III.2.107-109.
a common term to signify krt

affixes #R, and % both; cf. P- I I I .
2.134, VI. 3.115» VI.4.40; VIIL3,
25, VL4.15, VI.4.97.
^ ktt zero affix, i.e. aE affix of
which every letter is dropped and
nothing ?ernain^ added to i&e ?drote
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J; 5, <9§J, €?[, etc. under certain
conditions; e.g. ^R£&, #*fr^, ^T^J,

; cf. Käs. on P.III.2.53-60.
krt affix zero, added to the

roots €^ , ^, "fê  and others with a
preceding word as upapada or
with a prefix or sometimes even
without any word, as also to the
root ^ preceded by the words
^ ^ o ^T and *pr5 and to the root fi
preceded by g, ^ ^ etc., and to the
roots g, and fäf under certain con-
ditions e.g. 3TOĉ ? ^-, 5R3J, ^^fc^,
SFÜIT, f^lT5 ^i3?g^3 snsr^i;; cf.P.IIL
2.61, 76, 77, 87-92; 177-179; (2j
the denominative affix zero appli-
ed to any substantive in the sense
of behaviour s p ^ , n^{% etc.; cf.
M.Bh. and Käs. on P.III.1.11.

a substantive ending with the
k?t affix T%g" (zero affix) added to a
root to form a noun in the sense of
the verbal action fare). The words
ending with this affix having got
the sense of verbal activity in them
quite suppressed, get the noun-
terminations §, aft, srg; etc. and
not fä, cf: etc. placed after them;
cf. 1?6^IT^F *n% £ 3 * ^ ^ f o How-
ever, at the same time, these
words undergo certain operations
peculiar to roots simply because
the krt affix entirely disappears
and the word formed, appears
like a root; cf. fifî Rn WTgĉr ^ |̂T%.
Kaiyata's Prad. on VII. 1.70.

a Jain grammarian quoted in
the well-known stanza sp^Rfft:

^o which enumerates
the seven genas of the court of
Vikramäditya, on the strength of
which same scholars believe that
he was a famous grammarian of
the first century B.C.

r a Jain grammarian v,ho
a small grammar work
as A p M

k or K. C. CHAT.
TERJI a scholar of Sanskrit
grammar who has written a work
on technical terms in Sanskrit, who
has edited several grammar works
and is at present editing the
Candra Vyäkarana and conduct-
ing the Sanskrit journal named
Manjusa at Calcutta.

lit. rapid, accelerated, a short;
name given in the a Prätisäkhya
works to a Sarhdhi or euphonic
combination of the vowels f, 3Ü ^;
?S with a following dissimilar
vowel; cf. Uvvata Bhäsya on R.Pr.
111,10; cf. also ^ T mft P.VI.U77.
The name Ksipra is given to this
Sarhdhi possibly because the vowel3

short or long, which is turned into
a consonant by this sarhdhi be-
comes very short (i.e. shorter than
a short vowel i.e. a semi-vowel).
The word %R is also used in this
sense referring to the Ksiprasamdhi.

% a kind of commentary
on the Dhatupätha of Pänini
written by Kslrasvamin.

an abridgment of
by the author himself^

See

a grammarian of Kashmir
of the 8th century who wrote the
famous commentary Sjf̂ %afT oil"
the Amarakosa and a commentary
on the Nirukta of Yäska. - -

a class of wordings such as
jcg and the like in which the

consonant^is not changed into
tj although the consonant ^ isf
preceded by W> My ̂ o r ^ and int-
ervened by letters which are
admissible; e, g. g¥Tfi
etc. cf. Kas. on P,

class ( g^f^Fi}. is styled as
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author of a commentary on

(1) another name of the
See the word Tm above; (2) i.ame
given lo the Svarita accent borne
by the vowel following the semi-
vowel which results from the Ksipra-
samdhi ;c fR.Pr . I I . 8; III.'7,10;
VIII. 22; cf. ^ r a T ^ 3 3 O T # %5f

: V. Pr. XX. 1; cf. also ff
sr: V. Pr 1.115; ^ ^

P. VIII. 2. 4.

hissing or whizzing sound
given as a fault in the utterance
of sibilants; cf. %%g3F(i%£t 3TO[ 3W

: l coin, on R. Pr. XIV. 6.
(1) aorist vikarana affix sub-

stituted for f̂ ; cf.P.III. 1. 45,46;
e. g. 3TcScRk 3nf̂ 5£lcfy 3T*pffi( cf. Kas.
on P. III. 1. 45, 46; (2) krt affix «
applied to the root gsj preceded by
a pronoun such as ̂  5 ̂  etc. e.g.
2JT£Sr[:, cTT :̂ etc. ef. %%\: «Rfäi 3x17 :̂
P. III. 2. 60 Varttika. (3) affix ?sr
app[ied to the root 3Tif[ or ^ i or ^
to form the noun «p̂ f; cf. 35S§T TTT§%:
<f8 s[fcf "4WW*l: "̂RFsfi" ^ ^ n Nir.
II. 2m

Unädi affix ^R;; cf.
Unadi III. 75.

Unädi affix T%; cf. gr%
F: Unädi III. 155.

krt affix If in the sense
in Vedic Literature; e. g,^
Kas. on IIL 4. 9.

1^ second consonant of the guttural
class of consonants possessed of
W'SrigxRH, BT̂ T̂  and ^ K qualities.

*3" tad. affix, always, changed into
tR5 (1) applied to the word f̂ 5

^ ia tbe sense of a descendant, c. g.
# ^ i : ; cf. P. IV- 1,139;

(2) applied to the words 3?s[R, C ^
«TTCraTC and 3?qr̂ K in 'the Saisika
senses, e. g. cq̂ RM;, TRT̂ : etc.; cf.
P. IV.2.93 and Värttikas 25 3 on
it; (3) applied to words ending in
the word qrr ( which does not
mean 'sound5 or 'letter9) in the
sense of c present there,9 e. g.
^T#^jfii:, 3f8rfs^#i:; cf. P. IV.
3.64; (4) applied lo the words
r̂fg^ and T33j§[i in the sense of

'bearing/ and to a f t ^
^^Wl and «ĵ , e. g.
etc., cf. P. IV." 4.78, 79, 130, 132,
133; (5) applied in the sense of
'favourable to3 to the words
fiPSFSffi, etc. (P. V. 1.9), to
(32) to sn^% sTn%?r5 qT̂f and others
(53-55), to OTT (85-86), to IT\%
3R[^, «^ER and spa (87-8a)
and ^T^R and mwm (92); e. g.

: etc.; (6) to the words
etc. e. g. ^TCNF#M; cf. P. V.

2.5 to 17; (7) to the words s^gr,
etc« cf. P. V. 4.7, 8. e. g.
'•*. (8) ̂  is also a technical

term in the sense of elision or
^H in the Jainendra Grammar
cf. Jain I. L6L (9) The word ^
is used ia the sense of 'glottis* or
the hole of the throat ( 3TQ5T%$$ )
in the ancient Prätisäkhya works,

the consonant ^ ; see f̂,
:rt affix <% in the sense of

'agenf applied to the roots ^\J

31^, and ^ when preceded by
certain OTT? words standing as
objects« Before this affix W% the
augment gq; ( H ) is added to the
preceding ^Wj if it is not" an
indeclinable, e, g, ft#f3[;j f̂t̂ F ;̂,
f^^l qtciq: mdPR: etc. c£ P* IIL
2.38-47.

^ 3 ^ tad. affix t̂ f, applied to §
in the sense of a descendant; ,e* g0

' ä.v.iy, hUi$ to
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(P. IV. 2.94), to g ^ and
in the Saisika senses (P* IV.
to sn%^ i^gn etc. (P. IV. 4.99)>
to mm and =3^ (P. V. 1.11), to
w&*l (P. IV. 3.71), to m (P. i y .
3.81), to words meaning corn in
the sense of e a. field producing
corn5 (P.V.2.1), tog^sR^(P.V.2.5),
and to the words arts, ere, 5IR5T etc.
in some specified senses (P. V.
3.18-23). A vrddhi vowel ( 3TT, %
or 3?i ) is substituted for the first
vowel of the word to which this
affix i$\ is applied, as ^ is the
mute letter applied in the affix

tad. affix applied to 3>*R
etc. in the sense of £W|[, e. g.
ĈTcHePSH, awt^f^gij, also to the

words IS! and its synonyms, e. g.
; etc.; cf# Käs on P.

IV. 2.38, 5L
frf^ a class of words headed
by the word igft&sR to which the
affix 3 ^ is added in the sense of
collection; e. g. ;
%f>^; cf. Käs. on P, IV. 2.45.
p ^ krt affix 3?^ applied to the
root u when preceded by a word
standing a? the object of the root,
provided an abuse is meant, e. g.
'trfcsrt 3n#Rfa; cf. P. III. 4.25.

\ the pratyähara W^ standing for
the first and second consonants
of the five classes; cf. sof̂ T: w\:
P. VII. 4.6; also cf. P. VIII. 3.6,
VII I . 4.54.

^ the pratyähära ^ standing for
hard consonants viz. the first and
second letters of the five classes
and the sibilants, before whicfr, ^
at the end of a word becomes
fcf^, and soft consonants i, e.
the third and fourth consonants of
the five classes become hard; cf.

P. VIII. 3.15,
and ^ =3 P. VIII- 4.55.

^ krt affix sr added to any root
preceded by the word t^r?, <£5 or
g, and to the roots \ and f> pre-
ceded by an upadada word form*
ing either the subject or the
object of the roots, e. g . t ^ ^ :

^ iPRcn, t ^ ^ M ĉTT; cf. P. I I I .
3.126, 127.

{ krt affix added to the roots ^
(causal), ?m$, ^r, q%., fc5f, v%9 &l,
cF̂ , *Fl etc. preceded by certain
specified upapada words. The
root undergoes all the operations
such as the addition of the con-
jugational sign etc. before this
^ ^ on account of the mute letter
??L which makes mi a Särvadhä-
tuka affix, and the augment ^
is added to the preceding ^T^ if
it is not an indeclinable on
account of the mute letter *=£;
e* g. SRJFSR:, srt^r*, =nitw:, 3fi$.
q^qt qfig^pm etc.; cf. Pan. III-
2.28-37, 83.

characterized by the mute letter
^ , applied to krt affixes which,
by reason of their being f%̂ 3

cause (a) the addition of the aug-
ment 35 ( 5 ) to the preceding
words arot, tS^and words end-
ing in a vowel,and (b) the shorten-
ing of the long vowel of the
preceding word if it is not an
indeclinable; cf. P. VL 3.66-68.

a supplementary recital or
enunciation which is taken along
with the original enunciation or
upadesa generally in the form of
the sütras.The word is used in the
Käsikä in the senseof one of the te&fs
forming a part of the original
text which is called upadesa; cf.
Käsikä ^ &

(on P.I.3.2); cf. also

Padamafijari on Käsikä h



3 ^ kit affix ^ 3 in the sense of
an "agent added to the root \ ,
e. g. snswf^ : , Wgsvfa^; cf. P.
III. 2.57.

krt affix 3 ^ in the sense of
an agent added to the root sj,
e. g. m&miw>> s ^ ' t o i ^ ; cf. P.
III . 2.57. Seeffcwp^

£% krt affix 3R applied to the
root fj in the sense of an instru-
ment when preceded by the words
STT̂ T, §*PT, ĵ55 etc. provided the
whole word is similar in sense
to cvi-formation ( =333$ ), e. g. 3TF3Ö
WT*i> gFtfFSWU cf. P. I I I . 2.56;
fem. sn^sRoft, cf.

,15.Varttika.

^ third letter of the guttural class
of consonants, possessed of the
properties % , *tcf, ^K and s^qqFl;
some grammarians look upon the
w o r d i ^ ; (P.I.1.5) as made up of
|> 3 JT and f and say that the Guna
and Vrddhi substitutes do not take
place in the vowels %9 3, % and 5J
if an affix or so, marked by the
mute letter *j follows.

[GANGADHARA SHASTRI
TELANG] (1) a stalwart gramm-
arian and Sanskrit scholar of
repute who was a pupil of Bäla-
sarasvati of Väränasi and prepared
iii the last century a host of Sans-
krit scholars in Banaras among
whom a special mention could be
made of Dr. Tfaebaut, Dr. Venis
and Dr* Gangänätha Jhä* He was
given by Government of India the
titles Mahaoiahopädhyäya and (X
I.EJEiis surname was Mänavalll but
he was often known as *if tsRSFSft
|^f. ipor details, see Mafoäbhäsya,
D.E. Sccloty Ed.3?oona p.p^S, 34;

(2)an old scholar of Vyäkarana who
is believed to have written a com-
mentary on Vikrtavalli of Vyadij
(3) a comparatively modern scho-
lar who is said to have written a
commentary named Induprakäsa
on the Sabdendusekhara;(4) author
of the Vyakaranadipaprabha, a
short commentary on the Vyäka-
raria work of Cidrüpasramin, See

writer of Kätantra-kaumudi
possibly different from the reput-
ed Gangesa Upädhyäa who is
looked upon as the founder of the
Navyanyäya school of modern
Naiyäyikas, and who lived in the
twelfth century A, D.

% a graphic description o^gp p
the Jihvämüllya letter as found
in script, given by Durgasiriiha;
cf. ^ tf
Durgasimha's com. on Kät. I.I.
18. see o ( ^WTRiq ).

a class of words, as found in the
sütras of Pänini by the mention
of the first word followed by the
word ifä; e.g. ^m\ w r r \ ^mK>
*5nf§E, ^Tsafe TiTftf̂  etc. The ten
ganas or classes of roots given by
Pänini in his dhätupatha are given
the name Da$agani by later
grammarians,

the mention individually of
the several words forming a class
or gana, named after the first word
said to have been written by Pänini
himself as a supplementary work
to his great grammar called Astaka
or Astädhyäyif the Siksa,the Dhatu-
pätha and the Linganusasana being
the other ones. Other grammarians
such as 3JFR3PR, 3|||q^# and otkers
have their own ganapätfaäs. The
ga^apatha is traditionally ascrib-
ed to P&Qim; the issue is question*
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ed, however, by modern scholars.
The text of the ganapätha is
metrically arranged by some
scholars. The most scholarly and
authoritative treatise on ganapä«
tha is the Ganaratnamahodadhi
of Vardhamäna.

a grammar work,consi-
sting of a metrical enumeration
of the words in the Ganapätha of
Pänini, written by Vardhamäna, a
Jain grammarian of the 12th
century, who is believed to have
been one of the six gems at
the court of Laksmanasena of
Bengal. Vardhamäna has written
a commentary also, on his Gana-
ratnamahodadhi. Besides Vardha-
mäna's commentary, there are
other commentaries written by

and *Tfl<=TC.

also called WF$\-
commentary on

the TO^RffälW of Vardhamäna
written by the author himself. See

^ a metrical com-
mentary on Vardhamäna's Gana-
ratnamahodadhi. The name of the
author is not available.

a statement of the type of a
Sütra in the Ganapätha of Pa^ini
where mention of a word or words
in the Ganapätha is made along
with certain conditions; e .g .
^ in the

,
and

xn¥TRN: in the ^FCrßFM. Some of
the ganasutras are found incorpo-
rated in the Sütrapätha itself.
Many later grammarians have
appended their own ganapätha to
their Sütrapätha.

öl^prt^srpc a commentary on the
Ganapätha of Pänini written by

17

Mannudeva who flourished in the
nineteenth century,

(1) lit. motion; stretching out,
lengthening of a syllable .The word
is explained in the Prätisäkhya
works which define it as the
lengthening of aStobha vowel with
the utterance of the vowel \ or 3
after it, e.g. fn; or fjfä for T̂; simi-
larly vn — % or an —ft ; (2) a tech-
nical term used by Pänini in con-
nection with prefixes and certain
indeclinables which are called ^ ,
cf. P.L4.60-79. The words called
gad can be compounded with the
following word provided the latter
is not a verb, the compound being
named tatpurusa e.g, sifc^, ^Clf^i
cf. P.II.2.18; the word m is used
by Pänini in the masculine gender
as seen in the Sütra 3lfe^«rf̂ : P.VI.
2.49 and hence explained as form-
ed by the addition of the affix frf>5
to 31^, the word being used as a
technical term by the rule Irfr^jft ^
^ H F [ PJII.3,174; (3) realization,
understanding; cf h

Par. Sek. Pari.g^i^
Par. Sek. Pari 76;
^#q% Purusottamadeva Pari.
Päthall9.

Rf̂ JFC^F^̂ n̂ rT a popular name
given to the maxim *lfifäilR3*W Ĥt
ffe: € | ^^9"=^ RT̂  § 5 ^ : ; cf. Par.
Sek. Pari. 75.

the grave ( ) accent
of the ?Ticf word before a verb with
an acute ( 3^1^ ) accent; cf. "

a compound with the prece-
ding gati word prescribed by the
rule pfäJIRS: PJL 2.18; cf. TTI%-

k : M.Bh.
on II. 4, 26.

a root denoting motion; the
word frequently occurs in the
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Sütras of Panini and theMahäbha-
sya in connection with some special
operations prescribed for roots
which are *Tcq4. There is also a
conventional expression # t TKqqf
r̂ffiT«n: meaning ' roots denoting

motion denote also knowledge'; cf.
Hem. Pari. 121.
T a popular name given to the
scholarly commentary written by
Vaidyanätha Päyagunde on the
Paribhäsendusekhara. The comm-
entary is called 3arftra»T also5 as it
was written in the town of Kasi
(Väränasi).

^ the reputed Naiyä-p y
yika who wrote numerous works
on the Navyanyaya; he has written
a few works like

on Vyäkarana themes although the
treatment, as also the style, is
logicaL

that which should, be under-
stood; the word is used in the
sense of 3T3*Rf5q; cf. m

M. Bh. on 1.1.9.
capable of conveying the sense;

intelligible; the word is often used
in grammatical works; cf.

: ;cf. also

Z. # g M. Bh. on
II. L 1.

to be tmderstood,not expressed;
cf. WOpR *l*% ^ ^ 2^^: Siĝ fef S *l&h\
com, on Hem. I I . 2» 62.

a c j a s s of w o r ( j s headed by
the word r\^\ which are formed
by the application of unadi affixes
in the sense of future time; e. g»

3TOH, s n ^ i ^ $®ctä etc- cf.
„ on P. I IL 3, 3 .

involving a special effort. The
word is frequently used by the
Värttikakära and old grammari-

ans in connection with some-
thing.» which involves greater
effort and longer expression
and, hence, not commendable
in rules of the Sbastra works
where brevity is the soul of 'wit \-
cf. q"ĉ tf̂ T̂ t;nf%:RT3Tt T̂CFil̂  Par. Sek.
Pari. 121. The word Jp is also
sometimes used in a similar sense;
cf. cf̂  5^ f̂% M. Bh. LI Ahn. 1
VärL 2.

ftqför? greater effort or prolixity of
expression which is looked upon
as a fault in connection with
grammar-works of the sütra type
where every care is taken to make
the expression as brief as possible;

Par. Sek. Pari. 122. The word if\m
is often used for

a class of words headed
by 3FJ to which the affix ^ ( ^ j
causing Vrddhi to the first vowel
of the word, is added in the sense
of a descendant barring the son
or daughter; cf. irftfäp̂ fii ^Hi P. IV.
1 105 and the instances vwk:,
mm:,%mm^:^^mt cf. KasB on
P. IV, 1. 105.

lit. just like a foetus. The
word is used in connection with
affixes that are placed like a foetus
in the midst of a word In spite
of the rule that affixes are to be
placed after; cf. TOP. I I I . L 2.
The affixes ^ ^ £T9[ etc, are of
this kind; cf. ^

Slradeva Par* Vr#

Pari. 91.
^ the word occurs in the Pratis-

äkhya works in connection with
the definition of #CT,in the krama-
pätha. The word $%m mean«? bring-
ing together two words when they
are combined according to
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ofSamdhi. (See the word
In the Kramapätha, where
each word occurs twice by repeti-
tion, a word occurring twice in a
hymn or a sentence is not to be
repeated for Kramapätha, but it
is to be passed over. The word
which is passed over in the
Kramapätha is called ? r e ^ ; e. g.

W I In the Kramapä-
tha qeft Tf̂ f: and ^i are passed
over and q ĵjn is to be connected
with ^TiRPJ. The words <?cR w :
and 3*T: are called galatpada;
cf. q^^r^TO^^ BTTTQSCTT 5̂ 5 BTO w ? ;
V. Pr. IV. 197. There is no

i in q^qr^.

? a class of words headed by
the word <HT to which the affix
q?3; is affixed in the senses men-
tioned in rules from P. V. 1. 5,
to V. L 36; e. g. *TKR^ ff^q^
5*q^, Spszp̂  etc.; cf. Käs. on P.
V. 1.2,

TC^SPJl^ the dvandva compound
words 3iqra, 7T %

and
others which are to be declined
in the neuter gender and singular
number; cf. P, IL 4.11.

a class of words headed by
the word TH? to which the tad-
dhita affix ijq (̂ f) is added in the
Saisika or miscellaneous senses;
e. g. I ^ H , R̂FSP̂ frqq̂ ; this class
called *gahlya3 is looked upon
as 3Tif>t̂ FT?

 a t l d hence the
words t g ^ q ; ^^Nq^ and the
like could be explained as correct;
cf. Käs. ön P. IV. 2.138.

| an ancient reputed grammarian
and possibly a writer of a Niru-
kta work, whose views, especially
in fcöimeGtlbn. with accents are

given in the Prätisakhya works5

the Nirukta and Panini's Asta-
dhyayi. Although belonging to
the Nirukta school, he upheld the
view of the Vaiyäkaranas that all
words cannot be derived, but
only some of them; cf. Nir. I.
12.3. cf. also V. Pr. IV. 167, Mr.
I. 3.5, I I I . 14.22; R. Pr. I . 13;
XIII. 12; P, VII . 3.99, VI I I .
3.20, VIII . 4.69.

an ancient grammarian and
niruktakära quoted by Pänini;
cf. R VI 3.60, VII. 1.74, VI I .
3,99, VIII . 4.67, cf. also Nir.
IV. 3.

a technical term for the term
(pertaining to the base in the

grammar of Pänini); cf. «TFlfe; «̂T
*BH: Kät. Pari. 72.

a conventional term for 3«TOR1 in
the Jeinendra Vyakarana.

marked with the mute letter TT;
affixes that are fflci; prevent guna
or vrddhi in the preceding word;
cf. FfWfcT =3 P. I. 1.5; cf. also M.
Bh. I. 3.10; I I I . 2.139; cf. also
Tt^cq^f «qĉ Sĵ t ftf^% Käs. on
P. I. 1.5.

writer of '(^W^R^aFl, a work
on syntax.

H[^^| a grammatical work
written by ^3RR, pupil of Bha*
ttoji Dlksita in the 17th century
who wrote many works on gram-
mar such as ^q^g^t , ^l^F5^t etc.

a class of words headed by the
word gs1 to which the taddhita
affix"^ ( 35J,) is added in the
sense of cgood therein'; e.g. *ufs<6S
Ig:, f̂lTfSt̂ T 3 ^ ; rf. Kas. on P,
IV. 4.103.

(1) degree of a vowel; vocalic
degree, the second out of the three
degrees pf a vowel viz. primary
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is
no

degree, guna degree and vrddhi
degree e.g. %9 ^ and % or 35 3TT
and sfi. 3T is given as a guna of 3};
but regarding er also,three degrees
can be stated 3f, 3? and 3TT. In the
Prätisäkhya and Nirukta n; i
called gar or even JJOTFTO but
definition is given; cf.
¥m% % f̂ R.Pr.XI.6; ^
^or:"l ö * ^ f o ^ N i r . X . 1 7 ; (2)
the properties of phonetic elements
or letters such as W , ^ etc.; cf.R.
Pr. Gh.XIII; (3) secondary, sub-
ordinate ; cf. ^r:, &[§, s<n: ?i% SffiraT*tf:
Durgäcärya on Nir. 1.12; (4) pro-
perties residing in a substance just
as whiteness, etc. in a garment
which are different from the sub-
stance ( SC3^ ). The word gq is
explained by quotations from
ancient grammarians in theMahä«
bhäsya as % fäfä^% i

f

M. BhB on IV.L44;cf. also
TOBFFsrr g°Tl^ t ? ^ ^ ^ ,M.Bh. on
V.l.119; (5) properties of letters
like ^ Îxicsr, 3T35ITR5T, ̂ [pta^, f̂ Sf-

ngRifinpi etc.; cf.
i ^T3^n%^^ T̂̂ r gar:

M. Bh. on L l .L Värt. 13; (6)
determinant; cf.*T«rfcF ^g^\% ci^goi^r-
Wl^n M.Bh. on P. I. L2T; (7)
technical term in Panini's gram-
mar standing for the vowels , ^
and % cf. QT̂ f 307; P.I. 1.2. For the
various shades of the meaning of
the word gar, see Mahäbhasya on
V 1 1 9 S ^ *

a term used by the an-
cient grammarians for the Tfte#^
or indirect object of a verb
having two objects. The word
is found quoted in the Mahäbhä-

I cf. also g
M.Bh. on I. 4J31.

a Jain writer of the thir-
teenth century who wrote a com-
mentary named f̂fî tföT&qaft on

a vowel, liable to take the
guna substitute e. g, ^ ^, W} 5j
and the penultimate ar; cf. ^

M. Bh. on I. 1.5.
difference in properties; cf.

Bh. on I, 1.2.
I M,

]it, expressing quality; words
expressing quality such as §3 ,̂

y etc.; cf. 2^ ^2
P.V.l. 124. See page 369 Vyäka-
rana Mahäbhasya Vol. VIL D.E,
Society edition, Poona.

a class of words headed by
the word gor, which, when pre-
ceded by the word *r| in a
Bahuvrlhi compound, do not have
their last vowel acute; e. g. |̂g^T
^: ; snp3t q^> etc. This class
of jpnfSt words is considered as

i W ; cf. Käs. on P. VI. 2.176.
possessed of a qualify; c€ "%$

W ^ * M. Bh* on 1.4.2 K
subordinate, lit. which has

become subordinated, which has
become submerged, and therefore
has formed an integral part of
another; e. g. an augment ( $TFW )
with respect to the word to which
it has been added ;cf* :

55

^ M. Bh. L 1.20
Värt 5; Par. Sek. Pari, 11.

(1) possessed of a special effort
as opposed to ^3 ; cf. ^ p ^̂ ftf
M» Bh* Ähnika 1* (2) heavy, a
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technical term including tf&
(long) vowel as also a ^ (short)
vowel when it is followed by a
conjunct consonant, (cf. $W\
3^ \ <$$^ i P. I. 4.11, 12) or a
consonant after which the word
terminates or when it (the vowel)
is nasalized; cf. Tai. Pr. XXII.
14, cf. also R. Pr. I. 5.

'word containing a TP§ vowel
in it; cf. ŝ T^T JJSUfffä̂ : P.III.1.36.

consideration of prolixity
and brevity of expression; cf.

M. Bh. on l / l . l 7
the same

see above; cf. W
Siradeva Pari.

which

held up or caught between two
words with which it is connected;
e. g. the word arj% in %$ !r uz ^RH
$n% -^PFR: m; *rw I cf. V.' Pr.
IV. 176.

^ % T E l 3 T a short gloss on the
SiddhantakaumudI of Bhattoji
Diksita, by Indradatta.

a commentary on RamaH ^ l y a
candra's Prakriyä Kaumudi by
Krsnasesa of the famous Sesa
family of grammarians, The
date of this Krsnasesa is the
middle of the sixteenth century.
For details about Krsnasesa and
the Sesa family see introduction to
Prakriyäkaumudi B. S. S. No. 78,
FT^tf^ff a commentary ( fT%) on
the sutras of Pänini by Sadäsiva
Misra who lived in the seven-
teenth century.

a commentary on the
Laghusabdendusekhara by M. M*
Vasudeva Shastri Abhyankar
(1863-1942).

a class of words headed by
the Word *Tfi> to which the taddhita

affix nq (&5T) is affixed in the sense
of tfan offspring3 ( srq^f); e g, T̂TŜ ^
feq: etc.; cf. Käs. on P. IV. 1.136.

included; cf. ^«m^fsr xxcf
Kas. on^P. III . 2.178.

a grammarian whose view
in connection with the correct-
ness of the expressions ?[cnwi §#
and ^cTT5^ ifsrcq is given by the
Mahäbhäsyakära in the words

fiboth expressions are justified*
( OTW Tfrforangsn ). Nägesa has
observed that TfTFWTĤ  is nobody
else but the Mahäbhäsyakära
himself; cf. T̂iTOTip: WWR l^Tf: I
Nagesa's Uddyota on Mahäbhä-
syapradlpa on P. I. 4.51.

lit. family. The word is. used
by Pänini in the technical sense
of a descendant except the son
or a daughter; cf. SR^? q^ppjfä
inwi P. IV. 1.162. The word
ÎWW is also used in the same

sense. The affix, which is found
many times in the sense of gotra,
barring the usual sp^} is qsr ; cf,

ftfc ^ P . IV- r
affix in the sense of Tfa;

cf.
M. Bh. on IV. 1.93.

R^ lit. inhabitant of Gonarda
which was the name of a district
in the province of Oudh in the
days of the Mahäbhäsyakära
according to some scholars. Others
believe that Gonarda was the
name of the district named
Gonda at present. The expression
f\nkm sns occurs four times in the
Mahäbhasya where it refers to a
scholar of grammar in Patanjali's
time; cf. M.Bh. on L 1.21; I. 1.29;
III. J.92; VII. 2.101. As Kaiyata
paraphrases the words f^fa
as W ^ scholars say that

was the name taken by tjie
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Mahäbhäsyakära himself who was a
resident of Gonarda. Hari Dlksita,
however, holds that %*CN w a s t a e

term used for the author of the
Varttikas; cf. Brhacchabdarafna.

yfjtf̂ TIf̂  a class of eight words head-
ed by the word rftq^T, the taddhita
affix in the sense of 3tl̂  ( i . e, a

• descendant excepting a son Or a
daughter) such as the affix q>F or

• 3?5j after which, is not elided in
the plural number; e. g. ifrqsRT:,
t j ; etc.; cf. Kos. on P. II. 4.67.

^ f ) known more by the
nickname of *ffi%$ or SFĝ cf who

1 lived in the eighteenth century
and wrote several commentary
works on well-known grammatical
treatises such as the Vaiyäkarana-
bhüsanasära, Laghusabdenduse-

; khara, Paribhasendusekharaetc. He
; is believed to have written a
: treatise on Ganasütras also; (2)
|L a grammarian different from the
. above *F2^ who has written an

I explanatory work on the Präti-
saktiyas;((3) a scholar of grammar,
different from the above who is

; believed to have written a gloss
named Visamärthadipikä on the
Särasvata Vyakara^a at the end of

" the sixteenth century.

known also by the name
f f l ^ ^ who ,has written several

t.commentary works on the gram-
, matical treatises of the Safhksfp-
• tasära or Jaumara school of Vya-
, kara^a founded by Kramdlsvara
,. and Jumaranaudin in the 12th
...century, the well-known among
j'them being the ^TORjtm, tfT^iT-
! wqf^^R^m and ^feewftßr^r*
\ He is believed to* have lived in

'the thirteenth century A. D. '

ft a Bengali scholar of, Kätan-
t*:tta^Grammar, who is belicy<?<l to

have written Katantraparislsta-
praddyota.

see
a t a /i- affix applied to nouns

like srg, ^2, etc. in the sense of a
pair e. g. ^ ^ 3 ^ 5 , ^ ^ 7 5 ; cf.

% Käs. on P. V. 2.29,

i ^ a w e ^ known German
scholar wh^ made a sound study
of Pänini's Sanskrit Vyäkarana and
wrote a very informative trea-
tise entitled Tänini, his place in
Sanskrit Literature/ He lived in
the latter half of the 19th century.

fa a grammarian who has writ-
ten a work on Kätantra Grammar
called ^cf^^rg^T and also a com-
mentary on the Ganaratnamaho-
dadhi of Vardhamäna. A gloss on
the Unadisütras is also assigned to
Govardhana who is likely" tö be
the same as above:
%^ writer of a commentary known
as 3T«[T f̂ by reason of that wor-k'
beginning with the stanza 3F3T
^pffo, on the Paribhäsendusekhara
of NageJa, . - '.,."
f ( =gs£-#qj writer of Samasa-
vada? a short treatise on the sense
conveyed by compound words.
f%?̂ Cfij writer of 'SabdadlpikS,' a
commentary on the Mugdh'a-
bodha Vyakarana of ßopadeva.

f̂ ff̂  a class of words to which
the taddhita affk 3ffi ( l ^ ) is
added in the sense of possession
provided the word so formed refers
to a chapter ( 3?v:̂ fq )' or a section
( 3T3*7ffi )» c. $*n$*:, Ig^ : - etc.; cf,
Kai on P. V. 2.62. , ; y

a taj^fgx applied to words like
and others in the sense of *a pla~

ce'; cf. %3Tf3?i: WTJJTÖ

s. on f .V.2.29T
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It is very likely that words like
ifrg, 3H and others were treated as
pratyayas by Pänini and kätyäyana
who followed Pänini, because they
were found always associated with
a noun preceding them and never
independently.

(1) a word subordinate in syntax
or sense to another; adjectival;
3TO5fcfi*Ei; (2) possessing a second-
ary sense, e. g, the word 4l in the
sense of ca dull man3 ;cf.5fiqg^q%g^q
^ % W f t , M. Bh. on 1.1.15, 1.4.
108, VI. 3. 46. See also Par.
Sek. Pari. 15; (3) secondary, as
opposed to primary; cf. f

p the maxim that the
primary sense,occurs to the mind
earlier than the secondary sense,
and hence words used in the pri-
mary sense should be always
taken for grammatical operations
in preference to words in a secon-
dary sense. See the word ??FI.

an ancient sage referred to in
the Prätisäkhya works as a Präti-
säkhyakära; cf. T.Pr. V.38.

greatness of effort; prolixity as
opposed to esraq; ctf q^fq^^HT
^T^%^pfT mi&fa Par.Sek.Par. 115;
cf. also q^^T#nif^Flft ifölT^ Par.
Sek. 'Pari. 121.

a class of words to which the
affix | ( # i \ ) is added to form the
feminine base; e.g. ^T^ T f̂t, f
ffim; the class contains a large
number of words exceeding 150;
for details see Käsikä on P.IV.l.
41; (2) a small class of eleven
words, headed by the word *
which do not have the acute
accent on the last syllable in a
tatpurusa compound when they are
placed after the preposition 3q; cf.
P. VI.2.194.

^ tad. affix in the sense of posses-
sion; cf. qi^t fariSfel W$U P.I.2.124.
cf a fault of pronunciation due to
the utterance of a letter hindered
or held back at the throat; cf.

d RJPr.XIV. 3; cf-
also

I Pradlpa on
M. Bh. Ahnika L

(1) technical term for a word
or sntcWt̂ f» in Veda; cf.
sgct lief 5T|ot % *̂T: SK: \ 3

^reqg^»: STTO: 3Ti^if[^% I Cora, on
T.Pr.1.22; (2) citing, quoting; cf.

Pari* 31; cf. also ^ ^
Com. on T.Pr.1.24. (3) mention,
inclusion; (4) employment in a
«rule of grammar; cf, T̂fcTTT̂ 'MfST
Tlsf fäf^rrfq WW{. Par. Sek.Pari.71.
flTU citing or instructing the inclu-
sion (3T§n) of certain other things
by the mention of a particular
thing; e. g. the rule spjgfegqofei
=̂TSTc$q: is a iT^W rule as it advises
that the citing of the letters sr, ?3

5, W etc. includes the long and
protracted forms of sj, f, ^ etc; cf.
also ij^oi^OT^q mM^
sn^fî fe;- Sid. Kau. on
VI. 1.101.

specifically mentioned in a
rule, individually mentioned;'cf.

Sek.Pari.31. See the word iffiT*

a class of roots headed by the
root 2*| to which the affix f^ (ffrlfö),
causing vrddhi to the preceding
vowel of the root, is added in the
sense of an agent; e.g. 3CT& ̂ cgfT̂ tj
5?TPft, W?^l etc.; cf. Käs. on P.III.
1.134-

a fault in. the utterance of a
letter which makes it indistinct* by
being held up at the,;tliroat.See2T^.
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applied to the roots
fl- in the sense of an

kit affix
, f% and

agent; cf.

(1) fourth consonant of the gut-
tural class of consonants having
the properties F̂OTfcf̂ r, 3fa,
qRTSSRFR^ and flSTOFlc?; (2)the con-
sonant % at the beginning of a
tad. affix which is always chang-
ed" into 5& cf. P. VII . 1.9; (3)
substitute for |^ at the end of roots
beginning with s,as also of the root
q? under certain conditions; cf.
P?VIIL2.32,33,34; (4) substitute
for the consonant fr of V&\ placed
after the pronouns T%H and j ^
which again is changed into ^ by
VII.1-9; e.g. ft*n^, v^U cf. P.V.
2.40.

t (1) consonant % a? being added at
the end for facility of pronuncia-
tion; cf.Tai. PrX21; (2) technical
term for the tad. affixes cRJT and
cWj;, cf, P.I.1.22» causing the short-
ening of i at the end of bases
before it, under certain conditions,
cf. P. VI. 3.43-45, and liable to
be changed into ?RH, and cWT̂
after Pfi\, verbs ending in ^ and
indeclinables; cf. P.V.4.11; (3;
tad. affix ^ ( ^i) in the sense of ca
descendant' applied to 3p{, and in
the sense of 'having that as a
deity' applied to ^qfaccj, STOPF̂  and
also to *%?£ and to the words *T|
etc, e.g , , ,
^C*rau*rf^: etc.; cf, P. IV.L138,
IV.2.27, p, 93; (4) tad. affix %
applied to ®m9 *rg£ and w% in the
sense of 'present there', to *Tf
the sense ofepossession', to ^p{
without any change of sense, and
to ^ and spfcjfr in the sense of
Meserving'; cf.PJV.4.117,118,135,

in

136,141, V, l .71; (5) krt affix^
when the word to which it has
been applied becomes a proper
noun i.e.a noun in a specific sense
or a technical term; cf. III .3.118,
119,125.

the consonant ^; see sj.

tad. affix %^9 as found in the
word %fsR; cf. %f^ [ q^T ^TT%^[:
P.V.2.92 and Käsikä thereon.

^ krt affix 3T causing the substitu-
tion of vrddhi for the preceding
vowel applied in various senses as
specified in P.IIL3. 16-42, I IL3,
45-55,111.3.120-125, e.g. qT :̂, ^

W\: etc.
tad. affix 3? applied to the words

3̂ > q̂ T, and to multisyllabic
words in specified senses, causing
the acute accent on the first vowel
of the word so formed; cf.IV.2.26,
IV.4. 115, V.1.68, V.3.79,80.

I a variety of the pfrRqra1 or recital of
the Vedic hymns to show the serial
order of words there; one of the
eight vikrtis of the padapatha.

tad» affix 1^, occurring in Vedic
Literature,applied to the w o r d ^ ,
e.g. 3f4 % ̂ tft^RsR;; c£ Käs* on P.
V.l.106.

(1) a tech. term applied to noun
bases or Pratipadikas ending in %
and 3 excepting the words ^{%
and qf% and those which are term-
ed «f$; cf. P-1 . 4.79; (2) a conven-
tional term for ^ ( a short vowel)
found used in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana,

affixes having the mute letter sr,
as for instance, sfij ^ ^ etc*which
cause the substitution of a guttu-
ral in the place of the palatal
letter ^ or *r before it; e.g.
m: cf. P,VII.3.52.
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g krt affix ^ c a u s i n g the su^s-
titution of Vrddhi for the preced-
ing vowel, as also to the penulti-
mate vowel 3T, applied to the eight
roots 5in,cU£, ^e t c . 5 as also to*Jj^
ST-psr e t c- an<^ ^ ^ ®% e t c-' e- g.
3rat,cm, 3*ft, £q*C ^ R T , srarft e tc ;
cf. P.III.2.141-145.

(noun bases or Prätipadikas)
called or termed fä. See fä.

a tech. term applied to the roots
T̂ and % as also to those like % or

% which become T̂ by the substi-
tution of on for the final diphthong
vowel, barring the root ^ (to
cut) and |q^ (to purify); cf.

P.I. 1.20.

a conventional term for the
first five case-affixes; cf.§fe =3 Kat.
II. 1.68. The term g^ is used in
the Kätantra Vyäkarana and cor-
responds to the term 3&^RTO«TR of

krt affix
roots q
of habit; e.g. f ^
^ qg:; cf. Käs. on P.III.2J6L

applied to the
fS^in the sense

an external effort in the pronun-
ciation of a sonant or a soft con-
sonant which causes depth of the
tone; cf. srö 3 3far- *g: ^ ^ : e t c ^
Sid. Kau. on VIII. 2.1.

a consonant characterized by
the property sfter at the time of its
utterance; cf. gcft̂ sJ l̂f: f̂̂ 1^̂ !̂;

: M,Bh. on P. 1.1.9.

(1) fifth letter of the guttural class
of consonants having the properties

j
and 3ng^n%W; (2) the consonant f
getting the letter ^ as an aug-

18

ment added to it, if standing at
the end of a word and followed
by a sibilant, e. g. sn f̂jlfa cf. fof[:
W£ i f *& P. VIII. 3. 28; (3) the
consonant sg which, standing at
the end of a word and preceded
by a short vowel, causes the vowel
following it to get the augment
^ prefixed to it; e. g, 5Rq^®#t; cf.

fa fJ P. VI 11.3.32.
(1) fifth consonant of the guttural
class of consonants which is a
nasal (3^«i[|£fcE) consonant; the
vowel $r being added at the end
for facility of pronunciation; cf. T.
Pr. 1.21; (2) a conventional term
used for all the nasal consonants
in the Jainendra Vyakaratia.

a short term or Pratyähara
standing for the letters ^, or, ^ ,
%{, and ^ , casually mentioned in
the Mahäbhäsya; cf. "^cT^^g ^^^Fl
^ T f ^n^N ^ i ^ ^ W r a l ML Bh. on
Mähesvara Sutras 8, 9.

a short term or Pratyahära for the
consonants fj5 «T, and ^. See

augment ^ i. e. f, % or ^
prefixed to a vowel at the beginn-
ing of a word provided that vowel
is preceded by ©, o[ or q standing
at the end of the preceding word.
See f (3).

^ ending of the genitive case sing-
ular; ^ is substituted for ^F after
bases ending in «r; cf. P. IV. 1 • 2
and VIL 1. 12.

case-ending of the ablative
case, changed into 3{ffl[ after bases
ending in 3} and into Wfät after
pronouns; cf.P.IV.1.2,VILU2,15.

case-ending of the locative case,
changed into (a) STR, after bases
termedNadijfem. bases ending in^{j
and the word sft, (b) into afl after
bases ending in % and 3, and (c)
into f̂ PR, after bases of pronouns;cf.
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P.IV. 1.2, VII. 3. 116, 117, 118,
119 and VII. L 15, 16.
f (1) affixes with the mute letter

^ attached to them either before
or after, with a view to preventing
the guna and vrddhi substitutes
for the preceding ?, 3, % or
^ as for example, the affixes
=qSF, ̂  and others; (2) affixes con-
ventionally called ffê  after certain
bases under certain conditions;
cf. ^ ? f < ^ T f^ lF^ P. I. 2. 1-4;
(3) roots marked with the mute
letter f? signifying the application
of the Ätmanepada terminations to
them; (4) substitutes marked with
mute ® which are put in the place
of the last letter of the word for
which they are prescribed as sub-
stitutes; (5) case affixes marked
with mute letter *? which cause the
substitution of guna to the last
vowel % or 3 of words termed T%.
common term for the fern, affix t,

mentioned as #}<?, # ^ or #t^by
Ränini; cf. P. fv\ 1/5-8; IV. 1.
15-39, 40-65 and IV. 1. 73.

fem. affix f added to words in
the class headed by 3tr#C3"; cf. P.
IV, 1. 73. Words ending with this
affix #t^ have their first vowel
accented acute.

^ ern, affix % which is anudätta
(grave) added (a) to words ending
in the vowel ^ or the consonant
^(cf.P.IV.1.5), (b) to words ending
with affixes marked with mute S, 9R
or ^ ; cf.P.JV.1.6, (c) to words end-
ing with affixes marked with mute
£ as also ending with the affixes

^ and sH^(c£PJV.L15) and to
certain other words under certain
conditions; cf. P. IV. LI6-24.

^ . affix f, which is udatta,
applied to words in the class of

words headed by *?TC, as also to
noun bases ending in affixes
marked with mute ĝ , as also to
words mentioned in the class
headed byqg; cf. P.IV.1.41-46. It
is also added in the sense of e wife
of ' to any word denoting a male
person; cf. P. IV. 1. 48, and
together with the augment sng^

words %?%, ^m etc, e.g.
T, ^RT̂ ft meaning c the

script of the Yavanas 3 cf. P. IV.
1.49. It is also added to words
ending in SBM and words ending
in w* and also to words expressive
of c limbs of the body ' under
certain conditions; cf. P. IV. 1.
50-59 and IV. 1.61-65.
^ augment |? mentioned as |?£, in
Käsikä, added to the vowel follow-
ing the consonant f? at the end of
a word. See ^gs.

dative case termination changed
into ^ after bases ending in short
3T and into ^ after pronouns; cf.
P. IV. 1.2, VII. 1.13, 14.

noun bases ending with the
fem. affix #1 ( #fa, #fa, or gfcl ); cf.
^ ^ T ^ 4 Hl>̂ T% MN.Bh. on P, L,
1.89 Vart. 16.

a popular name given by
grammarians to the first päda of
the fourth adhyäya of Paninfs
Astädhyäyl as the päda begins
with the rule ^ F ^ r f c T ^ ^ TV*
I.I.

^ krt affix ^ in the &tme of
an agent referring to an activity
of past time, added to the roots 5
and sfg; e. g« fpcfT ^ ^
cL P. I l l 2.103.

l
v first consonant of the palatal
class of consonants, possessed of
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the properties,
and sF3fäf <ftcL ^ at the beginning
of an affix is mute eB g. q̂ßsj, cf.
^ P. I. 3.7; words, having the
mute letter ^ (dropped)* have
their last vowel accented acute
e- g- ^ M i *KWK * cf- r̂ar-' V L

L163.

(1) the letter ^ the vowel 3?
being added for facility of utter-
ance, cf. T. Pr. L 21; (2) a P^a-
tyähära or short term standing
for the palatal class of consonants
?> % 5> ff and sr; cf i^FTOT^r V.% 5 f
Pr. I. 66; (3) indeclinable ^ call-
ed Nipäta by Pänini; cf. ^TC^tS^
P. I. 4.57. ^ possesses four senses

icfewt̂ T and
cf. Kas. on II. 2.29. See also
M. Bh. on II. 2.29 Värt. 15 for a
detailed explanation of the four
senses. The indeclinable =3 is
sometimes used in the sense of
ca determined mention' or ava-
dharana; cf. Käs. on II. 1.48 and
72. It is also used for the pur-
pose of 3?gfl% or sigwi "i. e.
drawing a word from the previous
rule to the next rule; (cf. M. Bh.
on P. VI. 1.90) with a convention
that a word drawn thus, does not
proceed to the next rule; cf.
=3T3̂ 3 3txTC3 Par. Sek Pari. 78; (4)
a conventional term for srwiref
(reduplicative syllable) used in
the Jainendra Vyakarana; cf.
^ f i ^ % Kit.
Pari. 75.

the consonant ^ , the vowel ®{
being added for facility of utter-
ance and ^K as an affix to show
that only the consonant 5 is
meant there; cf. T. Pr. I. 16, 21.

a grammarian who r wrote a
commentary on the ' SJabdalin-

* of Sujanapandita.

a grammarian who is said
to have written a work named
Dhätusamgraha.

a kind of fault in the appli-
cation of operations, resulting in
confusion; a fault in which one
returns to the same place not
immediately as in Anavasthä but
after several steps; cf. 5^#T^^IN:

# M.
Bh. on I. 3.60 Värt 5.

known by the name
also, a small work on syntax

attributed to ĉ f̂%.
( 5fa) a grammarian of

the Sesa family of the latter half
of the 17th century who held
views against Bhattoji Dlksita-
and wrote Ä ^
and

a grammarian who has
written a small disquisition on
the correctness of the form
See

a Vikarana affix of the aorist
substituted for $& after roots
ending in the causal sign für,, as'
also after the roots fSr, g and
others; this ;^f causes reduplication
of the preceding root form; cf. P.
I l l 1.48-50. e. g. ^ kf
cf. also P. VIL 4.93.

a grammarian who has
written a work on the topic of
the five vtttis. The work is named

a short treatise written by
dealing with the topic, of

the five compact expression's or
Vrttis viz. f̂ 3 flfer, ;OTRf. tajfifW,
and OTTf^lTä.

^ T ^ ^ W a scholar ofor
grammar who has written an inde-
pendent work on Sanskrit Vyaka-
rsßa cajle4 %W?I#^T3* Thetrca«
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tise is also known as or

^ the indeclinable =3 (with or as a
mute letter added to it which
of course disappears) possessing
the sense of ̂  or condition, e. g.
srä ^ f̂̂ rfcf cf. Käs. on P. VIII.
1.30.

tad. affix W\ in the sense of
(known by) applied to a word

which refers to that thing by which
a person is known, e, g. färaF^Ti'*

; cf. P. V. 2.26.
writer of a Prakrta gram-

mar.He was known also as w& and
hence identified by some with
Candragomin.
p a term used by ancient gram-
marians for the fourth consonants
which are sonant aspirates, termed
3? by Panini; cf. R. Pr. IV. 2. T.
Pn L 18, V. Pr. 1 54. R. T. 176.
$ a term used by ancient gra-
mmarians for the dative case;
cf. 3$r ?rol föt $ ^f
Nir. I. 9.3.

jJ the tatpurusa compound
with the first word in the dative
case in its dissolution; cf. ^g^feRilr

ML Bh.
on II. 1.36.

consisting of four mätras or
moras, a short vowel consisting
of one matra, a long vowel of two
mätras, and a protracted vowel of
three maträs; cf. ^fcri

3RT ^ M i 1 M. Bh. on Siva sutra
3.4.
[ a famous Buddhist Sanskrit

grammarian whose grammar
existing in the Tibetan script,
is now available In the Devana-
gaii script. The work consists of
six chapters or Adhyäyas in which
BO technical terms or samjfias like

fä, g are found. There is no
section on Vedic Grammar and
accents. The work is based on
Päriini's grammar and is believed
to have been written by Candra
or Candragomin in the 5th cen-
tnry A. D. Bhartrhari in his
Väkyapadlya refers to him; cf.

VäkyapadTya II. 489. A summary
of the work is found in the Agni-
puräna, ch. ^48-258.

called also ô5T, a well-
known commentary on Nägesa's
Laghusabdendusekhara by Bhai*
ravamisra who lived in the latter
half of the 18th century and the
first half of the nineteenth century.

a Jain grammarian of the
twelfth century A.D. who has
written a commentary named
SubodhinI on the Särasvata Vya-
karana.

P̂ -rnfsf̂  named also =SR^ a Bud-
dhist scholar who has written an
easy Sanskrit Grammar based on
the Astadhyäyl of Panini. He is
believed to have lived in North
India in the fifth century A.D.
See

a grammarian mentioned
by Bhartrhari in his Vakyapadiya
as one who took a leading part in
restoring the traditional explana-
tion of Päninfs Vyakarana which,
by the spread of rival easy trea-
tises on grammar, had become
almost lost; cf. *| ^ ^ ^ S

3^: 11 Väkyapadlya II. 488-489#

See =£F& and x r f f t
^ short term (Pratyah5ra) foir
the first letters ( ^ , \ 9 % ̂  and \)
of the five classes« Sometimes as
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opined by q^Rsrrft, second letters j cf.p y ft, j
are substituted for these if a sibi- j
lant follows them, e. g

c I cf. ^% Hsfrai: sift
cfpsq̂ cf, S.K, on

P. VIIL3.28.
a short term (Pratyähära) for the

hard unaspirated surds and 31, ̂ 3
H. The change of the second, third
and fourth letters into the first is
called ^ ; cf. sr^rer ^ \ WK

I Pan. VIII.4.54-56,

tad. affix m in tne sense of j
'being (so and so) in the past', j
e.g. sn^l^tj fern, sjr^sp^t; cf. K̂T1^ |
^ P.V.3.53.

explained as a synonym of the
word 2OT<3T which means a branch or
a school ofVedic Learning; cf. =SROT-

J: Käs. on P.IV.2.46.

having kriyä or verb«
activity hidden in it. The term
is used by Bhartrhari in connec-
tion with a solitary noun-word or
a substantive having the force of a
sentence, and hence which can be
termed a sentence on account of
the verbal activity dormant, in it.
e.g. fipgtqj cf. cf-RR g f̂t *F3F% qST̂

Vakyapad.II. 326, and

Väkyapadiya II.326.
I Com. on

which has got already a
scope of application; the term is
used by commentators in connec-
tion with a rule or a word forming
a part of a rule which applies in
the case of some instances and
hence which cannot be said to be
oSf«T (superfluous) or without any
utility and as a result cannot be
said to be capable of allowing some
conclusion to be drawn from it ac-
cording to the dictum

Par. Sek- Pari, 65.
a term used by the ancient

grammarians in connection with a
secondary root in the sense of
frequency; the term ^Tf̂ FcI is used
by comparatively modern gramm-
arians in the same sense. The ^#-
îcT roots are treated as roots of the
adädi class or second conjugation
and hence the general Vikarana
3T ( ^ ) is omitted after them.The
word is based on the 3rd pers.
sing form ^krfct from ,the root f>
in the sense of frequency; e.g.
^CTTCT, ^ H ; $im\m %^ife; cf. =3̂ -
ftcT =3 a gana-sütra in the gana
named 'adädi5 given by Pänini in
connection with
Pan. II.4.72; cf̂  also n
5jf§^: HT̂ t ̂ TT Bhasä Vr. on P. II.
4.72. The word ^TT^r is simi-
larly used for the frequentative
when the sign of the frequen-
tative viz. 1 ( *lg ) is not elided.
See ^

^ a form of the frequenta-
tive or intensive, e.g.

1 cf.
Nir. II. 28; f j

^ Nir.VI.22. See the
word

(1) splitting up of a word into
its component parts, which is gen-
erally shown in the PadapStha by
&ffi%$. (S). The word3 hence means
q̂HT£ or recital by showing separa-
tely the constitutent words of the
Sarhhita or the running text of the
Veda. The word is used almost in
the same sense in the Mahäbhäsya
in respect of showing the words of
a sütra separately; cf. %

^ M.Bh. on
Mahesvara Sütra 1 Värt. 61 ; {2J ä
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repeated word; cf.
2 ; Uvvata
on V. Pr. IIL20; (3) a discussion
or a debate where consideration is
given to each single word; cf*

f «TTßNct Par.j
&ek. Pari. 115.

repetition of a word in the
^ , WRTy, SCTTTS etc. where the

several Päthas appear to be called
=3=3?.In the q^qjs a word in a comp-
ound is repeated twice, in the
5RTO every word is repeated twice,
in the 3IOTI3, six times.

component words of a runn-
ing text or of a compound word.

substitution of a hard consonant
o** % 5? 3> for soft consonants and
aspirates. See the word =3*.

W r̂ê T name of a Nirukta writer
quoted by Yäska; cf. Nir.III.15.

the group of consonants of the
palatal class, viz. g, ^, 5J, ^ and sj.
The word ^ is used in the same
sense in the Pratisäkhya works,See
the word f̂.

JT an ancient grammarian
whose view is quoted by Pänini in
his Sutra f 3 ^r^ i f^f P.VL 1.130.

s a m ^ as ^ or =srrw or
j a grammarian who compo-

sed a compendium on grammar
called Î TO ŝfNTjä and also a com-
mentary on it.
^ a treatise on the grammar
written by =3î g3T€ in the Sutray g
form^which was named %
by him.

f̂lr the same as

the view that there are
four accents—the udätta, the
anudatta, the svarita and the
pracaya~4ield by the Khandiklya
and the Aukhiya Schools»

^ a tad- affix prescribed In the

four senses-
cR̂  p{^W. and aq^OT: mentioned
by Pänini in IV.2-67-70; cf.3Tq^Tî -
vqsTTg^^q^cl^: ^%?T: ^f^: M.Bh.
on IV.2.92.

the affixes prescribed in
the four senses mentioned in P#

IV.2.67-70. These taddhita affixes
are given in the Sütras IV.2.71 to
IV.2-9L The term ^Tg f̂% is
used for these affixes by commen-
tators on Pänini sütras.

words mentioned in the
class headed by ^Tät1^ where the
tad. affix «qsr is applied although
the words =3g$Sr, =^g% and others
are not rpTsp̂ R words to which
^ 5 is regularly applied by P.
V. 1.124. cf. ^ ^

P. V . l . 124 Värt 1.
a class of words headed by ^

which are termed RTfcf by Pänini
e. g. % qr3 i , TZ3*£ *SFk ^ i *nf
etc.; cf. =sn^TS^>. P. 1.4.57. For
the meaning of the word STOTC? see
p,370 Vyäkaranamahäbhasya. Vol.
VIL published by the* D, E.
Society, Poona.

krt affix T̂̂T applied to a root,
to signify habit, age or strength;
e. g. 3TT$fn3 ^JTR?; I ^PT^ f^rami: t
sjtffam^VA cf. P. I I I . 2. 129.

name of a treatise on grammar
written by Gandra, who is believed
to have been the same as Can**
dragomin. The Grammar is based
upon that of Pänini, but it does
not treat Vedic forms ana accents.
See the word ws. above» For
details see pp. 375- 376 Pataäjali
Mahabhäsya. Vol. VII, D. E.
Society's Edition.

ir̂ o&j i^^tqpg[|% name of a com-
mentary on the "W^mm written
by

e fern, affix w , applied to
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words ending in the tad. affixes
and «qg; e. g. Nfcreqr, 3TCI5T,
; cf. Käs. on P. IV. 1. 74.
an ancient grammarian re-

ferred to by Pataiijali in the Ma-
häbhäsya as a scholar who had a
line of pupils named after him;
cf. ^ S ^ ^ W T F I T : M. Bh. on P. I .
1.73.
ftsrpKi fulfilment of the object or
the purpose. The word is used in
connection with a rule of grammar.
See =ctffarf.

the meaning of the indeclinable
^ to convey which, as existing in
different individuals, the dvandva
compound is prescribed „Out of the
four senses possessed by the inde-
clinable =3, the Dvandva com-
pound is prescribed in two senses
viz/j5T^%T and flfnfrc out of the
four *rg*rq, S R J T ^ , Î cTĈ FT and

; cf. qj; jjpäfa fäl«T: I flfsgqt-
^FT: OTTJR ffcf M. Bh.^ ^ F OTTJR ffcf M. Bh.

on P. II.2.29; cf. also Cändra
Vyäkarana II.2.48.
3 tad. affix ( ®H®) applied to the
word g^q, in the sense of posses-
sion, optionally along with the
affixes 33; JR and *%. e. g. 5?*ng:,
f ^ F H , S^ft anc* f ^ P - ; cf. Käs.
on V.2. 122.
ficT desiderative formation; a
term used by ancient grammarians
for the term 5̂RT of Pänini on the
analogy of the terms
etc. cf. 3FT l̂ TOK STÔ T;

Nir. VI. L
rWdal in the sense of the

desiderative; cf.

VI.l.
: Durgäcärya on Nir.

name of a commentary
on the Paribhasendusekhara writ-
rcn by Vishnu Shastri Bhat, in

reply to the treatise named f
^ . See t^goiiSR. For details see
pp. 39, 40 of Vyäkarana Mahä-
bhäsya Vol. VII. published by
the D.E.Society, Poona.

substitute 5 causing vrddhi, in
the place of the aorist vikarana
affix 1%3, prescribed in the case of
all roots in the passive voice and
in the case of the roots q^, ^«T, ^
etc. in the active voice before the
affix cT of the third pers. sing, in
the Ätmanepada, which in its
turn is elided by P. VI. 4. 104,
cf. P. I I I . 1.60-66.

T%?i; affixes or substitutes or bases
marked with the mute letter ^ sig-
nifying the acute accent for the
last vowel; e. g. arg^, 5 ^ , f T % ^
etc. cf. P. VI. 1. 163, 164.

marking with the mute letter
5, signifying the acute accent of
the last vowel; cf. fi fä

; M. Bh. on P*
III . 1.3 Värt. 16.

name of a commentary
on the Paribhasendusekhara by

name of a commentary
on the Laghusabdendusekhara by
Vaidyanätha Päyagunde,one of the
distinguished disciples of Nägesa-
bhatta.

jjMRSPj named also f^|jnw who
wrote a learned commentary
named ^Mt on the Paribhasen-
dusekhara of Nägesabhatta

(1) view; theory, e.g.
^ ^ cf. ^

Par. Sek. Pari.
58; (2) a matter of scrutiny on a
suspicion; cf. f̂ rTT

; Durghata Vr. on VI.4.69.

name of a commentary
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on the Sütras of the Säkatäyana
Vyäkarana written by ^ ^ R \ . It is
also called $5§̂ I%.

SfSBTRT̂T a commentary on
the f%=crwM of WT$q> written by

in the twelfth century. See

questionable; contestable;
which cannot be easily admitted.
The word is used in connection
with a statement made by a sound
scholar which cannot be easily
brushed aside; cf. 133̂  Ä

. Par. Sekh. Pari.
93.5.
the group of palatal consonants
viz. 3» §>, 3, <=£ and ^; cf. ^ P .
I. 3. 7, =%: $: VIII. 2. 30, f|>f :
VII. 4 62.

tad. affix gsg applied to a
in the sense ofc well-known

by ' ; c. g. fanpf:; cf. P. V. 2. 26-
a class or group of roots

headed by the root ^?, familiarly
known as the tenth conjugation.

% % a grammarian who is suppo-
sed to have written a gloss (|I% )
on the Sütras of Pänini; cf. m =3

- (V. 1.
Nyäsa, on the benedictory verse of

at the very beginning.

a gloss on the Sütras of Pänini
referred to by Itsing and Sripati-
datta# Some scholars believe that
Pataftjali's Mahabhasya is referred
to here by the word =cjfäi, as it fully
discusses all the knotty points.
Others believe that ^|pf,stands for
the Vrtti of ^M^. In Jain Reli-
gious Literature there are some
brief comments on the Sütras which
arc called 'gfffi and there possibly

was a similar ^ T on the sutras of
Pänini.

^TRcT the sign q ( q^ of Pänini )
of the frequentative or intensive.
The word is mostly used in the
Kätantra Grammar works; cf.

III. 2. 14. The word̂ ?TT%T is used
in the Mahäbhasya in the sense of
^cT where Kaiyata remarks q^:
qqi^T^T ^TI%Ffe cf. sr$q on
M.Bh. on P. IV.1.78 Värtika. The
word 6̂tf2Rn?cr means q^rT in
Pänini's terminology meaning a
secondary root derived from the
primary root in the sense of in-
tensity. The word =̂ ?£lcfRr is used
for the frequentative bases in which
^3 the sign of the frequentative, is
omitted. See ^4m.

<§ tad. affix \z& applied to the word
fi&r in the sense of * unable to
bear ' e. g. f^f:> cf. P. V. 2. 122
Värt. 7.

raprrsr a southern grammarian of
the seventeenth century who has
composed in 430 stanzas a short
list of the important roots with
their meaning. The work is called

(1) an objector; the word is co-
mmon in the Commentary Litera-
ture where likely objections to a
particular statement are raised,
without specific reference to any
individual objector, and replies are
given, simply with a view to mak-
ing matters clear; (2) repetition
of a word with f̂cf interposed; cf«
$vsft: ^m; W f 4 ^ ^ See ft
and

^ the crude form of the word stft
with the mute consonant â  added
to signify the addition of ^ to
form the feminine base e* g.
cf. P. IV, 1.15.
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a root belonging to the tenth
conjugation of roots ( ^T]^n^ ); cf.

Käs. on P. VII . 3. 34.
y the consonant ^ with =3 prfiexed,
for which ^ is substituted by ^

% ̂  P- VI. 4. 19.

{ tadp affix arrcq causing a vrddhi
substitute for the first vowel of the
word to which it is added. The
affix ( ^m ) is added in the sense
of c a descendant except the direct
son or daughter9 to words if^ and
others; cf. P. IV. 1. 98.

the sign of the aorist ( g s ) for
which generally ftra and 3Tf?, SRT, ^
and f̂ oĵ are substituted in specified
cases; cf. P. III . 1. 43-66.

tad. affix ( of which nothing re-
mains ) to signify the taking place
of something which was not so
before; after the word ending in
1̂ r the forms of the root f>9 ^ or
a**̂  have to be placed; e. g. g^r-

cf. P. V. 4. 50

possessing the sense of fä. See
l^r cf. P. I I I . 2. 56 also P. I I I .
3. 127 Vart. 1.

the second consonant of the
palatal class of consonants (=3cFf),
which is possessed of the properties
^W, 5#q, qfun&T and ^TOföpranffer.
?5 , placed at the beginning of
affixes, is mute; while ŝT is substi-
tuted for ^ standing at the begi-
nning of taddhita affixes; cf. P. I.
3.7 and VII . L2. ^ at the end
of roots has got BT substituted for
it; cf. P. VIII . 2.36.

tad. affix %^ added ( 1 ) to the
words ^^3 $ng and to words end-
ing with the tad. affix fä^; cf. P.

19

IV. 1.143,144 and 149; (2) to the
dvandva compound of words
meaning constellations^to the words

etc. as also to %x&J9 ^r%<, «& etc. in
certain specified senses, cf. P. IV.
2.6, 28, 29, 32, 48; 84, 90 &91;(3)
to words beginning with the vowel

"called Vrddhi (sn^r or ^T),to words
ending with TJ^ to words of the
TTf class, and to ^ ^ and sr^T^ in
the tft^F senses, cf. P. IV. 3.114,
137-45 and IV. 3.1; (4) to the
words l%1|Tfp, 37̂ 3Tfe, as also to
words ending in cprf in the sense of
« present there ' ; cf. PJV.3.62-64;
(5) to the words ßrg^F?, :%:mq)
dvandva compounds, ^^R^T and
others in the sense of c a book
composed in respect of3, cf* P.IV.
3.88; (6)to words meaning warrior
tribes, to words %rfcR> etc5 as also
^T3̂ > and 3T5T, in some specifi-
ed senses; cf. P.IV. 3.91, 131, IV.
4.14, 117; (7) to all words barring
those given as exceptions in the
general senses mentioned in the
sec. V.l. 1-37; (8) to the words gsr,

i, words ending in
etc. f̂äT, s^fä^f and ^

in specified senses; cf. P. V. 1. 40,
69,70,91,92,111,112,135, V.2.17,
V.3.105; (9) to compound words
in the sense of ^ ; e. g.

etc. cf. V. 3. 106;and
(10) to words ending in r̂n% and
?TR in specified senses; cf. P . V.4,
9,10.

the letter ^, the word ^n\l being
looked upon as an affix added
to the consonant f which, by the
addition of sr, is made a complete
syllable; cf, T. Pr. I. 16, 21.
^ tad. affix ^ causing the vrddhi
substitute for the first vowel of the
word to which it is added. ^ is
added (1) to the words ft^q and
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l ^ in the sense of 3TC?q; cfB P*
IV. 1.132, 134; (2) to the word8

fOT^fts and others as a =^ig^f^
affix; cf. P. IV. 2.80; (3) to the
words fclTxfft, sRcFä, ^ F ^ and 3 ^
in the sense of instructed by3, cf.
PJV.3.102; and (4) to the word
sossig* in the sense of 'being a
national of or 'having as a domi-
cile.5 e. g. 5[R5T3fa:; cf. P. IV. 3.94,

[ (1) Vedic Literature in general
as found In the rule 3ip5 3^1%
which has occurred several times
in the Sutras of Panini, cf. w%-
3cq?flf8f *R"FcF M. Bh. on 1.1.1, and
1.4.3; cf. also V. Pr. I . I , 4; (2)
Vedic Sarhhitä texts as contrasted
with the Erähmana texts; cf. s^f-
snsrorft ^ cfit^RiM P, i v . 2 . 6 6 ; ( i )
metre, metrical portion of the
Veda.
?3[PTTO Vedic language as contrast-
ed with 33M (ordinary language in
use); cf. ^

T. Pr. XXIV. 5.
% a popular name given by gra-

mmarians to the first pada of the
fifth Adhyäya of Panini's Asia-
dhyäyi as the pada begins with
the rule JTTf ^f5^: P. V. l .L
^ a short term or Pratyähära stand-
ing for ^ %? 5, = ?̂ s and 3 ; cf.

VIIL3.7.
tad. affix % added to the word

in the general |jföp senses,
e. g. ^CR;;cf. P. IV.2.115. The
mute letter H has been attached to
the affix ^ so that the base ^ ^
before it could be termed pada
(cf, -m 1 P, 1.4.16) and as a
result have the consonant ^ chang-
ed into 3 by P. VIII.2.39.

found in the Vedic Literature;
Vedic; cf. ^\^ßr srfif mf=%\ ̂ llW r̂f

% Bhäsävrtti on P. IV.%4J43;

cf. also
; M. Bh. on 1.1.5.

a learned commentary on Nä-
gesa's Mahäbhäsyapradipoddyota
written by his pupil «ITo^i (possibly
the same as, or the son of, %H[£[
qiqjjo%) who lived in the eighteenth
century.
sspiVnE a grammarian who wrote
a short gloss called ^TcF^3^rf on
the Kätantrasütras.

third consonant of the palatal class
of consonants, possessed of the
properties m^ jqfa, a^qsnoi and W3-
^fxi^n^. ^ at the beginning of
affixes is mute in Pänini's grammar*
the consonant ^ with sr added to
it for facility of pronunciation; cf.
T. Pr. I . .21. See 5.

a poet and grammarian of
Kasmira of the fourteenth century
who wrote a commentary named

on,the Katantra Sutras.
(1) the well-known poet and

scholar of Vyakarana and Alarn-
kära who wrote many excellent
poetical works. He lived in the
sixteenth century. He was a pupil
of f>̂ i%sf and he severely criticised
the views of Appaya Dlksita and
Bhattojl Dlksita« He wrote, a sort
of refutation of Bhattoji's commen-
tary Praudha-Manoramä on the
Siddhanta Kaumudl, which he
named ^H^K^T^i11^7! but which is
popularly termed ^^wf^Hc?f« His
famous work is the Rasagangä-
dhara on Alankärasästra; (2)
writer of a commentary 011 the
Rk-Pratisakhya by name Varna-
kramalak^ana; (3) writer of Sära-
pradlpikä, a commentary on the
Särasvata Vyakarana»
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a kind of Vedic recital wherein
each word is repeated six times.
SfföT is called one of the 8 kinds
( argfägfir) of the Krarnapätha,
which in its turn is based on the
Padapätha; cf.

$ m ^R: I
5R<jtfSlfii: 1 SW is defined as

recital of
illustrated

The
can be

as

a famous grammarian of the
Mauni family who lived in Värä-
nasl in the seventeenth century.
He wrote ftWR^sftSpfrc, ̂ Fa^f^FT, a
commentary on the Siddhänta-
kaumudi called gftf̂ Rt and a
commentary on the Madhya Kau-
mudi named 1%Q5TH. He wrote a
commentary on the Laghukau-
mudi also.

is

(1) author of cTx^^^a commen-
tary on qifotH f̂fiTf written by
Vitthala; (2) writer of a commen-
tary named Vädighatamudgara on
the Särasvataprakriyä,

l a famous Bengalee

a grammarian, ( of course
different from the well-known
poet), to whom a small treatise on
grammar by name
attributed»

^ g
scholar of Vyäkarana and Nyäya
who has written a small treatise
dealing with syntax* 'The treatise
is named

one of the famous joint
authors ( Wttfäft and 3TJR ) of the
well-known gloss (fT% ) on the
Sutras of Pänini, popularly called
sRf̂ R?Tff%. As the ^lf^^l|frT is men-
tioned by It-sing, who has also
mentioned Bhartrhari's Väkyär

padiya, as a grammar treatise
written some 40 years before his
visit, the time of T̂%£Tfl% is fixed
as the middle of the 7th century
A.D. Some scholars believe that
s^fe^ w a s the same as swfe a
king of Kasmira and 3FR was his
minister. For details, see pp. 386-
388 of the Vyäkarana Mahäbhäsya
Vol. VII published by the D.E.
Society, Poona. See 3»TI?R5T.

ajain grammarian of the
fourteenth century who wrote a
commentary named J3gR on the

ER of Hemacandra.
a short term ( smi%K ) signifying

the soft inaspirate class consonants

substitution of a sjsj consonant
prescribed by Panini for any con-
sonant excepting a semi-vowel or
a nasal, if followed by any fourth
or third consonant out of the class
consonants, or if it is at the end of
a päda; cf. P.VIII. 2.39, VIII.4.
53.
? the same as Wffi, which see
above.

case termination $r^ oi the nom.
plural; cf.P. IV. 1.2.

case termination Ŝ H of the
nom. plural mentioned as «Rj by
Pänini in IV. 1.2, but referred to
as 3n% by him; cf. P.IV.1.31 and
VII.1.50.

^fg^^sfl ( fl% ) a composite ex-
pression where the constituent

! members give up their individual
sense. In compound words such
as WSIĴ W in the sentence 3I^WT>
qq the word ^T^ gives up its
sense inasmuch as he? the king,.-
is not brought; <ps also gives up

I its sense as every man is not
brought. It is of course to be
noted that although the sense is
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given up by each word, it is not
completely given up; cf. ^ ^ r f r
^TO T̂̂ -cfTO *r$Tfa; M. Bh. on P.
II. 1.1. Vart. 2. For detailed
explanation see Mahäbhäsya on
P. II. LI. Värt. 2.
FSlrffö abandonment or giving up
of properties in the case of a
word included in a fi% or compo-
site expression; cf.
Durghata Vrtti on P. II . 2.6.

a short disguisition on
the correctness of the word
written by a grammarian named
Cakrin; cf. i

colophon.
born or produced there or then;

one of the senses in which the
tad. affixes, called «TTcttsfe, are
prescribed by Pänini in the siitra
5̂{ ̂ icf: and the following; cf. P.

IV. 3.25-37.
RTsrff̂ f?n58f&cSr invalidity of a Ba-
hiranga operation that has al-
ready taken place by virtue of
the Antaranga-paribhäsä—3rt§5
^ f | ^ ^ # — that which is c bahi-
ranga' is regarded as not having
taken effect when that which is
'antaranga' is to take effect. For
details see Par. Sek. Paribhäsä 50.

cTÎ fpriW ĉW invalidity of a gra-
mmatical operation prescribed by
a rule in the srptffi section (P. VI.
4. 22 upto the end of the fourth
päda ) which, although it has taken
place, is to be looked upon as not
having taken place when any other
operation in the same section is
to take effect. See

genus; class;universal;thenotion
of generality which is present in
the several individual objects of the
same kind. The biggest or widest
notion of the universal or genus is

which, according to the gra-
mmarians, exists in every object
or substance, and hence, it is the
denotation or denoted sense of
every substantive or Prätipadika,
although on many an occasion
vyakti or an individual object is
required for daily affairs and is
actually referred to in ordinary
talks. In the Mahäbhäsya a
learned discussion is held regard-
ing whether srn% is the denotation
or Ö T̂% is the denotation. The
word srrfcT is defined in the Mahä-
bhäsya as follows :—

t f S t I

T «If «ff eft T̂Tcf 3v3RT T%f: M. Bh.
on IV. L63. For details see
Bhartrhari's Väkyapadiya,

the view that wi%> or genus
only, is the denotation of every
word. The view was first advo-
cated by Väjapyäyana which was
later on held by many, the Mlmä-
rhsakas being the chief supporters
of the view. See Mahibhasya
on P. L 2.64. See Par. Sek. Pari.
40,

see
the acute accent for the

last vowel of a word ending with
=37 of the p*p.p- denoting a genus;
cf. P. VI. 2.170,
cf l^ tad . affix «rate in the sense
of wm or variety; e, g. qgsnäte:,
355«rrate:; cf. Kag. on P, V* $S9*
Originally îcfiq was possibly an
independent word, but as its use>
especially as a noun, was found
restricted, it came to be looked
upon as an affix on the analogy
of the affixes ^ q , \m} %£fN and
others.

name of a variety of the
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rita or circumflex accent; the
original svarita accent as contra-
sted with the svarita for the grave
which follows upon an acute
as prescribed by P. in VIII. 4.67,
and which is found in the words
?*£:, fRIT etc. The jätya svarita is
noticed in the words

etc.; cf.

R. Pr. and com. III. 4.
tautologous^ unnecessarily

repeated; the word is defined and
illustrated by Yäska

%
^ ^ W Nir.X.16.2. For

other definitions of the word WW
conveying practically the same
idea, cf. Nir.X. 16. 3 and 4.
^ tad. affix added in the sense
of 'a root' to the words sjjd}. s%, ^ ;
5^ and others; e. gw *PT*TT5̂ cf. P.
V.2.24.
a conventional term for ^r^R^

used in the Jainendra Vyakarana,

I ) affix marked with the
mute letter 5; e. g. srn, *\% ̂ H.
the word fyfä; is not however found
used in this sense; (2) a word
supposed to be marked with the
mute indicatory letter ^„The word
is used in this sense by the Vartti-
kakara saying that such a word
does not denote itself but its syno-
nyms; cf. fäq; qsjfq̂ TqrRsfe ^ r r a ^
P.I.L68 Vart. 7. In the Sutra r̂̂ n

^q^f PJL 4. 25, the word
is supposed to be f^j; and

hence it denotes ^ j ^ etc.; but
not the word ^T^ itself; (3) In the
Prätisäkhya works f^[ means the
first two consonants of each class
(«rf); e.g. % % 5, ^. etc. which are
the same as ?®\ letters in Pänini's

terminology; cf. 5T it ^
PrJ.50;IILI3.

^ author of the Siddhantaratna»
a commentary on the Särasvata
Sütras,

t ^ S & reputed Buddhist Gra-
mmarian of the eighth century
who wrote a scholarly comment-
ary on the Käsikävrtti of Jayäditya
and Vämana. The commentary is
called ^\m or 3nTf̂ T%^W% n̂" and
the writer is referred to as r̂ T̂ JTC
in many later grammar works»
Some scholars identify him with

^?r f^ ; the writer of the %J*EPC-
f, but this is not possible as

^ ^ c R l ^ ^ was a Jain Gramma-
rian who flourished much earlier.

mention as fSicJ; cf.
M.Bh. on 1.1.68 Värt, 7. See

nsed in the sense of f«rfW, the
tip of the tongue.
fn^S^rR (l)having the root of the
tongue as the place of its produc-
tion ;the phonetic element or letter
called fäfFJjffa; (2) name given to
that phonetic element into which
a visarga is changed when follow-
ed by 5 or ^ ; cf x 3S %fa fäfPJjfcls
V.Pr.VIII.19. The fäfjQtäm letter
is called j%l^ also; see Nyäsa on I.
1.9. The Rk. Prätisäkhya looks
upon % ^ f%f T§̂ TR, and the gut-
tural letters as ^ifT^^R.

^f^^pqf produced at the root of
the tongue; the same as t^lT^^^TR,
which see above.

augment sr added to the root cfT
before the causal sign fa?^ when
the root means shakingjef.^
sĝ  P. VII. 3.38.

a grammarian of the
fourteenth century A. D. who
revised and rewrote the. grammar
^ and the commentary n^me4
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on it, which were composed
by »̂3T̂ r̂  in the thirteenth
century. The work of ^ T ^ ? q is
known as ^flR^FOT.

verbal termination ^ substitute
ed for the original f|| of the third
pers. pi in certain cases mentioned
mP.III.4.108,109,110,lll,andll2.

the transformation of % into
; the substitution of SJH for ffL

The term is often used in the
Mahäbhasya; cf. M. Bh. on I.
1.57, 1.1. 63, IIL1.43 etc. See $5.

^aff the class of roots headed
by ^ after which the vikaifana sap
is elided and the root is reduplica-
ted in the four conjugational tenses;
third conjugation of roots.

name oi a grammar
work written by Püjyapäda Deva-
nandin, also called Siddhanandin,
in the fifth century A.D. The
grammar is based on the Asfcädh-
yäyi of Paninijthe section on Vedic

, accent and the rules of Pätiini exp-
laining Vedic forms being3of course,
neglected,. The grammar is called
Jainendra Vyäkarana or Jainendra
Sabdänusäsana. The work is avail-
able in two versions, one consisting
of 3000 sutras and the other of 3700
sütras. It has got many comment-
aries, of which the Mahavrtti
written by Abhayanandin is the
principal one. For details see

; Jainendra Vyakarana, introduction
published by the Bharatiya Jnana-
pitha Väränasl.

^ r f name of a com-
mentary on the Jainendra Vyaka-
rana, written by Abhayanandin in
the nii*th century A. D. see §T*RJ;-

above*
| ( sm^fv^ ) a treatise on Vya-
Icarana written by Jumaranandin.
§ t^ above. The Jaumara

Vyakarana has no Vedic section
dealing with Vedic forms or ac-
cents,but it has added a section on
Präkdtajust as the Haima Vyä-
karana.

^T^ a supplement to thc

Jaumära Vyäkarana written by
Goyicandra. See Jt#

^ ^ T the revised version by
Jumüranandin of the original
grammar treatise in verse called
f̂FRTR written by Kramadlsvarä,

The Jaumärasamskaraiia is the
same as Jaumära Vyakarana, which
see above.

a root belonging to the
or the third conjugation.

name of a commentary on
Amarasiiiiha's Amarakosa written
by Sripati (Chakravartin) in the
14th century.

lit.indirect or implicit revealer;
a word very commonly used in
the sense of an indicatory state-
ment. The Sütras, especially those
of Pänini, are very laconic and it is
believed that not a single word in
the Sütras is devoid of purpose/
If it is claimed that a particular
word is without any purpose, the
object of it being achieved in
some other way, the commenta-
tors always try to assign some pur-
pose or the other for the use of the
word in the Sutra. Such a word
or words or sometimes even the
whole Sutra is called $WW or indi-
cator of a particular thing« The
Paribhäsas or rules of interpreta-
tion are mostly derived by indica-
tion (upnpfir?) from a word or words
in a Sutra which apparently appear
to be sajsf or without purpose, and
which are shown as m^ after the
particular indication (WH) is
drawn from them,, The
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shown to be constituted of four
parts,
and 3T?WFK3. For the instances of
Jnäpakas, see Paribhäsendusekhara.
Purusottamadeva in his Jnäpaka-
samuccaya has drawn numerous
conclusions of the type of IJCR
from the wording of Pänini Sütras.
The word g"FR» and w are
used many times as synonyms
although ^[^^ sometimes refers to
the conclusions drawn from a
wording which is W^ or indica-
tor. For instances of Wffi, cf.M.Bh.
onMähesvara Sütras 1, 3, 5, P. I .I .
3, 11,18, 23, 51 etc. The word 3 ^
in the rule 3T5 33S is a wellknown
WF5 of the 3RTC|Rft*TraT. The
earliest use of the word ITTO in the
sense given above, is found in the
Paribhäsäsücana of Vyädi. The
Paribhäsä works on other systems
of grammar such as the Kätantra,
the Jainendra and others have
drawn similar JSäpakas from the
wording of the Sütras in their
systems. Sometimes a Jnapaka is
not regularly constituted of the
four parts given above ;it is a mere
indicator and is called sft^ instead
of r̂qsf».

ntf^TCJv^RI a work giving a collec-
tion of about 400 Jnäpakas or
indicatory wordings found in the
Sutras of Pänini and the conclu-
sions drawn from them. It was
written by Parusottamadeva, a

* Buddhist scholar of Panini's gram-
mar in the twelfth century A. D.,
who was probably the same as the
famous great Vaiyäkarana patron-
ized by Laksmanasena.See ^

realizable, or possible to
be drawn, from a wording in the
Sutra of Pänini in the manner
shown above. See

realized from the
wording; the conclusion drawn
from an indicatory, word in the
form of Paribhäsäs and the like.
Such conclusions are not said to
be universally valid; cf.

Par. Sek. Pari, 110.7.
a conclusion or inference,

drawn from a word or words in a
Sutra, with a view to assign a
purpose to that or to those words
which otherwise would have been
without a purpose. The word is
sometimes used in the sense of
sTTĈ  and refers to the word or
words supposed to be without any
purpose and therefore looked upon
as a reason or | g for the desired
conclusion to be drawn. The
words T%̂cTC3[ ^N^ srqfcRU occur
very frequently in the Mahäbhäsya;
cf, M.Bh. on P. I. 1. 11, 14,19/55,
68, I, 2.41 etc. etc,

concluded or proved by means
of a T̂qsft word or wording; cf. |[%:
qctfäsfßjSpsft 3TTä%M 5nft3: M.Bh,. on
I I I . 4. 37 Värt. 3.

a conclusion or formula to be
drawn from a jnapaka word or
words; cf. the usual expression
qicfäf fcr̂ ngqqrfrî irat ^TFl^m stating
that only so much, as is absolutely
necessary, is to be inferred.

indicated or suggested; cf.
g )

^ p ; etc. M.Bh. on I I . 3.13
Värt. 3.

(1) name of a commentary
by Rämacandra possibly belong-
ing to the 18th century on the
Vajasaneyi Prätisäkhya; (2) name
of a commentary on JNagesa's
Laghusabdendusekhara by Uda-
yamkara Päthaka of Väränasi in
the 18th century«

standing for «rorfe; name of
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a class of 30 roots headed by the
root 5̂ 55 f̂cft and given as ^ 3^q^,
«R5 q-Rf̂T etc; cf. ^fefcf^€%*^[ <JT: P .
III. 1.140/

^fourth consonant of the palatal
class of consonants possessed of the
properties 3RT3?ra;H, ^1^ äfcPfTOccr,
and T̂fTSPRcf; §T at the beginning of
an affix in Pänini Sütras is mute;
e. g. the affixes %, ffetc; cf. l ^ P .
I. 3.7.
a verbal ending of the 3rd pers.
Atm. for 55 ( i.e. *$m ); cf P. I l l A
78; for the letter gj, 3ffi[ is substitu-
ted; cf. #RT: P. VIII. 1.3, but ^ in
the perfect tense; cf. P. III. 4.81
and ^ i n the potential and bene-
dictivc moods; cf. P. III. 4.85.

wording of the affix f? (see above)
suggested by the Värttikakära to
have the last vowel of <H*zt acute,
by faff: (P.VI.1.163) the property
f̂ rcf being transferred from the
original ?r to 3FcT; cf. Käs. cT4T ^

fe n P.VII. 1.3.
* a short term ( SR̂ T̂TC ) for the
fourth, thirds second and first con-
sonants of the five classes, after
which | is changed into the cog-
nate of the preceding consonant
while 5T is changed into ^ option-
ally; cf? P. VIII. 4.62,63.

a short term (SFtffR) for any
consonant except semi-vowels^
nasals and \; cf. P. VIIL4.65.

a short term ( STĉUfR) for conso-
nants excepting semi-vowels and
nasals; cf. P.I.2.9, VI.U58,VI.4.
15, VIL 1,60, VIII. 2.39, and
VIII.4.53.

a short term ( sr̂ TfTC ) for the
fourth and the third of the class
consonants; cf. P. VIII. 4*53, 54.

^ a short term ( ŝ TfK) for the
fourth ( IT, ¥j, % % and ^ ) of the
class consonants; cf. P.VIIL 2.37,
40.
(1) verb-ending of the 3rd pers.

pi, Parasmaipada, substituted for
the wfiK of the ten lakliras, chang-
ed to spr in the potential and the
benedictive moods, and optionally
so in the imperfect and after the
sign *r of the aorist; cf.P,III. 4, 82,
83,84, 108, 109,110, 111, 112; (2)
a conventional term for STÔ R (in-
declinable) used in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana.
H a term,meaningcbaving ^ as ^
used by the Värttikakara in con-
nection with those words in the
rules of Pänini which themselves
as well as words referring to their
special kinds, are liable to under-
go the prescribed operation; cf.

: l M.Bh.on PJ t 1.
68 Värt. 8.

nasal (fifth consonant) of the
palatal class of consonants possess-
ed of the properties ^?5SKH, #*!,
^a |̂cJc5r, 313WW and 3?I3^TI%SR; (2)
mute letter, characterized by which
an affix signifies |i% for the pre-
ceding vowel; ̂  of a taddhita affix,
however, signifies | li; for the first
vowel of the word to which the affix
is added; (3) a mute letter added
to a root at the end to signify that
the root takes verb-endings of both
the padas.
tad. affix 3f; cf. P. IV. 2. 58,106,
107 and IV.4.129.

a short term ( SRHTSTC ) for the
five nasal consonants ??, ^ , %> %
and ^ .
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a mute syllable prefixed to1 a
root in the Dhatupatha of Pänini'
signifying the addition of the
affix cf (TF) to the root, in the sense
of the present time; e.g. fe^T;, wz:
etc.; cf/KSS. on P . I I I . 2.187.

tad, affix f̂  added to words
headed by 3^ft as also to words
meaning a village in the Vahika
country optionally with the affix
33J" in the Saisika senses ;e.g. ft

. The affixes 35 and t*RT are
added.to «the word 3»T$ preceded
by 3?iq^ as also by some other
words; e. gm 3n^PTfefT, STT^Tf^T
crraPTfö̂ T, cTT̂ Tf̂ bt etc.; cf. P. IV.2.
116,117,118 and Värttika on IV.

2.116.
n affix marked with the

mute letter si; causing the substi-
tution of vrddhi for the» preceding
vowel and acute accent for the first
vowel of the word to which it is
added* buty causing vrddhi for the
first vowel of the word to which it
is added in case the affix is a tad.
affix; c£. P.VII.2, 115, 116, 117/
(2) ä root marked with the conso-
nant sr, taking verb-endings of
both the Parasmaipada and the
Ätmanepada kinds; e.g. ^tfif, <pcf,

f j , F̂ITßf3 ŝ FTIcf etc.; cf.
PX3.72,

a root marked with the mute
syllable {$? prefixed to it, signifying
the addition of the affix W* in the

# present tense. See FT.

f taddhita affix ^ signifying the
substitution of vrddhi as also

-the acute accent for the first
vowel of the word - to which

•it* is addedl It is added (1) to
words headed by spTfä^ in the
four senses termed ^in e.g-SiFjfert̂

etc.;.icfJPJV*. 2.80; (?) to
20

the word TFSJR and STS^PTM com-
pounds in the sense of 'present
there', e.g. q ^ F H , qrftg^R etc.
cf; PJV.3.58, 59; (3) to the word
ftfj e.g. %4; cf. P. IV.3.84; (4) to
the words headed by 2[rr%̂ J in the
sense of 'domicile oP, e.g. 3^1%^;;
cf. P. IV.3.92; (5) to the words
^ t l ^ s f r i i ^ qs etc. in the
sense of duty (3$) or scripture
( 3?TÜTq ) je. g. ^T^F^q;, 3?TT^^^
^Tl̂ rq; etc.; cf. P. IV. 3.129;
(6) to the word 1|qi% in the sense
of'associated with'; e.g. TTli^:
(3?f!rO;cf.P.IV.4.90;(7) to the words
sR«sffl[ and OTiq|; cf. P. V.l.14; (8)
to the words SFFcF, 3TTTÔ  etc.,cf.P.
V.4.23; (9) to the word sffirfir; cf.
P.-V..4.26; and (10) to the words
in the sense of qjr(wandering tribes
for earning money), as also to
the words meaning pflcf (kinds of
tribes) as also to words ending
with the affix vfi§r under certain
conditions; cf. P.V.3.I12, 113.
^ tad. affix in the sense of ca des-
cendant5 added to words beginn-
ing with STT, ̂ ;, sfi or "ending with %9

as also to the words #W 5̂ and
3RT3; provided they mean a coun-
try and "a Ksatriya too; e.g. € € 4

IV.L17L
^ tad. affix q causing | Ä to the
first vowel of the word to which
it is added and the addition of ^
( wn ) in the sense of feminine
gender? added to words meaning
warrior tribes of the Vähika coun-
try but not Brähmanas or Ksatri-
yas. e.g. €l3SRt» safe?! etc.; cf. P.
V. 3. 114.

^ t affix added to the root sf^in
Vedic .Literature preceded by the
words ^»^ J J ^ g ^ j or %sq, e.g.
^sqf^T^r, 3ÖWT?*!:, I'KRT^s; cf. P.
I I I .2.65, 66...
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^ the first consonant of the lingual
class ( 33TT) possessed of the pro-
perties 'grogsr^ra, sr^N, fapffi*^
and SRWPW. When prefixed or
affixed to an affix as an indica-
tory letter, it signifies the addition
of the fern, affix ^ ( i ); cf. P. IV.
LI5. When added to the conju-
gational affixes ( ^K ) it shows
that in the Atmanepada the vowel
of the last syllable is changed to
H. cf. P. III. 4.79. When added
to an augment ( z\\Tm ), it shows
that the augment marked with it
is to be prefixed and not to be
affixed; e. g. gs, gs etc.; cf. P. I.
1.46.

2T (1) the consonant £, the vowel
3T being added for facility of
utterance; cF. &ffi[i\ «3J1RHT̂  T.
Pr. I. 21; (2) short term, (SR̂ TIR)
standing for 2̂ fr or the lingual
class of consonants, found used
mostly in • the Prätisäkhya
works; cL RT. 13, V. Pr. L 64,
T, Pr. I. 27; (3) tad. affix ( 3f)
added to the word q̂ JpfT in the
sense < ^ *TIcT: ? e. g. HfiSjpfl, cf. P.
IV. 3.34, Vart. 2; (4) krt affix
( ST ) added to the root ^ 3$ and
f> under certain conditions; e. g.

, i ( ) ,

i: «pfeift; etc.; cf* P. III.
2.16-23.

rt affix 3?, not admitting JOT or
to the preceding vowel and

causing ^t^ in the feminine ( by
P.IV. 1.15), added to the roots J7I",
qT and §^ under certain condi-
tions; e. g„ ̂ WJ;9 §p;N:, qßrfft etc.;
cf. P. IV. 2.8, 52, 53, 54, 55.

the consonant £, sj>R being
added for facility of utterance;
cf. qqfasR; P. IIL 3.108 Värt. 3;
cfÄ also V. Pr. LI7.

1 the samäsänta affix 3? added to
certain specified words at the end
of the tatpurusa and other com-
pounds, e.g. 3jsi^r:3 <WT^, ^FRttJ,

etc. cf P.V.4.91-112.

the class of lingual consonants;
the same as g in Pänini.
case ending of the third case
OpfcfT) sing, number; cf. P- IV.L2,

shoi t term for affixes beginning
with si^in P. IV. 1,4 and ending
with *qf in P. IV. 1.78; cf.

M. Bh. on I. 2.48 V. 2.
feminine affix STT added to mas-

culine nouns ending in sr by the
rule srsTMcfgT̂  IV. 1.4 excepting
those nouns where any other affix
prescribed by subsequent rules
becomes applicable.

the final syllable beginning with
a vowel; part of a word consisting
of the final vowel in a word and
the consonants following the final
vowel; cf. «Ĥ Fsqrfö fö P. L 1-64.

(1) tad. affix ^ added to the
words ?*FTT, *rw and sftc^ in the
sense of c something given as
wages3 e. g. snf&fäJ; wßr€l; cf, P.
IV. 4.67; (2) tad. affix ^F added
to $fl and Ĵ§ in the 3TfCf̂  senses
e. g. *teu:, *!%W; cf. P. VJ .25,26.

marked or characterized by the
mute letter z» For the signifi-
cance of the addition of s, see s.

^ deletion or elision of the finat
syllable beginning with a vowel,
as prescribed by Pänini in
certain rules; cf. *wf £$R: VII.
1.88,^: P. VL 4.143, i55 ^siftgl
P. VI. 4.144 and *($#afca( PP VI.
4.145.

tad. affix $2 added to the
preposition $m in the sense of
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'lowering of the nose' (
^ ) e. g. sTcff^; cf. P. V. 2.31.
(1) mute syllable g prefixed to
roots to signify the addition of
the affix sjsj^in the sense of ver-
bal activity; %. g. ^qg:, ^ : ; cf.
P.III. 3.89; (2) the class of lingual
consonants z> 3, s, s and gr; cf
^ P . 1.3.7.

augment 2 added to that in
connection with which it is pres-
cribed; it is prescribed in connec-
tion with l? and ^ followed by a
sibilant, o. g, §TIOT + ^: - grpn^sg:;
cf. P, VIII. 3.28.

arrqrqr tad. affix ^uq added to the
w7ord f=fi meaning * a warrior
tribe not of a Brahmana nor of a
Ksatriya caste' in the sense of the
word ( ^ ) itself; e. g. # ^ : 5 cf.
P. V- 3.1 J 5

tad. affix q, causing ff^forthe
initial vowel and the additioB of
the fern, affix %, ̂ applied to the
word #FT in the sense of c having
that as a deity/ e. g. € N
Wt ; cf, P. IV. 2.30.

tad. affix $R to which the aug-
ment ^ is prefixed, making the
affix cR, applicable to the words
<8T3, f&, 3T%, £Rt and indeclinable
words in the Saisika or misce-
llaneous senses; e. g. SRcR:, ftfeR:

etc.; cf. P. IV. 3.23, 24.

tad. affix added in the same
way as "Z& above, making only a
difference in the accent. When
the affix 2g<3 is added, the acute
accent isngiven to the last vowel
of the wordjDreceding the affix.

tad. affix c5, causing vrddhi for
the initial vowel of the word to
which it is added and also the
addition of the fem.affix ^applied
to the word sjpft in the sense

of c färanV e. g. miwm f^; cf,
Käs. on P. IV. 3.142.

having g as ?^; roots, that
have .f as ^ or mute3 take the
affix 3?qxi in the sense of verbal
activity. See 5.

the second consonant of the ling-
ual class possessed of the proper-
ties ^sn^si^R, aqsfa, "Rlcf^^^r and
flflMFI^T. For the syllable 3" at
the beginning of taddhita affixes,
the syllable ^ is substituted; if
however the affix {beginning with
3" ) follows upon a word ending
in ^g, 3H , ^, ^ 5j and ^ then 3?
is added instead of ^ ; e. g.

f » : etc.; cf. &&$:,
P- VII. 3.50, 51.

Some scholars say that 35 and <g
are substituted for ^ by the sütras
quoted above; cf. Kas. on VII.
3.50.

3 (1) tad. affix z; see 5 above for the
substitution of %*$ and ^ for 3".
Z stands as a common term for
3 ^ 3 3^,33[, and 3=g as also for
§?*§*3o an<^ ^ ' (2) the consonant
Z, the vowel 1̂ being added for
facitity of pronunciation, cf. T.
Pr. 1.21.

a very common tad. affix ^ ,
or sf> in case it is added to words
ending in ^ , 3 5 , 3, ^5 ^ and
g; according" to P. VII. 3. 51,
causing the substitution of vrddhi
for the first vowel of the word to
which it is added. Z\ is added
to (1) ^\€\ and other words in the
sense of descendant ( 3?tRq ) e. g.

g : , cf. P. IV. 1.146-149;
(2) to the words $re&T,̂ P3Ri etc.
in the sense of *dyed in^ e. g.
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; cf. P. IV. 2.2; (3)
to the words 3j£? and ^1%!^ in the
sense of &5fffir '-made better ', e. g.
5rfW£, s f l ^ f e ^ ( epr instead of ^
substituted for s^ ), cf. P. IV. 2.
18, 19; (4) to the words smiT^nt,
W^ etc.; cf. P. IV. 2. 22, 23; (5)
to words expressive of inanimate
objects, to the words iftcf and ^ 3 ,
as also to the words % ĵ and W<3[
in the sense of * multitude '; cf. P.
IV. 2. 47, 48; '6) to the words
^g, 3*F*T and words ending in ^ ,
3RRJ etc., in the sense ofe students
of5 ( 3 c ^ cfe ), cf. P. IV. 2.59,
60, 63; (7) to the words g«^ and
others as also to 5J$X] as a ^1^f#^
affix; cf. P. IV. 2.80, 84;^ (8) to
the words gypqi, W^ and gq? in the
Saisika senses; cf. P. IV. 2.102,
115, IV. 3.18; (9) to the words
ĉf̂ rr3 ' a nd others' in the sense

' generally present'; cf. P. IV. 3.
40; (10) to the words consisting of
two syllables, and the words w%
mw\ etc.in the sense ofcexplanat0ry
literary work5; cf. P . IV.3J2; (11'}
to words meaning» c sources of in-
come 3 in the sense of c accruing
from'; cf. P. IV. 3.75; (12) to
words denoting inanimate things
excepting words showing time or
place, in the sense of ' qfrE1 *, cf-
P. IV. 8.96; and (13) to the words
|?5 and ^AR in the sense of 'belong-
ing to', cf. P. IV. 3.124. The tad.
affix 3 ^ is added as a general
termination, excepting in such
cases where other affixes are pre-
scribed, in specified senses like

etc.; cf. P. IV. 4.1-75, as also to
words ip, mi, ^ % 1^»% -̂ cTOT etc.
in specified senses, cf. P. IV. 4. 81,
102. 3̂ J is also added as a general
tad. affix or arf^Rf^flcfSRqq, in
varipu§ specified mxi®£$, us .pre-

scribed by P. V.l. 19-63>and to the
words 33ft, 3 ^ 3 5 5 , ^ 3n%^ W*g$\9

5Rô ?̂ etc. and to the word ir̂ TQST,
in the prescribed senses; cf. P . V.
2.67,763 V. 3.108,109; while, with-
out making any change in sense
it is added to srjnjföi, föw, m%
OTR ( sfiqiq^. being the wqrd
formed), atöfttfRl, «F^r^j (cf.^T^ßq^
>̂T«n% )̂3 ̂ 3 f ^ ^ 37^R and others,,

and to the word =11̂  in the sense of
sexpressed'; cf. P. V. 4.13, 34, 35.
The fern, affix {̂q ( \ ) is added to
words ending in the affix z \ to
form fern, bases.

popular name given to the
fourth pada of the fourth adhyäya
of PäninTs Astadhyäyi.The päda be-
gins with the rule 5n^cTS^PJV.4.1
prescribing the taddhita affix Z^
in the senses prescribed in rules be-
ginning with the next rule c eft
[̂ö̂ fcf ^f& vspqfcf f̂ rclH ' an<^ ending

with the rule T ^ s spfäC P.IV.4.73.

. affix ^ or^F (by P.VII.3.51)
with the vowel ST accented acute
applied to (1) nggzi and others as a
Cäturarthika affix"; cf. P.IV.2.80;
(2) to multisyllabic words and
words beginning with 3^ which
are proper nouns for persons; cf.
P. V.3.78, 80; and (3) to the word
T3?PSrR5T in the sense of 5*; cf, P.
V.3.109. The base, to which z% is
added* retains generally two sylla-
bles or sometimes three, the rest
being elided before the affix 3 ^
e. g. \v^:9 sni^:> ft^; tRßssp: etc-
from the words %%%% '41^®9 ftg-

% etc.; cf» P. V,3,83, 84.

tad. affix ^ or ^ (by RVII.3.51)
causing Vrddhi and acute accent
for the first vowel of the word to
which it is added» applied (1) to

ä and mföfi in the
c l P^ IV.2.35^ 41,
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e. g. etc.; (2) to
and others,words

along with f̂ fö, e. g.
also with f3?5 to words denoting
villages in the Vähika country e.g.
2[TF=F»R5-:i?f ̂ (Ffffê T; as also to words
ending in 3 forming names of
countries in all the Saisika senses
cf. P. IV.2.116-120; (3) to com-
pound words having a word show-
ing direction as their first member,
to words denoting time, as also to
the words 3K\, fäsir and ŝ N" in the
Saisika senses! cf. P. IV.3.6, 7, 11-
15; (4) to the words *{4\ (m Veäic
Literature), and toi^RT and ^ps^
in the Saisika senses; cf. P.IV.3.19™
21; (5) to ŝf̂ ER, ^TT^liW, words
having SRI: as the first member,
to the word %m preceded by qfö or
3^3, to multisyllabic words having
their last vowel accented acute, to
words denoting sacrifices, to words
forming names of sages, to words
ending in ^i and to the word *n>RR
in the specific senses which are
mentioned; cf. P. IV.3.50, 60, 61,
67> 68, 69, 78, 79, 97; (6) to the

compound words having a multi-
syllabic words as their first mem-
ber, and to the words JJ¥ etc. in
the specified senses;cf.P,,IV,4.6,lT,
30, 52, 58, 64, 103/(7) to any word
as a general tad. affix (STI^I^I^CT),

unless any other affix has been
specified in the specified senses

mentioned in the section of sutras
V. L 18. to 117; (8) to the words
3Tq:3lQ5, ̂ ^ 3q?̂ T, compound words
having 133? or TIT as their first mem-
ber as also tp the words fäs^fiSM
and f ^ r ^ ; cf. P.V.2.76, 118,119.

«̂  tad. affix ^ or m (according to
P, VII.3.51), causing the addition
pf 3ft, â <J, not %t „for. forming the

feminine base, applied (1) to the
word #T and wcrds with two
syllables in the sense of 'crossing'
or 'swimming' owr; cf. P.IV.4. 7;
e.g. ^IN^: -«ilfcî T, sngsu: ^Tpi; (2)
to the words ^ %^ and f^^ and
optionally with 15 to STTgsj- in the
sense of maintaining ($m ̂ 1%) ; cf.
P. IV. 4.13, 14; (3) to the word
SlcfasT, words ending with WU1.,
to the word 3H, to words showing
completion ( ijTOn^I ), to the
words 3 ^ , m*\, z[% ̂ oq3 qwnH and.
«IT5 in specified senses; cf. P. IV
4.42, 70, V. l .21 ,48 , 49, 51, 84,
V. 2, 85, and 109; (4) to words
ending in 3} as also to the words
headed by ^tf|, and optionally with
the affix föô [ to g?^ and with the
affix *{ to % [̂in the sense of £iciq(pos~
session); cf. P. V. 2. 115, U6, 117
and 109.

marked with the mute letter ^.
There is no affix or word marked
with mute 5 (at the end) in Päni-
ni's grammar, but to avoid cer-
tain technical difficulties, the
Mahäbhasyakära has proposed
mute 6 instead of ^ in the 'case of
the affix ^ o f the first pers. sing,
perf. Ätm. and 3f̂ j p escribed as
Samprasärana substitute by P. VI.
4.132 e; g. 41?:, %§m cf. M.Bh.
on III.4.79 and VI.4.19.

( 1 ) third letter of the lingual
class of consonants possessed of the
properties ^Tf̂ Tg^Rj W%> ti^ki^a^,
and ;3f(̂ [5rr̂ ; (2) mute letter ap-
plied to affixes by Pänini to show
the elision of the ft part (cf. P. 1.
1.64.) of the preceding word viz,
the penultimate vowel and the
consonant or consonants follow-
ing it; cf,
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V I A 143. The syllable fir of T%JTcf
is also elided before an affix rnark-
with the mute letter f .
(1) kit affix 3T applied to the root
Tfĵ  preceded by 3T-cF? W&7z\, <%'^
etc., as also to the roots iq, and
^[^under certain conditions; cf.
P. 111.2,48,49, 50, 97-101 and to
the root spu to form the word ?PR,
cf. P. VI. 3.75; (2) tad. affix s?
applied to words ending in ^R^
words ending in W[ and the word
farter in the sense of cmore than'
e.g. TajpRSi ^cfn3 u ^ f ^ q , t^T%^, cf
P.V.2.45, 46.

samäsanta (sr) added to a Bahu-
vrihi compound meaning a nume-
ral e.g. SCRSH: OTT^20T: cf. P.V.4.74.

tad. affix 3T in the sense of^^
applied to a numeral to form an
ordinal numeral; e. g. â BT̂ T:,
ta:, cf. P.V.2.48.
tad. affix ST, causing vrddhi and

, applied to m ^ and ^ T R ^
to show the crf̂ RFl i.e* measure-
ment or extent of a Brahmana
work; e, g. §TSITfä[ STO r̂fä, T̂̂ JTI%nfä
cf. P. V. 1.62.

tad. affix STcFT in the sense of
determination or selection of one
out of many, applied to the pro-
nouns f% q^ and K$1; e,g. SRW:; cf.
~P.V.3m93,as also to xr^ according to
Eastern Grammarians; e.g. trq^Tt

^RTT:; cf. P/V.3.94.
^ tad. affix 3Tcf̂  in the sense of
'selection out of two' applied to
the words i%, sjcf and clĉ  as also to
the word ti^; e. g. ^ T ^r^T: qg:
cf. P. V. 3.92, q?RÄr ^^I%^f; cf.
P. V. 3.94.

a class of words headed by
the word ^ which stands for
ScTCFcI i.e. words ending with the
affix ^<=R; similarly the word

follows «?R stands for

This class mil\K is a subdivision of
the bigger class called Wi]% and
it consists of only five words viz.
ĉRFcf, ĉffiFci", ^T-q, <%*WR a,nd %KK;

cf P. VII.1.25 and 1.1.27.
tad. affix 3?f̂  aflixed to the

word 1%^ to show number or
measurement; e.g. ^% T̂HölT:, cf.
P.V.2.4L The words ending with
the affix gfcf are termed ^ q r and q^
for purposes of declension etc.; cf.
PJ.1.23,25.
krt affix W added to the root w^

in the sense of instrument' or
'location' e.g. ^T^R:, cf. P. I I I . 3.
125 Värttika.

affix 3}tf applied to the word
**3ftm%. and others at the end of a
pada i.e. when the word %RT|
has got theq^En?rr. e. g. ^ T : %^[: i
ĉf%«TPj; cf.P.IIL2.71Värt.land2.
(1) verb-ending sn^causing elision

of the penultimate vowel as also
of the following consonant,
substituted for the 3rd pers. sing,
affix fcT9"s of the first future; e.g.
^cir; cf. P.II.4„85; (2) case ending
STT substituted in Vedic Literature
for any case affix as noticed in
Vedic usages; e.g. mm ^f^qrqj cf.
P. VII. 1.39.
^ tad. affix an applied to dissylla-
bic words, used as imitation of
sounds, or used as onomatopoe-
tic, when connected with the root
fj or *J or W-{. The word to which
^T^ is applied becomes generally
doubled; c. g d ^; g

; cf. P.V.4.57. The affix
^ is also applied to

to compound words formed of a
numeral and the word gor, as also
to the words m^7 ft^, g f̂, f%R etc.
when these words are connected
with the ^

etc.jcf* P.V.4- 58 to 67,
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^ . affix sn added optionally to
words ending in q^ and to Bahu-
vrlhi compounds ending in sr^to
show feminine gender, the words
remaining as they are when the
optional affix £iq is not applied;
e.g. 3M, sfaT, gq f̂; cf. P. IV. 1.11,
12, 13.

^ tad* affix 3TT*T5 added to the
words TfTcj and ft<j in the sense of
'father5; e.g. 5TOffl|:, ftcTFTS:; cf. P.
IV, 2.36 Värt. 2.

possessed of the mute letter ^
added for the purpose of the eli-
sion of ft (last vowel and the conso-
nant or consonants after it) of the
preceding word. See 5.

(1) tad. affix applied to
3 etc. in the sense

(observing); e.g. jcRsŝ ft, cf. P. V. 1.
94 Värt 3; (2) applied in the sense
of «having as measurement'applied
to numeral words ending in W[ or
fä the word T%rfcf; e.g. T̂ föRf

, ^lf^f ; ; cf. M. Bh. on P.
V. 2.37.

tad, affix ffr applied to the
words SET, ®{\% q̂ rrq and sra in
the Saisika senses; e.g. 3#OT ,̂ snfä:-
^qßCT^srfoOTT; cf. M. Bh. on
P.IV.3.23.

^ case affix %q\ for Inst.sing.seen
in Vedic Literature; e.g. §§f*RT»

G ; cf. Käs. on P.VII.1.39.
^ tad affix gq added to the word
^ in the sense of diminutive; e.g.
fgq: a small oil-pot ( f^);cf. V.3.
8 9 /

W Unädi affix ^w added to the
root qT to form the word 35; cf. qj%
f^g^Unadi Sütra IV.177.

tad. affix 3ö5 in the sense of
cbrother' applied to the word m%;
e.g. *TT3ö3:; cf. P» IV. 2.36 Värt 1.

as a affix

and
; cf.P.

tad. affix

applied to the words 5.
3CI<F; e.g. f

IV. 2.87.
tad. affix q (1) added in the

sense of e Säma introduced by.'
) to the word TOJ^r; e. g.

m ; cf P. IV. 2.9; (2)
added to the word sfrcRT optionally
with ^[ in the sense of c present
there ' ( m ^ : ) ; e. g. €lc^:5 cf.
P. IV. 4.113.

tad. affix q added to the words
^ and ^ in the sense of c pre-

sent there 5 ( ĉT ̂ : ), e. g. qi«q:
:; cf, P. IV. 4.111.
tad. affix q added along with

^[ to the same words to which
the affix ŝ r is added as also in the
same sense, the vowel $T of ̂ c^
being ^ I^T . See the word §sr
above.

case affix m seen in Vedic Lite-
rature e. g. sTäĝ n 3=33^5^1; cf. S.
K .on P. VII. L39.

kit affix ^ with fern, affix t
added to it, applied to the root
^ . e.g. # cf. mtqpi mmiz # M.
Bh. on IV. L3.

tad.affix «fo5, in the four senses,
added to the words ^ and
T̂T̂ ; e. g- ^553^, 5M&1? cf. P.

IV. 2.88.
a root marked with the mute

syllable g (at the beginning) to
signify the application of the kpt
affix f̂ r which is invariably follow-
ed by the addition of *r ( *i5[), in
the sense of c achieved by * e. g.
qfipprs ; p ^ i ; cf. P. III . 3.88
and IV. 4.20.

# tad. affix 3Tcp added to the
words T%ßf and f̂ "̂  in the tetrad
of tad. senses; e.g.
cf. P. V. 1.24.
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(1) fourth consonant of the lingual
class of consonants possessed
of the properties ^TRJ5^H, «fa,

and ^TW^r; (2) the
consonant £ which is elided when
followed by ^ and the preceding
vowel is lengthened; e. g. *TTST,
cf. P. VIII. 3.13 and VI. 3.111;
(3) substitute <| for ^ at the end
of a qf̂ j or, if followed by any
consonant excepting a semivowel
or a nasal excepting in the cases
of roots beginning with ^ or the
roots |§ , gl etc. as also ^%^ and
*n% cf:P. VÜL 2.31, 32, 33, 34;
(4) ^ at the beginning of a tad.
affix which has got ^ substituted
for it; cf. nrsfl:, %#*:; cf. P. V.
3.102.
tad. affix ^ (1) applied to the word

in the sense of cfit for' ( 3^
;) in Vedic literature;- e. g-
:; cf. IV. 4.106; (2) applied to

the word f̂ M in the sense of %%;
e. g. m$A ^1%; cf. P. V. 3.102; (3)
common term ( 5 ) fort the affixes
535, ^g and s also, after the
application of which the affix #15
( I ) is t added in the sense of
feminine* gender; cf. P. IV. 1.15. »'

tad. affix trq causing the substitu-
tion of vtddhi for the first vowel
of the word to which iV is added.
^ is added ia the sense of 'SfqRq'
(descendant) (I) to words ending
in feminiAe affixes, to words end-
ing; In the;vowel % excepting % of
the tad. affix UJ» to words of the
class headed by grsr, to words
**?£$> @^» W^®% \ > . S?2T a^d to
words headed by ^qroft which get
CT substituted for its last vowelje.g«

äci; dfl V. l?419rlJ27;

(2) to the words fä^g; and ^ g ;
with the vowel m elided and to
the word ^fö5, e. g. T^F%q:3
=R-T̂ %̂ [;, ^Trf^:, cf. Kas. on P.
IV. 1.133, 134, 142; (3) to the
word r̂f?5 in the sense of Säma,
to the word srßf in the sense of
'dedicated to a deity' (^I^^cfT)
as also to the words ^ , »j§t
«rr̂ Frat, r̂T̂ crf and others in the
Saisika senses; e. g. f̂i&q ^R ,
3TT>̂ :, ̂ q ^ ^ f l ^ e t c . cf. Kas. on
P. IV. 2.83 33, 97; (4) to the
words cĵ T, g^, f̂tr, f̂rfö, sEHI and
T̂Fo5 in the specified senses; cf.
P. IV. 3.9i, IV. 4.77, V. 1.127,
V. 2.2.

3[ tad. affix T J ^ applied (1) to
the word gp55 optionally along
with ^ and ^ , when it is not a
member of a compound; e. g.
# W ; » f5q:3 555N:; cf. P/IV. L
140; (2) to the words %f̂ [ and
others in the Saisika senses as also
to the words'ep5, <JT% and JriST? if
the words fornted with the affix
added, respectively mean dog,
sword and ornament; e. g. ^

cf.KSS. on PJV 2.95,96.

^ tad. affix tzjq causing Vrddhi
substituted for the first vowel of the
base and the addition of the fern,
âffix ^ (^), applied (!) to words
mea ning' quadrupeds an|d words
in the class of words headed by if&
in the sense of wt^; e. g. f̂OT̂ -
1^:, ir&i:, H^.% «rfê f: etc; .cf. P.
IV.U35,136; (2) to the word tffc,
words of the class headed by
the words egbff, TfcT, ^T 3 ^^rt,

andC55 , , ^
^ar in the various senses mention-
ed in connection with these words;
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^ t c , cf. Käs', on P. IV. 2.
20, 80, IV. 3. 42, 56, 57, 94, 159,
IV.4.104, V.l.10,13,17, V.3.10L

t a d - a f f i x ^ ^ R applied to the
word STjf&I in the sense of 'stude-
nts following the text of* e .g .

fef^: in the sense ^fe^IT sftxfT-
fcfo%; cf. Käs. on P.IV.3.109.
tad. affix IK ( q;^+ * ) applied in

the sense of offspring to the word
31M and optionally with &$ to
words meaning persons having a
bodily defect or a low social status;
e. g. *f$R:, spftrc: ^W:\ sET&fa:, ^ftR:,
cf. Käs. on P. IV. 1. 129, 131.

(i) fifth consonant of the lingual
class of consonants possessed of
the properties, ^ igsRR, sjfa, gfcl^-
^^r, 3T5TOFT and sn^TO^R; (2) the
mute letterOT indicating the substi-
tution of vrddhi ( cf. P. VII. 2.
115-117) when attached to affixes;
(3) the consonant o^at the beginn-
ing of roots which is changed into
^ ; the roots, having &T at the begi-
nning changeable to ^ , being call-
ed affq^i; (4) OT as a substitute for
^following the letters % Sf£, ̂ ? and
$ directly, or with the intervention
of consonants of the guttural and
labial classes, but occurring in the
same word. Such a substitution of
^ for «I is called o]^; cf. P.VIIL4.
1-39. For uîcf in Vedic Literature;
cf. R. Pr.V.20~28, T.Pr.VII.1-12.
V.Pr JII.84-88; (5) the consonant *
added as an augment to a vowel
at the beginning of a word when
it follows the consonant ^ at the
end of the previous word; cf. P.
VII I . 3. 32. In the Vedic Prätisa-
khyas this augment ^ is added to
the preceding qT and looked upon
as a part of the previous wor/1.

21

1 (1) krt affix ST, added optionally to
the roots headed by ^ s and end-
ing with ^ ^ in the first conjuga-
tion (see f̂Mcf above) in the sense
of agent, and necessarily to the
root i \ roots ending with a?tf and
the roots 33g, ang, öf, ^ with
Qt with 3^ , 5 with 3?q, TQ5|,
and *̂Tj to the roots g andsfr with-
out any prefix and optionally to

e. g. or

3Ff:3 %%t or SIT?:; in the case of the
root R^the affix or is applied by
^f^4c?I3WT? the word 5ff: meaning
a planet and the word 5fl?:
meaning a crocodile; cf. Kss.
on P. I I I . 1.140-143-; (2) krt affix
3? in the sense of verbal activity

) applied along with the affix
to the root z\% with fä; e.g.^T^:
:; cf. P. III.3.60; (3) krt affix

or prescribed by the Värttikakära
after the roots cR, sdl?5. *FTO, ^ ^ a n d
^^with 3TT; cf. P.III. 1.140 v l r t 1̂
and I I I . 2.1 Värt. 7; (4) tad, affix
3} in the sense of ̂ q^f added along
with 33Ö also, to a word referring to
a female descendant (Tfl̂ f̂ l) if the
resultant word indicates censure;
e .g . ^:*TTf%:; cf. P. IV.1.147,
150; (5) tad. affix s? in the sense
of aroq added also with the affix
ftg, to the word <?TOfi?r; (6) tad.
affix 3{ in the sense of ca game3

added to a word meaning 'an
instrument in the gape ' ; e.g.
5TOT, *n*T; cf. P. IV.2.57; (7) tad.
affix 3} added to the word ^c^
and others in the sense of 'habi-
tuated to' e.g. &&:, m:, ffifez % : ;
cf. P.IV. 4.62; (8) tad. affix 5
added to the words s^

and ^T^RJ in the senses specified
with respect to each; e.g.
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or SRnftT̂ , SIT«S.' °r ' ^ M ^ , $ffQ: or
QITII or |i%frr^ and 3TRÜ3IF:

;'); cf. KäGs. on P.IV. 4.85,
100, V.L 10, 76, 98, V.2J01 and
IV.2.104 Virttika.

krt affix s? in the sense of reci-
procal action, added to any root;
the affix G15 is to get necessarily
the affix 3jsj added to it followed
by the fern, affix % e.g. «qicN̂ atftj
52fl3?RfT; cf. K^s. on PJIL3.43 and
P. V. 4.14.

cerebralization; lingualization;
the substitution of 51 for ^ under
certain conditions; cf. P. VII 1.4.
1-39. See or.

a popular name given by
grammarians to the fourth pada cf.
Pänini's Astädhyäyi, as the päda be-
gins with the rule WPRT T̂f &f: flTFN?
and mainly gives rules about
OM i. e. the substitution of the
consonant JT for ^.

krt affix &IQ, causing vrddhi
to the final vowel or to the penul-
timate 3T, (1) added to any root in
the sense of the infinitive in Vedic
Literature when the connected root
is 30 ;̂ e. g. 3TT?f I \^i f̂ ^T^ ?TRR32R;
cf. Käs. on P. III . 4.14; (2)
added to any root to show
frequency of a past action,
when the root form ending with
q§5 is repeated to convey the
sense of frequency; e.g« srföt xfe
surfer, qr̂ Hrö 5̂Tftf? cf. Käg. on P, IIL
4.22; (3) added to a root showing
past action and preceded by the
word 3$f, SPW or ^1 , optionally
along with the krt affix *R3fT; e.g.
3TÔ i\«f or s& gsRc|T zi^sfä; cf. Käs.
on PJII,4.24;(4) added in general
to a root specified in P.III.4.25 to
64, showing a subordinate action
and haying the same subject as the

root showing the main action,
provided the root to which qg^ is
added is preceded by an antecedent
or connected word, such as T̂T|5[
or 3??qsri or ^m^ or any other given
in Panini's rules; cf. P. IIL4.26 to
III.4.64; e.g. | % K

I T , » 5=is: etc.;
cf. Käs. on P.III.4.26-64. When
tqg^ is added to the roots ^ , H ^ l ^
and others mentioned in P. I IL 4.
34 to 45, the same root is repeat-
ed to show the principal action.
The word ending In oigjj has the
acute accent ( ^ x ü on the first
vowel (cf. P.VLU94) or on the
vowel preceding the affix; cf« P.
VL1.193.
^cfcJ^T a term used in connec-

tion with the compound of the
qg^xf with its^yq^which precedes;
c. g. swwsp^, g ^ t n ^ i ^ ; cf. P. 11.
2.203 21.

personal ending <% substituted for
R( and i%% in (^ or the perfect,

and in the case of f^ and # in ^s
or the pres. tense optionally; cf. P.
111,4.82,83, 84. The affix ^
on account of being marked by
the mute letter ^causes vrddhi to
the preceding vowel; the vrddhi
is, however, optional in the case of
the 1st pers. ( % ; ) cf. P* VIL1.91.
3ft is substituted for ojss after roots
ending in an; cf. P . VII .1.34,

tad. affix SRJ applied to the
word q^in the sense of collection.
The original Värttika is <T̂ ft: ^
P. IV. 2- 43 Värt. 3- Some scho-
lars read 015 in the place of ^r in
the Varttika which is read as

; by them.

T common term for f&r̂  ( signifying
Ätmanepada) and Pi^; cf» "fr
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P. L 3.67a faftfe VI. 4.51;
cf. also P, I. 3,36, I. 4.52, II.4.46,
51; I I I . 2.137; VI . 1.31, 48, 54,
VI. 4.90; VII. 2.26, VII. 3.36;
VII.4.1, VIII . 4.30. •

affix ^ causing vrddhi, prescribed
after the root ^ ^ 5 the base end-
ing in % i. e, qjTfö being called a
root; cf- P. I I I . 1.30, 32. The
mute letter ^ signifies that the root
^Tfäisto take only theÄtmanepada
affixes e. g. ^

^ affix % causing vrddhi (1)
applied to roots of the tenth conju-
gation ( ^j{Vi°l ) such as :f\, f^q
etc. e. g. ^imm, ^iim; cf. P. III .
1.25; (2) applied to any root to
form a causal base from it, e. g.

from g, TFRKT from T ^ ; cf,
=3 P. III . 1.26; (3) applied

to the words 3 ^ , fö^ etc, in the
sense of making, doing, practising
etc. ( w r ); e. g. got ŝ fcT gogqfä,
sfcRlcf (eats something or avoids it
as an observance), 5Ö ilTFcf ö̂Ĵ fcf
etc.; cf. P. I I I . 1.21; (4) applied
to the words ^ ? , q^r, ^q, cffaT, rĵ s,
•^I^j SfaT, oSfrRF, ^ 5 , 3 ^ , 30? and ^oj
in the various senses given by the
Värttikakära to form denominative
roots ending ia %; e. g. seqrqsfär,
qreprfct etc; cf. P. III.1.25; (5)
applied to suitable words in the
sense of composing, e. g. %$ ̂ it^r
^RT%, etc.; (6) applied to a verbal
noun ( *p;7cF) in the sense of 'nar-
rating' with the omission of the
krt affix and the käraka of the
verbal activity put in a suitable
case; e. g. ^3 sncRTct for the sen-
tence ^fcf^ri^fä or «r# ?̂̂ qi% for

5 etc.; cf. Käs. on P. IIL
1.26. Roots ending in täf̂  (f&i«ra)
take the conjugational endings of

h the Parasmaipad^ and the

Atmanepada; cfo 19fi«r P. I. 3.74.
They have perfect forms by the
addition of srn^ with a suitable
form of the perfect tense of the
root f>, \ or 3TH placed after 3TT*[»
the word ending with 3 ^ and the
verbal form after it being looked
upon as separate words e. g. ^WÜ
^%R ^K^l ^ etc.; cf. P. I I I . 1.35,
40. They have the aorist form,
with the substitution of the Vika-
rana =^ ( s? ) for f̂ o5 before which
the root is reduplicated; e. g.
3räT^5 ST^Wct etc.; cf. P.III. 1.48,
VL1.11 as also VII.4.93-97.

roots ending in f^; the term
is generally applied to causal bases
of roots. See

(1) an affix with the mute con-
onant padded to it to signify the

substitution of vrddhi for the pre-
ceding vowel or for the penulti-
mate 3T or for the first vowel of
the word if the affix applied is a
taddhita affix; cf. P. VII.2.115-
117; e. g. 3?OT, or, ^qr, ft etc.; (2) an
affix not actually marked with the
mute letter cj[ but looked upon as
such for the purpose of vrddhi;
e. g. the Sarvanämasthäna affixes
after the words *TT aad srfe, cf. P#

VIIJ.90, 92.

possession of or as a mute letter
for the purpose of vrddhi. See the
word ffrfäC.
FT krt affix ^ signifying vrddhi
(1) applied to the roots headed by
5f| ( L e. the roots sf, ^%$3 m etc. )
in the sense of an agent; e. g. JTTCL
351*, WT*- cf. P. III.L134; (2)
applied to the root f̂  preceded by
the word *§mi or SIN as m^; e. g.
|TOrar, #^Tcf(, cf. P. IH.2.51; (3)
applied to any root preceded by
a substantive as upapada in the
sense of habit3 or when comp&ri-
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son or vow or frequency of action
is conveyed, or to the root ^ with
a substantive as 3qq^ e. g. ^ T ^

cf. P. III.2.78-82; (4) applied to
the root ^ preceded by a word
referring to the ^l^\ of qT̂TCS as also
to the root 53; preceded by a word
forming the object ( W^ ) of the
root l^ , the words so formed re-
ferring to the past tense; e. g.
eHSui Mth fti*NRft, cf. P. I l l 2.855

86; (5) applied to a root when the
word so formed refers to a kind of
necessary activity or to a debtor;
cf. 3?qs<W$", StöSPit, ^ ^ M cf. P.
IIL4. 169-170; (6) tad-affix ^ ,
causing vrddhi for the first vowel,
applied to the words WAWi and
^tl%^ referring to ancient sages
named so, as also to words which
are the names of the pupils of
q ĵfq or of thOTî Fl, as also to the
words ?p% qisrc#R etc. in the
sense of * students learning what
has been traditionally spoken by
those sages' e. g. ^^qfq?f:? cfl!%^,
flfcftoi: €HT%3:, snsraftfära: etc.; cf
P. IV.3, 103-10K 106; (7) applied
to words forming the names of
ancient sages who are the speakers
of ancient Brähmana works in
the sense of c pupils studying
those works5 as also to words form-
ing the names of sages who com-
posed old Kalpa works in the
sense of those spR works; e. g,

XWm: lqfft spsq; aqWTCTäft
q:; cf. Käs. on P. IV. 3,105; («)

applied to the words qRi^ and I ^ F
f§5̂  in the sense of 'students read-
ing the Bhiksusütras (of qRRl4) and
the Nata sütras ( of t^^feq )' res-
pectively; e. g, qRraM Hi I
^ i:; cf, Ka i on P.

elision of the affix %\ (fä^or 1 ^
see above ) before an ardhadhä-
tuka affix wilhou' the augment \
( Vk ) prefixed to it; cf. aufrffe P.
Vl74.51, and VI.4.52, 53, 51 also.

^ augment or, prefixed to the ini-
tial vowel when it follows upon
the consonant v] at the end of the
preceding word; e. g. g^iftsT; for

JTTĈ T a root mentioned in the
DhatupStha by Pänini as beginn-
ing with qj which subsecjuentiy is
changed to ^ ( bY p- VI. 1.65)
in all the forms derived from the
root; e. g. the roots m> tfi and
others. In the case of these roots
the initial q is again changed into
o] after a prefix like sr or q̂T
having the letter ^ in it and
having a vowel or a consonant of
the guttural or labial class inter-
vening between the letter X and
the letter q; e. g. SFRIcT, mmw> etc.
cf. Käs. on P. VIII . 4.14.

1 . 1z popular name given to the
fourth pad a of the seventh Adhyä-
ya of Panini's AhtadhyAyi, which
begins with the rule oft W?qWT
I « : P. VII. 4.1.

f tad.affix5Ef (I) applied in the sense
of cdescendant'as also in a few other
senses^ mentioned in rules from
IV, L 92 to IV.3.168, applied to
the words feßr, %lM ^
and word5 with qf?r as the
in a compoundj c. g* %7-f:3 T̂
sfT^fR^etc. clKiLon P. IV. 1 84;
(2) applied in the sense of a descen-
dant ( sroq) applied to the words
p , , n£t> M » ^ , f̂cT9 *$ etc., e-g.
^35q;, TIT4: etc. cf. KM. on P. IV.
1.151; (3) applied in the sense of
z%q$q or descendant to words end*
ing in %%to the word 332p? and to
words in the sense of artisans* e,g*
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cf. Käs. on P J V . l . 152; (4) applied
in the Cätuararthika senses to the
words &%mt W>]m&{, wmtl etc., e.g.
StfgresHs ^nfa^m etc.; cf. Käs. on
P. IV. 2.80; (5) applied to the
word qft^ and optionally with
the affix 35̂  to the word % r̂ in
the specified senses; e. g-

f %
%Ht[ qi; cf. Käs. on P. IV.

44. 45, 101; (6) applied as a tad.
affix called e tadrSja '• to the word
%j% and words beginning with ^
e .g . 4\Wt: ^3P*J:; cf, Kis. on P.
IV. 1.172; f^r:, fäw: etc. are the
nom. pi. forms.

krtya affix q which causes
vrddhi and which has the cir-
cumflex accent (1) applied to a
root ending with w or any con-
sonant to form the pot. pass.parti-
ciple; e. g. 3tf%^ fpsR, mm$l etc.
cf. Käs. on P. IV, 1.124; (2)
applied to a root ending in 3 if a
necessity of the activity is to be
indicated, e. g. STSRq̂ sqq̂  3|*req-
m s ^ cf. Käs. on P. IV. 1.125;
(3) tad. affix ^ applied to the word
6PWTO" optionally with q1^ and 33J
affixes; e. g. STOR :̂, Wre*!:,
% : ; cf. Käs. on P. V. 1.84.

J ^ krt affix ara in the sense of
c skilled agent ' applied (1) to the

. root ?t to sing. e. g. Ttpq̂ :, ni^T,
cf. Käs. on P. I l l 1.147, also
3TT^:, vxßm by P. I I I . 1.146; (2)
to the root fi (III. P. and III.A.
also) if c rice ' or c time * be the
sense conveyed.' e. g. fPFn sft%$:9

%j^i: ^ ^ R ; : cf. Käs. on P. I I I .
1.148.

krt. affix ^ i. e. zero, causing
vrddhi, applied to the root ^
and to ^ and «R[ in Vedic Lite-
rature if the root is preceded by

any preposition ( OTOT) or a
substantive as the upapada; e. g.
3T5WE, sr̂ iTf, ^ T O : , feq^T2; cf. Käs.
on P. ' l I I , 2.62, 63, 64.

kn affix ^ o r zero, seen applied
in Vedic Literature to the root
^ p r e c e d e d by %T, to ^H preced-
ed by ^m9 to î|T preceded by
2<5 and to q^ preceded by Wl*
e. g. \mi I?i:» *ftv&n qewFi:, 3^T:,

cf. Käs. on P. I I I . 2.7 1, 72.
^ krt affix 31^ seen always with
the fem. affix ĴT applied to a root
when the sense conveyed is * a
turn ' or c a deserving thing ? or
' debt 3 or £ occurrence;' e. g.

cf Käs. on P. I I I . 3.111.

U) a V € ry general kft affix
, causing vrddhi and acute

accent to the vowel preceding the
affix, applied to a root optionally
with 5 (i, e. cR ) in the sense of
an agent e. g. mi^z STCfc; also ĉff,
^S; cf, P. IIL 1.433; (2) krt. affix
cR̂  applied optionally uith the
affix 3 ^ to a root when it refers
to an action for which another
action is mentioned by the princi-
pal verb; e. g. STI^T ^srfä or ^

cf. Käs. on g g ^ l #
P. I I I . 3.10; (3) krt

affix sp ĵ, necessarily accompanied
by the fern, affix 3TT added to it,
applied to a root if the sense
given by the wo;d so formed is
the name of a disease or a proper
noun or a narration or a query;
e. g. SRTÜ35T, £^T%T, SnSWtfSffiT,
l̂OTrf̂ JT, ^mm> cf. Käs. on "P,

I I I . 3.108, .09, 110.

the first consonant of: the
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dental class of consonants which
has got the properties ^RrrgsRH,

and ŝ qiiMcc?. When
used as a. mute letter by Pänini, ^
signifies the Svarita accent of the
vowel of that affix or so, which is
marked with it; e. g. 3>rcfê  WWJ
q q ^ c f . P. VI. 1.185- When appi-
ed to a vowel at its end, ^ signifi-
is only the vowel of that grade
only5 possessed by such of its vari-
eties which reguire the same time
for their utterance as the vowel
marked wtih q, e. g. 3TT̂  stands
for 3?T with any of the three accents
as also pure or nasalised; %N^ does
not include 3? or 3? 3 cf- cN^cR^T?^
P. I. 1. 70. The use of the indi-
catory mute ^ for the above
purpose is seen, also in the Prätis
äkhya works; cf. V. Pr, I. 114
R. T. 234.

(1) personal ending of the third
pers. sing, Atm; cf. P. III . 4. 78,
which is changed to cf in the per-
fect tense and omitted after the
substitute f^[ for fes in the aorist;
cf. P.VL4.104; (2) personal ending
substituted for the affix q of the
Paras. 2nd pers. pL in the im-
perative^ imperfect, potential,
benedictive, aorist and condition-
al for which, cTIq(3 effi ^and SR are
substituted in Vedic Literature,
and also for f̂  in case a repetition
of an action is meant; cf. P. I I I .
4. 85, 101 as also VIL 1. 44, 45
and III . 4. 2-5. cf. P. I I I . 4. 85
and III . 4. 101; (3) tad. affix a
applied to the words ^ and w^
e. g. *Fci:, 3R*:, cf, P. V. 2. 138;
(4) tad. affix a* applied to <^q
when ^m^ is changed to SET; cf.

H: cf̂ r SR5ER1. I S&T ̂ cT:
Käs. on P. V.

I. 59; (5) general term for the
affix T!> of the past pass. part, in

popular use; (6) a technical term
for the past participle affixes (cf) TF
and cl^ ( ^ 3 ) called ftm by
Pänini; cf. P. 1*1.26; the term cf is
used for fäUT in the Jainendra Vyä-
kararna.

the consonant cX, the vowel 3T
and the word ^R being placed af-
ter it for facitity in understanding;
cf. T. Pr. I. 17,21.

a class of words headed
by cWT%̂ I to which the taddhita
affix 3} (3F>r) is added in the
sense of ca native place or a domi-
cile'. The word so formed has the
acute accent on its first vowel;
e. g. cTT̂ "i%̂ : qraffgKW:; cf. Käs. on
P. IV. 3.93.

(1) a short term used for the nine
personal endings of the Ätmane-
pada viz. a,3rRTO..«*n^ which are
themselves termed Ätmanepada;
cf. c^Fft an^Rq^^ P. 1.4. 100; (2)
the personal-ending cf of the 2nd
pers. pi. (substituted for?T by III.4
101) looked upoa as elf sometimes,
when it is lengthened in the Vedic
Literature; cf. cff̂Tcf «rftsSRfll {%r̂q%
^fJl^l mm r̂icT% r̂̂  Käs. on P.
VI. 3. 133.

% the triad of senses %*$[&,
^ and clcHIg l̂ft̂  possessed by

the agent of an action, in connec-
tion with which the affixes g^ ,
^ 3 ^ etc. are prescribed (cf P.IIL
2-184 etc.) which (affixes) hence
are called cTr̂ fffö ;̂ cf. ®fä tfs£m~
f^% g ^ M ^ f , M. Bh. on P. III .
2.146, e* g. *ficff

ancient term for &m and
used by the Värtikakära; cf.

, M. Bh. on P. II. 4.51 Värt.
11; III. 2.8 Värt. 2; IV4-52. Värt.
3.
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requiring the same time for
utterance as for example one
mäträ for short vowels, two for
long ones and three for protracted
ones, although those vowels are
nasalised or pure> or acute, grave
or circumflex. See the word cW*

occurring or presenting
itself at the same time or simul-
taneously.

name of a commentary on
Rämacandra's Prakriyäkaumudl.
^srtf^ft name of the well-known
commentary on Bhattojl's Sidd-
hänta Kaumudi written by his
pupil JSänendrasarasvati at Be-
nares. Out of the several commne-
taries on the Siddhäntakaumudi,
the Tattvabodhinl is looked upon
as the most authoritative and at
the same time very scholarly.

name of a commentary
on the Käsikävrtti by a gramma-
rian named Upamanyu in the
beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury A4 D.

name of a commentary on
the Paribhäsendusekhara written
by M. M. Vasudev Shastri Abh-
yankar in 1889 A. D. The com-
mentary is more critical than ex-
planatory, wherein the auothor has
given the purpose and the gist of
the important Paribhasas and has
brought out clearly the differences
between the school of Bhattoji and
the school of Nägesa in several
important matters.
J name of an important kind of
compound words similar to the
compound word ^ 5 ^ i.e. ( c
jpsc:), and hence chosen as the
name of such compounds by anci-
ent grammarians before Pänini
Pänini has not defined the term
with a view to including «such

compounds as would be covered
by the definition. He has mention-
ed the term cftĵ r in II.1.22 as
Adhikara and on its strength dire-
cted that all compounds mention-
ed or prescribed thereafter upto
Sütra IL2.22 be called cf^q. No
definite number of the sub-divi-
sions of cfcpsr is given;but from the
nature of compounds included in
the ?R3̂ r-3?f̂ rR, the sub-divisions

cf. P.II.1.24 to 48,
cf. P, 11.1,49 to 72

(called by the name «F*P=IT̂ ; ace.to
PJ. 2. 42), WTOcĝ i (called förjj by
PJL 1.52), ST̂ R̂ cT̂ r or T33^T?RT^
cf. P.II.2.1-3, sqf^oRfg^T cf. P.
II 2.5, ^^gm cf. PJI.2.6, ZW-

cf. P.ll.2.19, Enfisig r̂ cf.
18 and öjg^g^ cf.P.IL2.20

are found mentioned in the com-
mentary literature on standard
classical works. Besides these, a
peculiar tatpurusa compound
mentioned by*Pänini in II. 1.72, is
popularly called ^
Pänini has defined only two out
of these varieties viz. ftgas ?3*§zn$tt
feg; PJL 1.23, and «Bforsi "as
cfcpsr: ^ruRriM;^: f̂epRES: P. 1.2.42.
TheMahäbhasyakara has described
^m as ^xOT l̂̂ WT^ f̂̂ :̂; cf.
M.Bh. onll.1.6, IL1.20, ILL49,
etc., and as a consequence it
follows that the gender of the
tatpurusa compound word is that
of the last member of the compo-
und; cf. q^risif g ŝ̂ cpsiqT: P. IL4.
26; cf. also a^«rift mt

fR,, M. Bh. on II.4.26.
Sometimes, the compouud gets a
gender different from that of the
last word; cf. P.IL4.19-3L The
tatpurusa compound is optional as
generally all compounds are,
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depending as they do upon the
desire of the speaker. Some tat-
purusa compounds such as the
srri^ps o r 3q q^3/^ a r e c a l l e d

fSRq and hence their constitutent
words, with the case affixes appli-
ed to them, are not noticed sepa-
rately; cf. PJL2.18,19. In some
cases 3| as a compound-ending

) is added; e.g. usigu,
; cf. P. V.4.74; in some

cases 3T^( 3? ) is added; cf. P.V.4.
75 to 87; while in some other
cases 35 t 3? ) is added, the mute
letter £ signifying the addition of
€}%( t ) in the feminine gender;
cf.P.V.4. 9U112. For details see
p.p. 270-273 Mahabhäsya Vol.VII
published by the D. E. Society,
Poori a.

a peculiar feature in the
interpretation of the rules of
Pänini, laid down by the author
of the Sütras himself by virtue of
which an adjectival word, quali-
fying its principal word, does not
denote itself, but something end-
ing with it also; cf. £R 'fäftrccRrcrcq
P.I.1.72.This feature is principally
noticed in the case of general
words or adhikäras which are put in
a particular rule, but which occur
in a large number of subsequent
rules; for instance, the word srrfct-
crf̂ T ,̂ put in P.IV.hl, is valid in
every rule upto the end of
chapter V and the words SRT:,
3<T:, qsr: etc. mean sre?^, 3^31^,

etc. Similarly the words
f: (P.III.L9I) and s?f^ (P.VI.

4,1 ) occurring in a number of
subsequent rules have the adjecti-
val words to them, which are
mentioned in subsequent rules,
denoting not only those words,but
words ending with them. In a
large number of cases this feature

is not desirable, as it,
goes against arriving at the desired
forms* and exceptions deduced
from Pänini's rules are laid down
by the Värttikakära and later gram-
marians; cf. Par. Sek. Pari* 16,23,
31; also Mahabhäsya on P.I.1.72.

a convention similar to the'
of Panini,laid down by the

Värttikakära laying down that in
case an operation is prescribed for
something followed by a single
letter, that single letter should be
taken to mean a word beginning
with that single letter; cf. qî F^T%-
^^T^T^R^ P.I.1.72 VSrt. 29; Par.
Sek. Pari. 33.

J connection with
what is denoted by the constituent
members; the word refers to a
kind of Bahuvrlhi compound
where the object denoted by the
compound includes also what is
denoted by the constituent
members of the compound; e. gm
the compound word P̂=ftfä in the
rule tf^Ktfä ŝffiFRTR includes the
word m among the words t% ,̂-3*R
and others, which alone form the
B̂ qcrsjsjf or the external thing and
not merely the external object as
mentioned in Päninfs rule %

(P.II. 2. 24); cf. mfa

; SRRFcf I ^

M.Bh. on 1.1.27. For
details cf. Mahabhäsya on P.I.1.27
as also Par. Sek. Pari. 77.

^ ^ lit. made subordinated to
(the principal factor); completely
included so as to form a portion.
The wor J is used in connection with
augments which, when added to a
word are completely included in
that word, and, in fact; form a
part of rtie word; cf.
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sr. Sek. Pari. 11.

a term of the ancient pre-
grammarians used by

just like ^^IT^ or 3?Ö^
without giving any specific defini-
tion of it. The term occurs in the
Nirukta of Yäska and the Väja-
saneyi-Prätisäkhya; cf. s?s| %

^ w T̂ isrir.
also cf. f̂ ^Ttfecf̂ î H^THT ;
Väj. Präti.I. 27. It is to be noted
that the word tH%cF is used by the
ancient grammarians in the sense
of a word derived from a substan-
tive ( STricRT̂  } by the application
of suffixes like 3?, W{ etc., and not
in the sense of words derived from
roots by affixes like SR, fa etc. which
were termed T̂TO{iT, as possibly
contrasted with the word cfrf̂ cT
used by Yäska in II. 5. Pänini has
used the word cFfer not for words,
but for the suffixes which are add-
ed to form such words at all
places (e.g. in 1.1.38, IV.1.17,
76, VI. 1,61 etc.). In fact, he has
begun the enumeration oftaddhita
affixes with the rule cn%ül: (P.IV.1.
76) by putting the term gfesr for
affixes such as fcF? *q ,̂ 37qj etc.
which are mentioned thereafter.
In his rule fräföcIOTrara' and in the

(L4.1 Värt.
41) which are similar to V.Pr.l. 27
quoted above, the word cffer
appears to be actually used for
words derived from nouns by
secondary affixes, along with the
word f̂  which also means words
derived from roots, although com-
mentators have explained there
the terms f̂  and crfTgjr for f̂ cT and
dfedRT. The term clffeT is evidently
echoed in the Sütra ^ f|^ which,
although it is not the first Sütra

22

of the taddliita section, may imply
that there were possibly long lists
of secondary nouns with the senses
of secondary suffixes, and cTT̂cT was
perhaps.the first sense given there.
The number oftaddhita suffixes
mentioned by Pänini is quite
a large one; there are in fact
1110 rules given in the taddhita
section covering almost two
Adhyäyas viz. from P. IV. 1.76
to the end of the fifth Adhyaya.
The main sub-divisions of taddhita
affixes mentioned by commentators
are, Apatyidyarthaka (IV.l.92 to
178), Raktädyarthaka (IV.2.1 to
91), Saisika (IV.2. 92 to IV.3.133),
Pragdivyatiya (IV. 3 134 to 168},
Prägvahatiya (IV.4.1 to IV.4.74),
Prägghitiya (IV.4.75 to IV.4.109),
Arhlya (V. 1.1 to 71), Thafiadhikara-
stha (V. 1.72 to V, 1.114), Bhäva-
karmärthaka (V.1.115to V.l. 136),
PäScamika (V. 2.1 to V. 2.93),
Matvarthiya (V. 2.94 to V. 2.
140), Vibhaktisampaka (V. 3.1 to
V. 3.26) and Svärthika (V. 3.27 to
V. 4.160). The samäsänta affixes
(V.4.68 to V.4.160) can be includ-
ed in the Svärthika affixes.

a work on the taddhita
section Written bySiromani Bhattä-
cärya, who has also written

cf.the essence, also called

Bh. on P.V.I.119.
fcT produced or brought into

being by some grammatical opera-
tion such as the vowel 3TT in ÎT%,
35R3», 3 ^ # j ; etc. by the substitu*
tion of |fe, as contrasted with the
original 3TT in
etc.; cf„ T

M.Blu on I. 1.1.
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cT5[T3r the taddhita affixes ^ ^
<R?3 as also 55 , ^, sgs, U3, ̂ °¥T and
q>r given in the rules of Pänini IV,
U68474 and V.3. 112-119. They
are called cTIl*T as they are applied
to such words as mean both the
country and the warrior race or
clan ( safä*? ); cf. äirsOTWOT: cKR:
3. K. on P. IV.i.168. The pecu-
liar feature of these tadräja affixes
is that they are omitted when the
word to which they have been app-
lied is used in the plural number;
e. g. tissra:, ' ^ T # ? 5WJ5T:; simi-
larly f ^TT^ ; cf. P.II.4.62.

(I) as above,similarly;the words
1& cfi3; (the rest as above) are fre-
quently seen used by commenta-
tors; (2) the tad, affix W[ in the
sense of possession and not in the
sense of measure etc. cf. cfSfif clß&T

3 V.Pr.V.8.
treatment of something as

that which is not that e. g. the
treatment of affixes not marked
with mute n or n as marked with
n even though they are not actual-
ly marked that way, cf. P. I. 2.1-
4; also cf. cI5S^if^ßf5ras: P. I.
2.1 Värt 4.

cffif (1) personal ending for 3 of the
second pers. pL Parasmaipada in
the imperative in Vedic Litera-
ture; e. g. g§g?f for *W cL Käs.
on P. VII. 1;45; (2) tad, affixes
eg and sg<3 i.e. SR which, with the
augment q;, in effect becomes
<R. e. g. 58TOR, fafeR, etc.; cf. P.
IV. 3.23.

personal ending for cf of the
second pers.. pi. e. g. 3BRR for
TO. cf. Kas. on P. VII. 1.45. See
cR.

a word frequently used in the
Mahäbhäsya in the sense of tf in-
tended ' or fäfäfäcT. The word is

used always in the neuter gender
like W H j cf. cN" cf̂ H%T: M. Bh.
on P. L 2.33, II. 2.34, ^ pg.
soSP^on P. I. 2.39, IIL3.38, III,
4.21,1 V.l.92 etc. The word is also
explained in the sense of fi impor-
tant '.

name of the learned com-
mentary written by ^qtf&cT, a
famous Buddhist grammarian of
the 12th century A. D. on the
f̂̂ #sR<W%srEtfr ( mw ) of Jinen-

drabuddhi. The work is available
at present only in a manuscript
form, and that too in fragments.
Many later scholars have copious-
ly quoted from this work. The
name of the work viz. cP̂ T f̂q is
rarely mentioned; but the name
of the author is mentioned as ŜfcT,
i&m or even ^^l%cT. There are
two commentaries on the
named 3^frOTWj and

a class of roots headed by the
root cffio which is popularly call-
ed as the eighth conjugation to
which the conjügational sign 3
is added; e. g. cRffä, ^ 1 % , <p£f; cf.
P. I I . 4.79; III . 1.79.
l f ^ a class of words which is
the same as ?RTfö; cf. P. VI. 4.37.
See

W the tad. affix "̂JT prescrib-
ed by the rule sTflT^ T̂̂ frngtfi-
«TCRniiffiTO P. IV- 1.113; cf. M.
Bh. o n P , IV. LI 14.

^ (1) tad. affix cf added to the
words q̂ 5j and m?[ to form the
words qfej and m^:; cf- P. V,
2.122 Värt. 10; (2) personal end-
ing in Vedic Literature substitut-
ed for cT of the impera. sec. pers.
pi. e, g. î}Rf %\W\: cf. Käs. on
P. VII. 1.45.

addition of the mute letter
after a vowel to signify the in-
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elusion of only such varieties of
the vowel as take the same time
for their utterance as the vowel
marked with q; cf. P. I . 1.70.

personal ending ^ substituted
for ^ in the imp era. irnperf.
potential, benedictive, aorist and
conditional; cf. P. I I I . 4.85, 101.

common term for the tad. affixes
and cWJ.

^ tad. affix m added optionally
with the affix 52 (3T ) to fer%?

f%3B( etc., as also to words ending
with them, in the sense of sgn
(completion), and necessarily (f5^l)
to the words SRT, ^ , srf>, ^atcf etc.
e. g. T̂ HSTOcW; q;^^; , m ^ T : ,
f^;> SElcw;, «srfäcw;, T M , f M etc.;
cf. Käs. on V. 2.56-58.

tad. affix cW added without a
change of sense, i, e. in the sense
of the base itself to noun'bases
possessing the sense of excellence,
as also to verbal forms showing
excellence; e. g. c^qcR:, ŜRfNcTO,
vmm9 ^fmmi^ cf. Käs. on P. v .
3.55-56. The affix ^qcj is termed
*Talso; cf. P . I . 1.22.
7 tad. affix cPPT̂  applied to a nu-
meral ( #[sqj ) in the sense of
amfäq; or < possessed of parts';
e. g. m 3?W?T 3?̂ q q w ^ , 3£IcRR,,
^ä^fi; cf. Käs, on P. V. 2.42. S R
is substituted for ^? optionally
after the numerals t% and fä and
necessarily after ^q ; cf. P V
2.43-44.

tad. affix gq. See <sq.
tad. affix ^ added to Uses

showing excellence (srßRrPH )
when the excellence shown Is
between two persons; e. g. Bq̂ f%:

Sfsrarc: gi^r^KT, TOfiRRpi; cf!
Käs. on P. V.3.57. The affix
galled HJ just Hkq ^ f P I

- affix cR. See ?R,

tad. affix cT (1) added in the
sense of collection ( Wig,) to the
words JTPPT, SR, «Ff and gfjpj and
^si also, e. g. swcif, «Rcrr etc.; (2)
added in the sense of fthe nature
of a thing5 ( *rp=[ } along with the
affix ^r optionally-, as also option-
ally along with the affixes ^Fiq, ^ 5
etc. given in P. V. 1.122 to 136;
e. g.

«.-*• %,« *. v . j . ^ / . m e amx cRg is
galled sy just Hkq ^ ; c€ PJ . L22.

; etc., cf. Kas.
on P. V. 1.119 to 136. Words end-
ing with the affix ^5 are always
declined in the feminine gender
with the fern, affix 3TT ( H|̂  ) add-
ed to then,; < i. a ^ ; (51^;. f%RT̂  ),
Lingänusasana 17.

the class of dental consonants
viz. ^ % Z, 5 and q; cf.
M P.I 3.4 Värt. 1.

^ krt affix ^ for the infinitive
affix gft in Vedic Literature; e.g.

i cf. P.III 4.9.

krt affix <& for the infinitive affix
in Vedic Literature; e.g. w&[9

^%; cf. P.III . 4.9.

cl% (1) krt affix c& for the infinitive
affix gJ^ in Vedic Literature. The
affix ?i% has a peculiarity of accent,
namely that the word ending i n #
has got both the initial and end-
ing vowels accented acute ( ^ r a ) ;
e- g. SrfafösCR qraft, ^ ^ ] ^ n " ^ ; cf.
PJI I .4 .9 ; and VI. 1.200; (2)
krtya affix in Vedic Literature,
e. g. qfericrl for qf^rRWn; cf. Käs.
on P. I I I . 4.14.

l krtya affix applied to a root to
form the pot.pass. part. c.g.^Jsro;
cf„ Käs. on P.III. 1.96.

krtya affix cfsq applied to a
root to form the pot. pass, part.;
the affix ^q^has the circumflex
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accent on the last syllable; e.g.
f .K?s.onP.III . i. 96.

) personal ending of the third
pers. dual Parasmaipada substitu-
ted technically for 05 (w$K); cf P.
111,4.78; (2) tadB affix cfH ( cOT or

. See c!T% and

(1) tad. affix cfH showing direction
by means of a thing e.g. fSTHyŜ :,
HflSRT:; cf. Käs. on P JV.3.114, i 15;
(2) tad. affix cf̂  applied in the sense
of the abl. case and substituted for
the abl. case affix; e g, STO: sn?T-
^ 1 % , %<cff]̂ 5ffcr;sometimes the affix
is applied instead of the instrumen-
tal or the genitive case also. e. g.

, for <#;^
Käs, on P.V.4.44-49.

^ tad, affix cf̂  added to pio-
nouns from *$ upto 'fira to the
pronoun fä^and after qft and 3?f5j;
e,g- <pn; ĉf:5 ftcHj srr̂ cD; cf. Käs.on
P.V.3. 7 to 9.

a class of taddhita affixes
headed by the affix elf ( <IT%^ ) as
given by Pänini in his sütras from

P. V, 3, 7. upto seRFTPff:
V.3.17; cf. P.

VI.3.35. The words ending with
the affixes from c!T%̂  in P.V.3.7
upto qr$Tq in P.V.3.47 (excluding
TTOT) become indeclinables; cf.
KäsBon P.LL38.

<TF (1) a technical term for the genitive
case affix used in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana; (2) the tad. affix as
which is popularly called cTT as
the nouns ending in ^ i . e, a are
declined in the fern, gender with
the fem. affix STT added to them,

(1) use of a word for that
word (of which the sense has been
conveyed); the expression T̂R̂ fr-
xfT^s^is often used by gramma-
|ian& just like a Paribhasa; cf*

ft]% M. Bh. on P. 1.1.29; similarly
3?fi3iRwrcr; for ^WSTIR q^ift M.Bh.
on P.I. 1.30 or f̂TOf̂  5}m mw.
M. Bh. onP.I. 2.43; (2) use of a
word for that word of which there
is the vicinity; cf.

03; M. Bh. on P. 1.2.27 where
the letter 3 is taken in the sense
of time required for its utterance,
the reason being that sound and
time go together;cf. also M.Bh. on
P.I.2. 70, IV. 3.48, V. 2. 79; (3)
use of a word for that which resi-
des there; cf. cff^^ra^^^f srf̂ tfcf
M.Bh. on V, 4.50 Värt. 3. At all
the above places, the use of one
word for another is by Laksanä,

f^iRS^E prescribed in the sense of
'habituated*; a term used in con-
nection with all affixes prescribed
in the triad of senses viz. cTF^̂ Tj
cTR!̂ 3 cft̂ Tg f̂̂ " in Sütras from P.
III.2. 134 to 180; cf. cTi^if^g
^i^qp-lN^fe P. III.2.146 Värt. 3,
Par. Sek. Pari. 67.

(1) the same as rTIcff substituted
for g and f| of the imperative sec»
and third sing. Parasmaipada; cf,
P. VII. 1.35; (2) substitute ^ for
a of the imperative 2nd pi. in
Vedic Literature; e.g. ^TFPFWigjrl

f. Käs, on P. VII. 1.44.

See TO; (1).the affix

^ tad. affix cfifct in the very
sense of the word to which it is
applied occurring in Vedic Litera-
ture after the words ^ and ^3, as
also after to, ^ and atfte in the
sense ofc bringing about9 and in
ths sense of m% (presence) after
the same words ftr?r, W{ and stf̂ g;
e.g. ĉTTTcT:, ̂ cflfct:, ftRRTTßf; etc. cf.
PJVA142-144.
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(1) repetition of action; cf. j
cn̂ :3?q̂ n%̂ T Käs.on III. j

2.81 also cTRq#Ri%3T \ %& «qnft:3
(2)foremost considera-

tion; cf. g ^
«fa*nflat vrffa Käs. on P.YII.2.59;
(3) purport (of a sentence), signi-
ficance, intention* cf. a-klI#TOR^
firfci 3^1?!%, Par. Sek. Pari. 2, 3.

name given to the grave
vowel which is 3Tq3T| i.e.

which occurs at the end of the
first member of a compound and
which is placed between two acute
vowels i.e. is preceded by and
followed by an acute vowel; e.g.

cf. S ^ R I T = W -
5 V.Pr.I.I20. The täth-
äbhävya vowel is recited as a
karnpa ( ^*q) ; cf. ^ I

^ Some Vedic
scholars hold the view that the

vowel is not a grave
) vowel, but it is a kind of

or circumflex vowel. Strictly
according to Pänini "an anudätta
following upon an udätta becomes
Svarita"; cf. P.VIII. 4 66, V.Pr.
IV. 1.138; cf. also R.Pr.III. 16.

(1) the nature of being meant
for another ; cf. ^tfff^srft cTRM
4̂tiV-4i<tH, t Ĵ̂TFT ̂ R M* Bh. on P,

II.3.13; (2) meant for another; cf.

cf. Käs. on P. V. 4.24; (3) being
possessed of the same sense; cf.

ft See
possession of the same nature;

cf. ^ ^
äs. onP.II, 1.2.

being possessed of the same
property; cf. ^

;i% s M. Bh. on IV. 1.48 Värt. 3.
^ .. restoration to, or resumption of
the same form by the lule of
Sthänivadbhäva, prescribed in P.I.
1.56, called ^qn^^l as contrasted
with ^tfcfef; cf- *̂5 ^^fffT^rf^^
M. Bh. on VI. 1.85 Värt, 26.

one uniform accent or tone,
ij^fcij as observed at the time of
sacrifices in the case of the recital
of the hymns; cf. cTRcSSOT̂  ^ W | -
%P$fa[ V. Pr, 1.130; cf also P. I.
2.34.

a root of the tanädi class
of roots (8th conjugation).

personal ending substituted for
cf̂  of the 3rd pers. dual in the
imperative, imperfect, potential,
benedictive, aorist and condi-
tional; cf. P. III.4.85, 101.

(1) elevated, high; a place for
the production of words; cf. T.Pr.
XVII. 11; (2) recital in a high
tone which is recommended in
the evening time; cf. git 3 fcföT F̂f
<pp*3 Ĥ TCci ^r ^^J W ^ ; com. on
T. Pr. XXIII. 12.

a class of words headed by
the word cflW and containing
prominently the words 3% *ira^
Sfss» WF> cß5sr» 5 W , ^l and
many others numbering more than
ninety, to which the taddhita affix
1? (W%) is added in the sense of
^containing5. As this class, called
cTT̂ TR, is looked upon as snffcFTO,
nouns with ^ added at their end,
are supposed to be included in it;
cf. P. V. 2.36.

R called cĵ T^qfcT; a Bengali
modern Sanskrit scholar and gra-
mmarian of the nineteenth century
who has written a commentary
called Saralä on the Siddhänta
Kaumudi. He has edited many
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important Sanskrit works consist-
ing of many kosas.

RSq lit. produced from 3Tg the
part below the tongue; the vowel
I, =33*1, 3 and ^ are called w^sq9

palatal letters; cf. fWHWoff V.Pr.
I. 66. These letters are formed
upon the palate by the middle
part of the tongue; cf. R,Pr. L42,
RJPr. 11.36.

a small class of eight words to
which the affix 3? ( a^rj is added
in the sense of 'a product' or 'a
part5 e.g. cflö «rg:, 3#iq;, etc.;
cf. Käs, on P. IV. 3. 152.

palate; cf.

cf. T. Pr. II. 22.
conjugational sign or Vikarana

) added to a root in the first
future before the personal endings
which become accented grave
(3135R0; cf. P.VI. 1.186; it has the
augment % prefixed, if the root, to
which it is added, is %2. cf. P. VI.
4. 62,

the Vikarana ^T .̂ See cTRJ.

(I) personal ending fcflj of the 3rd
pers. sing.; (2) common term for
the kit affixes M ^ and frfĵ  as
also for the unädi affix fif; see
iw^ and fef; (3) fem. affix ft
added to the word g ^ e. g.
3^f: cf. P. IV. 1.77; (4) tad. affix
ftf as found in the words qflRfr and
ffofit cf. Käs. on P.V.I.59; (5) tad.
affix added to the word qg in the
sense of 'a root/ and to the words
35^ and 30^ In the sense of posses-
sion (SRCR ); e.g. q̂ r%:, ^prf:, $JT%:,
cf. KSS. on P. V.2.25, 138; (6) a
technical term for the term f̂cT in
Päninrs grammar, cf. SWHTt fä*n-
$ti; f̂cT̂  P. 1.4.59, 60. The term
# for *rfä is used in the Jainendra
Yyakarana.

f f ^ a class of compound
words headed by the dvandva
compound fiföf^ra1 in which the
taddhita affixes added to the con«
stitutnt members of the com-
pound are dropped when the
dvandva eompound is to be used
in the plural number; fr^FFR^ %cf-
3FFRST ffofääflT:; cf. Käs. on P. II.
4.68.

; tad. affix f^j added to the
word £rc£ in the sense of the word
itself ( ?k$ ) e. g. gix^T cf.; P. V.
4.39.

a class of words headed by
the words fcT̂ , 1%̂ T, W and others
to which the taddhita affix srRft
(ftvsr) causing the substitution of
vrddhi is added in the sense of
* a descendant'; e. g. frwqfär, %cl-

:; cf. Käs. on P. IV.1.154.
^ (1) a brief term (5R2H5R) for the 18
personal endings. Out of these
eighteen personal endings, which
are common for all tenses and
moods, the first nine icf̂ , cTH etc.
all called Parasmaipada, while
the other nine cT, ^IW^ etc. are
named Ätmanepada and elf also;
cf. cT^r^Nlc^q^; (2) a verbal form
called also SJK^TCT^; cf. Hff *sg
â FlRRiT WAT I q̂ rfcT q̂T% |V.Pr.1.27.
??cT (1) a word ending in fff; a

verb; (2) a popular name given
to the section which deals with
verbs in books on grammar as
contrasted with the term g*^
which is used for the section deal-
ing with nouns.

% a work dealing with
verbal forms written by

senses possessed by the person-
al endings of verbs, viz. «PT̂F ( 3KTI
or 5R ) tWti and OT$. For details
see Vaiyakaranabhüsanasära..
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the grave accent for the
whole word ( SFtftRTcT ) generally

ipossessed by a verbal form when it
is preceded by a word form which
is not a verb; cf. fä^fäs: P* VIII.
1.28.
^ an affix to which the mute
indicatory letter ^ is added signi-
fying the circumflex accent of
that affix; e. g. the affixes qej, ü ^
etc.; cf. P. VI. 1.185.

the circumflex accent possess-
ed by an affix marked with the
mute letter g;. See fcTĉ-

the augment fcl̂  added to the
words *T|, <jq, *FT and m when
they are followed by the tad.
affix 3? ( s ) e . g . *r|fcR:; cf. P.
V. 2.52.

the personal ending of the 3rd
pers. sing, substituted for $5 (̂ >R)
in the Parasmaipada, For sub-
stitutes for i%q in special cases, see
P. VI. 1 68, III . 4.82, 83, 84.

a southern grammarian who
wrote a short treatise on the
pratyähäras like 3T^3 ^ etc. in
the grammar of Pänini.

a southern writer of the
commentary named g^r^ r on
the Siddhänta Kaumudi of Bhat-
toji Diksita.

tad, affix % added in Vedic
Literature to the word f3? when
superior quality is meant, e g

" : cf. P. V. 4.41.

compound words headed
by the word fcjlg- which are
termed as avyayibhäva com-
pounds and treated as indeclin-
ables; e. g. fißg, c^|, S^JJ^ ™pj
etc . ;cf .Kää.onP.IL 1.17.

utterance with a sharp tone
characterizing the pronunciation
of the Abhinihita kind of circum-

vowel as opposed to the
utterance which is called ^ when
the circumflex, called T f̂̂ T, is
pronounced; cf*

Uvvata on V. Pr. I. 125.

tad. affix sft:*) in the sense of
tjjai added to the words He and fä
before which T% is changed into
g. e, g. HsfN:, g?ik: cf. P. V.
2.54, 55; the tad. affix 3R( ( ^ ) is
added to the words ending in cTR
to mean a section e. g. ^
cf. Käs. on P. V. 3.48.

extreme sharpness of the
nasalization at the time of pro-
nouncing the anusvära and the
fifth letters recommended by Sai-
tyäyana. e. g. ^JfR^g^:, ^

^ . cf. T. Pr. XVII. 1.

j$ (1) short term ( 5T̂ nfR) for the
dental consonants ^ q, ^ r̂ and
%cf. P. I. 1.69; (2) personatend-
ing substituted for fcf in the 2nd
pers. imper. sing. Parasmaipada
cf. P. III. 4.86; (3) tad. affix g
in the sense of possession added
in Vedic Literature to ^ and
5R,e. g- ^f»'» ^ ?S : cf. P. V. 2.138;
(4) unädi affix § (<p j prescribed
by the rule t ^ ^ ^ f

( Unadi Sütra L69), before
which the augment^ is not added
e. g. %3: W{§ etc. cf. P. VII.
2.9.

augment g; added (1) to the root
f̂ [ in the form i%q, the pot. pass,
part, of ft cf. P. III. 1.132; (2) to
the short vowel at the end of a
root before a krt affix marked
with the mute letter ^ e. g. 9 % i ^ ,
sifsq cf. P. VI. 1.71; (3) to a short
vowel before ^ if there be close
proximity (#fefr) between the
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two e. g. f W , rpsafä; cf. P. VI.
1.73; (4) to the indeclinables 3TT
and *n as also to a long vowel
before % e. g. ^r3^3f%, PT^T^TSRT
cf. P. VI. 1.74, 75; (5) to a long
vowel optionally, if it is at the
end of a word, e. g. ^ f l ^ W ,
c5$teT% cf- P. VI. 1.76; (7) to the
letter ^ at the end of a word
before 51, e.g. sĵ rpŝ cf, cf* P. VIII.
3.31.

a rule prescribing the addi-
tion of the augment ĉ  ; e. g. ^drq:

? ffir P. VIII. 2. 2
See

roots such as the root g^ and
the like, which have their vowel
of the reduplicative syllable leng-
thened as seen mostly in Vedic
Literature; e. g. cjgsrffi:, *n*T5H:,

etc.; cf. Käs. on P. VI.1.7.
augment ^ (1) added to the affix

R substituted for the 3 of Eg and
^ e. g. fä^R:, SFftTC:, cf. P.

IV. 3.23; (2) added to the tad.
affix fsf? (3^) applied to the word

in the Saisika senses; e.g* 3jf3-
f. P. IV. 3 15.

a class of roots headed by the
root gsr which take the conjuga-
tional sign 3? ( 3J) and which are
popularly called roots of the sixth
conjugation; cf. P. 111,1.77.

gq; unädi affix §, added -to the roots
% c^ , W{ etc. See g (4).

Sp^lF* a very small class. of words
headed by the word g ^ to which
the taddhita affix ^5 (%®\) is
added in the sense of possession
( *T£SR ). The affix f̂ > is optional
and the other affixes ? ^ , ^J and
W[ are also added; e.g. gi
gf^:3 g^cfj^; similarly

* etc.; cf. Käs. onP,V.2.117.
^ r t affix §;q;of the infinitive (1)
added to a root optionally with

when the root refers to an
action for the purpose of which
another action is mentioned by the
principal verb ; e.g. #qg mfc or
^ R t l mft; cf. Käs. on P . I IL3J1 ;
(2) added to a root connected with
another root in the sense of desire
provided both have the same sub-
ject; e.g.. fs^ft ¥ftqgn ; cf. P. HI.
3.158; (3) added to a root connec-
ted with the words ^T^, OTq oriföST;
e.g. ^ 1 " ^Rä^etc. c.f. P.IIL3.167;
(4) added to any root which is
connected with the roots m, ^

or its synonym, as also with
or its synonym ; e.g. %

;;cf. Kasfon P. Ilf. 4.'
65, 66. "

similar in articulation; savarna;
cf. R, T. 168.

59TP=rarc°T having got the same sub-
stratum; denoting ultimately the
same object; expressed in the same
case; the same as samänädhikaratia
in the grammnr of Pänini. cf,
Kät. II.5.5.

(1) substitute prescribed for the
last vowel of the word 3#%soas
to make it declinable like words
marked with the mute letter m\
(2) common term for the krt
affixes gq and ^\ prescribed in the
sense of the agent of a verbal
activity; the tad. affixes iffli, and
^ are seen placed after words
ending in g in Vedic Literature
before which the affix g is elided;
e. g. qsftg:, ^ w l " ; cf. Käs. on P.
V. 3.59.

tad. affix g, taking the fem.
affix < ( * ! £ ) , (1) added to
a root optionally with Wfi ( "g^ )
in the sense of the agent of a
verbal activity, the word so form-
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ed having the last vowel acute;
e. g. îcfr W3F*.; 53T 51*35:; cf. P. III .
1.133; (2) prescribed in the sense
of 'deserving one9 optionally along
with the pot. pass. part, affixes; e.g.

f %

Käs. on P. I I I . 3.169.
a word ending in the affix 5^

and hence getting the guija vowel
(i. e. 3? ) substituted for the final
vowel 5j5 before the Sarvanä-
masthäna (i. e. the first five) case
affixes; cf. <j5Ri 3TT33IT *tf¥̂ Tcf, M.
Bh. on VII. 1.96.
Ĥgrf̂ f treatment of a word as

ending with the affix <J£T although,
in fact, it does not so end; e. g.
the word sfitg 1 cf. g^^rg: , P. VII.
1.95 ; cf. also ^^T^^T^T^T; R̂tJT

M.Bh, on VII , 1.95 Värt.g
10.

a class of words to which the
taddhita affix 3T is added in the
four senses given in P. IV. 2.67 to
70; e. g. ftm*<, ̂ §2&:, qoRi: etc.; cf.

i on P. IV. 3.80.
the third consonants out of

the class consonants; q%cffa; viz.
5> 5» I> 5 a n d 5; cf- W 5^F{T î̂
qw*rr ̂ ^l$m^ii M. Bh. on P. I.
1.9.

the third case; affixes of the
third case ( instrumental case or
gcftarfä*rfrir) which are placed (1)
after nouns in the sense of an ins-
trument or an agent provided the
agent is not expressed by the
personal-ending of the root; e. g.
% ^ H fcTJ,; qrcgqj f̂ %; cf. p. JJL
3.18; (2) after nouns connected
with g ,̂ nouns meaning defective
limbs, nouns forming the object of
KT with ^ as also nouns meaning
|g or a thing capable of produc-
ing a result; e. g. j#

23

is

> r , ;; cf. Käs.
on P. 11.3.19,23; (3) optionally
with the ablative after nouns
meaning quality, and optionally
with the genitive after pronouns
in the sense of %J, when the word
| i actually used e. g. qtf&ĝ R

^ 1$R or
it is observed by the

Värttikakära that when the word
1§ or its synonym is used in a sen-
tence, a pronoun is put in any
case in apposition to that word
i.e. |g or its synonym e. g. ^R
ftftxS f% Fi f^^e tc ; cf. Käs. on
P. II. 3. 25, 21; (4) optionally
after* nouns connected with the
words 52^5, T̂ Tj ̂ T^after the words
mV%> ^^T5 as also after fC, f
and their synonyms; e.g.
etc. ^ 5 , ^ ;
cf. Käs.on P.II.3. 32, 33,35, 44; (5)
optionally with the locative case
after nouns meaning constellation
when the tad. affix after them has
been elided; e.g. Ĵ Pf ÖR^tl^T WT
cprcFtcT: Mahäbhärata; cf. P.II.3.45;
(6) optionally with the genitive
case after words connected with

or its
; cf. P.II.3.72.

called also g^cf^
as prescribed by P. II. L 30-35;
e.g. qpfiqreraw P.I. 1-30 and the
Mahäbhäsya thereon.

(1) krt affix cj with the acute
accent on the first vowel of the
word formed by its application,
applied to any root in the sense of
'an agent' provided the agent is
habituated to do a thing, or has his
nature to do it, or does it well; e.g<

^SpR, ^; c£. Käs. on
P. II1.2.135; words ending with
cR̂  govern the noun 'connected
with them in the accusative case;
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(2) the term 5^ ? used as a short
term ( SRqTfTC) standing for krt
affixes beginning with those pres-
cribed by the rule ®z: SJcRlFRl"«»
(P.III.2.124) and ending with the
affix q^(ra P.III.3.69); cf. KU. on
PJII.4.69.

called also
and hence representing

possibly all the different branches
or Säkhäs of the f^Rll^, which is
not attributed definitely to a parti-
cular author but is supposed to
have been revised from time to
time and taught by various äcäryas
who weref the followers of the
TaittirTya Säkhä»The work is divid-
ed into two main parts, each of
which is further divided into twelve
sections called adhyäyas, and
discusses the various topics such as
letters and their properties, accen-
ts, euphonic changes and the like,
just as the other Pratisäkhya
works. It is believed that Vararuci,
Mähiseya and Ätreya wrote Bhäs-
yas on the Taittiriya Prätisäkhya,
but at pjresent,only two important
commentary works on it are avai-
lable- (a) the 'Tribhäsyaratna',
based upon the three Bhäsyas
mentioned above as the title showŝ
written by Somayärya and (b) the
' Vaidikäbharatja * written by
Gopalayajvan, For details see
Introduction to ' Taittiriya
Prätisäkhya' ed. Govt Oriental
Library Series, Mysore.

a kind of ^fer, or a vowel
with a circumflex accent which
follows an acute-accented vowel
characterized by avagraha u e.
coming at the end o{" the first
member of a compound; c. g % -
arftfit flrsqtr qgqfoftrfit mstä. Here
the vowel ^ofq following upon

the avagraha is called t ;
cf. 3 ^ ^ f f ä ^ : V, Pr. I. 118,

9̂ I3SRJ«T a kind of svarita or circum-
flex-accented vowel which follows
an acute-accented vowel, with the
intervention of a consonant
between the acute accented vowel
and the circumflex vowel which
(vowel) originally was grave, e, g.
i&9 *%, f s \ spT̂ j; here the vowel
H is ll^igR^fef; cf.

:, V. Pr. I. 117.
tad. affix fte applied in the

sense of oil to a word meaning the
substance from which oil is extra-
cted; e. g. fäösffä ̂ qlssq;; cf.
^ l , Käs. on P. V. 2. 29.

a southern grammarian
who has written a gloss called
£TO3I on the Siddhantakaumudi
of Bhattoji Diksita.

krt affix # ^ in the sense of
the infinitive ( gq;) seen in Vedie
Literature; e. g. ^tfä^ftat:. The
word ending with ^tg^ becomes
an indeclinable.

^ a root belonging to the g ĵfä
class of roots ( sixth conjugation )
which take the vikarana 3T ( 5T)
causing no gu^a or vrddhi substi
tute for the vowel of the root*

^ a class of words headed
by the word ^fefö, the taddhita
affix in the sense of 3 ^ ( grand-
child ) placed after which is not
elided by P, II. 4. 60; e. g. tfterffc:
fqcTT- ̂ R S R R : 3^:; cf. Käs. on PJL
4.61.
tad. affix ^ added - to the words

T%"{, ̂  and q̂ rft showing time, as
also to the word SPT in Vedic
Literature; -e. g. f^^l^, TO^WC,,
TOftcsp^ XR*P3[. ( where *T is elided );
cf. Kaä. on P. IV. 3. 23.

tadB affix ^ , added to the word
f optionally with the affixes
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and ?& before which ^ is changed
to ^ ;e . g. 3 ^ , 3 ^ , ^ R ^ ; cf.
P. V. 4, 30 Vart.6.

(1) tad, affix FT standing for <q*jj
and ?qq which see below; (2)
a technical term Jbr JR̂ pj ( a
suffix or a termination ) in the
Jainendra Vyakarana.

^ tad. affix ?q added in the
Saisika senses to the words

a n d 5 ^ ; e. g . ^ r f ^ , ,
, ^ f e q i t ^ T cf. P . I V 2 . 9 8 .

^ tad. affix ?m added to the
words cjq and sjfä in the senses
'near' and 'above' respectively;
cf. & ^
cf. Käs. on P. V. 2.34.

? a term used for the class of
pronouns headed by <qg- which
are eight viz. ^\9^ ^ , ^ , SRtf,

and ft; cf.P.I.1.74,i.2.72,
0, VII. 2. 102.
a specific operation pres-

cribed for the pronouns bearded
g. the substitution of

LI. 27

y ^ g
for the final letter; cf.
5T%?R̂  M. Bh. on P.
Värt 6.
\ tad. affix ?q (1) added to a few
specified indeclinables in the Saisi-
ka senses; e. g. 3TFrT̂ :5î cq: etc.; cf.
Kas. on IV. 2. 104; (2) added to
the indecl inables^^ ^ a n ( j ̂ H
optionally along with sg and &(\
e. g. ^ ^ ^ , P̂RRCT, ^iMfe^; cf.
K«. on P. IV. 2. 105.
a common term for the krt affixes

s^ and ^ (P.III. 2. 181-186) in
case the vowel % of ŝr is look-
ed upon as equivalent to an aug-
ment, as also for the uuädi affix S^
and the tad. affixes r̂ and ^ (P.
IV. 2,51 and V.3.10);the tad. affix
^ is added in the sense of r̂qg or
collection to the word Tft> e.g.
#TTJ cf. Käs. on PJV.2.51.

^ tadB affix termed Vibhakti added
to pronouns excepting ß[ and
others, and to the words 3g andfi^
when they end with the loc« case
termination; e.g. %% ?&9 ^ | ^ etc.;
cf. Kas. on P.V. 1.10, 14.

WI tad. affix m in the sense of some-
thing donated, as also to the
words %3 SFp^ q^q,p and ^ end-
ing in the accusative or the loca-
tive case; ea g. STUGISTT wXifa, ^\m
mtä; cf. Kas. on P. V.4.55,56.
There is avagraha before the tad.
affix m. ^m^^smicL V.Pr. V.9.

1% (1) krt affix #5[, always having the
tad. affix ^ ( 5? ) added to it,
applied to the roots marked with
the mute syllable | prefixed to
them in the Dhätupätha; e. g.
fT̂ PTO;, qi^ro;; (2) a term signify-
ing the plural number; cf. T̂T f̂[
5t V& fta^S V.Pr.IL3.

lit. triad; a term used in the
Mahabhäsya in connection with
the Vibhakti affixes i.e. case end-
ings and personal endings which
are in groups of three; cf. fä^
g ^ T % ^ M J B h . on R.I.1,38; cf.
also ^q"R^r T%¥^ ̂ sre^rr 9nq M.
Bh. on P.L4J01; cf. also M. Bh.
on II.2.23, V.1.52, V.1.58.

name of a commentary on
the Paribhäsendusekhara written
by Räghavendracärya Gajendra-
gadkar3 a resident of Sätärä and a
pupil of Nilakanthasästri Thatte«
He lived in the second half of the
eighteenth and first half of the
nineteenth century and wrote com«
entaries on important grammar
works m

made up of a collection of three
padas or words; the word is used
in connection with a Ek or a por-
tion of the kramapätha; cf. ^Tß

^ f ^ f ä TJPr.1.61. Thewor^
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is found used in connection with a
bahuvrlhi compound made up of
three words; cf. the term i%fq̂ -

a term usually used in conne-
ction with the last three Pädas (ch,
VIII. 25 VIII. 3 and VIII. 4> of
Pänini's Astädhyäyl, the rules in
which are not valid by convention
to rules in the first seven chapters
and a quarter? as also a later rule
in which (the Tripädi) is not valid
to an earlier one; cf. J^fTI&^P-
VIII.2J; (2) name of a critical
treatise on Panini's grammar ("The
Tripädi35) written by Dr. H. E.
Buiskool recently.

name of a commentary on

called

or

the Taittiriya Pratisäkhya written
by Somayärya. The commentary
is said to have been based on the
three Bhäsya works attributed to
the three ancient Vedic scholars—
Vararucij Mahiseya and Ätreya.

consisting of three moras
mäträs. The protracted or
vowels are said to consist of three
mäträs as contrasted with the
short and long vowels which
respectively consist of one and two
mäträs; cf- Käs. on P.I.2.27.

(1) the famous three ancient
grammarians Pänini (the author of
the Sütras), Kätyäyana (the author
of the Värttikas), and Pata^jali
(the author of the Mahäbhäsya;)
(2) the grammar of Pänini, called
so, being the contribution of the
reputed triad of Grammarians.

repeated thrice, occurring
thrice; a term used in the Prati-
säkhya works in respect of a word
which is repeated in the krama
and other artificial recitations.

pra&RK̂ tSI son of Vaidyanätha who
. ^rt)te a srn^ll treatise on kärakas

a scholar of grammar who
has written a small work named

on the uses of indeclin-
ables.

pupil of Vardhamäna who
wrote a gloss called e qfs^^rfä \
on the Kätantra— vrtti
^ name of a commentary on
the Paribhäsendusekhara written
by Laksminrsimha in the 18th
century*

all the three times^ past, pre-
sent and future; cf. ?R:

I. 15.
«q^Uvvatabhäsya on V. Pr.

a rule or an operation pres-
cribed by Pänini in the last three
quarters of his Astädhyäyl. See

above.

a collection of three words
(to express the same sense); cf:

M. Bh. on I I I . 1.44;
cf. also M. Bh. on P. I . 4,74, IV.
1. 88, IV. 2.60 etc.

" (1) use of the three accents
acute, grave and circumflex at the
time of the recital of the Veda;

t*Wi; cf. ^[gi^f^^f
I % ^ H ^ , %m^ Käs,

on P. V. 1. 124. cf. also

1 M. Bh. on P. I. 241.

(a word) having three vowels
or syllables in it; =5^ or ^ F F ; cf.
sra^ra^«i ?ßr w^wi cf. M.. Bh-
on VIII 4.6.

a grammarian of the nine-
teenth century, who resided at
Wai in Sätärä District and wrote
a commentary on the ParibhSsen-
dusekhara which is named ^ t
after tfre writer./ , ,
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a commentary on the Pari-
bhäsendusekhae by *q*3R>: see

tad. affix ^ in the sense of duty,
nature or essence, prescribed
optionally with the affix tf& ( ell );
e. g. 3TSSR3̂  *T(&Rj W3ffi9 flfcIT; cf.

^ ^ P. V. 1.119, also cf.
P. VI. 3. 35 Vart.lo.

krt affix & in the sense of the
potential pass« part, in Vedic
Literature; e„ g. 3nf %fä: \ ^ ^ ^ ;
also cf. Käs. on P.IIL 4.14;cf.also

R. V. IX. 47.2.
[ tad. affix ^ before which there
is observed the caesura or ava-
graha in the recital of the Pada-
patha. el g. q̂c=ff̂ % ^FS?^ | cf.
V.*Pr. V. 9.

$X (l) second consonant of the dental
class of consonants possessed of
the properties *̂ FTgsfäH3 3Jsjfa> fäfef-

and ??f!5flaM; (2) augment
( 53* ) added to the words
? fitW and ^ § ^ before the

Pürana affix §<£. e. g. ^n\\ ^u\i qrg:5
3tfW, ^ 4 : ; cf. Kas. on.P. V.
2.51; (3) substitute for the con-
sonant |̂  of 3̂ 1̂  before any con-
sonant except a nasal, and a
semivowel as also for the conso-
nant ^ of mt preceded by the

4 preposition 33:; cf. P, VIII. 2.35,
VIII. 4.61.

«T (1) personal-ending of the 2nd
; pers. p i Parasmaipada3substituted
• for the ^ of the ten lakära affixes;
(2) substitute (sjss) for the 2nd
pers. sing, personal ending f%q̂ in-
the perfect tense; (3) unädi affix
( ^) added to the roots % cf, g^
etc. e. g. qj«r;, f̂î :, etc.; cf. unädi

II, 7; (4) unädi affix (

added to'the roots I^3 ^ 1 , *ff etc.;
e. g, %m, fa, zftv: etc. cf. unädi
sütra II. "2: (5) unadi affix (m)
added to the roots ^r, $R> *\1 and
3F. efl g. T̂§?3 T̂ĝT etc. c€ unädi
sütra II. 4; (6) a "technical term
for the term 3f&m or the redu-
plicated wording of Pänini ( cf.
^ s r ^ c R ) P. VI. 1. 5, used in
the Jainendra Vyäkarana.

i krt affix ^F added to the root
^ c to sing,5 in the sense of agent
provided he is skilled; e. g.
cf. P, III. 1.146.
^ tad. affix
ending in
e. g.

added to numerals
n Vedic Literature;

f
; cf. P. V. 2.50.

personal-ending ^q substituted
for cf of the 2nd pers. pi, of the
imperative Parasmaipada in Vedii '
Literature, e. g. qf^f for ^rf^^n;
cf. Käs. on P. VII. 1.45.

tad. affix §Tsr in the sense of
(manner) added to the pro-

nouns ^?r, and f̂ qr, the words
ending in «j*T becoming indeclina-
bles; e. g. jj^9 ^q^; cf. P. V.
3.24, 25.

personal ending ^ substituted
for "feq of the 2nd persB sing. Paras-
maipada in the perfect tense as
also in the present tense in speci-
fic cases; cf. P. III. 4.82, 83,84.

personal ending of the 2iid,
pers. dual Parasmaipada, whicli
is substituted for 3 of the lakära
affixes; cf. P. I l l 4? 78.
(1) tad. affix SIT in the sense' of

question or reason ( ̂ g ) added to
the pronoun T^ in Vedic Litera-
ture; e.g. spir ^n orrery; cf. Käg.
on P.V.3.26; (2)_tad. affix m ( ^
according to Pänini) which gets
caesura or avagraha after VRq,'.^
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g ^ ^ t c ; cf. Vaj. Pr.V.12;
(3) tad. affix snss in the sense of
ĉf added to the words £̂ T; gt, FP̂J

and ^T in Vedic Literature, e.g.
ä Ŝ TO 15*TT fäwrcT; cf. Käs. on P.
V.3.111; (4) tad. affix ^ in the
sense of mannar { WR) added to
1% ,̂ pronouns excepting those
headed by ü;, and the word *rg;

faT, cf. PV.3.23.
, affix «Tfg. See «n,

^ personal ending of the 2nd
pers. sing. Atmanepada, substitut-
ed for ^ of the lakära affixes.

(THIEME, PAUL) a sound
scholar of the present day, well
versed in Sanskrit Grammar and
Vedic Literature, who has written
a critical treatise named "Pänini
and the Veda."

(1) augment ^ added to the
words qsr, cftf̂  ^fäqq and =̂ ĝ ; see
s? above; (2) augment \ added to
the root 3T̂r of the fourth conjugati-
on Paras, before the affixes of the
aorist. e.g. sn*^; cf. P.VIL4.17.

tad. affix cq in the sense of
'favourable for5 ( cR*f f|?R ) added'
to the words SRT ands?f%; e.g.
3*si«qT gßß | 3?r^T I cf. Käs. on P.
V.1.8.

third consonant of the dental class
of consonants possessed of the pro-
perties ^KT3?RH, sfa, ^lcl^^5^ and

consonant ^substituted
for the final letter of nouns ending
with the affix ^ as also for the final
letter of ^r, *4H and 3R| | provided
the final letter is at the end of
a pada; e.g. H ^ ^ g ; etc.; cf. Käs.
on P, VIII. 2.72; (3) consonant ^
substituted for the final ^ of roots
.excepting, the root 3^? before

of the third
; cf.

personal ending
pers. sing.; e. g.
P. VIII. 3.93-
(1) the consonant ^, the vowel sr
being added for facility of utter-
ance or use; (2) a technical term
used in the Jainendra Vyäkarana
for the term snsŝ FR in the gram-
mar of PaninL

a fault of pronunciation where
the letters are uttered indistinct
( sRqa ).

T tad. affix ^prescribed optiona-
lly with %m and m^ in the sense
of measure ( 5TRT&I ), with #[̂ f ( % )
to be adde.i further to form the
fern, base, e. g. ^g^Tjr, «H35?W ĵ
^Tjg^T^ ,̂ T̂Ŝ rft? cf. P. V. 2.37 and
1V.L15; 3̂=̂  is added optionally
along with OT as also with
and wm to the words 33s and
e.g. *gmm% trr 5 ?
cf. P. V. 2.38.

one of the eight artificial Vediß
recitations.

a class of words headed by
the word ^ to which the taddhita
affix % is added in the sense of
'deserving'; cf. ^Rffä 3 ? ^ : Käs.
on P. V. 1.66

^ a class of compound
words headed by the word ^jqq^
which are not compounded as

which ends in the neuter
gender and singular number; e.g«
Sfäwfr, % # P ^ \ ^T?TOt etc.; cf,
Käs. on P J L 4.14.

place where the utterance of
dental letters originates;cf. 3gj^HT

: S. K. on P. I. 1.9.

the letters ^ \% w and ^
c£ ^=rf^T^ä <mm*\: R. Pr. I. 19#

The Rk. Prätisakhya calls \ ( ̂  )
also as ^?cl^5tq.

^ or
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dentolabial letter 3; cf.

^ ^OTFfei: Com. onT.Pr.IL
43.

produced at the teeth, dental;
formed at the teeth by the tip of
the tongue; e.g. the letters ^ 5,
and cm; cf. $&$m <?% V.Pr .1.69,
According to Panini's grammar
3£ (long) does not exist. Accord-
ing to Taittirlya Prätisäkhya ^
is partly dental and partly lingual;
cf. T.Pr.IL41, while ^ is partly
dental and partly labial; cf. T.Pr.
11.43; cf, ^m f̂ fm ôTT: V. Pr.I.
76; cf.
P. VII. 3-73.

^ a brilliant Vedic
scholar of the nineteenth century
belonging to North India who
established on a sound footing the
study of the Vedas and Vyäkarana
and encouraged the study of
Kasikävrtti. He has written many
books on Vedic studies.

a Jain writer who wrote a
treatise named

a Jain scholar who has written
a grammar treatise on the Säras-
vata Grammar called

writer of a commentary on
the Mugdhabodha Vyäkarana
of Bopadeva.

name of a commentary on
Kondabhatta's Vaiyäkaranabhü§a-
nasära^ written by a grammarian
named Harivallabha.
f name of a commentary on the
Sabdakaustubha, written by
Mannudeva or Mantudeva of the
nineteenth century.

a name given to the treatise on
grammar written by sqiSWR which
consisted of 10 chapters; cf. ^p$
^ T m £ m K ä . on Pf V. 1.58. The

word also means student? reading
the work c£l^; cf. M

ä. on P. IV.2.65.
(1) a section of grammatical

treatises dealing with the ten
conjugations of roots, e.g. the
first section of the second pait
( 3xRp| ) of the Siddhänta Kau-
mudl; (2) name of the dhätupatha
of Pänini which gives ten classes
of roots; cf. "^^qt &

Nyäsa on 1,3.1.
the ten classes or conjuga-

tions of roots; g^ was a term for
*H3 (root) in some ancient gram-
mar works.

a short treatise on the
roots belonging to more than one
conjugation; the name of the
author is not given,
tad. affix named 'vibhakti* app-

lied to the words *Hf, 133», 8 ^ •(%,
,̂cfcj; and «[5^ in the locative case;

e.g. ^NCT, ^ S I , ^ ;T ; cf. Käs. on
P. V. 3.15,19,20,21.

SgrPTO name, by which sqif̂ , the
author of the grammar work
is referred to. The word
indicates that «qrflf was a
descendant of g r̂, and, as Pänini
is called T̂̂ Tĵ r, critics say
that Panini and Vyädi were
relatives; cf. [̂Jt̂ RT ^I§ ĵ̂ n^W?
r̂arp^R 1̂ ̂ mw\ fjfci: M. Bh. on P,

II.3.66.
lit. son of a female descen-

dant of ^ ; name given to Pänini
who was the son of ^gt a female
descendant of ^f; cf. 3}^: [̂n̂ tF
5rr^I^ft|^l^ #q% Pan. Sik. 56; cf.
also ? ̂
M.Bh. on P. I. 1.20; VIL1.27.

a Jain grammarian, who
wrote a small grammar treatise
named

tad. affix called förffc, applied
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to 9^ and 5 ^ in the sense of the
locative case. e.g. cRI*ftj[j I^HT^;
cf. P. V.3.18,19.

a class of words headed by
the word 3FTR to which the tadd-
hita affix ® is added without any
change of sense; e . g ^
cf. Käs. on P. V, 3.116.

explained by the commentators
on the Prätisäkhya works as ZGffi
(firmness) or qfts^m (hardness,) and
given as a characteristic of the acute
or 33JxT tone; cf.

t T. Pr. XXII.9,
quoted in the Mahäbhäsya on P J .
2.29, where î̂ oq is explained as

\
a class of words headed

by the word
they are tatpurusa compounds,
retain the accents of the first
member of the compound; cf. P.
VI.2.42.

a technical term in the Jainen-
dra Vyäkarana for the term ^
used by Pänini.

a word denoting a direction
such as 5§, ^xR and the like, used
as a substantive, e. g. <£5JT sn*nq;, or
showing the direction of another
thing being its adjective, e. g.

^ T ; cf. Käs. on P. II.3.29.

the bahuvrihi compound
prescribed by the rule ß s ^ ^
eg. ^TTCT (north-east) or
(north-west); cf. förewsr:
mm:, Käs. on PX 1.28.

fi^Tffcf a class of words headed by
the word f̂ fr to which the tad. affix
z[ ( qq;) is added in the sense of
'produced therein* ( m *R: ), e.g.
ltl& ^ fe^3 similarly q^n, wm
etc.; cf. Käs. on P.IV.3.54.

tad. affix added to the word
% before which. nffl is changed

to q*m} e. g.
wk f^^^TWRj; M.Bh. on IV. 3.60.

a class of roots of the fourth
conjugation, headed by the root
f̂ r ( sftsqfä ), called also ^KRqrft
c f P. L 2.27.
a technical term in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana for ^M (long vowel)
in Panini's grammar.

a commentary on cTTWOTTi
by ^KT^.

explained as ^M or throbbing
in utterance. Out of the seven
svaras or yamas ^g, spw, itcfH
qtfto, ^a^j, ^ a-̂ d ^n?tern, the
throbbing |( ^im ) of the latter
and latter tone leads to the per-
ception of the former and former
one; cf. ctöt T̂MTCösf&j: T.-Pr.
XXIII. 15.

long; a term used in connec-
tion with the lengthened tone of
a vowel described to be dvitnatra
as contrasted with f ̂ r having one
mäträ and tgcT having three mä-
tras; cf. M H ^ : V. P*. I. 35,
V. Pr, I. 57, also ^ ^
P. 1.2-27.

a grammatical operation
where a short vowel is turned
into a long one; a rule of gram-
mar prescribing the lengthening
of a short vowel,

a technical term In the Jainendra
Vyäkarana for the term | ^ which
is used in Pänini's grammar and
which is defined by Pänini in the
rule t ^
^ a word, or words whose case
affixes can be syntactically con-
nected only with some difficulty;

i on E V. 4.113.
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g produced by an incomplete
contact of the <wi; the term is
applied to the phonetic element
öS which is due to the incomplete
contact of the organ at the pro-
duction of the letter^; cf. g:*SS-

%m; Pän. Siksä 5.
the famous commentator of

the Kätantra sütras, whose Vrtti
on the sütras is the most popular
one« It is called <=EM̂ r̂iT% or
ĈÎ CTIITT or T̂̂ TRf̂ tlfrT also. A
work on Paribhäsäs named qf̂ RWr-
ff%, in which Paribhäsäs are ex-
plained and established as based
oa the Kätantra Vyäkarana
sütras, is attributed to Durga-
simha. It is doubtful whether
this commentator Durgasimha is
the same as Durgäcärya3 the
famous commentator of Yäska's
Nirukta. There is a legend that
Durgasimha was the brother of
Vikramäditya, the founder of the
Vikrama Era. Besides the gloss
on the Kätantra sütras, some gra-
mmar works such as a gloss on
the unädi sütras, a gloss ( tfrf ) on
Kälapa-Vyäkarana Sutras, a com-
mentary on Kärakas named $&R-
l^s^y Nämahngänusäsana and
Paribhäsavrtti are ascribed to
Durgasimha. Some scholars be-
lieve that the term 3W^r§ was
only a title given to Durgasimha
for his profound scholarship, and
it was Durgasimha who was the
author of the well-known work
Amarakosa.

^Tl^Ttf a grammarian who wrote
(a) a gloss on Bopadeva's Mug-
dhabodha, (b) a gloss named qrg-
f̂f̂ T on Kavikalpadruma and

(c) Sabdarnavakosa.
a grammarian who wrote

a work on genders called f&gig-
and also a commentary on it.

24

name of a grammar work
d h i h diff i l t

fef T% name of a g
explainihg words which are difficult
to derive according to rules of
Pänini. The work is written in
the style of a running commen-
tary on select sütras of Panini,
devoted mainly to explain difficult
formations. The author of it,
Saranadeva, was an eastern gra-
mmarian who, as is evident from
the number of quotations in his
work, was a great scholar of the
12th or the 13 th century.

^ ^ ^ ^ a grammar work
i f d i f f i l

^ f T x R ^ P ^ g
on the formation of difficult
words attributed to ^T%cT or

name of a commentary byracr y y
Kesavadatta-Sarman on the gra-
mmar work named ^rf'EIR.

^ I ^ T ^ a grammarian who wrote
a treatise on grammar ^^Ra^TF^^j
named after him. Besides this
treatise, he has written commen-
taries on Nägesa's Laghumaüjüsä
and Paribhäsendusckhara.

see

Fi[3£ name erf a commentary,
on the Paribhäsendusekhara of
Nagesa, believed to have been
written by Gopälac^iya Karhädkar,
a grammarian of the 19th century
and attributed to Bhlmäcärya.
This commentary, which was
written to criticize the comment-
ary written by Visnusastrl Bhat,
was again criticized in reply by
Visnusastrl Bhat in his Giccandrika

). See

fault, objection; the word
is used in connection with a fault
found with, or objection raised
against an argument advanced by,
a writer, by his opponent or by
the writer himself who replies it to
make his argument well establis-
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hed; cf.fä^R? ^
Mahä.Prad. on P.l/l .44 VartJ6.

tad. affix prescribed after the
word srfä in the sense of railk(|^)
along with the affixes SI3 and ?Rfa
optionally, by the Värtükakära;
e. g ^
cf. Käs. on M. Bh. IV. 2, 36.

a class of words headed by
to which the tad, affix ^ ( ^
or ^tfi^ ( Vfä% ) *s added in the
sense of namre ( sflcf); ^ and ^
( cfT ) can5 of course, be added
optionally; e. g. ^jm^ 5f%*TT
SScIT.See also WFW %3I, 3?fa*J
qTF5^, *?M etc.; cf. Käs. on
P. V. 1. 123.

S seen in use in Vedic Literature,
or Classical Literature, or in the
talk of cultured people; said in
connection with words which a
grammarian tries to explain; cf.
fSTgfäfäa^ßr *Rfr Vyädi Pari.
Pätha 68.

taking place of an opera-p p
tion, or application of a rule of
grammar in accordance with the
words seen in use. See £S.
PcT similar mstance,generally quot-
ed to explain effectively some rules
or conventions laid down; cf. qg

M.Bh.
on P.I. 1.7.

SFjtf^p; discrepant, characterized
by discrepancy; cf. q̂ fq1 gi^pt

^ ; M.Bh.
on P. 1. 3. 19.

3<nSF5 a compound word called
g?5 whose members are names of
deities; the peculiarities of this
Dvandva compound are (a) that
generally there are changes at the
end of the first member, by virtue
of which it appears similar to a

word ending in the dual number,
and (b) that both the words retain
their original accents, e. g. ^sujrfy
^HTJW, 3T3ft̂ fapatf, ft^RW-RTCIj for
changes, cf. P. VI.3.25-31; for
accent, cf. ^

H% sftfa V. Pr. 11.48, 49; cf. also
i-xf P. VI. 2.141.
called also g ĵcrr? or "jpFTR-

believed to have lived in
the fifth century A. D. and written
the treatise on grammar, of course
based on Pänini Sutras, which is
known as %R?£-oqTWf or !£[?£-
ST^ItPI^- The writer of this gram-
mar is possibly mentioned as §R?£
in the usually quoted verse of
Bopadeva :-

was a great Jain saint
and scholar who wrote many
works on Jain Ägamas of which

f f o the commentary on the
, is well-known.

a class of words headed by
the word^W, the affix ^q applied
to which in the sense of a statue,
or applied for the formation of a
proper noun, is dropped \^m,
igqsj:, to:, ^ 3 : etc«; cf.Kas. on P.
V. 3.100.

a grammarian who has writ-
ten a disquisition on the philoso-
phy of Vyäkarana in verse, and
added a commentary of his own
on it which he has named as

a Jain grammarian of the
eighth century who is believed to
have written a grammar work,
called fe«1£l^^^^-^«<^l^.iI<ER. It is
likely that ^qffif^sc is the same as

p and the grammar
work is the same as %^
for which see
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^ a popular name given to
the third päda of the seventh
adhyäya of Pänini's Astädhyayi as
the päda begins with the Sütra
^ ^ ^ ^ P.VII
3 .1 .

a modern grammarian of the
19th century who has written a
gloss on the Astädhyayi of Pänini.

a Jain grammarian of the 13th
century who has written a com-
mentary named oSg^H on the

of Hemacandra. He
has written many works on the
Jain Agamas, of which a commen-
tary on the Uttarädhyanasütra can
be specially mentioned. He is
called ^r£§1\ also.

l i t place; (1) original place of
articulation; cf. 3^|[ m cf=gH oqs^-
zm, R. Pr. XIV. 5; (2) place of
origin; 3̂ TCPR3?H; (3) place of
inferential establishment of a
Paribhäsä etc. qf^Prresr: S^tf Par.
Sek, pari. 2 ,3; (4) passage of the
Samhita text, cf,.T. Pr. I. 59.

^ tad. affix ^Sm in the sense
of slightly less, or almost similar,
optionally prescribed with the
affixes ^$q and ^ e. g, ^ Jg^ : ,

R; cf.Kis. onP.V.3B67.
(1) tad. affix in the sense of

almost similar; see ^sJfq^ above;
(2) (words) current in popular use
or language, although not sanction-
ed by rules of grammar; cf. %^T:

% % % M.Bh. on P. V.
3.55; c ^ $m feM,
Kaiyata on V. 3.55; probably
Kaiyata had a difficulty in ex»
plaining the word %^ in the old
way meaning e current in use*, as
many words called bad words,
introduced from other languages
were current at his time wnich he
was reluctant to term as

r name of a system of grammar or
a work on grammar the peculi-
arity of which is the omission of
the 03OT topic; cf. 3T%^N %$ **TRI>

TT^ a root belonging to the
fourth conjugation of roots (

); cf. T̂g cFT̂T 1% l ü t l
JTfof, H tfrrf^*?, Käs. on P. I I

3.56.
name given to a work on

grammar, presumably the same as
^ written by

(1) a fault of pronunciation; cf.

M.Bh. on I. 1.1 Värt.18; (2) defect
shown in connection with an ex-
pression or explanation.

name of a commentary on
Nägesa's Paribhasendusekhara wri-
tten by *Fjjp& of the eighteenth
century.

name of a commentary, on
Nägesa's Laghusabd endusekhara
written by 3R|T% of the eighteenth
century.
tad, affix % applid to I ^ i n the
sense of £ a day *, when %$v^ is
changed into sr ( sna ); e. g. aqg,
cf. P.V. 3.22 Värt. 5.

tad. affix SRT, applied to the
word T̂fTR when ^m is changed
into € ; e.g. gsi:a cf.^^f: qR59TO%H: P.
V.3.22; cf. also WTRW ^SRltl «̂TT5ft
P . V . 3.22. Värt. 1
a technical term in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana for the term ^ ^ 3 ; (the
latter or the second member of-a
compound word) which is used in
Pänini's grammar.

a class of roots headed by
the root g^j;, the aorist sign t̂ ?5
after which gets ( sj ) s ^ substi-
tuted for it; e.g. 3 ? ^ , srf̂ cRj;; cf.
KM. on P. 111.1,55. and 1.3.91.
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tad. affix jpjET applied to the word
in the sense of a day; e.g.

| j : cf. R V. 3.22 Värt. 7.

indicative, suggestive; not
directly capable of expressing the
sense by denotation; the nipätas
and upasargas are sd:d to be cdyo*
taka' and not fvacaka? by stand-
ard grammarians headed by the
Värttikakara; cf. ftqT^H^^TN
mfcrcfö^PJ.2.4-5 Värttika 12; cf.
Kaiyata also on the above; cf. also

^ % Väk-
yapadiya II. 194;
( ^n^Tat: ) ^ ,
ft^ T33 com. on Väkyapadiya II.
190; cf. q ^ f i g # r R ^i^iwk*F<r:
Par. Sek. on Pari. 50; cf. also ^

Bhäsa Vr.onPJ.L37.The Karma-
pravacaniyas are definitely laid
down as dyotaka, cf. ^ ^

^SRq g ^ F : Väkyapadiya II.206;
the case affixes are said to be
any way, VIcaka' or cdyotaka>; cf.

Väkyapadiya II. 165.

conveyance of sense indirectly
or by suggestion, and not directly.
See #RPfr above.

(sense) conveyed by suggestion
indirectly and not directly ex-
pressed, as in the case of karma-
pravacamyas, the kit affixes and
the tad. affixes; cf. srg^o f̂ ^j9[

R r K S on
P. I. 4.84.

substance, as opposed to gar pro-
perty and fäsjT action which exist
on dravya. The word 6 ^ is used
by Yäska, Pänini and other gram-
marians in a very general sense
as something in completed forma-
tion or existence as opposed to
' f e i#* o r jkriyä or verbal activity,

and the word goq is used by old
grammarians as synonymous with'

cf. Käs on P."
I. 4.57; cf. S..K. also on P. 1.4.57.
(2)The word gsq is also found used
in the sense of an individual
object, as opposed to the genus or
generic notion ( T̂̂ fcT ); cf. Sö̂ Tfä-
T̂R osfrft:? M. Bh. on P. I. 2. 64.
Värt. 45. (3)The word &? is found
used in the sense of Sädhana or
means in Tait. Präti. cf. cl̂ f %p^-

Tai, Pr. XXII. 8.

a grammarian who main-
tains that 'dravya* or individual
object5 is the sense of words; cf.

q^jfsj^q snfrfcR q^pq: ! M. Bh. on
1.2.64 Värt. 53. See 5*q.

of substanceexpressive ot substance as
their sense as opposed to
cf. 31TO^T ^ SWT^: ^ ^
M. Bh. on P. V.l.119.

ô fcf̂ 'T'Sr behaviour like a dravya as
noticed in the case of the bhäva or
kriyä found in a root after a krt
affix is added to it; cf. f^firi|cft
^ 5»sR?̂ [fe- M. Bh. on IL2.19,
IIL1.67 etc.

Ŝ TTÎ WW denotation of $&j or indi-
vidual object as the sense of words
as opposed to sTff^ft^H i« e.
denotation of the general form
possessed by objects of the same
class; of SsqnrßWFi 5qn%: P. 1.2.64
Värt. 45. See $<&{„

l i t rapid; the vice of rapidity in
utterance ;a fault of speech especi-
ally in connection with the uttera-
nce of vowels in Vedic recital when
on account of haste the utterance
of letters becomes indistinct, pf.

- I M. Bh. Äbnika 1 Värt. 18,
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name of a treatise on gram-
mar written for beginners by
Bharatasena or Bharatamalla of
Bengal in the sixteenth century.

one of the three Vrttis or styles
of utterance mentioned in the
Prätisäkhya works and quoted in
the Mahäbhäsya; cf.T%#[ f ^ f

t f q k ep% Ffö5T̂ cfH 1 R. Pr.
XIII. 18, 19; cf. ^ f| |

M. Bh.
on P. 1.1.70, Värt. 4. The utte-
rance of a letter takes | rd time
more in the 5F3fflfT% than in the
gcf|T%, while in the f%ö5i^|I% it
takes | rd more than in the
3FsWfl%. In short, the utterance of
the same letter takes in the
three vrttis., Druta, Vilambita and
Madhyama the quantity of time
in the proportion of 9:12:16 res-
pectively.

a kind of the position of the
tongue at ihe time of pronounc-
ing the letter 5.

name of a compound, formed o r

two or more words used in the
same case, showing their collection
together; cf. ^m •&%: P. II.2.29.
Out of the four meanings of the
indeclinable =3, viz. ^m»
SFcjR^ ĉfcR%rr and OTT5R, the
dvai.dva compound is sanctioned
in the last two senses only called

(as in ^SrFWsfi etc.) and
(as in ^TFF^r^ etc.) respec-^ ) p

tively. For details see Mahäbhäsya
on II.2.29. The dvandva compo-
und takes place only when the
speaker intends mentioning the
several objects together i.e. when
there is, in short5

|
\: I! Sr. Pr. I I . The gender of

a word in the Ŝ ĝ fflTH is that of the
last word in the case of the ^cfcl-
*§?§;> while it is the neuter gender
in the case of the Wfl̂ Kgrg.

^ tad. affix s?qs, in the sense of
measure, prescribed optionally
along with the affixes 3;?? and T̂T̂ ;
cf. 3v ;̂ W ^ g^5*RJ^; Käs,, on P.
V. 2.37; fern, ^ ^ ^ cf.P.IV.1.15.

a class of words headed by
the word W}\ which get the aug-
ment ^ (i.e. ^ or 3?T ) placed
before the letter q or ^ in them,
instead of the substitution of
vrddhi, when a taddhita affix mark-
ed with the mute letter 5J5 oy or =5
is added to them; e. g. ^ i f ^ P :
^ 1 % ^ . % ^ t ^ , ^ R ^ e t c ; cf. Käs,
on P. VII .3.4.

a term used for the dual number
in the Prätisäkhya works; cf. T̂ RT
% * R 5 mi&§ V. Pr. I I . 3 where
Uvvata has explained the words
1%5 fk and TJjs as ^l^^f, f&rQfi and
1x^=3^ respectively.

*. doubled; the term is used in
connection with reduplication in
the Kätantra and Haima gram-
mars cf. Hem. IV.1.1, Kat.1118.
10.

doubling, putting a word or
word element twice ;the words "fecf
and H«N3 are used in the same
sense.

*^J! a word used many times
synonymously with g:^g; the
letters g5,e5J|» andupadhmanlya(üq^)
are termed "fer̂ js or ^:^?g.

a term used In connection
with roots governing two objects
or two words in the accusative
case, e.g. in :; the
term 3$ according to the strict



definition of the term ^
or 3TR ^ applies to one of the
two, which is called the WPTW or
the direct object, the other one,
which, in fact, is related to the ver-
bal activity by relation of any other
karaka or instrument is taken as
karmakäraka and hence put in
the accusative case. For details
see Mahäbhäsya and Käsikä on
PJ.4.51. Some roots in their
causal formation govern two
objects out of which one object is
the actual one while the other is
the subject of the primitive root.

; cf. Käs. on P.I.4.52. See for
details Mahäbhäsya on P. I. 4.52.

simultaneous occurrence of
two grammatical operations result-
ing into a conflict and creating a
doubt as to which of the two
should take place first; cf.H T̂FRPTt
ft Mcfaw: MJBh. on PJ.1.3 Värt.
6; 1.1.12; etc. The term ^
occurring in the rule
^qq, P. 1.4.2 is evidently defined
in this way by the word
in the Mahäbhäsya,.

a compound expression or
word separated into two by ava-
graha in the Padapätha; the word
is misstated as <|W^ by some
Vedic reciters.

J name of a compound with a
numeral as the first member. The
compound is looked upon as a
subdivision of the Tatpurusa com-
pound. The dvigu compound,
having collection as its general
sense, is declined in the neuter
gender and singular number;
when it ends in 3? the fern, affix
4t is added generally, e. g. qgqpp^,
ftRPffify q^Jf. The Dvigu com-
pound ateto takes place when a

karmadharaya compound, having
a word denoting a direction or a
numeral as its first member, (a)
has a tad. affix added to it e. g.
qsx^qrs: (jfteTO), or (b) has got a
word placed after it in a com-
pound e. g. <T1W<W: or (c) has a
collective sense e. g. q̂ göST; cf. cTT%-
^ ? % ^ W T ^ K 3 ( P. II. 1.51 ) also
cf. KM. and S. K. on P.IL1.51,52.

5 a popular name given by
grammarians to the fourth quar-
ter of the second Adhyäya of
Pänini's Astädhyäyi which begins
with the sütra fejp^p^q^ H . 4.1,

the second consonant in the
five groups of consonants, "surd
aspirate, cf. T..Pr. I. 11; V. Pr. I,
54, R. Pr. VI. 15; it is called

also.

the reduplication of a
root beginning with a vowel
prescribed by the rule
P. VI, 1.2.

the second case; the accusa-
tive case, mainly prescribed for a
word which is related as a karma-
käraka to the activity in the sen-
tence; cf. P. II . 3.2 to 5,

doubling, reduplication pres-
cribed for (1) a root in the per-
fect tense excepting the cases
where the affix SIT^ is added to
the root before the personal end-
ing; e. g. W^, =^R3 BT̂ FT etc.
cf. P. VI, 1.1, 2; (2) a root before
the Vikarana affixes € ^ , ^ , *g
and ^ e. g. ĝ rf̂ f, %f#RcT, =3^%?
Sltfcf, sNil1^ etc. cf. P. VL 1.9-
11; (3) a word ending in 3^ -
( °T2f5 ) in the sense of repetition,
e. g. mi mt #» , ^ ^ ^ ŝrlcf cf.
vim?A k mw P. V i l l . 1.12 Värt.
7; (4) any word (a) in the sense of
constant or frequent action, (b) in
thq sense of repetition,; (c) showing
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reproach, or scorn, or quality in
the sense of its incomplete possess-
ion, or (d) in the vocative case at
the beginning of a sentence in some
specified senses; reduplication is
also prescribed for the prepositions
tö, si, SJJC, 3% 3%, 3qft, srfßT, a m
in some specified senses cf.
P. VIII. LI to 15. A letter ex-
cepting i[and ^5 is also repeated,
if so desired, when (a) it occurs
after the letter ^ or ^ which is pre-
ceded by a vowel e. g. siwb arafc.
etc. cf. VIII. 4.46; or when (b) it
is preceded by a vowel and follow-
ed by a consonant e. g. s&n^,
*&m cf. P. VIII. 4.47. - For
details see Käs. on VIII. 4.46-52.
The word fî T is sometimes used
in the sense of the dual number;
cf. Käs. on P. 1.2.51. The words
fe^> W&R and fî Tfi are generally
used as synonyms. Pänini generally
uses the word £. For ft?=I in Vedic
Literature cf. R. Pr. VI. 1.4; T.
Pr. XIV. 1-8 V. Pr. IV. 10i-118.

a class of words, which
are headed by the word
and which are all bahuvrtihi com-
pounds, to which the affix ? is
found added as a Samäsänta affix
e. g. Hsfts:, %%fe, etc.; cf. Käs. on
P. V. 4.128.

repetition of a word, or of a
letter or of a root. See fequ

phonemic utterance a
second time; see

phonemically repeated; see

repetition, reduplication. See

see T5?=r and 1i$fä>; the word
is very frequently used in the
Mahabhisya instead of H^r. cf,
M. Bh. on I. 1. Ähnika 1, I. L7
10, 57, 59. etc. etc.

g a c a s e affix of the dual num-
ber; dual number; a word in the
dual number; cf. M. Bh. on I.
1.11,1. 4.21 etc.; cf. aWS&^t

s. on P, V. 3.57.
a word in the dual number;

cf. mzft® f̂ raT^Wsr: R. Pr. I. 28
where tlie word f s ^ g is explain-
ed as f^^Rrfii^n^: by Uvvata.

a syllable consisting of two
consonants; cf. R. T. 245.

(1) a repeated consonant; cf.
^ ^ V. Pr. IV. 144; (2J

doubling, repetition; cf.
^ r f ^ T . Pr. IX. 18; cf. also
T. Pr. XIV. 1. R. Pr. IX. 18.

double, reduplicated; the word
is frequently used in connection
with doubling of consonants or
words in the Prätisäkhya Litera-
ture as also in the Kätantra,
Säkatäyana and Haima grammars
cf. R. Pr. VI. 1, XV. 5, V. Pr.
IV. 101, R. T. 264; cf. also Kat.
III. 8.10, Säk, IV. 1.43; Hem.
IV. 1.1.

a kind of föf{% or interval of
time in the pronunciation of two
consecutive vowels, which as a
result of two euphonic changes
has a vowel preceded by a vowel
and followed also by a vowel;
e- g- S T ^ T 3 3Rfr, R. Pr. II. 44.

possessed of two vowels, dis-
syllabic; cf. ^ q% ft̂ -ft fä^ T.
Pr. XVI. 17.

a term used for an
upadhmänlya letter or a phonetic
element resulting from a visarga
followed by the letter ^ or 5,
See 3TORffa. The word is also used
sometimes for the pronunciation B
of ff, and oĉ  of ^ See §Kgg. **

possessed of two ^consecutive
consonants; cf.cRHTf| &g$:9 P. VII
4. 71; cf. also M. Bh. on VI. 1.68".
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^ used adverbially for
in the sense of 'optionally5 or c in
two ways'; cf. |w ^HT^FH%-
M. Bh. on P. I . 1. 44 Värt. 15.

% group of two words; an express-
ion consisting of two words; cf. 51
m m §*RT tssra R. Pr. VIII. 2.
10; X. 3; XL 37 etc.

a word possessed of two
vowels in it; dissyllabic words; the
word is frequently used in Pänini's
Astädhyayi and Pataäjali's Mahä-
bhasya, Käsikä Vrtti and other
works on Pänini's grammar.

a class of pronouns headed
by the pronoun % to which the
taddhita affixes called fäsrfxp, as
prescribed by the rules of Pänini
in the rule q^qRcTO^ and the
following ones, are not added, cf.
P. V. 3. 2.

name of a Samdhi made up
of two spirants, or resulting in the
presence of two spirants or Usman
letters e. g. fäf^RT;, zmfti; cf. R.
Pr. XL 22.

(1) fourth letter of the dental
class(cfcpr) possessed of the proper-
ties ^T3J3#3[H, % , ^FOTf^ and
T|PTP»l; (2) substitute g; for the | of
^ before a ' j ha l ' consonant or
at the end of a word e. g. 3RPJ,,
mW[> cf. P. VIII. 2. 34; (3)
substitute ^ for the letters ^ and *j
placed after a fourth letter, e. g.
^ p ; , %^r etc cf.P, VIII. 2. 40.

a technical term in the Jainen-
dra Vyäkaräna for the term r̂q-
^T^^R of Pänini used for the first
five case affixes §> ^ , ^ ^ , sfl
and ? (nom# and ace. pi. neuter
gender); cf.P. I. 1.42,43.

name of the author of a short
metrical treatise on roots named

tad, affix optionally substitu-
ted in the place of the tad. affix sfl"
after the words fl[ and fr; e. g.

; cf. P. V, 3.45.

a grammarian of the six-
teenth century at the court of
Udayasimha who wrote a commen-
tary on the sütras of Pänini which
was named t̂ T^Rtfl̂ fer as also a
commentary on the Siksä of Pänini,

defined as sFfttfsrecR, the tradi-
tional practices laid down by the
sages for posterity; c f , % ^

Bh. I. 1. Ähnika 1; cf. also
in trq ^ ^c[i ^fer^ W$3% Mm Bh,
on P. I. 2. 64, as also f̂rgsfiPRT: in

^ M. Bh. on L
1.47; (2; religious merit, cf.

M. Bh. on P. VI. 1. 84, cf also
¥Ft «r£ 5% %Tr«nsrif: M. Bh. I. 1.
Ähnika 1; < 3) property possessed
by a thing or a letter or a word.
e. g. w $ ; cf. Käs. on P,
L 2.29; cf. also Käs. on P. IL 1,
55, II. 3.33, VIII . 1. 4. cf. also
R. Pr. I II . 8, 13 XIV. 1 etc.;
( 4 ) the characteristic of being
in a substance; in the phrase ^4
sf£: the dharrna viz.̂ Rc^ is predica-
ted of this (\^0 or, in other words
the designation pot ( m m i ) is the
predication; the explanation in
short, can be given as sps^RH S$-

§: or *&(&&: •%&%&:

a Jain scholar called by
the name sptfä also, who was the
author of WTäŜ rcfeffiT and q̂T̂ cfR
a well-known treatise on roots;
cf. #H^^5Tturr|5r^ ^ J C T ^ H : I ^f^r

He is believed
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to have been the first grammarian
who arranged the sütras of Pänini
according to the subject matter.
N (l)a thing possessed of proper-

ties, gsq: cf. WO^l «nff *F% Käs.
on PJII.3.77;cf, also the common

Par. Sek.expression ;
on Pari. 55, 66, 79, 82; (2) the
same as dharma in rare cases
according to the dictum
ÄRcfcerrc e. g. qviia sot, J
cf. Durghata Vr. on P, II. 1. 49.
tad.affix (1) applied to a numeral
in the sense of a kind ( SISR ) or a
division of time, e.g.xaŝ fT, fl̂ T, f̂TCT
etc.;cf. P.V.3.42, 43; (2) applied
to Wg to show divisions of a short
time;e.g. «igen KTO^ ;gf% and srfstf
*mi& "gf%; cf. Käs. on P.V.4.20.
3 a root; the basic word of a
verbal form,defined by the Bhasya-
kära as f^jR^T *=TT3: or even
as r̂p̂ sF̂ T *=TT3*> a word denoting
a verbal activity. Pänini has
not defined the term as such,
but he has given a long list of
roots under ten groups, named
dasagani, which includes about
2200 roots which can be called
primary roots as contrasted with
secondary roots. The secondary
roots can be divided into
two main groups ( 1 ) roots
derived from roots ( ^Tg^I^; )
and (2) roots derived from nouns
( F̂OTÔ r: ). The roots derived,
from roots can further be classified
into three main subdivisions : (a)
causative roots or fteRT, (b) desi-
derative roots or wra, (c) inten-
sive roots or ^zft and sj^grra;
while roots derived from nouns or
denominative roots can further be
divided into SRSFTT, WISRT, sjq^tr,
«RSRT, f&î r, Hv̂ncT and the misce-
llaneous ones ( spftSi ) as derived
from nouns like ^ng ( mogfä ) by

25 ^

the application of the affix q^ or
from nouns like ^r,%^5 qRT, 5 ^ , ^ ,
etc. by the application of the
affix fFpcj. Besides these, there are
a few roots formed by the applica-
tion of the affix %tt% and j& (I3f )•
All these roots can further be
classified into Parasmaipadin or
Parasmaibhäsa, Ätmanepadin or
Ätmanebhäsa and Ubhayapadin,
Roots possessed of a mute grave
( 3?5^1TI ) vowel or of the mute
consonant ^ added to the root in
the Dhätupatha or ending in the
affixes ^ , qq& etc. as also roots
in the passive voice are termed
Ätmanepadin; while roots ending
with the affix f^ as also" roots
possessed of a mute circumflex
vowel or a mute consonant o? appl-
ied to them are termed Ubhaya-
padin. All the rest are termed
Parasmaipadin« There are some
other mute letters or syllables
applied by Pänini to the roots in
his Dhätupatha for specific purpo-
ses; e.g. (T at the end to signify
prohibition of vrddhi to the penu-
ltimate 3? in the aorist, e.g. 3 ? ^ ^
cf. P.VIL2.5; %<Jo signify the
optional substitution of sr or 3 ^
for the affix FS5 of the aorist, e.g.
arfäRat arSKafc; cf. P.III.1.57; 3
to signify the optional application
of the augment I ( ^ ) before W&tt
e.g. *srfä?CT, ^T?^T; cf. P.VII. 2. 56;
^ to signify the optional applica-
tion of the augment % ( ^s ) e.g*
%(T, %facH, cf. P.VIL2.44;V s?T to
signify the prohibition of the aug-
ment ^5 in the case of the past
pass. part. e.g. T%iwn, 1̂ 5r:? cf. P.
VII.2,16; % to signify the addition
of a nasal after the last vowel e. g.
U^p from HT\ cf. P. VII.1.58; sp
to signify the prohibition of ^ to
the penultimate long vowel before
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fäs;, e. g. 3RKTO3;, cf. P.VIL 4.2 ;
to^ signify the substitution f
for f̂ 5 in the aorist, e.g. STTRĈ  cf.
P. III. 1.55;# to signify the sub-
stitution of ^forcj of the past
pass.part. e.g. &JT:, STNfa:, cp:, | 3 :
etc.; cf. P. VIII. 2.45. Besides
thesejthe mute syllables 1%, g andf
are prefixed for specific purposes;
cf. P. III.2.187, IIL3.89 and III,
3.88. The term *[Tg is a suffici-
ently old one which is taken by
Pänini from ancient grammarians
and which is found used in the
Nirukta and the Prätisäkhya
works, signifying the 'elemental
(radical)base' for nouns which are
all derivable from roots according
to the writers of the Nirukta works
and the grammarian Säkatäyanaj
cf. TO ^ 3TTä5WT5 ft^% 3ffiR3| SF&m
=3 afa^ M. Bh. on P.III.3.1. Some
scholars have divided roots into
six categories; cf. 33" F̂cŜ : H\&\
(a) qßqßcTr: ^jiT^:, (b) srqftqi%cTT

(c) qftqftcnflWfScTr:
Tf: ) ^ ^ ^ ^ R q : 5 (d)
: ^RRRTI:, (e)
(f) 5PPRRmcR[:

r

j ; cf. Sringära Prak. I. For
details see JVLBh. on PJ.3.1 as
also pp 255, 256 Vol. VII Vyä-
karana-Mahäbhäsya published by
the D.E. Society, Poona.
3 T a short treatise on the
roots of the different conjugations
written by a grammarian named
Dhananjaya.

5 a grammatical work in
verse written by Varadaraja, the
pupil of Bhattoji Dlksita who lived
in the 17th century. Besides
Karikavall, Varadaräja wrote

t and 5R- \̂5^f also.

(1) name of a comment-
ary on the Kavlkalpadruma of

Bopadeva by Ramalarhkara; (2)
name of a commentary on the
Kavikalpadruma by Durgädäsa
who wrote a commentary on
the Mugdhabodha also.

(1) name given in general to
the several collections of roots
given generally with their mean-
ings by grammarians belonging
to the various different schools of
grammar. These collections are
given as necessary appendices
named T%5 to their grammars by
the well known grammarians of
Sanskrit such as 'Pänini, Säkata*
yana, and others; (2) a small trea-
tise on roots written by Bhlmasena
of the 14th century.

a commentary on the
Dhatupätha by Nägesa.

a grammatical treatise
dealing with roots written as a su
pplementary work by Jumaranan-
din to his grammar work called
Rasavati,which itself was a thorou-
ghly revised and enlarged edition
of the OTqcfr a commentary written
by Kramadisvara on his own gram-
mar named tl̂ fTOR- Jumaranandin
is believed to have been a Jain
writer who lived in the fifteenth
century A.D.

a work dealing with roots
written as a supplementary work
by Balaräma-Pancänana to his
own grammar named Prabodha-
Prakä^a.

a work dealing with
verbal forms written by Dharma»
kirii, a Jain grammarian of the
eighth century.

^ a work dealing with verbal
forms written by Maitreya Rak-
sita, a Buddhist writer and a
famous grammarian belonging to
the eastern part of India who
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lived in the middle of the twelfth
century. He is believed to have
written many scholarly works in
connection with Pänini's grammar
out of which the Tantrapradlpa is
the most important one. The
work Dhatupradlpa is quoted by
Sarai?adeva3 who was a contem-
porary of Maitreya Raksita, in his
Durghatavrtti on P. II . 4. 52.
g f t called also «ngp^ attribut-
ed to a grammarian named Käsi-
nätha.
g a work on roots in verse-
form attributed to a grammarian
named Isvaraksnta.
g^ffl^CT a treatise dealing with
roots believed to have been written
by Rämasüihavarman,

a work dealing with roots
believed to have been written by
Näräyana who was given the title
cpsi. He lived in the seventeenth
century; a work named *TRT3fo5-
32?rWT is also believed to have been
written by him.

5 a short list of the impor-J
tant roots from the Dhätupätha of
Pänini, given in verse by =3lfRPT a
grammarian of the 17th century.
Q an elision of a portion of a
root; cf. 3 WTä̂ lq 3Tr<r3Tcr%, P.I.I 4.

a general term applied to a
treatise discussing roots, but speci-
fically used in connection with the
scholarly commentary written by
Mädhaväcärya, the reputed scholar
and politician at the court of the
Vijayänagara kings in the four-
teenth century, on the Dhätupätha
of Pänini. The work is generally
referred to as ^rrW^r-^rglfrT to
distinguish it from ordinary com-
mentary works called also «rnnfrf
written by grammarians like
yijayänanda and others.

p a grammar dealing with
verbs believed to have been written
by Vangasena.

g^ra^HRI? conventional namegiven
to the fourth päda of Pänini's
Astädhyayl which begins with the
Sütra snpr^% 5RW: P. I I I 4 1

RU^^ enumeration or recital of
roots in the Dhätupätha ;cf.

M. Bh. on P. I I I . L 1.

lit. meaning of a root, the
verbal activity, named f̂ ^T or *JH;
cf. *ra& ft^T; M. BhB on III .2.
84, 111.2,115. The verbal activity
is described generally to be made
up of a series of continuous sub-
ordinate activities carried on by
the different kärakas or agents
and instruments of verbal activity
helping the process of the main
activity. When the process of the
verbal activity is complete, the
completed activity is looked upon
as a substantive or dravya and a
word denoting it, such as 31%or qFT
does not get conjugational affixes,
but it is regularly declined like a
noun. Just as ^ l4 , £«3, föf,
and z$Wfi are given as
in the same manner f^qj,
WOfl or ^^T, and î̂ }> are given as
^ITc^ as they are shown by la
verbal form, although strictly
speaking verbal activity (T%3flor W%)
alone is the sense of a root, as
stated in the Mahäbhasya. FQJ?
details see Vaiyak.Bh.Sira, where
it is said that fruit (<?*5) and effort
( «31NTC ) are expressed by a root,
cf. <?^^rTR#RTg;. The five senses
given above are in fact conveyed
not by a root, but by a verb or

or ft

a popular name given to the
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second päda of the fifth adhyäya
of Pänini's Astädhyäyi possibly
because the päda begins with the
Sutra srpirci ^ %> ̂ 3 , P. V.2.1.

(1) suppression of a consonant5

out of two successive consonants
which is looked upon as a
fault of recital; e.g. f^lft when
recited as cRTfä; ef. •wrog^f^r:
Uvvata on R.Pr.XIV. 6; (2) repe-
tition of a consonant which is also
a fault; e.g. îTcT f̂̂  for
f U

g ^
cf. Uvvata onXIV.6;cf.

etc. explained by Uvvata as

f where
means 'lengthening* or'prolonging*
cf, R.Pr. on XIV.23; (3) the pecu-
liar position of the mouth ( g ^ -
T̂TOTH.) by which a double conso-

nant is recited as a single one, cf.
) ;

e.g. sq r^ , ^Ff2:»cf. V.Pr. IV. 144.
TM (l)a technical term used for sonant

consonants in the Prätisäkhya and
old grammar works; cf. fa tt^ V.
Pr.1.53, explained by Uvvata as
^Wr sw^re: w^m^r fir: V.Pr.
1.53; the term fir corresponds to
^ of Pänini; (2) personal ending
fä substituted for f| of the impera.
2nd sing. e.g. ^|T%, T%F5, f3#%,
fl%> mi^r etc.; cf. P.V.4.101-103.

31 a technical term in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana for ĉT (a root) which
is used freely by the ancient gra-
mmarians and Pänini.

51^(l) the augment ^prefixed to the
consonant *r following upon the
consonant ^ or ^ occurring at the
end of a word; e.g. ^f^6FI,
*T?FOT2f etc.; cf. P. VIII.3.29; (2)
technical short term for srrg (root);
the technical term is | ^ , but the
notnu sing, used is §<£; (3) a

term standing for con-

sonants excepting semi-vowels and
nasals; cf. gea* §fä Kät. III.6.51.
The term is used in the Katantia
Vyäkarana. It corresponds to the
term fR of Pänini.

tad. affix called Vibhakti tad.
affix, applied to the word %^
when ? ^ i s changed into sr; cf.
%^R: zR^mm §̂ T ^ 5R2R: Käs. on P,
V. 3.17.

a short term for T̂H or root.See |"2#

a class of words headed by
the word ^T to which the tad.affix
sfö ( 3̂ L) is added in the miscella-
neous (ttfap ) senses; e. g. ^mm:
^tT^^: etc.; cf Käs. on P.IV.2.127.

or HcWSR a kind of original
grave vowel turned into a circum-
flex one which is called w$ft unless
followed by another acute or
circumflex vowel. The Taittirlya
Prätisäkhya has mentioned seven
varieties of this cpracaya* out of
which ^sreq or r<p is one. For
details see Bhäsya on ^T: sp̂ pq:
Ä ? ^ , T.Pr.XVIII.3.

tad, affix ^& applied to the words
y f q and ^m in the same sense

as those words possess je.g.^n^i^C s

cf. Käs. on P. V.4-25.

name of a fault in the pronun-
ciation of a vowel when on
account of fullness of breath it
appears as uttered long ( ^R),
although really it is short; cf.

Kaiyata on I. 1. Ahnika "l. Värt.
18.

tad. affix ^gsj substituted for
WT optionally after the word ^
e. g. Ü3^JH, TTCP̂ T; cf. P. V. 3.44.

kit affix ^ seen in Vedic Lite-
rature, substituted for *fl option-
ally; e, g. mz% ^n; cf. P. VI.
3.113.
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(1) fixedjStationary, as contrasted
with moving (ip) which is termed
SRRR and hence put in the abla-
tive case; cf. g^TOOTcCT^ P. I.
4.24; (2) repeated sound ( 3K )
of a third or a fourth consonant
of the class consonants when it
occurs at the end of the first
word of a split up compound
word; cf. R. Pr, VI. 11 and
XI. 24.

fixed; of a stationary nature;

P. III. 4.76.
(1) sound; cf. f

f̂  3.R[ T̂ 35F?T: M. Bh. I . I .
Ähnika 1; cf. also Väk. Pad. L
77; cf. also ws: ^ : , ^ft: sp^T:,
M.Bh. on I. 1.70 Värt. 5. ^ft or
sound is said to be the indicator
(*F3̂  or 3qs3^) of # E the eternal
sound*

suggested, as opposed to
expressed; the word is found fre-
quently used in the Paribhasen-
dusekhara and other works in
connection with such dictums as
are not actually made, but indi-
cated in the Mahäbhäsya.

personal-ending of the sec.
pers. pi. Atmanepada, substituted
for 3 of the 10

personal-ending in Vedic
Literature, substituted for vq^ of
the sec. pers. pi. Atmanepada;
e. g. sfTW^ for 5UWTO cf. P.
VII. 1.42.

the second out of the seven
positions of voice in the Veda
recital which are—tstrfg

and
personal-ending of the sec. pers.

pL Atmanepada in the present
d perfect tenses.

fifth consonant of the dental class
of consonants which is possessed
of the properties 3ra, ^KTgsRR,

^ and STTŜ Tfef̂ . In
Pänini's grammar the nasal conso-
nant ^ (a)
prescribed'
originally
wards cl

as ro

added as an augment
or gq which

i as ^, but after-
=Td into 3qg*qTC or
red, as for example

in qsnrcr, =WII|V f̂ Rrftr, sp̂ fcr etc.;
cf. P. VII. 1.58-73, VIL 1.79-
83; VIII. 3.24; (b) is changed

directly follows
or ^ or even
a vowel, a

a guttural

itinto <n when
upon W,
intervened
semivowel except s ,
consonant, a labial
or an anusvära; cf.

by

consonant
P. VIII.

4.1.1-31. (c) is substituted for the
final ^ of a root, e. g. 5RJF5, SRTT̂
cf. P. VIII. 2.64, 65.
(1) the consonant q (see ^ above)
with the vowel added to it for
facility of utterance, cf. T. Pr.
1.21; (2) tad. affix ^ added to
words headed by <iw^ in the sense
of possession; e. g. qFffi:, ^ q ; etc.,
cf. P. V, 2.100; (3) tad. affix * as
found in the word s%̂ TT derived
from c%^? cf P. V. 2.114; (4)
u^ädi affix ^ as found in the
word *%*:; cf. Käs. on P. VI. 4.19;
(5) the krt affix «^ as also ^
prescribed after the roots qsr, qr^,

, ^ 5 ^ and ^ , e g. q^:,
: etc., cf. P. III. 3.90, 91;

(6) the negative particle ^ given
by Pänini as ?j^ and referred to in
the same way? which (i.e. ^) when
compounded with a following
word, is changed into sr or 3ffi;or
retained in rare cases as for in-
stance in TOTS , qrcraft, qftpm etc.
cffP,VI.3.73-75;(7) tad.affix q (f
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applied to the words m\ and 'ig;
in senses given from P. IV. 1.92 to
V. 2.1 e. g. ^OT, % R cf. IV. 1.87.

the consonant ?f to which the
vowel 3T and the affix ^K are
added for facility of utterance;
e. g. %?tt ?mi 3afr ?pf»ft R. Pr.
IV, *;cf. V, Pr. I. 17, 21.

krt affix ^ applied to the roots
»̂ m% W[ and others in the sense

of verbal activity; e. g, SRJ; qpsn,
^\: etc. cf. P. I I I . 3.90. 91. See

krt. affix *fäj applied to the
roots ^ , gs and 'f>Un the sense
of 'habituated' e .g. mwt *|wpB;
see Käs. on f. III . 2.172. "

the negative particle ( ^ )
which possesses the six senses
which are sketched as

'«12 wffcfcfl": and which are res-
pectively illustrated by the
examples #

: and 3 ^ : ^jq: i See ^ (6).
l a compound with q as its

first member which is changed into
3T or 3R ,̂ or remains unchanged3

the indeclinable JT (^5 ) possessing
any one of the six senses given
above under ^ (6); e . g ?̂nff(Ji;5
3WSP, 3̂T%: etc.; cf. P. VI. 3.
73-77.

a compound with ^ ( ?joT )
as its first member; the term is
found used in the Mahäbhäsya
for both the ?Fcigw as well as the
ri^g^i% compounds; cf. JVLBh. on
P.I.4.1 Vart, 19, also on P . I I J . i .

the superiority, orpy,
strength of the accent caused by
ÊTfTO which sets . aside the

accent caused by the case affix;
cf. t^flT&aflSf^T ^Stqi^ ?• VI,
?.158 Väyt.

(1) a class of words headed by
the word ^ to which the tad. affix
3TR=T ( SP̂  ) is added in the sense
of TJl̂  ( grandchild and further
descendants); e. g, q^PRr, «gRRq:;
cf. Kis. on P. I V . l . 99; (2) a class
of words headed by ^ to which
the affix i%{ (^) is added, together
with the augment ^ placed after
the word and before the affix, in
the four senses prescribed in P.
IV.2. 67-70; e.g. ^tfran, WT$m;
cf. Kos. on P. IV. 2. 91-

«T5T cerebralized* changed into OT.
The change of the consonant ^
into oj is called qfcf in the old
Prätisäkhya works; cf.

. Pr. IV- 11.

lit. inclination, bending down ;the
word is used generally in the tec-
hnical sense of 'cerebralization' but
applied to the change of ^ into ijr
as also that of ^ into g; cf, %r&£q

qTqT%^:3 V. Pr.L 42. The root
^ is used in the sense of c cere-

bralizing 3 or ' being cerebraliz-
ed ? very frequently in the Prätisä-
khya works; e. g. the word x̂q%
is used in the sense of * is cerebra-
lized '; ^f^ in the sense of
'cerebralizes9 and ?nf^ in the
sense ofc causing cerebralization ';
cf. »̂TCPäpft ^ [ f̂Jr̂ T: ĉftT;, ^ f

^ R. Pr. I. 27.

technical term applied in Panini's
grammar to words in the feminine
gender ending in % and g? excep-
ting a few like ^fiyefl,^and others;
it is optionally applied to words
ending in % and 3", of course in
the fem. gender, before case affix-
es of the dative, ablative, genitive
and locative sing. The term was
probably in use before'Panini and
was taken from the fern, word ^

was taken as a model* Very
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probably there was a long list of
words like ^ ( ^ZZ) % ( 3R? )
etc. which were given as ending
in ^ and to which the affix % (#^)
was added for forming the femi-
nine base;the first word ^i\ so
formed, was taken as a model and
all words in the list and similar
others were called ?Rt; cf. P* I.
4. 3-6.

a fanlt of pronunciation when a
letter, although distinctly prono-
unced inside the mouth, does not
become audible^ being held up
( ^5 ) by the lips or the like. The
fault is similar to srtfgKi; cf. sft

a class of words headed by ^ t ,
?rCr and other fern, nouns to which
the taddhita affix xr$ ($%) is added
in the miscellaneous ( €[%fi ) senses-
e.g. sfl̂ Wk ^fl^R» T̂ftFRteR, **T3̂ TO,
etc.; cf. Käs. on P.IV.2.97.

; krt affix ^ applied to the root ^
to show verbal activity; e.g. T̂JT;
cf.P.III.3.91.

one that causes cerebralization;
cf. <ĴT ̂ RH T̂%5 ̂ 5 ^ . RJ?r*L27,
See ^fä.

a Jain grammarian who
wrote a gloss (sfä^i) on the f

an ancient grammarian who
has written a short work in verses
on grammar in general, which is
named sri^^BTR^T^gr. There is
a scholarly commentary upon it
written by g w g .

a short treatise of 28
stanzas, attributed to an ancient
grammarian ^ f ^ W , which gives
a philosophical interpretation of
the fourteen sütras attributed to
God Siva. The authorship of the
treatise is assigned traditionally to

the Divine Bull of God Siva. See
. The treatise is also named

called also
a gloss written

by Upamanyu on

f̂  name given to the class
of roots beginning with the root
q?5, which includes the roots

in the Ga^apätha.These roots have
the affix ^ i.e. vft added to them
in the sense of agent, e.g.

:, , , ,
? : etc.; cf. P.III.1.134.

^ra lit. a word which is neither in
the masculine nor in the feminine
gender; a word in the neuter
gender; cf. R.Pr.XIII.7, V, Pr. I I .
32; III.138; cf P. VI.3.75, on
which the Siddhanta Kaumudi
observes * ^T S P R ^ - ^ I

the special accent viz. the
acute accent for the first vowel
for nouns in the neuter gender
excepting those that end in f JT, as
prescribed by ^
Phitsütra 11; cf. ^ ^
M;Bh. on P.VII.1.77.

capable of being cerebralized.
See

X person; personal ending; the term
is used in connection with (the
affixes of) the three persons vm*i,
qpa&Fr, and ^x(?r which are promisc-
uously seen sometimes in the
Vedic Literaturej cf. gfäfqsfig-
feU^OT -* sqcqq^F^]% ### M. Bh.
on III.1.85.

rS^R! an old grammarian believed
to have been the original writer of
the Särasvata Vyäkarana, on the
strength of references to him in
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the commentary on the Sarasvata
Vyäkarana written by M^?A. as also
references in the commentary on
the Prakriyakaumudl by Vittha-
lesa. He is believed to have lived
in the tenth century A;D.

l the same as ^ ? £ ^ . See

elision of ^ , which in Panini's
grammar is sometimes taken as
valid for certain grammatical
operations,and otherwise for other
operations; cf. # fä$

P.VIIL2.2.
a term used in connection

with the first nine ganas or conju-
gations given by Pänini in his
Dhätupätha, the tenth conjuga-
tion being looked upon as a secon-'
dary conjugation.
UfiNff name given to the first nine
Ähnikas or lessons of the Mahä-
bhäsya which are written in expla-
nation of only the first päda of the
first Adhyäya of Pänini's Astädhyäyl
and which contain almost all the
important theories, statements and
problems newly introduced by
PataSjali.

a term used for the differen-
tiation in views and explanations
held by the comparatively new
school of Bhattoji Dlksita, as con-
trasted with those held by Käsikä-
kära and Kaiyata; the term is
sometimes applied to the differ-
ences of opinion expressed by
Nagesabhatta in contrast with
Bhattoji Diksita. For details see
p.p.* 23-24 Vol.VII of the Pätafi-
jala Mahäbhäsya ed. D.E. Society,
Poona.

•TK elided or dropped; a term used
as a synonym of flupta'in some
commentaries.

n a m e given to an anustup
verse which has nine, ten and
eleven syllables respectively for the
first, second and third feet; e.g.

R.Pr. XVI. 29. The verse has got
32 syllables, but it has only three
feet instead of four.

(1) tad. affix sn as also ^r^ pres-
cribed respectively after f% and
^ö£ (negative particle ^ ) in the
sense of separation; e. g. fcRr,
^Hll (2) case ending qr substituted
for the ins. sing, affix ET (called
also snf in ancient grammars) in
the masculine gender after words
called fä i. e. words ending in % or
g excepting such as are called R̂f.

the most reputed modern
scholar of Pänini's grammar^ who
was well-versed in other Sastras
also, who lived in Benares in the
latter half of the seventeenth and
the first half of the eighteenth
century. He wrote many master-
ly commentaries known by the
words ^ R . and 3^RF on the
authoritative old works in the
different Sästras, the total list of
his small and big works together
well nigh exceeding a hundred.
He was a bright pupil of Hari
Dlksita, the grandson of Bhattoji
Dlksita. He was a renowned
teacher also, and many of the
famous scholars of grammar in
Benares and outside at present
are his spiritual descendants. He
was a Maharästriya Brähmana of
Täsgaon in Sätärä District, who
received his education in Benares.
For some years he stayed under
the patronage of Räma, the king
of Sringibera at his time. He was
very clever in leading debates in
the various Sästras and won the
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title of Sabhäpati. Out of his
numerous works, the Uddyota on
Kaiyata's Mahäbhäsyapradipa, the
Laghusabdendusekhara on the
Siddhänta Kaunaudi and the Pari-
bhasendusekhara are quite well-
known and studied by every one
who wishes to get proficiency in
Pänini's grammar. For details
see pp. 21-24 and 401-403, Vol.
VII of the Pätanjala Mahäbhä-
sya ed. D. E. Society, Poona.

see m.
^ tad. affix ?ns applied to the

prefix sjcf optionally with the
affixes SEFJ and '$&%; e. g. 3TCRTCT3

sr^raq;, ^T^H^; cf. Käs. on P. V.
2.31.

(1) voice; resonance; tone; the
sound caused by the vibration of
the vocal chords in the ope a
glottis when the air passes through
them; cf, ^ r ^ q ^ ^ i q r sjg^i^q;
3T :̂ ^K: Uddyota on M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.9; cf. also w^ ^o^ m SJGQ
l% t̂ *r uz$$t -qjfa T. Pr. II. 4; (2)
sound, articulate sound generally
without sense, which is momen-
tary; (3) the highest sound. See q*r.

^njST^p! having voice ( 3 T O as
their main cause; a term used in
connection with vowels and so-
nant consonants which are caused
by ^ cf, W

in

com. on T. Pr. II. 8.
(a root) beginning with ^ in

the Dhätupatha as contrasted with
one beginning with ^ ( qrjjf̂  )
whose ̂  is, of course, changed into
^ when conjugational and other
forms are arrived at; cf. § ^

M.Bh. on VL L65.
possessed of

resonant,-See
26

sonorous,

different words as opposed
to f̂TRqs; o r a single word;cf.V.Pr«
III. 80; T.Pr. XXIV. 3, XX. 3.

absolutely necessary; being,
in a way, inseparable; cf.

^ M. Bh. on P. III .
3.18 on which Kaiyata observes

^ the same as ^ * ^ W °r neuter
gender; cf. ^[3^* ^ I T T T ^ I 1$&R
^ ^ H ^ M . Bh. on IV. 1.3.
{ the genitive affix Sft̂  together
with the augment ^prefixed to
it; cf. ?nfa P. VI. 4. 3.

a word or noun derived from
a noun, as opposed to ^3? a word
derived from a root.

a denominative root; the
term §5̂ T§ is also used for R̂WTcT;
cf. gasng^tjr^ig^i^t Nyäsa on P.
VI. 1.3. See the word «rig.

noun, substantive; one of the
four categories of words given in
the Nirukta and other ancient
grammer works; cf. =^Tft ^RTrft
^WI^Rl ^iTO^qrcfT ,̂ Nir, I.I. The
word is defined as ^ w ^ r f t ^m\Pi
by standard grammarians; cf.
Nir. I. L; cf. also ^nrn^Frö ^R,
R. Pr. XIII.8; V. Pr. VIII. 49
and com. thereon. Pät)ini divides
words into two categories only,
viz. ĝ r̂f and feilet and includes
=ü^ , OT^and ßtqra under §«RU
The Smgaraprakasa defines
as follows—3p^cTOdj^xftfi[

I cfTH W
jrf5| ^ , The

word sjmq; at the end of a sasthi-
tatpurusa compound signifies a
name or Sarhjää e. g. wfcmn, f̂ f-

^ cf. also. Bhast.
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vrttl on !ä P. n .4 . 20
^ q t i | P. I I I . 2.46 where

the author" of the work explains
the word ^RT as T̂fe". The word
is used in the sense of fa collection
of words5 in the Nirukta, cf. s

t
etc.

in which
words with their genders are given.
The term is usually used in con-
nection with the great dictionary
by spFrcRSf which is called

or
^ (vowels) which cause cere-
bralization; the ten vowels % M,
%, t , ^, &> K> ̂ r , §» s?r; cf. ^ r a v
c$t 331 3T£R: ^Rl: R. Pr- 1-27. cf.
also R.T. 94. See .the word
The word *HT^ is used for
in the Väjasaneyi Prätis'äkhya; cf»

, Pr» L 46; cf. also
. I.5.12.

(1) name of a grammarian
who wrote a commentary on the
Mahäbhäsya-Pradipa; (2) a gram-
marian who is said to have
written a gloss named Sabda-
bhusana on the Sütras of Pänini
as also some minor works named

ft t̂ctf̂ WT;» etc.
a grammarian of the

seventeenth century who wrote a
treatise on grammar named Särä-
vali, and a treatise on roots named
Dhätupäräyana.

necessary intervention; cf.

a statement which is looked upon
as a general statement of the
nature of Paribhäsä occurring
in the Mahäbhäsya on P. VII. 2.3.

elision, the word is used in
grammar as a synonym of 'lopa.'
%^f?^TR a place ia the nose where j
a nasal letter such as s?9 ^ a], ^ or I

T^ and anusvära get a tinge of
nasalization while passing through
it. The yama letters e.g. the nasal
% %> ^ % Set nasalization in the
utterance of the words qfepFR;,

:, «STPCT; cf. ^j ^•\^

%^: S.K. on P. VIII .
2. l. cf. also q*ng^TW^RHf ?ura%
V. Pr. I. 74, R. T. 12.

letters or phonetic elements
produced in the nose; cf. f̂tpfiPTF

; R. T. 12. See x

(1) personal ending substituted for
ft (ft^) of the 1st pers. sing, in the
imperative; (2) a technical term
in the Jainendra Vyäkarana for
the term fäq-^ of Pänini.

not possessed of any number-
sense ; the term is used in connec*
tion with indeclinables; cf.

133 Kas. on P.I. 4.21.

f̂:%% deprived of Sarhdhi; without
any euphonic combination or eu-
phonic change.

augment fä as seen in the re-
duplicated syllable 35fä of the
aorist form ^jfasfi^ of the root
cf. %^1 ^T^T

Käs. on P.VII.4.65.
a statement in the Vedic

passage; a Vedic passage; sacred
tradition or Vedic Literature in
general; cf. the frequent expression
^qft fSprqr Wfä where ftq^ means
*a vedic word, given as an
instance'; if also means ;Veda'; cf.
£ P R r& qm ?qig; I M. Bh. on
VII . 2. 64. Durgäcärya says that
the word it also used in the sense
of 'meaning';cf. cRf # 5 ^cT^l fälHT
^ R f Nir. III-9. Durgäcärya has
also explained the word as *T*Rßct

^ frFW.% those
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that make the hidden meaning of
the Mantras very clear.

a kind of sound which appa-
rently is made up of a combina-
tion of three phonetic elements
| , ^and qift^q. It is a peculiar
sound through both the mouth and
the nose, although no specific
place of production is assigned to
It; c£ 3?föti5[̂ n̂  ä^T^Fnfi i § r̂c-

^ err ftrö R.T.I 1.
g a name given to a collection

of words which are mainly Vedic.
In ancient times such collections
were possibly very general and
numerous and the works or trea-
tises on derivation such as the
Nirukta of Yäska were based upon
them; cf. ft^i^: ^tnq; l

: I m

(Nir.Ll) where the word is deri-
ved from Tî or fjq or %. The word

is taken as synonymous with
by Durgäcärya.

toning down; the grave accent;
the root fä^ in its various forms is
used in the sense of toning down
the voice and the word f̂Mcf is
used in the sense of the grave
accent (3l3?ra^) in the Vyäkarana
and Prätisäkhya works; cf. also
the words ^fam> tfföpflRr, etc.; cf.

& : P. VIII.
1.18 Värt. 5.
f substitute ft for the last letter of
the word *mi at the end of a
Bahuvrlhi compound; cf. gq^Tft:,
W f t : Käs. on P.V. 4.134.

less by one syllable; the word
is used as an adjective to the
name of a Vedic metre which has
got one syllable less than the
pormal; <£ $ %

an affix possessed of the mute
indicatory letter ^, the word cha-
racterized by which has the acute
accent on the vowel of the first
syllable; e. g. n\A-} «TT̂.% cf. Käs.
onP,VI.1.197.

(1) eternal, as applied to word
or sabda in contrast with sound
or dhvani which is evanescent
(^I§ ), The sound with meaning or
without meaningjmade by men and
animals is impermanent; but the
sense or idea awakened in the mind
by the evanescent audible words
on reaching the mind is of a per-
manent or eternal nature; cf. ^£.1

Fftg^FIcf; cf. also
Nir J . I ; (2) cons-

tant; not liable to be set aside by
another; cfw %

^ I
T.Pr.1.59, IV. 14; (3) original as
constrasted with one introduced
anew such as an augment; cf. T.
Pr. VI. 14; (4) permanently func-
tioning, as opposed to tentatively
doing so; cf. ft^T%% flpTPpj; R.
T.37; (5) unchangeable, perma-
nent, imperishable; cf. 3?4 ft^o^t-
i^r ^^^f¥^iTi%5 ^Tt§ ^ M.Bh.
on P. VIII. 1,4; (6) always or
invariably applying, as opposed
to optional; the word in this
sense is used in connection with
rules or* operations that do not
optionally apply ; c£ ^qqssffimr
^ frT; M. Bh,
on P.IL2.19; (7) constant^as appli-
ed to a rule which applies if
another simultaneously applying
rule were to have taken effect, as
well as when that other rule does
not take effect; cf. s^^cTTfcITOI^-
%oTTfq ftzm Par. Sek. Pari 46.
The operations which are nitya
according to this Paribbäsa take
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effect in preference to others which
are not 'nitya', although they may
even be fpara'; cf. <
Par. Sek. Pari. 42.

possession of greater
force; the word is used in connec-
tion with rules that are called ft^r.
See ft?q (7). -

an invariably effective
compound; the term is explained
as 5q̂PT̂ f%5Ttr fä^^TO; i. e. a com-
pound whose dissolution cannot
be shown by its component words
as such; e. g. the dissolution of

: cannot be shown as f^
:, but it must be «hown as fM

T: I The upapadasamasa, the
gatisamäsa and the dative tat-
purusa with the word *%% are
examples of fä

a scholar of Sanskrit
Grammar who wrote glosses on
the Mahäbhäsyapradipa, on the
Laghusabdendusekhara and on
the Paribhäsendusekhara. He
was a resident of Benares where
he coached many pupils in Sanskrit
Grammar. He lived in the first
half of the nineteenth century.
^ illustration; cf. qqfcTf sfay: gösras:

rc M.Bh. on I. 4. 23
Värt. 15; cf. also %®

R. Pr. I. 22.

a particle which possesses no
gender and number, and the case
termination after which is dropped
or elided. Nipäta is given as one
of the four categories of words viz
^RT^, 3TH3TO, 3TO*I and fäTO by all
the ancient writers of Prätisäkhya,
•Vyäkaratia and «Nirukta works; cf.
Nir. I. 4, M.Bh. on I. 1. Ähnika
1, R. Pr, XII. 8 etc. The word is
derived from the root qq; with fä
by Yäska who has mentioned three
subdivisions of Nipatag

and T; cf .
I

sift ^•^M]: \ Nir. I. 4.
The Nipatäs are looked upon as
possessed of no sense; cf. fcro:
qRgjoi: R. Pr- XI I . 8, V, Pr. VIIL
50, ( com. by Uvvata ). Pänini has
not given any definition of the
.word föq"Rr, but he has enumerated
them as forming a class with ^ at
their head in the rule ^ % O T £ J
where the word sflER̂  conveys an,
impression that they possess no
sense, the sense being of two
kinds 6xc[ and T̂̂ T, and the Nipätäs
not possesssing any one of the two.
The impression is made rather
firm by the statement of the
Varttikakara-cC

P . I . 2. 45 Värt. 12.
Thus, the question whether the
Nipätas possess any sense by them-
selves or not, becomes a difficult
one to be answered. Although the
Rkprätisäkhya in XII.8 lays down
that the Nipätas are expletive, still
in the next verse it says that some
of them do possess sense; cf„

which Uvvata remarks
^im\:9 % ^ $mw: I The remark
of Uvvata appears to be a sound
one as based on actual observa-
tion, and the conflicting views have
to be reconciled. This is done by
Bhartrhari who lays down that
Nipätas never directly convey the
sense but they indicate the sense;
Regarding the sense indicated bŷ
the Nipätas, it is said that the sense
is never Sattva or Dravya or sub-
stance as remarked by Pänini; it ii
a certain kind of relation and that^
too, is not directly expressed by
them but it is indicated, Bhoja in
his Srngäraprakäsa gives a very
comprehensive definition of Nipät^
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as i

He gives six varieties of them, viz.

f^^ft^WI^ and arfäftfä^TFi, and
mentions more than a thousand of
them. For details see Bhartrhari's
Väkyapadiya II. 189-206.

vWcRltcF̂ Jê r the view that the
nipätas and the upasargas too,
as contrasted with nouns,pronouns
and other indeclinables, only
indicate the sense and do not de-
note it; this view, as grammarians
say, was implied in the Mahabha-
sya and was prominently given in
the Väkyapadiya by Bhartrhari
which was followed by almost all
later grammarians. See

a word given, as it appears,
without trying for its derivation,in
authoritative works of ancient gra-
mmarians especially Pänini;cf.3jf^-

^ P. VI.4.174, as also
g V.4.77 etc. etc. The

phrase fäTERTfiogi^ is very frequen-
tly used by Patanjali to show that
some technical difficulties in the
formation of a word are not some-
times to be taken into considera-
tion, the word given by Pänini
being the correct one; cf. M.Bh.on
1.1.4, IILL22 etc. etc.; cf. also
the usual expression ^ i ^ r ^ r ftqicf-
sfflft. The derivation of the word
from q̂ ; with ft causal, is suggest-
ed in the Rk Prätisäkhya where it
is stated that Nipätas are laid down
or presented as such in manifold
senses; cf. R. Pr.XII.9; cf. also

^ \

Bh. Pradipa on P# V.1.114; cf.also
M. Bh. on II.L27.

the-accent, with which the

Nipatana word is expressed in the
Sutra, which is said to prevail over
the accent which ordinarily should
be possessed by the word; cf.

M.Bh. on P.I.1.56 Värt. 23-cf.
also M.Bh. on 1.3.3, VI.1.123 etc.

4 the view prominently
k h

| i p y
expressed by the Värttikakära that
nipätas do not possess any sense,
which was modified by Bhartrhari
who stated that they do possess
sense which, of course, is indicated
and not expressed. See FflTfcL

^f r l ' a short treatise"
explaining and illustrating the use
of indeclinables, written by a
grammarian named fcT̂ F who
probably lived in Kasmlra.
^ a mode of utterance of words at

the performance of a sacrifice«
Seven such modes are given in the
Taittiriya Prätisäkhya;cf. t

5.
(1) the formal cause of a gra-

mmatical operation; cf. fäfäTTFTl^
^för^^^TOFT; given as a Pari-
bhäsä by many grammarians like
Vyädi, Siradeva and others; cf.
also Sf̂ jqqtWlSRI fJfftrS SM% f̂ Ä f̂
M.Bh. on III. 1.1 Värt. 2; (2)
distinguishing sign ^ ^

M.Bh. on LI.26 Vart.5.
locative case, used in the

sense of a cause as prescribed by
ftffirn^ft^t, P. 11.3 36 Värt. 6
and illustrated by the usually
quoted verse h% ^

f 3
M.Bh.on II.3.36 Värt. 6, also cf.
Käs. on P. 1.1.57.

I^TfNPT^^Wr a popular name
given by grammarians to the
maxim fäfä^ ^ ^ ^
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thing, which is brought into exist-
ence by a cause, disappears on
the disappearance of the cause.
The maxim is not, of course,
universally applicable. For details
see Par. Sek. Pari. 56, Sira. Pari.
99.

tf; an affix or an augment or a
substitute taking place on account
of certain formal causes or nimi-
ttas; cf. f

Värt. 2.
M. Bh. on I I I . ] . 1

Rf (l)regulated in size or number;
definitely fixed; the word fcrcfl is
used in grammar in connection with
the nimitta or nimittin in a gram-
matical operation prescribed by a
rule, which, or a part of which, is
shown to be superfluous unless
there is laid down a regulation; cf.

M.Bh. on 1.3.12 Värt. 6; (2) The
grave accent; cf, ^TTTJ5 f̂ Rcf..#

r RPr.IIL9.

( l ) a n affix whose accent is
definitely given by an indicatory
mute letter applied to it; cf. M.Bh.
on 1.1.3; (2) the grave accent; a
syllable with a grave accent; grave
vowel; cf. f̂ Rcf̂ RT^ R.Pr.XI.25;
(3) name of a Samdhi when a
visarga is changed into \<fi and
then omitted and the preceding
vowel is lengthened; cf. f^JFJTFT-
fiTOT OTTfäriT R.Pr. IV.9; cf. also
P. VI IU.14 and V I / U 1 1 .

• (1) restriction; regulation; bind-
ing; the term is very frequently
used by grammarians in connec-
tion with a restriction laid down
with reference to the applica-
tion of a grammatical rule gene-

oa the steengfch of that rule.

or a part of it, liable to become
superfluous if the restriction has
not been laid down; cfB M.Bh. on
I. 1. 3, Käs. on I. 3.63, VI. 4.11;
cf. also the frequently quoted
dictum z]p\m •pFFffiTfitft qfonsT; (2)
limitation as contrasted with
or WF3R; cf.

?%; M. Bh. on I I . 2. 34 Värt 2;
(3) a regulating rule; a restrictive
rule3 corresponding to the Parisam-
khyä statement of the Mlmärhsakas»
e. g. the rule Sfg^Rfirr ^fl^^q^
P» 1.3.12; the grammarians gene-
rally take a rule as a positive in-
junction avoiding a restrictive sense
as far as possible; cf, the dictum
T^^RTO^f fäfster s q r ^ P a r ' Sek,
Pari. 100; the commentators have
given various kinds of restrictions,
such as ^ f t f ^ ^ ^ ' ^ i

(4) grave accent or anudätta; cf.
5 ftq^ R. Pr. I I I . 9 ; see

r (2).

i; limiting; limitative; cf. g:

M. Bh, on II . 4.83; cf. also

T Par. Sek. Pari. 56.

an obligatory order or
command, such as that of a pre-
ceptor, as contrasted with
cf OT: TO Sp^TS^öSJJ cfT

g etc. M, Bh. on P.
I I I . 4.67 Värt. 8 where Kaiyata
explains fäajfJT as ^

pure, unnasalized, as
opposed to HT3̂ ITT&̂  nasalized, cf.

M.Bh. on I. 1. Ahnika 1.
possessed of no mute

indicatory letter; not possessed of
any mute ipd|catory l^ttefj ff* ^
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(3?Ff»R:) p
MJBh. on I. L14.
g R a short term used
for the maxim fä^|^WTI% 3

Par. Sek. Pari. 81.
possessed of no scope of, or

occasion for, application; the word
SW^ISI is also used in this sense.
The niravakäsa rules always set
aside the general rules which are
always present wherever they i. e,
the niravakasa rules are possible to
be applied. Niravakäsatva is looked
upon as one of the two criteria for
*m or sublation, the other one
being em̂ %tf<TOT£F as illustrated
by the usual maxim, known as
â FTflS^F^PT. See ciWFF§^?^^,' cf.
also SRSffiRrr f| f^qj-
Par. Sek. on Pari, 64.

a fault of pronunciation when
a vowel is harshly pronounced
and hence is not properly audible;
cf. ßrĉ t fäg^Pradipa on M.Bh. I.
1. Ahn* I. The fault occurs when
the place and the means of utter-
ance are pressed and drawn in;cf.

R. Pr. x iv . %
(1) set aside; answered; the

word is frequently used in connec-
tion with faults which are stated
to occur or present themselves if
a particular explanation is given;
(2) prevailed over by another; cf,
s^r H ws 35*#r f̂RTfKR; R. Pr. XI.
30, where Uvvata paraphrases
p as fä

name of a class of works which
were composed to explain the
collections of Vedic words by
means of proposing derivations of
those words'from roots as would
suit the sense. The Nirukta works
are looked upon as supplementary
to grammar works and there must
have been a good many works of

this kind in ancient times as
shown by references to the writers
of these viz. Upatnanyu, Sakatäy-
ana,Sakapür>i?Säkapürti and others,
but, out of them only one work
composed by Yäska has survived;
the word, hence has been applied
by scholars to the Nirukta of
Yäska which is believed to have
been written in the seventh or the
eighth century B. G. i. e. a century
or two before Pänini. The Nirukta
works were looked upon as subsidi-
ary to the study of the Vedas
along with works on phonetics

), rituals ( ^ q ), grammar
prosody (^^5^) and astro*

qn%si)and a mention of them
is found made in the Chändogyo-
panisad. As many of the derivati-
ons in the Nirukta appear to be
forced and fanciful, it is doubtful
whether the Nirukta works could
be called scientific treatises. The
work of Yäska, however, has got
its own importance and place
among works subsidiary to the
Veda? being a very old work of
that kind and quoted by later
commentators. There were some
glosses and commentary works
written upon Yäska's Nirukta out
of which the one by Durgäcärya is
a scholarly one.lt is doubtful whe-
ther Durgäcärya is the same as
Durgasirhha, "who wrote a Vrtti
or gloss on the Kätantra Vyäkar-
ana. The word f̂ cfr is 'found in
the Prätisäkhya works in tfee sense
of 'explained'and not im. the sense
of derived; cf. R. Pr. XV ß; Y.Pr
IV. 19, 195.

a gloss on Yaska's Niruktag
written by a modern scholar of
grammar named Ugräcarya in tfac
eighteenth century A. D.

^ a class of compound words
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headed by the word ffo^E which
have their last vowel accented
acute; e. g ft^R,, $m®^ f ^ T % ^
etc.; cf. Käs. on P. VI. 2- 184.

^ S W T C potentiality of implica-
tion which gives the meaning of a
word which is based upon implica-
tion; e. g. ^4t T»3rfct.

l^ tpsf a word, the penultimate
vowel in which is picked up and
taken back, as for instance the
penultimate ^ of ^ in the word

cf. SRffciar *%%?
Nir. IV. 25.

a short form for the
whichmaxim föfew^^

means 'substitutes take the place
of that or its part which has been
actually stated or enunciated in
the rule (of grammar)' Par, Sek,
Pari. 12. For details see Par. Sek.
Pari. 12.

exhibited, enunciated; cf.
ftfää «rfe P.I.1.66; V.Pr.I.

134.
a popular name of the

Paribhäsä dlflföfä fäftl ^ f e ! cf.
I Pari.

Bhäskara Pari. 97.
f$T mention, actual statement; the
word is often used in the Mahäbh-
äsya in sentences like ^ cT«rr ft%*
w*?:5 fä^Ö fW etc.; cf. also V.Pr.
1. 36; cf. also the maxim crfS&fäffcT
ft¥& S#I P. LI.166 and V. Pr. I.
134; cf. also SfSRq Wf%tW*I ^R-
fäSF$F\ fä%: ̂ sq: M.Bh. on P. I.
2. 39 Värt. L Sometimes the men-
tion or exhibition made by a word
shows the particular type of word;
cf. Durghata Vrtti on P. L 2. 6
and VII. 4. ^73 as also Käs. on
P. IV, 3. 11 andV. 2. 20.

(1 Selection of one or some out
o f m a n y ; c f . fe^^ Ĵ

V. Kas. on P. II.2.10
as also onll.3.41; (2) determined
or definite sense to the exclusion
of another, generally on the
strength of the indeclinable 133
which is expressed or understood.
The word fMfc&T is used for :

in this sense; cf.
^ a maxim used as a Paribhäsä

by some grammarians; cf. also

^ Käs. oh P. VI.
1.81.

separated,dissociated, disconne-
cted; ĉf. -?i ftt^T ^ f ^ M

: Nir. 1.3.
a name for the Samhitäpätha;

cf, f̂ -ĝ t ^f^rr^Rgsqct R. Pr.I. 3,
^ name of a commentary on

the Prakriyä-KaumudL
^ 5 name of a grammarian who is
believed to have written a gloss
( f!% ) on the Sütras of Panini on
the strength of a reference to him
in the Nyäsa of Jinendrabuddhi;
cf. fi%: qm^fiw^t ft^ife^flft^-
ITftproTtcn̂  Nyäsa on 1.1.1.

R interpretation by means of
etymology as found in the Nirukta
works; the act of fully uttering the
meaning hidden in words that are
partially or wholly unintelligible
in respect of their derivation, by
separating a word into its compo-
nent letters; cf. f^f^q fcfiff ft^N^
Durgavrtti on Nir. II. l.For details
see Nirukta ILL

(1) productive, as opposed to
expressive; cf. % ^ fM& I

M.Bh. on P.L1.50 Värt. I; (2)
productive of activity; cf. Ü

Bh.onIA23.
one of the many kinds of kar-
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man or object governed by a
transitive verb or root, which has
got the nature of being produced
or brought into existence or into a
new shape; cf. fäfä'4 ^ fMM färö

The word is explained^ as

Sr. Prakäsa; cf.
also Väkyapadiya III.7.78; cf.also

<T°l̂ FCR*Tfä3 f̂ RTcT I M. Bh. on
1.4.49, For details see the word

; also see M.Bh. on 1.4.49.
production of the effect; pro-

duction of the activity by the
agents or instruments of activity
called Kürakas; cf. "̂psffi ft T̂ fT
•R̂ fcRIcf cTHiTÔTi T^HTS M.Bh. on
II. 2.19 Värt. 2.

a fault of pronunciation by
which a letter is uttered harsh or
rude; cf. fäi^T^: Kaiyata on M.
BhJ. l . Ähnika 1.

(1) abridgment, diminution;
i R|fte: srq^:

I Kaiyata on M.Bh. on
IV.3.100; (2) being turned into a
short (vowel); cf. T̂OFcf̂ TfSf̂ sff

R.Pr.IV.39.
lit. expeller, excluding other

forms which are otherwise, that is,
incorrect; cf OTH ^F? ĴIWP ĉI:

M.Bh. on
LI. &va Sütra 2.

that which should not proceed
to the next rule; cf. cT^iq^ PRK̂ H
M.Bh. on IIL2.68, V.1.16, etc.
See the word Pfjfti.

sometimes used for T r̂̂ r or
the grave accent,,

(1) cessation of recurrence of
a word or words from a rule to a
subsequent rule or rules; non-appli-
cation of a rule consequent upon
the cessation of recurrence or

27

anuvrtti cf; ^ mm
^ Hlf% f̂TI% M. Bh. on P. 1.1.44
Värt, 8. cf. also ^%^faT%HT ^
cir 5iff%: e i T̂ ftffcr: Kät. Par- Vr.
Pari. 9; (2) cessation or removal;
cf. ^ ^ ft^

M. Bh. on
I. 1.1. Värt. 7; cf. also M. Bh. oh
I. 1. 3 e tc ; cf. also the usual
word ft

places where the sub-
stitutes QOT and ffe do not appjy;
weak terminations; kit or nit
affixes in Pänini's grammar; cf.

I Nir. II. 1. The word
is also used in this sense by

ancient grammarians.
negation; prohibition; cf fäV

q̂ŝ fsrsfpq %m]Vi\ Bhäsävrtti on P.
II. 2 .̂18; cf. fJftsrisr ^ms: Par.
Sek. Pari. 112. The word srf̂ tw
is used frequently in this sense in
old grammar works such as the
Mahäbhasya, the word f&q be-
ing comparatively a modern one.

a class of words headed by
the word i^ra to which the affix
f$ ( 33?) is added, provided these
words are not members of a
compound; e. g. Irf^r^, <nf§ Ĵ£,

tc.; cf. Käs. on P. V.1,20,,
l separated; taken out from a

thing; existing only in concep-
tion or idea; cf. f| ^

in
Kaiy. on P, I I . 2. 8.

the affixes xfr and
Pänini's Grammar; cf. ;
P . I . 1.26.

also H:fs^ completed, accom-
plished; used in connection with
a grammatically formed word by
applying affixes to the bases; cf.
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fff ^ f Siradeva
Pari. 94, where Siradeva has
explained the word fäi§3" as

struck down in tone, grave,
possessed of a grave accent; cf.
V. Pr. IV. 138.

separated with the interven-
tion of a consonant. The word is
used in connection with the de-
tached first part of a compound
word not followed immediately
by a vowel; cf. sflftfta ^^t |cf^
Uvvata on V. Pr. V. 30.

augment sft affixed to the re-
duplicative syllables of the roots

in the intensive; e. g.
q#rs2Rj etc. cf. P. VII . 4.65

and 84.
a term used for the grave

accent or for the vowel, accented
grave; cf* sftcRt&äj q̂ f
T. Pr. XIX. 1. 35fft *{ ^
R. T. 54, 55 cf. also V. Pr. I . 111.

constituting the grave
accent, features of the grave
accent; cf. aF^rcmt TRSl̂ cTT ^t^i

% KTO M.Bh. on I. 2.30.
author of %qFR3#£RR^ a

commentary on the Siddhänta
Kaumudi of Bhattoji Dlksita.

^^34l%cT a famous grammarian
of the seventeenth century who
wrote an independent work on
the Paribhäsäs in Vyäkarana
named Paribhäsävrtti. This Vrtti
is referred to in the ParibhSsen-
dusekhara by Nägesabhatta and
the views expressed in it are
severely criticised in the com.

nephew of Appaya
Dlksita who has written a com-
mentary on Kaiyata's Mahäbha-
syapradipa.

augment \ (I) affixed to the
words 3T?cr% and qfcNq; before the
feminine affix #tq e. g. 3Ri%fr,
m^% cf. P. IV. L32; (2) affixed
to the root osr before the causal
affix $[%, e. g. ftoSftarfct, cf. P.
VII . 3.39; (3) affixed to the re-
duplicative syllable of roots end-
ing in a nasal consonant and
having the penultimate 3? as also
of the roots ^ , snj , ^ , c^j, ^ 5 ,

^ , and q^ in the intensive;
e. ^ ^ ^ t

cf. P. VII 4.85, 86, 87.

augment ^ prefixed (1) to the
gen. pi. ending in 3TH, after a'crude
base ending in a short vowel, or in
I or g? of feminine bases termed
nadi, or in STT of the feminine affix
( ^35 ^1 or ^ ) ; e. g.

I
etc.; cf. P. VII . 1.54; (2) to the
affix STT̂  after numerals term-
ed ^?sand the numeral ^fgj^as also
after the words $fr, JTPRoiV and ij\ in
Vedic Literature^ e. g.

f5 5 g S
; cf. P. VII.1.55, 56, 57; (3)

to the part of a root possessed of
two consonants, as also of the
root 3T3J of the fifth conjugation
after the reduplicative syllable
ending in $n, which is substituted
for 3?; e.g. 3TRa, 5*IH^; cf.P.VII.4.
71,72; (4) to the affix 3Tcjq after a
base ending in 3?^ as also to the
affixes cf^ and cl?rq after a base
ending in ^ in Vedic Literature,
e.g. Jj^Nät, sra^rf:, gqrfär̂ R: etc.;cf.
P. VIII . 2.16, 17; (5) to the initial
vowel of the second membfcr of a
compound having 31 of ^ as the
first member; e. g. $RSC, cf. P.VI.
3.74; (6) to any vowel after ^
which is preceded by a short vowel
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and which is at the end of a word
e.g. %frm, cf. P. VIII . 3.32.

augment ^ inserted after the last
vowel (1) of a root given in the
Dhätupatha as ending with mute
f; e.g. H^%, SFSCfir, f̂ ĉOTcF, 1%̂T%
etc.; cf.P VII . 1.58; (2).of roots§=^
and others before theconjugational
sign 3T (sr); e. g. *$ßj% g^fä; cf.
P, VII.1.59; (3) of the roots m%
^T, ^ , 5^ and $5^ under certain
specified conditions, e.g.̂ f̂ RSTT, f̂ST,
*?SRT%, *F*prfcr, 35**raTct, SHQSTWI: etc.
cf.P.VII. 1.60-69; (4) of declin-
able bases marked with the mute
indicatory letter ^, ^ or ^ as also
of the declinable wording 3js=g
from the root s ? ^ a n d Jjsr, e .g .^R,
SRT ,̂ ^ , 3 ^ , cf.lCäs. on P. VII. 1.
70, 71; (5) of the declinable base
in the neuter gender, ending with
a vowel or with any consonant
excepting a semivowel or a nasal,
before a case-ending termed Sar-
vanamasthana; e.g. «poTf%» 3TClfa,
^gft etc., cf. Käs. on VII . 1.72; (6)
of the declinable base in the neuter
gender, ending with ^3 ^ *sp or ^
before a case-ending beginning
with a vowel; e.g. *?§>, gfäSf etc.,
cf. Käs. onP. VII.1.73;(7) of the
affix ^3 (3[q of the pres. part.)
under certain conditions ^^T W&l
<^Rfr, m*w€\, cf. UVIL78-8 ; (8)
of the word £Rg|^before the nom.
and voc. sing, affix §;e.g» 3ffif5F^,
I 3&&FI, cf. P. VII . 1. 82; (9) of
the words ^ , ^qn and ĉT^H
before the nom. and voc.sing.affix
g in Vedic Literature, e. g.

, cf. P.VII. 1.83.

augment ^ inserted after the
last vowel of a root or a noun-base
in specified cases. See gn.

name of the second Yama
letter,

55S partly touched, half touched;
semi-contacted; a term used for
sibilants and hissing sounds.

^ multisyllabic,possessed of many
syllables, as contrasted with t23>r̂ .

( ) belonging to the Veda,Vedic
as opposed to otf^S or snfiffi; cf.
^ ^ ^ l Nir.I. 20; (2)
name given to Kändas 4, 5 and 6
of the Nirukta of Yäska; cf.

5 ß%5 p ^
Durga Vr. on Nir IV. 1.

^ mentioned as secondary; lit«
T>FgW% 3&IRlfä q̂ TFT; the term is
applied to the first three Kändas
or sections of the Nirukta.

accessory; accidental;

effect; one that is caused; cf.
tö StftPa^^n^WÎ : a Pari-

bhäsa given by Vyadî  Siradeva
and others.

(1) obtained by derivation, ety-
mological; (2) etymologist, writer
of a Nirukta work.

matter of communication;
statement made for communica-
tion. Uddyota explains the word
as fä%i: sffa; spftsrcroq ^iitl^: I cf.

P. 1.1.67.
M. Bh. on

tad. affixes ^ and others
added in the sense ofc cR3f "Rcfra": y

(P. IV. 2. 69), as in words like €*r
meaning the place of residence of
the Sibis.
v a technical term in the Jainen-

dra Vyäkarana for the term OT^rsfo
defined by Pänini in the rules

a n d T£?ß~
P.I.2.43, 44.

a kind of f^T metre in
which* the second foot has twelve
syll^blesa wl̂ ile the rest have
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eight cf.syllables each;
R.Pr.XVI.32.

^ a class of words headed by
the word ^ j g , which are formed
by means oi the substitution of a
guttural consonant in the place of
a consonant of any other class
belonging to the root from which
these words are formed; e. g.
*%> W* e t c-; cf- K § s , on P.
53.
\ lower5 subordinate, the
word is used in the sense of upa-
sarjana as a technical term in the
Jainendra V\akarar>a, cf.
Jain. VyJ.1.93.

also «fNisncif, the vowel at the
f or end of ths first member

of a compound word which has
got a grave accent; e. g. the vowel
^ of ^ in cf̂ <%; cf. 3 ^ F 3

V. Pr. I. 120. See

name given to ST-gcTO or the
grave tone; cf. *m\ ?Wtf<% T̂g£r
aqrfe: STOft R. Pr. III. 17 where
Uvvata explains -q^RT as ̂ g^xKRT.

maxim, a familiar or patent
instance qnoted to explain simi-
lar cases; cf. the words;

Ma Bh. on P. II 2.24,
M. Bh. on P. I. 3. 9,

q M. Bh. on P, IV. 1. 883 89,
IV.2.60, 1V.3.131,V.1.7,28, VI
2.11; f^NfFq^q M,Bh, on P. I.
3.7, f^T^qtz j M.Bh.I. l.Ähnlka

M.Bh. on P. VIII.2.83,
M. Bh, on P. I.L5o,

iq M.Bh.on PJL 1.69, VI.
S. 82, STOFS5iTft*ira M. Bh. on P. I.

. on PJ.2.39,
M.Bh. on Siva Sütra

M.Bh. on P.
M.Bh. on P. 1.3.

2 Vart. 5,
1.2.39,^ . 3
12. The word came to be used
in the general.sens^ of Paribhäsas

or rules of interpretation many of
which were based upon popular
maxims as stated in the word
;̂ cpqj;qj%;g; by Nägesa. Hernacan-
dra has used the word ^m for
Paribhäsa-vacana. The word is also
used in the sense of a general rule
which has got some exceptions,
c£ -^R^T^^r^T^ ScffaTci; R. Pr.
which lays down the direction
that 'one should interpret the rule
laying down an exception along
with the general rule'.

^ a work dealing with
Vyakarana Paribhäs^s or maxims
as found in Hemacandra's system
of grammar, written bv Hema-
hamsaganinj a pupil of Ratna-
sekhara, in 1451. The author has
written a commentary also on the
work, named Nyäsa.

a work enumerating the
Paribhäsas in Hemacandra's gram-
mar, numbering 140 nyäyas out
of which 57 nyäyas are said to
have been given by Hemacandra
himself at theend of his comment
H^JI% o n his Sabdänusäsana. The
work is written by I^I^Tifaj who
has added a commentary to it
called Nyäyärthamanjüsa by him,
which is also known by the name

which see above*
combined euphonically ac-

cording to rules of grammar; cf.
f ^ explained as

V. Pr. V. 8 coin.
established by a maxim; with

full justification; cf. ^n%5$itcffl[ M.
Bh.on V.LI9.The word is used as
opposed to 3fTTO%&; by Nägesa; cf.
Par- Sek. Pari. 1.

a name given
See

to

proper; fully justified
cf. PJVA92; correct; regular;
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cf.
M. Bh. on II.3.1 where Kai-

yata however, explains the word
differently. Kaiyata states that

means a general rule; cf.3c*P7:
^f i Kaiyata ony

P. II. 3.1. By Pürväcärya he pos-
sibly refers to the writers of the
Pratisäkhyas and other similar
works by ancient grammarians,
where the word nyäya is used in
the sense of6 a general rule \ See
the word ^m above.

(1) lit. position, placing;a word
used in the sense of actual ex-
pression or wording especially in
the sütras; cf. the usual expression
f̂ Tcf ^cF^fm T33 in the Mahäbhäsya,
cf. M. Bh. on I. 1.11, 1.1.47 etc.\ j
(2) a name given by the writers
or readers to works of the type of
learned and scholarly comme-
ntaries on vritti-type-works on
standard sütras in a Sastra; e. g.
the name Nyäsa is given to the
learned commentaries on the
Vrtti on Hemacandra's Sabdä-
nusasana as also on the Pari-
bhäsävrtti by Hemaharhsagani.
Similarly the commentary by
Devanandin on Jainendra gram-
mar and that by Prabhacandra on
the Amoghavrtti on Säkatäyana
grammar are named Nyäsa. In
the same way, the learned com-
mentary on the Kasikivrtti by
Jinendrabuddhi, named Kä£i-
kävivaranapaßjika by the author, is
very widely known by the name
Nyäsa. This commentary Nyäsa
was written in th e eighth century by
the Buddhist grammarian Jinen-
drabuddhi, who belonged to the
eastern school of Pänini's Grammar.
This Nyäsa has a learned co-
mmentary written on it by
Maitreya Raksita in the twelfth

century named Tantrapradlpa
which is very largely quoted by
subsequent grammarians, but
which unfortunately is available
only in a fragmentary state at
present. Haradatta, a well-known
southern scholar of grammar has
diawn considerably from Nyäsa
io his Padamanjarij which also is
well-known as a scholarly work.

RT a learned commentary on
Jinendrabuddhi's Nyäsa written
by Mallinatha, the standard com-
mentator of prominent Sanskrit
classics»

incomplete in sense or wording
as opposed to Puma; cf.

" ) R . T. 76.

first consonant of the labial
class of consonants possessed of
the properties 'gregsRCR, ST f̂, and
^H^ricM; ( 2 ) q applied as a
mute letter to a suffix, making
the suffix accented grave

the consonant q̂ , the vowel
3T and the affix W,l being added
for facility of understanding and
pronunciation; cf. T.Pr. I. 17, 21 ;
q is also used as a short term for
consonants of the fifth class (q«Fr);
cf. T. Pr. 1.27; V. Pr. I . 64 and
R. T. 13.

alternative view or explanation
presented by, or on behalf of> a
party; one of the two oi more
ways of presenting a matter. The
usual terms for the two views are
<jcjqaj and x̂Rq̂ f, when the views
are in conflict. The views, if
not in conflict, and if stated as
alternative views, can be many
in number, e. g. there are seven
alternative view§ or P^ksas re ;
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the interpretation of the rule f̂ T
goi|st; cf. M. Bh. on P. I ; 1.3; cf
also *% ^ 3 3TO*Rffi tä&H. M*
Bh. on P. I. 2.64.

f a class of words headed by
the word q"£{ to which the tad-
dhita affix sflsR ( *¥>%) causing
vrddhi is added in the four senses
given in P. IV. 2.67-70; e. g.
TOOTT:, snwPTC: e t c - ' cf. Käs. on
P. IV. 2.80.

a class of roots headed by the
root q=3 to which the kit. affix 3T
( s ^ ) is added in the sense of
can agent'; e. g. iSFra:, ^V , ^ :
etc. The class CRTK is described
as snfjRrTTcrr and it is usual with
commentators to make a remark
q ^ l ^ when a kit affix 3? is seen
after a root without causing the
vrddhi substitute to the preced-
ing vowel or to the penultimate
vowel ST, cf. ^ %

;
: Käs. on P. III. 1.134.

a term used in the Atharva-
Prätisäkhya for the strong case
affixes viz. the nominative case
affixes and the accusative sing.
and dual affixes; cf. =̂ qrfc §^=r
q^gq?iTfl^raT??ft q^ A. Pr. I.
3.14» The term corresponds to
the Sarvanämasthäna of Pänini,
which is also termed g£; cf, g ^ -
^ P , I. 1.43.

the fifth consonant of the five
classes of consonants; the nasal
consonant, called also Mrojq; cf.

Bh. on P. I. 1.9 Värt. 2.
(1) the fifth case;ending of the

fifth or ablative case as prescrib-
ed by rules ofPänini cf. arora^t
qapft, P. 11.3-7,10, etc. (2) the
imperative mood; cf. Ka,t.TII.1.18*

f̂ ^ st^itemepit by the abla-

tive case, cf. 3=: T% gs P. VIII.
3.29; cf. H ^ H ^ q ^ T R l ^ «rfcfarq
e. g. ^ T f ?$Kf% ^ 5 ^ ^ P. VIIL
3.32, Par. Sek. Pari. 70; cf. also
3*RT?î ö T% l̂T% Î̂ 5̂RfTft%: M. Bh.
on P. I. 1.67 Värt. 3.

5rrsra^f% the usage or the me-
thod of the Pancalas; the eastern
method of euphonic combinations,
viz. the retention of the vowel 3?
after the preceding vowel sft
which is substituted for the
Visarga; e. g. % swk; cf. R. Pr.
II. 12; T. Pr. XI. 19. This
vowel ST which is retained, is pro-
nounced like a short 3?f or 3^1-
eqwrc by the followers of the
Sätyamugri and Ranäyanrya bran-
ches of the Sämavedins; cf. com-
mentary on T, Pr. XL 19 as also
M. Bh. Ähnika 1.

a popular name given to
critical commentaries by scholars;
cf. ^fcrqJTft^qf|rc>T by Jinendra-
buddhi which is popularly known
by the name ^qi€-

tad. affix qs in the sense of
extent ( vkmi) added to the word
3?fä; e. g. ^fäqzq cf. 1tmK qss-qra^:.
P. V. 2.29 Väru 2-

oral recital, the word is used
in connection with the use of
words by the author himself ia
his text which he is supposed to
have handed over orally to his
disciples, as was the case with
the ancient Vedic and Sötra
works; cf. the words qfecl, qf&̂ %>
qa^l and the like, frequently used
in the Mahäbhasya in connection
with the mention of words in the
Sutras of Paninh

writer of Gitprabha, a com-
mentary on the Paribhäsendu-
sekhara. A commentary on the
Laghuäabdendusekhara is ^Iso ^ST
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cribed to him. He was a Gauäa
Brähmana whose native place was
Kuruksetra. He lived in the
beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury»

the reputed author of the
Mahäbhäsya, known as the Patanj-
ala Mahäbhäsya after him. His
date is determined definitely as the
second century B,G. on the streng-
th of the internal evidence suppli-
ed by the text of the Mahäbhäsya
itself. JThe words Gonardiya and
Gonikäputrä which are found in
the Mahäbhäsya are believed to
be referring to the author himself
and, on their strength he is said
to have been the son of Gonikä
and a resident of the country
called Gonarda in his days.
On the strength of the internal
evidence supplied by the Mahä-
bhäsya, it can be said that
PataSjali received his education at
Taksasilä and that he was just like
Pänini, very familiar with villages
and towns in and near Vählka and
Gändhära countries. Nothing can
definitely be said about his birth-
place, and although it might be
believed that his native place was
Gonarda,its exact situation has not
been defined so far. About his
parentage too,no definite informa-
tion is available. Tradition says
that he was the foster-son of a
childless woman named Gonikä to
whom he was handed over by a
sage of Gonarda, in whose hands
he fell down from the sky in the
evening at the time of the offering
of water-handfuls to the Sun in
the west; cf.q^ + sjfn^, the deriva-
tion of the word given by the
commentators. Apart from an-
ecdotes and legendary informa-
tion, it can be said with certain-

ty that Patanjali was a thorough
scholar of Sanskrit Grammar
who had studied the available
texts of the Vedic Literature and
Grammar and availed himself of
information gathered personally
by visiting the various schools of
Sanskrit Grammar and observing
the methods of explanations given
by teachers there* His Mahäbhä-
sya supplies an invaluable fund of
information on the ways in which
the Grammar rules of Pänini were
explained in those days in the
various grammar schools. This in-
formation is supplied by him in
the Varttikas which he has
exhaustively given and explained.
He had a remarkable mastery
over Sanskrit Language which
was a spoken one at his time and
it can be safely said that in res-
pect of style, the Mahäbhäsya
excels all the other Bhäsyas in the
different branches of learning out
of which two, those of Sabaraswa*
min and Sankaräcärya,are selected
for comparison. It is believed by
scholars that he was equally conv-
ersant with other sästras, especi-
ally Yoga and Vaidyaka> on which
he has written learned treatises.
He is said to be the author of the
Yogasütras which,hence are called
Pätanjala Yogasütras, and the
redactor of the Carakasamhitä.
There are scholars who believe
that he wrote the Mahäbhäsya
only, and not the other two. They
base their argument mainly on the
supposition that it is impossible
for a scholar to have an equally
unmatching mastery over three
different sästras at a time. The
argument has no strength, especi-
ally in India,where there are many
instances of scholars possessing
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sound scholarship in different
branches of learning. Apart from
legends and statements of Cakrad-
hara, Nägesa and others, about his
being the author of three works
on three different sastras, there is
a direct reference, to Patafijali's
proficiency in Grammar, Yoga
and Medicine in the work of King
Bhoja of the eleventh century
and an indirect one in the Vakya-
padiya of Bhartrhari of the
seventh century A, D. There is a
work on the life of PataSjall,
written by a scholar of grammar
of the South,named R&mabhadra,
which gives many stories and inci-
dents of his life out of which it is
difficult to find out the grains of
true incidents from the legendary
husk with which they are covered.
For details, see PätaS jala Mahäbhä-
sya D.E.Society's edition VoL VII
pages 349 to 374. See also^the
word

[ a word; a unit forming a part
of a sentence; a unit made up of a
letter or of letters, possessed of
sense; cf. arawg^ptf < ^ I 3=rat m I
V.Pr. VIII. 46, 47. The word
originally was applied to the indi-
vidual words which constituted the
Vedic Samhitä; cf. q^siffäs #i%cFT
Nir.1,17. Accordingly, it is defin-
ed in the Väjasaneyi Pratisakhya
as <m: q^n' (V.Pr. III . 2) as
contrasted with v fa^

fej' (V.PrX158). The definition
spa: q ^ ' is attributed to the

ancient grammarian 'Indra', who
is believed to have been the first
Grammarian of India. Pänini has
defined the term qs[ as c gfäs^
q ^ ' P.I.4.14. His definition is
applicable to complete noun-forms
and verb-forms and also to prefixes

d indeclinables where a case-

affix is placed and elided accord-
ing to him; cf. QT^KT^q: P. I I . 4.
82* The noun-bases before case
affixes and tad. affixes, mentioned
in rules upto the end of the fifth
adhyäya, which begin with a con-,
sonant excepting ^ are also termed
q̂ ; by Pänini to include parts of
words before the case affixes wjfljj
fiRT, § etc. as also before the tad.
affixes Wb ^ etc. which are given
as separate padas many times in the
pada-pätha of the Vedas; cf. f̂Tf̂ -
^ f ^ V l ^ ^ P. I. 4, 17. See for
details the word q^qT .̂ There are
given four kinds of padas or words
viz. OT3 snwcT, srafl and fäqRT in
the Nirukta and Pratisakhya works;
cf. also ^m 5I?pEt, fäspE^ ^ q ^
M. Bh. on P. I. 2. 64 Vart. 19,
^fes^R: q ^ M.Bh. on 1.1.21 Värt.
5? ^q^%;?Tfq^'lr q^; K ^t . I . l. 20,
q^F^frö 3 ^ Kaiyata on P.I.2.42
Värt. 2; cf. also y% ^ ^ srö:
VR^L q ^ R ^ R ^ f Nyäsa on P.III.
1.92. The verb endings or affixs %
cfĤ  and others are also called
qsj. The word qs; in this sense
is never used alone, but with
the word q^H or *%m$l preceding
it. The term yi4w% stands for
the nine affixes fäq, fl^r, . . . ^wh i l e
the term 9TRR5ln̂  stands for the
nine affixes T̂, 3TfcTfĵ ,.. ?ff^. cf. $5;

. It is possible
to say that In the terms
and sri^Rq^; | also, the term q?
could be taken to mean a
word, and it is very likely that
the words ; q^^q? and STT^q?
were originally used in the sense
of 'words referring to something
meant for another' and 'refer-
ring to something meant for
self respectively. Such words,
of course, referred to verbal forms,
roughly corresponding to the
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verbs in the active voice and
verbs in the passive voice. There
are some modern scholars of gra-
mmar, especially linguists, who
like to translate q^TO as 'active
voice' and sTT̂ &q̂ ; as e passive
voice'. Pänini appears, however,
to have adapted the sense of the
terms cft$q^ and sffW^Rand taken
them to mean mere affixes just as
he has done in the case of the
terms f̂  and crf̂ cf. Presumably in
ancient times3 words current in
use were grouped into four classes
by the authors of the Nirukta
works, viz. (a) f̂  (words derived
from roots)such as W[, ^R^:, ^^H,
etc., (b) clfer (words derived from
nouns ) such as T̂Fq:, ^ " R ^ , etc.,
(c) Parasmaipada words viz. verbs
such as ŝ fcT, q̂ fcf, and (d) Ätrna-
nepada words i.e. verbs like fe
WT. etc.Verbs îfcF and 5^3 or
and ^cf were looked upon as both
q^tq^ words and 3TT<fRq3; words.
The question of simple words, as
they are called by the followers of
Pänini, such as m, cF 3̂ %, 3?^ and
a number of similar underived
words, did not occur to the authors
of the Nirukta as they believed
that every noun was derivable,
and hence could be included in
the krt words.

(1) a term used in connection
with the first section of the Väkya-
padlya named WiTW0^ also, which
deals with padas, as contrast-
ed with the second section
which deals with Väkyas; (2)
a section of the Astädhyäyi of
Pänini, which gives rules about
changes and modifications applic-
able to the pada, or the formed
word, as contrasted with the base
($Tf) and the suffixes. The section
is called q̂ Tf̂ fflft which begins with

28

the rule t r ^ P.VIII.l .16. and ends
with the rule pnqr 3T VIII . 3. 54.
RK lit. one who has divided the

Samhitä text of the Vedas into the
Pada-texte The term is applied to
ancient Vedic scholars f̂lWL, 3T^R,
3JTc2R3 and others who wrote the
Padapätha of the Vedic Samhitäs.
The term is applied possibly
through misunderstanding by some
scholars to the Mahäbhäsyakära
who has not divided any Vedic Sam-
hitäjbut has, in fact, pointed out
a few errors of the Padak^ras
and stated categorically that gra-
mmarians need not follow the Pada-
patha, but, rather, the writers of
the Padapätha should have follow-
ed the rules of grammar, Patafi-
jali, in fact, refers by the term
qĉ HK to Kätyäyana, who wrote
the Padapätha and the Prätisäkhya
of the Väjasaneyi-Samhitä in the
following statement—s

; n M. Bh. on P. I I I . l . 109;
VI. 1. 207; VIII. 2.16; cf. also

<|gqq^ q l̂% ( ^ of q
Pari. 42 ) where Vyädi clearly
refers to the Värtika of Kätyä-
yana ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *
P. I . 1.6 Värt. L The misunder-
standing is due to passages in the
commentary of ^=^Tfä^ on
the Nirukta passage I. 3, ^ ^ j ; -
Eî r on sprortfomsq XII I . 19
and others where the statements
referred to as those of PataSjali are,
in fact, quotations from the Prä-
tisakhya works and it is the writers
of the Prätisäkhya works who are
referred to as padakäras by PataS-
jali in the Mahäbhäsya.

( g f a grammar work on the
nature of words written by
of the sixteenth century.
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T̂ the same as See

w i a
qf3 the recital of the Veda text
pronouncing or showing each
word separately as detached from
the adjoining word. It is believed
that the Veda texts were recited
originally as running texts by the
inspired sages, and as such, they
were preserved by people by oral
tradition. Later on after several
centuries, their individually dis-
tinct words were shown by gram-
marians who were called Pada-
käras. The q̂ TTS later on had
many modifications or artificial
recitations such as W, *TST, ̂  etc.
in which each word was repeated
twice or more times, being uttered
connectedly with the preceding
or the following word, or with
both. These artificial recitations
were of eight kinds, which came
to be known by the term arsf^R:.

a term used in connection
with the Sariihitä text or #f§3TqT5
which is believed to have been
based upon words ( q t̂fä staler:
3OT: 6T ) or which forms the basis
of words or word-text or the pada-
path a (q^Rt Sffct:); cf
Nir.1.17.

lit. divisions of words: parts
of speech. There are four parts of
speech viz.^T^, strafft, OT^PT and
RTRI given by ancient gramma-
rians and the authors of the
Prätisäkhya works, while there are
given only two, g<Rr and fä^cT by
Pänini. For details see pp. 145»
146 Vol. VII. Mahabhäsya D. E.
Society's edition.

the learned commentary by
Haradatta on the T̂T%̂>Tffxf. Hara-
datta was a very learned gram-
marian of the Southern School,

and the Benares School of Gram-
marians follow q ^ ^ d more than
the equally learned another com-
mentary ^ i f l i^T^^q^rf or ^m.
In the Padamanjari Haradatta is
said to have given everything
of importance from the Mahä-
bhasya; cf. sräfä fit v%ptti&{ sqsft m
q<3PTfPÜt. For details see Mahäbhäsya
D. E. S. Ed. Vol. VII P. 390-391.

a disquisition on
grammar dealing with the differ-
ent ways in which the sense of
words is conveyed. The work
consists of a running commentary
on his own verses by the author
Gokulanätha Misra who, from
internal evidence, appears to have
flourished before Kondabhatta and
after Kaiyata.

or q ^ i ^ q ^ r view that words
are real and have an existence
and individuality of their own.
The view is advocated by the
followers of both the Mlmamsä
schools and the logicians who
believe that words have a real
existence. Grammarians admit the
view for practical purposes, while
they advocate that the S M ^ T W -
^ife alone is the real sense, cf.
Väkyapadiya II.90 and the foil

an operation prescribed in
connection with words ending'
with case or verbal affixes and not
in connection with noun-bases or
root-bases or with single letters or
syllables. qc^1% is in this way con-
trasted with argfäfä (including

and sngfä^ )5 qufitfä and
» Such Padavidhis are given

in Pänini's grammar in Adhyaya2,
Pädas 1 and 2 as also in VL1.158,
and in VIII.U16 to VIIL3.54 and
include rules in connection with
compounds, accents and euphonic
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combinations. When, however, an
operation is prescribed for two or
more padas, it is necessary that
the two padas or words must be
syntactically connectible; cf.

P. II.1.1.

Prätisäkhya texts declare that the
pause between two words is of
one mäträ as at avagraha* cf. R
Pr.II.1 and R. T. 35-38.

a metrical work
on the determination of the
pada or padas of the roots attri-
buted to Virnalaklrti.

^o^f^^iJT^of^TK^I^^I a short gloss
on the q^^FR^TI^ l̂f^T written by
Udayakirti, a Jain grammarian

an alternative view with
regarding the forma-gg

tion of words by the application
of affixes to crude bases. Ac-
cording to the Padasamskara al-
ternative, every word is formed
independently, and after forma-
tion the words are syntactically
connected and used in a sentence.
The sense of the sentence too, is
understood after the sense of every
word has been understood; cf.
gfrsra vsgm sn^ i§rf% gsq: Sira.
on Pari. 22. According to the
other, alternative viz.

pause between two words
measuring twomätras, or equal to
the time required for the utter-
ance of a long vowel; e. g. in %k
csfrS ^T, the pause between ^ and
?3T is measured by two mäträs; cf.

T: T. Pr. XXIL13. Some

a whole sentence is brought before
the mind and then the constitu-
ent individual words are formed
e,g- IFT+S» ^ +3T+T% | Both the
views have got same advantages
and some defects; cf* Par. Sek.

expression of the sense by
the whole word without any con«
sideration shown to its division
into a base and an affix. For inst-
ance, the word T\^\ means c by
Rama' irrespective of any consider-
ation whether q is the affix or ^
is the affix which could be any
of the two, or even one, different
from the two; cf. OTPIT: ßraOTTRf

Siq̂ T: Väkyapadiya II.240.
(1) beginning of a word, the

first letter of a word; cf.
P. VIIL3.111; cf. also
q^ P. VIII.2.6. Patanjali, for the
sake of argument has only once ex-
plained q̂ TK as q5rejfä:ncf. M.Bh.on
I. 1. 63 Värt. 6; (2) a class of words
headed by the word ^ which is
substituted for q? in all cases ex-
cept the nom. and the ace. sin-
gular and dual; this class5 called

, contains the substitutes q^,
n etc. respectively for qraj,

> ^WA etc. cf. Käs. on P. VI.
1.63; (3) the words in the class,
called q ^ \ constiting of the
words q?, f̂lC, 3g, ^ 5 ^ a n ^ ft^
only, which have the case affix
after them accented acute; cf. P.
VI. 1.171.
|̂fi[fin% a grammatical operation
specifically prescribed for the ini-
tial letter of a word.
I the topic concerning padas
i.e. words which are regularly
formed, as contrasted with words
in formation. Several grammatical
operations, such as accents or
euphonic combinations, are speci-
fically prescribed together by
Pänini at places which are said
to be in the Padädhikära formed
by sütras VIII.1.16 to VIII.3.54.

final letter of a word; cf-P.
VJ.1.76, 109; VII.3.3, 9;
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4.35,37, 42, 59, At one place,
PataSjali for purposes of argu-
ment has explained the word as
final in a word; cfM fä^TOcl"

4.35.
M. Bh. on VIII .

meaning of a word, significa-
tion of a word; that which
corresponds to the meaning of a
word; sense of a word. Gram-
marians look upon both—the
generic notion and the individual
object as Padärtha or meaning
of a word, and support their view
by quoting the sütras of Pänini
^ T ^ T W ^ ^ S T ^ R ; ^ f ^ ^ ^ c R ^ n ^ I .
2.58 and HW^WW} ^ t a € f I.
2-64; cf. fä gcKTffä: <r<cre

I 3sraftc*T!5 I ^ Wim

Is
, M. Bh. in

I. 1. first Ähnika. In rules of
grammar the meaning of a word
is generally the vocal element or
the wording, as the science of
grammar deals with words and
their formation; cfB ?fj fq
SĴ T, P. I. 1. 68. The possession of
vocal element as the sense is
technically termed sisscrsT&Rrr as
opposed to 3T«rc^RcrT; cf.

M. Bh.
I. 1.44 V. 3. The word qctfq
means also the categories or the
predicaments in connection with
the different Sästns or lores as
for instance, the 25 categories in
the Sämkhyasästra or 7 in the
Vaisesika system or 16 in the
Nyäyasästra. The Vyäkarartasä-
stra, in this way to state, has only
one category the Akhandaväkyas-

h or the d i l

given by the sentence in one
stroke.
PTpT a grammarian who wrote a
treatise on grammar known as
the Supadma Vyäkarana. He is
believed to have been an inhabi-
tant of Bengal who lived in the
fourteenth century A, D. Some
say that he was a resident of
Mithilä.

forming a part of a word or
pada; cf. OTTTR ÎTĝ Txf ^ q^P^ R.
Pr. L 29; cf. also ysmt R. Pr. I .
30. The word is used in this
sense ( y^m^ ) mostly in the
Prätisäkhya works. The word is
used in the sense of qT̂ Bq̂ r, made
up of the feet (of verses), in the
Rk Prätisäkhya in contrast with
3^$, made up of syllables. In
this sense the word is derived
from the word qre;; cf.

: R. Pr. XVIII . 3.

(l)subsequent,as opposed to 55 or
prior; the word is frequently used
in grammar in connection with a
rule or an operation prescribed
later on in a grammar treatise; cf.
favmk q̂  ^ 1 % P# 1 . 4 , 2 ; ( 2 )
occurring after ( something ); cf.
5E9W TO* P. I I I . 1.1 and 2; cf.
also cRj; q^Rq, T.Pr. XXL2. (3)The
word m is sometimes explained
in the sense of %E or desired,
possibly on the analogy of the
meaning %ng possessed by the word.
This sense is given to the word
m in the rule fäsri^r ^ ^T$ w ^ b
a view to apply it to earlier rules
in cases of emergency; cf. f%srfcfßfö
<R-3fäg elfter M.Bh. on I.l.S.Värt,
6; q^rssc; ŝqi= t̂ M.Bh. on I . 2.5,
1. 4.2. Värt 7; I I . L69 etc.

^ P f r ^ or q<^r^q^r the view that
the subsequent ^ T or technical
term should be prefen;?4 to the
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prior one, when both happen to
apply simultaneously to a word.
The word is frequently used in the
Mahabhasya as referring to the
reading <%\ ^T[^KI^ qt T̂R*T which is
believed to have been an alterna-
tive reading to the reading 3}T
«b-sKT̂ jT 331T[; cf. ?F£ =̂  ^R l̂fq qt̂ FT^̂
cf̂ Tlfq TOffa] ̂ q ^ ; M. Bh. on I. 4.

3 * T&GSfe; M.Bh. on I I . 1.20, II .
2.24.

a term used in the Prätisäkhya
works for 'doubling'of a consonant;
cf. T̂FcTî n̂ l" WFcH R̂̂ OT̂  I R. Pr.
XIV. 23.

the use of the word ^ inser -
tion of the word m in a rule; cf.
&nftr q ^ i 3 ^ R . ; M.Bh. on 1.4.1;
cf. also q^rioTTR^^M.Bh. on I I I .
1.2.

*Kc3i posteriority ;mention afterwards;
the word is frequently used in
works on grammar in connection
with a rule which is mentioned in
the treatise after another rule; the
posterior rule is looked upon as
stronger than the prior one, and is
given priority in application when
the two rules come in conflict

. although technically they are
equally strong; cf. q^T^rq: ; M.
Bh. on I. 1.4 Värt 7; q ^ i ^ r a q :

• I . 1.1i etc.
^PCr̂ f̂FT application of the later

rule before the former one, accord-
' ing to the dictum laid down by

Pänini in the rule fepira^ qt %
• P . I. 4.2; cf.

Sira. Pari. 84,
lit. placing after; the placing

of a word in a compound after
another as contrasted with ^ f ä r o .
A subordinate word is generally
placed first in a compound^ cf.
3TO&T <j4 ;̂ in some exceptional
cases however, this general rule is

not observed as in the cases of
*Fa^r and the like, where the
subordinate word is placed after
the principal word, and which
cases, hence, are taken as cases
of qtfWcI. The words 55 and m are
relative, and hence, the cases of
q f̂tqR! with respect to the sub-
ordinate word ( 3TO*fr ) such as
ü^cF., WRTfl^ etc. can be called
cases of q̂ f̂ Tcf with respect to the
principal word (spsjFJ ) cf. q*33MT:
^Ff^cnf^^TWRqicf: Käs. on P* I I .
1.39.
%TS?TI^ caused by something
which follows; the term is used in
grammar in connection ^ith some-
thing caused by what follows; cf.

S.K.. on

the most original base; the
original of the original base; the
word is used in connection with a
base which is not a direct base to
which an affix is added, but whicK
is a remote base;cf. srrq^f 37 ni^*[ I
q^fKf^r 3TTq?q; 1 M. Bh. on P J V . l .
89; cf. also M. Bh. on IV.l.93,98,
163.

a time-unit equal to one-half
of the unit called 3^3, which forms
one-half of the unit called STr̂T
which is required for the purpose
of the utterance of a consonant;
cf. TOing srgtjpn^T V. Pr.1.61. qwrg,
in short, is the duration of very
infinitesimal time equal to the
pause between two individual
continuous sounds. The interval
between the utterances of two
consecutive consonants is given to
be equivalent to one Paramami;
cf. spjfrclt q w g R.T.34.

the form of the subsequent
letter (q^q W$l). The word is used
in grammar when the resultant of
the two coalescing vowels ( ^ < ^ Q
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is the latter vowel itself, as lor
instance q; in sp-rfo ( 3 + ̂  ); cf.

3r%f ctr possession of the gender of
the final member of a compound
word, which, in tatpurusa compo-
unds, is the second of the two j>r
the last out of many; cf. f

: (P. H.4 26) ^( ) ^
M. BhB on P. V. 4.68.

fätf the conflict between two
rules (by occurrence together)
when the latter prevails over the
former and takes place by virtue
of the dictnm fäsrfcf^ <ft "W&1 P. I.
4.2; cf. ^T % q*fäsrfcfäsm M.Bh. on
1.4.2.

a locative case in the sense
of 'what follows', as contrasted
with fcRWFft, srfäWRirRt and the
like; cf.

ft §
M.Bh. on P.L2. 49.
XR cognate of the latter vowel
or consonant. The word is fre-
quently used in grammar in conn-
ection with a substitute or srf^l
which is specified to be cognate
( ^öf ) of the succeeding vowel or
consonant; cf. srg^R^ r̂fSf TOET-rf:
P.VIII. 4. 58.
^PK^W^n1 mutual expectancy
possessed by two words, which is
called HFRSE} in grammar. Such an
expectancy is necessary between
the two or more words which form
a compound; cf. W
P.II.1.1, V.4; cf. also

1.1.
1 M.Bh. on II

a term used in grammar
with reference to the personal affixs
T?f, g: etc. applied to roots. The
term mtm^ is given to the first

and ?{:, while the term
is used in connection with

the next nine cf, STTcIT̂  etc.; cf.
The

term q ^ R is explained by some
as representing the Active Voice
as contrasted with the Passive
Voice which necessarily is charac-
terized by the Ätmanepada affixes.
The term q^fcrN in the sense of
qWR was used by ancient gra-
mmarians and is also found in the
Värttika ^T^^^q^WH ;Tf^q^^T^
P. VI. 3.8 Värt. 1. The term
q^TON as applied to roots, could
be explained as q̂ fjf fäqf (orfeqroS)
*TR% ?% qR^Wsn1: and originally
such roots as had their activity
meant for another, used to take
the q̂ Sqq̂  affixes, while the rest
which had the activity meant for
self, took the srra^fa? affixes» Roots
having activity for both, took both
the terminations and were termed

lit. speaking the activity or
for another; a term of ancient

grammarians for roots taking the
first nine personal affixes only viz.
% ^:... TT§[. The term q ^ q f ^ w a s
substituted for q^lf^jq later on,more
commonly. See qwftzi above. The
term TO^N along with îw t̂̂ rR is
found almost invariably used in the
Dhätupätha attributed to Panini;
cf. *f mm^ \ ^^jr!; q^g^r: I T̂ T̂Ĉ I
^3[T^T T̂3̂ r%cf STRJT^TOT: Dhätu-
pätha.

the higlirst eternal voice or
word, the highest and the most
lofty of the lour divisions of
language (3ft»), viz. ^ W ^ T , «T«WI
and I^Rf, which, (q^), philosophi-
cally is identified with m^ ( TO )
or 2?j5̂ rfr. It is described as
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behaviour as having be-
come a part and parcel of another;
treatment of a word as a part of
another. The term is used by
Pänini in connection with a word
followed by and connected with a
word in the vocative case of which
it is looked upon as a part for
purposes of accent, e .g . %
*T£T&rf u^i etc. Here the words
and IV*R^9 being in the vocative
case, are ^Tg ÎxT, i.e, s? ( at the
beginning of sreq) and ^T (in ^RR)
are acute and as a result all the
other vowels in ^ ^ n s q and namri

or grave; cf.
P.II.1.2.

ecome

initial or first of the next or
succeeding word; cf. T% jprcq g^Rf
asufrf^TOfö: STlftföRW: M.Bh. on
P. I. 1.47 Värt. 3; cf. also M. Bh.
onIV.1.87, IV.2. 91.

a consonant belonging togg
the succeeding vowel in syllabica-
tion; cf. R.Pr.L15.

(1) the sense of another word;
cf. TO*riifä«rR l ^ : I?Tlf: I M.Bh. on
II .U/Vär t .2 ; (2) for the sakeof,or
being of use injthe next (gsr) ;cf.<KW
5W srf^fct *FqcT ^R^ftlcr, M. Bh, on
1.1.59 Värt. 8.

dragged to the latter; cf.
Puspasutra I I I . 114; the word qR
stands for m here,

the same as q^CT; doubling
) of a subsequent consonant

as for example the doubling of ^
in sspfci WRRi cf. QRTiWÎ " ^T^Rf:

(v. 1. vftm) R.Pr. Xiv. 23.
lit. enumeration. The word

is used in grammar treatises in the
sense of *a definite or complete

enumeration' with a view to ex-
clude those that are not included
in the enumeration; cf qfti°tö
W&Wl I *^R3^f t sfä̂ Nr: M.Bh. on
1.1.4 Vart. 1.

also qf̂ JT̂ oi. (1) acceptance, in-
clusion; cf. t% SRTSPP̂  I vSR̂Rl̂T
crRro^M.Bh. on P.IIL26.1; (2)
repetition of a Samhita word in the
Pada recital ? technically named
%S^ also; repetition of a word with

f interposed; e. g. §5Tf«̂T f̂
: Rg. Veda IT.13-,

: Rg. IV. 18.6; cf.

; R. Pr. I I I .
14. cf. also, R.Pr.XI.32,36,42.

ft^ftcT completely formed; with
the formation completely achieved;

Sf finftt; cf. ftftf ^ ^

^ Par. Sek. on Pari. 15.

a kind of Samdhi or coale*
scence characterized by the change
of the consonant q into an anu-
svära, as by % ^ K i P. VIII ; 3.23,
before a sibilant or b e f o r e ^ ; cf.

R.Pr,IV.5; cf. also
R.Pr.IV.7.

an authoritative statement or
dictum, helping (l) the correct
interpretation of the rules (sütras)
of grammar, or (2) the removal of
conflict between two rules which
occur simultaneously in the process
of the formation of words, (q^ftni;),
or (3) the formation of correct
words. Various definitions of the
word qR*qM are given by commen-
tators, the prominent ones being—
qftät S3qnrs3t ̂ T^T ̂ T S I T s j^cK?^) ;or,
qf^r ^ R T *n ^T qfen^r täiifcn. The
word is also defined as fMft PRFP^-
M T ^t^NT ( l?Tf%5ffä ). qftwi can
also be briefly defined as the
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convention of a standard author.
Purusottamadeva applies the word
RftHTST to the maxims of standard
writers, cf. qf̂ NT ft ^ qrt&Fffanfä
^^nft; Puru. Pari. 119; while
Haribhäskara at the end of his
treatise qftWIWl̂ R» states that
Vyädi was the first writer on
Paribhasäs. The rules cf]Wl%fcf
| p and others are in
fact Paribhäsä rules laid down by
Pänini. For the difference between
qföw and Sfn̂ jR, see Mahäbhäsya
on ILL 1. Many times the writers
of Sütras lay down certain conven-
tions for the proper interpretation
of their rules, to -which additions
are made in course of time accor-
ding to necessities that arise, by
commentators. In the different
systems of grammar there are
different collections of Paribhäsäs.
In Panini's system, apart from
commentaries thereon, there are
independent collections of Pari-
bhasäs by Vyädi, Bhojadeva,
Purusottamadeva, Siradeva, Nlla-
kantha, Haribhäskara, Nägesa and
a few others. There are inde-
pendent collections of Pari-
bhasäs in the Katantra, Cänd-
ra, Säkatäyana, Jainendra and He-
macandra systems of grammar.lt is
a noticeable fact that many Pari-
bhasäs are common, with their
wordings quite similar or some-
times identical in the different
systems. Generally the collections
of Paribhasäs have got scholiums
or commentaries by recognised
grammarians, which in their turn
have sometimes other glosses or
commentaries upon them. The
Paribhäsend'usekhara of Nägesa is
an authoritative work of an out-
standing merit in the system of
Pänini's Grammar, which is com-

mented upon by more than
twentyfive scholars during the last
two or three centuries. The total
number of Paribhasäs in the differ-
ent systems of grammar may well-
nigh exceed 500. See

an independent trea-
tise explaining the various Pari-
bhasäs in the system of Panini's
grammar, written by Visnusesa of
the famous Sesa family.

. . %. ... r̂ f a scholarly inde-
pendent treatise on Vyäkarana
Paribhasäs written by Udayam-
kara Päthaka, called also Nänä
Päthaka, a Nagara Brähmana.
who lived at Benares in the
middle of the 18 th century A. D.
He has also written commenta-
ries on the two Sekharas of
Nägesa.

tn^RTm^TR^ (I) a treatise on the
g}* Paribhasäs in Pänmi's grammar
9 written by Haribhäskara Agni-
x hotrl, son of Appajlbhatta Agni-.

hotrlj who lived in the seventeenth
century; (2) a treatise on Pänini-
paribhäsäs, as arranged by Sira-
deva, written by Sesädrisuddhi

, a treatise on the Pari-
bhasäs in the system of PäninFs
grammar written by Vaidyanatha
Sastrin.

a general name given to
an explanatory independent work
on Paribhasäs of the type of a
gloss on a collection of Pari-
bhasäs, irrespective of the system
of grammar;, whether it be that
of Pänini, or of Kätantra, or of
Jainendra or of Hemacandra. The
treatises of Vyädi (Pänini system),
Durgasimha and Bhävami^ra
(Kätantra system), Purusottama-
deva and Siradeva (Pänini system),
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Abhyankar (Jainendra system)
and others are all known by the
name Paribhäsävritti.
^!¥ffT%I^WT a very brief comm-

entary on the Paribhäsävrtti of
Siradeva written by Srlmanasarman
of Campähattr.
^l^ffrfHT^I a commentary on

the Paribhäsävrtti of Siradeva
written by Rämabhadra Diksita
who lived in the seventeenth
century A. D.
^reCSi l a work containing a
collection of independent works on
Paribhasäs in the several systems
of Sanskrit Grammar, compiled
by M. M. K. V. Abhyankar.
The collection consists of the
following works (i) q"R¥TW?£3?r con™
taining 93 Paribhasäs with a
commentary by Vya&i, an ancient
grammarian who lived before
Patanjali; ( i i ) ^^FTCR ÎTOTS, a
bare text of 140 Paribhasäs be-
longing to the school of VyadiJ
(iii) ^IT^R^qft^qT^r a text of 98
Paribhasa aphorisms, attributed
to the ancient grammarian Säka-
täyana,or belonging to that school;
[iv) ^i^qR^T^T55 a text of 86
Paribhasa aphorisms given at the
end of his grammar work by Can-
dragomln; (v) ^^qf^NT^r|T% a
gloss on 65 Paribhasa aphorisms of
the Kätantra school by Durgasimha;
(vi) ^ncP^rt^wn^pfl% a short gloss
on 62 Paribhasa aphorisms of the
Kätantra school by Bhävamisra;
(vii) sßRpsraftsnsngsr a text of 96
Paribhasa rules belonging to the
Kätantra school without any
author's name associated with it;
(viii) Wiqq^¥jrog*T a text of
118 Paribhasa rules belonging
to thejKäläpa school without any
author's name associated wi'h it;
(ix) %V̂ T̂ RTO1T% a gloss written

29

by M. M. K. V. Abhyankar ( the
compiler of the collection), on 108
Paribhasäs or maxims noticeable in
the Mahävrtti of Abhayanandin on
the Jainendra Vyäkarana of Püjya-
päda Devanandin; (x) ^ f t

a text of 118 Paribhasa rules
given by Bhoja in the second päda
of the first adhyäya of his grammar
work named Sarasvatlkanthabha-
rana; (xi) l̂̂ Kisff a bare text of
140 paribhäsäs(which are called by
the name nyäya) given by Hema-
hamsagani in his paribhasa-work
named «-̂ wiJRi; (xii) ^gcTftHMffrl
a gloss on 120 Paribhasäs of the
Pänini school written by Puruso-
ttamadeva; (xiii) ff^f^iNifl% con-
taining 130 Paribhasäs with a
commentary by Siradeva and a
very short gloss on the commen-
tary by Srimänasarman; ( xiv )
qfWF5n-|T% a short gloss on 140 Pari-
bhäsas of the Pänini school written
by Nllakaritha; (xv) TTWl̂ PTO^ a
collection of 132 Paribhasäs with
a commentary by Haribhäskara
Agnihotn; (xvi) bare text of Pari-
bhasäs given and explained by
Nägesabhatta in his Paribhäsendu-
sekhara. The total number of
Paribhasäs mentioned and treated
in the whole collection exceeds
five hundred,
bRWTCSpR an old work on the
Paribhasäs in the system of
Panini's Grammar, believed to
have been written by Vyädi, who
lived after Kätyäyana and before
Patanjali. The work is written'
in the old style of the Mahäbhä-
sya and consists of a short com-
mentary on 93 Paribhasäs.

the reputed authori-
tative work on the Paribhasäs in
the system of Panini's grammar
written by Nägesabhatta in the
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beginning of the 18th century
Ae D. at Benares. The work is
studied very widely and has got
more than 25 commentaries
written by pupils in the spiritual
line of Nägesa. Well-known among
these commentaries are those
written by Vaidyanätha Päya-
gunde (called T^T ), by Bhaira-
vamisra ( called T%?T), by Rägha-
vendräcärya Gajendragadakara
( called föqsRTT ), by Govindä-
cärya Astaputre of ]Poona in the
beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury (called ^TOTiq^T), by Bhä-
skarasästri Abhyankar of Satarä
(called m^öll ), and by M. M.
Väsudevasastri Abhyankar of
Poona (called cf^T^ ). Besides
these, there are commentaries
written by Tätyä sästri Pata-
wardhana, Ganapati sästri Mo-
kate, Jayadeva Misra, Visnu-
sästri Bhat, Vishwanätha Dan-
dibhatta, Harinätha Dwiwedi
Gopäläcärya Karhädkar> Hari-
shastri Bhägawata,Govinda Shastri
Bhäradwajai Näräyaria Shastri
Galagali, Venimädhava Shukla,
BrahmänandaSaraswati, Manlsise-
sasarma, Manyudeva, Sarhkara-
bhatta, Indiräpati, Bhimäcärya
Galagali, Mädhaväcärya Wälkar,
Cidrüpäsraya, Bhlmabhatta, Lak-
smlnrsimha and a few others.
Some of these works are named by
their authors as Trkas, others as
Vyäkhyäs and still others as
Tippanis or Vivrtis.

a work on Grammar attri-
buted to Amaracandra.

a word used by Pänini in
rf^Wt.V, 1.19 and explained

by Patafijali as ̂ ä t ^R^-Samkhya
(number) is also said to be
a parlmäna, Parimäna is of two
kinds- fSpffi or definite as in the

case of Khan, drona etc; an ,
as in the case of Gana, Sarhgha,
Püga, Särtha, Senä etc. The term
TK*TFT, in connection with the
utterance of letters, is used in the
sense of fTT̂ T̂ T̂  or one mora.

elision of a phonetic member;
the same as lopa in the Grammar
of Pänini. The term qft̂ Tq and
the verbal forms of the root qftgR
are found in the Prätisäkhya works;
cf- g«5RT «Tf̂ ^T 'RT'ITH R. Pr. II. 4.

reversion in the order of
words as found m the recital of
the Veda at the time of the recital
of «IST» sffi and other artificial types
of recitations.
TO^pSFH lit. enumeration; enuncia-
tion; mention; the word is found
generally used by Kätyäyana and
other Varttikakäras at the end of
their Värttikas. The words cpcEoqî
sfF5^, and the like, are similarly
used.

application of the complete
sense; the word is found used in
the three alternative views about
the application of the full sense of
a sentence5— collectively, in-
dividually or in both the ways, to
the individuals concerned ;

: ; cf. M . Bh. I.
1.1 Värt. 12; ( 2 ) completion; cf.

Käs. on VII, 3.80.
(1) removal of a difficulty, cf.

Bh. on P. IV. 1.7. Vart. 3; (2)
repetition in the Padapatha, Kra-
mapätha etc. e. g ^ f ^ j ^ : . In
this sense the word is found in the
neuter gender; cf. %tf̂ RT$f A. Pr.
III. 1-1."

used as an adjective of the
word ĵcf meaning cpast tense'; lit.
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behind the eyes3 unnoticed by the
eyes. The word is generally used in
the sense of remote or long (past)
or 'perfect'. For the alternative
explanation of the word qfra, cf.

% fis? P. III.2.115.

lit. behind the eyes; remote;
the term is found used by ancient
grammarians and also referred to
in the Mahabhasya as referring to
the perfect tense called f?ss in
Pänini's grammar; cf. fHWcTO r̂qi
(Mz) * qi^Ffcr I M.Bh. on P. I.
2.28; cf. also ^ öqqfr: q̂ sgrpqrq; Kät.
III.4.21.

sferag^fursjf l% the application of
a grammatical rule or operation
like the rains which occur on dry
land as also on the sea surface; cf.

^ 5pf =3 ^TfSmfä I M.Bh.
on P.I. 1.29; VI. 1 127; cf. also

^ f f

Vyadi. Pari. 58, cf.

86.

rf

Puruso. Pari.

a class of words headed by
the word qq to which the tad.
affix 33J (gq̂ ) is added in the sense
of 'moving by' or 'eating along
with' ( m xRfä ); e.g. qflfo:, qfq^i;
^t%^:, 3TT%?t etc.; cf. Käs. on P.
IV.4.10.

(1) serial order or succession as
opposed to simultaniety; the word
is used in grammar in connection
with a rule which, as the objector
for the sake of argument^ would
like to hold and would apply by
succession with respect to the rule
in conflict, either before it or
after it i.e. alternatively; cf.

often found used in the
Mahabhasya as for example on
1.4.1 etc.*; cf. also cj^K3: _ q ^ T
Wfa M.Bh. on P. I. 4.2. Värt. 3 ;
( 2 ) alternative word, synonym;
cf. SfiFMTq^ ^ i ^ ^ l I

Käs. on P. III.2.112.
STTO3̂ R synonym, synonymous
word; cf.

cf. also
M.Bh. on 1.1.68;

^ m t c ^ I W M. Bh. on
I I . 3.9.

(1) exclusion; negation with a
view to exclude; one of the two
senses ( sra^pricÄw and q^i^f ) of( ^
the negative particle qsj, generally
found in cases when the particle
?J3T is compounded with a noun,
and not used independently with
a verbal form or a verbal activity;
e. g, srararo:; 3Ri% ^ ; cf. vm-

n mf \ q ^ r ^ q^q^^iT^i% i M.
Bh. on I. 1.43; cf. also

3 ^
q ^ q^ || (2) removal

in general, not by the use of a
negative particle; cf. f

M.Bh, on I . 1.27 Värt. 3.

word, pada; lit. member of a
sentence; the word is found used
in the sense of q^ in the old Prä-
tisäkhya Literature; cf.

on V* Pr. I. 138.
:l Uvvata

a class of words headed by
the word qg to which the tad«
afHx 3? (v\%) is added without
any change of sense provided the
words qg and others, to which
the affix si is to be added mean
fighting clans; e. g#
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etc. cf. Käs. on
V. 3.117.

^ a class of words headed
by the word q ^ to which the
tad. affix z\v\ is applied in the
miscellaneous (Sf^ ) senses; e, g.
qras:, qrf^v, ^ra : ;TO^: etc. cf.
Käs. on P. IV. 2.110.

!5nf? a class of words headed by
the word qo3T3I to which the affix
3? (VJSJ ) is added in the sense of
ca product ofJ or 'a part of;' e. g.
qTOT:, mfclt, l ^ p [ : etc. cf. Käs.
on P. IV. 3.141.

name of the second out of
the four successive stages in the
origination or utterance of a
word from the mouth. Accord-
ing to the ancient writers on
Phoneties, sound or word ( cfTf )
which is constituted of air ( gig )
originates at the Mülädhäracakra
where it is called TO. It then
springs up and it is called q^cfr
in the second stage. Thence it
comes up and is called *naRT in
the third stage; rising up from the
third stage when the air strikes
against the vocal chords in the
glottis and comes in contact with
the different parts of the mouth,
it becomes articulate and is heard
in the form of different sounds,
when it is called kwj; cf.

t *Wl Väkyapadiya
I. 144, and also cf. WF& g ^]

i com.
on VäkyapadTya I. 144. cf. also

I Uddyota on
M. Bh. Ähnika 1.

called also q^q^Tl% ;̂ name
given to the first or introductory
chapter ( srrf^P ) of the Mahä-
bhasya of Patanjali. The word
occurs first in the Sisupalavadha of
Mägha. The word is derived from
q̂ q̂ tf, the frequentative base of ̂ q^
to touch or to see (ancient use).
Possibly it may be explained as
derived from *qsi with sjq; cf. st^..
ß ^ r «it n̂% üSRifcRq^TT Sis.II.H2.
Mallinätha has understood the
word q*?rei m. and explained it as
introduction to a Sästra treatise;
cf. q^Ri: ^TW^sP-f ^
Mallinätha on Sis. II . 112.

a word used in the Siksä
works for a kind of pause or hiatus.

alternative; occurring option-
ally or alternatively; cf. qif&ptf ^
3fe: M. Bh. on II.3.46 Värt. 8;VI.
1.61 Värt. 4;cf. also qrt̂ FP ^§pq-

Käs. on P. 1.2.36.

lit. pertaining to the fifth;
name given to the affixes prescrib-
ed in the fifth Adhyäya of Panini's
Astädhyäyi, especially in Sütras
Vi2.1 to V.2.93.

(l\ recital of a sacred Vedic
or Sastra work; the original reci-
tal of an authoritative text;(2) the
various artificial ways or methods
of such a recital; e„g« q-$ST%, mmiZ
etc. in the case of Vedic Literature;
(3) an original recital such as the

iSFTS, *m&9 qtiftms and
in the case of the several

systems of Sanskrit Grammar; the
five Päthas are called qsjqreft; (4)
recitation; cf. m^n mt WX srgsr̂ fT
^I^^qT •ßwiä^ M. Bh, on PJ,3.1
Värt. 13; (5) reading, variant; cf.
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Käs. on P.V.2.134.

^ name of a scholar
of Sanskrit Grammar who wrote

independent work on Pari-an p
bhäsäs and commentaries on the
Paribhäsendusekhara and Laghu-
sabdendusekhara. See 3 3 3 ^ and

name popularly given to the
commentaries written
See

the illustrious ancient gra-
mmarian of India who is well-
known by his magnum opus, the
Astaka or Astädhyäyi which has
maintained its position as a unique
work on Sanskrit grammar un-
paralleled up to the present day by
any other work on grammar, not
only of the Sanskrit language, but
of any other language, classical as
well as spoken« His mighty inte-
lligence grasped, studied and
digested not only the niceties of
accentuation and formation of
Vedic words, scattered in the vast
Vedic Literature of his time, but
those of classical words in the
classical literature and the spoken
Sanskrit language of his time in
all its different aspects and shades,
noticeable in the various provin-
ces and districts of the vast coun-
try- The result of his careful study
of the Vedic Literature and close
observation of.the classical Sans-
kritjWhich was a spoken language in
his days, was the production of the
wonderful and monumental work,
the Astädhyäyl,which gives an auth-
oritative description of the Sanskrit
language, to have a complete ex-
position of which,several life times
have to be spentin spite of several
commentaries upon it, written

from time to time by several dis-
tinguished scholars. The work is a
linguist's and not a language
teacher's. Some Western scholars
have described it as a wonderful
specimen of human intelligence^
as a notable manifestation of
human intelligence. Very little is
known unfortunately about his
native placesparentage or personal
history. The account given about
these in the Kathasaritsägara and
other books is only legendary and
hence, it has ^ery little historical
value. The internal evidence,
supplied by his work shows that
he lived in the sixth or the seventh
century B. C , if not earlier,
in the north western province of
India of those days. Jinendra-
buddhi, the author of the
Käsikavivaranapafijikä or Nyäsa,
has stated that the word ^m^R
mentioned by him in his sütra
( IV. 3.94) refers to his native
place and the word T̂̂ TjRFJ deriv-
ed by him from the word Îö5jĝ
by that sütra was, in fact his own
name, based upon the name of
the town which formed his native
place. Pänini has shown in his
work his close knowledge of, and
familiarity with, the names of
towns, villages, districts, rivers and
mountains in and near Vähika,
the north-western Punjab of the
present day, and it is very likely
that he was educated at the
ancient University of Taksasila.
Apart from the authors of the
Prätisäkhya works, which in a way
could be styled as grammar works,
there were scholars of grammar
as such, who preceded him and
out of whom he has mentioned
ten viz. Äpisali? Säkatäyana,
Gärgya, £Säkalya? Käsyapa, Bhä-
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radväja3 Gälava, Cakravarmana,
Senaka and Sphotäyana, The
grammarian Indra has not been
mentioned by Pänini, although
tradition says that he was the first
grammarian of the Sanskrit
language. It is very likely that
Pänini had no grammar work of
Indra before him, but at $ie same
time it can be said that the works
of some grammarians t mentioned
by Pänini such as Säkatäyana,
Äpisali, Gärgya and others had
been based on the work of Indra.
The mention of several ganas as
also the exhaustive enumeration
of all the two thousand and two
hundred roots in the Dhätupätha
can very well testify to the ex-
istence of systematic grammatical
works before Pänini of which he
has made a thorough study and a
careful use in the composition of
his Ganapatha and Dhätupätha.
His exhaustive grammar of a rich
language like Sanskrit has not
only remained superb in spite of
several other grammars of the
language written subsequently,
but its careful study is felt as a
supreme necessity by scholars of
philology and linguistics of the
present day for doing any real
work in the vast field of linguistic
research. For details see pp*151~
154 Vol. VII of Pätanjala Mahä»

a, D. E. Society's Edition.

called also by the name
or qrftofa-BTgsff; name given to

the Sütras of Pänini comprising
eight adhyäyas or books. The total
number of Sütras as commented
upon by the writers of the Kasikä
and theSiddhantakaumudlis 3983.
As nine sütras out of these are
described as Varttikas and two as
Ganasütras by Patafijali» it is

evident that there were 3972
Sütras in the Astaka of Pänini
according to Patanjali. A verse
current among Vaiyäkarana
schools states the number to be
3996; cf. sftft

^zm?l | The traditional recital by
Veda scholars who look upon the
Astadhyäyi as a Vedanga, consists
of 3983 Sütras which are accepted
and commented upon by all later
grammarians and commentators.
The Sütras of Pänini, which mainly
aim at the correct formation of
words, discuss declension, conjuga-
tion, euphonic changes, verbal
derivatives, noun derivatives and
accents. For details see Vol. VII,
Vyäkarana Mahäbhäsya, D. E.
Society's edition pp. 152-162.

name given to the
collection of explanatory pithy
notes of the type of Sütras written,
mainly by Kätyäyana, The Var-
ttikas are generally written in the
style of the Sütras, but sometimes
they are written in Verse also.
The total number of Varttikas is
well-nigh above 5000, including
Varttikas in Verse.There are three
kinds of Varttikas; c

Nägesa appears to have
divided Varttikas into two classes
as shown by his definition * fj%S
gsRi^Fcn^xn^^ ^ifecru/. If this
definition be followed, many of the
Varttikas given in the Mahäbhäsya
as explaining and commenting

#upon the Sütras will not strictly
be termed as Varttikas, and their
total number which is given as
exceeding 5000, will be reduced
to about 1400 or so. There are
some manuscript copies which
give this reduced number, and it
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may be said that only these Värtti-
kas were written by Kätyäyana
while the others were added by
learned grammarians after Kätyä-
yana- In the Mahäbhäsya there are
seen more than 5000 statements
of the type of Värttikas out of
which Dr. Kielhorn has marked
about 4200 as Värttikas. At some
places the Mahäbhäsyakära has
quoted the names of the authors
of some Värttikas or their schools,
in words such as

etc.
Many of the Värttikas given in the
Mahäbhäsya are not seen in the
Käsikävrtti, while some more are
seen in the Käsikä-vrtti, which,
evidently are composed by scholars
who flourished after Patanjali,
as they have not been noticed by
the Mahäbhäsyakära. It is very
difficult to show separately the
statements of the Bhäsyakära popu-
larly named cistis' from the Värtti-
kas of Kätyäyana and others* For
details see Vol. VII Mahäbhäsya,
D.E. Society's edition pp. 193-224.

tf&Ti^?Tff% a gloss on the gram-
mar rules of Pänini. Many glosses
were written from time to time on
the Sutras of Pänini, out of which
the most important and the oldest
one is the one named Käsikävriti,
written by the joint authors Jayä-
ditya and Vätnana in the 7th
century A.D. It is believed that
the Käsikävrtti was based upon
some old Vrttis said to have been
written by %}% ft*& T̂§>, %%ß
cR^r and others.Besides Kä£ikä,the
famous Vrtti, and those of ̂ i&T,fö%
and others which are only report-
ed, there are other Vrttis which
are comparatively modern. Some
of them have been printed, while
others have remained only in

manuscript form. Some of these
are : the Bhäsävrtti by Puruso-
ttamadeva, Vyäkaranasudhänidhi
by Visvesvara, Güdhärthadipinl
by Sadäsivamisra, Sutravrtti by
Annambhtta, Vaiyäkaranasarvasva
by Dharanidhara, Sabdabhusana
by Näraya^a Pandita, Pänini-
sütravrtti by Rämacandrabhatta
Tare and Vyäkaranadipikä by
Orainbhatta. There are extracts
available from a Sütravrtti called
Bhägavrtti which is ascribed to
Bhartrhari, but, which is evident-
ly written by a later writei
( f̂ sfoŜ fcf according to some scho-
lars) as there are found verses from
BhäraviandMägha quoted in it as
noticed by Siradeva in his vrtti on
Pari.76. Glosses based upon Pänini
Sutras, but having a topical arran-
gement are also available, the
famous ones among these being
the Prakriyakaumudi by Räma-
candra Sesa and the Siddhänta-
kaumudi by Bhattojl DTksita. The
^^R^fr5^ and the ^$T2^t can also
be noted here although they are
the abridgments of the Siddhänta
KaumudL There are Vrttis in
other languages also, written in
modern times, out of which those
written by Bohtlingk, Basu and
Renou are well-known.

a short work on phone-
tics which is taken as a Vedanga
work and believed to have been
written by Pänini. Some say that
the work was written by Pingala,

f&Ff Rf^gref^T name of a commen-
tary on the Siksä of Pänini by

as ordered by king #
the same as

See

a class of irregular com-
pound words headed by the com«-
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pound word qT%€Ffcf, which are
taken correct as they are. This
class of words consists mostly of
words forming a tatpurusa com-
pound which cannot be explained
by regular rules. The class is
called arrfifcFRi and hence similar
irregular words are included in it;
e. g. R^r^cn^ TTI^J: ^ F F I ^ : etc.
cf. Käs. on P. II.1.48.

lit. foot; the term is applied to a
fourth part of a section such as
spaqpj, or of a verse which is divisi-
ble into four parts or lines; cf.
^eqr^OTSflsqqft P.VI.1.115, also
flt: qRT% P. VII. 1.57.

completion of the fourth part
or Päda of a stanza or verse; cf.
ä f t tiq 3fi( qRgjTOt P. VI. 1.134,
also TOgqft;: qRgjPt VIII. 1.6. As
many times some particles, not
with any specific or required sense,
were used for the completion of a
Päda, such particles were called

cf. ^TftWFtö ^ra
R.Pr.XII.7; also fSjq
regjfit mft v : Pr. VIIL50

Uvvata.
a class of words headed by

the word qTR^to which the tad.
affix ^ is added optionally with srgq̂
in the sense of 'possession9, e. g.

mw\:> mm^; mm:, mmn etc.; cf.
Käs. onV.2.100.

qpjyjrrg- A learned pupil of
Nagesabhatta who lived in Värä-
nasT in the latter half of the 18th
century A.D. He was a renowned
teacher of Grammar and is believ-
ed to have written commentaries
on many works of Nägesa, the
famous among which are the
*Käsikä3 called also cGada' on the
Paribhäsendusekhara,thefGidasthi»
mälä* on the Laghusabdendusek-
hara and the 'Chäyä' on the Udd»
yota. Bälarhbhatta Päyagunde, who

has written a commentary on the
Mitäksarä (the famous commen-
tary on the Yajnavalkyasmrti), is
believed by some as the same as
Vaidyanätha; while others say that
Bälarhbhatta was the son of
Vaidyanätha.

the same as qRFFT, recital of the
Veda in any of the various artifi-
cial ways prescribed, such as
krama, jatä, ghana etc.; cf. ^m
=3 ̂ q^fl^RTO srf^RT: RRfiRî  ^ T R ^
R.Pr.XI.37.
?^^II%^! or q r e ^ q f ö , words
headed by the word qro^R which
have got some irregularity? espe-
cially the insertion of H between
the constituent words. For details
see qre3K9*Eftfa =3 tiwm, P. VI.
1.153 and the commentary there-
on.

oral recital of a sacred worL
See

lit. serving the purpose of
another like the Paribha?a and the
Adhikära rules in Grammar which
have got no utility as far as they
themselves are concerned, but
which are of use in the interpreta-
tion of other rules; cf. srf^PFKl^S
qKT^h ^ T O ^ c L Par. Sek. Pari.
2, 3.

(1) technical, as opposed
to literal; conventional; e. g. the
words %%% l a tc cf ?O^ftfSWtfwords etc. cf.

l Käs on P. I . 2.56;
cf.

M. Bh. on P. I . 2.33; (2) derived
on the strength of a Paribhäsä
cf. qrfofflfafc K
ParB vr. Pari. 58.

residual nature; the law or
rule of elimination; the remain-
ing alternative after full consi-
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deration of all the other alterna-
tives; cf. fcmm 5^P5RJW(TH i
^ T R ^ I ^ ^ R M fämi Käs. on P.
IV. 2.130; cf. also

: Sira. Pari. 37.
lit. belonging to the assem-

bly; the term qiR^ refers to the
results of the discussions held at
the assemblies of specially
prominent scholars or learned
persons ; cf. ^

M.Bh. on II. 1. 58; VI. 3.14.
remoteness; lit, being out of

sight; in grammar, qRf̂  is a con-
dition for the use of the ^perfect
tense ( f̂  ). See qfr*T.
^ fä W{ qnt^, lit. the inter-
pretation or theory discussed and
settled at the assembly of the
learned* The word is used in
the sense of works on Nirukti or
derivation of words as also works
of the type of the Pratisäkhyas;
cf. q^f^TH 3^°lHi qnfeTR Nir.
I. 17 and the com. of fjfNiq; cf.
also mfefifefer r̂ ^Rcri ^ ®v% ^ T -

Bh. on I. 1. 48; see also pp. 104-,
105 Vol. VII Mahabhäsya D. E.
Society's edition. See qTOT̂ .
q̂ QSfP©E[[ name given to the com-
mentary written by fcFcrjftffi on
the Rk Prätisäkhya.

W?̂ pr̂ [T% name given to the works
of the type of commentaries
written by 3«^ on the old Prä-
tisäkhya books.

a class of words headed by
the word qro to which the taddhita
affix ^ is added in the sense of
collection; e.g. qreqr, 5W, T̂̂ T etc»
cf. Käs. on P. IV. 2.49.

an ancient scholar who is
believed to be the first writer on

30

Prosody, his work being known as
^ .̂•̂ n^T of fq^s. Some scholars
believe that he wrote a work on
Phonetics which is now popularly
called

^ a class of words headed by
the word f^ to which the
taddhita affix ^ ( $ö5g ) is added
optionally with W[ ( ^§5.), in the
sense of c possessed of; e.g. ]qi%c5;
iq^a^H, ^w^ : ^1^1^ etc.; cf. Käs.
on V. 2. 100.

a tad. affix applied to the
word f%?5 in the sense of fruitless,
useless; cf. icrsri^f.^ ffcsftsft IV.
2.36 VIrt. 6; cf.also i>^r%^:fcf^-

fe5Ä5T: I K§s. on P. IV. 2.36.
^ a tad. affix applied to the

word Fl in the sense of the depre-
ssion of the nose, the word fo
being substituted forft; e.g, f^fqe:;
cf. ĉR[ ftsf ^ f̂  ^ P. V: 2.33

marked with the mute letter «T
which is indicative of a grave
accent in the case of affixes
marked with it, as for example,
the affixes fä^, I%T and WT ; cf.
3*3̂ rar gfcq̂ T P. III. 1.4* A ^.irva-
dhatuka affix̂  marked with the
mute . consonant ^ , in Panini's
Grammar has been described as
instrumental in causing many
operations such as (a) the substitu-
tion of gui?a; (cf. P. VII. 3 84,91),
(b) the prevention of guna in the
case of a reduplicative syllable
as also in the case of the roots "^
and^(cf. P. VII. 3.87, 88); (c)
the substitution of Vrddhi, (cf. P.
VII. 3.89, 90 ), (d) the augments
% and x in the case of the roots 5^
and s[ respectively ( cf. P. VII.
3.92, 93, 94 ), and (e) acute accent
for the vowel preceding the affix
in the case of the roots *ft, f I, n
and others ( cf. P. VI. 1.192 ). &
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short vowel (of a root) gets ^ add-
ed to it when followed by a krt
affix marked with q; e. g. i ^ S J ,

, etc.; (cf-P. VI. 1.71 ).
marking an affix with the

mute consonant ^ for several
grammatical purposes; seefqc^; cf\
tewpfe*} P̂T̂ pcTO; P. I I I . 1. 33
Värt.5. See fa*.

a grammatical operation caus-
ed by an affix marked wMi the
mute consonant 5j cf. 3|T <3 fäf%
fecf^ srrrftf̂  feTcf ^ f ö i t f %* era1

M. Bh. on III . 1.-3 Vart. 7. For
details see fä^.

the same as ffcwi. See
and fqf̂ .

name
given to a stanza of I%|^ or «rrRTt
or |̂CTT type consisting of three
feet, the middle foot consisting of
six or seven or eight syllables only;
e.g. Rgveda X. 105, 2 and 7;
IX. 110.1, VIII. 46.14; cf. HI%£
MfefFMT f&^tfct £3$t R. Pr,
XVI. 25, 28, 36.
? 3 [PISCHELL, RICHARD]
a famous European Grammarian
of the nineteenth century who
wrote many articles on grammati-
cal subjects and wrote a work en-
titled- ' Prakrit Grammar. '

compression; a fault in the
pronunciation of vowels and con-
sonants caused by the compression
or contraction of the place of utte-
rance; cf. f

5TPT I r. XIV. 2; cf. also

XIV. 5.
l5^n? a class of words headed by
the word qyg to which the taddhita
affix <p {*§v\%) is added in the
sense ofc decoction * (qrr̂ F»). e* g.

?:; cf. Ka i on P. V.2.24,

2 short term for the labial consonants
1> % >̂ ^ a n d 3 a s prescribed by
P. 1.1.61 e. g. sft: 3^^q> (P. VII.
4.80 ).

S^^f^" restoration of the masculine
form in the place of the feminine
one as noticed in compound words,
formed generally by the Karma-
dhäraya and the Bahuvrlhi com-
pounds, where the first member is
declinable in all the three genders;
e. g. ^fcfsrf:. This restoration to
the masculine form is also noticed
before the tad. affixes 3H, cR;3 OT,
W%, qrer, c? as also before ^qf and
the word m$\\. For details, see P.
VI, 3.34 to 42 and commentaries
thereon. See also page 334, Vol.
VII of the Pätanjala Mahabhäsya
D. E. Society's edition.

masculine; a word used in gra-
mmar in the jjf&s or the masculine
gender; cf. ^ t ^ ^ g Br. Dev. I.
40. cf. also ^

M. Bh, on P. I. 2.68 Värt. 1; cf.
. and qf

masculine nature, hence mascu-
line gender, The word is generally
found as a part of the word suftcf-
jj^p which means a word which is
declined in the masculine and the
feminine gender or in the neuter
and the masculine gender in the
same sense. For details see M, Bh.
on P. VL3.34.

the augment q̂  added to the roots
^> ft> ^ ^ etc. as also to all roots
ending in sn before the causal
sign f% ( I ); e. g- $
% etc.; cf.

..... w •• VII.3.36.
*«̂ ,*» a famous grammarian of the
12th century who wrote a learned
comraentaty on a part of the Väky;
apadiya of Bhartrhari in which
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he has quoted passages from famous
writers and grammarians such as
*IW|, ^cffij 3FR, \*&F% and others.
The name is feund written as

also.

on

a famous grammarian, who
wrote a grammar work, named

see

a grammarian of the four-
teenth century who wrote a com-
mentary named
the

a Jain grammarian who
has written a commentary work
on the sjTgTCS: of 1?F5F5.

^ (1) the word jjsf as given in the
ancient list of masculine words
marked with the mute letter ^ to
signify the addition of the fern*
affix t ( ^ L ) ; cf. P. IV.1.15; (2)
the substitute 5^s ( i. e . jpt ) for
the word ^ 5 optionally prescribe
ed after the words 53, <OT, K&9 # 3 ,
<p5 and ^ in the simple sense of
c girl * and not * daughter * e, g.

^ * ; cf- P.VI.3.70 Värt. 9.
occurrence or possibi-

lity of the application of a preced-
ing grammatical rule or operation
a second time again, after once it
has been set aside by a subsequent
opposing rule or rules in conflict;
cf. 5?r:sran^«Hra; 1%^ Par. Sek.
Pari. 39; cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 4.2
Värt. 7; cf.;also Puru. Pari. 40.

the same as sn%5Wc{ counter-
exception; cf. Gändra;Vyäk. VI .4,
49.

a passage which is repeated in
the SPTO3 and the other Päthas or
recitals; the word is also used in
the sense of the conventional repe-
tition of a word at the end of a
chapter. The word 5 ^ N R is used

also in the same sense; cf.
3^*f^q^rg% f^Rsr^r I T.Pr.1.61;
cf. alsoR.Pr. X.8 and 10.

recital of a word again in
the Krama and other Päthas for a
special purpose, although such a
recital after three times is gener-
ally discouraged; cf. ^W^I^NRJ
«T^wra Sffr ^tcf ... Uv. Bhäsya on
V. Pr- IV. 177.

use of the same word or
expression, which, if noticed in the
writing of the Sütrakära, is indi-
cative of something in the mind of
the SSLtrakara; cf. #5

^ M.Bh. on P. I I I . 3.
12 Värt. 1; cf also 3

| Käs. on P. I» 41"
prescribing the same affix

or operation again, which gene-
ally is attended with some pur-
pose; cf. fe^fs^ Ipri^trt

, P JII. SJOVart, 1;
cf. also g
Käs. on P. V.L57*
1 occurrence of the same ope-
ration again after it has once occ-
urred and has been superseded;
cf. 33!!% Snf^ifäfä:, M.Bh. on VI.
4.160; VII. 1.30 etc.

or 5^ masculine. It appears
that both g ^ and $% were current
terms meaning ' masculine * In
ancient days. cf. CTIT: ̂ spa^ P.VIII.
3.12. and q ^ ° P . VII. 1.89. Al-
though gn is changed to *^ before
a word beginning with a hard
consonant, still JJH, is given as an
independent word derived from the
root qT cf. qictf*!^ Unädi S" IV,
177; cf. also the expressions *R=*ffi,

and $w\.
occurring beforehand^ pre-

ceding; cf. g^Rflqrci ^^^Ri^ft*^
^ ^ . qt^iq Par. Sek. Paii. 59,

' also M|Bh. on VII. 2,100; cf.
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also the expression pxll^wa which
•means the same as m^fi which is
opposed to 3T3ff%.

old; the word is used in the
sense of old or ancient; cf. J ^ r i ^ ü
sUPI^g. P. IV. 3.105. It is also
used in the sense of old mytho-
logical works; cf. %fa$m: 3 ^ %Wo
M.Bh. on Ähnika 1 Värt. 5.

a grammatical term in the
sense of 'person;5 cf. ^Rlicf: f

, 3
These persons or PuruSas are
described to be three sr«W, n«R and
;3TR corresponding to the third
second and first persons respec-
tively in English Grammar; cf.
also Nir. VII. 1 and 2.

W ^ K name of a commentary
on the Sarasvatikanthabharana
of Bhoja by KrsnalllasukanrjnL

the term 5 ^ or person viz.
the first, the second and the
third; the rule prescribing the
term jj^r is icFSWfai sftf9j

: IK I. 4. 101; cf.
-WtT M. Bh. on P. I. 4. 1

Värt. 8.

^ f T W ^ a famous grammarian
believed to have been a Buddhist,
who flourished in the reign of
Laksmatiasena in the latter half
of the twelfth century in Bengal,,
Many works on grammar are
ascribed to him, the prominent
ones among which are the Bha-
sävrtti and the Paribhäsävrtti,
the Ganavrtti and the Jnapaka-
samuccaya and a commentary on
the Mahäbhäsya called Präna-
panä of which only a fragment
is available. Besides these works
on grammar, he has written some
lexicographical works of which
H ä ä Trii;ändasesa, Dvirüpa-

ko -̂a, and Ekaksarako?a are the
prominent ones. The Bhäsävrtti
has got a lucid commentary on it
written by Sjstidhara,

a famous gram-
marian of Bengal, who wrote the
grammar work Prayogaratnamälä
in the fifteenth century. The work
betrays a deep study and scholar-
ship of the writer in the Man-
trasästra.

a class of words headed
by the word g*tf|cT to which the
taddhita affix q<g is added in the
sense of c duly ' or 'nature'; e. g.

^ ;
cf. Käs. on P. V. 3. 128.

a class of roots headed by the
root 5^ of the fourth conjugation
whose peculiarity is the substitu-
tion of the aorist sign s? ( 3 ^ )
for f&5; e. g. arj«^ srg^j, s?g^[
etc. cf. q^nfefciK^fef: qwm^v P.
,111.1.55.

a popular term used for the
treatise on grammar by an ancient
grammarian Äpisali. cf. anfcfoRS
q^^l^Kas. on P. IV. 3. 15. It
was- called Puskarana probably
because it was very extensive and
widely read before Pänini. For
the reading fg*%m for 3*wr, and
other details see Mahabhäsya Vol.
VII. pp. 132-133, D. E. Society's
edition.

a class of words headed by
the word 5pR3 to which the tadd-
hita affix \^ ( # r ) is added pro™
vided the word ending with the
affix forms the name of a district,
e. g. g^fWl, q{trct etc. cf. Kas. on
P. V. 2.135.

lit. for the sake of paying
respect« The word is used by
commentators in connection with
references to ancient grammarians
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by Pänini in his sutras, where the
commentators usually say that the
sutras citing the views of ancient
grammarians imply merely an
option, the name being quoted
merely to show respect to the
grammarian; cf. îfell%Sil|al 5^1^^
S.K. on P.VL1.92.

FWT̂  originally a title, but mostly
used in connection with the famous
Jain grammarian ^ R p ^ whose
work on grammar called §H^>

is well-known; see ^ R I ^ I .
an ordinal numeral; lit. the

word means completion of a
particular number ( ÖW ); cf. SR

^ SR' I Käs. on P.V.
2.48. The word is used also in the
sense of an affix by the applica-
tion of which the particular
number ( w$m ) referring to an
object, is shown as complete; cf.

h Käs. on P. V.2.48. These
Pürana pratyayas are given in
P. V. 2. 48-58; cf. vm mwi: l
cFTT? f̂ TOKi I ®ra: gjPfflC, M. Bh. on
P.IL2.3. The word also means can
ordinal number'; cf.

a tad. affix showing the
completion of the particular
number ( *K<qT ) shown by the
word to which the affix is applied;
cf. ^

pf: l M. Bh.on
P.I.1.23 Värt. 7. These affixes are
mentioned by Pänini in V.2. 48 to
58.

ending with an ordinal affix;
the same as Ĵ isiĉ siFcr; cf. î
55̂ 11̂ 1̂  ̂ Tf̂  3T̂ €Tfä <JJ?TO[ M. Bh.on
P. I I . 2.3.

(1) ancient, old; (2) belonging
to the Eastern districts. The word

is frequently used as qualifying the
R where it means ancient.

the dictum of Pänini
about rules in his second, third
and fourth quarters (Pädas) of
the eighth Adhyäya being invalid
to (viz. not seen by) all the previ-
ous rules in the first seven chapters
and the first quarter of the eighth
as laid down by him in the rule
J ^ VIII.2.1. The rule ^4-

is taken also as a governing
rule i.e, 3iI% K̂ laying down that
in the last three quarters also of
his grammar, a subsequent rule is
invalid to the preceding rule. The
purpose of this dictum is to prohi-
bit the application of the rules in
the last three quarters as also that
of a subsequent rule in the last
three quarters, before all such
preceding rules, as are applicable
in the formation of a word, have
been given effect to; cf.

Värt. 8.
M.Bh. on p- VIII.2.1

an operation prescribed
in the province of the rule §SNT-
ftSflJ.e. in the last three quarters
of the eighth book of Pänini's
grammar.

the grave accent for the
preceding acute vowel as a result
of the following vowel made acute,
and the preceding , as a result,
turned into grave by virtue of the
rule s r g ^ q ^ l ^ ^ V L l . 1 9 8 ; cf.

M, Bh. on PJ.1.39
Värt. 16.

placing first (in a compo-
und); priority of a word in a com-
pound, as in the case of an adjec-
tival word, For special instructions
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in grammar about priority see
P. II.2.30 to 38.

^ lit. the view placed first for
consideration which generally is
the view of the objector and is
generally refuted by the author's
view called 3TK<W or ft

^ anterior member, the first out
of the two members of a compo-
und, as contrasted with
member which is

Bh. on P.VI.1.85Vart. 4.

^ ^ retention of the! ori-
ginal acute accent of the first
member in a compound as is
generally noticed in the bahuvnhi
compound and in special cases in
other compounds; cf. |̂3Tfr STfĉT
tj#T^ and the following rules P.
VI. 2.1 to 63.

importance in sense
possessed by the first member of a
compound as noticed generally in
the case of the avyayibhava com-
pound, which hence is defined as
qqq^OTl%^T^Ff: M.Bh. on P.IL
L6, II.1.2Ü, II. 1.49.

substitution of the former letter
in the place of the two viz. the
former and the latter, as a result
of the coalescence of the two; cf.
srfö SR: and the following rules P.
VI. 1.107-110.

(1) an operation or kärya
for the anterior; cf. P. L 1.57; cf.
also Mahäbhäsya on P. I. 1.57; cf
also T33»T̂ [r: J^fT ^ft^^M.Bh. on
1.2.4 Värt. 2 and IL 4.62 Vart.4;
(2) an operation or a rule cited
earlier in the order of sütras; cf.
^fäfaSxät ftfarftö M. Bh. on P. I.
L44Vart 13.

conflict of two rules
the preceding rule super-

sedes the latter rule, as the arrival
at the correct form requires it.
Generally the dictum is that a
subsequent rule should supersede
the preceding one; cf. fäsrftl^ ^
£R% P. I. 4. 2; but sometimes the
previous rule has to supersede the
subsequent one in spite of the
dictum fäsrfä^r TO*. The author of
the Mahäbhäsya has brought these
cases of the gtfäsnfäifcsr, which are,
in fact, numerous, under the rule
fäsrfcfä^ qt 3FI% by taking the word
m in the sense of ^s c what is de-
sired ' ; cf. Jgsrra , cTC5l̂ : * % i ^ [
^t ^fts g^Rftßf I M. Bh, on I. L3;
1.2, 5; I. 4.2; I I . 1.69,IV.1.85ctc;
cf. also ^

#io] q̂ % Puru. Pari 108; for
details see page 217 Vol. VII
Mahäbhäsya D. E. Society's edi-
tion.

\$ substitution of the long
form of the previous vowel in the
place of two vowels as a result of
their coalescence, prescribed by
Pänini in VI. 1.102.

it. previous rule; a rule cited
earlier in a treatise. The word is,
however, frequently used in the
Mahäbhäsya in the sense of ca
rule laid down by an earlier
grammarian5; cf. «$ cjxg; cr^fr M.
Bh. Ahnika 1, t p ^ $m tsfaßr
mi f^fe M. Bh^ on I. 2. 68; cf.
also M.Bh. on P . IV .U4 Värt 3,
VI .U63Vai t . 1, VII.1.18, VIIL
4.7.

R a variety of antarangatva
mentioned by Nägcsa in the Pari-
bhäsehdusekhara, where an opera-
tion, affecting a part of a word
which precedes that portion of the
word which is affected by
the other operation, is Ipoke4
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upon as antaranga: e. g. the
in {̂fsTS ( §lf̂ R +̂ J& ) is looked
upon as spcRl with respect to the
elision of f^ which is qrf|W. This
kind of antarangatva is, of course,
not admitted by Nägesa although J
mentioned by him; cf. Par. Sek.
Pari. 50,

end of the previous. The word
is used in connection with a vowel
which is substituted for two vowels
( R^K^L). Such a substitute is look-
ed upon as the ending vowel of |
the preceding word or the initial
vowel of the succeeding word; it
cannot be looked upon as both at
one and the same time; cf.

P. VI. 1. 85 and &m
zftvsm, Sira. Pari. 60; cf.

also 1% 3*̂ 4 t^RT: sjfrficfij TOT^:
snlrfe l̂TfT: M. Bh. on I. 1. 47
Värt. 3.

^c!w=K belonging to the previous
vowel in syllabication; e. g. a con-
sonant at the end of a word or
the first in a consonant group

).
name given to the second

pada of the second adhyäya of
Pänini's Astädhyäyi which begins
with the Sutra ^ ^

. II. 2.1.
lit. mixed. The term is used in

the Pratisäkhya works in connec-
tion with the vowel ^ t o r ^ which
is looked upon as a ^Wi being
mixed with the consonant j^or ^;
cf. <JxR5Rt T̂*T ^v$K: ?ZW&di X^&FfiRR-

com, on T.Pr.XIIL16.
separately as far as hearing is

concerned; distinctly separate
from another; cf. flfl^ &

Pr. XIII. 17.

framing a separate rule
for a thing instead of mentioning
it along with other things in the

same context, which implies some
purpose in the mind of the author
such as anuvrtti in subsequent
rules, option, and so on; cf. g*p4t-
TF^^q f ^ f ö q ^ l W ^ K ä ^ on P.
1.3.?; cf. also Käs. on 1.3-33, I. 3.
84, 1.4.58, HI.1.56, IV. 1.16, VIL
4.33, VIII. 1.52, VIII. 1.74.

a class of words headed by
the word gg to which the taddhita
affix ^PR^ (fjRRg ) is added option-
ally with the other usual affixes
csqqi, r̂ and cR5 in the sense of
'nature3; e* g. ^

; similarly

Käs. on P.V.L122.
a grammarian of the

Eastern school who wrote the
treatise r̂RP^TOT on Kätantra
Grammar.
TP[̂ lf̂  a group of words, with irre-
gularity in the coalescence of the
two constituent members, collect-
ed together by Pänini and men-
tioned together with the word
t at the head; cf. ^

I. 3. 109; ci. also

etc. Käs. on P.VI. 3.109.
tad, affix added to the word

optionally with the affix fä§; e. g
See fä

f a gtammarian^whohas written
a treatise named 9?NT^^rf% on
the Unadi sütras.

^ a class of words headed by
the word tfe, the tad. affix in the
sense of j j j^ applied to which
(words) is elided; e.g. Efe: TTOT> ^:
2^:; for details see Käs. on P.II.4.
59.
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j frequency; repetition; a
sense in which the frequentative
affix qf and in some cases the
imperative mood are prescribed;
cf. tftw*} ^OT^ föqW*ifa5R: S. K.
on P. I I I . 1.22; cf. also S. K. on
P.III.4.2.

TOP^TOOT a grammarian of the
eastern school which is believed to
have been started by 1^l^|fe the
writer of the gloss called ?qrg on
the Käsikävrtti. The school practi-
cally terminated with gwffitf^ and
€K%& at the end of the twelfth
century A.D. Such a school exist-
ed also at the time of Pänini and
Patänjalij a reference to which is
found made in STT̂t ®fi cfltfl: P. IV.
1.17 and ^ f l f s o f ä ^ srpn, IV. 1.
160 and m ^ g q i ^ g ^ ^ V.3.80
where the word is explained as

fat by the writer of the
Käsikä.

(1) a relation between two
operations or rules based upon
their anterior and ulterior posi-
tionSj which is many times taken
into consideration for deciding
their relative strength; (2) the
order of words,- cf. ST F̂Trefĉ Tsq̂
£g?T gsr f qfe[ ife$$l M. Bh. on P.
1.4.109 Vart. 10; cf.also qNfr[#sR>r--

, P. I. 4.109 Värt. 8.

an ancient grammarian
who belonged to the dynasty of
gBep̂ sĵ  whose views are quoted by
the Värttikakära and the writers
of the Prätisäkhya works; cf =3%
feftqi: gft qfaasrfe P. VIII. 4.48
Värt. 3; cf. also zqmvi: q k < ^
gjfer smtiT- P r- V ' cf* a I s o T. Pr.
XIII. 16; XIV. 2, XVII. 6.

ST a conventional term for spq (short)
generally applied to vowels in the
Jainendra Vyakarana,

depression of the voice after
raising it as noticed in connection
with the utterance of the svarita
vowels in certain cases and in
certain Vedic schools with a view
to show the svarita nature of the
vowel distinctly, in spite of the
fact that such a depression is
generally looked upon as a fault;
cf. S ^ R ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ?
R. Pr. III.18 as also

: R. Pr. I I I . 19.

topic; context; a section
wherein a particular subject is
treated; cf. srafiq; SFRil^r ö5T% ff̂ T-
^Tf^W." f l ^ ^ q % mfä M.Bh.
on I. L 23; cf. also ^ [ ^ R K T S *

Bh. on I. 2.45 Värt 9.
literary works in which the

treatment is given in the form of
topics by arranging the original
sütras or rules differently so that
all such rules as relate to a
particular topic are found |toge-
ther; the Prakriyakaumudi, the
Siddhäntakumudi and others are
called srwispsTs» Such works are
generally known by the name

as opposed to

eminence; excellence of a parti-
cular quality; cf. W $ $

§ cf. also

Kas on P. V. 4.1 L

preferential treatment, spe-
cial consideration; cf. cf̂f s^^f^f-f-
3TR3& ̂ mm q: ŝ f$qi%: ^ r , M.Bh.on
P.I. 1.5S; cf. also M. Bh. on III.
1.94 Värt. 6.

keeping wide the two parts
of the chin which causes a fault
in pronunciation called fäf^jj; cf.
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Uvvata on R. Pr. XIV.. 3.
(fern. SM^JT ) a word or ex-

pression causing a change in the
nature of another word or ex-
pression which has to be taken as
changed accordingly; cf. SF^q^-
fäfä ^ P.I. 1.68 VSrt. 15;

. on PJ.1.27 Värt. 1,1.1-
62 Värt.7; II.2.3 Värt.l, IV. 1.60;
cf. also wfä*3: W$%\ qw*fi Siq ?fcF

cfj M. Bh. on
II 2.3. Värt. 1, IIL 1.33.

a word in which a verbal
activity has to be conjectured, as
for example, the words art:, spgs
etc. Words which are not actually
derived by rules of grammar are
called uwrfSR as contrasted with

(1) attribute, attribute which
differentiates, manner, difference;
differentiating description; cf. <$]"%-
tmtt m: W*W: K ä s . on P.IL3.21;
(2) resemblance, similarity of one
thing with another with slight
deficiency; cf. k

^ g
Käs. on P. VIII.1.12; (3) differen-
tiating attribute; cf. sr^cR^i m&
V. 3.23, wRZ&ft ^ R i V. 3. 69^
ĵ̂ Tfl* :̂ ^T^R^T ^ ^ V. 4.3 where

Käsikä defines the word jf̂ R as
giinPRq ̂ fĉ T 1%$', WSK* Kas# on V.
3.23 and 69; (4) type, cf. sfiKW:
m\lW. Käs- on V. 2.93; cf. also
STlfön«?; a^ft Kas. on
P. V.3.100; cf. also

: M.Bh. on 1.3.1 Värt. 11.
name of commentary on Bhar-

trharfs Vakyapadiya by Punjaräja.
31

name given to the thir d
Kända or book of Bhartfhar i*s
Vakyapadiya where miscellaneous
topics are treated. The third
Kända consists of 14 sections called
by the name Samuddesa. For de-
tails see pp. 381-382 Mahäbhäsya
Vol. VII. D, E. Society's edition.

(1) in context, in question; the
word is frequently used in connec-
tion with words in the preceding
rules which are drawn on to the
following rules by anuvrtti or con-
tinuation; cf. $fö
M.Bh. on 1.1.3 Värt. 2: (2) found
or available in a large quantity;
cf. ^ftfq=5R m^ I W|2fa[

Käs. on P. V. 4.21.
(1) material cause; cf..

T: Käs.onP.V.I. 12;
(2) original, as opposed to Modifi-
ed5 ( fäf$r); the original base of a
word which is used in language by
the addition of affixes. There are
mentioned three kinds of such
original words in grammar, roots
( sflä )? noun bases ($rricRi%F ) and
affixes (5R3R). gfH% is defined as

in the Sringäraprakäsa; cf.

M.Bh. on Siva Sutra 2; cf. also
fasfifelä: MBBh. on P. VI. 2. 139
Värt. 2; q<̂ fT%: ^ T I cRflf̂ tPl €^-

mksjfa Nir. 1.17.
! restriction regarding the

base, as contrasted with
cf. faqft

: I
I M.Bh. on P.III. 1.2-
f division of a word
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.'(in use in a language) into the
' base and the affix, which is looked
upon as the main function of
grammar.
$£CcSFR[% restoration to the ori-
ginal word from the substituted
word; e. g. the restoration of the

" root | ^ i n s ^ W ^ I ^B sjTcRIcT; cf.

\ f ?
, M.Bh. on III. 1. 26

phonetical maintenance of
a wording without allowing any
euphonic modifications as found in
the case of a dual form ending in
f, 3& or Qt&s also in other specified
cases; cf. | § ^ ^ 3 TOSH*, and the
following rules P. I . 1.11 to 19,
as also ^mm ^ feq^ VI. 1.125.
SßlP?5^ the accent i.e. the acute
- accent ( 3^ra ) possessed by the
original word as contrasted with
the accent of the affix ( w ^ )
which (latter) is looked upon as
more powerful; cf. (X|3f|t) ĝ fa?
Sflfart *Rfir M.Bh, on II.1.24flL
2.29 Värt. 17. See Pänini Sütras
VI.2.1 to 63.
r̂̂ FcTC difference in the radical
base; a different radical base; cf.
sjT4gq#I^ 1 # ; SI-f̂ -cR^ M. ßh.
on I. L 4; cf. also

MJBh. on P.I. 3.1.
SwH^OT restriction regarding the
sense of the radical base; cf.

3
3 M.Bh. on P. I.

3.12 VärL 5.
^ intact, without any change by
rules of euphony, accent etc.; cf.P.
VI. 2.1 etc, VI.2.137, VI.3.74 and
VI.4.163. •

superior, excellent;
: ̂

r; M.Bh. on P. Va3.55 Värt. 3.
(1) the place of articulation, the

place of the production of sound,
such as throat, chest, palate and
the like; cf. SR;TZF% srfiSF̂ utf iRf $?sm
^Rfsq^r M, Bh. Pradlpa on firg §
STra s^ f i ^^ P. 1.2.30 Värt. 2; (2)
recital of Veda, described as %Mq\%
cf. ^qqqi ^ ^ H %(ft *T^ M.Bh. on
P. VIII. 4.28; cf. also « 3T^ ^
t̂tT f̂cT "quoted in the Mahäbhä-

sya on P.VI. 1.172; (3) regularity
in the position of words, regular
order of words.

g a well-known work on
Sanskrit Grammar by ^T*H^% of
the 15th century, in which the
subject matter of the eight chapters
ofPänini's grammar, is arranged
into several different sections form-
ing the different topics of gram-
mar. It is similar to, and possibly-
the predecessor of, the Siddhänta
Kaumudi which has a similar
arrangement» The work was very
popular before the Siddhänta
Kaumudi was written. It has got
many commentaries numbering
about a dozen viz.

^ and others of which the
Prasada of Vitthalesa and the
Prakäsa of Srlkrsna arc the well-
known ones.

called also
or even f̂ q-foĝ ff ( fi%)

written by a learned grammarian
named Krsnapandita belonging to
the famous Sesa family of gra-
mmarians.

g a commentary on
Rämacandra's Prakriyäkaumudi by
a grammarian named Kaslnatha.

^̂ SRKR[T name of the learned
commentary on the #
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called also byig^ra, y
Krsnasesas the son of Nisimhasesa,
which is, in a way an improve-
ment upon the commentary Pra-
sada of Vitthalesa.

I ^ T I ^ m name of a commentary
on the srjsRqT^g ,̂ written by

name of the scholarly com-
mentary on Ramacandra's Prakii-
yäkaumudi, written by Vitthalesa,
the grandson of Rämacandra.
fesfT^Bfig a work on grammar by
Abhayacandra in which the Sütras
of Säkatayana's Sabdänusasana are
arranged in the form of different
sections dealing with the different
topics of grammar.

fl a class of words headed by
the word smf^to which the tad,
affix ^ (^s^) is added in the four
senses prescribed in P. IV.2.67-70;
e.g. stfJEffiL» ^ I I ^ ü ^ ^ ^ T ^ e t c ; cf,
Käs. on P. IV.2.80. .

a couple of Vedic hymns
divided into three hymns for pur-
poses of singing as Säman; cf. q̂ r
1 ^

\ ^ Käs.-on P.IV
2.55,

a fault of utterance or recital
where a simple word in conversa-
tion or recital is uttered in a tone
proper for singing or in a manner
suitable for singing; cf SFfttF:

: Kaiy. on M.Bh.AhnLl.
lit. held as it is, uncombin-

able by euphonic rules; the same
as

a description of the Sam-
hitä text of the Veda in which a
pragrhya vowel preceding another
vowel is held up ( wm ) i.e. kept
as it is, without any euphonic
combination; cf,^f

R. Pr. II. 27-

a term used in the Prätisäkhya
works and by Pänini, in the sense
of a vowel which is not combined
with the following vowel by rules
of euphony; e. g. gsflcf 3T^5^, s f̂t
3T5C etc; cf. R. Pr. I . 28 and "29;"
P. I. 1.11-19 andVI.1.125.

absence of euphonic change; the.w
term is frequently used in the
Taittiriya Prätisäkhya; cf. T. Pr.
L60? IV. 1.1-54.

name given to the subdivisions
of chapters or sections in certain
books.

(1) a specific feature or quality
( «FT) of the. grave (srg îxf) accent
when a vowel, accented grays,, j s
preceded by a f̂lcf (circumflex
vowel) and is followed upon by
another grave-accented vowel.
These grave vowels in succession,
i.e. the grave vowels which are not
followed by an acute or a cir-
cumflex vowel are uttered neither
distinctly circumflex nor distinctly
grave; cf. also K; Pr, 111.11-14.
They are uttered like the acute,
but slightly so;" e. g/ the vowels^
after si and before fcf in ^}£[^%"

; cf.
g : T. Pr. XXI.10, 11

also cf. P.I.2.39, where the term
q ^ g ^ is used for the Word SRq;
(2) the connection of one word
with many words; e.g/^itT Trf̂ F̂ P*

where *ra: is connected with
and 3W; cf. w^ ^mmT^V

: M. Bh. on I I . l . l Vär t 6.

a class of words headed by the
word sra to which the tad. affix :^M

(Wl) is added without any change
of sense; e.g. sra:» ^ i t e : etc.-;'dfr

Käs. on' P.VJ"-
4. 38. " . J

compositiQn (of the original
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Sutra work); cf. g ^ ,
3*FWr frsfSTORiq; Käs. on P.IV.2.
117; cf. also Käs. on P.V.L94 and
V.4.21.
R silent; cf, ®RY% SF̂ raT fäfT T.
PrM 11.20 explained by Uvvata as

(1) vocally, pronouncedly,
expressly without any attention to
the derivation or the formation of
the word; ( 2 ) irregular forma-
tion; c . dfctrWm R^ra^JrR, where
Sieles is explained as ftqRR by
Uvvata; cf. rf fäf

1.23.
Uvvata on Rf Pr.

recital in the reverse order as
in some of the artificial recitations
of the Samhita text such as ST5T3 3ffi
etc.
^5Rlf^ a class of words headed by
the word srfcfä̂  to which the tad.
affix i*i ( ^ig ) is added in the
sense of 'good at' ( ĉT BTg: ); cf.

KaSt on P. IV.4.99.
T%̂ R also; hypothesis, express

tcntt in a Sastra or convention; cf.
i

^ g | 5 7 fä^t M.Bh. on PJ .3 .
22; cf. also sri%fTgqTft̂ RT:
Käs»onP.L3.2,VIIJ.l .

opponent, opposing;

MJBh. onP. VIII.3.15.
4 ^ predicate, as opposed

to the subject; cf. ^ t ^ f l

Jh#tPradipa.
^ % knowledge, understanding;

cf. t ^ ^ fe^ ^ q^ feq^
TO:, 1 M.Bh. on Ahn. 1; also cf.

"M;BL on P. I: 1. 20. Värt .5,1. 1.

44,46 etc.
3TO?|̂ ccf difficulty in under-

standing; requiring an effort to
understand the sense; cf.
g

Puru. Pari. 98.
difficulty in understand-

ing; requiring a longer time in un-
derstanding the sense; cf. TT$ f| gf̂ ..

ft Sira. Pari. 50. See

ing; cf.
facility of understand-

^ Sira. Pari. 91.
(l)recital of each and every

word; (2) enumeration of every
word; cf. f% 3X&&FI sifclTOT stfcTĈ TO:
^ ; 3 M. Bh. on Ahn. 1,

express statement by a
definite wording; cf. 133

f
I M - Bh. on I I I 3. 12.

Vartpl; cf. also

T; M. Bh. on P. II. 2.8 and
II.2.10.

an injunction or opera-
tion stating expressly the word or
words for which it is meant; cf.

m. I M.Bh. on P. VIII . 2.72.

expressly stated as opposed
to implied or suggested; cf.

Par»
Sek#Pari.l05; cf, also

Puru. Pari. 3.

lit. bringing into life again;
the term is used in the sense of a
counter-exception; cf.

i Bhasävrttl on
11.2,16;
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negative counterpart ;cfa ^
t M. BhB on

II . 1.69. Värt. 6; also M.Bh. on
VIII . 8.4 Värt. 8; corresponding
term; ct. gWF^i =g icRR^rc^l^f-

Käs. on V. 3.1.
similar in appearance; cf.

M. Bh. on P. I I . 2.24 Vart. 22, as
also on P. III . 4.2; cf. gq^pfef^F^r

W c ; cf. also

Nyasa on P. I. 4.54.
lit. regressive; a kind of

Samdhi or euphonic combination,
in which the consonant precedes
and the vowel comes after it; e. g,

"; cf. srfcRsFRäfän «*BRift ĝ ftf&r
; Uvvata on R. Pr. I. 4.

for every letter; corresponding
to every letter; cf. s ^ W ^ J ^T:
srfct^rofgcra^f: M. Bh. on Ähnika
2, Siva sütra 5«

solvingcounteraction; solving a
difficulty by taking the necessary
action; cf. 3TCrf*RFff S ^%fä«rH$T$;
M. Bh. on P. VI I . 4.60 Värt. 4;
cf. also OT Sl%%n3 ft$=2Rftft%
sr^SPlcf, Käs. on P. VI. L2; cf.
also the usual expression
^ M . Bh. on I. 1.39, I . 3JO,
4.1.1 eta

a rule or operation which is
prohibited or prevented from
application by a specific negation
of it by another rule or operation
laid down to prohibit it. Gene-
rally the prohibited rule does not
apply again; cf. ^ ^ ^ ^

Par, Sek.Pari. 40;
ft ^if^m, I M.Bh. on P, I.

1.43. The word sriclTO; which is
generally used in ancient works
appears to be an earlier word as
compared with f^ffe; which is used
by later gxammarians.

prohibition, negation, prohibi-
tion of a rule or operation;
generally 5rfä§f«T or OT^siiriOT is laid
down by the use of the negative
particle ( ^ ) connected with a
verbal activity, and not with a
noun in a compound in which
case the negation is named
cf. 5K

a word expressing a prohibi-
tion, e. g. the negative particle ^

^ f̂  T.Pr .XXII.8.
the priority of consi-

deration given to rules laying
down a prohibition, for instance,
the prohibition of guna or vrddhi
by the rule f|fö =3 P. I. 1.5 after
giving due consideration to which,
the injunctions i- e. the guna and
vidhi rules are to be applied; cf.
fttar«r *täm: Par. Sek. Pari. 112;
cf. also. xTcffl^^t: T̂c?̂ T̂ %: sn%-

^ f, M.Bh. P. on
III. 1.30.

what is prohibited, as oppos-
ed to f^R ; cf. 3TPc3 =3 fijfe
M.Bh. on P. I. 1.47,1.1.51.
^ editing with improve-g

ment, with an attempt to restore
the correct version or the original
text in the place of the corrupt
one; sometimes suitable additions
and improvements are also made;
e. g. ^<^Ml9^ä^l attributed to
Patanjali.

excessive contact with the
sound-producing organ which is
looked upon as a fault; cf. if

( ) ^
I Uvvata on R. Pr .XIVJ ,

whose sense is clear and
which hence does not require any
further explanation; cf* W

^ f t f a ^ Nir.
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lit. broken or split up; the
separated words of the Samhitä of
the Vedas i. e. the Padapatha; the
recitation of the Padapatha.; cf.

=3 5 1 3 ^ R. Pr. I. 3.

a word in which the verbal
activity is actually noticed, as for
instance, verbs and kft formations;
the term is used as an antonym of

affixj suffix, a termin ation,
as contrasted with ygjfa the base;
cf. R Î̂ cT sHh a^H^si^q: ; cf. also
atö Äflĉ RqßT % 5R2R: M.Bh. on IIL
1.1 Vart. 8; The word JRW is used
in the Prätisäkhya works in the
sense o f following 3 or 'that which
foliowss, e. g. *q§ $m %w\ «ĵ rei:
R. Pr. I. 30 which is explained
by Uvvata as $$: %^\M (

^ ^ ^q ^ T̂% gj
Wfcf; Uvvata on R. Pr.L30;

cf. n îcf w ^ ^ T % ffcr XRZR: 3*: T.
Pr. V. 7;cf. also V. Pr, III . 8.
Pratyaya or the suffix is generally
placed after the base; cf. 5R3PJ:,
qw P. III. 1. 1,2; but sometimes
it is placed before the base; e. g.
%fr$:; cf. fTOTO gqr ^f!3^cn^ P.
V. 3.68« The conjugational signs
( €1̂ » ^^etc*), the signs of tenses
and moods ( l%} ft^5 ^q, gfRT etc.)
and thecompoundendings(OTi^TRr)
are all called pratyayas according
to Pänini's grammar^ as they are
all given in the jurisdiction(3TpfoR)
of the rule sr&m IIL 1.1, which
extends upto the end of the fifth
chapter ( sr^R ). There are six
main kinds of affixes given in
grammar gq*Fqq, fcffüc^ s»?s^p|,

(e.g. in the roots
^ etc«) and ^R^R. The

word smq is used in the sense of
realization, in which case the root
^ in the word W{ meanscknowing*

according to the maxim gq
:; cf. Tpsrr̂ sRTqiq Nir. I.15.

the guiding rule
that when an affix ( iftqq ) Jg
given in a rule as a fäfiRT (causing
something), the affix denotes a
word-form which begins with that
to which that affix has been added
and ends with the affix itself; cf.

Sek. Pari. 23, The rule
r, which prescribes the affix

Vefi (3TRR),has the word ^ and ^
which respectively mean ^W^ and
f>f?cf; in the word q^F^FFT from
q^fin^ the word TTpaf is looked
upon as qoT?cT to which ^
affixed and hence the
W\ is arrived at and not

is

g a term applied to secondary
roots which are formed by adding
affixes like 1$l\, ^ , ^ etc. to
primary roots or by the addition
of affixes like T% ,̂ W ^ , 3»T3R? etc.
to nouns; e. g.

etc.; cf. ^T^cfi m^m: P.1IL. 1.32;
cf. also %mm& I t̂qT̂ tcT, T̂̂ fcT,

M. Bh. on VL 1.162 Vart.3.

a conventional name given
to the first pada of the third
adhyäya of Pänini's Astädhyäyl
which begins with the rule
I ILLL

an operation caused by an
affix which t«kes place even though
the affix is elided; e.g. the term ^^$
is applied to atffrfäcj;» #T^§^ etc.
on account of the words ending
with a case affix although the
affix of the nom. sing, has been
elided; cf, yzmfa mmmH. P J.I-
62 and Käs* thereon.

a rule prescribing the addi-
tion of a suffix; cf. ^fä
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W< an accent caused by virtue
of the affix which is added; cf.

23.
I M. Bh. on P. I.I 56 Vart.

I ( SFficf ) a base ending in an
affix, a secondary base as opposed
to the original base5 which is des-
cribed to be of six kinds.

as in
cTr as in
etc.; ^c as in

in

etc.; cFTl^W^T as in
: etc.; ^^mcW^cTT as

etc*; WI^FcR as in
ßtm etc.

the meaning of an affix.
Generally meanings are assigned
to affixes when they are prescribed.
When the meanings are not assign-
ed, the affix is supposed to bear
the sense of the base; cf. 3#fT%Ff?.'
SEW: ^ Par. Sek. on Pari. 113.
The sense given by a word in
language is the composite sense of
the base and the affix together; cf.

M. Bh. on
P.I.2.64 Var t 5.

thing)

' cf.also

reference (made to some-
by a word; cf. qP̂ nJfTcT

|[: Käs. on P. IIX.4.75;

KSä.onPJV.1.113.

W rejection of a rule or a
word or words in a rule shown as
redundant, their purpose being
shown as served otherwise; cf. gfq-

I Käs, on 1.2.51.

^ an alternative which
proposes the rejection of something
such as a rule or its part; cf. qf%

M. Bh.

on Siva Sutra 4; cf. also

Vyädi Pari. 42.
one who advocates the

rejection of something, an oppo-
nent, an objector; cf.

KKaiy. on M. Bh.
on P. VI.4.22 Värt. 15.

it. taking again; uttering a
word already utttered in the
Krama and other- recitations of
the Vedas; cf. ^#T sü^Wcl^3? T̂ĈTT-

T̂<ffxTC cF%: I SÎ T̂ FJ ^^tMT Uvvata
on R. Pr. X-l .

restitution, restoration to the
previous wording; cf.

. on P.VI.3.34
Vart.2; restoration to the previous
nature; cf. zmWl SRqiq̂ T ^T^TcT^: I

I M.Bh.on P. VIII.4.68.

literally5 repetition in a con-
trary way; in the Prätisäkhya
literature; the word refers to the
repetition of a Vedic passage;
repetition by pupils after hearing
from the preceptor ; cf. SR̂ rraTR:

% Uvvata on R. Pr. XV. 9.

(1) statement after prohibi-
tion lit. commencing again; in-
ducing a person to do something
after he has refused to do it by
repeating the order or request for
generally by beginning the appeal
with the word q$; e.g. f̂| ^FW? ^
3?%q%; cf. m 5Rqrc*5l P4 VIII . 1.31
and Kasikä and Nyäsa thereon.
(2) commencement or laying down
again in spite of previous mention;
c f . ^ E R ^ I T T I q ^ S R q ^

M. Bh. on P. VI-3.46.

close contact or association;

V. Pr. V. 2.

.. .., „ immediate proximity; close
cpntact; the same as Sft̂ l̂ l? which
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see above; cf. fgiTFRT fäfa: sfcS
JRqrarRcR f̂ ?zfFq: Käs. on P. I 3.88.
cf. also Käs. on VII.i.95.

or 5R3rRff%̂ r̂R a dictum
that a word should 9 as far as possi-
ble, be construed with the nearest
word; cf. BFRrcsq T%%: sric&

: Slra. Pari. 48.
STC lit. bringing together; bring-

ing together of several letters ( or
words in a few cases, such as roots
or nouns ) by mentioning the first
and the last only for the sake of
brevity; the term SR̂TSTC is gene-
rally used in connection with brief
terms such as sr^, $\\, 9 ^ , f̂  and
the like, created by Pänini in his
grammar by taking any particular
letter and associating it with any
mute final letter ( ajgsFsr ) of the
fourteen Sivasütras3 with a view to
include all letters beginning with
the letter uttered and ending with
the letter which precedes the
(mute) letter. The practice of
using such abbreviations was in
existence before Pänini, possibly in
the grammar attributed to Indra.
The term sft̂ TC is not actually us-
ed by Pänini; it is found in the Rk.
Tantra; cf. 5TcZ?T|RT*tf ^ T 3 3 ^ * ^ P £
S..T.I.3. The term appears to have
come into use after Pänini. Pänini
has not given any definition of
the term sî TfR. He has simply
given the method of forming
the Pratyähäras and he has
profusely used them; cf. 3T[f̂ %T
o|gT P. I. 1.71. The word f^
in .P. III.L40 and ^ in P. II?
3.69 are used as Pratyähäras, For
a list of the Pratyähäras which
are used by Pänini see Käsikä on
the Mähesvara Sutras»

rsnSF^pr a term for the fourteen
Siva Sütras which are utilized for
the formation of Pratyähäras«

a short treatise ex-
plaining the pratyähäras s?^, ^ ,
^ etc. in the grammar of Pänini;
one such work is written by a sou-
thern grammarian named

name given to the second
Ähnika of the Mahäbhäsya which
explains the Siva Sütras s^gqj,
^ ^ j etc., and hence naturally dis-
cusses the Pratyähäras.
JprR repetition especially of what
has been recited by the preceptor;
cf. scjprR^R ywi KMm w$ 4r \i$

R. Pr. x v . 8.

g bringing to life again; the
term is used in the sense of stfctSRjq
or counter exception.

3ĝ Iĝ UT counter instance. In
order to explain the wording of
a grammatical rule clearly» it is
customary to give along with the
instances of the rule (where the
rule has been effectively employ-
ed), a few words which would
have resulted into other faulty
words by the application of the
particular rule in case that rule
had not been stated or a word or
more of it had been omitted; cf.

fä

I M. Bh. in Ahnika 1 .
lit. premier, first; the word is

used in connection with the per-
sonal affixes 1cF£, ?F$r, % ( afög ) of
verbal forms. See the word 5̂ T
above; c f . a r t ^ ^ w t s w q j w awg-

: | M. Bh.
on P. I I . 3.1 and *. The word
JTTO is used in the Prätisäkhya
works in the. sense of the first
consonants of the five vargas or
groups of consonants; cf. ^tfeft-
wisä$müs v. Pr. iv- no cf.
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on P. VI. 4.120 Värt 3, also cf.
Kätantra I. 4.1 and Hem. I. 3.35.
The word is also used (in the
feminine gender) in the sense of
the case affixes § ( 5 )* ^T, ^ 5
( 3j?r ) of the nominative case.
The word is also used in the
sense of the premier accent
(acute ); cf. 5j5=nwrt̂ R: 33T
Uvvata on R. Pr. I I I . 8.

the nominative case; case affix-
es of the nominative case. cf.

3,46.

illustration; cf.

f 3 5 l Käs.
on P. IH.1.41; cf. also w

s. on P.L2.59.
mode of articulation, the same

as

popular name of the famous
commentary on the Mahäbhäsya
of Patanjali wiitten by the reput-
ed grammarian Kaiyata in the
eleventh century A, D. The com-
mentary is a very scholarly and
critical one and really does justice
to the well-known compliment
given to it, viz. that the Pradlpa
has kept the Mahäbhäsya alive
which otherwise would have re-
mained unintelligible and conse-
quently become lost. The commen-
tary 5T̂ R is based on the commen-

e$rtfä written
by Bhartrhari, which is available
at present only in a fragmentary
form. The Pradlpa is to this day
looked upon as the single com-
mentary on the Mahäbhssya in
spite of the presence of a few other
commentaries on it which are all
thrown into the back-ground by it.

Kaiyatabhatta, the author
of the famous commentary

32

on the Mahäbhasya, which see
above.

^Hi^CQT called also 33pcr written
by the well-known grammarian
Nägesabhatta of Väränasi who
flourished in the first half of the
eighteenth century.

lit. district; sphere of applica-
tion, place of the application of
a rule« The word is frequently
used in this sense in the Küsikä
Vritti; cf, RcWl%IT: SMMtffä 3WR-
«^qFf^n^q; Käs. on P. I I I . 1.1 ;.
cf. also r̂ĝ TTiFf̂ n: aqg r̂af W^
XsWi: Käs« on P. I. 2.30. The
word srî r is also used in the sense
of the place of use or utility; cf.

33 Par. Sek. Pari. 3m

a rule, laying down a
positive original injunction as,
opposed to the ^rq^^cn^f; cf. % 3!̂ T-
srfWra clift ifeSRn^M com. on
R. Pr. XI.35.

(1) the principal thing as oppo-
sed to the subordinate one; some-
thing which has got an indepen-
dent purpose of its own and is not
meant for another; ^WÎ TO^wTcT
^ *rfNR[55$cft M.Bh. on P. 1.2,43
V.5; cf. also JWT̂ OTR̂ rJ Ŝ IÎ  =̂ R-
$mw- Par. Sek. Pari. 97; (2) pre-
dominant; of main importance; cf.
^q^R^FiTswpTO: etc. M. Bh. on
II . 1.6, 20, 49 II.2.6 etc; (3) pri-
mary as opposed to secondary;
cf. äfft A fe ^ fi
cf. also l

^ ^ . B h . o n 1.4.51
prominently mentioned as

opposed to BFsn^fes; cf. ^

M.Bh. on I I I . l . 11; cf. also
?cfix(q]%S%: 5 ^ «ftsR̂ R: Vyädi Pari.
67.
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disappearing; cf.
Vyädi Pari. 11.

amplification, further expla-
nation, clarification. The expres-
sion *j4#n3 $rcw: or cR%nq SqW: is
very frequently used in the Käsikä
vrtti; cf. Käs. on P J L 1.33,37,41,
58, II.4.28, IIL2.61 etc.

SWiâ K a term used for a division of
a work by an ancient writer, as for
instance in the case of the Athar-
vaprätisäkhya.

SWfF (1) name of a commentary on
the Sabdakaustubha by Rägha-
vendr-äcärya Gajendragadkar; (2)
name of a commentary on Kai-
yata*s Mahabhasyapradipa.

ST^n^F^ a Jain grammarian who
wrote a learned commentary
named Nyäsa on the Amoghavrtti
of Amoghavarsa.

a passage or a word at the com-
mencement; cf. T̂3cfT£DlI% STT 3HR
T. Pr. IV. 22; tgcnftEPjftfa =3 R.
Pr. X. 4 fä3<gjST<5fifa ̂  P.II.1.17.

smaller division, sub-division.
(1) authority; authoritative

proof; cf. # F : 3?«Rq SF% SFPP^
M. Bh. on I. 2.64 Värt. 29; (2)
measurement, measure; cf. STFTIS}

P. V. 2.37; 5RFRT;
2 5TTfT: ^as. on P. I. 1.50.

inadvertance, negligence; cf.
OTRfcWra^f ^ F ^ F T ^ ^ M . Bh. on
P. IV. 2.70; cf. also SR? g afknfe-
%RT: 3WT̂FTT3OT|: Kaiy. on P. I .
L72. Värt. 4.

the same as gq^; see SRPT.

(1) effort; the word is used in
connection with the effort made
for producing sound; cf. CJ^I^WI^T
sqafî  P. 1.1.9; these efforts are
described to be of two kinds *rT§j
and ^T^cf̂ ; of which the latter
are considered in determining the

cognate nature of letters ( ;
cf.31T«RRSR5*n: ̂ TO¥RT^T#EF% ;Kas.
on P. I. 1.9; (2) specific measure
taken for a particular purpose
such as marking a letter with a
particular tone or accent or
dividing a rale, or laying down
a modificatory rule or the like; cf.

55
S. on P. IV. 3.22.

a small treatise on
verbal forms by

(1) employment or use of a
word in language and literature
about which, laying down rules
is looked upon as the purpose oi
grammar; cf. £%Tffö3ĉ F?
Kaiy. on P. V. 1.16,

| M. Bh. Ahnika 1. Värt. 1;
(2) use of speech; utterance; cf.
*psqfo ^ ^fFPRta: smTSra: ^ q r , T.
Pr. XVIIL 4.

general rules or principles
laid down regarding the use of
words in language and literature
such as (1) a word recognised as
correct should always be u ed3 cf.

Bh. on P. I . 1. Ähnika 1, (2)
never a base alone or an affix
alone should be used, but always
a base with the necessary affix
should be used; cf. Î̂ lcfT SfflTO: fäät

M. Bh, on P. I. 2.64 Värt. 8,
also on P. I I I . 1.94 Värt. 3 ; (3)
when the sense is already express-
ed by a word, a word repeating
the sense should not be used; cf.
^ m ^ R ^ F K , Besides these, many
minor regulations of the type of
Paribhäsäs are laid down by
grammarians. For details see
Paribhäsasamgraha Introduction.
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a small treatise in verses
on the conjugation of roots,
written by Bhavanätha Misra, son
of RamgpatL

%Fg^3Wl*f known also by the
name SRF-rfcicfä̂  an elementary, y
treatise on syntax, attributed to
3̂ T%, who must, of course, have
been different from the ancient
grammarian
FTO*Wf«äI name of a recognised
treatise on grammar written by
3̂ tTf̂ F%W^ml̂ r of Bengal in the
fourteenth century. The treatise
explains many words which, al-
though current in language and
literature,, cannot be easily formed
by rules of grammar. The author
has tried to form them by apply-
ing rules of grammar given in
the grammatical systems of Panini
and Kätantra. The alphabet given
in this treatise is according to the
system of the Tantra Sästra which
shows a scholarship of the author
in that branch The grammar
was studied much in Bengal and
Assam,

an elementary work on
the. three constructions which has
no name of the author mentioned,

f̂  sphere or domain of the
use of words; the whole Vedic
and classical recognized litera-
ture; cf. ^T^ 1|

Bh. Ähnika 1. Värt. 5.
^ causing another
causal agent; cf. '^m

% : Käs. on P. I. 4.55,

M.

to do;

object, motive or purpose
in ^ndcrtalriug a particular thing;

the word is used although rarely,
in the sense of a cause also; cf.

Bh. Ähnika L For the advan-
tages of the study of Vyakarana,
see M. Bh. Ähnika 1, See also
Vyäkarana Mahäbhäsya Vol. VII
pp.226,227, D.E. Society's edition,

that which is employed or
incited or urged; the word which
is the subject in the primitive con-
struction and becomes an object in
the causal construction, and as a re-
sult, which is put in the accusative
case being j^fsq^. As, however,
the SRl^W originally occupies the
place of the subject in the primitive
construction, the term ^ W

i 3KTT =3 ) is often used in
connection with it, as contrasted
with the term SRi^^cf? which is
used with respect to the subject in
the causal construction; cf. %% ^

^ SIHTfa 1 M.Bh. on P. III.
1.26 Vart. 1; cf. also Kaiy. on P.
I. 2.65.

(1) recital of Vedic texts; cf.

R. Pr. XV. 16; cf. also n% R

3Q*9f% R. Pr. XL 33; (2) the
reading of the Sanihitä text %

I V. Pr. I. 132.
circumflex accent; possessed of

svarita accent; cf. *?#: ^%

T. Pr. I. 47; cf. also sm m^H^ M.
Bh. on VI. 2.33.

a grammarian who
wrote an explanatory gloss named
%qs^lfä^Ton the ̂ TWPflT written
by Kaiyatabhatta.

incitement or inducement
which is the sense of the *lin*
affixes in general; cf, 9
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a grammatical explanation;
detailed explanation by citing the
gender, number, kit affix, tad. affix
and the like; cf.

(original) Wfiill fff^FTTätfä ST ^
T. Pr. XIII. 9. The word is ex-
plained as a change in the form
of a word, as for instance, by the
substitution ofn for fätffr where

m is, in fact, expected; cf.
ü̂ i

Uvvata on
R. Pr. IV. 22; cf. also S^TO: sfecT:
ft, R. Pr. IX. 18. In the Nirukta,
the word is used in the sense of
'distinct mention'; cf* ĉRsqiSTTtffa
^HWTfeqsreTSl: 3g?Rt wft^l ( dei-
ties are mentioned under the
name of Aditya) Nir II..13; cf.'also

T: Nir. VII. 23.

scholars who explain the
changes ( smK ) mentioned above;
possibly the Padakäras or writers
of the q^qre; cf. *RT?^T l ^ t ^ X ^ H
. . . * I |T^ ^fwfa ^ R i | ^ R". Pr.
XI. 20. Apparently rr̂ rrf̂ PTt ( nom.
sing.) seems to "be the word in the
explanation of Uvvata.

separate or distinct utterance
of several words of a sentence
which are joined together by Sarii-
dhi rules in a compound ( OTRT )
or otherwise, with a very short
pause ( 5Tq5Tf ) after each word*
e. g. 3^ g TTfä instead of^fä ; cf.
SfäjftoT ^ß^Wl ^ ^ ; R. Pr. XV.10,
where Uvvata remarks

made separate with their
component parts shown clearly;
split up into component parts in
such a way that their meaning
*ic„;o fully stated; cf, - ^ "

! Nir.IL2.
(1) complete; cf.

^, Nir. I. 9; (2) which has pre-
sented itself, which has become
applicable; the word is used in
connection with a grammatical
rule or operation; cf. ^ xf § ^
qfertö ^l^R; M. Bh. on P. I. 2.64
Värt.39; ^H,^R %\W\5X*$.'. ^ I ^ ^ f t
^ ÎTcrfft GQ^CH ^ I M.Bh. on II.
2.6; cf^?sfeqqoj; f^ Ucl Q%% M.
Bh. on P. VL1.77; also cf.

« n ^ S . K, onP.VIIJ .35.

Slffrf (l) application or presentation
of a rule as opposed to H|I%; cf

r; (2) working;function; cf.
\rjj g r ^ iw^m; mfaifcfa M. Bh. on
P.II.3.7.

cause of the application
of a word which is shown by the
word when the affix ^ or cTf is
added to it; cf. ®m ̂ IW-RföT I ^ ^
^ f i T ^ ^ W ^ > q ^ Käs. onP.V.

• 1.119. There are given four such
causes T̂lcf, gar, iif^l and '4ffl[m -

f difference regarding the
cause of application; cf. t

Kos. on P. VI.2;174.

a class of compound words
headed by the word ST|̂ ; in which
the second word, which is a past
pass, part., has its last vowel
accented acute; c

Käs. on P. VL2, 147.

(1) an additional letter (vowel
or consonant) read on splitting up-
a euphonic combination^ f%
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M.Bh. on P.IJ.9V5rt. 2; (2) |
contracted combination; name of \

a Samdhi where two vowels coale- :
see into one single vowel, cf. R.Pr. |
II.15-19. |

f%TSf̂ ?T mention of a thing in a
coalescence, which when split up,
shows a phonetic element or a
letter which could not be known
before the components were sepa-
rated; cR̂ TÔ RT̂  I Sfft̂ R f̂PTP^ I
sigTO^f 3T 3T ̂  ffcf I M.Bh. on I.
1.̂ 27 Värt. 6; cf. also M. Bh. on
PJL3.69.

(1) coalescence of two vowels
into one, as given in R. Pr. II.6,
and 7, corresponding to the jpi,
|T§; und <($ substitutes prescribed
by the rules srfäoT: PJV. 1.87; 3^;:
^5f gj?J: VI.1.101; and | f ^ f t VI.
1.88 which are stated under the
jurisdiction of the rule Q;̂ >: gefaxt:
VI. 1.84; (2) finding out the" pre-
sence of a letter in addition to the
letters already present as coalesced,
after splitting the combination
into its different constituent letters.
This practice of finding out an
additional letter is resorted to by
the commentators only to remove
certain difficulties in arriving at
some correct forms which other-
wise could not be obtained; e. g.
see T%fcf -̂  where |? is believed to

be a combination ^ of ̂ , 3» and ^.
See sr?%j§ and srf%£5f̂ 2Cl.

lit. linking up; joining; re-
peating a word in the Kramapätha
and joining it with the following
word; e. g. the second words

etc.in

JI€RR applicable, but not actually
applied; the word is used in con-
nection with a grammatical "rule
ov operation that h^s become

applicable, but has not been appli-
ed; cf. swnV* OTrfK^rora ^ ^ i
mks M. Bh- on P- n ' 3 32^ a l s o

jrarpiqresfä ^ w « ̂ ^ M - B h - a n d

S.K. on P.I.I. 60. The term^
is opposed to the term ^ %
W applicability; possibility of be-
ing applied; the word is used
with respect to a grammatical
rule or operation which is on the
point of being applied or taking
place; the word anfrf is also used in
the same sense; cf. # f| wz$% ŝ W;
q5f TfĴ rt =̂Tc4l ̂  ^ JTgĉRT M.Bh» on
P.IJ.60; cf. also it mil
T3?fffcT̂ S i^RTci^^M, Bh. on
2; also cf. R€% 9T% ̂ ^Icf
S.K. on ̂ n̂ ?5RcPT: P. 1.1.50.

prohibition of the possi-
ble application of a rule, generally
laid down by the use of the nega-
tive particle ^ together with, or
connected with, a verbal activity;
e.g * g r o l l t P.I.I.63, 3T1% P.VI.
4.3, q TTTSql5l VI.4.74 etc. etc; cf.

M.Bh. on P.II.2.6. In some cases
the negative particle in a compo-
und has also to be taken as stating
a negation by sreFspira^: ;cf. M.Bh.
on §345ffaRq PJ.I.43, 6#siT§Wft^
1.4.2, ^ % S S T % I. 4. 57.

see iTÄ3T£RrR; by Vitthalesa.
a term used by ancient gra-

mmarians for OTBRQfl, i.e, the subs-
titution of a corresponding vowel
for a semivowel; e.g. % for ̂  3
for £[, 5p for ̂ and ^ for c5; cf. T̂%

^ P.1.1.4. Värt. 6.
j ^ f ^ that which gets, or is liable
to get the Prasärana or Sarhprasä-
rana substitute; cf. f̂äsft ^

i % : PJH.2.3 Värt. 1.

cf.
(.1) established; in existence;
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l ^ f e : , R. Pr. XI. 34 where
the^Kramapatha is said to be one
which was not established before
the Sarhhitäpätha; (2) known;
cf. siftfe srfet *W1 *rfä*tf?t M. Bh.
on P. III. 1.45 Värt. 4, SFffi ^

Bh. on P. IV. 1.3; (3) brought
about, accomplished, realized;
cRTW ^: siftngft Wfcl M. Bh. on P.
IV. 1.89 Värt. 2. Ä TO&T

, M. Bh. on P.VIII 2.25.

context, topic, the same as
which see above; cf.

M. Bh. I. 1.23 Värt. 4.

a word or utterance in three
mäträs or moras; cf. 6" 3Ttf*r%
5f̂ f̂ ici l̂ prî f: snsfR: s^R ft SRSJJSSJTT: R.
Pr. XV.3 whereon Uvvata remarks

TOTC: I See the word

^ before a particular thing in
place, or in recital, or in mention.
The word is used generally to
show the limit upto which a
particular topic extends; cf. cfi%-

• ST-lj IRN»; cf, also £JT=fi 351TC
r: P. 1.4.1; cf. also W 371̂ 1

$m: snftfiRTRi; V. Pr. I. 33.

(1) original, primary,belonging
to the Prakrti as contrasted with
a %cf modification or a modified
thing; cf. SFfJfä: ^mm, cR^Wl
com. on T. Pr, XIV. 28; "cf-
TQSffĝTlT ^W\ ^ g
R. Pr. XVIL 23; cf. also ÜHX ...

T. Pr. VI. 14; (2) natural, which
can be so ordinarily, without
any specific effort; cf. cf̂TTcX sn§
^%R; ^ ^] mt ^"ßf, M. Bh. on
P. II. 3.5, cf. also M. Bh. on P.
Ill 1.5 Värt. 8, 9.

a treatise on the gra-

mmar of Prakrta Languages attri-
buted to Märkandeya.

name given to a group of
tad. affixes ^, ^ and others pres-
cribed in the different senses ( %r
and others) given in rules upto
fo ^ P.V. 1.37 from g $ %f̂  P.
V. 1.5.

name given to tad. affixes
mentioned in rules from P. V.
3.27 upto P. V. 3.95.
Hr^ta name given to tad. affixes
prescribed by rules beginning
with HTl^rras; P. IV. 4.75 and
ending with sftspra; P. IV. 4.109.

name given to tad. affixes
prescribed in rules from P. V,
3.1 to 25.
^ name given to tad. affixes
prescribed by rules beginning
with cW f̂ fTC P. IV. 3.134 and
ending with the rule
^ N f t . I V . 3 . 1 6 8 .

districts of the east especially
districts to the east of Ayodhyä
and Pätaliputra, such as Maga-
dha, Vanga and othets; nothing
can definitely be said as to which
districts were called Eastern by
Pänini and his followers Kätyä-
yana and Pata^jali A Varttika
given in the Käsika but not
traceable in the Mahäbhäsya
defines Prägdesa as districts situat-
ed to the east of 3[RRPat (probably
the modern river Rävi or a
river near that river ); cf.

m ?r. qT3 ^ T ^ t || Käs. on
^ % P. I- 1.75. There is a

reading ^^cft in some manus-
cript copies and *r^ft is a well-
known river in the Punjab near
Kuruksetra, which disappears in
the sandy desert to the south; a
reading ĈRRft is also found and
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may stand for the river
Ravi. SKTcfcfT in Burma is simply
out of consideration. For details
see Vyakarana Mahäbhäsya Vol.
VII. pp, 202-204 and ' 141-142
D. E. Society's Edition.

name given to tad. affixes
prescribed in rules from P, V.
1.18 to 115.

name given to tad. affixes
prescribed in rules from P. IV.
4.1 to 76.

^FWcT the view or doctrine of the
former or rather older gram-
marians. The word is used in
many commentary books and the
meaning of the word is to be
decided according to the context.
For example in the works of
Rämacandra, the author of the
Prakriyäkaumudi and his follow-
ers, the word refers to the view
given by the writers of the Käsi-
kävrtti and the commentaries
thereon; in the works of Bhattoji
and his pupils, it refers to the
writer of the Prakriyäkaumudi
in addition to the writers of the
Käsikä, while in the works of
Nägesa it refers to the writings
of Bhattoji and his pupils. For
details see Vyäkarana Mahä-
bhäsya Vol. VII pp. 23-24 D.
E. Society's Edition.

succession of two vowels
where the former vowel, which is
either tr or ^T remains without
coalescence with the following
vowel 3T, even though by
rules it is liable to be changed;

ri
In such cases the vowel 3f is pro-
nounced like 13;. This view is held
by the senior Säkalya
cf. ^

R.Pr. 11.44; cf.

also o1 J
XI.19 and the
thereon; cf. also

T, Pr*
commentaries

Bh. on Siva Sutra 3, 4 as also on
PJ.1.48.
r̂â TRR^̂ f an eastern grammarian;
the term ST1^ (eastern) being a
relative term, the east is to be
taken with respect to the place in
the context« The word sr^i occurs
many times in Pänini's Sütras and
the term u\^ may refer to countries
east of the river R̂l̂ cfl or =£R̂ fr in
the Punjab. See STR̂n above, sip̂ i is
understood by some commentators
as referring to time, in which case,
the word may refer to ancient
grammarians aRfift̂ rfe, n̂̂ EPFTj %^
and others who lived before
Pänini; cf. IRRT^H^^CF^ cl'Mfigplft
„. Par* Sek. Pari. 1. The word
Sp̂ fR is, of course, mostly used in
the sense of ancient, rather than
the word 5Tp̂ . For specific peculia-
rities of the eastern grammarians
see pp. 148-149 Vyäkarana Mahä-
bhäsya Vol. VII. D. E. Society's
Edition.

air, which is instrumental in pro-
ducing sound; cf. sng: mm

R P X
a gloss on the Mahäbhäsya

of Patanjali, written by the famous
eastern grammarian Purusottaraa-
deva of the 12th century A. D., of
which only a fragment of a few
pages is available. As the legend
goes, the name JTFl̂WT was given to
the gloss as it was accompanied by
an oath on the part of the author
that his life was at stake if he did
even the slightest injustice to the
author of the Mahäbhäsya.

ST the tad. affix Sfoj * prescribed
by the rule sriiSfeRnf^lsg; P. IV.3.
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154; cf. nqs: npq^" K T O ^ P.IV.3.
156 Värt. 4.

f£ftfl%i lit.available in every word.
The term snfcTCTfäfl» can be explain-
ed as STcWS f̂Tfct cR[ STfOT^ cf-
P.IV. 4- 39, The term snfäqfä%
although mentioned in the Bräh-
mana works, is not found in the
Pratisäkhya works probably be-
cause those works were concerned
with formed words which had been
actually in use. The regular
division of a word into the base
( uffä ) and the affix (5E*ra ) is
available, first in the grammar of
Pänini, who has given two kinds
of bases, the noun-base and the
verb-base. The noun-base is
named Prätipadika by him while
the verb-base is named Dhätu.
The definition of Prätipadika is
given by him as a woid which is
possessed of sense, but which is
neither a root nor a suffix; cf.

. P.I. 2.45.
Although his definition includes,
the krdanta words,the taddhitanta
words and the compound words,
still, Pänini has mentioned them
separately in the rule

. P. I. 2.45 to distinguish them as
secondary noun-bases as compared
with the primary noun-bases which
are mentioned in the rule 3T̂ cf3[WÎ ;-

. Thus,Pänini implies
P äfour kinds of Prätipadikas J j ,

t^cT, cftefRT and SOT. The Värtti-
kakära appears to have given nine
kinds—pspsw, dfaFT, ajsqq, cff^RT,
f^cr? «BOT, «rrfcT, 3 W and tm. See
Varttikas 39 to 44 on P, I. 4. 1.
Later on, Bhojaraja in his Srngara-
Prakasa has quoted the definition
3T4^FT3* given by Pänini, and has
given six subdivisions.; cf. ^WT-

^ i Sr.
Präk. I . page 6. For the sense con-

veyed by a Pratipadika or noun-
base, see f f t

^ corresponding to ^ ^
in the case of the declinables,
which the Sütrakära mentions
specifically with respect to the
noun-base.

express mention by
wording of a noun-base as in
f^fSPlri^©, §'^TS^^ ^ etc., and
not by description as sr^cf in SRT
^(P. IV.1 .95) or in a group of
words ( Tfoj); cf. aifcfqf̂ pjr̂ r f̂ f-
fqftlS^^T im^ Par. Sek. Pari. 71,
which recommends the feminine
form of the base for an operation,
provided the base is specifically
expressed and not merely des-
cribed, e. g^ gsrfcr:

%

etc.
H the general accent of the

Prätipadika viz the acute ( 3SJTT )
for the last vowel as given by the
Phit sütra ftq: (qrtctqfiBRq )

cf. also ^
I M»Bh. on P. VI. 1.91

Vart 7.
%tU^;i^r denoted sense of a Prati-
padika or a noun-base. Standard
grammarians state that the denota-
tion of a pratipadika is five-iold
viz. ^T^l, g«q,- -feff, mvR and 3 ^
The word ^ 4 refers to the causal
factor of denotation or
which is of four kinds , ^ ,
f^jr aî d ̂ T as noticed respectively
in the words *ft:, 1 :̂,=^ :̂ and It^:.
The word gsq refers to the in-
dividual object which sometimes
is directly denoted as in ar̂ pTRT,
while on some occasions it is in-
directly denoted through the genus
or the general notion as in %\W\i
3J*?:. #>1? the gender, ^^T the num-
ber and ££i^ the case-relation are
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the denotations of the case-termi-
nations, but sometimes as they
are conveyed in the absence of a
case-affix as in the words q̂ ", ^ ,
and others, they are seated as the
denoted senses of the Prätipadika,
while the case-affixes are said to
indicate them; cf, ^TP^T sftfcRT 3i

i: Väkyapadfya.
in inverse order, antithesis»

* reverse sense; e. g. sr and m\ mean
the reverse of ŝ T, or srfcf means the
reverse of 3TW; c£ <%T ^ftim I %
fe STI%ö5l*̂  etc. Nir. 1. 4.

a work on Vedic grammar
of a specific nature, which is
concerned mainly with the changes,
euphonic and others, in the Pada
text of the Samhitä as compared
with the running text, the Samhitä
itself. The Prätisäkhya works are
neither concerned with the sense
of words, nor with their division
into bases and affixes, nor with
their etymology. They contain,
more or less, Vedic passages arrang-
ed from the point of view of
Sarndhi. In the Sk Prätislkhya,
available to-day, topics of metre,
recital, phonetics and the like are
introduced, but it appears that
originally the Rk Prätisäkhya, just
like the Atharva Prätisäkhya, was
concerned with euphonic changes,
the other subjects being introduced
later on. The word srfiran^ shows
that there were such treatises for
everyone of the several Sakhäs or
branches of each Veda many of
which later on disappeared as the
number of the followers of those
branches dwindled. Out of the
remaining ones also, many were
combined with others of the same
Veda. At present, only five or six
Prätisäkhyas are available which
are the surviving representatives of

33

the ancient ones-the Rk Präti-
säkhya by SSaunaka, the Taittiriya
Prätisäkhya, the Väjasaneyi Präti-
säkhya by Kätyäyana, the Atharva
Prätisäkhya and the Rk Tantra by
Säkatäyana, which is practically a
Prätisäkhya of the Sanaa Veda. The
word TO? or <n%? was also used for
the Prätisäkhyas as they were the
outcome of the discussions of learn-
ed scholars in Vedic assemblies; cf.
3%!^ m m^ Although the
Prätisäkhya works in mature, are
preliminary to works on grammar,
it appears that the existing Präti-
säkhyas, which are the revised and
enlarged editions of the old ones,
are written after Panini's grammar,
each one of the present Prätisäkhyas
representing, of course, several
ancient Prätisäkhyas, which were-
written before PäninL Uvvata, a
learned scholar of the twelfth cen-
tury has written a brief commenta-
ry on the Sk Prätisäkhya and ano-
ther one on the Väjasaneyi Präti-
säkhya. The Taittiriya Prätisäkhya
has got two commentaries -—one
by Somayärya, called Tribhasya«
ratnaand the other called Vaidikä-
bharana written by Gopälayajvan.
There is a commentary by Ananta
bhatta on the Väjasaneyi Prätisä-
khya. These commentaries are
called Bhäsyas also.

lRRp^S places of echo or reverbera-
tion vizxhest and others, of sound
which gets its origin at the navel
but becomes reverberated at chest,
throat3 top of the mouth, mouth
and nose; cf. ?ra (

fa, T. Pr. II. 3,
name given to the circumflex

vowel, standing at the beginning
of a word and following the final
vowel of the previous word which
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is acute ( 33Jxf ) ; cf.

T. Pr. XX. 3.
of the first type or kind;yp

primary, as opposed to secondary;
cf. 3?q ^ f a STipftft̂ ST 3T2T?Î #q̂ T

3, MJBh.
on P. I. 1. 29 ,1 . 1. 30; 1.2. 42;
cf. also 3TS&5 4w^[ ^mw^4i SKR-
mvft wtfta, föwr ̂ n jyta 3T M. Bh.on
P. II. 2. 29 Värt. 15.

first preference; first place;
priority; cf. <pf; gm R T ^ 1% 3 1 ^ :
anttfi^RT: I M. Bh. on I. 3. 1.
Värt. 11.

a group of words beginning
with 5Tj which are all prefixes or
upasargas e. g, si, TO, $m etc. cf.

: P. II- 2. 18.
a compound with 3 and

others prescribed by the rule
: P. II.2.18 and explained

in detail by the Värttikas headed
by the Värttika m^qt läfsrä gwfl
P. II, 2. 18 Värt. 4, which comes
under the general head
the compound is also called
-^m; cf. m %m§\ I\M; 1 STft
snrßjOTT̂ t ^T^fcf l Käs. on P. IIL
3. 24 cf. also SFRT: q^r: I *rf3tf^

m Käs. on P. VI. 2. 180.
belonging to the root; the

word tf^l has here the peculiar
sense of a root which has the mean-
ing of the noun (under discussion),
cf. aersr ŝRsrcwüi1 m^\ #r^f#R $m

^ q̂icft ^HTcflft cTTfö Nir I . 12.
preponderance, principal

nature as opposed to the sub*
ordinate one (fäfoiroer); cf.

M. Bh. on P. I. 1. 56. cf. also

applying in the usual way; lit.
leading to the injunction or
cf. i% }

M. Bh.on P. 1.1.70; cf. also M.
Bh. on P . I I I . 4. 110.

reaching, arrival; cf. Jreq^Jft^-
3"[§t: STRÖMET: M. Bh. on

P. I. 3.2^

cTRPRWT o r HfHT^R^Hf^j optional
prescription of some operation or
rule which otherwise is obligatory;

3f*ncj I Käs. on P. VIII . 1.45; cf.
also ^R-^cR^TF^ I SJTrffä^^R, fgcft-
m I KM. on P. I. 4.53.

application of a rule, arrival
at a particular form; incidence,
occurrence of a particular rule;cf.
$R«TRT 2JT srrfpf: T̂ ̂ tcrf^v^ M.Bh, on
P. I. 1.43.

a person who knows only the
application of a rule and the
realization from it of the form that
can be arrived at, as opposed to
one who knows the form that is
desired or current; cf. aifftiT 33TOT-
ISR: ^ fcqfl^; ^ % i ^ f a f ä 1 M.
Bh. on I I . 4. 56 Värt. 1; cf. also

5f5: I M. Bh. on
VII. 4.92.

lit. whicla is arrived at; an
object which is to be reached;
cf. ET̂q cjftf j the word sricq is used
as a word qualifying the word
spt, in which case it is called
s n p j ^ as for example 3Trt in 5TW
Tpŝ fit ^ ^ T T : or srspR^
The term 5iTcq is defined as

I cf.

. Srngära Prakäsa IV.

authoritative; those that
talk with authority; cf. 33Fnf̂ CTü-
^fc^j a phrase often used by com-
mentators.
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authority; cf.
K. on ?! 3|mtl P. I.

1.29; cf. also the usual expression I
Käs. on P. VII. 2.7.

faulty, uttered or expressed
with a fault; inaccurate.

general nature, general public;
cf. ST*? ?fcf <£t# sqqrf^f, M. Bh.
on P. V, 1.16; cf. m%qj ^ f i ^
W$wm W®** R. Pr. XVII.16; cf.
also, srri^t fNsn ^ Eiq^q sUc^q: M.
Bh. on P. V. 1.16.

optional, to be done at plea«
sure, common, usual; cf.

belonging to one who speaks
or says; cf. src^ft sr^Mt f̂RSTT 3?j%
i I M. Bh. on P. V. 1.16.

accentuation, as noticed in
the original Sarhhitäpätha; cf.

3T fä i^ fo

I. 132.
&N I V. Pr.

name of the circumflex
accent possessed by a vowel which
has resulted from the coalescence
of two similar vowels, as for
example in fiF^<^ | see nf&S.
^fT^Tf^f^l^r inclusion of a thing
even though it possesses an addi-
tional factor, or consideration^
other than what is referred to; cf

Bh. on P, I. 1.8.
M.

a class of words headed by
the word f̂RT which do not allow
their previous word in a bahu-
vrihi compound to take the mas-
culine base by the rule
$ . v . " P. VI. 3.34; e. g

For details, see Kgs. on P. VI.
3.34.

(1) appearance, the being seen
or understood; cf. | ^ $$

Nir. I. 17; (2) thoughtful consi-
deration, cf. ^ i

| g 5
M. Bh. on P. I . 1.26 Värt, 5,
nfi[ a class of words to which the
tad. affix ^q is added in the four
senses given in P. IV. 2.67-70;
e. g. Mt, gcp̂ T; cf. Käs. on P.
IV. 2.80.

desiderative adjective; a word
formed by adding the afHx s in the
sense of i an agent ' to a desidera-
tive root by the rule SfirrefänSfär 3 :
P.IIL2.168. The term st̂ g w a s u s e d
for such nouns by ancient gram-
marians.

a term used by ancient gra-
mmarians for the imperative-
mood or o5fc of PäninL

the senses sk 'order to do3,
'permission to dos and JTHT̂ T-

cfitness of time3, as possessed
by the potential passive partici-
ples; cf. T%̂ T̂ % Î TT̂ g ^T^T: M.
Bh, on P. I I I . 1.26.

gender
possessed of the masculine

popularly called
also; the famous commentary on
the Siddhantakaumudx of Bha-
ttojl Diksita written by the author
himself to explain fully in &
scholarly manner the popular
grammar written by him; the
word srfe^R^T is used in contrast
with îWRtWT another commen-
tary on the Siddhantakaumucji
by Vasudevadiksita. On account
of the difficult nature of it, it is
ususal to read the J?T̂ ?RRJTr uptoT R R r p
the end of the Käraka-präkäraija
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only in the Sanskrit Päthasäläs
before the study of the Sabdendu-
sekhara and the Paribhäsendu-
sekhara is undertaken.

Ig^vf|i<H|^g5f (1) a grammatical
work written by a grammarian
named Cakrapäni of the Se?a
family of grammarians. The work
is meant to refute the arguments
of Bhattoji Diksita in his Praudha-
manoramä; (2) a grammar work
written by the famous poet and
rhetorician Jagannätha in refuta-
tion of the doctrines and expla-
nations given in the Praudhamano-
ramä by the stalwart Gramma-
rian Bhattoji Diksita. The work is
not a scholarly one and it has got
a tone of banter. It was written
by Jagannätha to show that he
could also write works on Gram-
mar and the bearded pedant
Bhattoji should not be proud of his
profound scholarship in Grammar.
The work of Jagaxmätha was
named ^TOl̂ pFPSrl possibly by his
followers or even by himself.

a commentary on
Bhattoji Dlksita's Praudhamano-
ramä written by Bhattoji's grand-
son Hari Diksita. The commen-
tary is called 55§3RK^ or simple
51*33̂  which is an abridgment of
the author's work f g ^ o ^ L The
Laghusabdaratna is widely studied
along with the Praudhamanoramä
in the Päthasäläs."

a class of words headed by
the word ê ST to which the tad.
affix sjqr. is added in the sense of
ca fruit' e.g. < 3 ^ , ^OTOT, cf.Kag
on P.IV.3.16*.

an ancient Vedic scholar
who presumably wrote a work on
Vedic grammar (of the type of the
f ä l ä ^ h works),For a difference

of view he is quoted in theTaitti-
riya Prätisäkhya; cf ̂ f c Îl%Q5Mqoi%:
T.Pr. IX.6.

an ancient writer of a Präti-
säkhya work quoted in the Taitti-
riya Prätisäkhya.See ^T^FPT above.
The words <w% and c r̂aPPI as
also ^ l^ l ( feminine ) occur in the
Mahäbhäsya also, but not in the
Ganapätha of Pänini.

protracted, name given to
vowels in the protracted grade.
The vowels in this grade which
are termed protracted vowels are
possessed of three mäträs and in
writing they are marked with the
figure 3 placed after them. In
pronunciation they take a longer
time than the long or ^ vowels;
cf. g^n^NBR^N^f: P. 1.2.27. The
word is derived from eg ( g also)
I Ätmane, to go, and explained as
ĉ cfef 1%. The word ŝ fcf is often
found for sgät Wlfo in the Prätisä-
khya works; cf. a l s o ^ T f

T%f: 11 R. Pr. 1.16.
prolation or protraction of a

vowel when it is possessed of three
mäträs; cf. R. Pr. 1.31. See egg
above; cf. sfäsfa:

% 3 1
M.Bh. on P J . l Ahnika 1.

a class of roots headed by the
root ^ which get their vowel short-
ened in the four conjugational
tenses as also before the pres. part,
affix; e.g. g^fär g^H:, gsflfif,
etc.; cf. Käs, on P.VII.3.80.

hard labial consonant, aspirate
of g;, possessed of the properties
$ Tj and ^ f i
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(1) the letter or sound 5,the vowel
3? being added for facility of pro-
nunciation ;(2) the affix <fi for which
3TRR" is always substituted as given
by Päniniin P. VII. 1.2.

i (1) tad.affix *fi marked with mute
gj for effecting the tfe substitute
for the initial vowel of the word to
which it is applied. The initial
letter % of all the affixes beginning
with <^in Pänini's grammar is al-
ways changed into 3}pq̂ . The tad.
affix <fr̂  is affixed (1) in the sense
of î̂ iq^q grandchild and his issues,
to the words ^ and others as also
to the worJs ending with the affixes
qg and 35 and words W ^ ^R9 £ta
etc. e.g. 3T3T2R:, ^ F ^ P R : ; ^ r m :
^I^FFI : , sOTFFi:, l<f:, m\k: etc.; cf,
P.IV. 1.99-103; (2) as a caturar-
thika affix in the four senses
mentioned in P. IV. 2.67-70 to
the words ĜT and others e. g.

i\m*\i; cf. P.IV. 2.80.
tad. affix <fi marked with sj caus-

ing the Vrddhi substitute for the
initial vowel of the word, applied
in the sense of grandchildren and
their issues to words spg and others,
as also to the word *FJ;
3?mFR:, WCTU cfB ^
and *m^?rn3;cf. PJV.LliO and
111.

a class of seven roots headed
by the root ^ which belong to
the first conjugation and which
have optionally their vowel 3T
changed into n and the reduplica-
tive syllable ( ST^TO) dropped, in
the forms of the perfect tense
before the affix \^ and weak affixes;
e- g

# etc. cf. P.VI.4.125.

I«» (1) fruit or benefit of an action
which goes to the agent; cf. q^ r̂f-
mTÄCTÄ!f

i: Vaiyäkarana-bhüsana, A

root which is given as Ubhaya-
padin in Panini's Grammar takes
the Atmanepada affixes when the
fruit of the activity is meant for
the agent, while otherwise it takes
the Parasmaipadaaffixes; (2) The
word TtfS also means the result
of a grammatical operation or
grammatical injunction.
a common term for the affixes

1 ^ and #;>[.
[ tad. affix snqft applied to the

word fJpFRT in the sense of offspring
e.g. foarcft:; cf. P.IV.1.150; it is
also added in the same sense of (off-
spring) to the words fcT̂  and others
as also to the word f̂fä^?, two-
syllabled words ending with 37^
and to words 3TFR and others;e.g.
cf̂ Î Ff:, #3^T^f:, 3Tft£EiTOft: etc.;
cf. P.IV. 1.159.
^ small work on accents

attributed to Santanava^an ancient
Vedic scholar who lived before
Patanjali if not before Pänini, as
the latter has not referred to him.
There is an anonymous commen-
tary upon it,

tad. affix suqfö in the sense of
offspring added according to the
Eastern grammarians to words not
beginning with STT,^ or sft, e.g.

cf. IV.1.160«
[FADDEGON, BAREND]

a scholar of Sanskrit Grammar,
who has written a book c Studies
in Panini's Grammar*.

third letter of the labial class
which is soft and inaspirate.
or ^SFC the letter f, the vowel 3T
as also the word ^K being a4ded
iox facility of utterance; cfP T ,̂ Pr.
I . 17.21. The letter \ is js^
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times used for ^especially when it
stands at the beginning of a word,
for which scholars use the expre-
ssion % ^
^ [ BURNELL., Dr.] a European
Sanskrit scholar who has written
a learned booklet i Aindra School
of Sanskrit Grammarians ' which
discusses the problem of the
Aindra grammar. See \

a fault in pronunciation of
the type of roughness or barbar-
ousness in the utterance of the
letter ^ ; cf. *t*m are
Uvvata on R.Pr.XIV. 8.

(written as ^cq or ^ 4 possibly
through mistake in the printed
Calcutta Edition); connected with
the socket of the teeth. As the
utterance of ^proceeds from the«
socket of the teeth, ^is called 4
cf. ^ fo S

^ T.Pr.II.18.^f is explain-
ed here by the commentator as

; The word
in the explanation given

above is questionable;the explana-.
tion given by Uvvata in his com-
ment on ^ ^ f ^ P c f ^ ^ R . P r . I.
20#viz.

appears better although appa-
rently 3$ is written in the text for'

or
writer of a gloss named
SI on the Dhatupätha of

Pänini. *

(1) a class of words headed by
the word ^ to which the tad«'
affix ^ is added in the four senses;
given by Päriini in IV.2,67-70.
e. g. ^ ^ : J53H, 5 ^ ^ , sf?^ etc.
cf. Kö, on -PJV.2.80; (2) a class;

of words headed by ^ which take
the possessive tad. affix ^ option-;
ally with the regular affix J

e. g
Va 2.136.

I; cf. Kas. on P.

relative superiority in
strength possessed by rules of
grammar or by operations based
on rules of grammar. This supe-
riority is decided generally on any
one or more of the four recognised
criteria such as tR^ fä^r, ^ ^ ^ ^
and sfq^T^. The phrase SRRjf^ft-
2Rc3Tfä; very frequently occurs in
the Varttikas and in the Mahä-
bhäsya; cf. MJBh. on P. III. 1.67,
VI.i.17, 85 Värt. 15, VI. 4.62 and
V I U . l .

short term or pratyähara for the
consonants from ^ to mute 3J in
the Mähesvara sütra i. e. the con-
sonants f, n 1 ̂  and 5.

a rule or operation which is
(lit. external); the word ^^s

is used in grammar in connection
with a rule or operation, the cause
( ftftxf )of which occurs later in
place or time than the cause of
the other which is called BFTTĈ . For
the various kinds of ^[f|̂ f ̂  see the
word sisarcff where the kinds of

are given.
the Paribhasa or fthe

maxim 3?i&£ srft*f£RI# (Par. Sek.
Pari. 50) which cites the com-
parative weakness of the rule or
operation which is Bahiranga.

%C!fF35̂TW an operation or rule
which is characterized as «ff̂ jff,; cf.

fe % 5 M. Bh. onsifeg; «i%|f55̂ 5FRR|fö5Sg[5r M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.57; cf. also M.Bh. on P. I.
4.2 Vart. 21 •

invalidity i. e. non-
occurrence or non-application of
a bahiranga rule or operation be-
fore the antaranga operation which
is looked upon as stronger occurr-
ing earlier to the mind, or in the
wording, as it does.
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p > many, the word is used
in the sense of abundance also; cf.

| ^ . 1.4.21 and ^im^J \
VI. 4.158.

v tad. suffix ^ | which is always
prefixed to a noun in the sense of
"almost complete', 'almost full5,
'to a considerable extent* ;e.g. 3fĝ T
SPSir; cf. ppm gqj ^l^q^flf P. V.
3.68.

(1) consisting of a large
i di

^ () g g
number of verbal parts in deriva-
tion; 3fq; JTfOT" m; (2) a com-
pound in which the constituent
words are all in the plural number,
cf. f £ Ä % fftf

q ^ . B h . onP.II.4.12 Värt.l;
(3) a compound word ( T̂ ; ) made
up of many constituent words; cf.

ft fä jf
Prät. V. 7.

a word which has entered
between two constituent words of
a compound by splitting in a way
the compound e. g. the word =3 in
t^t TO = 3 * 3 ^ Rg- Veda IX.
86.42; cf. tâ nfä f f

I R.Pr«X.7. explained by Uvvata
as ^ f ] q^RT ^Flcf l f t xj ft f

lit. variously applicable; the
word is used in the rules of Pänini
in connection with a grammatical
rule or affix or the like that is
seen necessarily applied in some
case?, optionally applied in a f?w
other cases and not at all applied
in the other cases still. The word
^ 1 ^ is used by Pänini in all such
cases. See P. II. 1.32, 57; II. 3.62;
11.4.39,73.76,84; III. 1.34 etc.;
cf. the usual explanation of «rf^
given by grammarians in the lines

Gom. V. Pr. 111.18.

3 ,, % name given by grammarians
to the third päda of the third
adhyäya of the AstädhyäyL

the plural number; the
affixes of the plural number
applied to noun-bases as also to
roots; cf. 31*5 «j^RH P. I. 4.21.

a compound similar in
meaning to the word 3"§̂ tft ( pos-
sessed of much rice) which, in
sense shows quite a distinct object
than those which are shown by
the constituent members of the
compound; a relative or adjective
compound. There are various kinds
of the Bahuvrihi compound such
as

, ajid which depend
upon the specific peculiarity notic-
ed in the various cases. Pänini in his'
grammar has not given any defini-
tion of ^f^tf|, but has stated that a
compound other than those already
given viz. apröjpjftrr̂  §?£ and flcg^
is ^|^t?| and cited under Bahu-
vrihi all cases mentioned above;
cf. ^no«ffflH$ II. 3.23-28; also cf.
sRTT ŝfasn t̂ %^.: M. Bh. on Pi
II. 1.6; II. 1.20; II. 1.49.
ff^ conventional term used

for the second päda of the sixth
adhyäya of Pänini's AstädhyäyL -

gsftfer^f^^SR; the accent peculjar
to, or specifically mentioned in the
case of the Bahuvrihi compound
viz. the retention of its own
accents by the first member, in
spite of the general rule that a
compound word has the last
vowel accented acute i.e. ^̂ [xf. cf.
*npfti srfî r *$w&. P. VI. 2.1.
The expression srptflps* in this
very sense is used in the Mahä-
bhäsya cf. «Tf*f[%crt smficf ^ ^

M. Bh. on P. VI. 2.1.
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, ^ multisyllabled, a word which
contains three, or more than three
vowels; the word occurs many
times in the sütras of PäninL cf.
P. II. 4.66, IV. 2.73, IV.* 2.109,
IV. 3.67; V. 3.78, VL 2.83,
VI. 3.118.

^̂ T lit. depending on many; the
word is used in the sense of de-
pending on many causal factors
( fäftRrrfä ) and given as the defi-
nition of a kind of «rf|<[!f by some
grammarians; cf. siOTteR̂ cTĈ f «n|?NJ
^^Wi- This kind of 3Fcrci*rft^,
cited by Kaiyata is, however,
disapproved by Nägesabhatta; cf.

cT4T flfct
I Par. Sek. on

Pari. 50.

lit. the meaning of the word
. There are many senses of the

word *r| out of which 'plurality'
is the sense usually seen. The
word also means 'collection;5 cf.

\ STTflt ^ r T̂% AI. ßh.
on P. I . 1.8, 21.

a class of words headed by
| to which the fern, affix %

is added to form the feminine
base; the words ending in sr in
this class take the fem. affix 3TT
( SHj in c a s e t which is optional,
is not added; other words remain
as they are, if | , is not added;
e. g f fä ^ ß
Tjcft; wit9 ^U3T; etc. cf. Käs. on
P. IV. 1.45.

sublation, setting aside;
^RTT^PT 3TP=r: Par» Sek. on

Pari. 51.
lit. that which sublates or set;

aside; generally a special rule which
sets aside a general rule; cf. «FT

Pari. Pätha o
cf„ also

Pari. 51;

I M.Bh. on P. II .
1.24 Värt. 5. ^RJ is used as a
synonym of $1W3[, cf, sqq f̂r̂ T t̂̂

: Par. Sek. Pari. 58.
the same as ^R; sublation;

setting aside; this sublation is
described to be of two types—
(1) complete sublation when the
rule set aside^ is for ever set aside
and cannot, by the maxim called

^ applied again; cf.
3* ^ M

cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 1.47; VI. 1.2.
VI. 2.1. etc.; ( 2 ) temporary
sublation when the rule set aside,
can be applied, if possible after
the special rule has been applied;
cf. k ^

: Par.Sek.on Pari.57f

The sublation or «TT'«̂ ^ is not
only in the case of gRF^tlWf^
and T̂̂ sfjŷ R̂ 1 as given above» but
a rule or operation which is m
(cited later), or fJt?q, or sRTCff sets
aside the rule or operation which
is ij^,or arf?ftq,or ^it^l respectively.
This «̂RT^RRT^1 occupies a very
important position in respect of
the application of grammar rules
for arriving at the correct forms
(^qT%10 and grammarians have
laid down a number of Paribhä-
sas in the field of ^"W^CTFT-

S ( ^rrafas ) surnamed Päya-
gunda or Payag^nde, who has
written a commentary on the
commentary Mitaksara on the
qms^FqSJjßt. Some scholars say that
he was also a great grammarian
and identical with #£RFl ̂ Tqjp" who
has written the commentary
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or T̂̂ T on the Paribhäsendusekhara,
the Cidasthimälä on the Laghusab-
dendusekhara and commentaries
on the Vaiyäkaranabhüsana, Sabda-
kaüstubha and Bhasyapradipodd-
yota. Other scholars believe that
Bälambhatta was the son of
Vaidyanätha and that he wrote
only the commentary on Mitä-
ksara called Balambhattl after him,
(2) There was also a comparative-
ly modern grammarian of Tanjore
who has written small grammar
works l̂ösftî ft and

name of a grammatical
work ascribed to Balariibhatta of
Tanjore«

name of a commentary
on the Siddhänta-kaumudi of
Bhattoji Diksita by Väsudeva
Dlksita, a grammarian of Tanjore.
There is also another commentary
called Bälamanoramä written by
Anantadeva on the Siddhänta-
kaumudL

name of a grammar work
written by Bälambhatta of Tanjore.
See «nötig (2).

the application of a gramma-
tical rule as a necessity to arrive at
some forms in literature especially
in the Vedic Literature as also in
the works of standard writers, which
cannot be explained easily by the
regular application of the stated
rules; cf.

M.Bh. on P.
III. 1.85; also cf.

5 f| S^g M.Bh. on P.
III.3.1. In many sütras, Päninihas
put the word r̂go5q; to arrive at
such forms; e. g see. PJL 1.32,57;
II.3.62, IL4. 39, 73, 76, 84 etc.

( Sl̂ fR ) external effort; the
34

term is used many times in conne-
ction with the external effort in
the production of articulate sound,
as different from the internal
effort 3TP^F?T^R^T. The external
effort is described to be consisting
of 11 kinds; cf.

1.1.9.
S.K.on P.

a class of words headed by
the word mg to which the tad.
affix % ( f3j ) is added in the sense
of a descendant; e. g. sfTiH:,
fa:, Tn%: etc. The class called

is looked upon as snfrfclPTGT on
the strength of the word =3 in the
rule, so that similar words, not
included in the class, could be
explained; cf. Käs. on P.I V.l.96.

class of words headed by the
word ^ to which the affix 3? (3F>[)
is added in the sense of a grand-
child and further descendants;
e.g. t^:, 3fp|:, ^T^R:5 ^t%F: etc.
The words in this class are mostly
names of sages. In the case of
such words as are not names of
sages, the affix $r is added in the
sense of the offspring and not any
descendant, e.g. ^ : , fff|5{: etc.;
cf. Käs. on P.I V.l. 104.
[ anusvära, letter pronounced only

through the nose; a dot to indicate
th* nasal phonetic element shown
in writing above or sometimes after
that letter or vowel, after which it
is uttered; cf. 3?

Kät.

a class of words headed by
the word f%$^ the affix f$ (the wor f%^ f$ ( )
placed after which is elided when
another tad. affix such as Wl or
the like is placed after them; cf.
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Kas.onP.VL4.153.
a class of words headed by

the word T% ,̂ to which the tad.
affix 3T (spJi) is added in the
sense of ca product' or 'a part';
e.g. t^f: *%:, %are: etc.; cf. Käs. on
P. IV, 3.136.

$ [BUISKOOL H. E.) A
European grammarian who has
written an essay on the last three
Pad as of Päninrs Astädhyayl (f̂ Rräfr)
under the title T h e Tripädl'.

notion, mental understanding;
mental inclination; cf.

I or a ^ ^
M. Bh. on P. 1.1.56

Värt. 14; (2) mental inclusion; cf.

M.Bh. on P. I. 1. 57; cf.
5Ü: ^t^TOTg^T ^ M. Bh.on5 g^ ^

III.2.118 Värt. 4.
% ^ 5 ^ activity of the mind of the
type of understanding as contrast-
ed with the activity of the sense
organs; cf. ^ % w ? €PTTCTTc$[ gfep^
*m?{: M. Bh. on P.IIL 3. 133
Värt. 8.
*^FTC writer of a grammar work
who lived in the 11th century.

keeping; preservation ;c£ 3S*fl2RTt-
^ t^q^ | ||ot^KOTH ;Uvvata
on R. Pr. XI. 37.
Sljs^x'f a learned commentary
on the commentary sffit̂ T of
l̂Ric[ti§3cr; the commentary was

written by |R̂ TT%cf the grandson of
BhattojL The work is called

in contrast with the
of the same author

) which is generally studied
at the Päthasäläs all over the
country. The work ?ĝ 5«3fl̂ [ is
only in a Manuscript form at
present. Some scholars believe
that it was written by Nagesabhatta,

who ascribed it to his preceptor
Hari Diksita, but the belief is not
correct as proved by a reference
in the Laghusabdaratna,where the
author himself remarks that he
himself has written the H^«3K^r3

and internal evidences show that
35g5lc3R̂  is sometimes a word-for-
word summary of the

p ^ : Laghusabda-
ratna. For details see Bhandarkar
Ins. Journal Vol. 32 pp. 258-60.

called
written by

a Vedic metre consisting of
four padas and 36 syllables. There
are three pädas of eight syllables
and the fourth has twelve
syllables. It has got further sub-
divisions known as

or
and

. For details seeR.Pr. XVI.
31-37.

the same as ?!^1T or
ü^T; a bigger terminology as con-
trasted with 3$igWF brief termino-
logy such as % % 'S! etc. for which
(latter) Paninl is very particular.
The bigger terms such as ÊT̂RT1^
e? i^q^ ^ ^ ^ and others are
evidently borrowed by Pänini
from the ancient grammarians
who lived before him.

name of a commentary on
Kondabhatta's Vaiyäkaranabhü-
sanasära by Mannudeva, who was
called also Mantudeva^ who lived
in the latter half of the eighteenth
century.

a grammar
Ramanathabywork written

Chobhe.
[SHRIPAD KRISHNA
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BELVALKAR ] a well-known
Sanskrit scholar of the present day
who has been the General Editor
of the Mahabhärata published by
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute, Poona. He has written
a book on grammar reviewing
very briefly the various systems
of Sanskrit grammar, which is
named ec Systems of Sanskrit
Grammar 5\

[BOHTLINGK, OTTO] a
German Sanskrit scholar and
Grammarian of St.Petersberg* who
has written a short gloss in Germaa
on Pänini's Astädhyäyl under the
title c'Pä\?ini's Grammatik3'with an
introduction and various indexes
at the end. He has also critically
edited Mugdhabodha'.of Bopadeva.

m^ a technical term for the voca-
tive case in the Jainendra Vyäka-
rana.

[ BOPP, FRANZ ] a German
Sanskrit scholar who has written
the famous volumes of "The Com-
parative Sanskrit Grammar".

g r e a t Sanskrit scholar and
grammarian belonging to Deva-
giri in the greater Mahärästra
who was supported by Hemaori
of Devagiri. He resided at ^iw^f
on the river Varad'i in the first
half of the thirteenth century. He
wrote a short treatise on Sanskrit
Grammar, which has a number of
peculiar abbreviations for the usual
well-known grammatical terms.
His grammar had a wide spread
in Bengal and it is today a very
common text on Grammar in
Bengal. On this account some
scholars believe that he lived in
Bengal. He was the son of Kesava
and pupil of Dhanesa. He is also
the author, of .: t}ie v well-J^own

work f̂cf̂ c-q|?T on which he has
written a commentary named

or ^ lö^i^g.
name given to the first

section or Kända of Bhartrhari's
Väkyapadlya, It deals withSphota,
and in a way it contains in a nut-
shell the philosophy of Sanskrit
Grammar.

the sacred Sanskrit alphabet
given in the fourteen sütras of Ma-
hesvara, named Aksarasamämnäya
which is called m*M as it contains
the basic letters of W$ which is
Brahma according to Gramma-
rians; cf. ^

; M. Bh. Ähnika 2 end; cf.
also R% q f̂gcfsfj ^ilkKKW^: V.
Pr.VIIL 25.

ff̂  a class of words headed by
the word ^\W\ to which the tad.
affix 3} ( *&& ) is added in the
sense of 'nature5 or 'duty'; e.* g.

( mfw^f sn̂ r* ^ ^ t ) ; cf

KU. on P. V.l.124.

fourth letter of the labial class
which is possessed of the pro-
perties 3F£<i3.dtfT, ^T^^^H, ^ , and

(1) the letter or sound ^with the
vowel 3} added for facility of
utterance; (2) a technical term
in the Grammar of Paniiii given
to a noun «base before such case
and taddhita affixes as begin with
any vowel or with the consonant
3. The utility of this designation
ofvrto the base is (1) to pre-
vent the substitutes which are
enjoined for the final vowel or
* at pada (a 4
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ing with a case-affix or a base
before case and tad. affixes begin-
ning with any consonant except-
ing \) just as the substitution of
Visarga, anusvära, the first or
third consonant, and others given
in P. VIII . 4.37 and the follow-
ing. For the various changes
and operations for a base termed
*T see P. VI. 4.129 to 175.

the consonant ^ with the
vowel $[ and the affix ^K added
for facility of utterance; cf. T. Pr.
I. 17,21.

forming a part or portion (of
something in connection with
which it has been prescribed as
an augment) cf.
Vyädi Pari. 17; cf. also sn*T: §

^ l ^ M. Bh. on P.
VII . 1.33.

tad, affix w applied to the
words l̂ftl% and others in the
sense of *a place of residence;5 cf.
P. IV. 2.54.

(1) name given to two of the
five divisions of a Saman which
are SRftTcWfää, SSjjfT̂  xrfê R, ^ ^
and fäwPWT%; (2) the vowel por
tion surrounding, or placed after,
the consonant ^or s which (con-
sonant) is believed to be present
in the vowel m or eg respectively
forming its important portion,
but never separately noticed
in it. The vowels sp and ?£
are made up of one mäträ
each. It is contended by the
grammarians that the consonants
^and ® forming respectively the
portion of sp and <£, make up half-
a-mätra, while the remaining half
is made up of the *n% of the
vowel surrounding the consonant
or situated after the consonant.
The w<jr4 Which is generally used

for this 'bhakti' is 'ajbhakti' in-
stead of which the word ^^n%
is found in the Prätisäkhya works;
cf. k t f t% rf|

1 M. Bh. on P.
VIII . 4.1 Värt 2; cf. *mfa:

R. Pr. I. 17; also cf.

| R. Pr. VI. 13.

lit. eaten up; a fault in pro-
nunciation when a letter is so
hurriedly pronounced that it
appears to have been dropped.

a restriction regarding
edibles of a particular kind. The
word is quoted to illustrate the
FRsrf^r or restrictive rule in gra-
mmar. Although the restriction in
the instance *Eg q^TOT WIT: is of
the kind of qftew and called
qrftÖ^T, and not "ffî R, by the Mirnä-
rhsakaSj the grammarians call it
a niyamavidhi. There is no qft-
ŝjjn%f̂ r according to grammarians;

they cite only two kinds of vidhi
viz. simple vidhi or apürva vidhi
and niyamavidhi.

surnamed Diksita; a stalwart •
grammarian of the Pänini system
who flourished in the first half of
the seventeenth ceiitury and wrote
many independent books and com-
mentaries such as the Siddhanta-
kaumudT, the Praudhamanorama,
the Vaiyäkaratiasiddhäntakärikä,
the Sabdakaustubha and others.
The most reputed work out of
these, however, is the Siddhänta-
kaumudi which is very popular
even today and which has almost
set aside other works of its kind
such as the Prakriyakaumudi and
others, Bhattojl was a Telagu
Brähmana, as generally b,elieve4,
and although he belonged to the
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South, he made Väranasi his home
where he prepared a school of
learned Grammarians. Although
he carried on his work silently in
Väränasij he was envied by the
reputed rhetorician of his time
Pandita Jagannatha, who criticised
his work ( Bhattojis work ) named
Manoramä very severely. See
sfl& R̂iW above. The Siddhänta-
kaumudl has got many comme-
ntaries of which the Tattvabodhinl
written by BhattojTs pupil Jnäne-
ndrasarasvatl is appreciated much
by learned grammarians.

the nature or quality of being
called ^ which causes many gram-
matical operations which are given
together by Pänini in VI. 4.129 to
175. See the word v\ above.

a grammarian of Bengal
who lived in the sixteenth century
and who wrote 3q*flTtf%5 gerate and
other works on grammar.

a class of words headed by ŝ n
which are generally names of
countries, the taddhita affixes 3?OT
and others added to which are not
elided; e, g. *ntff, wktfi, writö; cf.
Kas. on IV. 1.178.

a very distinguished Gra-
mmarian who lived in the seventh
century A. D. He was a senior
contemporary of the authors of the
Käslkä, who have mentioned his
famous work viz. The Väkyapadiya
in the Käsikä. cf. ^^fä^sftö 51WP3(J

s, on P. IV.3.88. His
Vyäkararia work " the Väkyapa-
diya3 has occupied a very promi-
nent position in Grammatical Lite-
rature. The work is divided into
three sections known by the name
* Kända' and it has discussed so
thoroughly the problem of the rela-
tion̂  of word to its sense that sub-

sequent grammarians have looked
upon his view as an authority.
The work is well-known for ex-
pounding also the Philosophy of
Grammar. His another work cc the
Mahäbhäsya-Dipikä" is a scho-
larly commentary on PataSjali's
Mahäbhäsya. The Commentary is
not published as yet, end its soli-
tary manuscript is very carelessly
written. Nothing is known about
the birth-place or nationality of
Bhartrhari. It is also doubtful
whether he was the same person
as king Bhartrhari who wrote the
* Satakatraya '.

. ( 3^??^ ) ancient term for the
present tense found in the Brha-
ddevatä and other works. The
term * vartamänä * for the present
tense was also equally common.
The word is found in the Mahä-
bhäsya, the Unädisütravrtti of
Ujjvaladatta and in the Grammar
of Jainendra cf. P JI.3.1 Värt 11,
Unadi III. 50 Jain Vyäk. 1.1.47h

a scholar of grammar who has
written a commentary on the
Brhacchabdaratna of Hari Dlksita.

ancient term for the present
tense or ^according to Pänini cf.

M. ßh. on P. II.3.1. Värt. 4; cf,
also sfwuf^R ^nfer^r W € T I ?gr-

M. Bh. on P. IIL 2.123. See

( ancient term for the future
tense in general; cf. ^T f̂cT T^IT^: I

P. III.3.3
Värt.1; cf.also the words

ancient term for the future
tense in general; cf.
q ^ l ^ j ^ P. III.3J5. VärM;'cf.
also Kat. III. 1.15; Hem AU. 3:1^
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W\ short term ( JRWO f o r t h e c o n -

sonants H> 1 , 1 ^ : <f. ^l^T ^T
v®o P. VHI.2.37.

^STN the substitution of the third
consonants respectively for the
fourth consonants si, g, Ŝ  and %;
cf. P. VI.1.13 Värt"l3?

?W?nf? a class of words headed by
the word ¥iw to which the tad.
affix 33> ( 8^) is added in the
sense of * carrying by ' ; e. g.

cf.Käs. on P.IV.4.16.
the term f\ applied to the

noun-base in contrast with the
term q^For details see the word VL

f a modern scholar of
grammar who has written a com-
mentary named Vakyarthacandrika

the Paribhäsendusekhara ofon
Nägesa; he lived in the first half
of the eighteenth century.

one of the oldest commen-
taries on the Sutras of Pänini,
which, although not available at
present, has been profusely quoted
by Purusottamadeva and other
Eastern Grammarians of the
twelfth and later centuries. The
authorship of the work is attribut-
ed to Bhartrhari, but the point is
doubtful as Siradeva in his Pari-
bhäsävrtti on Pari. 76 "has stated
that the author of the Bhagavrtti
has quoted from Mäghakävya; cf.

Some scholars attribute its author-
ship to Vimalamali, Whosoever
be the author, the gloss ( T̂T̂ TXT )
was a work of recognised merit;
cf. ^Tftn?mi'TiT5t«ra[ fti^T^f %?rfe^f: 1
TO fäftFcqcri ̂ IcT̂ Tffffifi m Bha-
savrtti at the end. gfesrc in his
commentary .on the • f

l ( | ^ N

[ Sir Ramakrishna Gopal
Bhandarkar 1837-1925 A .D . ] a
well-known scholar of Sanskrit
Grammar who has written learned
articles on many grammatical
topics. He was a distinguished
Professor of Sanskrit in the latter
half of the nineteenth century.
He was one of the pioneers of
Sanskrit studies in India.

(1) an ancient grammarian
quoted by Pänini in his rules to
show differences of opinion; cf.sp t̂
*ircSTSRFq VII. 2.63; (2) name of a
country in the days of Pänini cf.

c % P. IV. 2,145,

S scholars and grammarians
belonging to or following the Bhä-
radwäja School of Grammar whose
views are often quoted in the
Mahäbhäsya; viRgnsireT: cT3i% M.
Bh. on P. LUOVart. 15I.1.56
Värt.l 1; 1.2.22 Värt.3; 1.3.67 Värt.
4, H U .38 Värt.l, III 1.48 Värt.
3; III 1.89 Värt, 1, IV.1.79, VI.4.
47 and VI.4.155.

(1) becoming; existence. The
word is used many times in the
sense of ^wäf- the sense of a root
which is c incomplete activity * or
' process of evolving '; cf. fl^p^nä
^ W* 9 m: R. Pr. XII. 5; cf.
also SS ^T f̂%W Wffa Nir. I. 36;

, I. 1; (2)
activity as opposed to instru-
ments ( 3T9R or T̂W ); cf. Tim*
:^ira^ 1 «n^^T^km Kai on P.
III. 1.24; cf. also xm: ftv^r, Käs.on
*m ^ HT%̂  ̂ TR̂ saujH P* I I . 3.37; (3)

, completed action which is shown,
not by a verb, but by a verbal
derivative noun; cf. kfe

P.IIL
3,18; cf. also ,
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M. Bh. on P. II . 2.19, III. 1.57,
IV. L35 V. 4.19; cf. also *jre^&:
M. Bh. on P, III . 1.67; (4) the
radical factor for the use of a
word;^ snfäfäffaa; cf.

I Käs,
on P. 5.1.119; (5) thing, object
cf. Ri^i-s^: f>£#r§ ^f^^f^rf^ ^ ^
M. Bh. I. 1. Ähnika 1; (6) trans-
formation, substitution; change
into the nature of another; cf. fifi

. R. Pr. IL 4; cf. also
the words j ^ ,
etc. (7) possession of the qualities,,
nature; ^m x$m cfT^%,; M. Bh.
on P. II. 3.13; (8) relationship;
cf. gqs^R^n^, mr%T%f̂ ^R etc.

g.

having for its subject a
verbal derivative in the sense of
the *n̂ r or the root activity. The
word *flqeR [̂ is explained as
*n̂ <f=f} in the Käsikävrtti. e
the word <FT: in =5rteq
Käs. on P. II. 3. 54; cf.

Käs. on P II. 3.54.
^ name of a commentary on

the Sabdakaustubha by fsjrfirsr.
^3T a grammarian who
written a commentary on
Brhacchabdaratna of Hari Diksita;
possibly the same as ̂ r^f.See ¥jqf̂ .

effort, activity.
of a commentary

has
the

s e n s e of qua-
etc.; cf.

description of a verb or
verbal form in which activity
plays the main part as opposed
to a noun in which completed
activity ( W<3 ) is predominant.

the different activities such
as igniting a hearth, placing a
rice-pot on It, pouring water in

it etc., which form the different
parts of the main activity viz.
cooking; cf. 3r£t *IFPR% *TP% M.
Bh. on P. III . 3.19, III . 4.67.

(1) expressive of*TR or the
completed verbal activity; e.g. the
word *P( itself, as also fKn5 ^PT, and
others; (2) having for theirsubject
a verbal derivative in the form of
the verbal activity. See ^TT^5%.
^f^FC kinds of verbal activityT f ^ k y
which are described to be six in
number viz. production^ existence,
transformation, growth, decay and
destruction, These six modes of
existence first mentioned by Värs-
yäyani and quoted by Yäska are
explained philosophically by
Bhartrhari as a mere appearance
of the Sabdabrahman or Satta
when one of its own powers, the
time factor ( ^T^färcl ) is superim-
posed upon it, and as a result of
that superimposition, it (i.e. the
Sabdabrahman) appears as a pro-
cess; cf. ^ YfTörî fira *r#cf R̂T rf

i Nir.1.2; cf. also Vak-
yapadlya 111.30.

the author of the ^Tcf^qR-
f , a work on the Paribhäsäs

in grammar which are utilized
in explaining the rules of the

by Sarvavarman,

(1) a word in the sense of
or completed verbal activity

M. Bh. on P. 1.1.57; (2) an affix
applied for the formation of a
word in the sense of verbal acti-
vity; cf. sRcrä ^SR: I sq^feg^f-,

^ f JR2R: M. Bh. on 1.1.9.

a grammarian of the Katan-
tra school who wrote the works
Katantrarüpamälä and Kaumära
Vyäkarana.
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designated by a technical
term; cf. T% JJHft* cTKri^flOT^t^

3Tltlfî 3Til[«n5Rq, M.Bh.on P.I.I 1.
; which is to come into being;

of future time; cf. mfä fSOTlsfar
M. Bh. on III . 4. 1; cf. *nß*: §3
3n<«3r M % M.Bh. on P. VIL 1.
33; cf. also t33 cri| *flfWfä SfT
TCWffiMJBh on P. I. 1.45.
spRfFT impei sonal form of a
sentence when there is no activity
mentioned on the part of the agent
nor resulting upon the object,
but there is a mere mention of
verb-activity.

M that which is to be produced;
cf.Jain. Vyäk. 1.1.72. See *n*WTC.
^niFf-lit. which is to be produc-
ed; which is prescribed by a rule,
like an affix; hence, an affix or an
augment or a substitute prescribed
by a rule as contrasted with the
conditions or the original wording
for which something is substituted,
or after which an affix is placed,
or to which an addition is made,
or which is deleted; cf. srrsapn î
flqTfai"3Tfqq Par. Sek. Pari. 19;
also cf. M.Bh. on P J . 1.50, I.I.
69,VI.L85,VL4.160.

m spoken language as opposed to
the archaic Vedic Language; cf.

P I I I 2 1 0 8 ^ f
ft^. P. VIII. 4. 45 Värt. 1; cf.
also R. T. 96, 212; cf. also^Rr

^ f ä Nir.
1.4.

WrgpflTCW a work on language
attributed to £ #

a small treatise on gram-
mar written by Vyarikata Subbä-
Shastrl.

^ a short gloss on the Astädh-
yäyi of Panini in the 12th century

by Purusottamädeva, a reputed
scholar belonging to the Eastern
school of grammarians which
flourished in Bengal and Behar in
the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries.
The gloss is very useful for begi-
nners and it has given a clear
explanation of the different sütras
without going into difficult nice-
ties and discussions. The treatise
does not comment upon Vedic
portions or rules referring to Vedic
Language because, as the legend
goes, king Laksmana Sena, for
whom the gloss was written, was
not qualified to understand Vedic
Language; cf. %fta»*nWfi(Nffl[ Com.
on Bhäsävrtti by Srstidhara.
There is a popular evaluation
of the Bhäsävrtti given by the
author himself in the stanza

R
at the end of his treatise; for de-
tails see g^OT^r.

f<si«hl a learned commentary
on Purusottamadeva's Bhäsävrtti
by Srstidhara a learned gramma-
rian of the sixteenth century.
^N belonging to, or used in spoken
language as contrasted with the
Vedic Language or fä^m; cf.

ir.
II.2.

p a word or a noun-base
which has the same sense in the
masculine gender as in the neuter
gender; generally words of quality
or adjectives like |JT%, qg etc. fall
in this category; cf. 3<^qTK| ̂ T^T|^

P. VII. 1. 74; cf. also

j ; I Käs. on VII.1.74.
a learned commentary on an

original work, of recognised merit
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and scholarship, for which people
have got a sense of sanctity in
their mind; generally every Sfitra
work of a branch of technical
learning (or Sästra) in Sanskrit has
got a Bhäsya written on it by a
scholar of recognised merit. Out
of the various Bhäsya works of the
kind given above, the Bhäsya on
the Vyäkarana sütras of Pänini is
called the Mahäbhäsya, on. the
nature of which possibly the
following definition is ?
wnft iff q\: ipriä^TltR: }
^q% vM msqfi&t % : \99. In
books on Sanskrit Grammar the
word m&{ is used always for the
Mahäbhäsya. The word vflsq is
sometimes used in the Mahäbhäsya
of Patanjali (cf. ^m v^^f ^p^
III.3.19, IV.4.67) where the
word may refer to a work like
sgw52! which Patanjali may have
written, or may have got available
to him as written by somebody
else, before he wrote the Mahä-
bhäsya.

Pataäjali, the author of the
Pätanjala Mahäbhäsya; the term,
in this sense, frequently occurs in
works on Grammar. See

p the brief pithy statements in
the Mahäbhäsya of the type of the
Sütras or the Värttikas. These
assertions or statements are named
*isti' also.

J the brief pithy assertions or
injunctions of the type of Sutras
given by Pata^jali in a way to
supplement the Sütras of Pänini
and the Värttikas thereon. See the
word ^Jä above and the word

also.

surnamed Abhyankar
(1785-1870) a great grammarian
in the line of the pupils of Nägesa

35

who was educated at Poona and
lived at Sätärä. He taught many
pupils, a large number of whom
helped the spread of Vyäkarana
studies even in distant places of
the country, such as Väränasi and
others. For details see Vyäkarana
Mahäbhäsya Vol. VII pp. 27-29,
D. E. Society's Edition.

a class of words headed by
the word firar to which the tad.
affix 3? ( sqaĵ ) is added in the
sense of collection ;e.g. ^ ^ #

; cf. Käs. on P. IV.2.38.
a class of roots headed by the

root fir^ to which the kit affix 3?
(always in the fern, gender as <s?T )
is added in the sense of verbal
activity; e.g. f^T, JIT, ?^I3 ^ T
etc. cf. Käs. on P. I I I . 3.104.

^ affix of the instrumental plural
before which the base is looked
upon as a Pada and sometimes
split up in the Padapatha, especi-
ally when the preceding word has
got no change for its last letter or
syllable,

writer of the commentary,
named ^wt after him, on the
Paribhasendusekhara of Nägesa.

called tfFF^Rf also, who flou-
rished in the fourteenth century
and wrote a treatise on grammar
called ^

a class of words headed by
the word WR in which the Unädi
affixes *T and others, as prescribed
by specific Unädi sutras, are found
added in the sense of the 'apädäna*
case-relation; e.g. # R : in the sense
i fiftfct aWTRf» Similarly tfmi, sjfö:,
*«f: etc. cf. Käs. on PJIL4.74.

lit. swallowed or eaten up; the
term is used in connection with
letters that are uttered imperfect-
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ly on account of the proximity of
similar letters.

name of a Sarndhi or coalescence
given by the writers of the
Prätisäkhya works where the diph-
thong vowels # and afr, followed
by any vowel which is not labial,
are turned respectively into
and 3TR[; e. g. 3*cR ft^TWi

(R. Sarnh.L.2.8); cf.

2.2. (R.Samh.
cf. R. Pr.1.2.2).

11.11.
lit. what has become or happen-

ed, The word is used in books on
grammar in the sense of past
tense in general, which has been
subdivided into (a) unseen past
(q̂ *RT or fo3£ ), (b) past, not of to-
day ( SRSRRijcr or 3f ) and (c)
past in general (sWPJjT or §f),cf.
^ P.III.2.84, cRft fee PJII.2.116
and wî RR ®& P.111.2.111.

% lit. denotation of some-
thing which formerly was existing;
a consideration ofthat form of a
word which was formerly present.
The word is used frequently by
commentators when they try to ap-
ply a rule of grammar to a changed
wording under the plea that the
wording required by the rule
was formerly there; cf. ^gjfrRqr
(q*ER#r fcffä) ^srfäsqfä, M. Bh.
on P.L1.20 Värt. 9; cf. also M.
Bh. on PJ.L56, VII. 1.9 and VII.
3.103;, cf. also Sfafi
Par. Sek. Pari, 76.

name popularly given by
Siradeva and other grammarians
to the third pada of the first
adhyäya of Pänini's Astädhyäyi
äs it begins with the Sütra ^ f r

plurality of the individuals

referred to; cf;
VI.2.175.

| r P

the limited senses j ^ (
rality) and others in which
and other possessive taddhita
affixes should take place,and not in
the general sense of the 'presence at
one place5 as also cthe possession by
some one individual;5 cf.

: M. Bh. on V. 2.94.
lit. headed by \ , or headed

by "^and qT as some scholars like
to explain; the term means roots;
in general, which have ^as the
first root in Pa^ini's list of roots;
cf. ^jrr^r F̂cT̂ : P. I. 3.1; The
word ^Tlt denoting roots stands
in contrast with the. word *̂TK
which stands for the roots of the
first conjugation.

: Käs. on P. I. 3.1.
a class of nouns headed by

y&\ to which the denominative
affix q is added in the sense of
' being or becoming what they
were not before;'e. g.

^; similarly ^m
^Hm etc.cf.KäsJII.1.13.

difference, differentiation; cf.

M. Bh. on P. 1.1.9, Värt. 2.
(1) lit. distinguishing; diffe-

rentiating; cf. ft^^n^R^ I
^TTIT^: I M. Bh. on P. I.
Värt. 13; (2) adjective; cf.
•fäm $Rt fakwi Kas„ on P. II;
1.57; (3) variety; kind; cf.
fiöS KP
(4) indicating, suggesting, as con-
trasted with sjIW; cf. Ä«F Î 3

: Väkyapadlya.
that which is distinguished; the

word which is qualified; cf. #sf
W K . on P. II. 1.57.
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grammar treatise
in the fourteenth

which are derived by the rule
^ : p . V. 1,9.

written by
century A. D.

name of a commentary on the
Paribhasendusekhara of Nägesa
written by Bhlmabhatta in the
latter half of the eighteenth cen-
tury.

^ •̂fsra" one of the reputed gra-
mmarians of the latter half of the
eighteenth century and the first
half of the nineteenth century who
wrote commentaries on several
prominent works on grammar. He
was the son of w^$ and his native
place was Prayaga. He has
written the commentary called
Candrakalä on the Laghusab-
dendusekhara, Pariksä on the
Vaiyäkaranabhüsanasära, Gadä
called also Bhairavl or Bhairavi-
gadä on the Paribhasendusekhara
and commentaries ( popularly
named Bhairavl) on the Sabda-
ratna and Lingänusäsana* He is
reported to have visited Poona?

the capital of the Pesawas and
received magnificent gifts for
exceptional proficiency in Nyäya
and Vyäkarana. For details see
pp. 24 ancf 25 Vol. VII. PätaS-
jala Mahäbhäsya D. E. Society's
Edition.

name given to a commentary
in general written by Bhairava-
misra, which see above. The
commentary on the Paribhäsen-
dusekhara is more popularly
known as Bhairavl,

tad. affix sftarfâ  suggested
by the Värttikakära to form
words like

the well-known king of Dhärä
who was very famous for his

charities and love of learning.
He flourished in the eleventh
century A. D. He is said to have
got written or himself written
several treatises on various sästras.
The work Saras vatikanthäbharana
which is based on the Astldhyayl
of Panini, but which has included
in it the Värttikas and Paribhäsäs
also, has become in a way a
Vyäkarana or a general work in
grammar and can be styled as
Bhoja-Vyäkarana.
oSFĤ T a grammarian who has
written a commentary named
Sarhdarbhämrta on Bopadeva*s
Mugdhabodha,

the consideration that a
thing was such and such a one
formerly, and hence liable to
undergo grammatical operations
on that ground; cf. f,cf tx^ f̂ef-
<73*jiq; I te^fr ! M. Bh. on P«
VII. 1.9.

belonging to the class, of
roots headed by \; a root of the
first conjugation; cf. s?^ ŝ nnt
^ : Kas. on P. III . 1.75.
^ case-affix of the dative and-
ablative plural; cf. ^FSRJifiso PJ"
IV. 1. 2.

^ case-affix of the instrumental,
dative and ablative dual; cf.

fe P. IV. 1. 2.
^ tad« affix w> applied to the

prefix 3Tc[ in the sense of depres-
sion of the nose; e.g« 3 ^ 3 : g^q:,;
3TTOĤ  ^Ti^T 3R¥13H (depression oT
the nose T̂T%sfrRT ^cTc^) ;c£ Käs. on
^r ^TfejRr: twti sfeg; qjra ^ s ^ :
P. V. 2.31.
^R^FC lit. a person or a thing of
which the^ proper occasion has
passed; thejword is used in conne-
ction with^ the application» of a
rule even though the proper ififne
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of its application is gone, on the
analogy of a man who is paid his
Daksinä although the proper time
has gone ( STSFW^FR 5l§m <fc&) 5
cf. ^ ̂  5^#m^ acr^ «sras^q;
Käs. on P. VI1.2.101.

stray or spurious verses or
stanzas whose authorship cannot
be traced, but which are common-
ly quoted by scholars; cf. "SĤrr
zm f&m: M.Bh. on I.I Ähnika 1;
the word "STR is explained as
'composed by Kätyäyana' by
Nägesabhatta in his Uddyota.

lit.centre of the brows, or eye-
brows which is described as the
place *of air (which produces
utterance or speech) at the time
ofthe evening soma-pressing or
sacrifice; cf. £ P f

I Vaj, Prat. I, 30; cf. also

T the class of roots headed by
; the first conjugation of roots.

(1) fifth letter of the labial class
of consonants which is possessed
of the properties j

and g ;
(2) substitute ^ ( mi) for ^ of
the 1st. pers. sing, in Vedic liter a
ture; e.g. 3*ff f=^ i ci. ft
VIL 1.40;

I (1) the consonant ^ with the vowel
3? added for facility of utterance
c£ T. Pr. 1.2.1; (2) The substi-
tute *T for ITH of the 1st pers
p i in the perfect tense cf.
P TO^SRt ... oî WT: III . 4.82
and in the present tense also in
the case ofthe root f^; (3) tad
affix ^ added to the word q*q in
\he Saisika senses,and to the wofd

r and | in the sense of possession;
cf. P.IV.3.8,V.2. 108.

(l)name of a commentary by
Ranganätha on the Padamanjari
of Haradatta; (2) name of a com-
mentary on the Supadma Vyäka-
rana by Visnumisra.

the consonant *£ with the vowel
3T and the affix z$\l added for faci-
lity of use and pronunciation; cf.
T.Pr .U7 and 21.

^ for the sake of auspicious-
ness at the beginning of a treatise
orwork;cf. T̂cCRT ^ ^ $

M.Bh. on P J . 3 . 1 . ; ^
I M.Bh. on P.I.1.1.

^ tad. affix ^ applied to a numeral,
not preceded by another numeral
in the sense of completion; e. g.
^^m^l> flFW:; cf. ^ T ^ W ^ f f e Pan.
V.2.49.

W tad. affix sr, causing vrddhi for
the word v&q} in the sense of
^present therein' ( m m: ); e.g.
5RT«Wf:; cf. qtrtfpfr ĵfq 51?^, P.IV.
3.60 Värt. 2.

^ lit.the gait of a frog; jump;
the continuation of a word from a
preceding Sütra to the following
Sutra or Sütras in the manner of a
frog by omitting one or more Sütras
in the middle; the word; ^ g
is also used in the same sense espe-
cially by later grammarians; cf.

^ : u M.
Bh. on P.I.1.3 Vart.25 I I . 3.32, II.
4.34, VI.1.16, VI.3.49,VII. 2.117.

the^same as P̂̂ F̂>̂ j{cf which
see above; cf,
MB.h. on P. V.2.4.

a popular name given to the
work mmig*{s*$\ of Nägesa on 3T4*
sif̂ T̂ (science or method of inter-
pretation) in Yyakarana, wtuch î
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generally read by advanced
students. Nägesa has also written
a bigger work on the same subject
®§^5g[T which sometimes is also
referred to by the word sjssgn.

the same as wg{ a tad. affix
showing possession; the word is fre-
quently used in Panini's rules for
3*13: cf. m\%[ ?mm. I P- IV 2.72;
cf. also, P.IV. 4.125, 136; V. 2.59,
VL1.215, VI.3.11ft,130; VIII. 2.9;
for the sense of arg see ^ ^ below.
The affix *F§ (instead of Hg^ of
Pänini) is found in the Atharva
Prätisakhya.

tad. affix W[ changed in some
cases to ^ (cf. ŵ q'̂ rr̂ n"̂ " ^reis
^Tftwi: P. VIII. 2.9), applied to
any noun or substantive in the
sense of c who possesses that/ or
'which contains it,' or in the
sense of possession as popularly
expressed. The affix is called
possessive affix also, and is very
commonly found in use; e. g.
% 3*TR;, etc. cf. CTSM-

P. ,V. 2.9*. The
very general sense of cpossession'
is limited to certain kinds of pos-
session by the Värttikakära in the
following stanza; sjjrf^fSRrcng

cf. Käs. on P. V. 2.94.
There are other tad, affixes pres-
cribed in the same sense as q$^9

such as the affixes <$% (V. 2,96-
98), ^ f (99, 100, "l05, 117), 51
and * (100), or (101), ftft (102,
121, 122), sfo (102, 115, 116,
128, 129-137), p ; (103, 104),
(106), * (107), n (108), *
110), t ^ a n d %?% ( I l l ) , cf^ (112,
HS)f 3^(115, 116), 33* (118, 119),
^ (120). 3H (123, 138, 140),

(124), STiösg and srr^ (125),
(127), and ^ ^ 3 , \ g , g
^ [ each one applied to spe-

cifically stated words. **$& is also
specially prescribed after the
words headed by w (cf. ^ 1 1 ^ ^ "
P. V. 2.95) in supersession of
some of the other affixes men-
tioned above which would take
place in such cases, if srg^ were
not prescribed by the rule W[-
fä«^. The portion of the Astädh-
yäyi prescribing the possessive affix-
es is named ^ r i ^ R (P. V, 2.92
to 140).

a conventional name given
by grammarians to the third
päda of the eighth Adhyäya of
Panini's Astädhyäyl as the päda
begins with the sütra # $

P. VIII. 3.1.

afgx {n the sense of ^
i. e. in the sense of possession.
For these affixes of which ^fa föO
is very common see the word

cf. t ^

M. Bh. on III . 1.7; V. 2.94.
affix in the sense o

see
elision of the affix * ^ spe-

cially prescribed after words of
quality, or words meaning qua-
lity, such as gfjj %F*\ which origi-
nally mean the white colour^ the
black colour etc. e. g. gfg: qz: cf.
Tm#p% v$] ^ P. V. 2. 94
Värt. 3.

ft^^n" name of a commentary on
KondabhattaY Vaiyäkaranabhu-
sana written by a grammarian
named cRflTI%5.

sense in which the affix *T<J
( g ^ ) is affixed; the sense of
'possession' in general; see the
word STjĵ  above.

an affix which has got the
sense of *T§ ( q§&). See the wordsj

% and ^^#s j above.
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lit. middle; middling variety.
The word is used in the sense
of the middling effort between
the open (f%|cT) and the close
{ H|cf ) external efforts which
technically is called f^R; cf. &

I
I T. PrB Bhäsya on IL6.

called alsoJ
work on grammar which is an
abridgment, to a certain extent,
of Bhattoji's Siddhäntakaumudi.
The treatise was written by Vara-
daraja, a pupil of Bhattojl for
facilitating the study of the
Siddhänta-kaumudi.
S£Rl%cl> lit, fallen in the middle;
the word is used generally in the
sense of an augment which is
inserted in the middle of a word.
Sometimes an affix too, like
or a conjugational sign like ^
Is placed in the middle of a
word. Such a middling augment
is technically ignored and a
word together with it is taken as
the original word for grammatical
operations; e. g. 3^3%:, ^fa%: etc.
cf. ^^f^q^i^^ajq aigfcr Par. Sek.
Pari. 89,

(1) the middle person ( *nsq«
J ), cf, ^p^qq^... WQft: P. I.

4J05; cf. also Nir. VII. 7; (2)
middling tone or effort, cf. W®$m
S ^FRt^T: T. Pr. XVIII . 4,
where the commentator explains
the word

cf.

as
I the word *rapTT. is used

in this sense as qualifying a
mode of utterance. |f%; cf.

R. Pr. XIIL 19; cf. also
t R. T. 32; (3) one of the
anodes of speech or tones.

T.
XXIII.4 and 5 and also
XVIII . 11 where the commen-
tator explains

(4) one of the seven musical
notes originating or proceeding
from the Svarita accent cf.̂  n̂fef-

: Pan Siksa. .

(1) name of a treatise on
grammar by Rämasarman; (2)
the same as *pai#g^.

m ^ o S n lit. the dropping of the
middle word or member ( of a
compound generally) as for inst-
ance in suwri^P for WPpFTOflfa;
the word spaFR«*^? is also used
in the sense of a compound.
The compounds which have
the middle word dropped
are enumerated by the Värttika-
kära under the Värttika [̂nwfsfciT-
^ t *r«W<R̂ Tq«r Bh. Vr. 11.1,60
Värt.; cf. also Kät. IL6.30.

or T I ^ ^ I T T See q«^T (2).

See
a rule forming an exception

to other general rules being plac-
ed between them, one or many
of which are placed before and the
others afterwards. Such a rule sets
aside the previous rules and not
the succeeding ones. The state-
ment laying down this dictum is

Par. SeLPari. 60, also M. Bh. on
P.VI.4.148Vart. 5.
p̂CRT r̂qXQ1 the maxim of the
middle rule of exception; see

the acute or udätta accent
to the *F3 vowel which is neither
the initial ( srifä) nor the final one

) as laid down by the »rule
m . VI. 1,217} cf. ^
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M. Bh. on III. 1.3.
a class of words headed by •

the word *jg to which the taddhita j
affix ^ ( 5T3 )̂ is added as aCätu- !
rarthika affix; e. g, Tg^r^, fä^WR,
etc.; cf« Käs. on P.IV. 2,86.
(1) the affix *rfä^ generally found

in Vedic Literature added to
roots ending in 3{T and preceded
by a noun; e.g. §3[Rr, spSRsrar; cf.
3TOt ^TpRl̂ ftiqPnar P.III.2.74,75;
(2) Unädi affix in afar; cf. aft* ?fä

Käs. on P. VI.4.29.
See q%

a class of words headed by
the word *rafa, to which the tadd-
hita affix 3FS ( 55) is added in the
sense of 'nature* or 'duty'; e.g.
*u«Ti^m, ^TW^T^, 3Tl̂ R5H etc. cf.
Käs. on P. V. 1.133.

(1) the popular name given to
the commentary ate*Rfrc*n on the
Siddhantäkaumudx of ^ii^JT%cf
by the author himself; the com-
mentary is a scholarly one and
very extensive; and its first portion
only upto the end of Käraka is
geneially read in the Sanskrit
Päthasäläs;(2) name of a commen-
tary on the Madhyasiddhänta-
kaumudl by Rämasarman; (3)
name given to a treatise discussing
roots given in the Kätantra Gra-
mmar written by {SfHfWi? in the
sixteenth century. The work is
called «bKM ÎSffä also.

e given in a banter-
ing tone to the treatise

written by
^ known also as ^ ^ a famous
grammarian of the eighteenth
century who has written a com-
mentary named ^qqi on the
Vaiyäkarat?abhüsanasära of Konda-

bhatta and a commentary named
#fr§R&T on Nägesa's Paribhäsendu-
sekhara.

name given to the Samhita por-
tion of the Veda works especially
of the Rgveda and the Yajurveda
as different from the Brahmana,
Äranyaka and other portions of the
two Vedas as also from the other
Vedas; cf.
M. Bh. on P.L 1.68 Värt. 4. The
word 37?5[ occurs several times in
the rules of Pänini ( cf. P. I I . 4.
80,111.2.71, III.3.96, VI. 1. 151,
VI.L21Q, VI.3.131, VI.4.53, VI.
4.141) and a few times in the
Värttikas. (cf. L | ,1 . 68Vart. 4,
IV.3.66Vart. 5 and VI. 4. 141
Värt. 1). It is, however, doubt-
ful whether the word was used in
the limited sense by Pänini and
Kätyäyana. Later] on, the word
came to mean any sacred text or
even any mystic formula, which
was looked upon as sacred. Still
later on, the word came to mean a
secret counsel. For details see Gold-
stücker's Pänini p. 69, Thieme's
* Pänini and the Veda' p. 38.

% one of the three places of the
origination of articulate speech
which is described as situated in
the throat; cf. f̂tM jp* qvqqgrR ^ t
cF| *Trgg*ftr z$3 Uvvata on** R. Pr.
XIII. 17; cf. also

T.Pr.XXlIJl#

See

. affix q always added to the
krt. affix T5f ( f̂ p[) prescribed after
roots characterized by the mute
syllable i ; e.g. ^ ^ , q^rq^ etc.

P.IV. 4.20.

fl^ abbreviated term or pratyähära
for all the consonants of the five
classes or Vargas excepting;
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consonant sf; cf. *T3
P.VIIL3.33?

^ tad. affix *R£ (1) ia the sense of
proceeding therefrom ( cI3 siFTcT: P.
IV.3.92) added to words showing
cause or meaning human being;e.g.
OT*W^, ^H^cFRfi; (2) in the sense
of product(f̂ BTC)or partfsr5!^) add-
ed optionally with srqr to any word,

and necessarily to words beginn-
ing with 3?T, ^ and sff, words
of the class headed by the
word m and the words $\9 N2, ?(tf|,
fcfos and some others ;cf. P* IV. 3.
143-150; (3) in the sense of pro-
portion, added to a numeral; e. g,
f!?R3^f^RHPI ; cf. P. V. 2.47; (4)
in the sense of 'made up of "added
to the thing of which there is a
large quantity; e.g. arawp^,

'.4,21,22.

see
^ a class of compounds
of the type of sisftoWfi which are
somewhat irregular formations and
hence mentioned as they are
found in use. The compounds are
called simple tatpurusa compo-
unds; e.g. *rg^W3>: fSrasr,

etc.; cf.
PJL 1.72.

tad. affix *$£$% wadded to the
word sffä in the sense of milk; e.g.
sTf^nroq;; cf. 9^§^[ ^i^T^f^R: P.
V. 2.36 Värt. 5.

a reputed commentator on
many classical poetic and dra-
matic works, who flourished in
the fourteenth century. He was
a scholar of Grammar and is
believed to have written a com-
mentary on the Sabdendusekhara
and another named ?qT#sfe on the

of

personal ending ^ substituted

for in Vedic Literature; e.g.
; cf. SRT q*^V. VII. 1,40;

personal ending of the first
person ( 3 ^ 3 ^ * ) plural; e. g.
Wfl:, %>&; cf. firaßlTftrip IIL4.78»

% personal ending formed by
adding % to ^ of the 1st person
( HxWpsr ) p i in Vedic Literature
^RPTftf, ^ ^ ^ T ^ , cf. Käs. on ^-tT
TTfeP.VILl.46,

1 ^ a grammarian of the Kitan-
tra school who has written a gloss
on the 3iKRfi% of %fffö%.
m^ a grammarian of the eigh-
teenth century who has written a
gloss on Kondabhatta's Vaiyaka-
ranabftüsanasära
l f I name of a commentary on
the Käsikävivaranapanjikä (popu-
larly named Nyäsa), mentioned
by Ujjvaladatta in his Unadi-
sütravrtti.

lit. hard breathing, aspirate
characteristic (sriffSR^O of conso-
nants possessed by the second and
fourth consonants of the five class-
es, and the sibilants 31, §L and $
which letters are also called
on that account.

lit. the great commentary.
The word is uniformly used by
commentators and classical Sans-
krit writers for the reputed com*
mentary on Pänfnfs Sütras and
the Värttikas thereon by Patanjali
in the 2nd century B. G. The
commentary is very scholarly yet
very simple in style, and exhaus-
tive although omitting a number
of Panini's rules. It Is the first and
oldest existing commentary on the
Astadhyäyl of Panini, and, in spite
of some other commentaries and
glosses and other compendia,
written later on to explain the
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Sutras of PaBIni, it has remained
supremely authoritative and fur-
nishes the last and final word in
all places of doubt; cf. the remarks

etc. scattered here and there in
several Vyäkarana treatises form-
ing, in fact, the patent words used
by commentators when they finish
any chain of arguments. Besides
commenting on the Sütras of j
Panini, Pata^jali, the author, has !
raised many other grammatical
issues and after discussing them
fully and thoroughly, given his ,
conclusions which have become |
the final dicta in those matters.
The work, in short, has become
an encyclopaedic one and hence
aptly called ^rft or 3JP$*. The
work is spread over such a wide
field of grammatical studies that
not a single grammatical issue
appears to have been left out.
The author appears to have made
a close study of the method and
explanations of the Sütras of
Parnni given at various academies
all over the country and incorpo-
rated the gist of those studies
given in the form of Värttikas at
the various places, in his great
work. He has thoroughly scruti-
nized and commented upon the
Värttikas many of which he has
approved, some of which he has
rejected, and a few of which he has
supplemented.Besides the Värttikas
which are referred to above, he has
quoted stanzas which verily sum
up the arguments in explanation
of the difficult sütras, composed
by his predecessors. There is a
good reason to believe that there
were small glosses or commenta-
ries on the Sütras of Pämni ̂ written
by learned teachers at the various

36

academies, and the Värttikas form-
ed in a way, a short pithy summary
of those glosses or Vrttis. The
explanation of the word f̂ T 3T§
3TRfe% given by Kaiyata may be
quoted in support of this point.
Kaiyata has at one place even
stated that the argument of the
Bhäsyakara is in consonance with
that of Kuiii, his predecessor. The
work is divided into eightyfive
sections which are given the name of
lesson or 3̂ %=̂  by the author, pro-
bably because they form the subject
matter of one day's study each, if
the student has already made a
thorough study of the subject and
is very sharp in intelligence, cf.
33f T ftf^^I%^5 (the explanation
given by the commentatiors) .Many
commentary works were written
on this magnum opus of Patafijali
during the long period of twenty
centuries upto this time under the
names M ^fö

and the like5 but only one
of them the c Pradipa * of %qft-
•rparrc, is found complete* The
learned commentary by Bhartr-
hari, written a few centuries before
the Pradipa, is available only in a
fragment and that «too, in & manu-
script form copied down from the
original one from time to time by
the scribes very carelessly. Two
other commentaries which are
comparatively modern, written by
Naräyanasesa and Nilakantha are
available but they are also incom-
plete and in a manuscript form.
Possibly Kaiyatabhatta's Pradipa
threw into the background the
commentaries of his predecessors
and no grammarian afcer Kaiyata
dared write a commentary supe-
rior to Kaiyata's Pradipa or, if he
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began, he had to abandon his work
in the middle. The commentary of
Kaiyata is such a scholarly one
and so written to the point, that
later commentators have almost
identified the original Bhäsya with
the commentary Pradipa and
many a time expressed the two
words Bhasya and Kaiyata in the
same breath as *n*3%333t: ( üJSgrRJ
or <^2^^ ).
EPflTSÎ lftpEI a very learned old
commentary on the Mahäbhäsya
of PataSjali written by the reput-
ed grammarian Bhartrhari or
Hari in the seventh century A. D.
The commentary has got only
one manuscript preserved in Ger-
many available at present, of
which photostat copies or ordi-
nary copies are found here and
there. The first page of the
manuscript is missing and it is
incomplete also, the commentary
not going beyond the first seven
Ähnikas. For details see page
383 Vol. VII VySkarana Mahä-
bhasya D. E. Society's edition.

^ a very scholarly com-
mentary on Patanjali's Mahäbhä-
sya written by Kaiyatabhatta in
the eleventh century* The com-
mentary has so nicely explained
every difficult and obscure point
in the Mahäbhäsya, and has so
thoroughly explained each sen-
tence that the remark of later
grammarians that the torch o
the Mahäbhäsya has been kept
burning by the Pradipa appears
quite apt and justified. Kaiyata's
commentary has thrown much
additional light on the origina
arguments and statements in the
Mahäbhäsya. There is a learned
commentary on the Pradipa
written by Näge^abhatta which

is named cvivarana' by the author
but which is well known by the
name c Uddyota' among students
and teachers of Vyäkarana, For
details see pp. 389, 390 Vol VII,
Pätanjala Mahäbhäsya, D. E. So-
ciety's Edition.

f Î î pr̂ f(T|H"f̂ f name given to each
of the various commentaries on the
Pradipa of Kaiyata written by gra-
mmarians, out of which the com-
mentaries of f̂ cTTffFT, ^FR^SK ĴRlt,
f̂nHtfT, fäeTFFSFNRfN and one or

two more are available in a man-
uscript form and those too quite
incomplete.

called also q j
F, name of the commentary on

the Pradipa of Kaiyata by Nilan-
kanthamakhi a versatile writer
of the 17th century.

Sffil^PPtfarsf^CW (1) original name
of ihe learned commentary on
the Tradipa' of Kaiyata written
by Nägesabhatta, a stalwart and
epoch-making grammarian of the
l8th century. The commentary
is known popularly by the name
'Uddyota5 or Pradipoddyota; (2)
name of the commentary on
Kaiyata's Pradipa by Nityänanda
Parvatiya. The commentary is
also known by the name sjfasfflT.

fTHT^R5 [̂l"fxt Lame given to the
short gloss on the Mahäbhäsya
written by the famous eastern
grammar-scholar Maitreya-Rak-
sita of the twelfth century.

name given to each oi
the explanatory glosses on the
Mahäbhäsya written by gram-
marians prominent of whom were
Purusottamadeva, Näräyana Sesa,
Visnu, Nilakantha and others
wWse fragmentary works exist in
a manuscript form.
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name of a grammarian who
wrote a commentary on Jinen-
drabuddhi's Nyäsa. The com*
mentary is known by the name
Vyakaratiaprakäsa.

% a rule laying down anyg
option for several rules in a topic
by being present in every rule; cf.
Tpi^WIT 3FFWft. f%STRT (PJLLI I)
and snrorct OT*TI5T (P. IV.L82) are
some of the rules of this kind.

a long term, as contrasted
with the very short terms fi9 g,
33, ^ and others introduced
by Pänini in his grammar for
the sake of brevity. These long
terms such as *?IRF?, z&Wt,
TOftafä, STTCJFFR;, and many others
were widely in use at the time of
Pänini and hence he could not
but pick them up in his grammar
in spite of his strenuous attempts at
brevity. The commentators, how-
ever, find out a motive for his
doing this viz. that appropriate
words only could be understood
by those terms and not others; cf.

S. K. on ^ n # R *&n*nft P. 1-1.27.
f personal ending of the Ätmane-

pada first person (3rnrg^O plural;
cf. f&T% ... 3f|*Tf|f P. III.4.78.
uflR a class of words headed by

the word *rf|% to which the tad.
affix 3T (3Tqr) is added in the sense
of cproper for' ( spafq;); e.g. *rcft^
^TÄltcR^ tf^H cf. Kas. on P IV. 4.
48.

a grammarian of the sixteenth
century who, besides many small
treatises on other subjects, wrote
a commentary on the Sarasvata-
Prakriyä Vyakarana.

S a Jain Grammarian who
has written a work on the käraka
topic of grammar^ named

^fJ name of an ancient writer of
Pratisäkhya works mentioned in
the Rk Pratisakhya; cf. R. Pr. 1.2.

^ an ancient writer of
Pratisakhya work? who is quoted
in the Taittiriya Pratisakhya as
one, holding the view that q and
3 preceded by s? and followed
by 3 and m respectively, are
dropped provided they stand at
the beginning of a Pada ( word ).
^n^MTq, who belonged to the
Yajurveda school, is said to have
held this view which is generally
held by the followers of the
Rgveda; cf. ^TfCl̂ KTO %$$l Tl̂ T-
# ^ f (T. Pr. X.29) on which the
commentator adds 4
f ( | 3 a Jain writer who has
written a gloss on the TJnadisutras
consisting of ten chapters popu-
larly called 3orrfei?l̂ lMl<a.
^ ^ name of an ancient writer

of a Prätisähhya work referred to
in the Rk Pratisakhya, cf. R.Pr.1.2.

^ letters of the alphabet.

% a tad. affix in the sense of
measure applied optionally with

and 5̂T to a noun; e.g. 5h<fll*m
; cf. swî i i^v^w^^RpR; P.

V.2.37 and Käsikä thereon which
remarks that ĝ psr and z& are
applied in the sense of height,
while *nsr is applied in the sense of
any measure; cf. wmz* feft^sj

^ Ä trat m Käs. on P. V.2.37.
(1) measure, quantity; cf. ^T^

f| cpr *JT ̂  «n^lt ^ ^%TI^T M, Bh.
onP.I.2.45 and l l . 1 .1 ; (2) mora,
prosodial unit of one instant i.e.
the length of time required to
pronounce a short vowel; cf. ^ ^

f Ä fMBh
on 1.1.48 Värt. 4; cf.

4
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R. Pr.L16; cf. also R. Pr. 1.34, T.
Pr.L375 V.Pr .1.59, R.T.28;^also cf.

Par. Sek. Pari. 132. The instant is
taken to be equal to the throbb-
ing of the eye, or a flash of lightn-
ing, or a note of a wood-cock.

the well-known epoch-making
scholar of the 14th century who
has written a number of treatises
in various Sastras. His qT3fl% is
a well-known work in grammar.

^!<jf f% a learned gloss on
the sn^TO of Panini by *TR3. See

^ a gloss not composed by,
but simply explained by an inha-
bitant of Mathurä or Madhurä.
Such a gloss is referred to in the
Mahäbhäsya on PJV.3.101 Vart.3,
which possibly might be referring
to an existing gloss on the Sutras of
Pänini, which was being explain-
ed at Mathurä, at the time of
Patanjali. The term qffi was used
for q%?j in ancient times and the
word *ngQ- |f% is also used for

f
kit affix 3?R of the present parti-

ciple with the augment ^ prefixed
to it by srft g^ P.VII.2.82; e. g.

, W R : , IF^TR: etc.

an old grammarian, who
wrote a grammar of Präkrta
languages which is known by the
name sn^cwfe.

softness of the voice characteriz-
ing the pronunciation of a grave
vowel; cf. **r#f m^q ĉTT f^ctf;
also cf. SFqflgrft *Tf%5̂ T ^qfcT
sfl̂ ^Klflf qft&Ei M.Bh. on P.I.2.29,
30; cf. also, T. Pr. XXH.10.

a variety of the utterance o^
the Veda-Samhita ( % q̂i3"); a kind
of Krama-Pätha, one of the eight
artificial i

§ ^ name of a very ancient, pre-
Päninian grammar ascribed to ^
of which some references only are
available. The grammar work is
also referred to as i^g;; cf. -™-™=™-

I
Devabodha's

com. on the Mahäbharata. For
details see p. 124-27 Vol. VII
Mahäbhssya, D. E# Society's
Edition.

the fourteen sütras s^gq^
etc. which are believed to^535 d to

have been composed by Siva and
taught to Pänini, by means of the
sounds of the drum beaten at the
end of the dance; cf,

Nandi-
kesvara-kärikä L For details see
Vol. VII Vyäkarana Mahäbhäsya,
D. E. Society's edition.

1 ^ ^ 1 ^ the Sutras,the authorship
of which is attributed to Siva; the
sütras s??3^ etc. giving the alpha-
bet. See f

personal ending of the
first person ( ^xfflfjĵ  ) singular;
cf. fänftHo PJIL4.78.

(1) characterized by the mute
letter qy augments so characterized
such as g^3 ^\ and the like, are
inserted after the last vowel of a
word to which they are to be
added; cf- fäs[%Wci; qp;: P. 1.1.47;
(2) a technical term applied to the
fifty-five roots which are headed
by the root qs and which belong
to the first conjugation, to the
roots Scjc5 etc., as also to the roots
srq, «r, sfisj, ^s^and roots ending
in a^. These roots are not really
characterized by the mute letter
" ,̂ but they are given the
designation t$Rj;. The use of the
designation ftcj; is (a) the shortening
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of the penultimate vowel which :
has been lengthened by Vrddhi i
before the causal sign pr, and (b) ;
the optional lengthening of the |
penultimate vowel before the affix
f ^ a n d 0135, For a complete list
of cmit? roots see Dhätupätha.

name of a grammatical
b

g
work on the Sutras of Pänini by
Udayana.
HTSFTO name of a commentary on
the Särasvatasära, written by Hari-
deva.

tad, affix in the sense of posses-
sion added to the word sff; e.g.

cf. s%^n?rf£fw... jnfJR?ffe*-
fäm: P.V.2.114.
personal ending ft of the first

person ( ^OTJ^ ) sing. Parasmai-
pada; cf. firafiB...sftf P. III.4.78.

roots taking personal endings of
both the Padas; Ubhayapadin
roots; this term ft^ is given in
Bopadeva's grammar.

a popular name given to the
commentary written by tft^Flsr
on the Paribhäsendusekhara in
popular use by grammarians.

HP? tad. affix #q along with *i ( W*i)
applied to the word w*% in the
sense of a case-affix ( locative
case-affix) e.g. JTsqrjfa; cf. THMT^ =3
5R3^ ^W>*^\ Käs. on P. IV.3.60.

Iff* augment ^ prefixed to the affix
STFf (i.e. SXffiX, ^ T ^ , and 5TF!̂ )
of the pres. part. Ätmanepada;
e. g. "^W^:, ^^fR: ^^IR*, ^^^R:3

etc.; cf. sflft 5f P. VII. 2. 82. See

aperture of the mouth; the main
place of the utterance of a letter.

Jra^M' definition of srg^u%
a letter which is pronounced
through both—the mouth and the
nose—as contrasted with snf%«R a

thr-

and

also

letter which is uttered only
ough the nose; e.g. f, s^, qi?
and the nasalized vowels
nasalized %, ^ and 5; cf.

^ 1 L1.8;cf.
(T. Pr. 11.30),

where the fifth letters and the anu-
svära are called anunäsika« Accor-
ding to Bhattojr, however, anu-
svära cannot be anunäsika as it is
pronounced through the nose
alone, and not through both—the
mouth and the nose. As the anu-
svära is pronounced something
like a nasalized 5 according to the
TaittirTyas it is called a consonant
in the Taittinya Prätisäkhya; cf.

30.
I Com. on T. Pr. IL

a mute letter added to an
affix or a substitute cr the like,
which does not really form a
part of the affix etc., but which
simply facilitates the utterance
ofit;cf. m ^^mv^mv. r̂öifä \

. Bh. on 1.1.1, VI.1.87; cf. also

Kas. on P. III.2.171.

main, . principal, primary
substantive as contrasted with a
qualifying substantive; cf.^iFIg^^t-

rf: Par* Sek. Pari. 15.

the principal word in a
sentence which comes last in
the technical expression of the
import or ^n^cfN. It is described
as primary and not subordinated
to any other thing ( 3F=qTfäwft*fO.
This W= î%tt̂  is, in a way,the cru-
cial point in the various theories
of import; e.g. according to the
grammarians the verbal activity is
the principal word while,according
to the Mimarhsakas the b&äväöa
ii tue principal Word an<| accord*
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ing to the Naiyäyikas it is the
subject that is the principal word,

lit. instructions to the igno-
rant; a treatise on grammar simi-
lar to the Astädhyäyl of Pänini but
much shorter, written by Bopa-
deva or Vopadeva an inhabitant
of the greater Mahärästra in the
Vardhä district, in the thirteenth
century. After the fall of the
Hindu rulers in Bengal, treatises
like *[psn<gl% and others written by
eastern grommarians fell into the
back-ground and their place was
taken up by easier treatises written
by Bopadeva and others. Many
commentaries were written upon
the Mugdhabodha, of which the
Vidyäniväsa is much known to
grammarians.

a commentary work on
Mugdhabodha;the name is given to
commentaries written by Räma-
tarkavagisa (called jpqrffaqftltfS )>
by Rädhävallabha (called g#[ftRT),
by Gangädhara (called %g?ra? ),
by Durgädäsa, by Dayäräma and
by Rämänanda.

the substitution of g for the
syllable beginning with ^ in certain
cases; cf. ar^rWg ^ *?: P. VIIL2.
80.

a technical term for the sibilants
g-3 sf and *T given in the Väjasane-
yi-Prätisäkhya; cf. m V. Pr. 1.52,
cf. also V. Pr. III.9, I II . 13,1 V.
122.

the popular and honorific
term for the three prominent
grammarians of the Päninian sys-
tem of grammar viz. WW\% ^MFR
and q^rfö who were the pioneers
of1 hat system; cf, gfirspq ^TT^R^
Siddhänta-Kaumudi beginning.

the augment q; inserted imme-
$iately after fhe final vowel of the

word for which it is prescribed; cf.
s ^ T l ^ r a ^ p ; P.VL3.67; cf. also
P.III.2.26, V. 4.7 and VL3.69-72.

the top of the orifice of the
mouth; the place of utterance
( ^TR ) of the letters % % ? , , $ , ^
S and % \ and g; cf. qs^noft
j^f S. K. on P. I. 1.9; cf. also
^ t *$fr V.Pr.I.67,R,T.6,R.Pr.I.19,
and T.Pr. 11.37 where ^ appears
excluded.

letters pronounced at the place
called <R^; cerebral or lingual
lettersjthe letters

(1) the root of the teeth given as
the place of origin for the letter
in the Rk Tantra; cf. \
^^§05 cfT. R. T. 8; (2) the main
instrument of the utterance of
letters known as sp^or or a^preffi.

r the original base of the
word used in language;the root and
the prätipadika; the word q̂ p̂tlif̂
is also used in the same sense.

the crude base of a declinable
word; the prätipadika; the term is
found used in the Jainendra Vyä-
karana; cf Jain. Vyäk. I..1,5.

f (I) soft in utterance; the term is
used in the Vajasaneyi Prätisäkhya
for the ^sr, srf&s, ^ l « ^ ^ , and
qr |̂xf varieties of the circumflex
accent (^rfer) out of which the qn̂ txT
is the softest ( 3jpq ) and conse-
quently always called * j | , while the
others are called *£g only with
respect to the preceding one in
the order given above; vi
% ^

.Pr*
1.125; (2) soft, as opposed to hard;
the term is used in connection with
the first,third and fifth consoi^antsj
of the five
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or

[MACDQNELL,ARTHUR
ANTHONY ] a deep scholar of
Vedic Gram, and Literature who
has written an exhaustive Vedic
Grammar; in treatment, at places
he differs from Pänini and follows
a different method.but the manner
of thinking and argument is on
original lines.

fTSRFI a Jain grammarian of
the seventeenth century who has
written a grammar work, similar
to the Siddhänta Kaumudi, on the
Sabdänusäsana of Hemacandra.
The grammar work is called
f% also.

a Prätisäkhya or
Pärsada work giving the peculiari-
ties of Sandhi, accent and the
like, in changing the Maitrayaniya-
Sarhhitäpätha into the Padapätha.

RTO$Tc? a recognised scholar of
Päninis grammar who belonged
to the Eastern part of India and
flourished in the beginning of the
twelfth century. As it appears
from the name Maitreya Raksita
he appears tojiave been a Buddhist
grammarian. Subsequent writers
in their works refer to him by the
name Raksita alone, as also by the
name Maitreya, but very rarely
by the name Maitreya Raksita.
He wrote many works on gram-
mar of which the ctantrapradipa?

a learned commentary on Jine-
ndrabuddhi's Nyasa on Klsikä was
a reputed one, which, although
available in a fragmentary manu-
script form today> has been
profusely quoted by prominent
grammarians after him.

ft%*^ a grammarian of the four-
teenth century who has written a
commentary on the Kätantra Vrtti
of Dnrgasimha. He has written

a commentary on the Akhyätavrtti
of the Kätantra school as also a
short treatise dealing with the krt
affixes called Krdvrtti.

(1) a word although correct,
yet looked upon as incorrect owing
to its faulty utterance; (2) a
person like the uncultured people,
who is not able to pronounce
words correctly; cf. s^pF T a

M. Bh. I. 1, Ahnika 1.

(1) a consonant of the palatal
classa called semivowel or ^Rf:^
( spelt as SRRSJ also ), possessed of
the properties *pRq, m$9 sfa and
3T3*ITI%R3 in addition; (2) a substi-
tute for 3£ when that ^ is followed
by |̂  which is followed by ^. e. g.
f^|if:; cf. ^^5^: qŵ T ̂ rr. P. VIII .
3. 26 Vart.l; (3) 5 looked upon as
possessed of a very little effort in
production i. e. which appears as
almost dropped but not comple-*
tely dropped when its elision is
prescribed at the end of a word,
e. g. #5 . SFJPT; cf. %£

P. VIII. 3.18.

(1) the consonant % with 3? added
to it merely for the sake of facility
in pronunciation; WR is also
used in the same sense; e. g. fösfe
q% *i;; P.VI.1.38 cf. T.Pr.I; 17,21;
(2) krt affix (wQ prescribed as p q
or potential passive participle; e.g.

g; etc.; cf. $m ^...3T^q m^ P.
I I I . 1.97-105; (3) krt. affix ^
which is also an affix called krtya;
e. g ^

f. P. I I I . 1.106-123;
(4) krt affix uqq; ( which is also
f ^ ) / e . g. ^T%, ^rfn, TOqn,

etc.; cf. P. til.
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1.124-132; (5) tad. affix q affixed
(a) in the sense of collection to
qTSI, 3TcI etc., as also to ^ 3 , T̂ and
1% e. g. mm, V®R etc.; cf. P. IV.
2. 49, 50; (b) in the
to ^ ^ , <ps etc. e. g. *l
cf, P. IV. 2. 80, (c) as
tad. affix to 3TR along with the

f f P

senses

affix e. g. P.^ g
£V. 2.94; (d) in the sense ofc good
therein ' ( <PT *ng=) &nd ° * h e r

stated senses affixed to SPTT, *fa&
Random; e.g. s**, W etc.
cf. P. IV. 4.105, 109, 133, 137,
138; (e) in the sense of' deserving
it * to ^ and other words, e, g.
3°W, ^ ^ ^ e t c ' ' cf" P* V '
1.66; ( f) in the sense of quality
or action to 6T% e. g. SRFRJ; cf. P.
V. 1.126; (6) tad. affix ^ applied
to (a) Vtm^ 3R& f*5> **3 i n t h e

sense of offspring, (b) ^5 , ^IT, 3T3»
3B§ and others, under certain
conditions; cf. P. IV. 2.17, 31,
32, 101, (c) to 3$, q^ , words in
the class headed by figj, ^ ^ e and
others in specific senses; cf. P. IV.
3-46, 54 etc. and (d) in specific
senses to specific words mentioned
here and there in a number of
sütras from IV.4. 75 to V.4.25; (e)
to sorar, g*3, ^ R and others in the
sense of^i (similar to) e.g. 3IF^:?
g^q:, etc.; cf. P. V. 3. 103; (7)
case-ending ^ substituted for i1 of
the dative sing; e. g. uwm ef.
P. VII. 3.102; (8) verb-affix *ng
applied to the nouns spog and
others to make them ( denomina-
tive ) roots; e» g. ^ogq^^q etc. cf.
^^ f r i^ f ^ P- III. 1.27; (9)
Vikarana q ( q^ ) applied to any
root before the Särvadhätuka per-
sonal endings to form the base
for the passive voice as also the
base for the c Karmakartari' voice
e. g. fä^, jpßt, cf. wk$i ^ P.

III . 1.67; (10) Unädi affix q ( ^ )
applied to the root ^ t o form the
Vedic word 5?^q; cf srs îT^qsr;
(11) augments ( ^\) added to
the affix ĉ=TT in Vedic Literature;
e. g. ŝ[Tq; cf. ^ i ^% P. VII.L47;
(12) verb affix sff added to a root
to form its Intensive base ( which
sometimes is dropped ) and the
root is doubled, e. g. ^
cf. P. III. 1.22,24; (13) short term
( S^TIR ) supposed to be beginn-
ing with q in the affix ^ in the
sütra w ^ t . . . q^ III. 1.22, and
ending with *? in the sutra f̂ 5TT-
ßFq|F III. 1.86, with a view to in-
clude the various verb affixes and
conjugational signs.

the affix q; see q (8), (9), (10)
and (11) above.
f3q$^ author of the commentary
called f̂ cfjrrOf on the Sabdanu-
säsana of Sakatäyana.

see ^ (12) and (13) above.
a secondary root formed by

adding the affix qf in the sense of
repetition and intensity, to roots
having one syllable and beginn-
ing with a consonant; c£ ^ R ^ T %
$S5fc ftqiOTftsft qf P. III . 1.22,
23?24.Seeq(12) above.

cf a secondary root formed by
adding the affix q^ to roots speci-
fied in P. III . 1.22,23,24, which
affix is sometimes dropped; cf.
q#Jf% ^; P. II . 4. 74. The yanlu-
ganta roots take the paxasmaipada
personal endings and not the
ätmanepada ones which are appli-
ed to yananta roots.

a grammar work
dealing with the frequentative
roots written by PanditaSeSakrstja.
f roots headed By the root q^

which take the sarhprasärana sub-
stitute for their semivowel before
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terminations marked with the
mute letter *F>; e.g. f^ef, ^fö cf.
^it^fcprsn^Rt 1%T% P.VLL15. These
roots are nine in number, f̂tf, ^J.,
Ĥ> ^9, an<^ others which are of

the first conjugation given by
Pänini inhisDhätupathaat the end
of the roots of the first conjugation.

(i) short term ( sr̂ jifR ) formed
by the letter ^ of §33^ and the
mute letter sj of fFl^ including
semi-vowels and the third and the
fourth consonants excepting %, ^
and % of the five consonant
groups; cf. sföt ^ f qf>f P. VII. 3.
101; (2) tad. affix added (a) in
the sense of̂ rpT (grand-children
and their descendants) to words of
the în class and some other words
under specific conditions3 e.g.
cfT̂ "> WiY^z etc., cf. TffiTfessft ^
the following P.IV. L 105-108; (b)
in the sense of collection to %^R,
?TC%fiTj ̂  and 3 ^ cf. P.IV.2.40
and the Värttika thereon and IV.
2.48; (c) in the Saisika senses to
the word sfr, cf. P.IV.3.10; (d)
to the word W3F% e. g. «pi^s^ cf.
PJV.3.168, and (e) to the words
STPTÎ CIJ ^?iS[ and others when
they have the tad. affix ŝ 0[ added
to them- e.g. ^inii%cq: cfB P., V. 3.
118.

?T a brief term for letters ^ , <=[ s \
and ^ i.e. the semi-vowels; cf. f^t
qoir%^P. VI. 1. 77; cf. also I- 1.45
and VI. 4. 81.

containing a semi-vowel inside
it; cf. WPTT^Mt WMtfecr: P. VI I I .
2.43.

see ^ (6).
(1) effort in the utterance of a

letter; the word which is general-
ly used for such an effort is SR^T.
This effort is described to be of two
kinds 3JF3RPC internal i.e. below the

37

root of the tongue and m® above
the root of the tongue i.e. inside
the mouth; cf. q^t Ĥ fT I sflWRRt
wm®i I S. K. on P. I, 1.9; (2) spe-
cific effort, by adding a word to a
rule for drawing some inference,
with a view to removing some
technical difficulty; cf.% f̂ q̂ f ^R3T-

äs. on P. VIII .
2. 25. The phrase
often occurs in the Mahäbhäsya.

lit. the topic or the section
d

p
of <m the section where the tad.
affix W{ is prescribed. This tad. affix
q^ is prescribed in the fifth adhyaya
of Pänini in a number of rules in
different and different senses; cf„

W PA7. 1.6 Vart.1;
P.V.l.39 Vart. 1.

as they are actually found
in Vedic recital with some irregu-
larties of euphonic changesjength-
ening of the vowel and the like.
Specimens of such phrases are
given in R.PrJI.33 to 39.

as it is actually put in the
rule or a treatise by the author.
The phrase is often used in the
Mahäbhasya when after a long dis-
cussion, involving further and fur-
ther difficulties, the author reverts
to the original stand and defends
the writing of the sütra as it stands.

^ Wftxl or ^ fbm I
is the usual exp-

ression found in the M a h ä b h a s y a ;
cf, M.Bh„ 1.1. Ähnika 1, 1.1.1, 9,
20, 62 , 65 etc .
j-f^fW as formed according to
rules. The phrase q**T^W*:g% is
very often found in the Mahä-
bhasya as a general guiding re-
mark that noun-forms or word-
forms which are not found in use
in the language of the people or
in literature should be understood
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as they are derived by observing
all the rules that are applicable.

as it is in the original Samhi-
täpätha without any change of
accent, etc. when cited in the
Padapatha; the word awßfäci; (not
allowing any change or reduction)
is given by Uvvata in explanation
ofq*TR3;; cf. %m\t W ^ R. Pr.
XI.3L

one who grasps the
h dsense as given by the actual word-

ing without going into details re: the
use or application etc.; cf.

p§ Ji^ % Par.
Sek. Pari. 2,
TTCRpET j n respective order, the first
for the first, the second for the
second, and so on; when the
number of subjects and predicates
is the same, they should be conne-
cted in the respective order; cf.

tt^ (vfäm\) a short phrase or
term for the Paribhäsä or guiding
statement spfi^t mwtw^i * tech-
nical terms and Paribhäsäs are
to be interpreted at the place
where they are stated, and not at
the place or places of their appli-
cation or utility.3

tf ( ^fi^[^]) short familiar word-
ing for the dictum or Paribhäsä
^ ^ % J Par.
Sek. Pari. 11,

lit. a chance-word; Sam-^ ;
jna-sabda or proper noun which is
given accidentally without any
attention to derivation or autho-
rity; cf.

: M. Bh.oa Siva Sutra 2,
a connection with the word

(pronoun) ^ by its use in the
same sentence and context, which
prevents the anudätta ( grave )
accent for the verb in the sentence;

cf. g
P. VIII. 1.30; cf. also the usual
expression q#TOFI3Icf: found in
commentary works.

lit. a word formed from q^; a
word which contains the pronoun

^ in it which prevents sarvänu-
dätta for a verb which follows;
cf. q^Rcfä qgrT^ M. Bh. on P.
VIII. 1.66; cf/also ^rg^qcR^ y.
Pr. VI. 14, where Uvvata explains

I V/"Pr. VI. 14 com.
{ a short term (SRSfTfR) ^OT the con-
sonants which begin with 5 (in
fq5R5k)and end (in oT^if^) before
the mute -̂  i.e. all semivowels, and
fifth consonanis of the five classes;
cf. |£T m ^ ^ r : Pän. VIIL4.64.

H (1) one of a pair, a twin letter
available in pronunciation be-
fore a nasal letter and similar
to it, when the nasal consonant
is preceded by any one of the
four consonants of the five classes;
a transitional sound intervening
between a non-nasal and the
following nasal as a counterpart
of the non-nasal; cf. ä N i jf

t S.K. on P.VIII. 1.1;
(2) name given to the seven
musical notes, found in the
singing of Saman; cf.

1 T. Pr. XXIII. 13,14.
an obscure term found used

in the Phit-sutrasf ^ l ^ t r w ^H^I^[
( s?rf ̂ T% ifflfo ) Phit-sStra II. 42,
where the word m^\J is explained
as 15 by the commentator. For
the meaning of ?^, see fe

. 1-1.73.

short term ( rm$i ) for the con-
sonants beginning with \ (in
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and ending before the j

mute letter % ( in esqg; ) I. e. all |
consonants except u, % % and fj I
cf. 3T5*siRsq q& qism: P.VIII 4. J
58 by which an aiiusvara is
changed into a cognate letter of
the following which is a letter
included in q?[.
a short term ( SRqTfTC ) for any

consonant except f̂  which, (1)
standing at the end of a word is
optionally changed to the nasal
consonant of its class if followed
by a nasal letter; cf. ^Rig^nft^J-
;i#%TqT P. VIH.4.45; and (2) is
doubled if preceded by ^ or |̂  as
also if preceded by a vowel but
not followed by a vowel; e.g.

&, &; cf- *m\ îr̂ rt \; mt%
P. VIII.4.46,47.

tad. affix q in the sense of posse-
ssion found in Vedic Literature
added optionally with the affix ^
(^T)to the words %5Ff*Fr and ^
e. g %& ^ f
rf P.IV.4.131

dropping of the consonant ^
which prevents the validity of a
changed letter ( wrftostff ); cf. ^

^ ^ P X 1 . 5 8 .
lit, having the centre bulging

out like the Yava grain; name
given to a variety of the Gayatri
which has 7 letters in the first and
third (last) feet and 10 letters in
the second i.e. the middle foot;
the name is also given to a Maha-
brhati having the first and the
last feet consisting of 8 letters and
the middle one consisting of 12
syllables; cf. R.Pr.XVI.18 and 48.

the class of the consonants
headed by g[ i.e. the semi-vowels
% % I and 5.

a class of words headed by
the word mi the taddhita *affix w^

after which does not get the con-
sonant ^changed into ^ although
the affix qcj; be added to a word
ending in T{ or 3T, or having q; or
3? as the penultimate letter; e. g.
*m\^9 3rf5|s?R3 gfWR etc.; cf.
Käs. on P.VIIL2-9. This wf^M
is looked upon as aTFfifcFi13!.

a grammarian, the author
of a treatise named Bhäsänusäsana.

a Jain grammarian, the
author of a work named Samäsa-
sobhä.
ffT^l^f the same as ^?R% the
author of c f̂ -aRf̂ I ' a commen-
tary on the Sabdänusäsana of
Säkatäyana.

tad. affix q with mute 5 to indi-
cate the application of the term
q%. to the preceding base as a con-
sequence of which the final ^ of
the words ^ and ^ , after which
q*T is prescribed, gets changed
into anusvära; e. g. %g:, ^15:; ct
P.V.2.138.

words headed by the word
3 the affixes in the sense of €a

descendant5 placed after which
are elided and the words are to
be used in the plural number in
the masculine gender; e. g. q^£T:;
cf. KS&. on P. II.4.63.
substitute for a case affix in Vedic

Literature; e.g. ^MT, |^piT for
3W* ^ ^ T ? cf. grt gg^o P.VII.
1.39.
[ substitute for a case affix found

in Vedic Literature; e. g. €Ig^T for
sig; cf. §qf §§5 ^T^TQS: P- VII .
1. 39.

a class of words headed by
the words sft^Fj 5 ^ , r̂f̂ T̂ f? and
others with which a word in the
genitive case is compounded,™* spite
of the prohibition of compounds
with such words, l^id down b r̂ the
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rule $§ft ^ P. II . 2.16; e.g.
qrsRJ:. sra<Jig*ffi: etc.; cf. Käs. on P.
II.2.9. These words, mm and
others standing as the second
members of compounds have their
last vowel accented acute;cf.P.VI.
2.151.

STÎ  augment qT prefixed to the case-
affixes marked with the mute letter
^ (i.e. the dat sing, the abl. sing,
the gen. sing, and the loc. sing.)
after a feminine base ending in sfT;
e. g. min, imt:, wm; cf. m$w
P.VII.3.113.

^ a class of words headed by
the word qicf to which thetaddhita
affix % (*R ) is added without
any specific sense assigned to it;
e.g. qTsft»: iftps: etc.; cf. Käs. on
P. V.4.29.

^ augment q]&^ prefixed to the
parasmaipada case-ending; of fiss?
(the potential and the benedictive)
which is accented acute; e.g. ^

a reputed ancient Nirukta-
kära or etymologist, of the 6th
century B.C. or even a few cen-
turies before that, whose work3 the
Nirukta, is looked upon as the
oldest authoritative treatise regard-
ing derivation of Vedic words.
Yäska was preceded by a number
of etymologists whom he has men-
tioned in his work and whose works
he has utilised. Yäska's Nirukta
threw into the back-ground the
older treatises on etymology, all of
which disappeared gradually in
the course of time.

augment ^ prefixed to the tad.
affix ^S when it is applied to the
word ^ i n which case «rg is chang-
ed into \; e.g. }jjqg; cf srtl^rqt \ ^
«$:; JffSlfts^; P. VI. 4.158,159.
general wording including the

affixes %% gs, z^ zw^mid ^ of
which only g remains as the affix}

which is changed into 3R by the
rule fftwftP.VII. 1.1,

augment ^(1) added to a verb-
base or a root ending in $[T before
the affix fäq^and krt affixes marked
with mute 5£ or %; e.g. V[tffa9 ̂ m:\
cf. srml I f faüät:, P.VII.3,33; (2)
added to the roots ?or, ( ^ t ) ,
®i ($t),m{ I T ) , IT ( I ) , *U ( ^ ) S

siT ( % ) and qi ( qj and q ) before
the causal affix faff; e. g.
qpw(c[ etc. cf. ^JF^RfI ^
P. VII.3.37; (3) added in Vedic
Literature to tbe frequentative
base of the root *JST of which n^q
is the form of perf. 1st and 3rd
pers. sing, instead of m\4; cf,

. ^ ^ m ^ c f n % ^ P.VII.4.65.
(1) proper, appropriate, justi-

fied; the word is very frequently
used in theMahäbhäsya and oiher
grammar works; (2) the sense of
the original base which is connect-
ed with the sense of the affix; cf,

Käs. on P. I. 2.51; (3) connected
with; cf. ^ßäficffi^R fRf: R. Pr.
I. 29; CRI^TF ^ T ^ C T ^ P . L 4.50.

the sense of the original
base^he affix after which is dropp-
ed by means of the term ^ as
contrasted with the terms «J[q and
<p£ which are used in the same
sense; cf.

Käs. on P. I . 3.51.
lit. behaviour like the

original base. The term is used
in the sense of possession of, or
getting, the same gender and
number as was possessed by the
base to which the tad. affix was
added and subsequently dropped
by a rule of Pänini in which the
word §3̂  is put in the sense of
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dropping; e. g. 5*3: 33K o r

fer: in the sense o f f w o r s
£RWT « r ^ s cf. ^qVWlP- I v - 3 - 8 1

and gfq -p-q^ s^cR=cR P.I.2.51; cf.
also M.Bh. on P. I. 2.51 and 52.

a class of compound
words headed by the word p
which have their initial vowel
accented acute in spite of the ge-
neral dictum that a compound
word except a Bahuvnhi com-
pound word, has its last vowel
accented acute; cf. Käs. on P. VI.
2.81.

the sense possessed by the
original word to which the affix,
subsequently dropped by means
of the word g j , was added.

(1) argumentation; reasoning;
(2) current maxim; cf. gi%T^^TcF^

simultaneous possibility of
the application of two rules or
operations, when in grammar no
option r e : their application is
admissible as it is admissible
according to Mlmämsa rules re :
two operations enjoined by Vedic
behests. In Grammar, only one of
such rules applies, the priority of
application being based upon the
criteria of q^3

cf. ^ T O
I M.Bh. on VL

U 58 Värt.
denotation of

two or more things by one single
member by virtue of their being
put together in a dvandva com-
pound of two or more words; the
grammarians advocate this doc-
trine stating that in a dvandva
compound such as m&jit or ^sqs^»
the word qe has the capacity of
expressing the sense of both sjs and
%z.j which in a sentence sj£; qz&[, it
does not possess. Similarly qs also

has the capacity of conveying the
sense of both qs and sp. Possibly
this theory is advocated by gram-
marians, on the analogy of words
like fqcRF or m$\ for TOipRlÖ
for ^ P J F ^ T T and so on; cf. g

3^f%WI3f^ 5?g5R^ P. II 2.29
Värt. 2, For details see Vyäkara-
namahäbhäsya on ^m g ^ : P. I I .
2.29.

^P|̂ |%=R îiT(̂ "c[̂ n desiie to express
two or more senses simultaneously
(by one word); cf. sraff&r ä ^ W$ffo I
gm^Prowf^rct %% ^^1% M. Bh.
on P. II.4.62. See

of two
word; cf.

expression of the senses
words together by one

M. Bh. on P. II . 2.29 Värt 6.

(1) lit. pair; the word is used for
the second and fourth consonants
% ^3 W> 5 etc.« °f the five classes
which j in a way are combinations
of two consonants; cf. ^wr; ^T^TOT:
R. T. 16; cf. also 3 ^ t j ^o^ where
the word sfwq is explained as

m WM; cf.also §^Titcfi^g4%:; (2)
even, as opposed to odd, referring
to the vowels afr and # which are
even in the enumeration *3; sft ^ sft«
The consonants called g'*r viz. ^ ,
^ and others which are defined as
spqare also the even consonants in
their classes,

krt affix 5 changed into SR, (1)
applied in the sense of ca habituat-
ed agent' to intransitive roots in
the sense of movement or utter-
ance, to Ätmanepadi roots beginn-
ing with a consonant, to the roots
1» #frf3> ^ S I , JS, as also to roots
in the sense of decoration; e.g.
!5FOT:, Dtf&v, c£ P.III. 2. 148-151;
(2) applied to causal roots? as
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to the roots SIT^^RJ and others in
the sense of verbal activity when
the word so formed has always the
feminine gender; e.g. ^m\, 1R%
3JTCTCT, SR3T, ̂ FN etc.jcf. P.III.3.107
and the Varttikas thereon; (3) ap-
plied to roots ending in sft and pre-
ceded by the indeclinables t ^ 3 1 ^
or § in the sense of easy or difficult
for obtainment and3wherever seen
to any root in the Vedic language,
as also to some other roots as
found in actual use in the classi-
cal literature; e. g. ^

, gqw etc. g
n: etc., cf. P.III.3.128-130.

^ augment ^ prefixed to the tad.
affix ft^ ( sriqpf ) after the words

) sSRT and |sf; e.g.

:,- cf. P. IV. 1.155 Vart. 1.

lit. young person; masculine;
the word is given as a technical
term in grammar in the sense of
one, who is the son of the grand-
son or his descendant, provided
his father is alive; the term is also
applied to a nephew, brother, or
a paternal relative of the grand-
son or his descendant, provided
his elderly relative, if not his
his father, is alive; it is also appli-
ed to the grandson, in case respect
is to be shown to him; cf. P. IV.
1,163-167. The affixes prescribed
in the sense ofp«^ are always
applied to a word ending with a
tad. affix applied to it in the sense
of an offspring (m^) or grandson
(#r), in spite of the ruling that in
the sense of grandson or his
descendant (jfft), one affix only 35
or $iqr or the like is added to the
base; e.g. J

a conventional term used for
the first päda of the seventh adh-
yäya which begins with the sütra
^te^PVII11

tad. affix ^ ( 3??^ )9 f^
( ) or any other in the sense
of g ^ which is to be applied to a
base ending with an affix in the
sense of offspring ( ^ ^ F J F C I ) or
with* an affix in the sense of a
grandson ( #r*E*rara ). The affix
is not applied when a female off-
spring is meant.

the technical term gq^which
is given to persons described or
mentioned in P.I V.l. 163 to 167,

a class of words headed by the
word <p^ which have the taddhita
affix 3? ( 3rqr ) added to them in
the sense of 'duty' or 'nature'; e.g.
^^q^r iRJL sN^etc.; cf. Käs. on
P.V.1.130.
Ht̂ f̂  conventional name given to
the third päda of the fourth
adhyäya of Pänini's Astadhyäyi
which begins with the sütra
| ^ ^ ^ ? q c r ^ t ^ ^ P. IV. 3.1.
JH£ designation of the second
person, used in the Jainendra
Vyäkarana.

tad. affix 3 in the sense tof posse-
ssion applied to (1) the word mi;
e .g -3%. ; c f . R V . 2.123; (2) to
thj words *, t9 ^ t and ^A; e.g.
*3:> ^ **i$> W > cf- P-V.2f.138-
140.

i a term used by gramma-
rians and commentators very fre-
quently for the maxim " ^

Sek. on Parif 57. The term mqK-
m is used in the Mahäbhäsya

h i h ^^OTH^Wwhich is the same as
of later grammarians*

i (1) a rule of grammar; the
word # l in this sense is very frc-
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quently found used in the Mahä-
bhäsya; cf. the frequent statements
m %Tt ^#5^ |q;M„ Bh. on P.I.I.
6, 62, etc. or m^m %Rq î T^Tfö
M. Bh. on P. I. 1.31 Vart. 6,
I.I. 57 etc.; (2) grammatical
connection; cf. soratflt # M Nir.
1.2; cf. also spit <#T%TTT PJ.I.49.

a word that can be derived,
but is always used in a specific
sense, the derivative sense which
is wider being limited; e.g.

a technical term used for
phonetic elements or letters which
are mentioned in the alphabet of
Pänini, viz., the Mähesvara sütras
in contrast with the ^terrn 3T%TO[?
which is used by grammarians for
the phonetic elements SFJ^OT, !%€*?
and others which are not men-
tioned. See 3j%*raT5; cf. also M.
Bh. on Siva sütra 5„

FTfw$rPT division of a rule which has
been traditionally given as one sin-
gle rule, into two for explaining the
formation of certain words, which
otherwise are likely to be stamped
as ungrammatical formations. The
writer of the Varttikas and the
author of the Mahäbhasya have
very frequently taken recourse to
this method of ^RfSwro; cf. P.I.1.3
Vart 8, I.L17 Vart.l5LL61, Vart.
3; I. 4.59 Värt. 1, II, 4. 2. Vart.2,
m.1.67 Värt. 5, I1I.4.2. Värt. 6,
VI.L 1 Vart. 5, VI.1.33 Värt.l etc.
Although this Yogavibhäga is not
a happy method of removing diffi-
culties and has to be followed as a
last recourse, the Värttikakära has
suggested it very often, and some-
times a sutra which is divided by
the Värttikakära into two,has been
recognised as a couple of sutras in
the Sütrapätha which has come
down to us at present»

a partjor portion of the rule
of the grammarian; cf. srfcT ̂ ^FT%
#]fqWT: qjfa% M.Bh. on P.I. 1.30,
II.1.4etc.

concerning only that parti-
cular rule to which it refers. The
word is many times used In conn-
ection with a deduction ( WFfi )
which is not to be applied in gene-
ral, but which is restricted to the
functions of that rule from which
the deduction is drawn; cf. %?ffa%
wraq M.Bh. on P. LI.23 Värt. 10,
P.1ILI.95 Vart.2.,P.IV. 1.87 Värt.
2, cf. also M. Bh. on P.L3.62 and
V.l.L

FKPSf laying down or citing a rule
as done by the writers of sütras ;cfl
m SRtsrö qtm?A stöfäqfit M, Bh. on
P. IIL1.67 Värt. 5; P. VII. 1.96
Vart. 2.

compatibility of sense; cf.

Käs. on P. IIIA73.

causal instrument or causal
agent; the word is used in the
sense of 3 % ^ in the Jainendra
grammar; cf. JainJ-2.125.

place of origin; cf.
133^ M. Bh. on P.

V.I.I 15; cf. also M.Bh; on P.IV.L
48 Värt. 9; cf. also # %

a woman; the word is used in
the sense of feminine as applicable
to gender.

simultaneity of occurrence;
simultaneous possibility of the
application of two rules which
evidently cannot apply simulta-
neously, but scope has to be given
to one of the two, the priority
being decided on the criteria of

and 3rc3T3S3;cf.
M« Bh. on P,
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L1.57; cf, also M.Bh. on 1.4.1, I.
4.2, II.1.3 etc.

based on derivation; etymo-
logical; one of the kinds of words

^fl % and qtfr^S; cf.
f

Käs. on RII.4.3L
a class of nine words headed

by the word 4föq, a taddhita affix
applied to which is not to be elid-
ed even though the word be used
in the plural number.

T ( 1 ) second letter of the ^ class
( semi-vowels ) which has got the
properties ^^srff^T, sftsfär̂ f/ t^<%
and Sfswffltf i. e. it is ä sonant,
inaspirate consonant. Regarding
its 5P?n?r or place of production,
ttiere is a difference of opinion :
generally the consonant ?̂ is looked
upon as a cerebral or lingual letter

fc); cf. ^ m i *pr S.K.also Pan.
sä; but it is called by some as

or 3^ig#?; cf. ^ g w i ^ f r s
m RT. 8, by others as ^^jssfa and
and by still others as vfckA gingival.
In the Vajasaneyi-Prätisäkhya it is
described as 3rfl?raffa; cf„ tf %<%$&
L 68, while in the Taittirlya Prä-
tisäkhya it is said to be produced
by the touch of the middle part of
the tip of the tongue just above
the root of the teeth ;cf. ^fe^pTO^Pi
SCT^srsq: T. Pr. II. 41; (2) sub-

v stitute ^ ('H ) for the final letter
of the word 3T|^, as also for the
final of 3 ^ , 3 ^ , 3?^ and
optionally with ^, which ( ^ ) is
dropped before vowels, and chang-
ed to $r before 3? and soft conso-
nants, while it is changed into
visarga before hard consonants and
surds, e.g* srgfte, SFWTTW; ^JV^, gj^q;
cf. Käs. on P. VIII, 2-70; (3) the
consonant *; (technically called % in

Panini's grammar ) which is substi*
tuted for the consonant §; and for
the consonant [̂ of the word 3^q
when the consonant ST or ^ stands
at the end of a word. This substi-
tute ^, unlike the substitute ^ is
liable to be changed into visarga, or
the consonant % or the vowel g
byP. VIII.3.15, 17, VI.1.113, 114.
(I) the consonant i, generally cited
asX^; the vowel 3? is added to ^
for facility of utterance; cf. T. Pr*
1.21; (2) shortjterm ( smm ) for
^and^ ;c f . 5 ^ ^ ^ ; , P. I. 1.51;
(3) kit affix ^ applied to the roots
*fäo ^ ^ e t c . in the sense of agent
who is habituated to, or expert in
the action expressed by the root;
e. g. TO:, *FSI:; cf.

it V, III . 2. 167; (4) tad.
affix \ as a Caturarthika affix
applied to the words headed by
srenq; e. g. mm:; cf. %*m° P. IV.
2. 80; (5) tad affix * in the sense
of possession affixed to the words
3^5 §fä> 3^j 3̂> a n d cf̂ g with ^ of

changed to %; e. g. ^ ^ ,
g^:, cli% T̂; cf. Käs. on,

P.V. 2J07 and 114; (6) tad. affix T
in the sense of diminution affixed
to the words <|ET, 3Fn and ^ST; e.g.
f^:, 2[pfk;, f̂ |̂ :; c£ Käs. on P.
V. 3. 88; (7) tad. affix *f which
see below; (8) krt affix ^ which
see below; (9) a term for ftĝ ^TO in
the Jainendra Vyäkarana.

(1)tad.affix^proposedby theVär-
ttikakära instead of BTR^ for being
affixed to the word #TT to form
the word *rVtf:; cf. 3T?^^w?l^
^T %^m P.IV.1.180 Värt 1; (2)
krt affix ^app l i ed to the root sqr;
cf. ^ ^ : mm^ P. LI.4 Värt. 6.

lit. coloured i.e. coloured by
nasalization; a term used by
ancient grammarians for a nasa-
lized letter ( ^Tf&^ ); cf. *Ä
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R.Pr.Ll7on which Uvvata
comments:— arg^ft^ «mt ^
Ufjsqft; also cf. sra^^Rgq^rsicf %t
R. Pr. XL 18, where unnasa-
lized 3TT is stated as srcRRffä and
illustrated by the commentator
by quoting the passage F̂FgSFT-

as contrasted with sra aft |

conventional name given to
the second päda of the fourth
Adhyäya of Pänini's Astädhyäyi as
the Päda begins with the Sütra *cffi
<̂ f Txm, P. IV. 2.1.

named *T?R3J%cF or Sföq also; a
famous grammarian of the Eastern
school of grammarians which
flourished in Bihar and Bengal in
the ninthj tenth, eleventh and
twelfth centuries, claiming J^TO^CT,
gWTrTOScf, «ETR23 and others as pro-
minent grammar scholars among
others. See the word l ^

a grammarian of the seven-
teenth century, who was a pupil
of Bhattoji Diksita and who wrote
a small gloss ( 55g*?î  ) on the
topic named * q^f^TJ of the Sidd-
hantakaumudT.

nasalisation; colouring of a letter
by its nasalisation; d%

3 Pan. Siksa. 27.

who wrote a commentary named
on Haradatta's PadamaSjarl.

a class of words headed by
the word ^ to which the tadd-
hita aflSx 3T ( s^r ; is added in the
sense of * a product * or ca part J ;
e.g. ^f^^5 # l ^ , % W ^ etc. ; cf.
Käs. on P. IV.3.154.
| tad. affix i causing vrddhi, appli-
ed to the word %$]% in the sense
of Sararta i.e. a room or a place;
e.g. sntftSlH cf. 3 ! i
P. IV.3 J20 Värt 9.

38

T same as ^ being only a variant.
See ^J.

a grammarian of the eight-
eenth century who wrote a short
treatise on the Käraka relations
named ^ B

name of a commentary on
the Siddhantakaumudi written by
Krsnamitra, a famous grammarian
and Naiyäyika who lived in the
eighteenth century and wrote
many commentary works on books
in the Vyäkarana and Nyäya
Sästras.

a grammarian who wrote a
grammar work named 553gPT&fif.

name of one of the eight kinds of
recitals of the Veda Samhita by
dividing it into the component
words ( q^ ) and reciting the
component words by repeating
them; in their regular order
and reverse order too.

trt affix ^13 applied to the
root # | ; e.g. «frc?!3:;cf. «ft̂  ^1^5 I
sitel-i: M. Bh. on Siva Sütra 5,
Värt. 5.

a class of eight roots headed
by the root ^ which allow the
addition of the augment % (%)
optionally to the ärdhadhätuka
affix beginning with any conson-
ant except 3:, placed after them;
e.g. l̂%cfr T&J, f̂̂ n • c!HT cfT̂cff etc.
cf. P.VII.2.S5 and VIL2.45.
personal ending ^ j substituted for

the personal ending ff of the
si«W3̂ c (third person) Ätmanepada
of cliff (potential and benedictive);
cf. f ^ ^ P J I L 4.105.

3 [RENOU?LOUIS] a sound Sans-
krit scholar of France of the present
time who has written some trea-
tises and many articles on Sanskrit
grammar out of which his works
on the Terminology of Sanskrit
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Grammar, Kasikä and Durghata-
vrtti require a special mention.

with the letter * inserted after
it; the term is used in connection
with the guna and vrddhi substi-
tutes for sp. These substitutes are
respectively 3? and 3IT, which, by
the addition of ^3 always become
ST^andsn^; cf ^ W ; P.L 1. 51,
cf. ^ jpfg ^
cf. also fflptqfcl jJTt
^ilfeö^lM^Hcf; M.Bh. on P.VI.
4.121, VIII.2.42.

^Sft̂ RilW l̂"*? a small article show-
ing that the short term ^ for the
consonants % and 55 need not be
advocated as done by the learned
old gramrnarians.The treatise was
written by Vaidyauätha Päya—
gunde, the prominent pupil of
Nagesabhatta.

ŜTĉ FigRjpr̂ ff an anonymous work,
comparatively modern, refuting
the arguments advanced in the
iRc^TIK^^ by Valdyanätha Päya-
gundc

;fflC augment * inserted after the
vowel 3T of the root w§» when the
letter^which is already present
in $R§T (before s?) and the penulti-
mate 5 are dropped; the result is
that the word v^, in short, be-
comes substituted in the place of
ww> cf. $

, 4.47, and f ^
]%̂ tq% as Bharadvajiya Varttika
thereon.

^HFTr^T^I a grammarian of the
Kätantra school who lived in the
fifteenth century and wrote a
commentary named Manoramä
on the Katantradhätuvrtti and

. Sabdasädhyaprayoga.
. X^.a short term (SRqî R ) used for

all consonants excepting ^ and
* cf. i$[ ̂ gcranB f̂e m> P J.2?26.
^ personal ending of the third pers.

) substituted for the affix
in the first future ( g s j ; cf. §s:

t ^ : II.4.85.
name of a commentary on

his own work c Sanksiptasära Vyä-
karana' by Kramadisvara,a sound
scholar of grammar in the thir-
teenth century A.D.

a class of words headed by the
word ^ which have the tad. affix
sigq added to them in the sense
of possession in preference to other
affixes like ^ ; e.g. ̂ 1 " ^ ,
etc.; cf. Käs. on P.V. 2.95.

{ T^f^TFg^) a famous
scholar of Grammar in the nine-
teenth century, who taught many
pupils and wrote some commen-
tary works, the well-known being
TOf on the Sabdakaustubha,
% on the Laghusabden-g
dusekhara and fäq«FTT on the
Paribhasendusekhara. For details
see p. 27 Vyäkarana Mahäbhäsya
Vol. VII D. E. Society's Edition,

a class of compound words
headed by usrepcT in which the
order of words or the constituent
members is fixed. There are about
50 words in the chss; some of
them are tatpurusa compounds
such as F̂STcper or cqlfäar in which
the subordinate word which ought
to have been placed first is placed
second'. There are some karmadhä-
raya compounds in which one par-
ticular word is always placed first
and not any one of the two; e.g.
T%H"qTT%cT̂> ferfr^S^ etc. There are
some dvandva compounds such as
^•SJ^gQ^j f̂STT̂ncfT* T̂̂ fcfcfT etc.
in which a definite order of words
is laid down. For details see Kasikä
on U^^lT^g q«^P. I I . 2.31.

Ü̂ Enf̂  a class of words headed by
the word ^SF? to which the
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taddhlta affix s ^ ( ^5 ) is added
in the sense of c the place of re-
sidence'; e. g. *F3R3>:, < % * ^ :
etc. This class named F̂Rnf̂ ; is
called ^TfiWf and similar words
can be included in this class such
as sfTo îsRÎ , fäTRJ and others from
which the words ÜK***: i^js^:
Ipl^j: etc. can be arrived at; cf.
K5s. on P. IV. 2.53.

( )( ) a reputed
scholar of Sanskrit grammar who
resided at Väränasi and establish-
ed a school of Sanskrit Gramma-
rians there in the nineteenth
century. He wrote a treatise on
grammar named ^^qfrf€l5<Cl«

( *ftel*fi ) a grammarian
who wrote two elementary gra-
mmar treatises (1) 3T3qq[sj and (2)

titled ^HRITFR, who wrote
a Commentary named ĝ T̂ RT on
the Mugdhabodha Vyäkarana.

or WP& who wrote a comme-
ntary on the Prakriyäkaumudi of
Rämacandra Sesa.

inhabitant of Mithila who wrote
a commentary by namefäs^ttfw
on the Sarasvata Prakriyä.
I^Nî ^R^^cfr a grammarian who
wrote a small grammar treatise
named sn^Rö^^oj which is diff-
erent from the well-knowÜ

) author of (1)
a commentaiy on the
of Durgasimha, as also of

(2) sn̂ ŜHFTlSl+T» a small work on
the import of words.

a grammarian who wrote a
treatise on Käraka relations known
by the name S

a grammarian of the 17th
century who wrote I^WliteRI-

a commentary on the diffe-

rent portions of the Siddhänta
Kaumudl.

, , writer of a commentary
on the Mahabhasya which is
available in a fragmentary form.

the well-known author of the
Prakriyäkaumudi. He belonged to
the Sesa family and the latter half
of the fifteenth century is assigned
as his date. He is believed to have
been a resident of Ändhra. His
work, the Prakriyakaumudi, was a
popular grammar treatise for some
time before Bhattoji's Siddhänta-
Kaumudi got its hold, and it had
a number of commentaries written
upon it especially by his descen-
dants and members of his family
which became well-known as the
Sesa family of grammarians. The
Prakriyäkaumudi is named f^q#-
^W% T̂ also, (2) There was a gra-
mmarian named Rämacandra who
wrote a small treatise on grammar
named f^T%^ (3) There was
another grammarian of the same
name who was a pupil of Nägesa-
bhatta of the eighteenth century
and who wrote a small commentary
called llxRTflfl on Pänini's Astädh-
yäyi. (4) There was also another
Rämacandra who was a scholar
of Vedic grammar and who wrote
the commentary named s%^T on
the Väjasaneyi-Pratisäkhya.

a grammarian who
wrote (1) Unädikosa, ( 2 ) Mani-
dipika, a commentary on the Una-
disütras, and (3) Sabdabhedanir-p,-
pana.

5TK one of the senior pupils
h

pp
of Nägesabhatta who was a teacher
of Vaidyanätha Päyagunde. H,e
wrote a small gloss on the Astädli-
yäyi which i named ^ f ä %
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He lived in the first half of the
eighteenth century and taught
several pupils at Väranasi.

gee
of g

of the sixteenth century who has
written a gloss named ]^mi^\ on the
Mahäbhäsyapradipa of Kaiyata.

flRf^S^Ffl^l a learned grammarian
who held the titles JTfWffaMR and

He was an advocate of the
Mugdhabodha School and wrote
commentaries on (l)the Mugdha-
bodha, (2) the Kavikalpadruma,
(3) the Amarakosa and (4) the
Unädi sütras. He also wrote a
short gloss on case-relations, his
treatise on the subject being
named fift

a follower of the
Katantra school of grammar who
wrote (1) ^T f̂iTj a commentary
on Kätantraparisista and ( 2 )

( ^qRff ) who wrote short
glosses on the Kitantr-t and the
Käläpa Vyäkaratias.

( ) a grammarian of the
nineteenth century who wrote (1)
^ t ^ , (2) | ^ ^^a ]£ fo i and

( fäsnsrwrfä ) a Sanskrit
scholar of the 17th century who
studied Vyäkarana, Dharma,
Alamkara and other Sistras and
wrote a grammar work cfiTcFSRf̂
besides many books on other
SSastras.

5PJT writer of a cominentary on
the Särasvataprakriyä,
TO? writer of a commentary on
the Prakriyakaumudl.
ro5[ <ftfi*Tcr son of aĵRTCT ̂ ?%T, a
grammarian of Tanjore of the
seventeenth century who wrote a

commentary on the Paribhäsävrtti
of Siradeva named qf̂ TCrsf%sqfl$qj.
He has also written the ' life of
Patanjali5 ( ^li^^Rcf) and many
miscellaneous works, such as
^ l l W w ^ I and others.

a grammarian who has written
a commentary on the Kavikalpa-
druma of Bopadeva.

the same as See

WT possibly the same king of
Sringaberapura who patronised
Nägesabhatta. He is said to have
written some small comments on
the Rä may ana and a small gram-
mar work named

a grammarian of the seven-
teenth century who wrote a com-
mentary on Bopadeva's Mugdha-
bodha. He was possibly the same
as Rämaräma (see above) and
Rämänandatirtha who wrote the
Katantrasamgraha, although diffe-
rent from the well-known <CRRK-
crfsf of the sixteenth century who
was a sa:imyäsin and who wrote
many philosophical and religious
booklets.

possibly the same as
(see above) who wrote Dhätudi-
pika, a commentary on the Kavi-
kalpadruma of Bopadeva*

a grammarian of the seven-
teenth century who wrote a com-
mentary named Siddhäntacandrikä
on the Särasvata Vyäkarana.

a grammarian who wrote a
small compendium on grammar
named ggFg t̂W.

usually used in the sense of a
collection or a heap or a lunar
constellation; the word is often
used after the word ^ when it
means the traditional collection of
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letters or the alphabet. The words
3!3K*lfo, mofä and srcgTOflnSTO are
also used in the same sense-

an augment added optionally
with ^ a n d tll> to the reduplica-
tive syllable of the frequentative
root from a primitive root which
ends in SR or has a penultimate W-\
e. g.

tad. affix added

^ §1%, P.VII. 4.91 and q
VII.4.92.

substitute R for a verbal base
ending in m before SI (the sign of
the 6th conj.) q*£ (sign of the pass,
voice) and a f^ affix beginning
with 3f which is not a Särvadhätuka
affix; e. g. snßOT, %%> f̂ RT ;̂ cf.
Kf^FIT^g P.VII.4.28.

(1) characterized by the mute
consonant ^ signifying the acute
accent for the penultimate vowel;cf.
3$ra* m V. VI. 1. 217; (2 )
the same as ftferor \fä, a visarga
which is changeable into ^ when
euphonically combined; cf.

f. also
V.Pr.

VII.9. The terms ftföa, ^ft and ftj;
are given in the Padapätha to a <K
or word which ends in a Visarga
which has originated from ^ in the
Samhitäpätha; e. g. the Visarga
in sfc, sn̂ r: etc.; cf. R.Pr.1.30 to 32.

(1) a Visarga in the Padapätha
which has originated from * in the
Samhitä-pätha; (2) a word or
pada which has got a fc^F at its
end; cf, ^:, ^ : TO: etc. (which ia
the Samhitäpätha are ^ , ^ , 5TRTC;
etc.;) cf. RJ?r."l.3O to 36 V.PrJV?
18.192.

tad. affix ft added optionally
with ftilcj to the word 3»>% which
becomes changed into
^qftiTci;; cf.
* P.V.3.31 Värt.

see
augment T̂ added optionally with

and f̂ g to the reduplicative syll-
able ( 3T«?Rr ) of the frequentative
base of roots having ^ as their
penultimate vowel; e.g.
SRTfMtfcf, R(RM, = ?̂(̂ fä; cf f
=g P.VIL 4.90.

substitute l\ for the vowel w* at
the end of a base ( ^W ) before
the affix 1% as also before ^ which
does not belong to a krt or Särva-
dhätuka affix; e.g.
cf.

(1) substitute ^ for the consonant
*[ at the end of a word as also for
the ^ of snii, ^ of s?|^ and option-
ally with ^ for the final ^ of 3 ^ ,

i Veda; e.g. ^TH^,
V. cf. P.VIII. 2.66; the

^ of this ^ (as contrasted with the
substitute <̂  which see above) is
further changed into 3 before a
soft consonant and before the
vowel 3? provided it is preceded by
the vowel 3T, while ^ , prescribed
as substitute ^ (which see above);,
remains unchanged; e g. ftl%^:.5

SRI: as contrasted withesr^;,
m:; (2) substitute ^for the final
of 3?cPFff (e. g. 5TSfqj;)5 for

. (e»g. ̂ f l : ) > and for St of
(e.g. 3T§T:) before the case affix g;
cf.P. VIII.4.67 ;(3)substitute ^(or %)
for the final g; or ^of a verb-form
ending with the personal ending
T%<7 of the 2nd pers. sing; cf. P.
VIII.2.74,75;(4)substitutc ^ for the
final ^ of words ending with the
affix W{ or c[^ in Veda; e.g. mm:
$&:; cf-Käl on P.VIIL3.1; (5)
substitute ^for the final \ at the
end of a word when it is followed
by a ^ letter ire. the first pf'^a
second consonant excepting ^(Wd
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% e.g. WTßRtfä; cf. P.VIII. 3.7;
(6) substitute ^for the final ^of g^
before the letter ^ as also for the
final ^ of ^cTTR; and *R^ under
certain conditions; cf. P. VIII .3.
10,12.

augment padded optionally with
ft^ to the reduplicative syllable;
(see ftf> above); e,g» ! ^ T S , Jpff̂ f;
cf P. VII. 4. 91, 92 as also VII .
4.65.

the primary Yama letter; a
term used in the Siksa treatises.
augment ^ 5 prefixed to the pers.

ending ^ of the sj«mgTO (3rd pers.
plural) after the root sii, fä^ and in
Vedic literature after a few other
roots e.g.W. *rfäŝ ,8I§]f ;cf. sft̂ T 5£;
P.VIL 1.6-8.

a term used for the five roots
headed by the root ^ ,which have
the augment ^ added to a Sarva-
dhätuka affix in certain cases; e.g.
tfäfä, *$($% 3Rl3ffe[, sraqfcj etc.; cf.
P.VII. 2. 76, VIL3.98.

a grammarian who has written
a commentary on the Vaiyäka-
rana-Siddhanta-Bhüsana of Konda-
bhatta.

a class of roots headed by the
root ^ which take ^ ( ^ ) as the
conjugational sign inserted after
the final vowel, e. g. wife (where
%% becomes w$ ). These roots are
popularly called roots of the 8th
conjugation.

conventional; traditional; one of
the four senses in which words are
used. The senses- are qttfffa (deriva-
tive ), ^5 (conventional), ^TfS and
^ N P 5 5 ; The term ^s is also used
in the sense of c a conventional
word ' cf. Jf«WRr̂  toraf%^ W%:
Käs. on P. VI. 1.102.

Sariihitäpätha, as contrasted with
the Padapätha.

convention; usage; custom. The
word ^fe is s given along with %t
( derivation ) as the basis of the
use of words which are described
to be of four kinds; see ^5 above.
cf.%n*rcfötö it §^TS P. I l l 3. L
Värt. 1.

(1) word-form which is complete
with sif t% ( the base ) and SR̂ q, i.e.
the affix which is attached to it;
cf. ^q£$!«r sas^i m^^\ ^f&s srauiq;
M.Bh. on P. I. 1.22 VSrt. 3; cf.
also the usual expression ^T ^rftrt^:
in the Mahäbhäsya; cf. M. Bh.
on I. 1.51, 1.2.58 etc. ; the word
is also used in the sense of a
word-base ( ^Tg or mi%qT%J); cf. ^t
^q ^ s ^ q i ^ ^ ^ r P. I. 1.68; (2) the
word form as characterized by its
derivation and properties: cf. OT[

explained as

T. Pr. XXII. 2.

q ^ l a grammarian of Bengal
of the fifteenth century who wrote
short comments on some sections
of the Supadma Vyakarana under
the names gq^g^n^B and

{ tad. affix in the sense of 'praise'
which is, in fact, possessed by the
word to which the affix WF^ is
added, without making any
change in the sense of the word,
the affix being called *^T5' i. e.
an affix in the sense of the base
or sifif%

titra^r S: i

äs. on P. V. 3.66-
(1) an elementary work on

Sanskrit grammar composed by
VimalasarasvatI, in which the
Sutras of Pänini are arranged in
different topics many oi which arc
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called m®, such as ŝ s

on.(2) the name WFMis also found j
given to a work giving collections
of formed words written by Pun-
yanandana.

Tf%F§; lit. the formation of words;
the name ^ri%tt is given to a small
literary work on the formation of
words written by Dayänandasa-
rasvatl,

fflfcf^F the actual replacement of j
the original in the place of the
substitute by virtue of the rule
f̂jvjqĉ î u"Ffî qt P« I. 1. 56; one of

the two kinds of
wherein the word-form of the
original (^flRf) is put in the
place of the substitute («flfeO; the
other kind of OTföFKfä being call-
ed OTTIcfel by means of which
grammatical operations caused by
the original ( ^RT ) take place
although the substitute ($\l\%) has
been actually put in the place of
the original. About the interpre-
tation of the rule fä^N^ifa P.
1.1.59, the grammarians accept
the view of ^qißtea; cf. ^

N

WcT Käs on P.I.1.59;
cf. also WTtfet^R^ | flchftfä %K%~
^m *n^ TTOj; I Pari. Bhaskara
Pari* 97, For details see Mahäbh-
äsya on P.VII. 1.95 96.

a well-known work on word
formation written by wfelli a Jain
grammarian of the twelfth century.
Scholars believe that this work
was the first work of the form of
topics which was taken as a model
by the authors of the Prakriyäkau-
mudi and the SiddhantakaumudL

(1) a tad. affix applied to a word

meaning e a cause * or expressing
€ a human being ' in the sense of
^proceeding therefrom' e.g. tä

^ c f .
ft P. IV. 3.81; (2) a

tad. affix applied to a word in the
genitive case in the sense of "̂ JcFJjT,
c formerly belonging to '; e. g.
%3^q ^T^t 3?T: ^sRxi^R:; cf. Käs.
on qgqr W ^ P. V. 3.54.
word-form of the ajbhakti or
svarabhakti ( a term used in the
ancient Prätisakhya works), where
q? is looked upon as the consonant
^ surrounded by, or followed by
the nature of a vowel, sp as a
vowel is possessed of one mäträ
of which in svarabhakti, the con-
sonant ^ possesses half and the
svarabhakti possesses half; cf %

R. Pr. VI. 13.
personal ending in Vedic

Literature5 substituted for cf of the
spwĝ sf ( 3rd pers.) plural in the
Perfect tense; cf. % ^
P. III. 4.81.

termed also ^ S ^ T ' ; one of the
subdivisions of the krama-pätha.

the consonant \ ; generally the
word "H is used for ^ and not Vffii;
cf. srote&rc: I ̂ rRpfi: P.III.3.108 Värt.
3,4. The consonant ^ is described as
one pronounced like the tearing of
a piece of cloth and resembling a
snarl or a growl; cf. fe f ^ ^

^ (the guna or the vrddhi
substitute for W viz. sr^ or ®ftlj
with the letter ^ represented in
script by a sign on the top; e. g*
sHh m$mj cf. ff%4^m gqr m€fä

M.Bh,^ 5p|fe
P. VIA 121.

on

.,., applied(l)to the Visärja-
sniya letter preceded by any vowel
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excepting 3T and 3TT, ( 2 ) to the
Visarjaniya preceded by 3T in
some specified words such as
RTcf:> *JT:, sif̂ nTt, STT ÎJ «£'. etc. under
certain conditions, as also, (3) to
the Visarjaniya in fjg:, srf̂ cT: etc.
For details see R. Pr. 1.30-36.

a class of words headed by
the word ^R?l to which the affix
31» is added in the sense of * an
offspring ' ; e. g. 1^%'^^ STTWtf̂ fc»

; etc.cf.Kas. on P. IV.1.146.
a class of words headed by

to which the taddhita affix
t*j ( ̂  ) is added in the sense of
c belonging t o 5 ; e. g. t^tcf5^:,
^t^TfNtj f^HRR: etc, cf. Kas. on
P. IV. 3.131.

one of the faults in pronunci-
ation ; cf. spfffi OTntcf; f̂ F% F̂R"̂r ?fcf
M. Bh I. 1. Ah. 1.
personal ending substituted for the
Rsw^sffesf^ (3rd pers, dual
affix cRJ) in the periphrastic or first
future; e. g. ĉTi%; cf. <§z\ sr«ffl̂ f

P. II . 4.85.
a term jocularly used with the

word EjcT preceding it, for students
of a famous scholar named '«jcÄfö;
cf. ^T^rrffcTRT: ĉfCteFH: M. Bh. on
P. 1.1.73.

another name given to the
class of words which are

headed by 5jrn% and which take the
affix 52f|F to form their base in the
feminine; e. g. ^T^TTQJT^T; cf.

; 2
; M. Bh. on P. IV. 1.79.

111%̂  a root belonging to the
class of roots headed by ^ which
take the conjugational sign
See ^^TI^; above.
^ (I) a tad. affix termed also
which is applied to the word %^ in
the sense of the locative case, the
word ^ [ being changed into TTCT;

e. g. tTcfff; cf. %^\ if«* P, V. 3.16
and qfcfifl" **ft: P. V. 3.4. (2) tadi
affix applied in Veda to ^ and
other pronouns; e.g.cffl, ^ft» srif, cf.
P. V. 3.20, 21.

(1 ) a consonant of the dental class
which is a semi-vowel ( qtjj ) with
liquid contact in the mouth, and
which is inaspirate ( sf̂qsiTOT ),vok>
ed ( sffa ) and both nasalised and
unnasalised; (2) name in general
( v&öK ) given to the personal
endings applied to roots in the
ten tenses and moods which take
different substitutes fcT, cf:, 3rf% etc.
and have various modifications and
augments in the different tenses
and moods; (3) substituted as a
semi*vowel ( spr ) for the vowel
^ followed by any other vowel
in the euphonic combinations;
(4)applied at the beginning of non-
taddhita affixes as a mute letter
indicating the acute accent for
the vowel preceding the affix;
cf. fefä; P . V I . 1 . 1 9 3 ; ( 5 )
substituted for ^ ?T, ^, ^ or ^
before a cF. P.VIIIA. 60^ (6) subs-
tituted under certain conditions for
the consonant ^ (a) of the root f̂ ,
(b) of prefixes sr and mj before the
root 3??r, (c) of the root 3J in fre-
quentative forms and optionally
before affixes beginning with a
vowel, and (d) of the word #
before ^ and SR; cf. P. VIIL 2.18
to 22.

5 (1) consonant s ; see ® above*
(2) a general term usually used
by ancient grammarians to signify-
r̂q (elision or disappearance) of

a letter or a syllable or a word; cf.

Bh. on P.IV.2.60; (3) tad.
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added to the word f̂ vf when
^ and fq̂  are substituted for the

word f|ir; e.g, f^5:, T%: cf. P. V.
2.33 Värt 2.

(1) the consonant %; see s (1)
above; (2) the personal endings
affixed to roots; see c5 (2).

(1) a rule or a sutra composed
by the ancient Sutrakaras;
the word is very frequently used
in this sense by the Bhäsya-
kära and later commentators; cf.

£ jcf. also wm f| ^m
f qm%% M.Bh. on

P.I.1.3 Värt^lO; (2) characteristic
or sign; cf. #̂RTTOIcfF 3?{[i?5^ P.
II. L 14; cf. also P.I.4.90 andlll .
2-12; (3) indirect way of expres-
sion; cf. 3̂ TOfäq%Tfi%: ^ ^

Par. Sek. Pari. 105.

a short term used for
the well-known P^ribhäsä öBSjpJTsrfä-
^fäpft: Sfi^q^cf^ 5f|oî  Par. Sek.
Pari» 105, laying down that
when a question arises as to which
of the two words ^prt^T (arrived
at by certain changes or modifica-
tions) and 5Tßrq$RF, (directly ex-
pressed) be accepted, the latter
should be preferred.
joi^yg a work on grammar
written by a grammarian named

implication; potentiality of
Implication; this potentiality of
words viz. 35OT is not recognised
by grammarians as a potentiality
different from the srfSretgfo or the
power of denotation. Later gra-
mmarians, however, like the
Alamkärikas, have used the word
in the sense of potentiality of
implication as different from that
of denotation; cf. SRW^ 352PTT ̂  =3f
P aribhäsendusekhar a.

JR a grammarian who has

written a booklet on the six dia-
lects, which is named ^f5N"Rfe^T.

f N a grammarian of the
eighteenth century who has
written (1) Siddhantakaumudl-
vilasa, a commentary on the
Siddhäntakaumudi and(2)Trisikhä,
a commentary on Nagesa's Pari-
bhäs endusekhara.

lit. target; illustration;example
of a grammatical rule; cf.

& ^ Paribhäsa; also
Paribhäsendu-

sekhara; cf. also 3F% w&i ̂ $ 55'^^
ML Bh. oa P.I. 1.1 Värt. 14.

implied sense. See the word

^ (1) a term used in the sense of
light or short as contrasted with
5^ meaning heavy or long, which
is applied to vowels like sj, % etc.
cf. f^c5§ P.I. 4. 10; (2) brevity;
brief expression ;cf. W^ f| Ö F̂HW^
M.Bh. on P.I.2,27 Värt 6 also m
f| 5TW ̂ 1 :*\ &Üm; (3) small,as qua-
lifying an effort in writing or
explaining something as also in
utterance; cf. 5^%
P.VIII.3.18.

^ ^ known as § ;
also, an abridged work based
upon the Siddhäntakaumudi of
Bhattojl Dlksita, written by
Bhattoji's pupil Varadaraja. The
work is very valuable and helpful
to beginners in grammar* It has
got the same topics as the Siddh-
äntakaumudi, but arranged
differently. The work, named 3R-

^ is the same as
was the'

original name given by the author,
smallness of effort as contrast-

ed with «g^u; cf. 35fl<2$ T̂332?
2^^1cfT t̂q[̂ f̂ §;f{|<fe[, M.Bh. on P.
1.1.3 Värt. 7.

39
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(1) short writing, brief
putting in, brief expression; cf.
#IWJ- öJjpT ?3Rffi T%£t etc.; (2) the
word is given as a name to a
grammatical work, written by
^ t ? x ^ on the 3lo3jg3IFER of Hema-
candra, possibly in contrast with
the f 5^T€ written by Hemacandra
himself or with Kasikavivarana-
paajikä popularly called ^RT
writfen by Jinendrabuddhi on the
Käsikävrcti of Jayäditya and
Vämana. See ^

an independent work
on Paribhäsäs written by Puruso-
ttamadeva in the twelfth century
A. D. called ö5̂ ft"̂ N1T<|Tf in con-
trast with the ?|?qft̂ Wti% of $\i&\.
The Vrtti is named * Lalitä * also,
by the author.

name of a grammar tre-
atise based on the Sabdänusäsana
of Hemacandra written by
Vinayavijaya where the sütras of
Hemacandra are arranged in
different topics as in the Siddhän-
takaumudi of Bhottojl,
SJST*?c*Tcn: requiring still less effort
for utterance than that required
for the usaal utterance; the term
is used in connection with the
utterance of the consonant^ which
is substituted for Visarga following
upon long 3TI and followed by any
vowel. In such cases % is not
pronounced at all according to
Sakalya, while it is somewhat
audibly pronounced according to
S ä k a t ä y a n a ; cf. Q^jjöJgSiq^i^; ĵ]cf}2[-.

*P. VIII. 3.18.
name of a commen-

tary work by Harivallabha on
Kondabhatta's Vaiyäkaranabhü-
sanasära*

r or STSĴ toTT name of a
commentary by Mannudeva on

Kondabhatta's Vaiyäkaranabhü-
sanasära.

name of an independent^ p
work on the meaning of words
and their interpretation written by
Nägesa of which the is
a popular short extract by the
author himself.

^ name of a commentary
on Bhattoji's Manorama by his
grandson Hari Dlksita, which is
generally read together with the
Manorama, by students upto the
end of the Käraka Chapter after
they have completely read and
mastered the Siddhäntakaumudi.
The commentary is called B§-
2ET33R??! which differentiates it from
the f f ^ ^ ^ f written by the same
author viz. Hari Dlksita,

^ ^ name of a comme-
ntary on ßhattoji's Siddhänta-
kaumudi written by Nägesa
Bhatta, the stalwart Grammarian
of the eighteenth century. The
work is named a^as^f^fTC which
differentiates it from the author's
another work f|^^|%^ of which
the former is an abridgment. As
the study of the Laghusabdendu-
sekhara is very common and as the
Brhatiabdendusekhara is seldom
studied, it is always the Laghusa-
bdendusekhara that is understood
by the simple and popular
name Sekhara.

^ ? a commentary
on the Laghusabdendusekhara.
There are more than a dozen
commentary works on the popu-
lar Laghusabdendusekhara called
by the usual names äp̂PT or oZfTW
the prominent among which" are
R̂T, R̂sft and fsBqi". A few

of them have special names e. g*
etc,
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an epitome of the Saras- \
vata Vyäkarana, by

see
^ name given to the affixes of the I
imperfect tense; cf. 3ffiSicft ^ P. j
III . 2.111, explained by Bhattoji j
as 3j$rR3ER ̂  ?W{ in his Siddhanta-
Kaumudi.

^ tad. affix <3 applied optionally
with the affix Tjgq̂ to words ending
in sn and meaning a detachable
or undetachable part of an animal,
as also to words mentioned in the
group headed by the word !%^as
also to words *m and 3RT showing
affection and strength respectively;
e. g. ^35 : , fe^r, qsra;, etc.; cf.
P. V. 2. 96-98.

general personal ending applied
to roots (1) to show the present
time for which the personal end-
ings 1% c?:...??f| are substituted for
the formation of verbs and ^
( Slg ) and 3TH or vw ( T̂Hg ) for
the formation of the present parti-
ciple; (2) to show past time when
the indeclinable, ^r is used in the
sentence along with the verbal form
or when the indeclinables ;?R;, "<̂  g,
$*T>3F̂ , ^T5^f| etc.are used along
with the verbal form under spe-
cific conditions; e. g. ^ R

| Jj 3 ^W^, s f^ etc.; cf.
P. IIL 2.118-12J, III. 3.4-9.

change of ̂  into »„ See «5 above.
nf% name given to the Pari-

bhäsävrtti written by Purusottama-
deva, a famous grammarian of
the Eastern branch of Päninfs
system which prevailed in Bengal
from the eighth to the end of the
twelfth century A.D. S %

sp a personal ending sub-
stituted for ^ which in certain
Cases gets the grave accent in

spite of the general rule that
affixes ( which include personal
endings) are acute; cf. cn^^S f̂r:-

^ f P. VI.
L 186.

( 1 ) secondary; taken or
understood in the secondary sense;
(2) stated by a rule (<sm ); cf. 123

M.Bh. on P. I. 4,2 Vart 9.
brevity of expression; ex-

pressing in as few words as possible;
brevity of thought and conception.
About brevity of expression5rules or
sütrasofthe ancient Sütrakäras are
noteworthy especially those of the
grammarian Pänini9 whose brevity
of expression is aptly extolled in
the familiar expression ^1fä

. SeL Pari.
122; cf. also in contrast

^ ar.Sek.Pari.l 15,
Jaw of minimisation, par-

simony in the use of words or
parsimony in expression, followed
generally by the Sütra writers.

substitutes fcrgr, ^ fll (3flftr) % .
sril® for ^, signifying the ten

^ affixes or lakaras sss, flsE, g^etc ,
applied to roots in the senses of
the different tenses and moods; ef*
PJII.4.78.
^I^Slf^^ a grammarian of the
nineteenth century who wrote a
gloss on Näges'a's Paribhäsendu-
sekhara.

the original condition of ss or
the personal endings before the
affixes t?f̂ , cR-[ and others are subs-
tituted for them in accordance
with the time or mood, as also the
person and the number in view;c£

M. Bh. on P.III. 1. 33.
a common term used (1) for the

aojist vikarana affix i ^ f<jr wticli
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% W, ^ f etc. are substituted as
prescribed; (2) for fös and
fö affixes; e.g. q%

t %: P.II.4.80.
^ general term for the affixes call-
ed loss (optative) which includes
the potential ( fäfäfäss ) and the
conditional ( T̂3in%|? ) affixes; ,cf.

P. III . 3. 161 and
173.

(1) sign or characteristic mark;
generally the mute letter prefixed
or suffixed to roots,affixes, or aug-
ments and their substitutes with a
specific purpose; cf. f̂ T̂ fl?]
q^nftM. Bh.on 1.1.1 Värt.7,
fä f&W ̂ W '̂FT̂  1%%^ £F31cf M. Bh.
on P.I.3.62 Värt. 5; (2) proof, evi-
dence ( OTFT); the word is often
used in the Paribhäsendus^khara
and other works in connection
with a rule or part of a rule quot-
ed as an evidence to deduce some
general dictum or Paribhäsa; (3)
gender; cf, f̂ 5g ^TR |̂ff̂ fp{ĵ r̂["[?[
Käs. on P. II . 3. 46T cf. also

Par.nfäqföHSJ fo|̂ [feg^nfi[ 3^qq, Par.
Sek.Pari.71.The gender of a word in
Sanskrit language does no.t depend
on any specific properties of a
thing; it simply depends on the
current usage; cf. #frm^Tft51^T
which is often quoted in the
Mahäbhäsya; cf. M. Bh. onP,
II. 1.36, II.2.29, II.4.12, IV. 1.3,
V.3.66, V.4.68, VIIL1.15. For
details see Mahäbhäsya onPlIV.L
3 where after a long enlightening
discussion, the definition f

is given.
a work on genders by

i ^ t
g

a southern grammarian
ffWl̂ R̂STWRI an affix such as
( SB, «W, ̂ H ) or i (
which is added to a masculine
base; cf. P.JV. 1,3 to IV.1,77.

inclusion of the femi-
nine form of a word when a word
in the masculine gender is used in
a rule, for certain operations such
as the application of affixes and
the like;cf. the usual dictum rega-
rding this practice viz. the Pari»
bhasä ^föqf^T^f feffi^ßTg^qTft1 Jm^
Par. Sek. Pari. 71. as also M. Bh.
on P. IV. L 1 Värt. 5 to Vart. 15
for places of the application of the
dictum and those of its rejection,

the dictum to
include the feminine form of a
word when in a rule the
word is used in the masculine
gender : arfäqi^^ul l%
JlS&iq; Par. Sek. Pari. 71. See

transposition of genders,
as noticed often in Vedic language;
e. g. *R]%Tl% or w ^ H l : for fl§?i:;
cf. M.Bh. on P. I. 4.9.
ffT̂ T̂T̂ T lit. science of genders; a
short comprehensive old treatise on
the gender of words attributed to
Pänini as its author. Other works
with the same designation are att-
ributed to mm, frj?TW and others.

name of a commen-
tary on Panini's fcSffiĝ rfQH; some
commentaries of this kind are the

by 4
by =^

and fefFigaEri^aS^BT by
see

sense of the optative and
the potential moods given or
expressed by affixes under the
common name 1§5fF prescribed by
P.III.3.161, 164, f73.

L affix of the perfect tense; cf.
fösP.IIL2.U5 for which the

specific affixes tffsj, ̂ icp^^etc; are
substituted after roots which take
Paiasmaipada affixes. Before the lit
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affixes, a monosyllabic root is
reduplicated while dissyllabic roots
and denominative and other
secondary roots, formed by adding
an affix to an original root^take the
affix srcj after which all 'lit' per-
sonal endings are dropped and the
forms of the roots fj,^ and 3 ^ with
the necessary personal-endings, are
placed immediately after the word
ending in 3 ^ , but often with the
intervention of a word or more
in the Vedic language and rarely
in the classical language; cf. cf

f WTRT <roicT q^ici; cf.
fefe PJII. l . 35 to 42.

; an affix marked with the mute
letter ?> such as <^£, cTTl%̂5 cP§, <#%
fäsRJ, *ras etc. where the mute s
signifies the acute accent for the
vowel of the base which imme-
diately precedes the affix; e. g.
f^f?i%:; in which the vowel i, is
acute; cf. TWCT VI. 1.193.

the acute accent^for the vowel
immediately preceding the affix
caused by that affix being marked
with the mute consonant ÖJ. See
f&^ above; cf. argm^r f̂ ffirr f&&3t
ITcf ftm OT^M.Bh. on P.IL
4.33.

; [LIEBICH, BRUNO] »a
European grammarian belonging
to Breslau %rho lived in the last
quarter of the nineteenth and the
first quarter of the twentieth cen-
tury, He made a critical study of
Sanskrit grammar and edited
the Gändra Vyäkarana and the
Ksxrataranginl.

elision of an affix or its part in
the process of the formation of a
word as prescribed by the specific
mention of the words g% *g and
§£ which have the syllable § as
common» The specific feature of

the elision by the use of these
letters is the prohibition of any
such operation for the preceding
base as is conditioned by the
elided affix; cf. SR^fä

P.I.I.62,63.
^ disappearance
a term used by Pänini for the
disappearance of an affix or its
part under specified conditions as
prescribed by a grammar rule with
the mention of the word §*§; e,g.
5Rq*Rq g^ggq1: P. 1.1.61; (2) aug-
ment o5 added to the root o5T in the
sense of melting (an oily thing); cf.
yß fössisqfcr. See Käs. on P.VIL3.
39.

a term used by gramma-
rians especially in the Mahäbhäsya;
(cf. M.Bh. on PJ . 2.431.2.12, II.4.
77 etc.) for such roots as have their
Vikarana (conjugational sign) dro-
pped by a rule with the mention
of the word g^;e.g. the roots of the *
second conjugation as contrasted,
with other roots; cf. g t o M g -

Par. Sek. Pari.90^
an affix applied to a root, show-

ing action of immediate past time
as contrasted with affixes called
1 ^ or Q5 .̂ The affix §*? is found
used, however, in the sense of the
past time in general, and irrespe-
ctive of time in Vedic Literature;
cf. wsfa ^ 5 3 ^ : P. III . 4.6. The
conjugational affixes 1%, $;9 etc.
are substituted for gg as for the
lakaras of other tenses and moods
and the distinguishing sign or
fcfcĵ ai is added to a root before
the affix called g^; cf. f̂ 5 g ^ and
the following P. I I I . 1.43 etc.

Spt̂  general name for affixes of the
first future which are added to
roots when the future time is not
the present day, but the next and
the succeeding ones; c f ^
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P. III. 3.15. The affixes % z:
etc. replace the affix §£ in acco-
rdance with the number and
person in view; cf.
P. III. 4 78.
7 disappearance ( gcqcl %fä gq ); a
term used by Pänini with reference
to the disappearance of an affix
or its pirt under specified con-
ditions by the express mention of
the word gj . Although after the
disappearance of an affix no ope-
ration for the base before, can
take place as conditioned by the
affix, i. e. -although there is no
5R5RSWr, still, when the disappe-
arance is mentioned as gcr, the
base gets the gender and number
of that original form of it which
existed before the affix, which
has disappeared, was applied; cf.

> & S^r: ^ T ; cf. gft
f ^ P. I. 2M and
Käiikä thereon.

tha^ which has been elided or
dropped during the process of
the formation of words. As elision
or $F is looked upon as a kind
of substitute, in short a zero-
substitute, the convention of
the substitute being looked upon
as the original one, viz.the sthäni-
vadbhäva, applies to it.

Hl^lifs supposed to be mentioned
although not seen or heard in a
particular rule, for the sake of
bringing about some grammatical
operation with a view to arriving
at some desired forms; cf. ^

tr TOR: I M. Bh. on P. 1.1.3.
Värt. 10; cf. also M. Bh. on T.3.7,
III. 1.44 etc; also cf. fgfä ^ P. I.
1.5 where the consonant ^ is
supposed to be present in the
word Hft

a term applied to roots
after which the conjugational sign
is dropped; e. g. roots of the
second and third conjugations; cf»
^ gm%^#^33T^ WT%, M. Bh. on
P. VI. 1. 186.

lit. possessed of the syllable or
wording g. The word is applied to
the terms <p>, *g, and gq̂  which
contain the letter § and which all
mean the disappearance of a word-
element; cf- ^ g^cfn^ I g<g ^g gq"
i$r®R^r: S.K. on P. I. 1.63.
common term for the affixes ^s
( second Future ) and s ^ (condi-
tional), the remnant being s after
the mute consonants ^ and ^have
been dropped.

general term for the personal
affixes of the conditional, which are
applied to a root to show the hap-
pening of an action only if there was
another preceding action, both the
actions being expressed by 35^ or
conditional affixes; e,g- ^&33f^fät

;; cf. fisffrfffiT-i off j% l̂f̂ -
P. III.3.139, 140. ^ is also

used under certain other condi-
tions when some specific particles
are used; cf. PJII.3.141-146, 151.

^ a general term for the general affix
5* of the second future which is
applied in the sense of future time
in general, without any specific
conditions, the affixes fcF, f̂:> srfSg
being substituted for the s and the
sign (vikarana) w being added to
the root; cf/p.III/3.13 and III. ».
133. The terminations ^q and
are substituted for the affix
to form future participles; e.g.

% cf. 555; ̂ T PJIL3.14".
one of the varieties or develop-

ments of the 5Bqqi5 or the artificial
recitation of the separate words
of the S j i
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a general term for the affixes of
the Vedic "subjunctive, the usual
personal-endings fei, ^ etc. being
substituted for $53 as in the case
of other tenses and moods. The
augments 3[S and 3H2 are some-
times prefixed to the ^ affix and
the sign ( fäwr ) ^ ( ft^L) *s some-
times added to the roots. The
forms of%^ are to be arrived at as
they are found actually used in
Vedic language, even by placing
personal-endings of a person or
number different from what is
actually required.

such a slow or indistinct utter-
ance or pronunciation of the
letter ^ or ^ preceded by %
as shows that it is almost
dropped. This indistinct or slurr-
ed utterance of \ or 3, which is
described as advocated by the
Prätisäkhyakära Vätsapra, corres-
ponds to the utterance of ^ or ^
with a very low tone as mentioned
by Pänini in the rule
Sn^FR^f; e.g. 37i
%*wi: etc.; cf. M
T.Pr. 10.23; cf.also^R
«EfiRHt F̂̂ Ŝ FTCtf T%% Uvvata on
R.Pr. XIV.5.

a grammatical operation or a
•rule of grammar concerning
gender; cf. srf̂  <ff? fjflgf: 3̂ 1̂ OT3"Rcr
%§T: fliw^T f«W% 3 f^^cf M.Bh. on
P.IL2.24 Värt. 8, 9.

~̂3R a term used in the Mahä-
bhäsya in contrast with the term
% ,̂ signifying common people
speaking the language correctly;
the term^fö is also used in contrast
with the term ^IT¥ or its techni-
que; cf. 2RT o5j% or $5î cf: M. Bh.
on P.VII. 1. 9,1.1.44 Värt 3;
also cf. ?f *\m o?i% f\m ô FWf M,
Bh. on P.L1.1 Vart. 7.

use or understanding of a
word current among the people;
cf. SFSRSJCT ̂ ^^ ^^RTfcös^cRC M.
Bh. onP . 1.1.21 Värt. 5.
^p^Rc^f dependence upon the peo-
ple for the use.The phrase Q5R»TWĴ T-

fel^T, referring to the fixation of
gender depending entirely on the
people's usage, is very common in
the Mahäbhäsya; cf, M,Bh. on P.
II. 1.36,11.2.29, etc.
^ a term for the affixes of the impe-
rative mood or 3 ^ $ , applied to
roots in the same sense in which
the clm* affixes are applied;

P. IIL3.161, 162. These" affixes,
specifically the affixes of the second
person singular and plural,are also
applied in the sense of frequency or
coliection?to a root when that root
is repeated to show that frequency;
e.g. öpnf! *pfif| ?I% Wim; WIOT2
TOW^W^ßT^I^; cf. Käs. on
P. I I I . 4. 2,3.

disappearance of a word or part
of a word enjoined in grammar for
arriving at the required forms of
a word; cf. 3j3$H 55IT: P. 1.1.52; cf.

Käs. on P.I.l«
52- This disappearance in the
case of an affix is tantamount to
its notional presence or imaginary
presence^ as operations caused by
it do take place although the word
element has disappeared; cf.

on P. 1.1.62.

the superior strength or
superiority of elision as a gramma*
tical operation in contrast with
other operations,by virtue of which
the elision, which is prescrib-
ed, takes place first and then
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other operations get a scope for
their application; cf. Sfcjfäfä3
^ f t f ä W Par.- Sek. Pari. 93.

the utterance of an aspirate
letter rather harshly, with a stress
on it, when that utterance is look-
ed upon as a fault; cf. 3OTJTT f
^ ? 3 & tö bf
Uvvata on R. Pr. XIV.6.

a class of words headed by
the word #R^ to which the tad.
affix, 31, in the sense 'possessed of?

is added optionally along with the
usual affix *rq ( 1^5.); e.g. ö

; etc. cf* Käs. on P. V.2.100.

f^(l)a class of words headed by
to which the affix SRS ( q ) is

added in the sense of 'becoming*,
to form a denominative root-base
which gets the verb-endings of both
the padas; e» g. t̂f|cfT f̂cr, îf|cfRcf;
"PET̂ Rt, fel^tr; the class ^Tf|crif̂  is
considered as ^TftfcFr̂  so that simi-
lar denominative verb-bases could
be explained; cf. Käs, on P.III.L
13; (2) a class of words headed
by <£rf|cr, to which the fem* affix
*fi (SfRffit) is added after they
have got the taddhita affix qsj
added to them in the sense of ca
grandchild5; e. g. ^n?^iq;fT, w^-

etc.; cf. Käs. on P . IV. 1.18.
prevalent in common utter-

ance, of the people as contrasted
with l $^M
MJBh.on Ahnika LSee # $ above,

krt affix n substituted for the
gerund termination q̂FT when the
root,to which ^T has been applied,
is preceded by a prefix with which
it (the root with the affix) is corn-
compounded; cf, s^sarscS 5R5?t
^3L P. VII. 1. 37.
kjt affix 3 changed into &m in

the sense of an agent applied to the

root ?p^and others (after which it
is seen actually used in language);
e.g. 5F3FT:, ^oy:, €T^:, fa&: cf.

^ krt affix $m in the sense of verbal
activity as also in the sense of an
'abode* or 'an instrument'; cf. P.
111.3.113,115, 116, 117.
% a class of roots3 headed by the

root cj, the past., pass.part. affix cf
placed after which becomes
changed into q; e.g. ^ : , cgrRraj
«fH:, ^H3H;, etc. cf. Kas.onP.VII.
2.44.

(1) fourth letter of the class of
consonants headed by % which
are looked upon as semi-vowels;
^ is a dental, soft, non-aspirate
consonant pronounced as «T in
some provinces and written also
sometimes like \, especially when
it stands at the beginning of a
word; (2) substitute for 3 which
is followed by a vowel excepting
3 ; e. g, arg + 3tffc ~ *T«rft:; cf. f#J
qqi^rP. VI, 1.77; (3) the con-
sonant %> which is sometimes
uttered with very little effort when
it is at the end of a word and
followed by a vowel or a semi-
vowel, or a fifth, fourth or third
consonant or the consonant f.
In such cases it is called
cf. ^%5xfn;a) fw i f i ^Tn^^
SJT^ ^ v&l^wt: S. K% on P.VIIL3.
18;(4) solitary remnant of the affi-
xes fe^fl^ f̂ «r and the like, when
the other letters which are mute
are dropped and the affix T%1 or
the like becomes a zero affix. This
% also is finally dropped; cf.

(1) the semivowel %; see ^; (2)
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personal-ending substituted for ^
in the perfect ( fo5 )̂ first person
(SrPTips), and in the present tense
in the case of the root fc^;
cf. TOfrrercf GBä!^0 and

. P. III. 4.82,83; (3) krt affix
fe^or fä of which only ^

remains; cf. erförraj^ät qg&fc P.
VI. 2.52; cf. also ft^spit«! ^ 3 ^ "
cf5T"OT VL3.92.the affix is mention-
ed as gsrerc by Pänini, but, in fact,
it is %3 3? being added for ease in
pronunciation; (4) tad. affix in the
sense of possession added along
with the other affixes ^ , ^ F , and
^ to the word %3J and to some
other words such as nify ft'OT
srög; etc as also to w^] and
cf. P. V. 2. 109, 110.

a class of words headed by
the word sfer, the word *}R placed
after which gets the taddhita
affixes added to it, as prescribed
in the senses c takes it', c carries it *
or « produces it ' ; e.g. srfcffllft$:; cf.
Käs. on P.V. 1.50. The tad. affix-
es as prescribed in the senses
mentioned above are added to the
words ski etc« and not to mi
accorJing to some commentators;
e.g.«riftFfö, t̂efSR»: etc.; cf. Käs. on
P.V, 1.50.

the consonant <| with the vowel
3T and *6K being added for facility
of utterance; cf. T. Pr. I. 17, 21»
also soifarc P. III.3.108, Värt. 3.

that which ought to be stated
or prescribed; the word is fre-
quently found used by the Värtti-
kakira when he suggests any
addition to, or modification in
PSniai's rules. Sometiixies,the word
is added by the author of the
Msihäbhäsya in the explanation of a
Värttika after stating what is lack-
ing ia the

40

mouth, or orifice of the mouth
which, in general is the place of
utterance for all letters, but espe-
cially for the vowel ar; cf. %3~

a grammarian who wrote a
grammatical work on verbs named

(1) lit. statement; an authorita-
tive statement made by the authors
of the Sütras and the Värttikas as
also of the Mahäbhäsya; cf. STRcT
fpfe^req *F&\ SI^SRH M. Bh. on
Siva Sütra 1 Värt. 1. The word is
also used predicatively in the sense

the Värttikakära; cf.
, f̂ct sp SfTcR^ ; (2)

number, such as T3355F5R,
etc.; cf. i f ^
P.I.2.51; cf

2.57;
^\ M.Bh.on P.I.

(3) expressive word; cf.
jy $ P- V.L124
where the Käsikä explains the
word Qiw^ as g ^ ^
cf. also the terms J p , ,
f^T^FR etc. as classes of words;
cf. also 37f$nncf#f &z P.III.2.112;
(4) that which is uttered; cf.

^ f

on P. 1.1.8.

the form of ^ or thun-
derbolt, in which ( form ) the
Jihvämüliya ( letter ) is shpwn
in writing; cf, ^Tfi^filT*|^ra: Kät.
I.L17. S e e f ^ T ^ K
j substitute for JRJ of »rgg. See JT^^.

(1) tad. affix srq in the seme of
similar activity or thing; e. g.
*T3fl5iS$t, V&m, fit %mi:i .cf. cT?f
g^q ÄqT%ftf: I m cl#| P.V.U115,
116; (2) tad. affix «iq; in the sense
of deserving;e.g, tfsrqcj; qT^^ ; cf.

^ ; (3) tad. affix ^
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applied to prefixes inVedic Litera-
ture without any sense of its own;
e.g qpsfr ^<=JT qrfcl T̂OcI ; cf. geremf-

^F$fP.V. 1. 118.
^ specific statement by putt-

ing the word ^ for the sake of
extended application te
e.g. srrewsresfä; cf. s <rf|

M.Bh.on P, 1.1.23 Värt. 4.
the posssssive affix ^ (

with fern. % added; cf.

or 33^ tad. affix ^q applied to
the pronouns ^ , cT̂ , Hfl̂ , f̂BH. and
^H,in the sense of measurement;
e.g. qrer^,

# ;cf.
^ : P. V. 2.39,40. Words

ending with this affix ^g are
designated $WR; cf.

P.I.1.23.
a grammarian of the

seventeenth century who wrote a
commentary named sRfp̂ rar on
Ko^dabhatta's Vaiyäkarana-
bhüsana and a grammar work
named ^

a class of compound words
headed by *FRqr% which retain they
original accent of the members of
the compound, as for example^ in
the compound word T̂OTfcf both
the words ZR and qfä have got
their initial vowel sr accented
acute; cf. Käs.on P.VI.2.140.
\ kft affix ^ applied in the

sense of agent in Vedic literature
to a root ending in erf and in
spoken language to any root where
forms are seen;e.g.<ajjt5R[T, T%rFTT;cf.
3?T$T TfSroSte^qaf | ^%frf^ g ^ P.
III. 2. 745 75.
I tad. affix ^^ applied to the word
| in the sense of *tm (a peculiar
product); e.g. gwg;; cf.
P. IV. 3.162.

or cj<r| krt affix CR applied to the
roots *«H, IH, ̂ 15, ftg; and ^e,as also
to the intensive base of m in the
sense of a habituated agent; e. g.

| qpm^ etc. cf. #>T*TO-
3 I q£F ̂ : P. III . 2. 175,

176.
i^ a class of words headed by

which have the taddhita affix
elided, if it is added to them in
the four senses mentioned in
P.IV.2.67-70; cf.

cf. Käs. on P.IV.2.82.
a scholar of grammar and a

pupil of Bhattoji Diksita who flo-
urished in the end of the seven-
teenth century and wrote abridg-
ments of the Siddhanta-kaumudi
for beginners in grammar named
^g]%^Pcf¥[g4 and ^
also ^Tpnft^pjfl and
The work under the name

as

which is the shortest
abridgment, is, in fact, the ssg-
1%5Fcf"4FŜ t itself. It is possible that
the auother first prepared the BR~
f% T̂-cFltĝ t and then, he himself
or a pupil of his, put additional
necessary matter and prepared the
Laghusiddhänta-kaumudL

(I) a reputed ancient gra-
mmarian who is identified with
Kätyayana, the prominent author
of the Värttikas on the Sütras of
Pänini. Both the names TOif^ and
Eft̂qpEiPf are mentioned in commen-
tary works in connection with the
Värttikas on the Sütras of Pänini,
and it is very likely that Vararuci
was the individual name of the
scholar, and Kätyäyana his family
name. The words ;-fiM and spTcSFF!
are found used in Slokavärttikas in
the Mahäbhäsya on P JIL2.3 and
111*2*118 where references made
are actually found In the prose
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Värttikas (see
3: P.III. 2. 3 Värt. I and $
^$mwgum% PJII.2.118Värt.
^indicating that the Slokavärttika-
kära believed that the Värttikas
were composed by Kätyäyana.
There is no reference at all in the
Mahäbhasya to Vararuci as a
writer of the Värttikas; there is
only one reference which shows
that there was a scholar by name
Vararuci known to Pata^jali, but
he was a poet; cf- *(KW% ^isqin the
sense of • 'composed3 ( f*I and
not ätrF) by cf^fä M. Bh. on
P. IV. 2.4. ( 2 ) m$fa is also
mentioned as the »author of the
Präkrta Grammar known by the
name srngasrwB or T̂fcR'JTCT. This
cR̂ T%, who also was ^Tc3FR by
Gotra name, was a grammarian
later than Patanjali, who has
been associated with Sarvvarman.
(the author of the first three Adh-
yiyas of the Kätantra Sütras), as
the author of the fourth Adhyäya.
Patanjali does not associate ER̂ T%
with Kätyäyana at all. His men-
tion of eropEf as a writer of a Kivya
is a sufficient testimony for that.
Hence, it appears probable that
Kätyäyana, to whom the author-
ship of the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya
and many other works allied with
Veda has been attributed, was not
associated with Vararuci by Patan-
jali, and it is only the later writeis
who identified the grammarian
Vararuci,who composed the fourth
Adhyäya of the Kätantra Grammar
and wrote a Prakrit Grammar and
some other grammar * works,
with the ancient revered Kätyä-
yana/the author of Värttikas, the
Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya and the
Püspasutra; (3) There was a com-
paratively modern grammarian

named «r^]% who wrote a small
treatise on genders of words con-
sisting of about 125 stanzas with a
commentary named Lingavrtti,
possibly written by the author
himself. (4) There was also ano-
ther modern grammarian by
name cf̂ 7% who wrote a work on
syntax named S[%T<pFre*T discuss-
ing the four topics
and

name of a commentary on
the Paribhäsendusekhara written
by Guruprasäda Sästri, a reputed
grammarian of the present cenutry.

rf^ a class of words headed by
g which have the taddhita affix

% ( 3»^ ) added to them in the
four senses mentioned in P. IVm

2.67-70 e.g. TO^^jtCTSsreran^ etc.;
cf. Käs. on P. IV. 2.80.

feminine form of the affix ^$\%
e. g. qiciTTO, 3I#; etc.; cf. ^T * %
P. IV. 1.7.

T name given to the different
classes of consonants which are
headed by an unaspirate surd;
e. g. sfispt, W T 3 SHR, cP=FT and q^f.
The several consonants in each
group or class, are, in their serial
order, named 3%OT, 3*fdsffa etc.
On the analogy of these five
classes, the semivowels are called
by the name Wt and sibilants, jare
called by the name WT.

a class of words headed jby
the word cp$ which' have tlj.eir
initial vowel accented a,cute when
they stand as second members oj
a tatpurusa compound other
than the karmadhäraya type of it;
e. g. ^ 1 ^ ^ : , ^ < W : ; cf. 'KäM
on P. VI. 2.131. ;

phonemic unit; a letter. The
tarn* was in: use in ancieBt̂  fun'K
and found used generally^imTihe
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masculine gender, but occasionally
in the neuter gender too; e. g.
3^9Tf*r wft: M. Bh. Ahnika 1.
also m w f ä ^ 5^ M.Bh. on Siva
Sütras 3, 4.

mention of a grammatical
operation concerning a single
letter or caused by a single letter;
Gf. 5{ ̂ OTJ#T§ (USTT ^«fsRqft^M SRfficf).
Siradeva P a i i 10 .

serial mention or enumera-
tion of letters in the fourteen Siva
Sutras. The word is also used in
the sense of the alphabet given in
the Prätisäkhya and grammar
works; cf. ^ 3f| w n s Q$ 3 ^ :

& M. Bh. on P. I. 1.69.
a minor work upon letters

grammar

and their nature by a grammarian
named Ghanasyama.
W the collection of letters as
mentioned in works on
and Prättsäkhyas; cf.

R. Pr. I. 10.
change of one letter into

another (in the formation of a
word ) the discussion of which is
looked upon as one of the features
of grammar; cf. ^iqm^fä^TWf f|

^ ^ i % q f a . M . B h . Ahnika L
disappearance of a letter;

Cf. SRfaq: 5Rq% ^
I M. Bh. on, P. L 1. 39 Värt.

10.
an injunction or operation

conditioned by a single letter;
sftstr ^%%4^Trci^: M. Bh, on
P. 1.4.2.
II^M4M changing the place of
fetters; cf- f$fr ^^^%q; Värt 20.

wfeqTOiP:3[*KT a minor grammar
work on the nature of letters by a
grammarian named ^ntfr^T^

transposition of letters; cf.

M. Bh, on Siva Sutra 5; cf. f*

: I M. Bh. on. Siva sütra 5.
a collection of letters or

alphabet given traditionally- Alt-
hough the Sanskrit alphabet has got
everywhere the same cardinal let-
ters i.e. vowels 3T, ? etc, consonants
5, *=f etc, . semivowels %> l, <g, q,
sibilants 5 1 ^ ^ ^ and a few addi-
tional phonetic units such as 3?3^R,
fcpâ r and others., siill their number
and order differ in the different
traditional enumerations. Panini
has not mentioned them actually
but the fourteen Siva Sütras, on
which he has based his work,
mention only 9 vowels and 34
consonants, the long vowels being
looked upon as varieties of the
short ones. The Siksä of Panini
mentions 63 or 64 letters, adding
the letter 55 ( g:^§ ); cf.

?j
&iksa. St.3. The Rk Prätisäkhya adds
four ( Visarga» JihvämQliya, Up-
adhmanlya and Anusvära ) to the
forty three given in the Siva Sütras
and mentions 47. The Taittiriya
Prätisäkhya mentions 52 letters
viz. 16 vowels» 25class consonants,
4 semivowels, six sibilants (|r, s[, 5,
I J ^ f> ^ 5,5) an(A anusvära. The
Vajasaneyi Prätisäkhya mentions
65 letters 3 varieties of aj, %, qj, m
and S, two varieties of ta;, \ aft,
gffj 25 class-consonants, four semi-
vowels, four sibilants, and

and four letters;
; V« Pr.cf. i3$

VIII. 25. The Rk Tantra gives 57
letters viz. 14 vowels, 25 class
consonants, 4 semivowels, 4 sibi-
lants, Visarga, Jihvamülfya, Üp-
adhmanlya, Auunasika» 4 yamas
and two Amisvaras- The ^k
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Tantra gives two different serial
orders, the Uddesa (common) and
the Upadesa (traditional). The
common order or Uddesa gives
the 14 vowels beginning with 3T,
then the 25 class consonants, then
the four semivowels, the four
sibilants and lastly the eight
ayogavähas, viz. the visarjaniya
and others. The traditional order
gives the diphthongs first, then
long vowels ( sir, % «£, t a n d ^ )
then short vowels (m, ^ %, 5, and
lastly T̂ ), then semivowels«, then
the five fifth consonants, the five
fourths, the five thirds, the five
seconds, the five firsts, then the
four sibilants and then the eight
ayogaväha letters and two Aus-
väras instead of one anusvära.
Pänini appears to have followed
the traditional order with a few
changes that are necessary for the
technique of his work.

ÜTFJIRF^ the view that letters do
not possess the sense, as individua-
lly in every letter no separate sense
is seen; cf. 3R^N»i^jetc. M. Bh, on
£>iva Sutra 5, Värt. 14 and 15.

cfxcr the theory or view that indi-
vidual letters are severally possess-
ed of different senses. For instance,
the difference in the meanings of
the words HJTC, ̂  and ^3 is due to
the difference in their initial letter.
The theory is not acceptable to the
Vaiyäkaranas nor the theory 3Pifa4"
3R3f given above. They follow the
theory of tqTcnfe^ i. e. sense given
by a group of words together. See
M,Bh. on &iva Sutra 5, Värttikas
9 to 15.

a grammatical operation
depending upon a single letter i.e.
&n operation caused by a letter
singly; cf, fö fe

Par.Sek.Pari.21; cf.also
cf̂ T f̂̂ r̂ l̂f̂ if̂ xT^ 1 3jfönl M.Bh.onP.
1.1.39 Värt.10.

or qM^FF? an old writer
on grammar who has written a
work named 5i«3cfäwr on the mean-
ings of words. The work forms a
part of his bigger work 3JWFFIcf.
Both the works are incomplete«
The 3F?T%£R;ai is based mostly upon
ancient grammar works of Patanjali
Vararuci, Värttikakära, Sarvavar-
man, Bhartrhari and others.

a part or a portion of a com«
bined letter i.e.ä
The diphthongs or ^p are
divisible into two Svaras, for inst-
ance 'Ö; into 3?T and o;, 3fr into ̂TT
and 3?1. Similarly double conso-
nants like %% ^% ^ , ^ etc. are
also divisible. Regarding the point
raised whether the individual parts
can be looked upon as separate lett-
ers for undergoing or causing a gra-
mmatical operation,the decision of
the grammarians is that they can-
not be looked upon as separate,
when they are completely mixed
as the dip thongs ;c

M. Bh. on Siva Sutra
3, 4 Värt. 6.
f a term used by ancient gramma-
rians and later on by commenta
tors for compound words; cf. ft
& > Nyäsa on Kai II.4.15.

the present tense; cf.
3£ P.III.2.123; cf.also
P?II 3.67;also #
P. III . 3.131.

a term used by ancient
grammarians for the present tense,
along with the term z$m*i also;
cf. 2RJ ft § f e ^ cIST %$wm ^f^t%
M.Bh. on P. IIL3.133 Vart.8.

from s$ which means a com-
pound ;see q§« (1) The term ^ ^ o r
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used in the sense of a mem-
ber of a compound ;cf.33t̂ T f̂tfä ̂ fcf
gqmre^icTq, Nyäsa on P. II. 4 J 5 .
(2) The term ^f^is also used for
a syllable ( s r a ^ ) ; cf- ̂ ä R.T.47,
explained by the commentator as

cf. also ?j4mm 3̂ 11% at R. Pr.
XVIIL32.

lit. gingival, or produced at the
gums; the letter ^according to
some scholars who believe that ^
is produced at- the root of the
teeth i.e. at the gums; cf. %

(gums) ĝ cK Uvvata on R.Pr.L20.
future, belonging to future;cf.

^ferjrqT %% Ĥ?fot fäsq% Paribhäsä
87 given by Siradeva.

(I) along vowel;(2)name of a
famous Jain grammarian, disciple
of Govindasüri, who lived in the
beginning of the twelfth century
A.D.and wrote a metrical work on
ganas or groups of words in gra-
mmar, named TPRcqJFrffäfä1, and also
a commentary on it. The work
consists of 8 chapters and has got
some commentaries besides the
well-known one by the author
himself. He also wrote two other
works on grammar ĉF̂ fSftcR and
T̂ ngFP̂  as also a few religious
books.
name of an ancient scholar of

grammar and Mrmämsä, cited by
some as the preceptor of sfTR̂FR and
PäninL If not of Panini3 he may
have been a preceptor of Kätyä-
yana.
sr or mA gingival, produced at

the gums; the word ^ is proba-
bly the correct word meaning the
root of the teeth or gums; the
word «[€ was also used in the same

sense as ̂  from which the word
c[̂ t could be derived. qR5̂  and «rĉ
are only the variant pronunciati-
ons of «Rsq and cj^.The word cf̂ 5
with cj inserted between T̂  and
g;, is given above as explained by
Uvvata from qsS. It is very likely
that cjc$ is wrongly written for

or c$.
short term (sjcWO f° r consonants

excepting jr; cf. ̂ tqt 5%Ho5 P. VI.
1.66; srr^^lf^fe P. VII.2.35.
(1) tad. cäturarthika affix q̂ f̂

applied to the word f̂P3T in the
four senses country and others ;e.g.
ßFâ R5=Flt̂ StT T̂ Käs.on P.IV.2.89;
(2) tad. affix qö5 in the sense of
possession applied to words ̂ r^r,
f/fSf and others as also to ̂ ?cf and
itraT when the word is used as a
proper noun ( $w ) and to the
word 3rS^; e.g. ^

: etc.; ct« ^
and

: P. V. 2.112, 113, 114.
named |ftc{e5̂ ( also,who wrote a

commentary on Nägesa's Sabd-
endusekhara.
T short term ( sr̂ JTfH ) for conso-
nants from q in f^q^to the mute
m in «TW^T^J i.e. all semi-vowels
excepting %, and the fifth, the
fourth and the third class conso-
nants; cf. %criti ffir cf.P.VII.2.8.

name given in the Prätisäkhya
works to letter-combinations where
a consonant gets a change suitable
to the neighbouring consonants as
given in the Rk.Prätisäkhya in IV. 1
to IV.5 including fe

? and others, as
given in P. VIII.2.39, VIIL3.7,
VIIL3.23, VIII.4.40, 46, 58,59,
62, 63; cf, sj fpT 3T̂ F̂TTÔ [lf̂  ̂ ?ft-
ĉTTf̂f « Îrflf̂  #%fl ^^f^fUvvata „on
R.Pr.IV.5.
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( ) pres. participle affix 3§ subs-
tituted for ^5 applied to the root
fry e.g. ftsg, cf. fc\: 303%: P.VII.
1.36; (2) perf. part, affix f7g subs«
tituted for the general affix f&s
mostly in Vedic Literature, but in j
specific cases in spoken language;
e. g. see %f^rg, §J§pRj, <fäfä*[H cf.
P H I . 2 . 107-9.

instruments and adverbs;

a class of words headed by
the word ĉ RT, which are mostly
names of seasons, to which the
affix ^ ( 3-3?) is added in the sense
of 'that which one studies or
knows'; cf. 5W;TO|=3n î̂ i 5Pl4l
^ ^ W t c i srT̂ T% :̂ 1 3TTT%: Kas. on
P. IV. 2.63.

the krt, affix IF§ which see above.
The word gg is used for ^ § by
the Värttikakära; cf. ^

l P.VI.4.22 Värt. 9.
ätrnanepada personal-ending

of the first person ( s ^ r g ^ ) dual,
substituted for the general S3 affix;
cf. fim$ ... Tftl P.IH.4.78.

a term often used in the
Sutras of Panini and others/to
show the optional application of
a rule; cf. * \fä foror P.L2.44; cf.
also 3T *Fi:I. 2.13,etc. See f^rm.

^ [WACKERNAGELL], a
German Professor and scholar of
Sanskrit Grammar who collaborat-
ed in the work of editing *Altindi-
sch Grammatik'.
fsfcrtT̂ t a class of words headed by
the word mfäm to which the tadd-
htta affix ^T l̂ft (f+15 ) is added in
the sense of an 'offspring* when
along with the tad. affix 3^Rfä;the
augment l> ( 5 ^ ) is added to the
base ( STftfif or the l ike); e. g.

fä:; cf.Käs, on P . IV.U58.

a sentence giving an idea in a
single unit of expression consisting
of the verb with its kärakas or

cRicf I M. Bh. on
P. I I . 1.1. Värt. 10. Regarding
the different theoretical ways of
the interpretation of a sentence
see the word ^IT^^N, For details,
see ^TWfäH II- 2 where the diffe-
rent definitions of 3FR are given
and the 3 ^ ^ T ^ £ f £ is established
as the sense of a sentence.

[spj^pr^ name given to the second
chapter of Bhartrhari's Väkya-
padlya in which problems regard-
ing the interpretation of a senten-
ce are fully discussed.

RPT̂ TC a term used for a writer
who composes a work in pithy,
brief assertions in the manner of
Sutras, such as the Värttikas. The
term is found used in Bhartrhari's
Mahäbhäsyadlpikä where by con-
trast with the term Bhäsyakära it
possibly refers to the Värttikakära*
Katyayana; cf. tĴ T ^T^PfrR^ f̂̂ RT
^ ^FFffiKfft Bhartrhari Mahä-
bhäsyadlpikä. cf, also Nägesa's
statement T̂FR̂PRT «FTf^PfR ĵ cf.
also ng§*c[T3?jT «fH^RRT; Mädhaviyä
Dhätuvrtti.

^ name of a work on the de-
notation of words in verse-foim
with a comentary of his own writ-
ten by a grammarian named
TTfT̂ RL The name «FFRTcO' is con-
founded with m*Fm$m of Bha-
rtrhari through mistake.

p ^ a celebrated work on
meanings of words and sentences
written by the famous grammarian
Bhartrhari ( called also Hari) of
the seventh century. The work is
looked upon as a * final authority
regarding the grammatical treat-
ment of words and sentences Jfor
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their interpretation and often
quoted by later grammarians. It
consi&ts of three chapters the
Padakända or Brahmakända,
the Väkyakända and the Sarh-
kirnakanda, and has got an ex-
cellent commentary written by
Punyaraja and Heläraja.

PRTR&r name of a commen-
tary on Bhartrhari's Väkyapadlya
written by Puiiyaräja on the first
and the second Kända, Some
scholars hold the view that the
commentary on the first kanda
was written by Bhartrhari himself,.

^ name 'given to
the commentary on the third
Kinda o r book of Bhartrhari's
Väkyapadlya by Heläraja.

^ % completion of the idea
i

p
to be expressed in a sentence or in
a group of sentences by the word-
ing actually given, leaving
nothing to be understood as con-
trasted with ^FPncrfewrrt& used in
the Mahäbhäsya; cf.
P.I.L10 Vartl4 and the Mahä-
bhäsya thereon. There are two
ways in which such a completion
takes place,singly and collectively;
cf. 5Räfö» crTqFqqi%qTT?f: illustrated by
the usual example ^^xf^'^fl^ig-
ftsfl jftsapcnt where Pataäjali re-
marks a$4> (sftWR) gfä: qRswFicr;
cf, also ^Erg^ îWfftSPflfffft: where
PataSjali remar

| M. Bh.on PJ .UVar t .12 ;
cf. also M.Bh. on P.I. 1.7, 1.2.39,
I I .2J etc.

RFTSÎ TO a work on the interpreta-
tion of sentences written with a
commentary upon it by
of North Gujarat who lived in the
seventeenth century A.D.

a term sometimes seen

(wrongly) applied to the Väkya-
padlya of Bhartrhari. It may have
been the name of the commentary
on the Vakyaprakäsa.

a serious fault of expression
when a sentence is required to be
divided into two sentences for the
sake of its proper interpretation;
cf. %f%3J S ^ T f q ^ ^ ä ^ q i ^ cISĴ R-
^ ^ * p n # f fäcpsq ef̂ rfct Käs. onP.VI.
1.94; cf. also ^ ( ^i^Tfof )

etc. Par* Sek. on Pari. 13.

complement of a sentence;
something required to be under-
stood to complete the sense of a
sentence generally according to
the context; cf.^cqt f| ^FRtrsff 3Frt
q*OTVR (I I M.Bh. on P. I. 1.57
VSrt. 6; cf.

! M.Bh. on PJ.3.62.
^ the grammarian's

theory that as the individual words
have practically no existence as
far as the interpretation or the
expression of sense is concerned,
the sentence alone being capable of
conveying the sense, the formation
of individual words in a sentencel

is explained by putting them in a
sentence and knowing their mutual
relationship. The word ^V^cannot
be explained singly by showing the
base nT and the case ending spj,
unless it is seen in the sentence ̂ TT̂
$TFR; cf. w 3nwät*

fcT 1.1% fi«fcl cR^^ Îc'jtsPn ĴjäT fielj ^ J j f
^ . .Pari,» Bhaskara Pari.
99. The view is put ia alternation
with the other view, viz. the
tRtf̂ PWSI which has to be accept-
ed in connection with the ^

m cf.
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q% cfg CF^NTTT: Par.
Sek. on Pari. 15. The gramma-
rians usually follow the

the meaning of a sentence,
which comes as a whole composite
idea when all the constituent
words of it are heard; cf.

M.Bh. on P.L2.45 Värt. 4. Accor-
ding to later grammarians the
import or meaning of a sentence
( 3FRT*T ) flashes out suddenly in
the mind of the hearer immediate-
ly after the sentence is completely
uttered, The import is named
aftf̂ T by Bhartrhari, cf. Väkya-
padiya 11,45; cf. also m^vA^
sn^FH^f^U Laghuma'njusä. For
details and the six kinds of väkyä-
rtha, see Vakyapadiya II.154.

name of a commen-
tary on the Paribhäsendusekhara
by Hari Sästri Bhagawata,
pq-SR f̂ p a r t of a sentence which
sometimes, on the strength
of the context, conveys the
whole meaning; cf, %w® ft

^ ^ W£WHV. «ftp ^

5
M.Bh. onP.I.l„45 Värt.3.
^ (1) expression from the mouth;
speech; series of sounds caused
by expelling the air from the lungs
through differently shaped positions
of the mouth and the throat; cf.

see the word m$\; (2) the sacred
or divine utterance referring to
the Veda; cf. span 5TR: <$. <K& I (3)
term used for 3qq^ inthejainen-
dra Vyäkarana; cf. 5?iffei*f%:

fe ain. P;*ri. 104.
expressive^ as contrasted with

and 5J<^ which

mean suggestive; the term is used
in connection with words which
directly convey their sense by
denotation, as opposed to words
which convey indirectly the sense
or suggest it as the prefixes or
Nipatas do.

expressly cited by a SR?* or a
statement of the authors of the
Sütra, the Varttika and the Maha-
bhäsya, as contrasted with what
naturally occurs or is inferred from
their statements; cf.
f q̂cJT =3 (

M.Bh. on P.I. 1.38 Värt.
5 and P. 11.26; cf. also M.Bh, on
P.I.2.64 Värt. 53.

See s?RT% above; cf. f%
T^lftr<Ttl1^5NT^ M.Bh.on

P. II.2.6; cf. also the usual expres-
sion «n^l^t ^T with respect to
some Paribhäsäs or maxims.

expressing directly, denoting;
(fern, of m=*ffi ); cf. cRft̂ fiftRP̂ q
^T ttifcm Wfir M. Bh. on P.II. 1.1
Värt. 4.

(1)'directly expressed (sense) as
contrasted with *Qffit or vsff̂ cf; cf.

M.Bh. on R IA109 Värt. 10; (2)
which should be stated or which de-
serves to be stated. The word m^\
is generally put in connection with
the additions or corrections to the
sutras by the Värttikakära and the
Mahäbhäsyakära in their explana-
tions; cf. cRcn^ST^H, M.Bh. on P.
1.4.1; cf. also
on P. III .L22 Värt 3; III . 1.36
Värt. 6.

an ancient grammarian
who holds the view that words
denote always thejäti i.e. they
always convey the generic sense and
that the individual object or the
case is understood in connection

41
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with the statement or the word,as
a natural course,when the purpose
is not served by taking the generic
sense; cf. sn̂ rf̂ nnRTST 3̂> ^t
fäwft cfT^FR STRtqff ^M *R3& M.
Bh. on P. 1.2.64 Värt. 35.

the Pratisäkhya
work belonging to the Väjasaneyi
branch of the White Yajurveda,
which is the only Pratisäkhya
existing to-day representing all
the branches of the Sukla Yajur-
veda. Its authorship is attri-
buted to Kätyäyana, and on
account of its striking resem-
blance with Pamni's sutras at vari-
ous places, its author Kätyäyana
is likely to be the same as the
Varttikakara Kätyayana. It is quite
reasonable to expect that the
subject matter in this Pratisäkhya
is based on that in the ancient
Pratisäkhya works of the same
White"school of the Yajurveda.The
work has a lucid commentary
called Bhäsya written by Uvvata.

possibly the same as Kunara-
vädava; an ancient grammarian
quoted in the Mahäbhäsya; cf.

M. Bh. on P. VIII. 2. 106 Värt 3.
speech; utterance; the same as

^ which is believed to be of four
kinds as cited by the grammarians
and explained by Bhartrhari; the
four kinds are based upon the
four places of origin, the three
first places belonging to the in-
articulate speech and the fourth
belonging to the articulate one;

M. Bh. I Ähnika
1 and the Pradipa and Uddyota
thereon.

an ancient writer of

khya works who believed in the
very feeble utterance ( 53|pPÊ rc )
of the consonants q and q, when
preceded by 3T and standing at the
end of a word. See *

a work on grammatical
debates etc. by Appaya Diksita,
a well-known scholar and a senior
contemporary of Jagannätha in
the seventeenth century.

roots headed by cfT and similar
to 3TL Really there is no class of
roots headed by cfT given anywhere
but in the interpretation of the
rule "^K% T̂Tcf̂: it is suggested
that c the roots which are similar
to q\ are termed roots (m^Y could
also be the interpretation of the
rule;cf. ¥ ^ a 11% ̂  r̂̂ q %m M,Bh.
on P. I. 3. 1. Värt. 11.
fä[9rarg3F; name of a commentary
on the Särasvata Vyäkarana by a
grammarian Jayanta.

the suffix ^ mentioned as qffi
in the Atharvaprätisäkhya and
illustrated in the word WT3H; cf
A. Pr- III. ^4.

name of one of the joint
authors of the well-known gloss or
11% upon the Sutras of Panini, who
lived in the seventh century A. D.
It cannot be ascertained which
portion of the Käsikä was written
by Vämana and which by his
colleague «pnfiRq. There was ano-
ther famous scholar of Kashmir by
name Vämana who flourished in
the tenth century and who wrote
an independent grammar treatise
f ^ r f ^ , together with

and

air or w\, which is believed to
spring up from the root of the
navel and become a cause (even a
material cause according to some
scholars) of sound of four kinds
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produced at four different places,
the last kind being audible to us;
cf. mil mwfb&Fq m^^m^m Väk-
yapadiya L116;cf. also R.Pr.XHI.
13, V.Pr. 1.7-9; T.Pr.II.2; Siksä of
Pänini st. 6.

^üfjg^^j a grammarian of the
seventeenth century who wrote a
gloss named 3?WifcF on the Pra-
kriyä-kaumudl.

a work attributed to T̂OT%; cf.
Tsqq; M, Bh.on P. IV.3.101?

cf. also CTR^T JF*T: S.K.on P.IV..3.
101. This work possibly was not
a grammar work and its author
also was not the same as the
Värttikakära Kätyäyana. See
3W^ above. The name ^TOr^j^tfi
was given possibly to Kätyäyana's
Prakrit Grammar, the author of
which was m^ surnamed Kätyä-
yana. For details see p.395 Vyäka«
rana Mahäbhäsya Vol. VII. D. E.
Society's Edition.

an ancient grammar-
work in verse believed to have
been written by an ancient scholar
of grammar, who, if not the same
as Kätyäyana who wrote the
Värttikas, was his contemporary
and to whom the authorship of the
Unädi Sütras is ascribed by some
scholars. See

of no use; serving no purpose;
the word is possibly derived from
TO! ( #5Rrat ) meaning people's
gossip; cf qjra m<$i MBh.on P.L2.
64 VSrt. 25; also on P. II.2.24, II.
4.13 etc.

a statement which is as much
authoritative as the original
statement to which it is given
as an addition for purposes
of correction, completion or ex-
planation. The word is defined
by old writers in* an often-quofed

verse 3W I cf

finiüon fully applies to the värttikas
on the Sütras of Pänini. The word
is explained by Kaiyata as fxft ^Tf
«nfifa»̂  which gives strength to the
supposition that there were gloss es
on the Sütras of Pänini of which
the Värttikas formed a faithful pithy
summary of the topics discussed.
The word värttika is used in the
Mahäbhäsya at two places only
§%: f̂%5fT%̂ t̂ ^nPPfit̂  ITl̂ cFs M.Bh.
onPJII .4 .37 and ^m 3TT! 35fi%3*
5$ M.Bh. on P. IL2.24 Värt. 18.
In 5̂ q? 3Ti| 5J51TTN> ?fcf the word is
contrasted with the word |T%̂S?T
which means the original Sutra
(of Pämni ) which has been actua-
lly quoted, viz» $^RT53RlWTo II.2,
25. Nägesa gives •' ̂ f srĝ F̂ f̂cJT̂ f-
?tF[cfî 4 «rrirl^^H. a s Ae definition* of
a Varttika which refers only to two
out of the three features of the
Värttikas stated above. If the word
3̂ cf has been omitted with a pur-
pose by Nagesa^ the definition may
well-nigh lead to support the view
that the genuine Värttikapätha of
Kätyäyana consisted of a smaller
number of Värttikas which along
with a large number of Värttikas
of other writers are quoted in the
Mahäbhäyya, without specific
names of writers. For details see
pages 193-223 Vol. VII Pätanjdla
Mahäbhäsya, D.E. Society's Edi-
tion.

n^Nförc believed to be Kätyäyana
to whom the whole bulk of the
Värttikas quoted in the Mahä-
bhäsya is attributed by later
grammarians. Patanjali gives tue
word cfrf%fi^ in four places only
(in the Mahäbhäsya on P.L1.34-,
IILL44; 111.2.118 and VII.1,1)
out of which his statement
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SlS^fa 3 f ä in explanation of the
Silokavärttika sqTfäfäfä:.-?fcl pcJT
sRT f̂fsft̂  shows that Patafijali
gives SRTCETPR as the Värttikakara
(of Värttikas in small prose State-
ments) and the Slokavärttika is not
composed by Kätyäyana. As asser-
tions similar to those made by
other writers are quoted with the
names of their authors ( ^R£T#qK,
tffaFTi:, sgtgfai: etc.) in the Mahä-
bhäsya, it is evident that the
Värttikas quoted in the Mahä-
bhäsya— (even excluding the
Slokavärttikas) did not all belong
to Kätyäyäna. For details see pp.
193-200, Vol. VII, Vyäkarana
Mahäbhasya, D, E. Society's
Edition.

the text of the Värttikas
as traditionally handed over in the
oral recital or in manuscripts. As
observed above(see 3TT%^)3although
a large number of Värttikas quot-
ed in the Mahäbhäsya are ascrib-
ed to Kätyäyana, the genuine
Värttikapätha giving such Värtti-
kas only, as were definitely com-
posed by him^has not been preser-
ved and Nägesa has actually gone
to the length of making a state-
ment like c'^n%^TO: WE:" ; cf.
Uddyota on PJ.1.I2 Värttika 6.

MrfsKsr̂ H a small pithy statement
or assertion in the manner of ths
original sütras which is held a
much authoritative as the Sutra
cf. ^ gfsfj* fT%^3^£WF2nf^l% I FJ
crff I ^flfifo^siPflWf^ 1 M.Bh. on
P.II..1.1 Värttika 23.

categorical conclusive
statements made by the Värttika
kara many of which were cited
later on as Paribhäsäs by late

. writers. For details see pp, 212

220 Vol. VII, Vyäkarana Mahä-
bhäsya, D. E. Society's edition.

the same as ^TTciW l̂ which
see above. The Värttikas are
termed Värttika sütras on account
of their close similarity with the
original Sutras, which in contrast
are termed Vrttisütras.

C (TV,

ancient grammarian
quoted in the Mahäbhäsya and
the Nirukta in connection with
the six-fold division of bhäva or
verbal activity; cf.

4 : 1 STTCCT
Nir. I. 3.

citing an option not specifi-
cally by the particle m, bat by the
terms f^^ ,3T?qcre^ and the like;
cf §#rekxR ^i^TR^-Ric^q^: 3^-
^ [ f f i ^ P. I. 453 Vart. 1; cf. also
M.Bh. on P.I.3.79? II.1.18 etc.

? s[ii% f̂R also, laying down an
option regarding a grammatical
operation; cf. ^RxRlTi ^gsff <pjo5pj-
^%T̂ r ^Tiw?iTq; P.IL3.16 Värt.i; cf.
also sri^fa Wü^n ^TT^S^^T W$«
T̂T3% ft^T?# vmv% M.Bh.on P.IIL
1.31 Värt, 2; cf. also M.Bh. on P,
IIL1.94.

^^tpn^f the dictum of applying
optionally any two or more kit
affixes to a root if they become
applicable at one and the same
time, only provided that those
affixes are not in the topic of
föraR(P.III.3.94 etc) and are not
the same in appearance such as %
37, sp etc , which are the same viz.
3T; cf. erra^isf^R P-HLL94; cf.
also 3WfKF*ri5Fl s§?5fä ^ W c l M.Bh*
on P.IIL2.146 Vart.l jcf.also M.Bh.
on P J I L 2 J 5 0 Värt. 1. The word
m^q and cfiH f̂f̂ î  are also
in the same sense; cf.

M,Bh. on P.III.
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2.150 Värt. 2, as also cfl-15?T§5%3
f Par. Sek. Pari. 67.

son of qgfa ĴI%CT5 the
author of the Bälamanoramä3 a
commentary on the Siddhänta-
kaumudi. Väsudevadxksita was a
resident of Tanjore who lived in
the beginning of the eighteenth
century A.D. and wrote a few
works on Pürvamitnämsa.

( ^\W\) surnamed Abhyankar,
who lived from 1863 to 1942 and
did vigorous and active work of
teaching pupils and writing essays,
articles, * commentary works and
original works on various Shastras
with the same scholarship, zeal
and acumen for fifty years luPoona.
He wrote ^FW^M a commentary
on the Laghusabdendusekharaand
ftrcfT^ a commentary on the Pari-
bhäsendusekhara in 1889. His
edition of the Pätanjala Mahä-
bhäsya with full translation and
notes in Marathl can be called his
magnum opus. See

(1) Unädi affix fä quoted by Panini
in the rule ^ ( s^ r f^n^d^ VII.
1.85; e.g. *rrofä:;cf. ^
T%^ Unädi IV. 54; also f
IV.53; (2) common term for the
affixes f^, l%^5 "N

and fäs. See %

augment fcf as seen in the word
f̂cT̂cRX, given as a nipatana in the
sütra îTOsr̂ lcf ...P-VIL4.65; cf.

Käs. on P.VII.4.65.

a fault in the pronunciation
of vowels, the utterance being
attended with a kind of tremor;
cf. 5jff "PF!3Sf...fiRrt>qĝ  I M* Bh. at
the end of &hnika 1.

an affix placed between a

root and the personal ending, for
showing the specific tense or mood
or voice to convey which, the
personal ending is applied; e. g.
the conjugational signs ^ , ^ ^ ,
^ ^> Wi;. 3> *n and q% SfT ,̂ as
also ^r, crig;? with
its substitutes. Although the term
fcfWl is used by ancient grammari-
ans and freely used by the Mahä-
bhäsyakära in connection with the
affixes, mentioned in the sütras of
Panini, such as ^ , ?£R̂  and
others, the term is not found in
the Sütras of Panini. The vika-
ranas are different from the major
kinds of the regular affixes fcfi?, ? ^
and other similar ones. The vika-
ranas can be called f^[; so also, as
they are mentioned in the topic
(sriSrw;) of affixes or Pratyayas,they
hold the designation c pratyaya \
For the use of the word fä^T see
M.Bh. on P J . 3 . 12, III, 1.S1 and
VI. 1.5. The term ftwr is found
in the Yäjnavalkya Siksä in the
sense of change, (cf. OTWTW4
^qf^Rif^TOf f̂cf) and possibly the
ancient grammarians used it in
that very sense as they found the
root f» modified as ^ or §̂ 5, or f%
as fäg, or \ as vm before the re-
gular personal endings fcf1 ,̂ ^ e t c .

^ (l)a fault in the utterance of a
vowel with its proper accent
(acute,grave or circumflex) which
results from the proper accept
being mixed with another in the
utterance; cf.f̂ Fpff ?fFfTI%5Ŝ TUvvata
on R. Pr. III. 18; (2) protraction
of the accent especially of the
circumflex accent.

choice or option re r the
application of a rule as' stated by
the word % fä*W, ̂ îTOTT^ or the
like; c
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Îcfecf !

Kis. on P, I. 1 44.
made applicable optionally.

lit. change; modification;
modification of a word-base or an
affix, caused generally by the
addition of suffixes; cf. sjf^^TRR;

: Käs. on P. IV.3.134; cf. also

Mahäbhäsya Ähnika 1.
lit. changeable; that which

gets changed in its nature; a
variety or subdivision of ^4 or the
object; cf- färfifä ^ i f^q fvm
srtö ^ 3 K ä s . on P. III. 2.1.
The fiffiT*n$ is explained as qsq

"ĝ ci ^K^i: I cjS?WT̂: %?R: I Srn-
gsraprakäsa II; cf. also, Väkya-
padiya III. 7.78.

^ a fault in the utterance of a
vowel when one vowel appears, or
is heard as another; cf.f^Wf 3&fr̂
5T̂ 3: I ^ T c ^ f ä ^ l V l ^ Pradipa
on the Mahäbhäsya Ahn, 1 end.

mutilated, changed ia nature*
e. g. the word iw into T.1^ in ^T
which is equivalent to <T̂ +" sff.
For technical purposes in grammar
aword3 although mutilated a little
by lopa, ägama or var'?avikära, is
lo >ked upon as the original one for
undergoing operations; cf. Tsnsfjcfyfq--

Par. Sek. Pari. 37.
^ utterance of a word in its

mutilated form with some object
in view; e. g. ^ t ^ for ^qfti' in

rt P. IV. 1. 83; cf. f* 2^:
T%fcTR%: T%% I M. Bh. on

P. IV.L83; cf. also ^i %T% f̂ fef-
H%; 5 ^ f r ^ 4 : Käs on P. VI. 1.
159; cf. also % %fä f^fßtwr

Käs. on P. VI. 4. 89.
change, modification as differ-

ent from the original which is

called EfJci; cf.
%: Käs. on

P. V. 1.12.
^ a work on the modified

recital of the Veda words, or
q̂ qTSI%fjcF, ascribed to Vyädi who
is believed to have been a pupil of

name of a commen"
(which see above)tary on

written by a Vedic scholar
(1) name given to a grave

vowel placed between two circum-
flex vowels, or between a circum-
flex and an acute, or between an
acute and a circumflex; cf.

T.Pr.
XlX.l; (2) name given to a grave
vowel between a pracaya vowel and
an acute or a circumflex vowel;
cf. SFwgjfo ^Tf%*l^T.Pr.XlX.2;
(3) repetition of a word or qs[ as
in the Krama recital of the Veda
words; (4) name given to a visar-
janiya which has remained intact,
as for instance in q: ma# fäfaracf:;
cf. R.Pr. 1.5; VL1; the word ft^
is sometimes used in the sense of
visarjaniya in general; cf. also
ftßwftg ^h R.Pi- XIII.il.

name given to a samdhi
where the visarga remains intact
although it can - optionally be
changed into a sibilant consonant;
e-g. m % f^^
<€: i cf. f̂

|gS a fault in the utterance of a
letter when there does not take
place the necessary contact with
the proper place .of the utterance
of a word; cf. ^%: &3 fe£

4$ \
shown by separating the com-
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bined elements, for instance, the
two or more words in a compound
or, the base or affix from a word
which is a combination of the
base ( siffä ) and the affix (SRSR:);
cf. c^3 §J f̂ JCtö *Wli3 *Mfä M.Bh.
on LI . Ahnika 1, Van. 11, 14;
also cf. araTOTO^f^^fa p - I V - 2 .
93 Vart.l.

lit, separation of the two parts
of a thing; the term is generally
applied to the separation of the
constituent words of a compound
word; it is described to be of two
kinds : ( a ) 3jĵ nqjc[2Tf or technical
separation; e. g. ^T P̂psr: into ^ ^
^ 5 ^ § and ( 2 ) #i(Wfa5^ or
common or popular separation;
e. g* n̂srgfsf: into r̂ir: %w:* It is
also divided into two kinds accor-
ding to the nature of the constitu-
ent words (a) ^iq^]%^ separation
f>y means of the constituent
words, e.g. ^rfi^rat, into xfe %rq,;(b)

e. g- liwk^ into f̂%
;or e.g. wj^intio srfcrö g^sR^T:

cf. MJBh. on P.V.4.7. The com-
pounds whose separation into con-
stituent words cannot be shown
by those words (viz* the constitu-
ent words) are popularly termed
nityasamäsa. The term fä^^TO is
explained as wm "ßm$l fö^RTtf: l

M.Bh. on P.II.2.19
Värt, 4» The upapadasamäsa is
described as "ßRq̂OTW- Sometimes
especially in some Dvandva com-
pounds each of the two separated
words is capable of giving indivi-
dually the senses of both the words
e.g. the words 3IF1T and 2.3WI of the
compound siraraTOT. The word fästs
is found used in the Prätisäkhya
works in the $ense of the separate
use of a word as contrasted with
the use in a compound; cf. ^^icT
ft§ fa R.Pr.VII.l.

is defined as
in the SiddhäntakanmudL

enclosure or clbsure(%?f)by the
use of the word f{% as done in the
Krama and other Veda-recitals.

immolation; sacrifice; destru-
ction, as applicable to a word or
part of a word or a relation of
words; cf. 3J5ffiTw|̂ i ?RTSR^T^ «T̂T-
\?m T̂ T̂ T ^ vfä*tä MBBh. "cm P.
1.1.50 Vart. 15; cf also the famous
Paribhäsa ^ f ^ I ^ ^ T T Î̂ RfTO cffic-
m^m Par. Sek. Pari. 85; M.Bh. on
P.I.1.24etc.

impediment to an operation
caused by something preceding
on account of its coming in the
way; a vyavaya or vyavadhäna or
intervention which is not admissi-
ble just as the interruption of pala-
tals, linguals, dentals and sibilants
excepting ^ for the change of \
into oi; cf. ^ ^ % j | f^fjf^: R.Pr.
V.25?

krt affix fä (which also becomes
nil or zero) applied to a root in the
sense of an agent, as observed in
Vedic and classical use, as also to
the root ^% with sq and roots
ending in srr generally in Vedic
Literature but sometimes in popu-
lar language; cf* f%fa ^

\W- etc. Käs. on P. I I I .
2,73, 74, 75.
TK 1 , examination, question
or topic or subject for examina-
tion; cf. fa: S ^ t f̂ RTW I M,Bh*
on P. I. L50 Värt. 1.

, destruction; cf.

M.Bh.on fPJ.1.39 Värt. 10; cf.
also Par. Sek. on Pari. 85.
erfifiSWsffcl the indeclinable ^q^
called fäl^OT^q in the Nirukta;
the word fM f̂iĵ T is explained as
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confirmation after deliberation by
Durgäcärya. cf.

Nir. 1.5.
of various or wonderful kinds

beyond our ken or comprehension
cf. fäfa^föa|xra: M.Bh. on PJL
132 Värt. 7; VI. 1-99 Värt. 2.

(I) breach, or break (in the
Samhitäpatha); utterance of words
separately by breaking their
coalescence; cf. q^fcf^; awflcT: V.
Pr.1.156; (2) doubling of a conso-
nant technically called =qH ; cf.
3R:q^ mmt ^ # 3 f^iss; V.Pr.
IV.163.
5t̂ |iTf&f̂  a Jain grammarian of the
seventeenth century who wrote a
commentary on the Haimalaghu-
prakriyä.

name of a commentary on the
Laghusabdendusekhara by Siva-
naräyaüa.

? called also fäsjr^, a gra-
mmar scholar of the Kitantra
school who wrote (1) K^tantra-
dhätuvrtti (2) Katantrottara and
(3) Kriyäkaläpa.

specific knowledge or under-
standing; cf. f%g[ g W^SFl 3RWr-
fä^Fimr ^ir%^#h'^; M. Bh. on P,
VI.1.84Vart.5.

a matter of special understand-
ing; the phrase ar-̂ q %clfel:̂ q very
frequently occurs in the Mahäbhä-
sya; cf-M.Bhs on PJ.1.1, 3, 5, 22,
1.2.47, 48, 64, 1.4.23 etc.
^ krt affix (f%, % or nil) applied to
the roots ^ , ^ , ^r^, ^ and qq;
and to the root $F̂  in special cases
as seen in Vedic Literature; e.g.

, t ^m:, ?$im:, etc.
or fed^l grandson of T̂?R̂ %q[

the author of the sföqifftgpft. He
was aTelagu Brähmaua of Ändhra
who lived in the beginning of the

sixteenth century and wrote a
commentary named TOT3; on the
Prakriyä-Kautnudl and two small
works ŝqqrefäOTf and qTftrfiRj?[f(%.

^ or N ^ ; tad. affix fe applied
to the word ft in the sense of
depression of ths nose. See under

; cf. P. V.2.32.
See fq^R^.
name of a commentary

on Bopadeva's Mugdhabodha.
iipHi^ grandson of Ramesvara-
bhatta of Pratisthäna who wrote a
grammar of the Präkpta dialects.

name of a commentary
on the Särasvata-prakriyä by a
grammarian named Rama.
f possessed of different phone-

tic properties.
^ tad. affix T%f applied to the

words *ftRt% and others in the sense
of'inhabited country'; e.g. sftftfä-
f^r:, mvfäm; cf. Käs. on P. IV.
2.54.

characteristic feature of an
activity; cf, 4n$q\m $m$ia[\\ f̂ fT
5R5T& ^cj°T%q[f^qq[ iTcf 32̂ f% K ä s . o n P .

V.3.42.
(1) prescription, statement; c£>

^ f| (sEWsasin-) ft«TRH, P J . 1. 62
Värt. 3 ; cf, also cT̂T fI%FJ^l^. P.
VI. 1.85 Värt 16; (2) instrument
or cause of an activity; cf-

WIT ^raft p
Siradeva Pari. 13.

mention of a consonant as
intact i.e. without any phonetic
coalescence or ^N; the same as
sn f̂äsTR. The term is used in this
sense in the Prätisäkhya works.

(1) a prescriptive rule; cf»

^ $m: M.Bh. on PX4.3;
cf. also sra4 *&ßfä: \ ^ k T ^ ; *%$-
TO F̂T« i 9mm fSrî R» M.Bh.on
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P J I . 1.1; (2) prescription, state-
ment; injunction; cf. ${% *TTefflT-
«R: l fäsrt fäfa: I M.Bh. on P. I. 1.
57.

^P??c3r the superior strength
of an injunctive rule; the term is
very frequently used by j gramma-
rians in speaking about] the rela-
tive strength of rules; cf. the term
£ . M.Bh, on P.VII.2.3.

an injunctive statement
or sentence»

(1) predicate as constrasted
with g^ r ; cf.OT«fi^Rrr^ f^roroHr-
to^lTvT^R^: M.Bh. on P.ILL
1 Värt. 17; (2) that which should
be prescribed as contrasted with

V ! cf. raf ^ *Fi§tf§fo: îSlcj;
: M.Bh. on P.L 2.64 Värt. 9.

the senses headed by fäfö as
given in the rule fäfWfa*I^W?w€r-

rf feff P. III. 3.161; cf.
mft ^ Kat. IU.1.20; cf.

also f%ĉ n%3 ftqMü^ ĉrfct Cändra
Vyäk. 1.3. 121.
^RB«IPWcn forming one single state-
ment or idea with the prescriptive
statement; union with the prescrip-
tive rule so as to form one rule
with it. The term is used in conn-
ection with srföSfäf or prohibitive
assertions which have to be ex-
plained in combination with the
prescriptive sentences or vidhi-
vakyas; cf. f^qTWRFlfa T%^-

^ ^ Par.
Sek. on Pari. 2, 3.

tad. affix (fä*ft ) in the sense of
possession applied to the words
ftRH , ^ r , 3J$?[, *TFÜ? ^RT, ̂ H and
words ending in 3ft$, as also wher-
ever it is seen ( *np*) in Vedic
literature; e. g. flqfe\, ^fef^,
'TFnft ,̂ eT%^ «Rfe^etc,; cf. P. V.
2.102, 114, 121, 122.

cerebralized, turned into a
42

cerebral letter ^ Or | ; see the
word qfä meaning cerebralization
or Mürdhanyabhäva.

I a Jain grammarian who
has written a gloss on i

a class of words headed by
to which the taddhita affix

5$ ( 3 ^ ) is applied without any
change of sense;cf.fä?R 133 %n%>: !

^ ^ : | Käs. on P.V.4.34.
cerebralization; cf. the word

^1%; the word was used in ancient
grammar works in the sense of <*M
( change of ^ into ^ ) ; cf. araifit
^ f ^ ; M.|
Bh. onP.VIIL4.-l Van. 2.

disappearance, elision; the
word is frequently used in the
sense of lopa; cf. tajrw ft^g ^ 3

: M.Bh. on P. 1.1.56 Värt. 12,
tad. affix t^q. See the word f^.

ff*! meant to cause prohibi-
tion or opposition; cf. 3T| %fä ^ 5

Nir.1.5.
caused by different condi-

tions; due to different causes; cf.
*p?3ift ^TB^^lft T̂ ftffl[T[fqüT M.
Bfa.onP.VIL1.72 Värt. 3.
^fTf employment separately of
different persons or things for
different purposes; cf. siffif jfä
^ P.VIII. 1.61 ;cf. also ^ ft

V.Pr.VI.21.

RT̂ W lit. sending away; causing
prohibition; cf. ^

: T.Pr. XXIC.6.

the same as $t*m; placing or
employment of the instrument of
sound to touch the various places
or sthänas where sound is produc-
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ed;cf. ^ ^ l ^ f ^ f H wrcra;

T. Pr. XXIII.2.
change; cf.

: M.Bh. on 1.1.56 Värt. 14.
The word is very frequently used
in connection with a change of
the case of a word in a grammar
rule which becomes necessary for
interpretation; cf.
ftrgq- as also ^ f f
M.Bh. on P.I.3.9,12;V.3.6O, V I J .
4, VII.3.50,

(1) in the opposite or reverse
way; cf. f̂RfciT%T% 3 ^ 3 ^ ^T^RFK
M.Bh. on P. IV. 2.93 Värt. 2; (2)
change of ^ into %9 seen sometimes
in Vedic Literature when that m is
preceded or followed by a palatal
letter; e.g. ^ intoittlf (Rk Samh.
V-2.9) ft^nci; into fäföqiq(Rk.Samh.
X.X.9) fä=f3 into 1%f%Tf Rg. Veda
11.27.16; c f . W f t t ^ f ^
»&t - f tgqnt f^ : R . P r . X I V . 1 7 .

change in the reverse order;
reverse transposition; interversion;
cf. the usual expression ff̂

J
onP.VI.3.109. The word özRqq is
used in this sense in the Mahä-
bhäsya; cf. qol^qq fJ?Rcf̂ : I f|0:
fäf: I M.Bh,. on Siva Sutra 5 Värt.
15; cf. also Käs. on P.VI.3.109 and
Gändra Vyäkarana 11.2,48.

distance; standing at a dis-
tance; cf. ?\ ^ ^PToS^̂ qt: C-rT̂ [̂ ffci-

r: M.Bh, onP.IV.2.3.
remote; at a distance,with a

word or two intervening; cf.
SftiJSfäwriSSstT: ^ftfi5^ l given like a
Paribhäsä-Sütra V.Pr.IJ44.
srfäf̂ f̂ (1) doubtful; a matter of
doubt; cL^r^i%m%q^Mt qi^fTfi^-
^I^R.Pr,XVII.13; (2) perverted;
Cf. % f § f i l

fc M.Bh. on I.I Ahmika 1.
standing in conflict; con-

flicting; contradictory; cf.
^ a s . on P. 114. 13.

conflict, opposition; oppo-
sition or conflict between two
rules of equal strength, which be-
come applicable simultaneously
when Pänini's dictum f̂ srf̂ Ä ^
3H%, applies and the rule mention-
ed later on, or subsequently, in the
Astädhyäyi is allowed to apply; cf.
fäfäS % P.I.4,2; cf. also

p : Käs. oa P.I.
4.2; cf. also fästraftq1 3TR ^ ^ N
V. Pr. 1.159. The dictum of the
application of the subsequent rule
is adopted only if the conflicting
roles are of equal strength; hence,
rules which are either nitya, anta-
ranga or apaväda, among which
each subsequent one is more power-
ful than the preceding one and
which are all more powerful than
the m or the subsequent rule, set
aside the m rule. There is another
dictum that when by the dictum
about the subsequent rule being
more powerful, an earlier rule
is set aside by a later rule, the
earlier rule does not apply again
in that instance, barring a few
exceptional cases; cf. ft§

5
Par. SeL Pari. 40, 39.

use of a word against
the warrant of experience, i.e.
against what is actually seen; e, g,

ft ^FT: I mm I arafälSf
, STSl 5j gf mm\: M. Bh.

on PJ.4.21 Värt. 1.
a grammarian who has

written r̂Pift̂ rf̂ ^RPT, a gloss on the
Sütras of Pänini.

lit. division, separation; sepa-
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ration of the base i.e. that
factor which shows the base
separately. The word^ fä*n% is
generally used in the sense of
case affixes; but in Pänini's gra-
mmar the term fä*fl% is applied
also to personal endings appli-
ed to roots to form verbs; cf.föRl%-
«[ l §fä#f T%m%*fr m: S.K»on Pan.
1.4.104. The term is also applied
to tad.affixes which are applied
to pronouns, fäs^and ^| , ending in
the ablative or in the locative case
or in other cases on rare occasions.
Such affixes are ^ ( ^ f ß ^ ) , ^, (^)>
f> *^> 3T, ^f|^, %$[% «[T ( «ITS ) and
«r^ given in P.V.3.1 to V.3.26.The
case affixes are further divided into

^ affixes and
affixes. For details see PJI.3.1
to 73.

^ conventional name given
to the third pada of the fifth
Adhyäya of Pänini's Astädhyäyi, as
it begins with the Sutra fM

^ P.V.3.1.
Rre^K a term applied to

such words ending with krt affixes
as appear similar to words ending
with case-affixes; such words have
no further case affixes put after
them, and hence, they are called
by the term 'avyaya'; e.g. «Fjjft; cf.
t^^% to

ganasütra
inside theGadigana P. 1.4,57.

the relative superior
strength possessed by the
*infa which takes place in superse-
ssion of the 3TO^Rf!ct when both
become applicable at one and the
same time; e.g. gfäsR s w ^ and
not gfä^qiq ^JRf?q; cf. ^qq^ßw^l:

Par. Sek. Pari. 94.

? similar in form
to a word ending in a case-affix oir

to a voweL Such words are look-
ed upon,^and are treated as inde-
clinables£e.g. g^:, f$tp\, 3̂ 1%, ̂ 5 tar
etc.; cf. the*« usual expressions

etc. cf„ TcRTföcf̂ W-
M. Bh. on P.

VHI.3.1; cf. 'also ^
fcf^^W T̂ RTclTt'Ja ganasütra inside
the ^ifVw mentioned in PJ.4.57.

r̂ T̂ Fc??̂ " lit, the sense of a case-affix,
as also of a personal affix; the
term is applied to the Käraka
Prakarana or Käraka chapter or
topic in grammar where senses of
the fcj*n% affixes are fully discuss-
ed and illustrated; cf. f^T^RT: a
chapter in the Siddhänta-kaumudi
of Bhattoji Dlksita.
^ ^ f ä a general term given

to a chapter on case-affixes as also
to treatises discussing the sense and
relations of case-affixes. There is
a treatise of this name written by
Giridhara and another written by
Jayakrsna MaunL

4 a work on syntax of? y
words written by a grammarian
named Kamaläkarabhatta.
SfSF^ST^W an indeclinable, which
is generally described as having the
sense of a case affix as predomi-
nant in it; e.g. cRf, STO? ;ft%; etc.;
some indeclinables have the sense
of a root viz. the verb-activity as
predominant; cf. "föt^^tö TSR^*f-

fä to M. Bh. on
P. 1X38.
R^|i?gpp£n5! a method of forming
a word, or of arriving at the com-
plete form of a word by putting
all the constituent elements of the
word such as the base, the affix,
the augment, the modification,.tiie
accent, etc. one after another and
then arriving at the form instead
of completing the formatipn stage
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by stage; e. g. in arriving at the
form f̂tefr the wording ̂ m + ^ +t
is to be considered as it stands
and not €fe + 3? = €TR and then
^ k + | . The f ^ ^ q n s * F m in
connection with the formation of
a word corresponds to the q r̂
TOPRTO in connection with the
formation of a sentence.

(1) lit. division, splitting; the
splitting of a sentence into its'con-
stituent parts viz* the words; the
splitting of a word into its ^con-
stituent parts viz. the base,| the
affix, the augments and thejjlike;
(2) understanding or taking a
thing separately from a group of
two or more; f ft fä^

ft

, M.Bh. on P,V,3.57; (3)
splitting of a Samhita text of
the Vedas into the Pada text; cf.
s^KHipt fö*ri*T f^ «q̂ ?fq̂ : T. Pr.
III.l, where fä^T^T is explained as
q̂ r̂ Tf̂  by the commentntor; cf.
also R.Pr.XVII.15; (4) the capa-
city of the Kärakas (to show the
sense); cf. ^WTxfr: j^mm: Nyäsa
on K5&I.2.44.

optionally, alternatively; the
word is explained by Pänini as =M
in the rule ^ %fä ^Wf (P.LL44)in
consonance with its derivation
from the root *IT5[ with 1%; cf.

;• The option
is further divided into three kinds

Ĥ TRT and B̂ ĵsf
'. For details see Mahäbhäsya

on P. 1.1.44.
(1) stated or enjoined optio*

nally; cf. (̂*<̂ : späT̂ fanföcf; I T̂î f̂ô i
^ 5 ^ s ^ ?i% M. Bh. on P. 1,1. 44
Värt. 15; cf. also

M. Bh, onP.IIL1.27 Vart.4;(2)
roots taking personal affixes of
both the Padas.

a Jain grammarian of the
sixteenth century who wrote a
short metrical work on the padas
of roots, known by the name

an old grammarian who
is believed to have written a gloss
named *rpl|T% on Pänini's Sntras
to which the grammarians
Purusottamadeva, Siradeva and
others of the twelfth century
refer. Some scholars say that
WT|fö was written by *l^ft;
but it is not feasible, as there is a
reference to Mäghakävya in
JTTTjfiT. In books on grammar,,
especially of the Eastern School in
the 11th and the 12th century,
there are several quotations from
the Bhägavrtti. See %f

a grammarian who
wrote a small grammar work
named Wtt$3T

a class of words headed by
the word fcfJjxfr to which the tadd-
hita affix sq ( 3 ^ ) is added in the
sense of6 possessed of, provided
the word so formed, denotes a
chapter or a lesson of a sacred
work; cf.f%g^^i^g[ßcl %xfi#*qFi:
^ T # sfi I %[§*: l Käs. on P. V.
2.61.

liberation of the last letter
(especially a class consonant) of a
word from phonetic modifications
by coalescence with the initial
letter of the following word, or
liberation of modification of a
consonant or vowel standing at the
end of a ver$e or sometimes even
in the middle of a verse; e.g. ^ 3t

f. V. Pr.L90391f
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omission of a consonant, some-
times when it is preceded and also
followed by another consonant, as
if it were squeezed between the
two; this is no doubt looked upon
as a fault; e.g. the omission of
the consonant ^ in T̂OI ss gl 3J
uttered as ^*m r ^ m ST; cf.3T%$R
^iRHT T̂ RFi: R. Pr.XIV where
Uvvata explains fäw as sta.

an ancient term used in the
Prätisäkhya works for a stop or
pause in general at the end of a
word, or at the end of the first
member of a compound, which is
shown split up in the Padapätha,
or inside a word, or at the end of a
word, or at the end of a vowel
when it is followed by another
vowel» Thejduration of this viräma
is different in different circum-
stances; but sometimes under the
same circumstances, it is describ-
ed differently in the different
Prätisäkhyas. Generally ?th ere is^no
pause between two consonants as
also between a vowel and a conso-
nant preceding or following it.The
Taittinya Prätisäkhya has given
four kinds of f̂ row (a) ^TO^pause
at the end of a foot or a verse of
duration equal to three mäträs or
moras, (b) qs^ra |pause between
two words of duration equal to
two mäträs; e. g. ^ ĉnr gj§ ^T> (C)
pause between two words the pre-
ceding one of which ends in a
vowel and the following begins
with a vowel, the vowels being
not euphonically coynbined; this
pause has a duration of one maträ
e,g- ® ̂ s(R:9 g K^, (d) pause bet-
ween two vowels inside a word
which is a rare occurrence; this
has a duration of half arnäträ;e,g.

fein:; cf. t

gf/ T, Pr.
XXII. 13, The word ß|frf is ex-
plained as ^%$f%.\ The vivrtti«
viräma is further divided into
«OTÎ fif which has the preceding
vowel short and the succeeding
long, cfOTĝ lf̂ it which has the pre-
ceding vowel a long one and the
succeeding vowel a short one,
qFPIcfT which has both the vowels
short, and ftqtf^T which has got
both the vowels long. This four-
fold division is given in the Siksä
where their duration is given as
one mäträ, one mäträ, three-four-
ths of a mäträ and one-fourth of
a mäträ respectively. The dura-
tion between the two^words of a
compound word when split up in
the q^qi^ is also equal to one
mäträ; cf, R.PrJ.16. The word

occurs in Päninvs rule T%WfS
L 4.110 where commen-

tators have explained it as absence;
cf. ^orf^WiWR^w: ^Wi S.K.on P.
1.4.110; cf. also fSKßräta: I fä^fe
3#R ifäsiT $m: Käs. on PJ.4.110.
According to Käsikä even in the
Samhita text, there is a duration of
half a mäträ between the various
phonetic elements, even betweeii
two consonants or between a vowel
and a consonant, which, however,
is quite imperceptible; cf. q*f m

$ Käs. on P. 1.4.109,
cf. also fcRi$ mftl R.T.355 cf. also
R.Pr.L16 and 17. For details see
Mahäbhäsya on P. I. .4.109 and
1,4.110.

^ tad. affix f̂ OT o r f ^ r appli-
ed to the word fä in the sense of
flatness of nose. See "PfW above; cf.
P. V. 2.32«
d opposition or conflict between
two rules where, the rule which
is subsequently mentioi*e4' k
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regarded as stronger and given pre-
ference to, as far as its application
is concerned; cf. ^^qifqfNT fäs-
fifar: I förf^fo q* sfl% P. 1.4.2; (2)
contradiction where one thing
prevents another; cf. l̂̂ T'R l̂f̂  s[fä
s i g ^ ^ R ^ FTCNTT31 3[ $T<̂ % Käs.on
P.VII.1.86.

a kmd of tone where the
interval between the utterance of
two letters as also the time requir-
ed for the utterance of a letter is
comparatively longer than in the
other two kinds, viz. |cf and
cf. q f| pro |€r w*£mmf

also |
Värt. 11.

. Bh. on P.I.1.70; cf.
P. 1.1.69

«[1% retarding or slow
manner of speech in which the
letters are uttered quite distinctly;
this kind of speech is followed by
the preceptor while teaching
Veda to his pupils; cf, sppqrcrräf g<rf

19. cf. also T. Pr- XXIII. 24. See
above.

name of a commentary by
Jayakrsna Mauni on the Madhya-
siddhlnta Kaumudi of Varadaräja.

f (1) a substantive which is
declined in all the three genders
cf. Hemacandra III. 1.142; (2) of
a different gender (although in
the same case); cf. fäföf ft mi^
o5t% ft^l ^11% M.Bh. on P. I. 1.44
Värt 5.

the same as # r which see
above. The term f̂ $N was possi-
bly in use before Panini's time;
cf. 3?ragl t̂ Rcra^^q q̂ t t̂ r̂ Tqtsf̂ qtr

: R. Pr. XI. 26; cf. also!
: Uvvata on R. Pr.1

reverse, in the opposite way;
the same as s?i% R̂ which see
above.

intention or desire, generally
of the speaker with regard to jjthe
sense to be conveyed by his
words; the words ĵ1«Nsn are
often used by grammarians in
this sense; cf. föWfcf:^^£TTQt (Pari-
bhäsä)Jcf. also ^ ^ lf%cf̂TcT: I M. Bh.
on P. f 1.1.66-67, 1.2.64 Värt. 53,
IV. 11.3; cf. also förarafaT
5[5?̂ pTftr: Durgh. Vr. II.2.8; cf.
also xfäwfr 1% T̂̂ : Käs. on P. II.
2.27, IV. 2.21, IV. 2.55,r:57, etc.

critical comment; a name
given by a writer of commentary
works to a critical commentary
work written by him; e. g. 3>n%«
^srwrflran1 ( ^re ) by Jinendra-
buddhi? VTFsp^qf^ar ( ŜjffcT ) by
Nägesa, as also ^
by Bhäskarasastrx Abhyankar.

transformation; the word is
generally used in the sense of
transformation of the Padapatha
into the Sarhhitäpätha.

name given to an external
effort in the production of a
sound when the vocal chords of
the glottis or larynx are extended;
cf. 3TOf̂ Pq t̂BTET: "fäsTR: Uddyota
on M. Bh. I . 1.9. cf. also

Bhäsya
on T. Pr. II . 5.
f̂ RT% possessed of a different case-
affix; cf. ff fi

q"< ̂ r M. Bh. on
P. II. 1.1. Värt 19; cf- also M.
Bh. on P. I. 1.27, VI. 4.1; VII.
2.82.

name given to an internal
effort (as contracted with tjxe e t̂ejr-
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nal effort named fä^R ) when the
tip, middle, or root of the tongue
which is instrumental in produc-
ing a sound, is kept apart from
the place or sthäna of the pro-
duction of the sound; cf. ^ %

% f
Tattvabodhini on S. K. on P.I.1.9.

produced by fully extend-
ing the chords of the throat.
The first and the second class-
consonants are described as

cf. cHT 5Rlhf SPTOfl
| M,

on P. I. 1.9.Vart.2T
possessed of the internal

effort viz. fäfcT which is specially
strengthened. The diphthongs have
got at the time of their produc-
tion the internal effort föpf spe-
cially strengthened; cf. q ^ l ^
fä ;̂ M. Bh. on Siva
Sutra 3,4 Vart. 10.

separated, disjoined; the word
is used in connection with the
separated elements of a euphonic
-combination; the words fofî g,
sft^gr and S*FJEI are used in the
same sense*

(1) separation of the two
vowels which were euphonically
combined iato one; the hiatus or
position of two vowels near each
other; cf. fäffä: ^ % # T . ; (2) the
interval between two vowels
placed near each other; cf. ^R%-
^^%RTC T f̂fä: V. Pr. I. 119;
cf- also f̂ensft «R ŝp̂ R r̂t f̂öffrFTO
9jR3[ Uvvata on R. Pr. I I . U This
interval is one mäträ according
to the Taittiriya Prätisäkhya,
while it is only half-a-matra
according to the Rktantra and
the Rk-Prätisäkhya; cf. T. Pr.
XXII. 13; R. T. 35. See

doubtful;possessed of a doubt
about itself; cf. fäwCT ft

Nir.II.l.
(1) lit. specific; qualified by,

characterized by; cf. xiR ^ f e
; P. II, 1.60; cf. also

Par. Sek.
Pari.71; (2) different; cf.
feWRt fil̂ feWT̂ t ^ s ^ t K i s , onP.II.
4.7.

specific nature causing a differ-
ence; difference; specific feature;
cf. gr*IRIH|̂  ^TOTif^:(Paribhäsä)
<|f. also zR§ ^g^# f^§T fäfo etc.
M. Bh. in Ahmika 1; ct also

Uvvata;

on V.Pr.VIII.50.
determining; determinant; cf.

: i

2,6; cf,
; M.Bh. on P.IL

; M.Bh.on P.L3.62 Vart.5.
attribute; adjective; any

word which qualifies another;
hence, subordinate; cf.

\ M.Bh. on P.I.2.52.
(1) a tatpurusa compo-

f M
p p

und of the type of Mayuravyam-
sakädi where both the words
which are compounded together
are adjectival; (2) a karmadhara-
ya compound where the second
member is an adjective; a deter-
minative compound; cf.

on P.VL2-6.
cfqj% a clear understanding,

or a determined sense in a place of
doubt; cf. [̂WRffT f^TOtatn%^
^K^ICFJ^; Par. Sek. Pari. 1; also
M.Bh. in Ähmka L

Rtwf^cT specifically prescribed, as
contrasted with prescribed in gen-
eral which is set aside; cf.
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fäfepq fä$##3TC:; M.Bh. on
P. ILL24; cf. also M.Bh. on P.III.
1.94 Värt.lO, III. 2.77 etc.

substantive, as opposed to
adjective or qualifying; cf.

^ fclTOk *rö fifflWl Käs. on P.
II 1.57; cf. also fä^f^W'Tf

Käs. on P* II. 1.36.

S relaxation, a characteristic of
the grave accent, as contrasted
with STRFf which characterizes the
acute accent; cf.

, Uvvata on R.
is the same as S R W ! which is ex-
plained in the Mahabhäsya as
3T̂ [fOTf TTPSTPlt fälfaScfT. M. Bh. on.
P. 1.2.29,30,

WFcri^lPW name of a grammar
work of a general type which
once occupied a prominent posi-
tion and was studied as a text
book of grammar, representing an
independent system. The work is
referred to by Hemacandra and
Haribhadra» It is attributed to
Varnana who may be the same as
one of the joint writers of the
KäsikävrttL In that case the date
of the work is the 7th century A.
D.;cf, the popular verse # * #

: quoted in VolVTI
p. 388 Vyakarana Mahabhasya
D.E. Society's edition*

separation of vowels that arc
in coalescence; showing separately
the two vowels that arc combined
together in the Sarfihitfi Text. The
term is contrasted with sr$M which
is the same as Q3»T!S! in the termi-
nology of Panini.

4 ^ name of a grammarian
who wrote a commentary saftw-

^ on the Prakrlyä-kaumudL

a well-known grâ
mmarian of the nineteenth century
who wrote several commentary
works of which the commentaries
on the two Sekharas of Nägesa are
well-known to scholars,
san^ a grammarian of the sixteenth
century who has written a small
grammar treatise called

a grammarian, who has
written a gloss on the Siddhänta-
kaumudi.

W f or Wm (1) a critical
commentary on Nägcsa's Laghu-
sabdendusnkhara. written by Rag-
havendnleftrya Gajeadragadkar
of Satara who lived in the first half
of the nineteenth century and who
has also written a gloss named
f̂ q̂ Tlf on the Paribhäsenduse-
khara; (2) name of a commentary
on Nagcsa's Paribhasendusekhara
by Cidrüpäsraya; (3) name of a
commentary oa SIradeva's Pari-
b h i

incorrect nasalization,
mentioned as a fault of pronun-
ciation; cf, %%im f fmmm ^ | R .
Pn XIV. 4.

domain; province; cf. $$w*i
f TKwWw?4¥$t I Par.

Sck» Pari* 63.
being a subject of discussion

of; coming under the domain of»
applicability; the meaning of
{ # which is similar to fiROT.

relation between the
object and the subject'; cf#
^oi^^ftci fw?#?#Wlf; Kaiyata on
P* VI, 4, 104 Vart-2.

locative case denoting the
l

g
domain or province of a particular
suiBx or a substitute or the like,
which could be actually applied
later on; this f^TOPt is contrast-
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ed with «NSTFPft when the thing
mentioned in the locative case is
required to be present in front;
cf. 3T€Icf <fk?q5f fäqwpfft fä^Rf M.
Bh. on P. I I . 4.35; cf. also srrt-
«fT3% ffä fä^WFft Käs. on P. II .
4.35; cf. also M. Bh. on P. I I I .
1.26 and IV. 1.90.

meant for showing the pro-
vince or domain of the application
of a particular rule; cf. craifai
( in fltnq^ ^Fpfte^q;) fäwrön M,
Bh. on P. III. 1.92 Vart.6.

^ a grammarian belong-
f S f i l fing to the famous Sesa family of

grammarians, who has written a
small treatise on Paribhäsas or
maxims of interpretation which
he has named qftsrraiSFirrer.

( f^igmfr w: ) a scholar of
grammar of the latter half of the
nineteenth century who has
written learned commentaries on
the works of Nägesa Bhatta, two
of which viz. fäwföpFl and fä^ii
are well known to scholars.
g * ^ name given to the commen-

tary on the Paribhäsendusekhara
written by Visnubhatta. See fäwj-
*EE above.

a Vedic scholar who wrote
a gloss on the Rk-Pratisäkhya
which is known as qŵ pwjRsqT.

a scholar of the Supadma
system of grammar who has
written a commentary named
^FR^ on the gq^qpfr^ai and also
a commentary on the §q^€*TO^.

t aspiration, leaving off the
breath generally at the comple-
tion of the utterance of a word
when there is a pause,- the term
fä^qpj was in use in ancient
times. Although not mentioned
in his alphabet by Panini, this
phonetic clement, visarga, is looked

43

upon as a letter; it is mentioned
as one of the letters in the Siksä
and the Prätisäkhya works and
Patanjali has advised its inclusion
in the alphabet. As visarga
cannot be found in use indepen-
dently of another letter (which is
any vowel after which it occurs)
it is called

same as fenr which see
above; cf. %j^ f jp^fö m^i ?fäf
fäsnif:; Durgasimha on Kat. I. L
16. The term fäg;g is also used
in the same sense. The visar-
janlya has the same position (̂ Tffi)
in the mouth as the vowel after
which it occurs. It is a glottal
sound; the Rk-Prätisäkhya says
that some scholars describe visar-
janiya as a chest sound; cf.

f
R. Pr. I 18; cf. also
3T R. T. 3.

the same as Visarjaniya or
Visaiga, which see above.

belonging to a position of ut-
terance (*«TR) other than the one
assigned,or referred to; cf.
& $ , R. Pr. IV. 3.

? clear and correct; the term
is used in connection with the
pronunciation of Vedic words; cf.
:%vft U3KJ I 3rf̂ r3T*ft ^RÜfi Nir.
I. 16.

^ a class of words headed by
the word fä?T£ which retain theirhe
own accents in a compound when
they are the first members of a
compound, provided that any word
of quality is the second member;
e, g. t^CTpJH I «q^^oj^ where
the words f̂ TS and aq^ are usedthe f̂  q
in the sense of clear, referring
to the different tastes; cf. Käs* on
P. VL 2. 24.
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characterized by a faulty or
incorrect accent, which is looked
upon as a fault of pronunciation.

expansion of the position
( ) and the means of utter-
ance ( 3R0T ) of a sound beyond
the necessary extent3 which pro-
duces a fault of pronunciation,
called aqrer; cf. ^ ^

Uvvata on R. Pr. XIV 2.
prescribed by a rule; that for

which a vidhi or injunction has
been laid down. The word is
very frequently used by gram-
marians with respect to an affix
prescribed after a base.

f%cTI%tf̂ T an adjectival word gen-
erally in a different case from that
of the word to which it is applied
as an adjective, and hence, trans-
lated as prescribed after' and not
as c belonging to ' cf. fäfeffätM
WTf^ i «rnJraf fäfta ifö i M. Bh.
on P. I. 1.5 Värt 3; cf. also M.
Bh. on II.4. 74-. Värt L

ST complete application to all
the different parts; comprehensive
inclusion of every part or unit;
desire to occupy completely; cf.

Käs. on P.VHXL4. For'details
see Mahäbhäsya on P.VIIL LI

-, and 4«

5 general term for the augment
• and the affixes g^, jpr? opjr andgq^

After the indicatory letter has dis-
appeared the remnant g of the
affixes and not of the augment» is
always changed into 3far; cf. l

P. V I I J J .

1) augment gadded (a) to the
word ^ after it, when the tadB
affix ^jj (iTq ) in the sense of
srceq is affixed to it; cfo f̂% ĝ5 ̂
l\ IV. LI25; (b) to the r o o t \
before an affix beginning with a"
vowel in the perfect and the aorist
tenses; e.g. spjjf, 3 p j ^ etc.; cf.
P. VI. 4.88; (c) to the root ^ in
the Perfect third pers. sing.; e.g.
m^ P.VII.4-74; (2) tad. affix SRJ
applied to the word ?̂«n as seen
in use in the Bannu ( cjoj j dis-
trict; e. g . ^ l ^ ^ , cf. P.1V.2.103.

tad. affix 3T-U applied optionally
with the affixes r-l and %ß to the
preposition ^q when the whole
word is u.̂ ed as the name of a man
e.g. OT^:; cf. Käs. on P. V. 3.80.

*i ( 0 ta<^- a ® x ^ ^ causing v^ddhi
to the vowel of the first sylla-
ble of that word to which it
is added5 as prescribed, (a) to
the words denoting an offspring
as also to the words 3^, 3 ^ etc, in
the sense of ca group'; e, g.
sfiqqsrsFq̂  s f i ^ q , %^r<^ etc.; cf.
P.IV.2.39, 40; (b) to the words
T̂̂ RI and others in the sense of

'inhabited country'; e.g. ivs\r%ffi:
% R W P ; etc., cf, P. IV.2.53, (c)
to the words headed by ST-O"!11?1

such as gspr, mkl, kmm, ^1W£>W
etc. in the quadruple senses; e, g,
aTi<i|ii^3 ^ w ^ 3 cf. F\ IV.2.80^
(d) to the word F̂f meaning a
desert, to words with ?r or < for
their penultimate, to words end-
ing in sRs[, 35; and ^ as also to
words headed by SJJT, rpi<, <%<?%':
<&% vpWQK etc, umder certain condi-
tioas in the miscellaneous senses,-
e.g. h ^

etc.; cf- P. 1^2.121-130,134,135,
136; (e) to the words m\, W^h

ft and others
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in the specific senses given; cf. P.
IV. 3.27, 45,46, 4 9 / 5 0 ; (f) to
words denoting descendance or
spiritual relation, words meaning
families and warrior clans, words
<ĵTö5 and others3 words meaning
clans, and students learning a speci-
fic Vedic branch" in specific senses
prescribed; e. g. fe

etc.jcf. P. IV. 3.77, 99, 118,
126; (g) to the words sir^ra, 3*5,
OTT and OTT in the specially given
senses; e.g. OTE??:, *R;, aft^:> siVl^
3 ^ , cf.PJV.3J«831573158; (h) to
words with % as the penultimate,
and a long vowel preceding the
last one. to words in the dvandva
compound, and to the words *rqfä,
SF.̂ IM and others in the sense of
'nature' or 'profession5 je.g^T^l^H

-tc ; cf.
P. V.l.132,133, 134; (2) krt affix
QT̂H added to the roots fä^ff^ and
others, and to the roots *̂ f and fsj
with a prefix before,ia the sense of
a habituated,professional or skilled
agent; e.g ft f ^ g ^

^ ^ etc. cf. PJII.2.
146, 147.

C (1) krt/afEx 3?^ added to the roots
g, g, and ^ in the sense of Äa skill-
ed agent5 and to any root in the
sense of 'an agent who is blessed";
e.g. srsrq»:, SUSP:, 83$:, $W.
( meaning «ffa^ ) W^:s ( mcan-
ing spsgraO; cf. P. III . 1. 149,
150; (2) tad. affix m added io(a)
the words TO and others in the
sense of c a student of '; e.g. SJOTTS,!
T^P; ftraa^J: *fafa&.:; cf. P„ IV.2.61;,
(b) the words 35%, ^qflff etc* as
also the words qi^q and 3?SR|5T{W in'
the sense of 'produced in'; e.g.;
y%***}*&*&, zmmws; cf. "P*IV,3.|
26, 29; 30; (cj, the words,.fpftj

& % and gp! in the sense' of

cdebt paid at the time of % the
words ci'IgStl and sr|pl in the sense of
cdevoted to*3and the dvandva com-
pounds when the words so formed
mean either 'enmity5 or 'nuptial
ties3 ;e.g. fr) ()

T; cf.P.IV.3;48, 98,125; (d) the
words ^ff^j ^(c^ etc. in the sense
of -'containing* or 'possessing', and
the word qi%q in the sense of 'ex-
pert' e„g. ^cWo <W.; cf.P.V.2.62,
63; and (e) the woids qi^ and 50cl
preceded by a [numeral, in the
sense of error, as also in the senses
of %?g (fine) and öq^if when those
words are preceded by a nume-
ral; e.g. fkm%WA ( 55TfcT ), I%5OI%̂1
{ ^ifcl )> flqf^T ^ f e i : cf. Käs. on
P. V 4.1 and 2.
J a word signifying the end of a
particular <group of words; the
word frequently occurs in the
Dhatupätha of Panini but not nece-
ssarily at the end of each class or
group therein; e.g. jäirr% *ir%l^r:l
IS i m ^\m ^]x{\ m^mt 1 Dhätu-
patha at the end of the First
Conjugation, Similarly fr[ is used
at the* end of the fourth, fifth, and
sixth conjugations.

a class of roots headed by the
root | ^ which take optionally the
Parasmaipada affixes when the
vikarana m of the future tense and
the conditional mood> or the
desiderative vikarana %m is added
to them; c.g- ^^tTcr^^^r; 3?^^%,
^ 1 % % , ; T̂ 1OT%, tefdCcf c£ Käs.
onP.1. 3.92; cf.alsoP;VIL 2.59.

(1) arrived at or accomplished, as
a result of ff% which means a further
grammatical formation from a
noun or a verb; resultant from a
,vrtti,; cf! ^ ^

M.Bh.on PX'2.51; cf. also
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employment, the same as 3%T, cf.
fxITSI I ?xf s$Fi; I Pradipa on P. I.
3.9; (3) behaviour, treatment; cf.

manner of Veda writing, metrical
form, metre; cf. cfĉ  fg s i T I ^ ^ R
R. Pr. XVIL22.

(1) treatment, practice of pro-
nunciation; (2) conversion of one
phonetic element into another; cf.
R.Pr.L95;(3) position of the padas
or words as they stand in the Sarh-
hitä text, the word is often seen
used in this way in the compound

IV.17; (4) modes of recital of the
Vedic text which are described to
be three gcT, *P*I and fcf̂ F̂ lcr based
upon the time of the interval and
the pronunciation which differs
in each one; cf. M. Bh. on P. L4.
1093Vart.4; also Li .69 Vart . l l ;
( 5 ) nature; cf. gf W i t Ĵ ff% ÊR̂
R.Pr.XVIII.33; (6) interpretation
•of a word; (7) verbal or nominal
form of a root; cf. 3T«rf2fäi; *T$s-fä
^Rfö^ff^TFn^R Nir. II. 1; (8)mode
or treatment followed by a scienti-
fic treatise; cf. 3>T Jpfffrf: I |i%:

| M.Bh. in Ähnika 1 on
: Värtttika 10; (9)

manner of interpretation with the
literal sense öf the constituents
present or absent, described usual-
ly as two-fold 5T?ĉ=fi«rf and ^l^i^^fNr,
but with a third kind added by
some grammarians viz. the
5f5̂ 5f|ĉ TT̂ ll; (10) a compound
word giving an aggregate sense
different from the exact literal
sense of the constituent words;
there are mentioned five vrittis of
this kind; cf. q*T*rffip

fxR:f
| : S. K. at the end

of the Ekasesaprakaraija; ( 11 )

interpretation of a collection
of statements; the word was
originally applied to glosses or
comments on the ancient works
like the Sutra works, in which
the interpretation of the text was
given with examples and counter-
examples where necessary; cf. f^

^ l%5; introduc-
tory stanza in the Käsikä.Later on,
when many commentary works
were written^the wordf^ was diff-
erentiated from *n*q, «nfifo, ifol, f̂lf,
fä^frF, ßcqoft, q\%m and others, and
made applicable to commentary
works concerned with the expla-
nation of the rules with examples
and counter-examples and such
statements or arguments as were
necessary for the explanation of
the rules or the examples and
counter examples. In the Vyäkara-
na-Sastra the word occurs almost ex-
clusively used for the learned Vrtti
on Pänini-sütras by Varnana and
Jayäditya which was given the
name Käsikä Vrtti; cf. ^m ^
cn%m often occurring in works on
Panini's grammar.

[f%3RI commentary works of the
type of Vrtti, which see above;
cf. ß

name of a grammar work
written by a grammarian Käsi-
nätha who also is believed to
have written crff^^i^S^T and

a very short work in
verse-form explaining in a very
general manner the nature of
Sütras and Värttikas; the work
is anonymous.

^ f a a treatise on the different
ways in which the meaning is
conveyed by words according to
the conventions oi grammarians,
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written by a grammarian
bhatta surnamed Mauni.

the alternative method of
speaking by the use of compound
words as contrasted with simple
words; both the methods are
observed in use among the people;
cf. 35 §> qtr fraq^Tffxiq^ I srore-
S f ¥t ^ sranrasr I M.Bh.on

L1.51,III.1.7,IV.l. 82.
a definite enumeration

of words used in a specific seose (as
contrasted with ^T f̂l̂ ^R) which
means a definite enumeration of
the senses in which an operation,
such as a compound-formation or
so, takes place; cf. ^

; cf. M. Bh. on P. II. 2.24
Värt. 16.
% name of a gloss on Pänini's
Astädhyäyl written by Räma-
candra.
%^nwpi serial arrangement of
letters in a specific way ( as for
instance in the Mähesvara Sutras)
for the sake of grammatical lun-
ctions; cf. ffas*raT*n*i ^

f
M. Bh. on Ähnika 1.

name given to the last of
the fourteen sections of the third
chapter of Bhartrhari's Vakya-
padlya (viz. the ^TfeF£ ) in
which the taddhita affixes and
their interpretations are discussed»

a rule forming the basis of
a vftti» L e. a rule on which
glosses are written^ as contrasted
with 3TM¥<§5 or mffifi a pithy
Sütralike statement composed as
an addition or a modification of
the original Sütra; cf.

4 % % %
( P. II. 2*25

M. Bh. on P. II. 2. 24,

(1) a term used in Päninis gra-
mmar for such words or nouns
( STfcRT^ ) which have for their
first vowe! a vrddhl vowel, i. e.
either SIT or U; or <WT; e.g. 511 ®T, ̂ TQ5T
etc.; cf. i f e ^ =̂qT5RTfecif ^^;
(2) a term applied to the eight
pronouns headed by ^ for pur-
poses of the addition of tad. affixes
prescribed for the Vrddha words,
such as & by f g i ^ : P. IV-2.114;
(3) a term applied to words having
T£ or 5RT as the first vowel in them,
provided such words denote dis-
tricts of Eastern India, e. g. afcH^
WSRJ2 etc. cf. us? srr̂ T \% P.I. 1.73,
74 and 75; (4) a term used in the
Pratisakhya works for a protected
vow^l ( cgcT ) which has three
mätras; cf. fcT̂T |®q R* T.44.

l ) a technical term used by
Pänini to denote the vowels 3TT, \
and sft; a vowel belonging to
the third grade out of the three
grades of vowels which are
known as zero, normal and long
grades; cf. ^k% P 1.1.1; (2)
lengthening completely of a vowel
which is called raft in grammar;
the term is used in the Rk l an t r a
Pratisakhya in this sense.

lit. cause of Vrddhi ( |
fiTxiq;)such as the employment of
the indicatory letter ?j or % in an
affix or the lettter ^ in tad.affixes;
the term is, however, found used
in the sense of having in it a
cause of Vrddhi, i.e. an indicatory
letter % oj or %.; c£ fT̂ fäfaxR^ =̂f
cTltcT^KTFfl̂  P. VI. 3.39. cf.
sriflflW iß»W liti^lT^: M. Bh.
SnP. I.L1.

name given to the first päda
of Pänini's Astadhyayr by gramm-
arians, as the beginning of* the
päda is made by the Sütra ftÄ
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R( ( |̂ T ), a term used in ancient
grammar works for a word of the
masculine gender as contrasted
with £fRT.

^ a class of words headed by
the word | ^ which have their
initial vowel accented acute; cf.
Käs. on P. VI.1.203.

tad. affix 3^Lprescribed by the
sütra ww^w^fötigfi&fä after words
denoting members of the Vfsni
race; cf. ^^fasöffiTO; 3T§%3: 5 « T ^ : I

a term applied to roots which
optionally admit the application of
the augment % {%z) to the Ardha-
dhätuka affixes placed after them,
e. g. roots having got the indica-
tory vowel ^ added to them
as also the roots *|, f, ^ and the
roots headed by ^ as also some
specifically mentioned roots under
certain conditions; cf. P. VII.
2.44-51.

a class of words headed by
I which have the taddhita
affix fsp (3f) added to them in the
sense of 'earning a livelihood5 e.g.
%fä ^ 1 «ng*F:; 1̂10% :̂; cf. q^

m%%: ¥&W>i: Käs. on P. IV.
4.12.

^ language of the Vedic Literature
as contrasted with the term iS)
cf. 5Nr ̂ t% I^W $m% R|̂ iRcf M.
Bh. on Mnhesvara Sütra; cf.
also IW$ ^ j w q sqT^^q, M.
Bh. Ähnika 1. The term t
referring to words found in Vedic
language is also frequently used
in the Mahäbhasya. Panini, how-
ever, has used the term WZtfl, fl
and ft7FT,and not % 9̂ out of which
the first term ^SH is often used
cf. ^ $^ftr P. I I . 4.39, 76; III
2.88; V. 2.122; or ^ f a ^ P. V
1.675 V. 4.J42, VI. 3.126. VL
1.34, VII. 1.8, etc.

an ancient writer of a Pra-
tisakhya work mentioned in the
Rk Prätisäkhya.
\ [WEBER, ALBREGHT of
Berlin, 1825-1901 ] a sound scho-
lar of Vedic Literature who has
written many articles on Sanskrit
Grammar in "Indische Studien,"

lit. enclosure or envelope; the
term is used in the sense of qf^T|
with reference to the repetition
of one and the same word more
than once in the Kraaia and
other artificial recitals; cf,

Uvvata remarks
ion which

lit. optional, voluntary; the
term is used in connection with
a rule or operation prescribed
alternatively with another, where
there is an option to apply any
one of the two and arrive at two
forms in the same sense;.

lit. subjected to modifications;
which have undergone a change;
the term, as contrasted with JTrfJcT,
refers to letters which arc noticed
in the Sarhhitäpätha and not in
the Padapätha. The change of
ŝ -f into -sift, or of the consonant ^
into ^ before soft letters^ as also
the insertion of q; between K{ and
?r etc. are given as instances, cf.
% % %

simply for the sake of
variety without any specific pur-
pose in view; cf. cj^f^uj I j f ^ q j ^ I
fäfä^T f| m^ m$fä: qitäft: I Käs, on
P. I. 2,35 of; also Käs. 00 P. I I I .
3.96, IV. L148, 153, 160.

found in Vedic Literature; the
term is used in contrast, with
3nf%3J which means * found • in
common use"; cf.
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M. Bh.
plains I

Ahnlka 1. Kaiyata ex-
i as g^Tl^qs.
name of that section

of Bhattoji's Siddhnntakaumudi
which deals with Vedic peculia-
rities noticed by Pänini in his
sutras. There is a well-known
commentary upon this section
named gsn^RT written by Jaya-
krsna a famous grammar scholar of
the Maunin family.

f (1) a commentary
on the sütras of Pänini dealing
with the Vedic words and their
peculiarities written by a gram-
marian named Muräri; (2) a com-
mentary on the section ofßha-
ttojfs Siddhäntakaumudi named
tî TOÎ RT written by Jayakrsna
Maunin and named SubodhinL

T , Vaidyanätha Payagunde, a
famous grammarian of the eigh-
teenth century, who was one of
the chief pupils of Nägesa and
who prepared a line of pupils at
Varänasl. He has written learned
commentaries on standard works
on grammar, the principal ones
being the Prabhä on the Sabda-
kaustubha, the Bhavaprakägika
on the ßrhaccabdendusekhara,
the Cidasthimälä on the Laghu-
iabdendusekhara, the Käsika or
Gadä on the Paribhäsenduiektnra
and an independent short treatise
named Rapratyaya-khandana,

belonging to a case-affix; cf.

c[̂ T§; I cf. also Wpgq OR% P. VI.
L85 Värttika 6,

optional, alternative; cf,
: T. Pr.XXII. 7; see %^

lit. possession of separate
d i h

p p
residences, as contrasted with
îftRRWEj; absence of apposition; use

in different cases, non-agreement

in case.
absence of any purpose or

utility; the word is used many
times in the case of a rule, or a
word or two of it, in whose case
htä or absence of utility is shown,
and, with a view to prevent its
being looked upon as a serious
fault, something is deduced and
the purpose is shown; cf irsfifqsq-
srafiq; and sq% s<̂ nqqf?f used in
grammar treatises.

n^CT'lit. a student of grammar;
^TOWTO §m%\v\: cf. Käs. on P.
IV, 2.59. The word is used in
the sense of c a scholar of Gram-
mar;' or, *a person who has obtain-
ed proficiency in Gramoiar.3 The
word is used several times in this
sense in the Mahäbhasya. cf. M.
Bh. on P. I. 1.3; 1.12, II. 1,53,
II.2.29, II.3.18, IL4.56, IIL2.115
etc. The word is also used in the
sense ofc pertaining to grammar'
or cfound in grammar/

^^nra[|1^TcJ a term used for the
grammar treatise written by Can-
gudasa which is also called Cän-
gusütra or Gänguvyäkarana.

^T^u?^pi a well-kaown work on
the grammatical interpretation
of words written by Kondabhatta
as an explanatory work (sqî jfR) on
the small work in verse consisting
of only 72 Kärikäs written by his
uncle Bhattojl Diksita. The trea-,
tise is also named Brhadvaiyä-
karanabhüsana. A smaller work
consisting of the same subject-
matter but omitting discussions,
is written by the author for faci-
litating the understanding of
students to which he has given
the name Valyäkaranabhüsana-
sära> This latter work has got
three commentary works written
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on it named Käsibl, Kanti and
Matonmajjä and one more scho-
larly one Sankari, recently written
by Shankar Shastri Marulkar.

a slightly abridged
form of the Vaiyakaranabh5sa?a by
the author Kondabhatta himself,
for students and beginners. It
consists of the same number of
fourteen chapters as the main
treatise, which are given the name
Nirnaya. See Vaiyäkara^atjhüsana.

a commentary
written on the well-known work
on the sense of words and syntax
written by Kondabhatta. There
are many commentaries out of
which, the well-known ones are
(1) Darpanä by Harivallabha, (2)
Laghubhusartakanti by Gopäla-
deva, a pupil of Balarhbhatta
Päyagunde, and (3) Käsikä t by
Hariräma Kesava Käle and Sän-
kari by Sankarasastrl Märula-
kara.

a commentary
on the Vaiyäkaranabhüsana,
written by Mahänanda in the
beginning of the nineteenth
century.

treatise ontheuse of words written
as a helpful guide to Sanskrit
writers, by a grammarian named
Somayäjin in 1848 A.D.

v • r*

UX^^IM import of a sentence
according to the grammarians, in
which verbal activity occupies a
predominant place, and the resid-
ing place of the subject as also that
of the verbal activity is identical

the active voice, while thein e,
object and the verbal activity have
got the same place of residence in
the passive voice. The other
auxiliaries of activity such as the

instrument, location and the like,
are connected with the verbal
activity. The import of the
sentence %̂f: <refä, in short, can be
expressed as % % ^

a small treatise on
grammar written by a scholar of
grammar named Käsinätha who
has also written a few more small
works

etc.

a very scho-
larly work by BhattojT Diksita
on the interpretation of words
and sentences, based upon the
learned discussions on that subject
introduced in the Mahabhasya,
Väkyapadlya, Pradlpa f etc. and
discussed fully in his Sabdakau-
stubha by the author himself.
The work although scholarly
and valuable, is compressed in
only 72 verses ( kärikäs ) and
has to be understood with the
help of the Vaiyäkaranabhüsana
or ßhüsansara written by Konda-
bhatta, the nephew of the author.
See %qTWT*I!̂ T and %

4^4S^ e x t r e m e l y
popular work on the subject of
Sanskrit grammar written for the
use of students, which, although
difficult at a few places, enables
the students by its careful study
to get a command over the subject
and enable him to read other higher
works on grammar. The work is
based on the Astadhyayl of Pänini
without omitting a single Sutra.
The arrangement of the Sütras is,
entirely different, as the author/or
the sake of facility in understand-
ing, has divided the work into
different topics and explained the
Sütras required for the topic by
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bringing them together in the
topic. The main topics or Praka-
ranas are twelve in number, viz.
( I ) ^IHft^lW, ( 2 ) Wflf̂ T, ( 3 )
§*RT or sjgjoäfff> (4) f̂tsföR, (5) «f?R=fr,
(6) OTIH, "(7) enter, (8) ter, (9)
m%qT, (10) |j^T,(ll) If̂ ffT and (12)
^ which are sometimes styled as
5qi^|gRS!ir. The work is generally
known by the term f^PcWtg^T, or
even ^tg^r? and it has got a large
number of scholarly and ordinary
commentaries as also commentari-
es on commentaries,all numbering
above twelve, and two[abridgrnenls
the Madhyakaumudi and the
Laghukaumudi. The work was
written by the reputed scholar
Bhattoji Dlksita of Väränasi in the
seventeenth century. See Bhattoji
Dlksita.

a general name given
to the large number of commen-
taries written by members of the
line of pupils, and pupils of pupils
of Bhattoji. The well-known among
the commentaries are 5f?CT%w by
the author himself, cTtcf;jfti%?it by

it3 gttf̂ RT by «PJfJflTOg ??R1
by 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 3 , and crown-

ing all, the o5g$[®V"̂ *?TC by f̂lförog,,
Täe IteFT̂ RflT has got a learned com-
mentary written by §fe(lf̂ T called
35̂ r*<W^ or ^l®^;^, which also has
on it commentaries named •
by *TCo3£ll£ and ^^^[^icf by
The Laghusabdendusekhara has
got commentaries reaching about
ten in number.

the same
see above.

as

^ ^ a well-known
work on the syntax and denota-
tion of words written by Nagesa-
bhatta which is popular by the
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name Laghumanjüsa. The Para-
malaghumanjüsä is an abridgment
of this work by the author him-
self.
^Q'ft^^(vcrCcrrf^; name of a

commentary on the Siddhänta-
kaumudi by Ramakrsna in the
latter half of the seventeenth
century,
I^OTF^I ;5I''CK5™ name 01 a co-
mmentary on the Siddhanta-
kaumudi by Nilakantha.

name of a treatise of gra-
mmar written in ten chapters
by an ancient grammarian $q[aqT<£;
cf. 351* hsm^R, K&.on P. IV 2.65.
For details, see Vyäkaranamaha-
bhäsya Vol. VIL D. E. Society's
Ed.'pp. 133, 134.

a term used for the Pragrhya
vowel, possibly the same as tcpspj,
which means a specific feature of
f&WZR or the dual number. The
term is used in some Siksä works,

name given to the svarita or
circumflex accent on the vowel
following upon a vowel accented
acute, when there is a vivrtti or

„pause between the two vowels;
e. g. q 555:; cf. %T$ l̂*qiffit IraiFT-

^ ^ i R. Pr. III. 10.
specific feature, peculiarity,

special differentiating feature;
cf. fe

T.Pr.
XXIII. 2.

diversity in number or
rties; cf.

pro-

M. Bh.
Ähnika 1; cf. also M. Bh. on P.I.
2 ,27 ,1 .3 . 10 Van. 4, L 4.101. *

(1) pertaining to the word
fl in the sütra fi^t ^ P. IV.2.

52; the term refers to the tad.
affixes prescribed in the sense
of6 country ' or 'district' ($m) in
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P. IV. 2.52-54 as contrasted with
^nf^fi affixes prescribed in the
sense of ' inhabited district' by P.
IV. 2.69-80; (2) one of the three
senses of the locative case, viz, the
sense ' substratum ' of the locative
case, which is not physical but
which is a topical one, forming
an object or aim of an action as
specified by the word c about *;
cf. ^ ^ ^

distinctly perceived i e.
perceived with reference to the
individual referred to, which en-
ables the speaker to apply the
specific affixes in the sense of
gender and number; cf. t ^

M.Bh. on P.I.1.57.
(1) lit.distinct manifestation, as

for instance that of the generic
features in the individual object;
cf.^Fn^ sr̂ JFRS ^ T % ^ T C \ M.Bh.
on PJ.I,57; (2) gender, which in
fact,is the symbol of the manifesta-
tion of the generic property in the
individual object ;cf.^tcf^[n%
P.L2.52 Värt. 3, as also gfä fi\

P. L2.5I; (3) individual"
object; cf.

the same as
the view that a word denotes the
individual object and not the
generic nature. The oldest gra-
mmarian referred to as holding
this view, is oqrft who preceded
PataSjali.

R£SK2̂ SWRTF̂ T a grammarian who
has written a grammar treatise
named sfl̂ flŝ rcfRfFsRöi.

(1) suggested sense as contrast-
ed with the denoted sense; (2) the
supreme or ultimate suggested

sense viz. Sphota which is the
ultimate sense of every sentence.

a consonant; that which mani-
fests itself in the presence of a vowel,
being incapable of standing alone;
f> ^ f t

cf. also
i M.Bh.on 1.2.30;

Kaiyata on P. I. 2. 30; cf.
^<lffH,T.Pr.L6; cf. also

Uv-
vata Bhäsya on V. Pr.. 111.45.

f̂ ^̂ fT Î a junction or coalescence
of two consonants as distinguished
from ĉRäffer. In Pänini's system of
grammar the name ^HN is given
tosqssRsffä and the Siddhänta-
kaumudl has given a separate sec-
tion for it.

or *j%3T, conjunction or
falling together of two consonants;
cf, I^FRTCT: ^m: PJ . l - 7.

^ j ^ consideration of
a consonant being not present as
far as the accentuation of a vowel
is concerned,the vowel being look-
ed upon as the initial or the final,
irrespective of the consonant .or
consonants respectively preceding
it, or following it; cf. ^<#ft sq>^-
*TfiF3OTRS[\ mfä Par. Sek. Pari. 79.

tad. affix ©̂  added to the word
in the sense of aTO3,e,g. "̂ qrgsq:;

cf.PJV.L 144,
(1) confusion of one number-

affix for another number-affix
(q̂ FT), as noticed in the statements
e. g. srcSrfä ^ ^M^Ü; qnracr ̂  Si^r-
mu; M. Bh. on PJ . 4. 21; (2) any
confusion, say confusion of one
grammatical element for another;
cf. f|: q*s4tacRf q«n «rrac ^ ^m%

rr ^ [ M . Bbu on P.
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IIL4.1 Värt 2.
distinct fron% separate from,

cf. fiR% ^

50.
: I Käs. on P.II. 3.

(1) surplus, excess; (2) sepa-
rate presence; (3) contrary thing;
cf. ffi ^^WTTO WRj; I M. Bh. on
Ähnika 1.

reciprocal junction or conne-
ction; cf.
XIII.16.

exchange of activity; cf.
P.I.3.14.

occurrence of one for another;
transposition; cf. gtäfTOIS ... «̂ OT-
ftrafcK ^T^f^t.. . M. Bh. o n P*HI.
1.85. See Iqcpfc,

alteration of a phonetic ele-
ment; change of sound; mispro-
nunciation; cf. flctfqT^WiTfä 3föT:
R.Pr.XlV. 1.
^ characterized by differenty
case-relations or case-affixes;
possessed of different case-affixes;

Bh. on P. II . 1.67.
tad. affix sq causing the acute

accent for the first vowel of the
word,added to the word ^Tg when
the sense of the word so formed,
is cenemy'; see oq^ above; cf. P.IV
1.145.

exception to a rule; cf.
M.Bh.

on P.VIIL4.61 Värt 4.
(1) special designation or re-

presentation; cf. ^
^r: R. Pr. XVII. 4; ( 2 )

main designation; cf. ftftTT^wqiit-
t^stq^i: sqq^r: 5^% &&%% p a r .
Sek# Pari. 30; cf. also % 5%: m-

M.Bh,onP.I„L51 Vart. 7.
treatment of a secon-

dary thing as the principal one,
e. gm a person or a thing, without
any second or any others, looked
upon as the first or the last;
cf. sqq^f^jcf^i^^^cfcfn^ epRRH
M. Bh. on P. I. 1.21. Värt. 2.
The remark or expression sqcf̂ -
ftRKT^T *jf¥sfl% is. found often
given in the Mahäbhäsya; cf/ M.
Bh. Ähnika 1 Värf* 14; 1,1.9,
I. 1.51 1,1.72;f L2.48 etc. For de-
tails see Par. Sek. Pari. 30. .•

statement of Vyapade-
sivadbhäva; cf. cf̂T

\
M. Bh. on VIII.3.59 Värt. 7.

(1) division of a single thing
into its constituent elements; cf.

K M. Bh. on VII.
2.36, VII.3.44 Vart. 3; (2) distinct
comprehension as possessed of a
specific quality; cf.. 3 f| f f e %

M.Bh. on P. 1.2.64 Värt 37; (3)
separation into parts; cf. ^
sniftii övpmT\ ^itr5 M.Bh.on
Värt 5; (4) distinct notion as a
separate unit after the things
have been combined; cf. f̂
qq^fli ifeT

on P. VI. 1.69 Värt 3; cf. also M.
Bh. on VII.1.80.

distinctly separated as two
or more consonants joined together
in a conjunct consonant, as con-
trasted with the two vowels in a
diphthong which cannot be called

; cf. ^| ; f
% M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 3.4

Värt. 9. cf. also q^f^fT: % Ällirft

Bh. on Siva Sutra 3,4 Värt. 11.

^ I mutual relationship, in sense,
as obtaining between two different
words ( q3 ) connected with each
other in a sentence, as i H k
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ted with compositeness of sense as
seen in two words joined into a
compound word ( s*TO ); &$fä\ is
given as an alternative definition
of the word ei*rö along with
P3>f#TOf as the other one, in the
Mahabhäsya; e. g. there is sftsaT
between gpf: and fq«[ in the sen-
tence sfifiSfl", but not in fä fä
fi^r <*rg^; cf. $ R W Ä

M. Bh. on P. 11,1.1; cf. also Käs.
on P. VIII.3 44.
fä having an intervention of ( a
letter, or letters or a pada); the
word is used in the same sense as

; cf. r̂rTOlf3! 5zficIT% I *%-
' M. Bh. on

P.VIL4.67.
lit. deviation or discrepancy;

irregularity re: the application of a
rule; cf .^^^rawSTC: Käion P.
III.3.19; cf.also.

;
Käs. on P. IIL3.108.

o^T^ri^; deviating, being irregular
in application, not applying neces-
sarily: cf. ^ f ä

lit. loss; disappearance; the word
is used in the sense of inflectional
changes. An indeclinable is called
STaqq because it has no inflectional
changes, cf. cf̂ ^WjsjRnciSfct T̂T

SS3W 5 vRfa » Nir. 1.8; V.23.
(1) possessed of sqq or inflec-

tional change; a declinable word;
, cf. ^fäM fa

V.Pr. 11.26; (2) characterized by
a loss of accent i.e. the loss of the
original accent and the presence
of another accent; cf» %

Uwata on R, Pr. XI.S1.
(i) useless, serving no purpose,

superfluous; the word is usually
used in the sense of useless or futile
in connection with a rule or its
part, which serves no purpose, its
purpose or object being served
otherwise/such words or rules have
never been condemned as futile
by commentators, but an attempt
is made invariably by them to
deduce something from the futile
wording and show its necessity ;cf,
33$ ĝ rqqrfäf a remark which is
often found in the commentary
literature; cf. ^ s f l 3 ^ f ? ^ i f**

ik I Par. Sek.
Pari. 56; (2) possessed of various
senses such as the words swr: ^M:
etc.; cf. oq^g =3gefctö̂ RH. I M.Bh.on
P.I.2.64 Vart. 52. The word
possibly stands for fäf^r$ in such
cases. It appears that the word
3qq in the sense of futile was rarely
used by ancient grammarians; the
word SFpfcfi appears to have been
used in its place. See Mahabhasya
in which the word sq$ does not
occur in this sense while the word

N occurs at several places.
(1) separated; detached

from a specific thing by the loss of
connection with $$

^ , Bh. on P. II. LI. Värt 2;
(2) characterized or possessed of
an intervention by similar things
cf. clST s^ST -fäTÔ ffi ^cn^^f H

M. Bh. on P» IIL
3.83; cf. also P. VI. 4.2.

(1) intervention; the word
is used in connection with the
intervention or occurrence of
letters or phonetic units between
the cause ( f ^ x f ) of an operation
and the operatee (ftrf%*nf> ); cf §fä
fcT 5flfäcl 'RRWJp^ I Wn̂ SRKRT̂  «mW{~
^f I The word is used also in
the sense of intervention in gene-
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ral, which separates the two
connected things; ®WWT$ =3 %
cfi^R^ ^^^3^f:; the word «
is used in the same sense; cf.

(2) an inserted
letter or phonetic element; cf.

ft T. Pr. 185, 186.

causing an intervention;
intervener which is required to be
of a different kind; cf 37cT̂fRfT¥&
sqspsflpRi x&fä M. Bh. on P. L 1.7.
Värt 8.

lit. definite arrangement;
restriction regarding the applica-
tion of a rule, especially when it
seems to overlap, as done by the
Varttikakära, and later on by the
Paribhäsäs laid down by gram-
marians regarding the rules of
Pänini; cf. WW
S. K. on P. I. 1.34; cf. also m

Par. Sek. Pari. 99, 108.

an option which
does not apply universally in all
the instances of a rule which pre»
scribes an operation optionally,
but applies necessarily in some
cases and does not apply at all
in the other cases, the total result
being an option regarding the
conduct of the rule. The rules

tffr: P. I I . 4.56, tt: Sl^T-
III. 2.124 and

I* 4,5 are some of the rules
which have got an option describ-
ed as »q^clfiwm. The standard
instances of oq^^cffq^T are given
in the ancient verse ^3?rrat ^T JTT5S

: II M. Bh. on P. III.
3.156; VII.4,41.

having an intervention by a
dissimilar thing; separated by
something coming between; cf.

% W *lp; M. Bh, on

intervention, separation by
insertion; separation by means of
the insertion of a phonetic element.
See sq^^R above, cf.

P. VIII. 4.2;
R VI. 1.26; 'cf.
i: R. T. 190; «q
: R. Pr. XIV. 25.

separated into its constituent
elements; separated by a new
insertion; a recital of the Vedic
text by separating a coalesced
vowel, which is looked upon as a
fault of recital.

Grammar; the development
of the meaning of the term can
be seen by the senses given below
in a serial order and the exam-
ples after those senses; (a) ana-
lysis or explanation by analysis;
(b) rules of explanation; (c) spe-
cific rules explaining the forma-
tion of words; (d) explanation of
the formation of rules; (e) a
treatise in which such an expla-
nation is given; (f) a collection
of such treatises and (g) a syste-
matic explanation of the formation
of words in a language ( ^

or
sqfiRon̂  ; MJBh.on Ähnika 1, Vart.
12; cf. (b) 55$fl55$jcfi «sfTWÎ ; M.
Bh. Ähnika 1, Värt. 14; cf. (c) ^
^^\ o5l% cĴfT «'JFF̂ l M. Bh. on P.
I. 1.1. Värt. 7; (d) ^%^ f| ssncp̂ ai
'j^T^n^: î̂ t TOWrförF ̂?IT M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.1. Värt 7; (e) ^ %m 55}% ^ ^
sqT^ M.Bh. on P. L 1.23
4;

: I M. Bh. on P. L 1.68.
cf. (g) ô T̂Rtfr 5TTT I35xRT fösiT I M.
Bh. on P. I. 2.32. The word *m-
m is mostly used in the sense of
c the Science of Grammar 9 in the
Mahäbhäsya, It is explained hy
modern scholars as**t^t l̂ v̂; of
tjue qorrcctoess of
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etymological science' and describ-
ed both as a science and an art.

a short treatise on
grammar written by Krsnäcärya.
T^^n^fR the science of Vyäka-
rana with the element of Sphota
introduced in it and brought
consequently on a par with the
other Darsanas by the stalwart
grammar-scholar Bhartrhari of
the 7th century A. D. For details
see Sarvadarsanasamgraha c Päni-
nidarsanam * and page 385 Vol.
VII. of the Vyäkarana Mahä-
bhäsya edited by the D. E.
Society, Poona,

^ a small treatise on gram-
mar by Cidrüpäsraya«

n\me of a short gloss
or Vrtti on the Sutras of Pänini
written by a modern scholar of
grammar Orambhatta of Väränasi.

n a m e of ^ comme-
ntary written by Mahämisra on
Jinendrabuddhi's great work
cKäsikävivaranapanjikä3 or Nyäsa.

see
| a brief

commentary on the Mahäbhäsya,
written by Sadäsiva, son of Nila-
kantha and pupil of Kamaläkara
Dlksita. The gloss confines itself
to tl e explanations of obscure and
difficult passages in the Maha-
bhäsya and criticizes Kaiyata's
explanations.

TÎ îTiqffT^T ŜÎ qf the original
name of the learned commentary
on Patanjali's Mahabhäsya by
Kaiyatabhatta the well-known
grammarian of Kashmir of the
eleventh century» See ŝ ftq and
%

TüT ( ) a gloss
the Mahäbhäsyapradlpa of

! written by ^KR?5, a

pupil o f ^ i ^ ^ ; (2) a gloss on the
Mahäbhasyapradipa of Kaiyata by

^ the well-
known scholarly commentary by
the stalwart grammarian Nägesa-
bhatta on the Mahäbhasyapradipa
of Kaiyata. See 3^€ter and

see
above.

a short work on gra-
b % fMtmmar written by

H^Uf |̂5f§; a small grammar work
written by a grammar scholar
Gangädhara which is based upon
the Mugdhabodha of Bopadeva.

a gloss on the Sutras
of Pänini written by Visvesvara.

the purpose ofpp
the study of Grammar which is
beautifully summed up and dis-
cussed in the first Ähnika by Pat-
anjali in his Mahäbhlsya,

a term used by scholars
of the Paniniyan system of gra-
mmar with respect to grammar
works of other systems such as the
Kätantra, the Säkatäyana, and
others; cf. ^^i^^T^ci^jfHf f̂ E:
1%TCT sqi^R^F^ S#K. on Wrr^r P.
VIL4.72.

IT ÎFT (1) explanation of a rule, or
a line, or a verse by analysing the
rule and giving examples and
counter- examples; cf.

?CTgfäS s^TR^ vfcrtcf | M.Bh, Ahnika
1 VartJl;(2)autlioritative decision
given in places of doubt by ancient
scholars; cf. ö f̂̂ qî î fä!^sri%<Tfätt *l
f| ^"^ii^^oin M. Bh. Ähnika . t;
Par.SeLPariJ.

. ^ name of an ancient gram-
marian who is quoted in the Präti-
säkhya works and the Mahäbhä^ya,
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His grammar work was called
cdasaka' possibly on account of its
consisting of 10 chapters; cf.

fö g g
Käs. on P.VIL194; cf. also ^

T: Käs. . on P.IV.2.65.
T J l name of an old gramma-
rian later than Patanjali who is
quoted by later grammarians; cf.
a q m ^ T ^ ^ ^ ĵfWcf ß«RTflC Sid-
dhäntakaumudi on
P. VII. 1.5.

a class of words headed by
which, as standards of compa-

rison, are compounded with
words showing objects of compa-
rison provided the common pro-
perty Is not mentioned; e.g.
Jjwqra:, •?$?: etc., cf. Käs, onP.II.
1.56.

name of an ancient gramma-
rian with a sound scholarship in
Vedicphonetics,accentuation,deri-
vation of words and their inter-
pretation. He is believed to have
been a relative and contemporary
of Pänini and to haVe written a
very scholarly vast volume on San-
skrit grammar named 'Sarhgraha'
which is believed to have consist-
ed of a lac of verses; cf- m% sqtft-
fdt 35OTs% wm Nägesa's Uddyota;
cf. also ?? <J<J M ^ ^ ^

Väk. Pad. Tlka. The work is not
available at present. References
to Vyädi or to his work are found
in the Pratisäkhya works, the
Mahabhasya, the Varttikas, the
Vakyapadiya and many subsequent
treatises»A work on the Vyakarana
Paribhäsäs, believed to have been
written by Vyädi, is available by
the name qK^n?pR which from
its style and other peculiarities
seems to have been written after
the Värttikas, but before the

Mahabhasya. Vyädi is well-known
to have been the oldest exponent
of the doctrine that words denote
an individual object and not the
genus. For details see pp. 136-8,
VoL 7 Vyakarana - Mahabhasya
D„ E. Society's Edition.
^ name given to the pupils and
students belonging to the school
of Vyädi; cf. MJBh. on P.VI.2.36.

covering or applying to the
whole in entirety, and not in
parts; cf. snfotfr ^ forart «qiq^-
q%#ff l^pftf ir M. Bh. on P.VI.l.
72;cf. IcT^ sqTTO^n^^TWl^^ sî fRTC
Q31 «̂ITf̂ t Tpq̂ TR 3TT| I Kaiyata on
P. VL4.22.

lit. loss or disappearance; the
word is used in the sense of con-
version of one thing into another
in the Pratisäkhya works; cf. z%m-

£ Nir. II. 1; cf. also

. Pr.V.l.
occupied fully; cf.

NRRHT sqr̂ T * f̂ct M. Bh. on
P.I.3.11 Värt. 7; cf. also M.Bh. on
PJ.4.42; qr^T ^^RnqwTl^i^P.IV.
3.134 Värt. 2.

occupation; presence; compre-
hensive nature; cf. ^ftHxcnrr$x*z$q
Nir.1.2, where ôTf̂T refers to the
permanent presence of the word
in the minds of the speaker and
the hearer, the word 3jss[ referring
to the ft^^l^ or $

the general method of
taking a comprehensive sense
instead of a restricted one in places
of doubt; cf. T̂l̂ T̂RTSCT "Käs* on P.
I I I . 2. 168. "

lit. that which is occupied; the
word refers to a kind of an object
where the object is occupied by the
verbal activity of the transitive
root; the word ^FJ is also used in
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this sense; cf.

4Sringära- Prakäsa 2. The term is
used as a technical term instead
of the term ^ in the Hemacandra,
Gändra and other systems of
grammar; cf. Hem. IL2.3;Candra
1.1.23.

separated; one out of the two
conjoined consonants separated by
inserting a vowel in between; cf.

. p r . x i v . 19, where
Uvvata gives the explanation-3T=n-

§ Samhita
I. 85. 39, X. 158. 1, IX. 91.3 and
IX. 63. 2.

reversing the order of words
and going back from a subsequent
word to the previous one, as in
the Krama, Jatä and other artifi-
cial recitals of Veda.

^ pushing aside; removal; the
word is frequently used in connec-
tion with the setting aside or
removal of the application of such
rules, as also of the contingency of
such rules as are not desired in
the formation of a correct word,
by means of applying another rule
necessary for the correct forma-
tion; cf. <rü[ %f fcTBqĝ fg ?^ r
cTS^T?^?^ Par. öek* on Pari. 34;
as also cTT% arâ jnâ df t*Ts!̂ CTT̂

Parj§eL on Pari.55;
cf. also the usual statement

resting on, or applying to,
different words or elements of
words or parts of words; the word
is used in connection with a
grammatical operation which
affects one part of the word,
as distinguished from another

operation which affects another
part ; cf. zmfä ^ ^ T ^ ^ n f ä s ^ I
sqTstf T%S *ĴT% i M.Bh. onP . I I I . l r
44, VI. 4.22 Värt.12, VI.4.42 etc.

(1) showing separately; separate
expression as contrasted with
€3TOf; (2) fault of pronunciation
of the type of unnecessarily ex-
tending the place of origin as also
the instrument of the production
of sound; cf.

XIV. 2.
Uvvata on R. Pr.

TC o r 5^TC "̂ lit. the utterance of
a word; the word is generally
used in the sense of the specific
utterance of the words *j:, %m etc;
cf. Q^Tf^%cflT$: 5T5nq̂ f: Tait.
Sam I. 6. 10; cf. also^f^r
P. VIII . 2.71.

the same as or
which see above.!

derivation of a word from a
root which formed a special
feature of the Nairukta school of
Vedic scholars in ancient times;
the word fMN1^ is used in the
same sense; cf„ *rfä wfö sg^ t f^W

^ ^ Käs. on P. V. 2*93.

the view that every word
is derived from a suitable root as
contrasted with the other view
viz. the a^qT^TO. The gramma-
rians hold that Panini held the
^c^q^f^ i^^ the view that not all
words in a language can be derived
but only some of them can be so
done, and contrast him (Le.Panini)
with an equally great grammarian
Säkatäyana who stated that every

has to be derived; cf. ?

.on P.VIL3-6.

(1) name given to a topic
in grammar which deals with the
derivation of words as suitable to
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the sense; (2) name given to
treatises discussing the derivation
and interpretation of words.
rtiflcel derivation, correct under-
standing of the sense by derivation.
cWT^T the view that every word
in the language has been derived
from a root which explains its
sense; see

setting aside of a rule or ope-
ration by means of another
more powerful rule, or by means
of a conventional dictum.

a class of words headed by
the word 5g2 to which the taddhita
affix 3T (3*q[ ) is added in the sense
of the place where something is
given or prepaied; cf. sg^ ^ ? ^ ^
3T §Wl I ^^R; & § S. on P.V.I.97,

(1) resolution or determination;
cf. 3ifKf^T: <nf&rttar: i =r fät M t e
3»£t ft«rc: sjrwrf f%fäsR %: ^fi: Par.
Sek. Pari. 56; (2) separation of the
phonetic elements in a word, done
especially for the recital of the
Vedic texts according to metre; cf.

Uvvata on R. Pr. VIIL22.
lowering of the chin, resulting

fault of utterance; cf. f̂ ftsfifeit
t & ^m %̂ T *R1% I Uvvata

on R.Pr. XIV.3.
a class of words headed by

| to which the taddhita affixes
^ and 3"^ are applied in the sense
of possession along with the usual
affix m$ (*rgsL); e. g. sfifr, mf|^;
vR$*t\X i m$\, w&t^z ^T^i^fT^; cf.
Käs. on P.V. 2. 116.
^ [WHITNEY, WILLIAM

DWIGHT, 1827-1894] a sound
scholar of Vedic grammar who
has, besides some books on Ling-
uistic studies, written a work on
Vedic Grammar and edited the
Atharvaveda Pratisakhya.

45

5T (1) a sibilant letter of the palatal
class, possessed of the properties,

t and ^3f%soc^; (2)
the initial indicatory ( ^5 ) letter
25 of a non-taddhita affix in Pänini's
grammar, which is dropped; (3)
substitute for ^ when followed by
an affix beginning with a nasal con«
sonant; e.g $1^;, cf. P.VI.4.19;(4)
substitute for *r when followed by [̂
or any palatal letter ;e,g, f^W^fcT
| ^ l % Käs.on P. VIII . 4.40.

; (1) conjugational signd^fT) appli-
ed to the roots of the sixth conju-
gation ( ĝ rftpTO ) in all conjuga-
tional tenses and moods ( i. e. the
present, the imperfect,the impera-
tive and the potential) before the
personal-endings; cf. g^Tl^J: ^
P. III.1.77; this signal ( $r) has
got the initial consonant 3jT as an
indicatory one, and hence this 3T
is a Sarvadhituka affix, but, it
is weak and does not cause j p
for the preceding vowel; ( 2 )
tad. affix 31 in the sense of
possession applied to the words

and others; e. g. c5tT5T:,
f. P.V.2. 100; (3) krt affix

(3T ) applied to the roots qr, SIT» «FTT,
T̂ and %%[ when preceded by a
prefix,to the roots fe*j[, f^ etc.not
preceded by a prefix, and optiona-
lly to 3J and WT of the third conju-
gation in the sense of *an agent';
e.g. 3T$«r;, &&&:, f̂ :̂, 1%? :̂ ^ ^
^ : ;c f . P.III.l.137-139.

^ ^ f ? name of a grammarian of
the eighteenth century who wrote
a commentary, called sofoft after
him, on Nägeia's Paribhäsendu-
sekhara.

ft ( »TTW8R ) a modern scho-
i

(
lar of grammar who lived in
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Poona and did the work of teaching
and writing commentaries. He has
written a commentary named ?OT»Ü
on the Vaiyäkaranabhüsanasära of
Kotidabhatta.

name given to a Yama letter
in theSiksa treatises.

^ name of a class of words in
whose case the last vowel of the
first word does not coalesce with
the first vowel of the next word;
e. g. 5ffi spp> ^ I w n ^T% (

I §FW ^füci^ 1 cf.
R.T,87 which is ex-

plained by the commentator as

name of a class of words in
which an irregular coalescence of
the vowels of the kind of the
latter vowel in the place of the
former and latter both is observed;
eg.- w&%:, JSST, ^ ^ ; M M etc.cf.
«F**nT§S ̂  (TOsft 3MH) P.VI.l . 94
Vart. 4.

endowed with 3IT% i. e. the
potentiality to express the sense-
potent to show the particular
sense»

potentiality of expressing the
sense which is possessed by words
permanently with them; denota-
tive potentiality or denotation; this
potentiality shows the senses,which
are permanently possessed by the
words, to the hearer and is descri-
bed to be of one kind by ancient
grammarian as contrasted with the
two (srßw and SOTf) mentioned by
the modern ones. It is described
to be of two kinds—(a) ^rl̂ FT 511%
or recalling capacity which com-
bines % ^ with TO, and 3?g*jri%-
3JT su%> which is responsible for the
actual meaning of a sentence* For
details see Väkyapadfya III .

the substratum of potentiality

which forms the object pointed out
by means of the potentiality to the
hearer by the word (i.e. 3F3) which
directly communicates the sense^
in which case it is termed m^ as
contrasted with ^K^ or #^f> when
the sense,which is of the type of %%?%
is conveyed rather indirectly. This
nice division into cjR^cfl and^^RH
was introduced clearly by M^i;
cf. Väkyapadlya Kända 2.

^ H 1 ^ tad. affix sifga: applied opti-
onally with the affix ^I^f ( Sfiss)
to the prefix f% in the sense of the
base itself ( ^FPT) ; e.g. f§Rî RH^ I
fasm, I; cf. S.K. on P.V. 2.28; cf.
Käs. on P.V.2.28 which states

a class of words headed-by
the word ?jfe^ which have the
taddhita affix q (sit) added to
them in the sense of 'domicile' or
'native place'; e.g. ^ r f e w , *f$-
%«l:, cf. Käs. on P. IV. 3. 92.

tad. affix Îcj; as seen in the words
etc., cf.

p. v . l .59 .

conventional name given to
the fourth päda of the fifth adhyay a
ofPänini's Astädhyäyr which begins
with the sütra qi^cT^ ^^K#€l^lt
gq^tqst.P. V. 4.1.
% tad. affix sofcir applied to the
word % to form the word #Sfä;
cf. P. V. L 59.
J kit affix 3 ^ in the sense of ' the
agent of the present time % appli-
ed to any root which takes the
Parasmaipada personal affixed
cf. 3>s: ^^T^T^^i^T^i^r- i^r P.
111.2.126,8. The words formed
with this ^5 (stfj;) affix are termed
present participles in the declen-
sion of which, by virtue of the
indicatory vowel w in h
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augment g^ Is inserted after the
last vowel of the base, and the
root receives such modifications as
are caused by a Särvadhatuka affix,
the affix 205 being looked upon
as a Särvadhatuka affix on account
of the indicatory letter 5T. The
word ending in this affix sog
governs a noun forming its object,
in the accusative case.

the acute accent specifically
stated for the vowel of the case-
affix beginning with a vowel etc.
prescribed by the rule 30ä^[ z\Vi~

P. VI. 1.173; cf. SJfßil I ĝ cfT

M. Bh, on P. VIIL
2.6. Van 2.

^ 3 %, krt affix ^ in the sense
of the infinitive added, to a root as
seen in the Vedic Literature; cf.

:, P. HI. 4.9.
a vikarana affix ( conjugational

sign ) applied to roots of the first
conjugation and in general to all
secondary roots i. e* roots formed
from nouns and from other roots
before personal-endings which are
Särvadhatuka and which possess
the sense of agent, provided there
is no other vikarana affix prescrib
ed; e. g. ^

ctc.cf. wM sxi, P. III.l .68.
This affix ^ i s dropped aft er roots
of the second conjugation (3ftflRf }
and those of the third conjugation
( itl^mfä;) and in Vedic Literature
wherever observed; cf« PJL4.72,
73, 75, 76.

a grammarian to whom a
metrical treatise on genders named
fe ^ is ascribed* This ^«T^T-

was comparatively a modern
grammaiian who was given the

. This hastitle
a commentary written by
Evidently these grammarians
^M^Tl^ and ^ßffleR are diflFerent
from the famous author of the
jfltiTOT̂ n̂  and the patron of 'the
poet Bana respectively.

^ the Vikarana affixes W{, ^
WJ? 3̂ and f̂T according to those
who hold the view that these affixes
do not form the exceptions of ?a ,̂
but they are substituted for F̂T .
cf. mj^jj; ?mKm *$&$[ M. Bh.
on P. 1.1.27, II.2.3, III. 1.33 and
III.1.67.

lit. *soiindJ in general; cf> ^ 5 ^
M.Bh,

in Ähnika 1; cf. also 2 ^ :

Pr. XXIII.1, X X I I U I n grammar
the word ^«^ is applied to such
words only as possess sense; cf.
sjcffcrô Nh' 35% ̂ TR̂  ^^- M. Bh. in
Ähnika 1; cf;,also ^l^TK^ ^$1
SIcNcT ̂  %&$: Sringära PrakasaI; cf.
also %W ^l^i^wm^ M.Bh, Ähnika
L In the Väjasaneyi-Pratisäkhya,
P̂5̂  is said to be constituted of air

as far as its nature is concerned,
but it is taken to rrean in the
Prätisäkhya and grammar works in
a restricted sense as letters possess-
ed of sense, The Väjasaneyi-
Prätisäkhya gives four kinds of
words fctf, p(, crf̂ cf and %wm
while *m9 W@m9 $Wffi and OT^fr
are described to be the four kinds
in the Nirukta. As SK in grammar,
is restricted to a phonetic unit
possessed of sense, it can be appli-
ed to crude bases, affixes, as alsq
to words that are completely
formed with case-endings or perso-
nal affixes. In fact, taking it to be
applicable to all such kinds, some
grammarians have given twejve
subdivisions of 5 ^ vi?. sff fö? WJ
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, OTTS,
and cf.

Sringära Prakäsa I.
a treatise on grammar,

i
^ g g
critically explaining and discuss-
ing the meaning of Pänini's Sütras
in the order of the author himself.
The work is written by Bhattoji
Diksita and is mainly based on the
Mahabhäsya.
^ f T a short gloss on Bha-^gj g
ttojr's Sabdakaustubha written by
a grammarian named ^
p ^ p or ST^regsrasrr a

commentary on Bhattoji's Sabda-
kaustubha written by Vaidyanätha
Payagunde»
^RRH^n^H< a commentary on^ R g H y
Bhattoji's Sabdakaustubha, named

a name probably
b

p
given to a commentary written by
Nägesa.

name of a commen-
tary on the Särasvata-Vyäkarana
by Kamsavijaya.
y . the essence of a word;
the ultimate sense conveyed by the
word which is termed ^z by the
Vaiyäkaranas. Philosophically this
Sabdatattva or Sphota is the phi-
losophical Brahman of the Vedän-
tins, which is named as Slabdabra-
hma or Nädabrahma by the Vaiy-
akaranas,and which appears as the
phenomenal world on the basis of
its own powers such xs the time
factor and the like; cf.

^ ^ j ^
: II Vakyapadiya, I.I; c£

also Vakyapadiya 11.31,
^^jrtaik name of a commentary on
the Mugdhabodha Vyakaraoa by
Govindaräma,

^ ^ the indicatory power to
show the sense; the word is used
\n connection with the potentiality

to convey the sense possessed by
the Nipatas*

©̂ Rc£fr3r the doctrine of the Vaiya*
karanas as also of the Mlmäm-
sakas that word is permanent, as
contrasted with that of the Naiyä-
yikas who advocate the imperman-
ence of words.

«cptTCiqJjfdM*si the comparatively sup-
erior strength possessed by a word,
which in the text of a particular
sütra is later than another word,
which is put in earlier in the
Sütra.This SEiö̂ fäsrföSfä is contrast-
ed with the standard OTSPT{fäsrfcifcw
which is laid down by Pänini in
his rule fäsfctW q? ^FT^ and which
lays down the superior strength of
that rule which is put by Pänini
later on in his Astädhyayi; e. g. in
the rule fö*TM ̂ ^^T^TtOT^it is not
the word 5^ although occuring
earlier, but the word f%5J occuring
later in the rule, which helps us to
decide which f^ should be taken.

qqflg^ ?r%; 1 Kaiyata on P.
VII.2.18;cf. also,P.VI.l.l58 V.12.

^ name of a commentary on
Bhartrhari's Vakyapadiya which
is available only on the first
Kända.

ŝ rqĵ pqpcnf recital or enumeration of
one word after another in a
language; cf-

M.Bh* Ähnika 1.
^ T use of a word in the spoken
language which forms in a way
the basis of grammar.

^ ĵ̂ Uqff̂ jqj a grammar treatise on
the denotation and relation of
words written by a gramm^ri^n
named R k
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j ^ name of a short gloss on the
Sutras of Panini, written by Närä-
yai?a Pandita.
^ l W name of a small gra-
mmatical work written by Räma-
candra Diksita.

^ ^ p f t name of a short grammar
work written by Näräyana
Pandita.

name of a scholarly gloss
written by Haridiksita on the
Manoramä, a commentary by
Bhattoji Diksita on his own
Siddhäntakaumudü The proper
name of the commentary is ossj-
5l«3K̂ f of which 5l«^£l is an abridg-
ed form.The commentary <3§3J«<R5*T
is generally studied along with
the Manoramä by students. There
is a bigger work namedg
written by Hari Diksita, of which
the csspg^ is an abridgment.

known by the name
T, a commentary on Hari

Diksita's Sabdaratna, written by
Vaidyanätha Päyagunde.

^[<H^'*l a commentary on the
Laghusabdaratna written by a
grammarian named Kalyäna-
malla,.

the actual form of a word
as a collection of letters or stfra*[5
or cruijgî f irrespective of the sense.
In grammar it is the 2^5^ that is
mainly considered and not the
meaning of the word; cf. ^ ^q

PJ.L68.
a v e r y brief treatise on

declension giving the forms of the
seven cases of a few choice-words.
The work is studied as the first
elementary work and is very
common without the name of any
specific author.There are different
works named ^K^Mfö giving de-

qf different vfoxds which

are all anonymous, although from
the d&tes of manuscripts mention-
ed, they appear to be more than
five or six hundred years old.

expression of its sense
by a word which occurs to the
mind of the hearer as soon as a
word is heard.

f% a grammar work on the
meaning of words and how j t is
conveyed^ written by a gramma-
rian named 3i%^"FR. The work
forms a part of bis bigger work

Rcf. See f̂
j derivation of a word by

tracing it to the root from which
it is formed.

f small treatise on
the derivation of words written by
a grammarian named Räjäräma-
Sästrin.

f the sciene of words.The term
is generally applied-to grammar,
although strictly speaking the
Mlmamsa Sästra is also a science of
words.

an anonymous elementary
booklet on declension similar to
Sabdarüpävall.

a technical term given to a
wording irrespective of the sense
element as contrasted with
See.e.g. g, ^ or the like; cf. \

PJ . 1.44 Värt. 2.

a work on grammai
said to have been written by a
grammarian named

a grammar work on
the formation of words written by
a gran|,marian named fr

[ (1) formation of a complete
word fit for use by adding proper
suffixes to the crude base and
making the necessary modifica-
tions; cf. «fa ^ %f|
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( 2 ) name of a commentary by
*r?î [ on the Kätantra sütravrtti
by Durgasimha.

J name of a grammar work by
a grammarian named SFRmg.

lit. science of grammar
dealing with the formation of
words, their accents, and use in a
sentence. The word is used in
connection with standard works
on grammar which are complete
and self-sufficient in all the above-
mentioned features. Patanjaji
has begun his Mahäbhäsya with
the words erring
possibly to the vast nutni er of

'Värttikas on the Sutras of Pänini,
and hence the term
accordmg to him means a treatise
on the science of grammar made
up of the rules of Pänini with the
explanatory and critical Värttikas
written by Kätyäyana and other
Värttikakäras. The word ^ i f SJTCR
later on? became synonymous
with Vyäkarana and it was given
as a title to their treatises by later
grammarians, or was applied to
the authoritative treatise which
introduced a system of grammar,
similar to that of Pänini. Hema-
candra's famous treatise, named
ftf^|q^?j by the author,came to be
known as i^^TgSJF^ Similarlyy
the works on grammar written by
'JIWfrrf̂ n^SFR and 3[SRT̂ r£ were
called ^T^TO^T«pi*R and i

5FT respectively,
a different wording, as it

results from modiBcations such as
ägama, or ädesa, or lopa; cf« 3J*3;T-
^m snp^ fäf^rcf^q; Par, Sek,
Pari. 43.
^ c T a work, explanatory of the
Sütras of Pänini, written by a
grammarian named fäsRTR[

? ̂ T«^^Wr5PI knowledge

of the meaning of a word from that
word when heard, the word being
either denotative ( s[R3> ) or indi-
cative ( sfias ).

s^rapsq1 a grammatical work on
the interpretation of words by
Rämanätha Vidyäväcaspati.
3[räd«F3I the connection between
a word and its sense which is a
permanently established one.
According to grammarians,words,
their sense and their connection,
all the three, are established for
ever; cf. %t ^ m * F % P. I.I.
Värttika l,and the Bhäsya thereon
ft5 5K: 3T«J; #r?Äfc[ I Later gra-
mmarians have described twelve
kinds of s&rŝ rarcftfl* viz-

and ; cf. Sringäraprakäsa.I,
explanation of the

sense of a word as arising from
the word by stating the base, the
affixes and the modifications to
the base and the affixes.

s^I^Tt^T a science fully dealing
with the words in a language and
their sense; the same ae ^ ^ « p w
which see above.

% ^ a popular name given to
the Laghusabdendusekhara written
by Nägesabhatta. See ^ ^

See and

^ % scientific and authoritative
citation or statement of a word
as contrasted with 3?q^3%cf ;̂ cf.

Ähnika L
I M. Bh. in

^ a class of eight "roots headed
by 203̂  which get their vowel
lengthened before the conjuga-
tional sign ̂  (wQ as also before h
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krt. affix ^ ( fs[«W ) in the sense
of 'habituated to ' ; e.g. siisqfcl, OTT,
WFqfä, WH etc ; cf. P.VIL3.74and
P. IIL2.141,

God Siva who is supposed to
have composed, or to have inspir-
ed Pänini to compose, the fourteen
Sütras Sf̂ gqT, W^s etc. giving the
alphabet of the Pänini system; cf.

g^lä^ 3°ft: ST̂ HcT sffiT: Pan.
a, St 3.

^ a brief term or Pratyähära stand-
ing for the three sibilant or spi-
rant consonants f[ , ^ and H.

^ a prominent grammarian of
the Eastern school of Pänini's
system of grammar who lived in
the thirteenth century and wrote
works on Pänini's grammar« His
work named <pzfT% which ex.
plains according to Panini's rules,
the Varttikas thereon, and the
JSäpakas deduced from them,the
various words difficult to be ex-
plained, is much appreciated by
scholars of grammar. He has quot-
ed from a large number of classi-
cal works, and referred to many
works of the Eastern grammarians
who followed the Käsikä school.

the words of the type of
such as fäqßj, 3T3H, *Rfl,

Rl. etc. which have the com-
pound-ending 3T (z% ) added to
them when they are at the end
of the Avyaylbhava compound ;e.g
Slfferĉ » srfäfäm .̂cf. Käs. on P.V.
4.107.

a class of words headed by the
word R̂ which have the tad. affix
*R (*RS) added to them in the sense
of 'product3 or 'portion'; e.g.
5R?Rj£, spfopp ,̂ W^^> cf. Kas. on
P. IV^S.144; (2) a class of words
headed by 3R which get their final
vowel lengthened before the

tad.affix W[ when the whole word
forms a proper noun; e.g. f
* ^ ; cf. P.VI.3.119.

a class of words headed by
to which the tad. affix ^ (BT?T)

is added in the sense of ^ viz.
similarity;cf. ?$$3 ^ikv^, ^
^ ^ ä s . on P. V. 3.107.

a reputed grammarian who
is believed to have been a contem-
porary of the poet Gunädhya in
the court of Sätavähana. Hewiote
the Grammar rules which are
named the Kätantra Sütras which
are mostly based on the Sütras of
Pänini. In the grammar treatise
named cthe Kätantra Sutra'written
by Sarvavarman the Vedic section
and all the intricacies and difficult
elements are carefully and scrup-
ulously omitted by him, with a
view to making his grammar
useful for beginners and students
of average intelligence.

intervention by any one of
the spirants ?I, ^ and H, which
prevents the substitution of ^for g"
but allows the substitution of ^ for
5; cf. ^Tggä^fap} 3 M.Bh. on P»

^ 4
5 ^
VIII.4.2 as also
P. VIII.3.58 Vart. 1. • "

short term (TOTCR ) for the
sibilants 251, ^ , H and fj cf. ^

: w: P.m. 1 „44.-
class of letters beginning with 5

i.e. the consonants 5 , sr, H and ^ .
ST^q^frf name of a work on gra-
mmar by sritfäs which is mention-
ed by AI Beruni,

(1) case affix ( ^ ) of the accu-
sative plural ;cf. d^FOTteagp PJV\
1.2; (2) tad.affix applied to words
meaning much or little as also to
a numeral; e.g. snd&r ^rRf, srasÜT
^Ict, ßsi:, fe:, TRSi: etc., cf.
P. V.4.42,43.
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(I) name of a glo:s onKo^da-
bhatta's Vaiyakaranabhusa^asara
by Sarhkara; (2) name of a com-
mentary on the Paribhäsendu-
sekhara of Nägesa written by
Sankarabhatta; (3) The Vyakarana
vidyä or instructions in Grammar
given by God Siva to Pänini on
which the Siksä of Pä^ini has been
based,

a t a ( l . affix added optionally
with W$3 to the words \% and
others in the sense of a field pro-
ducing the thing; e.g. I ^ I ' ^ U
cf. P. V.2.29.

(1) name of an ancient re-
puted scholar of Grammar and
Prätisäkhyas who is quoted by
Pänini* He is despisingly referred
to by PataSjaii as a traitor gra-
mmarian sympathizing with the
Nairuktas or etymologists in hold-
ing the view that all substantives
are derivable and can be derived
from roots; cf. gs[ ^m^T^Tc^n^rfe

S Nir.L12; cf. also

L Bh, on PJIL3.L Säkata-
yana is believed to have been the
author of the Unädisütrapätha
as also of theRkTantraPratisäkhya
of the Samaveda; (2) name of a
Jain grammarian named q̂ Wfffii
Wf̂ TO who lived in the ninth
century during the reign of the
Rästrakuta king Amoghavarsa and
wrote the §abdänusäsana which is
much similar to the Sütrapätha of
Pänini and introduced a new syst-
em of Grammar, His work named
the Sabdanusäsana consists of four
chapters which are arranged in the
form of topics, which are named

;. The grammar work is called

t S w f ^ I a comraentaty on
&akatayana's Öabdänusasana.

the treatise on
grammar written by Säkatayana«
See

name of the
treatise on grammar written by

a class of irregular
samanädhikarana t Samäsas, or
Karmadhäraya compound forma-
tions, where according to the
sense conveyed by the compound
word, a word after the first word
or sovhas to be taken as omitted;
cf.

M.Bh. onP.II.1.69 Värt. 8.
jS an ancient writer of Nirukta

who is quoted by Yäska; cf. fäjgej
v Nir. III. 11, or

Nir. III. 13 or
: Nir.IIU9,

a word frequently used in the
Mahäbhäsya for a grammatical
operation or injunction ( #(%)
which forms a specific feature of
the grammar of 3H3v$3, viz. that the
vowels %y 3 ,^ , and K% remain with-
out phonetical combination and a
shortening of them5 if they are
long;cf.^s^s[9! ^I^^CT ̂ m P.VI.
1,127; ^f;^^ ^ ^ F ß ^ I; cf, also
M.Bh, on P.VI.1.77, VL1.125,VL
L27;VL2,52>VII.3t3 and VIIL
2.108; (2) pupils of mvm; cf.
3aFRW ^Wl: Wm\: M. Bh. on P.
IV. 1.18; (3) a village in the Vähika
district; cf. w&$ ÎW ^Tft̂ RIi: M.
Bh, on IV.2.10* Värt 3.
spoJî in^TI"4 absence of a phonetic
coalescence ( f̂?Wfc{ ) as speci-
fically mentioned by OTWJ, See

prohibition of the
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coalescence of any of the vowels
%i 3", sp and ^ with any dissimilar
vowel following it. See

name of an ancient gra-
mmarian and Vedic scholar who
is supposed to have revised the
Vedic texts and written their
Pada-pätha. He is often quoted by
Pänini and the writers of the
Prätisakhya works; cf. 5n5F*Wl;flft-
cTOgW^ M. Bh. on P.I.4.84; also
on P.I.1.18, IV. 1.18; cf. also

&
R.Pr.XIIL12.

J tad. affix (originally a word
formed from sn̂ fr by affixing ^ as
given in M. Bh. on P.V.2.100),
applied to the word ^g in the
sense of a field producing it; e. g.

f̂  cf. qq5t %% ^ T f ^ j :
Käs. on P. V. 2.29.

a class of words headed by
the word srrar which have the
taddhita affix q added to them in
the sense of ^ i.e. similarity; e.g.
5TPFI:, g¥^> W ß etc.; cf. Käs. on
P. V.3.103.
^ (I) ir t affix ( 3TR ) substituted
for the Atmanepada ^ affixes, to
which H is prefixed if the base
before the affix ends in sr; e. g,
QSWR, fä^RR, etc; cf P. III . 2.
124, 125, 126; (2) Vikarana affix
( SIR ) substituted for srr before
the personal ending fir of the impe-
rative second person singular, if
the preceding root ends in a con-
sonant; t* g. gsTFT, gWT, cf. P. I l l ,
1.83.

^ r t affix (3*R) substituted for
the Atmampada affixes instead of
STRiJ, prescribed after the roots <£
and 2J3T; the application of ̂ FRH. for
sOR^is for the acute accent on the
initial vowel of the root;e.g, qcfflR:
with the acute accent on the initial

46

vowel as contrasted with
with the acute accent on the last
vowel; cf. P. III . 2.128.

an ancient scholar of gra-
mmar who wrote a treatise known
as the Phit sütras on accents.

verbal interpretation; the
term is generally used with refe-
rence to the verbal interpretation
of a sentence as arising from that
of the words which are all conne-
cted directly or indirectly with the
verb-activity. It is defined as
c^(?qq^i%j^^?qff^:. According
to the grammarianSj verbal
activity is the chief thing in a
sentence and all the other words
(excepting the one which expresses
verbal activity) are subordinated
to the verbal activity and hence
are connected with it; cf. «RStf 3

I ŝ RTRoft 111.81.
a treatise on the

theory of verbal import written
by ^

a treatise on the
theoiy of aoaapfa written by

^ f ^ theory of verbal import
or congnition; the theories to be
noted in this respect are those of
the Grammarians, the Naiyayikas
and the Mimämsakas, according to
whom verb-activity, agent, and
injunction stand respectively as
the principal factors in a sentence.

% Vikarana affix (*m) substitute
edYor the Vikarana ^T in Vedic
Literature; e, g. *mn feW^; cf.
Käs. on P. I l l 1.84.
^ J a class of words headed by
the word StTlf̂  which take the
feminine affix i ( «tg,) making the
initial vowel of the word(to which
\ of the feminine is added) an
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acute-accented one; e.g.

^ tad. affix SIB applied to
the, prefix f% in the sense of the
base itself ( r̂pf ). See Slgef.

name of the great gra-
P ä i i i hi

^ F g g
mmarian Pänini given to him on
account of his being an inhabitant
of 3M^ an old name of the
modern Lahore or a name of a
place near Lahore; cf„ P IV\3.14

eternal or permanent, as
contrasted with ^H i. e. produced;

Siradeva Pari. 36; cf. also

SJTRpf scientific treatment of a sub-
ject; a system of thoughts giving
a scientific treatment of any sub-
ject. The word is applied to the
rules of Pänini and sometimes to
an individual rule; cf. saTSRTPS
or sflERSOT* or fä$f^w^,frequently
used by the commentators; cf. ^ f|
snfeRSSPT sorarfösp?: Nägesa's Par.
Sek. on Pari. 1; cf. f ^

l the originator or the founder
of a Sastra or system of particular
thoughts. The word was used by
ancient grammarians for Pänini,
the founder of the great system of
grammar, or of grammar in gene-
ral; cf. oq^qft5^ s^rat^i €tft =g
fä^fä^p^MJBh. on P. III . 1.
85. *

brought about by a rule;
brought about by the science of
grammar; cf. s&rrasät %fsr Nir.I.
2; cf. also

M.Bh. on P. VII.
3.54, VIIL2.38.
IRITR harm or injustice to a
science; i.e. non-application of a
rule although it could apply,there
being no prohibition forit;c£

Bh. on P. VI.Li Värt. 12.
MB

^ supposition of the original
in the place of the substitute mere-
ly for the sake of the application
of a grammatical rule as con-
trasted with wrfcf^J, the actual
restoration of the original form;
cfB T% fe

j M. Bh. on P.
VII. 1.95.

the purpose of a rule of gra-
mmar; cf. ar̂ pn ĉpqSR siT^m:
^ T ^ M . B h . on P.VI. 1.84r Värt.
5; cf. also, CT̂STT !

3 f l M. Bh. on VI. 1.
84 Vart. 3; VI.4.104 Värt. 3.

fe the supposed invalidity of
a rule or a set of rules by virtue of
the dictum laid down by Pänini in

2 . 1 ; cf.

M.Bh.onP.VL 1.86 Värt. 5.

T case»affix % substituted for the
case-affixes "^Hand ^T^of the nom.
pi. and the ace. pL in the neuter
gender; cf. «msm fe P. VIL 1.20.
This affix 1% is called s#wrc*ira
just like the first five case- affixes
in the masculine and fern, gender.
This case affix is seen dropped in
Vedic passages; cf. sfrsg^fä |̂<?5
( m; ) P. VI. 1.70.

general name given to a work
on Phonetics. Although there are
many such works which are all
called i% T̂, the work, which is
often referred to, by the word, is
the Siksa named qrfafi*ri^> about'
the authorship of which,
however, there is a doubt
whether it was the work of Pänini
or of somebody belonging to his
school. The Siksä works are help-
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ful, no doubt, for the study of
grammar, but no topic belonging
to Siksä is given by Pänini which
apparently means that these works
do not come under the subject or
province of Grammar. The reason
why the Siksä topics are not given
by Pänini, is worth consideration.
These Siksä works are not speci-
fically related to a particular Veda
and it cannot be said whether
they preceded or succeeded the
Prätisäkhya works.

one of the subdivisions of the
artificial recitals of the Vedic texts.

^ a term for flsfarFTCtXa pronoun) in
the works of ancient grammarians;
cf. ^Tl^m^cTRT^ Phit Sütra 29,
where fälc^ is explained as tf^T*^
in the gloss.

possessed of, or characterized
by, the indicatory letter ^; the
krt affixes which are marked with
the indicatory g are termed Särva-
dhätuka affixes (cf. P.IIL4.113),
while, the Adesas or substitutes,
marked with the indicatory sj, are
substituted for the whole of the
Sthänin or the original and not for
its final letter according to the
rule 3#RWI P. 1.1.52; e. g. fir is
substituted,not for the final Ĥ of 5TH
and 5RJ but for the whole 5RJ and
the whole m.1 cf. PJ .L55.

produced at the top of the
orifice, cerebral.

^ ( i ^ a grammarian who
wrote the grammatical works

^ and

^ a grammarian, who wrote a
commentary named >̂f «Jfl'fäW on
the Padamanjarl of Haradatta. He
was the, grandson of Nilakantha
,*Pjkjsi$a: jyho was also a gramma-
rian and who wrote an indepen-

dent work on the Paribhäsäs,
named the Paribhäsävrtti.

( f̂r=Rlf ) a grammarian
who wrote a commentary on the
Kätantraparisista called the
Siddhäntaratnänkura.

( ^R l̂cft) a grammarian
who wrote (1) a gloss on the
sütras of Pänini, (2) a commen-
tary named ftspRR^RR on the,
Siddhantakaumudi, and (3) a
commentary on the Mahabhäsya
named Mahäbhäsyaprakäsa.

J? name given to the fourteen
small sütras giving the alphabet
which Pänini took as the basis of
his grammar. The Sivasütras have 1
got a well-known explanation in
verse,named?lf̂ [%^?FTft̂ T on which
there is a commentary of the type
of Bhäsya by OTRr^. The origin of
the Sivasütra given by the writer
of the KSrika is summed up in the
stanza — Ä

II Nand. 1.

a big class of about ninety
words headed by the word Ura
which have the tad. affix 3T ( $r?T )
added to them in the sense of a
descendant ( sraeq) in spite of
other affixes such as ^ , ^ and
others prescribed by other rules,
which sometimes do not take
place, or do so optionally; e. g.

; S ^mr
W ; cf. Käs. on P.IV-1.112.

This class is looked upon as snfjßfr-
TTOT and a word is supposed to be
included in this class, when the
affix 3? is noticed in spite of some
other affix being applicable by
some other rule,
l (1) cultured and learned people
who want to speak cprrectly and
who therefore have stuäied grä-
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mmar; cf. % §*

s k w : t M.Bh. on P. VI. 1.109;
(2) enjoined, prescribed; cf.

l ^ ILPr.VI.120.
the forms of words used by

the learned people; the expression
used by such persons; cf. % =313=$
fercftT 3TTCT. I M. Bh. on PJ.3.
1 Virt. 13.
o*IH<35|FC explanation (of doubtful

things or expressions) given by the
learned people*

^ f l (fl%) a work on grammar
written by SJpjfcJ of which a men-
tion is made by Al Beruni in his
work.

(1) case affix (\) substituted for
the nom. pi. affix ^ (3TH ) in
the declension of the pronouns,
when the affix ^ is preceded by
the vowel ar; e.g. g^, fä%; cf. Käs.
o n P V I L L U ; (2) case affix (% )
substituted for sftofthe nom.and
the acc.dual after fern, bases end-
ing In SJT, as also after bases in
the neuter gender; e. gM^ $t; <g%?

«ft; cf. Käs. on P. VII. 1.18, 19.
lit.over-rapid; an extra quick-

ness of breath (SPI) which charac-
terizes the utterance of a sibilant
which has got one more property
viz. &FVR$ in addition to the three
properties (3T5PFR ) possessed by
the other consonants; cf. j
ta i R. Pr. XIIT. 6.

a person reciting Vedic passa-
ges more rapidly, when his recital
results into a fault of utterance.

principal; chief,; the word is
used m connection with the uttera-
nce of Veda passages which are
uttered loudly at the time of the
third pressing ( geft^sffi); cf.

T. Pr.XXIIU2;cf. H
. pn P. VI?1.61#

1 name of the
Prätisäkhya treatise pertaining to
the White Yajurveda which is also
called the Väjasaneyi-Prätisäkhya.
This work appears to be a later one
as compared with the other Präti-
sakhya works and bears much
similarity with some of the Sütras
of Pänini. It is divided into eight
chapters by the author and it
deals with letters, their origin and
their classification, the euphonic
and other changes when the Sarh-
hita text is rendered into the Pada
text,and accents.The work appears
to be a common work for all the
different branches of the White
Yajurveda, being probably based
on the individually different Präti-
säkhya works of the different
branches of the Shukla Yajurveda
composed in ancient times. Kätyä-
yana is traditionally believed to
be the author of the work and very
likely he was the same Kätyäyana
who wrote the* Värttikas on the
Sutras of Pänini.

a c ' a s s °f words headed by
to which the taddhita affix

3T ( ^ 5 ) is added in the sense of
'who has come from"; e.g. ŝ fû fp̂
rfi; cf. Käs. on P. IV. 3. 76.

pure, unmixed; the term is used
(1) in connection with a vowel
which is not nasalized (
cf. TrrssRT^ mWlj $fß[
qpfpfö, Käs. on P. VII.L85; as
also, (2) in connection with words
which are used in their primary
sense and not in any secondary
sense: cf, 35HT'TfecIRt ^ <̂MT I
^FW^T^rrft ^ «̂[f% [̂ M«Bh. on
P.LL27 Vart.3.

*M*ŷ  i oj^^ifsj^jfifv^ui a gloss on the
&subodha*grammar, written by
a grammarian named K r — l
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a class of words headed by
the word spg to which the tadd-
hita affix TT^ ( ^ ) is added in
the sense of a dc scendant in spite
of other affixes being prescribed
by some other rules which some-
times are added optionally with
this trq; e,g, #£R:, t*#T: t
This class is looked upon as
m and hence if this affix x^ is
seen applied although not pi escri-
bed actually as in the word TIT%^
the word is supposed to have been
included in this class; cf. P. IV.
L123.

utterance with a swollen mouth
which is looked upon as a fault of
Vedic recital; cf. g£ g # i gfSftuf 3JR;
R.Pr,XlV,2. -

name of a grammarian who
wrote a gloss named ^fiq^ on the
Särasvata Vyäkarana.
case-ending seen in Vedic Litera-
ture substituted for any one of
the 21 case-endings as found in
Vedic Language; words ending in
this tl ( T3;) are not coalesced with
a vowel that follows; e.g 3OT ^ir-

tä; cf. P.VIL.1.39 and 1.1.13.

(1) any other senses than what
are given above; cf. $fc P.IV.2.92;
(2) surname of a reputed family
of grammarians belonging to
Southern India which produced
many grammarians, from the
fifteenth century to the eighteenth
century» Rämacandra jSesa was the
first grammarian in the family
who wrote the Prakriyakaumudl
in the fifteenth century. His des-
cendants developed the system of
studying grammar by the study of
topics as given in the Prakriyä
Kaumudi and wrote several works
of the nature of glosses and com-

one of the prominent gra-
mmarians belonging to the Sesa
family, who was the son of JTO^tfä.
He wrote a gloss on the Prakriyä-
kaumudl and two small works
Präkrtacandrika and Padacan-
drika. Two other minor grammar
works viz. the Yanlugantasiromani
and Upapadamatifisütravyäkhyäna
are ascribed to %^OT who may be
the same as ^ f ^ i the son of £Ri%?3

or another, as there were many
persons who had the name Krsna
in the big family.

S a grammarian of theg
Sesa family who wrote a small
treatise on case- relations named

also known by the name
a ^ , a grammarian who has

written *rw 3̂>F, a commentary on
Nagesa's Paribhäsendusekhara.

ft a grammarian who wrote a
commentary on the Paribhä-
sendusekhara of Nägesabhatta.

a grammarian of the seven-
teenth century who has written a
work, Paribhäsäbhäskara, on the
Paribhasas of the Pänini system;
the treatise is written in the
manner of Slradev^'s Paribhäsavrtti
which has been taken as a basis
by him.

the genitive case used
in any other senses than those
given in the specific rules. The
expression f̂ä mi sil^rfä is often
found in commentary works.

a n a n c j e n t Grammarian and
Vedic scholar who is quoted in
the Taittirlya Pratisäkhya for
recommending a sharp and dis-
tinct nasalisation of the anusvara
and the fifth class-consonants; cf.

3
T. Pr. XVU. h
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recital of the Rgveda in
the school named after Sisira, a
pupil of Säkalya.

remaining, or remnant; the
term is used with reference to
a tad. affix prescribed in senses
other than those mentioned before
the rule iÄ P. IV. 2.92; cf. tifä-

t

ftglf^ a class of word? headed by
the word Site which are compo-
unded with a noun in the locative
case to form a locative tatpurusa
compound; e. g. sflattF^;,
etc.; cf. Käs. on P J L 1.40.

a great ancient Vedic scholar
who is believed to have written
the Rk, Prätisäkhya, which is said
to be common for the two main
branches of the Rgveda but which
at present represents, in fact, all
the different branches of the
Rgveda.

a popular name of( pp
ths well-gnown Prätisäkhya of the
Rgveda, named wmfolT*FI as well

%as
a class of words headed by

the word *sfcft? to which the tadd-
hita affix ^ ( f̂ rfä ) is added in
the sense of 'instructed by', provi-
ded the word so formed is a por-
tion of what is looked upon as a
part of the sacred Vedic Litera-
ture; cf. srffcÄR ^cTWM safafsR:,

: cf. Käs. on P.IV. 3.106.
the substitution of the palatal

consonants 5,^»!pJ,iJ antd sr respec-
tively for the similar consonants
% ft, sj , \ , $ and ^ of the dental
class;cf. Sfi: *f*r «f: P.VIII.4.10.

%e syllable fcf applied to the
Vikarana-ending form of a root
to denote a root for a gramma-
tical operation. The specific men-

tion of a root with p-cl̂  added,
shows that the root of the parti-
cular class or conjugation shown, is
to be taken and not the same root
belonging to any other conjuga-
tion; cf. ¥Sfitä «TTäfäSSi; e.g.
wCcf^^^rfci^is f P.III. 1. 52.
Although operations prescribed for
a primary root are applicable to a
frequentative root when the fre-
quentative sign ^ has been omitt-
ed, operations prescribed for a
root which is stated in a rule with
fir ( f ^ ) added to it? do not take
place in the frequentative roots;cf.

£ a vikarana or conjugational
sign of the agama type to be inse-
rted after the last vowel of the
roots of the seventh conjugation
( W K ) ; e.g. wft, ftRfxl etc.; cf.
W i f ^ w^P.III.1.78.
f a vikarana or conjugational sign
of the ninth conjugation, to be
added to roots headed by sft be-
fore the Särvadhätuka affixes; e.g.
#rrTT%; cf. 5i?5nftwq:Wf.P.III.1.81. STT
is added optionally with «j ( 3 ) to
the roots ^fwj, sg% ^j^L, ^ 5 ^ and

etc ; cf. P.III.1.82.

a vikarana or a conjugational
sign to be placed after the roots
headed by g (i#e. roots of the fifth
conjugation) as also after the root
g when gr is to be changed Into
*3, and the roots ^ and ^ ; e.g.
§%fä, § # ; cf. «Tftwi: f: P.III.
1.73, It is also added optionally
with %\] to the roots ^roj, *$p*J etc.
See W.

a vikarana or conjugational sign
of the fourth conjugation added
to roots headed by fäsU before the
Särvadhätuka affixes; e.g. /S^Nf^

etc, ^H, is added optionally
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with ^(3T) to the roots
Wl and others, as also to qn.
; a technical term for noun-

stems ending in ${T in the feminine
gender used in the Kätantra Gra-
mmar; cf. 3fT 3RCT Kät, I I . 1.10.

OTJITf^ a class of words headed by
the word wî H with which words
in the masculine or the feminine
gender are compounded when they
stand in apposition; cf. ;=prRT

J
on P.II.1.70.
P hearing of a phonetic element
or a word in the actual speech;
audition; cf. %m # ^ ^ f e q ^ $m
5^gg;S. K, on P.I.2.32. In many
technical grammatical terms,affixes
and substitutes, there is sometimes
a portion of them which is not a
vital part of the word, but it is for
the sake of causing certain pre-
scribed grammatical operations.
The letters or syllables which form
such a portion are called ^ and
they are only for the sake of gra-
mmatical operations (3>Fqf4 )> as
contrasted with the other ones
which are actually heard ( or

lit. that which is heard; cf.

Nyäsa on Käs. V.2.37. The term
is used in connection with an affix
for which no elision is prescribed
and hence which remains and is
heard; cf. SE& T̂l%f «r̂ l% M. Bh.
on P .V.2.37; Käs. on P. V.2.37.

a grammarian who has
written a small treatise on cor-
rupt words or ungrammatical
words,which is named

a grammarian of the last
century who has written a com-
mentary named m^Rt after him,
on the ParibhäsendusekHara.

name of a commentary on
the Paribhäsendusekhara written
by Sndhara. See

a grammarian who has
written a commentary on the Pa-
ribhäsäbhlskara of Haribhäskara.

a famous grammarian
who held the titles ^FTlTqFznq,

^ and vtSH$ and who has
written a systematic work on case-
relations named ^TWW^FP^; the
work is also known by the name

a famous grammarian of
Eastern India who has written a
short scholarly gloss named Vijayä
on Nägesa's Paribhäsenduiekhara.
For details refer to Paribhäsä-
samgraha.

lit. what is actually heard; the
word is used in connection with
such statements as are made by the
authoritative grammarians, Pänini
and the Värttikakära by their actual
utterance or wording,as contrasted
with such dictums as can be de-
duced only from their writings, cf.
g;n3fäc&: 4fa; m?$\ «Rsfaiq* Par.
Sek. Pari. 104.

; a term of a very great
honour given to such Jain monks
as have almost attained perfec-
tion; the term is used in connec-
tion with Pälyaklrti Säkatäyana,
the Jain grammarian ^TT^EFR,
whose works ^T^STO^I^ig^R and
its presentation in a topical form
named sn^SEFRSif̂  a r^ studied
at the present day in some parts
of India. See ^TR F̂H above.

(1) lit. hearing; soundxf. «J^.^
^qf^l^M. Bh., on P. I. 2-64; per-
ception, as a proof contrasted
with inference; cf. qg ^ gfäl̂ Tfä
^ i f a M. Bh. on P. VII. L72
Värt. 1; cf. also M.' Bh. on P.
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VIIL 2.25; cf. also
R. T. 61; (2) authoritative word
the word is sometimes used in
connection with the utterances of
the Sütrakäras viz. the Sutra.

common hearing; com-
mon form of technically differen
wordings, such as BIT of £T% £TC

and =3T̂  feminine affixes, or % o;
, and #T^fem. affixes; cf, ^

Käs. on P.VIII
2.18; cf. also Käs. on VIII. 2.42
and VIIL 4.1.

heard, presented; cf.
sR^Rt^PPT^; cf. ppT

3 mfc l q s^n M. Bh
on P. VII. 1. 73.

a class of words headed by
the word SffSf, which .are com-
pounded with words like pf if
they stand in apposition, provided
the word so compounded has got
the" sense of the affix fN" i.
having become what was not
before; cf. 3$OR: ^m: UcI

: Käs. on P. II. i. 59.

a loose connection as obtain-
ing between the various words in
the Pada recital^ as contrasted
with p&m^t in the Samhitä text.

or ffeg^^r compact arrange-
ment as seen in the Samhitä text.

«g a term used in the sense of eli-
sion or lopa in the case of the
affix ^ when it is elided after the
roots headed by | , L e. roots of
the third conjugation as also after
any root wherever it is so seen in
the Vedic Literature; cf. srpt 3Rtf%
P. III . 4. 76. This *§ is looked
upon as a substitute zero, or nil
for the general vikarana <̂r in the
case of these roots; cf. ^ t^ l f^q :
*g: P. II . 4. 75* The specific
feature of this elision of the vika-

^ by means of the term *g,

is that it causes reduplication of
the roots to which it is added; cf.
<§f% srf̂  *gfät*R I I C N R T ^ Käs. on.
P. II . 4. 75 and P. I I I . 1. 10.

treatment as before thehe
elision named «§, i. e- reduplica-
tion of the preceding root. This
*§^T3 is prescribed in the case of
the roots sfT, ft> î and | ; cf.

P. H L L 39.
j roots characterized by the
addition or application of the
conjugational sign which is
elided by the use of the term *•§
for elision; roots of the third con-
jugation; cf. amäf §T%WIT: Ägfä-
wm* M.BLon P.III . 1.67 Vart.2,
as also on P. I l l 1.91.

the specific operation caused
by x® viz.the reduplication for the
preceding root; c£ ^m §T% 5^-
ftftsrt^r:, M. Bh. on P. I. L 62
Vart. 6.
T̂ WlToNi Värttika or supplemen-
tary rule to Pänini's rules laid
down by scholars of grammar
immediately after Panini, com-
posed in verse form» These

Slokavarttikas are quoted in the
Mahäbhäsya at various places and
supposed to have been current in
the explanations of Panini's A§ta-
dhyäyi in the days of P&tafyali.
The word is often used by later
commentators.

T a term of ancient gramma-
rians for the first future called
g^ by Pänini; cf. ^ f ä

f § ? f ^^ 3 w ffl M
Mm Bh. on P. I IL 3.15.

lit. breath; the voiceless breath
required for uttering some letters;
the term is used in the Prätisä-
khya and Vyäkarana books in the
sense of *breath which is promi-
nently required in the utterance
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of the hard consonants, sibilants,
visarga and the Jihvamüliya and
Upadhmaniya letters ; the term is
used in connection with these
letters also; the usual term in use
is, of course, WTgsR'R, the term
W9T showing the property of the
breath, with which these letters
are characterized.
^TgSfäftrf caused by the emission
of breath; the term is used in con-
trast with 5TRT3SRR in connection
with hard consonants,surds, visar-
ga,the Jihvämüliya and the Upadh-
maniya letters; see ^ w above.

^jfcrffrf a grammatical work of
the type of a gloss on the Sütras
of Panini written by an ancient
grammarian *|r*jT% mentioned in
the Mahäbhäsya; cf.

M. Bh. on P. 1.1.57. Possibly
the grammarian ^ R T is referred
to in the word sfajjr in the verse.

(1) a sibilant letter of the ceiebral
class of consonants possessed of the
properties qro> arsfW, sprof^R and
^OTaT; (2) mute indicatory letter %
attached to nouns as also to affixes
with which nouns are formed,
such as *3^9 «spq̂  «235, eg^ etc.
showing the addition of the femi-
nine affix i ( #r<O; cf. ftsfrrfäwrar
P. IV. 1.41; (3) changeable to ff
when placed at the beginning of
roots in the Dhätupätha except in
the case of the roots formed from
nouns and the roots f&^and ^ ^ ;
(4) substitute for the last conso-
nant of the roots ngi, w% g*r, ^
qsr, *T?r, '-srrsj, as also of the
roots ending in ^ and qj be-
fore a consonant excepting a nasal
and a semivowel, as also when the

47

consonant is at the end of the
word; e. g, WJT, §TST, ̂ p ; %&\z etc.
cf P. VIII.2.36; (5) substitute for
a visarjaniya preceded by a vowel
except 3? and followed by a conso-
nant of the guttural or the labial
class which does not begin a diff-
erent word, as also before the
words q]5j, 3^q, % ^jvq etc. cf. P.
VIII . 3.39; cf. also P. VIII 3.41,
43, 44, 45 and 48 for some speci-
fied cases; (6) substitute for g when
placed near a consonant of the
cerebral class or near the conso-
nant sr; e. g. !$PSF%, 1SB33TC: Käs.
on P. VIII . 4.41.
(1) consonant \ 9 the vowel 3? be-
ing added for facility of pronunci-
ation;^) compound-ending ^ s u b -
stituted for the final of the word
*jsfo[ at the end of a Bahuvrihi
compound when the word *$\ is
preceded by "fit or T% e. g. fl[*T*t*,
ft^l: cf. ftf^i * 5& P, V. 4.115
(3) a technical term for p
in the Jainendra Vyakarana.
T the compound-ending (
3} added for the final of the words
JErfösf, 3fl% and s ^ standing at the
end of a Bahuvrihi compound
under specific conditions, e. g.
ftsarsro:, 3Nfaw:, 5^fgs (^re ); cf.
P. V. 4.113, 114.

(1) the six Kärakas or instru-
ments of action,which ace differ-
ently connected with the verbal
activity, viz. wh 3$, WT, ^n^R,

and fliSr^ur; for details see
above; cf. Wi

| Sringara Prakäsa IV; (2) a
work of the name ( E ^ T ^ ) written
by a Jain grammarian Mahesa*
nandin.

known also as
a grammar-work on
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the six case-relations written by
a scholar of grammar named

^ a work dealing with
the six kinds of instruments of
the verbal activity ( karakas )
written by Trilokanätha.

a short work in
verses on the six case-relations
written by a grammarian Prabhu-
däsa who has added his own
commentary to it.

a small work in verses
on the six case-relations ascribed
to Amarasimha,but very likely the
author was Amaracandra a Jain
grammarian of the fifteenth cen-
tury. The work is also named

R an anonymous small
treatise on the six case-relations in
verse-form with a commentary,

a small treatise on
the six case-relations written by
a grammarian Bhavänanda who
held the title Siddhäntavägisa«

a popular name given
by grammarians to the topic of
grammar which deals with the
abbreviated popular forms of pro-
per nouns which are names of
persons, as for example the form
^ for ^Qf^Tf; cf.

: P. V. 3.83.
^ lit. a collection of six cows;

secondarily 'a collection of six
animals or quadrupeds.'The word
sffrfcf was prescribed by later gra-
mmarians as a tad-affix by means
of a Vartika when they saw the
the word q§jm used in language
after the word spg etc. e. g9 sr̂ f-
*Q*mi cf. qpq*fei ^ i * fs^xr Käs.
on P.V.2.29.

a work on six dia-
lects written by a Jain grammar-

ian OT$*
T a term used instead of the desi-
derative affix ^ prescribed by
PB I II . 1.5 to 7, especially when
the 5 of the affix is changed into
^ as^ for instance in gr^i% etc.;
cf. ^TcF^cTHt sqpijT ^ sfä q^r: spwjr-

^ ^m Käs. on
P. VIH.3.6L

change of the consonant ^ into
^ in certain conditions in the
formation of a word, or after pre-
positions in the case of verbs
beginning with 5. This cerebra-
lization of 5 was a peculiar pho-
netic change which naturally occ-
urred when 5 in utterance came
after a vowel excepting si. Some
of the Prätisäkhya works have ex-
haustively treated this change and
Pänini has also mentioned many
rules in connection with it.

0*3(3) a technical term used in
Panini's grammar for such nume-
ral words ( ^?T5P5? ) as end with
1 or ^ e .g. ^ , qjs\9 *rn^etc;
cf. WIT̂CTT srs P. L 1.24.

S a term used in connection with
the sixth of the spirants viz. the
Jivhamullya letter cf. ^ R ^ m T 4
qg^HTR. Pr. 1.18; the term is
also used in the sense of the sixth
vowel viz. | , in the Rk. Präti-
säkhya; cf- g ^ eft q ?̂i6[gqt«r R« Pr.
11.29.

the sixth case; the genitive case.
This case is generally an ordinary
case or f«MT% as contrasted with
^T^f*ra%. A noun in the geni-
tive case shows a relation in gene-
ral, with another noun connected
with it in a sentence. Commen-
tators have mentioned many kinds
of relations denoted by the geni-
tive case and the phrase 12;^^

tf: (the genitive case ha
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senses a hundred and one In all),
is frequently used by gramma-
rians; cf. «rgt tl̂ f Po II. 3.50; cf.
also ̂ itT f| ^mw.

I Kai. on P. I. 1.49. The
genitive case is used in the sense
of any karaka when that karaka;
is not to be considered as a karaka;
cf. q jR^I 3T!%3%cf $fä m qfrsffä.
A noun standing as a subject or
object of an activity is put in the
genitive case when that activity
is expressed by a verbal deriva-
tive and not by a verb itself; cf.
^^sWt: |fcf P. II . S.65. For the
senses and use of the genitive
case, cf. P. I I . 3.50 to 73.

a tatpurusa compound
with the first member (rarely the
second member as in the case of
STcfqcf̂ ĵ  ) in the genitive case.
The compound is very common
as prescribed in the case of a
word in the genitive case with
any other word connected with
it; e. g. ^npsi:, pq^ft etc.; the
other tatpurusa compounds viz.
fefcn<R3^r, ScftiTcR^ a n d others
prescribed in connection with
specific words or kinds of words.
The word sfgfcfflrer is also used in
this sense.

| a word put in the genitive
case; a substitute given as con-
nected with a genitive case which
replaces the whole word which
is put in the genitive case unless
the substitute consists of a single
letter or is characterized by the
mute letter f. cf. ®{%i wftqtm I ^ 1 -
?&m 1 ^ ^ f e w l ^ etc. cf. P. I.
1.49 to 55.

SfreOTRT a compound word formed
by one noun with another in the
genitive case j see 'srgffcRgw above,

sense of the genitive case»
which is 'a relation in general.
See $11 above.

a kit affix applied to the roots
, fî jf f.f, gus and f in the

sense of an agents the mute
letter ^signifying the addition of
the fern, affix #1^ eB g. «reqrai:,
ftrai^: etc.; fem. base ^ T O ? mwt.
etc.; cf. P . I IL 2.155.

tad. affix f̂» added to the
word qj%^ in the sense of € a stu-
dent o f or c a scholar o f when
the word qf^ is preceded by the

.-word 2[RT or ejf&. e. g. ^ciqft^:,
5 # # I cf. m^k: ß ^ q-̂ : Käs.
on P. I I . 2.60.

[ an affix or sometimes a word
marked by the mute letter % The
mute letter ^ attached to roots
signifies the addition of the kit
affix 3T̂  ( ^ ) in the sense of the
verbal activity; e. g. $RT from the
root ^53; ( a^) ? 3RT from f j ( | ) ;

cf. Rrtfesfa^Sf P. III." 3.104;
attached to affixes, ^signifies the
addition of the fern, affix i ( #V^),
e. g. mm, smfitä etc. cf. ikim-
fäwpsr P. IV. 1.41. A few roots
headed by ^'^ (roots from v^to
Kmj are to be looked upon as fäg;
for the purpose of the addition
of the krt. affix 3T; e.g. s?2T, ^m
etc. cf. SCTW T%cT: I Gana sütra in
Dhatupatha.

combination of the verbal
ending ^ ^ with the augment
^ffe prefixed to it, which is
changed into sftsq after a root-
base ending in a vowel excepting
3T; cf. I*r: q?s=j § ^ i %iq; P.VIII.
3,78, 79.

augment padded to (1) *rg be-
fore the tad. affixes W% and ^ e.g.

-cf. P. IV, L161; (2j
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?rg and srg before the tad. affix
3iqT e. g. « r r s^ ^W*ll cf- p- I V -
3.138; (3) ^ 3 before the tad.
affix v, e. g. \ ^ T cf. P. IV. 4.89;
(4) the root *ft before the affix ffi
of the causal, e. g. sfMcT cf. P.VII
3.40; (5) the root Jfr before the
affix <j^ ( g ) e. g.^§l; cf. SRCT: jpg
=3 P. HI . 2.135 Värt 2 and Värt 4.

q tadB affix ^ added to the
word *rr%, e. g
sn$Wt ^ : cf. [
IV. 3.120 Värt. 10.

fe workan anonymous
consisting of only 16 stanzas dis-
cussing the denotation of words
and that of the case-relations with
a commentary by the author
himself.

tad. affix m added to the word
in the sense of * one who

goes*, e. g. qf*r̂ : <T$H?T; cf. q*j:
. V. 1.75.

tad. affix cR added to the words
, and afaft in the sense of small-

ness; cf f^T ^T^:
Käs. on P. V, 3.90.

cerebralization of the dental
consonants as prescribed by the
ru leg^ g: P. VIII. 4. 41; e. g.
^fafä^STO, ^u5 3JR; etc; cf. Käs.
on P. VIII. 4.41.

(1) krt. affix % signifying the acute
accent of the initial vowel and the
addition of ^ to the base in the
feminine,added to the root ^T in the
sense of object (̂ jtfq) and to the roots
3TJ, «ft, 30̂  and others in the sense
of instrument {^m); e.g
sppi;, ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ etc; cf. P. I l l , 2.
181-183- (2) Unadi affix sf as seen
in the word r̂r̂ T from the root %;
cf. ar^q^FJTm^OTTr^RI^ P. II#

4.54 Värt 12.
T tad. affix ^5, causing Vrddhi to

fc initial VQW<?1 an^ the addition

of the fern, affix f, applied to the
word 2[ßft in the sense of product
or portion; sjmi® ?m; cf. P. IV.
3.142,

tad. affix ^p added to the word
ttef̂ ST in the sense of censurable

giving of interest or profit; ^ii^^-
f5ft»:, ^^FFKT% ;̂ cf. Käs. on P. IV.
4.31.

tad. affix ^ (1) added to the
word gj$T̂  in the sense of giving a
sum or something on an obje*
ctionable rate of interest or profit;
cf. f*R3 *^T% I^lf^r, ftffötf; cf.
P. IV. 4.31; (2) added to the
words qrâ Rr an g^rer in the sense
of 'explanatory book thereon'; e.g.

; cf.P. IV. 3.70; (3) added
to the words y$ and others as also
to WT, Vffi and others, f%̂W, ^zm

and others, the words 3Î T§
and the words ^T^F), T̂Tf̂cT and

qM at the end of Dvigu compounds
in the specific senses mentioned;
e. g. qffer, ginSfa»:, ^ T ^ : ? ^ö5[§^:
5 ^ 1 % ^ etc.; cf. P . IV. 4.10, II ,
16, 17, 53, 54, V. 1.46, 54, 55.

, affix \% added (1) to the
word <H1WM ( touchstone ) in the
sense of ' living thereby3; e. g.
an^fe:, STFPiSN»; cf. P. IV. 4.9;
(2) to the word sfFfW in the sense
ofi dwelling in ', e. g. ^W3& mm

% ft; cf. P.IV. 4.74.

R feminine affix T̂pspft, termed also
cTl̂ cT (I) added, according to the
Eastern school of grammarians, to
words ending with the tad. affix
qsj ( prescribed by rules like

*Tg I V.l . 105) e. g. m^mi,
as contrasted with npfif or

qtfil according to the Western
school of Pänini; (2) added to
form feminine bases of the
words fro#i $}%f to ^ to wl|icb
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qsr has already been added as also
to the words ĵfcasj and Jflof .̂ e. g.

mi, *n°gsw¥r cf. P. IV. 1.17-19.
tad. affix snq^r, added to the

words T̂TOSlt and ^g-j as also to the
words snfT, 3 $ in the residual or
miscellaneous tad. senses; e. g.

t, cf. M.
Bh. on P. IV. 2.99 and 100.

tad. affix q (taking Samprasärana
change i. e. % before the words
j p and qfä and *Fg in the Bahu-
vrihi compound) added, instead of
the affix 3T*rr or fsr, in the sense of
offspring, (1) to words having a
long ( T^ ) vowel for their penul-
timate , only in the formation of
feminine bases; e.g.

§ ( Bah.
comp.); cfP.IV.1.78; (2) to words
expressive of family names like
^ etc* a s also to the words

% ^ etc. and
optionally to the words ĉfqr% and
others in the formation of feminine
bases; e. g. qffföwr, fll^RT, #T̂ TT3

5qiS5JT, ^Tfq^I^I etc.; cf. P. IV.1.79,
80, 81.

tad. affix (1) in the sense of
i nature' applied optionally with
the affix ^nSfrr to words showing
colour as also to words headed by
cs; e„ g. sdtosqn, g$ö5Hi, qf?T̂ %
%jfam9 ̂ 1S%, afê n etc.; cf. P. V.
1.123; (2) in the sense of nature
as also in the sense of professional
work to words of quality and
words headed by mw; e. g. «ir^rq;,
srarocf. P.V. 1.124; (3) to the
words =srg#of, i%dM and others in
the same sense as that of those very
words; e.g.^Tl4°%>%&nFR.«nu

, cf. P. V. 6.124 Yart, 1,

p ; krt. affix 3T̂  added to a root in
the sense of a skilled artisan <̂ f̂ :5
qfrfH; ^^i^: Witä; l^w>:> w$i; cf.P.
III. 1.145,

( l )a sibilant letter of the dental
class of consonants possessed of
the properties W , ^t is , ^^^cfR
and Tlfisnai ; ( 2 ) substitute for
visarjaniya if followed by a hard
consonant excepting a sibilant
cf. P. VIII. 3. 34, 36, 38, 40, 42,
46, 47, 48-54,
( 1 ) short term for ^?ro used

by ancient grammarians ; the
term is found used in the Jainen-
dra Vyäkarana also ; cf. Rt=fT̂T«
WW1 SH1> ggc^J ftf%: flfäfä: Jain..
Pari. 100; cf. also u^TS€; ( 2 )
Unädi affix H placed after the roots
Is ?> 35.» f5! a Qd others; cf.Unädi-
Sutras 342-349; (3) tad. affix
in the quadruple senses tf
applied to the words gar and
others, e.g. cfTO:; cf. P. IV.2.80;
(4) tad. affix B applied to the
word ^ when praise is in-
tended e. g. 3jĉ T, ^5fTi; also cf.
P. V. 4.41; (5) substitute for the
preposition ^ before the words
f|cf and m; cf. Stff fl̂ cfcT̂ t̂ T ^R:
M. Bh. on P. VI.1.144 Varf. i.

non-resolution of the conso-
nants \ and ^ into ^ and 3 ^
e.g. ^^^FH, as contrasted with

which is called fSffi§.
( 1 ) joining with a subse-

quent word after omitting a word
or two occurring between; cf,

e. g. ^ ^ for ^ H<& where q^
is passed over in the krama and
other recitals; cf. V. Pr. IV. 77,
165? 194 j (2) a term weüi, i|i
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ancient grammars for such afBxes
and others which do not allow
the substitution ofguna or vi'ddhi
for the preceding vowel; the
term Is also used for the letters
c§3 TT and f; when they are mute,
serving only the purpose of pre-
venting guna or vrddhi; cf. *J§R>
^T€T %^ ßf̂ T î. 1^T<^% M. Bh. on
P. 1.1.3. Värt. 10.

name of a complete gra-
mmar-work written by sfrfrefHJ?; for
facility of study, This grammar
appears to have been written
before the time of %qi or §*R?I,
as can be seen from the popular
stanza q ^ tffcfc %f̂  ^

II
(I) a numeral such as n%fi; etc.

In Päninis Astädhyäyi, although
the term is defined as applicable
to the word ^'§i TFT and words
ending with the tad. affixes «ig and
§fcT, such as cFT^, spfcf and the like,
still the term is applied to all
numerals to which it is seen appli-
ed by the people; cf. ML Bh, on
P. I. 1.23 also Pari. 8ek. Pari. 9;
(2) numerical order; cf,

V. Pr. I. 49.
application respective-

ly of terms stated in the g^q and
portions in their numerical

order when the stated terms are
equal in number: cf. ^«iRPs'W-

P. 1.3.10; cf. also

sniffer M. Bh. Ähnika 2.

enumeration; statement; cf.

10.
, M.Bh, on Sivasütrai i Värt.

with a numeral word placed
first or at the beginning; a term
used for defining the Dvigu com*

pound; cf. ^^rj^f % [ : P. I I . 1.52.
lit. those that are to be count-

ed; objects of enumeration; cf.
^pif t ^ q q ŝ f̂igiFJnq; P. V. 4r73;
cf. also sTsranr #CTT ^w %A mswm \
* ^ R q q r f ^ ^ j M. Bh. on P. I I .
2.24 Värt. 9.

a word unit where the senses
of two words are mixed together
completely as in a compound word
such as 3jsr;psr: etc.; cf. OTcfT^T Hsp-fr̂
M. Bh. on "P. I I . 1.1 • Värt. 4.

combination of things coming
one after another; cf. S^TTTJ^M-
g^T^^nfT: where the term is used
with respect to a combination of
grave syllables; cf. also sq̂ pERpR

T%1^5 R. Pr. XVIII . 19.
included; the word is often

used in the Mahäbhäsya in conne-
ction with instances which are
covered by a rule, if interpreted
in a specific way; cf.

0§ ( M. Bh. on P.
I. 1. 57; cf. also t2r̂ T*fifafä W$i
wm *$?$- OT?i^t ̂ % M. Bh. on P.
II. 1.1.

name of a very vast work on
grammar attributed to an ancient
grammarian Vvädi who is sup-
posed to have been a relative of
Panini; cf. ^t^igqf^ Bhartr-
hari's Väkyapadlya cf. also ^f-
T̂%¥̂ f%; cf. m%\ s=TO ^IWt^T^

^if l^* i\*m | Some quotations
only are found from the Sam*
graha in grammar works, but the
work is lost long ago.

(1) aggregate» collection ; the
word is often used in grammar in
connection with letters ( «iof ); cf.
^fencr; T ? ^ cf* also $^T3#OTiH
g^r^f^t mfcl Mm Bh. on Siva sütra 5
Värt. 13; the word is also used
in connection with a collectipn of
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words; cf.
sR^^r? gw: M. Bh. on P. I.4.13
Värt 8; (2) effort made in the
utterance of a word; cf

I
on V. Pr. I. 9. cf. also

V. Pr. 1.9.
collective sense given by a

combination of letters called ^T^L
When the collective sense is given
by a combination of words it is
called q^f, and when the idea is
complete it is called cf̂ Rn4. Some-
times the meaning of a com-
pound word is taken individu-
ally and not. collectively; such a
meaning is called ^UcrfällR^ cf*

^ M.
Bh. on IV. 3.72 Värt. 1.

a collection or a group; cf.
which means sî RjOTIiTR or

alphabet,

a technical term; a short word-
ing to convey ample sense; a term
to know the general nature cf
things; convention; cf. fßsrs?;
*5T; stf^: %m: M.Bh. on P.I-1.1.
There are two main divisions of
^T—ftf̂ FRteT or an artificial term
such as fö, 5, or vi which is merely
conventional, and 3?fJi*i*rairT which
refers to the literal sense conveyed
by the word such as 3T««R, wfcm
and the like. Some grammar works
such as the Cändra avoid purely
conventional terms. These sari>
jnas are necessary for every scien-
tific treatise» In Panini's grammar,
there are the first two chapters
giving and explaining the techni-
cal terms whose number exceeds
well-nigh a hundred,

a topic or a chapter or ap
portion of a treatise in which
technical terms are given and ex-
plained; cf. ^toixfqq;; M. Bh.

on P. I. 1.46, I. 1.56, 1.4.1, I .
4.23; see the word $$T.

an operation with respect
to which a technical term has been
expressly mentioned; cf. ^Tjl^T
tfTO:, Par. Sek. Pari. 93.1;

i Pari. 53.
(1) that, which by usage has

become a technical word possessed
of a conventional sense; cf. 1%

^ , M.Bh. on III . 1.
26 Värt. 7; (2) which stands as a
proper noun or the name of a
person; cf. ^T*jcfRg; ^ Wk^: S. K.
on P. L1.27.

^infWfsr a rule laying down the defi-
* .nition of a ĝ rr or a technical term
> ;as contrasted with r̂aftf̂ f or a rule

laying down a grammatical opera-
tion; cf. tfirflhfr U^Tt l 3T%^:
ffiT M.Bh. on Siva Sütra 3, 4.

^ffff^fs^ one of the four divisions of
words- 5nßßR[? JJTO«̂  f̂ T̂T̂ ^ and

; the ^I5J^ is called also
a word forming the name

of a thing by virtue of a conven-
tion; see m*$wzzi*

^ recipient or the bearer or
possessor of a technical term; cf.

STTVI: $feR ?1% I M. Bh. on P. I.
1.1 Värt. 3; cf. also wrR?^ tm:
t^Rz wvm ftqg% M. Bh. on P.
I. 1.1. Värt. 7.

continuity; line; continuous
recital.

5*Jp£cr name of a commentary on
the Mugdhabodha Vyäkarana of
Bopadeva^ written by a gramma-
rian;, named Bholanitha.

a fault of pronunciation when
the constituent letters of a word
arc uttered with the teeth kept
close together. Kaiyata has ex-
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plained the word as
g ambiguity; doubt regarding the
wording of a rule or its interpre-
tation or regarding the correct-
ness of a word. It is looked upon
as the main purpose of grammar to
solve doubts regarding the correct-
ness of words; cf. Ö^K^R^I fätlTOTcf-

% Pari. Sekh.Pari.l.
g lit. meant for the remo-
val of doubt; the word is used in
connection with a word or an ex-
pression or an addition of a mute
letter, as seen in the expression of
the sütrakära for the purpose of
leaving no kind of doubt regarding
the wording or its meaning; cf. cf̂ r

f
j : M.Bh. on P.II. 2.24 Värt. 6.

putting very close in utter-
ance; slurring of a phonetic ele-
ment when it appears as almost
suppressed; cf. WSRIA ^ftf: ä^vn^
Uvvata on R. Pr. VI. 5H *

f̂ f euphonic combination; phone-
tic combination of two vowels or
two consonants or one vowel and
one consonant resulting from their
close utterance ;many kinds of such
combinations and varieties are giv-
en in the Prätisäkhya works. In the
Siddhantakaumudi, Bhattoji Diksi-
ta has given five kinds of such San-
dhis at the beginning of his work;
cf. % l

Pr. III. 3.
a diphthong; see below the

word €fa: cf. aTC'WFpft q&Q.
diphthong, a vowel result-

ing from a combination of two
vowels, but which is to be looked
upon as one single yowel by
reason of only a single effort being
required for its pronunciation; the

letters o;, $;, 3?T and art are termed
as sfc"3SK as contrasted with R̂RT̂ R.
cf. srfr r̂m^T î̂ feRcici«R t̂ft T̂«RRT-
trg îf̂ i R. Pr. I. 10; cf. also T. Pr.
II. 13, R. T. 111; cf. also ^

ß f̂  Kät. Pari. 43
interpretation, explanation;

cf. qsjFR f̂ T̂cRi: &F&R Nir. L
contact, juxtaposition; this

contact between two letters is
called 35ff|cn when it is very close;
cf. q̂ : *PM: ^f|m P. I. 4,109.

putting together too close,
so that the two phonetic elements
which are so placed, coalesce
together and result into a third,
or one of the two merges into
another.

juxtaposition; coming toge-
ther phonetically very close; cf.
^ ^ M t ^ F ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ Tarka Sam-
graha;g ; ^ g T ^ t
Tattvacintämani 4; the same as
tesr which see above.

(1) a contact or relation of
two things, cf. #RqT̂ T £% ^p f̂i I
Pari. Sek. Pari, 85; (2) coming
together; cf. ?r "&m "RfJTcT: ^ftml
M. Bh. on P. III. 2.123 Värt 5.

the maxim or con-
vention that an operation which
is based upon, or is caused or
occasioned by, a relationship bet-
ween two things cannot break
their relation; in short, such an
operation as results in breaking
the relationship between two
things on which it is based, can-
not take place. This dictum is
many times followed in grammar
in preventing the application of
such rules as are likely to spoil
the formation of the correct word;
many times, however, this dictum
has to be ignored; For details
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see Pari. Sek» Pari. 85; also
Mahäbhäsya on P. I . 1.39.

P an operation which is
characterized by the relationship
between two words or two pho-
netic elements- See ^ b
above.

occurrence together of two
or more words in one sentence
or in one grammatical rule; cf.
^R%nf^5RW^^Tqf^[ ^ q t ^ q r w M.
Bh. on IV 1.36 Värt. 4; cf. also

I

M. Bh. on V. 1.64 and 76.
placed together in a parti-

cular order at a particular place;
cf. m #ftT^2Hi SRqT̂ R: M. Bh. on
P. I I I . 1.40 Värt. 3; III . 2.127
Värt. 6.

order or arrangement of
letters; cf. ^ ^ 1 5 ^ % äßsfo:
w&um M. Bh, Ähnika I. Värt.
15; cf. also afŜ P&Fq: src^TC[4: R.
T. I. 3.

(1) present by implication;
taken as granted; cf. srft =3 spspf&fipt
WfillWl f̂trfttf ^Rr M. Bh. on P.
I . 1.9. Värt. 5; (2) nearby, at
hand; cf. %

; 9 ^
M. Bh. on I. 3.1. Värt. 2; I. 4.23
Värt. 15.

J the agent of the activity
f

g y
or of the event which is to take
place; cf. â jJEFjofr * m £ f t 1^: I
^ q ^ : ^ öq^cft K5s. on P. V.
4.50.
j completely mixed in such a
way that one of the two or more
letters mixed together can neither
be distinguished as different, nor
can be separated; cf. 3OTT 1 ?$%

' M.Bh. on P. I . 2.32.
understanding3 compre*
f h f ^ %

g3

hension of the sense; cf„ ^ g %
5 # Ĵri%qT%:, M. Bh. on P. VIII .
3.82 Värt. 2.

the same as ĝfcrqT% which
see above; cf. R̂«TT ^^MC4% «̂If
o5T% M. Bh. on P. I . 1.1 Värt.
2; cf. also

Bh. on Ähnika 1.
^ a käraka relation or a rela-
tion between a noun and the
verbal activity with which it is con-
nected, of the type of the donation
and the donee; the word is tech-
nically used in connection with
the bearer of such a relation; cf.

q, P. 1.4.32.
simultaneous occurrence.

M. Bh. on I. 4.2 Värt. 9; cf. also
M . Bh.

on P. VI. 1.9. VSrt. 7.

used together with; cf.

R. Pr . I . 22.
ra lit. extension; the process
of changing a semi-vowel into a
simple vowel of the same sthäna
or place of utterance; the substi-
tution of the vowels f, 3, ^ and ^
for the semi-vowels 5, ^ , ^and s>
respectively; cf. %m: mmW{ P*
1.1.45. The term «sraTCT is ren-
dered as a 'resultant vowel' or as
'an emergent voweP. The ancient
term was mm and possibly it re-
ferred to the extension of % and 1
into their constituent parts ? + 3T,
3+3T etc. the vowel 3? being of a
weak grade but becoming strong
after the merging of the subse-
quent vowel into it; e. g« cf. tffo
sraRft^t ^: P- HI- 2.8 Var t J . For
the words taking this samprasaraija

48
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-change, see P. VI. J.13 to ^19.
According to some grammarians
the term gsrerTCT is applied to the
substituted vowels while according
toothers the term- refers to the
operation of the substitulion*; cf.
M, Bh. on PB I. 1.15. The • sub-
stitution of the sarhprasarana
vowel is to be given preference in
the formation of a word; t cf.
Ssrarfltf ^vm ^ ?%\h ^ ^ Pari. Sek.
Pari. 119.

the relative supe-
rior strength of the sarhprasarana
change in comparison with other
operations occurring simultane-
ously. The phrase ^ m 'mEK^^t-
SR^Ü^ is often used in the Mahä-
bhäsya which is based upon the
dictum of the superior strength of
the sarhprasarana substitution,
which is announced by the writer
of the Värttikas; P. VI. 1.17
Vart. 2. > See ^
RSJR with senses (of the two
words ) merely connected with
each other and not completely
mixed into ,cach other; cf. ' Ö f

i . . .

Mm Bh. on P. II. 1,1. Vart.4.
This ä^I«E3" ŝ connected with the
definition ô q̂ fT out of the two de-
finitions ^isfRfcr and oqq̂ r? cited
with respect to the word SEIFW.

(1) lit.connection in general;cf.
N3 <m: P.Ili. 4.1. The word

is explained by the general term
feT̂ oif§|l?R¥rM; cf. ifäwft fr^mf^W^
mm Käs. onPJII .4 .1; (2) context,
cf- ^^Kci^ *Ri33f A %]% sq̂ swriq ^
•srt% r f i q ^ mfa M. Bh. on P. I.
2.43» Värt. 5.

name given by convention
'grammarians to the fourth

pada of the third adhyaya of
Pänini's Astadhyäyl • which begins
with the sütra s?T<p̂ % w\m: P.
III . 4.1.

^ relative term; the term
refers to words connected in such
a way by their meaning that if
one of them is uttered, the other
has to be anticipated and under-
stood; e. g. ft f

% I cf. also M.Bh. on
I 1.7]; cf. also n ^ g q w i ^ ÄfN-
WJSim) M. Bh. on P" I . 2.43 Värt.
5; I- 2.48 Värt, 44

(1) a term used in Pänini's
grammar for the case*affix of the
vocative singular; cf. W-R^l ^|Tt :

P. II . 3. 49; the vocative^ is,
however, not looked upon as a
separate case, but the designation
wfcm is given to the nominative
case, having the sense of $«nsR;
(2) the word is also used in the
general sense of #£n*=H i. e. addre-
ssing or calling; cf.

(II. 3.49)
M. Bh. on P. I . 2.33.
fp£R calling or address which is
given as one of the additional
senses of the nominative case
affixes ( cf. ^m?t ^ I M I. 3. 47 )
in addition to those given, in
the rule ^ i f i ^ ^ ^

m swrr P̂  II. 3.46; cf. p
Kai. on P. IL 3,47.

lit. possibility. The' word is
used in the general sense of thef
possibility of the application of a
rule or of the occurrence of a rule;

Bh. on VI, 4.49 Värt.; Pari.
Pari, 100; cf. also a

\ Sxra-
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deva Pari. 35.
(i) closely connected; cf.
r s g # -m P. IV. 4.90; (2)

joint, conjoint; the term is used
frequently in connection with
two or more consonants in juxta-
position; cf* aFR^dgrfJ^ T. Pr,
XXII. 15.

connection in general; the
word is used as a technical term
in the grammar of Panini, in the
sense of two or more consonants
coming closely together unsepara-
ted by any vowel; cf.^FRRi"
cf. P. I. 1.7; cf. also sq̂ RK
V. Pr. L 48.
frrif^W the elision of the first of
the conjunct consonants if it is ^
or 5, provided the conjunct con-
sonants are at the end of a word
or followed by a consonant which
is not a semi-vowel nor a nasal;
e- g. cT3>, cT^l^ from the root cF*j;
cf. efr: ä#rräl*% * P. VIII. 2.29.

the elision of the final
of the conjunct consonants when
they are at the end of a word
provided they are not formed of
? as the first member and any
consonant except sr as the second
member; e. g. #TR[, 3?t etc.; cf.
«räliTras 55fa,*TSW P.VIII.2.23,24.

\\im concealment; slurring over
a consonant by practically merging
its sound into that of the follow-
ing one; the technical term sffä-
ft^H is also used in the same
sense; eB g. ^ gT 5f; cf. mm

R. Pr. VI. 5.
^ ^ name of a 3mall

treatise on roots and their mean-
ings written by a grammarian
named l ^ t f t r ^ R who has also

,itteÄ a commentary on the
bdakaustubha called

F one of the external effortsjn
the production of a sound when
tht gullet is a little bit contracted
as at the time of the utterance of
the third, fourth and the fifth of
the class-consonants; cf. qroft^q

tmi: Uddyota on P. I. 1.9.
iF conventional; lit. known

widely among the people, as a
result3 of course^ of convention; cf.

Nir. I. 12.
apprehension; cf.

lit. covered or concealed ;name
of an internal effort in the produc-
tion of sound which is accompani-
ed with a laryngeal hum; cf. ^f^P

$ cf, also f^^HTO mi\

PJ.1.9;cf. also
%

babdakaus. on P. L 1.9.

l very closely held togetBer
just as the sound of the consonant
o n the vowel m; cf. sp^Sf ^ 5 f t §
W&il ^gl^fT twflf where Uvvata
has explained the word 6T%££ as
Ĥ TgcT; cf. Uvvata on V. Pr. IV.
148.

lit. contact, connection; (1)
contact of the air passing up
through the gullet and striking
the several places which produce
the sound, which is of three kinds,
hard, middling and soft; c£ #

qom. on. T . Pr. XXIII. 1; .,(2)
Nsyntactical- connection between
words themselves which
twceu pair§ of wprds as
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nouns and adjectives as also be-
tween verbs and the kärakas,
which is necessary for understand-
ing the meaning of a sentence.
Some Mlrnamsakas and Logicians
hold that samsarga itself is the me-
aning of a sentence. The syntacti-
cal relation between two words is
described to be of two kinds 3#T3~

$ of the type of ^T l^ rc^ f and
of the type of ^

and the like.
«5RJS words syntactically connected

with each other, and hence, cap-
able of expressing the sense of a
sentence; cf. ggjt srFFqrö; Vakya-
padiya I I . 2.

the theory, that the^ y,
meaning of a sentence is a novel
thing ( 3?q# )» held by some Mimä-
rhsakas who believe that words
connected with activity display
their phenomenal capacity ( 3T§pqT-
f̂ &rerfrfi ) after the recalling of the
senses of words by the recalling
capacity (OTfäiTOfär ).

(l)preparation such as (a) that
of a word by placing the affix
after the base and accomplishing
all the necessary changes, or (b)
that of a sentence by placing all
words connected mutually by
syntax and then explaining their
formation; these two views are
respectively called the ^ W R q ^
and the TO#^R^; (2) gramma-
tical formation; cf.

: Uvvata on V.Pr. I . I ; cf. also

. NirJ .

a short handbook on
declension and case-relations
vrritten by a grammarian named
Sädhusundara, who lived in the

of the eighteenth

century.
s lit. formed by combination or

compact; the term is used in the
Prätisakhyas for diphthongs which
are combinations, in fact, of two
vowels which are completely
mixed being produced with a
single effort. The diphthongs
and m also, are called SRgĝ dL

a peculiar phonetic element
described along with another one
named f̂ FlR both of which have got
no definite place of utterance in the
mouth; cf. srfätreR«^

Wi ft^rft | com. on R.T.I 1.
a combination or collection of

the Sväras or musical notes for
purposes of singing the Säma
hymns.

a tone in which two or more
accents or tones are mixed up
with one another; cf. Bharadväja
SiksJL

unnecessary contraction of the
place (̂ TR) as also of the instrument
( mw\), which results into a fault
of utterance called q?g?f; cf.

R. Pr.XIV.2.

position of words or parts of
words in the formation of a word
quite near each other which results
into the natural phonetic coale-
scence of the preceding and the
following letters. Originally when
the Vedic hymns or the running
prose passages of the Yajur«
veda were split up into their
different constituent parts name«
ly the words or padas by the
Padakaras, the word €f̂ (T or
$f̂ TRT£ came into use as contrast»
ed with the T<*H<5'» The writers of
of the Prätisakhyas have consequ-
ently defined $ftfrT as q^3f$ f
while P%ini who further split
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the padas into bases ( sifjfä ) and
affixes ( srerc ) and mentioned
several augments and substitutes,
the phonetic combinations,, which
resulted inside the word or pada,
had to be explained by reason of the
close vicinity of the several phone-
tic units forming the base, the
affix, the augment, the substitute
and the like, and he had to define
the word &f|cTr rather differently
which he did in the words m:

t: €f|crr; cf. P.L4.109; cf. also

§ EFW Sabdakau-
stubha on Mäheshvara Sütra 5.1.

the running text or the
original text of the four Vedas as
originally composed. This text,
which was the original one, was
split up into its constituent padas
or separate words by ancient sages
i§\zffi, arf̂ R and others,with a view
to facilitating the understanding of
it, and consequently to preserving
It in the oral tradition.The original
was called *jo5£if?Rt of which the
q̂ qT̂  and the =WTO which were
comparatively older than the other
artificial recitations such as the
«WTO> SRRTS" and others, are found
mentioned in the Pratisakhya
works.

augment padded to the roots ^
I9 *ni as also to roots which end

in 3?T before affixes of the aorist
tense; e. g.
cf. P. VII. 2.73.

a root which, by virtue of the
nature of its meaning i.e. verbal
activity, requires or expects an
object which is covered by the
activity; a transitive root. In the
passive voice of these roots the
object is expressed by the verbal
termination and hence it is put in
h nominative case.

accompanied by the qualify-
ing words such as the different
Kärakas or causal agents for the
verbal activity; cf.

tf <ra1ct I M. Bh. on P. I I . 1.1.
Värt. 9.

capable of being
understood on being mentioned
only oncejust as the notion of genus
or generality which is so under-
stood; the phrase
id isp f^WRjfeT is

cited as a definition of STTTCT; cf.
?ff ̂ TO'fcrafiiT T̂T̂f ̂  =3$: ̂ ? M.Bhw
on P.I V.l.63.

or T2f the maxim or
convention of the non-application
of a grammatical rule or opeiaton
any longer when, on conflict with
another,it has been once set aside.
The maxim is Sfsgfr NäTcTW qgTi%T
aglfäcftsr M. Bh. on P. I . 1. 56,
1.4. 2, VI.3. 42 etc cf. also Par.
Öek. Pari. 40.

accompanied by a
word qualifying the verbal acti-
vity; sometimes a verb with such
a word makes a sentence ;cf. flßfiafl-
"fäjm "̂fcT srTO5^ | gg cp̂ ]% I M.Bh.
on P. II. 1.1 Värt 9.

or OTrt^J accompanied by a
preposition which is called Trfcf;
cf. OTßt^ft ft^P. VIII. 1.68; cf.
also OTfcRfa I SR̂ ICT M.Bh. on P.
VIII. 1.68.

^ a short term or JRW* made up
of the *r of ^ in QTFIĴ ^T: ^
P.III.1.5, and the f ofajfl^ in
P.III.4.78 with a view to include
all affixes from ^ t o srf|f; cf. ^
flcSHcT i^T^T ^ ft^Prlr, M. Bh. on
P.VI.1.9 VBrt. 7; cf. also M.Bh.
on P. VIII.2.22.
T tad. ajffix ^prescribed after the
word q:g in the sense of collection;
e. g. qnfc; cf- *$'• ̂ l ^ ,^2 ,43
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Värt. 3 for which there is an alter-
native reading q̂ T &P7 ̂ FcT :̂; for
facility of grammatical operations
oiq îs recommended with prefer-
ence in the Mahäbhäsya; cf. u^
mi qg.cfTOoq; M.Bh. on P. IVW2.43
Värt, 3; (2) ^qr.is given as a tech-
nical term for *RFT in the Präti-
i'akhya works; cf. 3f=g =e*L 1

R.T.27.

J a short term used for the affixes
^5 ( SRJ; ) and STWg ( 3TOf) which
are applied to roots to form the
present and the future participles;
cf. #T ̂  P III . 2. 127; cf. also &z:

P III . 3. 14,
prescribed subsequently;

occurring after the preceding has
taken place; cf. Hfil fäätft NWIFW
^rf^RSpt ^ '3Wr; although the
words €1% and ftfS: are separate
still it is habitual to take them
combined in an adjectival sense
and make the word tffäfää an
adjective to the word ^ as in the
dictum sfctftTSSf^R^ ^ P. VI. 1.
158 Värt. 9.

^ the compara-
tively superior strength of a subse-
quent accent which prevails by the
removal of the accent obtaining
before in the process of the forma-
tion of a word; cf- VI. I. 158 Värt.
9. See siclßTS above.

existence, supreme or universal
existence; t he j a t ipa r excellence
which is advocated to be the final
sense of all words and expressions
in the language by Bhartrhari
and other grrnrnanans after him
who discussed the interpretation
of words* The grammarians believe
that the ultimate sense of a word
is flrar which appears manifold and
limited in our everyday experience
ä tp different limitations such as

desa? kafa and others. Seen from
the static viewpoint, f̂cFT appears
as %*% while, from the dynamic
viewpoint it appears as a IMT. This
^TIT is the soul of everything and
it is the same as 3T^TC[ or s f^or
SiWr; cf. Väkyapadiya II . 12i.
The static existence, further, is.
called &WW> or individual with
reference to the object, and Sflfä
with reference to the common
form possessed by individuals,

an aspect of *rgr of the type of
the static existence possessed by
substantives as contrasted with
m^ the dynamic type of exist-
ence possessed by verbs; cf. STR-
w w r w a ^ ! ̂ c^raTft mmft. Nir.
I; cf. also ^x^if^wi^ T̂T ftTO:
q ^ W R.Pr. XII. 8. V, Pr. VIII.
50."

qualities of a substantive
such as $ffl9 2^f, ^ ^ ^ ^ or

and ^|r-[ cf. wj^j^^l
f ^ f ^ I M, Bh. on

P. I . L38 Värt. 6, also on P. I.
2.6t Värt. 53.

the word
cf.

meaning

: I M.Bh. on P* I. 4. 57.

name of commentary work
on the Särasvataprakriyä.

HHflit the locative case prescribe
ed by the rule qsq ^ v$m WQ&ffltl
P. IL3,37 as seen in ^!g 3SWRT9
TRT:; cf. 21% xfet *m q^a^t l ^T
cffl i TOFPRT 1 §1% r̂ßr ^ i . M? Bh»
00 PJ.2.49 Värt. 2. On account;
of the frequent occurrence of the
word #cf in a large number of
examples of this locative absolute*
the term «föwpft is used by
modern grammarians for the
better word ^wmj in the Maiä-
bhasya;cf. M.Bh. on vlviAffias
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name of a modern
grammarian of the seventeenth
century who has written a gloss
on Pratisäkhya works called

a grammarian of the
seventeenth century who has
written a commentary on the
Sütras of Pänini and a brief
commentary on the Mahäbhä»
sya called ^ ^ f f r f i - or rö

which is incomplete. .
§ ) a prominent gram-

marian of the latter half of the
eighteenth century who was a
resident of Nagpur and whose
gloss on the Laghusabdenduse-
khara by name ^[fsH^fr is well
known to scholars.

^TRtaJl^r name of a commentary
written by ^ i fewg §§5 on the
L

y ^ i fewg §§ on the
Laghusabdendusel^hara of Nagesa.

lit. belonging to the same
place; the word is used in the
sense of immediately near;or quite
in proximity; cf. ^^qfä^R 3 ^ -
^ W Pari. Sek. Pari. 103.

^ tad. affix ^m proposed
by the Värttikakära in the sense
of 'something in that or from
that'; e.g. i ^ t mmiA; cf. cCTT-
^fitter mw\ P. V. 4.7 Vart. 2.
The standard affix in such cases
is ^ ( t^ ) by the rule $mft ...
t̂RCREiq; m; P. V. 4.7.
(l)desiderative affix *j applied to

any root in the sense of desire;
e- g. fäwlfct, fäC^fä» g'̂ fcT; cf
mit: ^m; mwft$Rfa®mt m P.m.
1.7; (2) applied in specific senses
possessed by the root to the roots
VFL1 ®i% ^ 11% ^% ^ \ a n d

^TT^; e. g. ^ 5 ^ , ßrf^RJ, f^T^^rßr,
*jtw^3 €mm% iim^i, m®w^; cf.
P. III . 1. 5 and 6. The roots to
which flq; is applied are redupli-

cated and the reduplicated form
ending with ^ ( Q ) is looked
upon as a different root from the
original one for purposes of con-
jugation, which1 takes, however,
conjugational affixes of the same
Pada as the original root; cf»

«n^r: i l l . 1.32.

graver, comparatively more
grave; a term used in connection
with a grave accent which is
followed by a vowel with an
acute or circumflex accent; e.g*
the vowel % of sr̂ fcT in \$ ^ *T%

ggfe; cf. m s|r K'mi
M. Bh. on P. I. 2.33.

behaviour like that of the
affix ^ in point of its specific fea-
tures, viz. causing reduplication in
the case of the previous root, by
the rule 3*I#r: VI. 1.9, as also the
substitution of ^ for 3? in '.the
reduplicated syllable ( spsro1 ), by
P. VII. 4.79. This w*m? is
prescribed in the case of a root
ending in % (f5|^ ) before* the
aorist sign ( ifam ) ^f. cf.

VII. 4.93.

a terxn used in connec-
tion with Panini*s first seven books
and a quarter of the eighth, as
contrasted with the term Tripädl,
which is used for the last three
quarters of the eighth book. The
rules or operations given in the
Tripidi, are stated to be asiddha
or invalid for purposes of the
application of the rules in the
previous portion, viz, the Sapäda-
saptadhyäyi, and hence in the
formation of words all the rules
given in the first seven chapters
and a quarter3 are applied first and
then a way is prepared for the
rules of the last three quarters.
It is a striking thing that the rules



in the Tripädi mostly concern the
padas or formed words, the pro-
vince, in fact, of the Prätisäkhya
treatises,, and hence they should,
as a matter of fact, be applicable
to words after their formation
and evidently to accomplish this
object, Pänini has laid down the
convention of the invalidity in
question by the rule «jĵ rfffcSH.
P. VIII. 2,1.

*3*J3f together with a word that is
I [put before, and not with any suffix
I1 'like srp[ placed before; cf. fa
[' !snOTPn fä*W. P. VIII. 1 26;
(HP. V. 2.87.

the seventh of the vowels stated
in the alphabet; a word used for
the vowel r ( ^ ) by ancient
grammarians; cf. f

R. Pr.1.14.

( 1 ) the seventh case; the
locative case; a term used for the
locative case by ancient grammar-
ians and Pänini; cf. ?f
V. Pr. I l l 139; cf. $
P. I. L 19. or SH^nsifc P. V. 3.10;
cf. also fSsfiqRq: SERJ: ^ W R : gqf^ g

Käs. on P. II . 3.2; ( 2 )
the seventh of the moods and
tenses; the optative mood; cf. Kät„
III . 1. 20; Hemacandra III . 3. 7.

i lit. the seven accents; the
term refers to the seven accents
formed of the subdivisions of the
three main Vedic accents

and viz

cf.
T, and

: i : I

H i TJSgfil: mm II M. Bh on
P* I. 2. 33. It is possible that
these seven accents which were
turned into the seven notes
of the chantings of the sä-

mans developed into the seven
musical notes which have tradition-
ally come down to the present
day known as f̂T̂  1̂ ̂  qf [̂ ^t; cf.

^ I Pan.
Siksä. The Väjasaneyi Prätis'äkhya
mentions the seven accents differen-
tly; cf.

T: Uvvata on V.Pr.1.114.
j i a term used for the first

seven chapters or books of Panini's
grammar; cf. sp% ^ffT'^F^ ^ 0 %
^ W$fa\:\ ^ : i M. Bh. on P. VI 1/
158 Vart. 1.

equal in number to something
given; cf. ^*1^W3%3J: €**Rp^ cf.
Käs., on P. I. 3.10.
rcnT^ a Jain scholar of great
repute who is believed to have
written, besides many well-known
religious books such as aTRflMfawi
^ f f ^ T P ^ etc. on Jainism, a
treatise on grammar called Gintä-
matii Vyakarana.

^ a treatise on the
philosophy of Vyäkarana written
as a commentary by the author
^flstfK on his own Kärikäs on the
subj set.
^ utterance together ofg

several vocal elements or words;
verbal concomitance; cf

Par, Öek* Pari* 71.
repetition of an action; in-

tensity of an action. g
HIT *raft?K: Kas. on P- I I I . L 22.

the omission of words which
have already occurred before in
the recital of the Pada and other
Pathas or recitals, with a view to
avoiding an unnecessary repetition;
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(1) having an identical sense;
te i *" *̂ T ^ sffqr w r f

I Käs. on P. I. 3. 42; (2)
mutually connected in meaning in
such a way that the meanings are
connected together or commixed
together; ?m§: Wf: I fä

Käs.
on P. II . 1. 1; cf. also
sqqajr 5FT^FT^;| (3) connected with
relationship of senses, as between
the activity and the subject^object,
instrument etc., or as between the
master and the servant or the
possessor and the possessed; cf. 3M:
jpq: or 3TT?f *T l̂%,or €N: ft*T, but not
#f: "N*r in the sentence ]%gg sßf:
fäsr ^cfg-^j^ | j (4) capable of ex-
pressing the sense e. g. a word
with the sandhis well observed; cf.

fcOTÄRnfeftßf 1R^ I S. K. on IV,
1. 82; rf. also *m: qg; KJW; ?I%

W ^ etc.
Bälamanoramä on the above.

that which can be justified;
justifiable;

s. on P. V. 2. 118.
name given by Siradeva

and other grammarians to the first
päda of the second adhyäya of
Päninis Astädhyäyi which begins
with thesütrag*w q̂ T%l%: P J L L i .

a case which is appro-
h

pp
priate to express the sense of the
tad. affix prescribed; e.g. 3^PRWj

& * : ; cf. P. IV.L92;

cf. P. IV. 2.1; cf.
^ täsfitft I M. Bh. on P. IV. 3.
134 Värt. 2.
^ the rule sw4: q^f^: P. II.
l.Lcf.

49

S. K. onP.VI.4.11.
W^ni%^T?; the province or the juris-

diction of the rule JOT«i!?rt SFWT5J
(P. IV. 1. 82), all the three words
in which continue further on,
and become valid in every rule
upto the end of the second päda
of the fifth adhyäya; cf. fa

1

Käs. on P.IVU.82.
f̂̂ ^TcT appearing together, pre-

senting themselves together; cf.

| M. Bh. on P. I. L3 Värt 6.
(T) combination as contras-

ted with ŝ ernr disjunction or sepa-
ration; (2) the enumeration of
the letters of the alphabet in a
particular order so as to facilitate
their combination, technically
termed SCTifj*; cf. |trrero?sn4 3q3sn|

: I 1̂1̂ 1̂1%: [ ^ ^ ^:
M.3 ^

Bh. Ähnika 1 Värt. 15. cf. also
Ŵ5fl% wfolft: ^BTN^: | Uddyota on

the Bhäsya mentioned above; (3)
contact; cf. ^% w\ fo
R. Pr. XIV.24.

T tad. affix ÔTH applied to the
word ? ^ to form the word %
meaning * this year *; cf.

I M.Bh.
on P. V. 3.22 Vflrt. 3.

concourse, coming in close
quarters; cf. ^Ti^Ffa R*T.224.

, , reply to remove the
objection; conclusion.

common; the same; cf.

; V. Pr. I. 80.
qi ^ wm*ti ^ M. Bh.

on Ähnika 1.
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having got the same agent;
the word is used in connection
with actions ( f̂ ?T ) having the
same agent of the activity; cf.

^ g 3 5 ^ P- HI* 3. 158.
the same word as contrasted

with finr? a compound word
which consists of two or more words.
cf. IW*T[ 3f oi: w r r ^ P.

simple vowels or monoph-
thongs 3T, % and 3" as contrasted
with diphthongs ( ^ £ R ); cf

R. Pr. L 11. cf. also
flRrarcffal T. Pr. I. 2. Some writers
of Prätisäkhyas held m as shaRR and
not as OTRTSK; cf.

gloss on T. Pr. I. 2,
WHÎ Nf̂ *1* words which have got
the same individual object ( goq )
referred to by means of their own
sense,and which are put in the same
case; co-ordinate words; cf. cTc^:

i&rrcq: P. I. 2.42; cf.

: I Käs. on P. I, 2.42.
having got the same

wording to operate on; the word
is used in connection with opera-
tions which occur in the same
word or wording as contrasted
with «mm;dmmvm wr ĉ f%t ^
S. K. on P. VL 4.22; cf. also mfä

^fci^q^Käs. on P.VI ,4,22.
restoration of the resultant to

the original, as for instance, resto-
ration of the padapatha and the
kramapatha to the Samhitäpätha;
cf. Sf/[%<äSffi mmf^i: A. Pr* I I I . IJ .

traditional enumeration or
list of words or letters; cf.

Pr. VIIL1.

etc.;
: V.

m T. Pr. I.

1; cf. also
CCT: Nir.I .L
on T. Prw I. 1.

: i Com.

superimposed; secondary
notion.

placing together at one place,
simultaneous application,generally
with a view that the two or more
things so placed, should always go
together although in a few
instances they may not go together;
cf. erscw ^ %

%% t mi q̂T% i M. Bh.
on P.IV.2.59;cf, also ö

M. Bh. on P. 1.4.1.

placing together of two or
more words so as to express a
composite sense; compound com-
position; cf, ?qw^T^r4fHI^: wm:\
Although the word ?ERTO in Its
derivative sense is applicable to
any wording which has a composite
sense (iffTJ, still it is by convention
applied to the 3EWWü% only by
virtue of the Adhikarasütra ITI^
3T§TOĉ  f̂̂TF̂f: which enumerates
ia its province the compound
words only. The Mahäbhiisya-
kära has mentioned only four
principal kinds of these compo-
unds and defined them; cf. ^ t a 4

%r% M-Bh. on P J L L 6 ; cf, also
M.Bh, on PJLL20,ILL49 ?IL2.6,
II.4.26, V. 1.9« Later grammarians
have given many subdivisions of
these compounds as for example
% & and cT̂ W (with f | #

etc^as also ar
so on)

and so on.
a short anonymous treatise
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a short treatise on compo-
unds by q

T secondary suffixes which are
prescribed at the end of compounds
in specific cases and which are look-
ed upon as taddhita affixes ;e„g.the
Samäsanta ^ ( 3T), causing elision
of the last syllable of the compo-
und word, is added to compounds
called ^^^|^if^; e.g. OT^T:,^^T:
etc. P.V.4.73. Samäsanta 3T is
added to compounds ending with
^1>3*> ^ > and S ^ a n d ^ 5 to words
ending with

^ > e t c "
specific conditions; cf. P.V.4.68 to
85. v\% ( ̂  ) is added at the end
of the tatpurusa compounds to
the words srf gffc, and ^ifa, under
specific conditions; cf. P.V. t%86,
3 7 . ^ ( 3? ) is added at the end
of tatpurusa compounds ending
i n * r a q ^ 3 ^ > m% , $1, and ^g ;
and under specific conditions to
those ending in ^ [ ^ , JSp3o €T?«r,̂ t,
T̂Tfr, and 3T̂ rr% as also to words

ending in ^ andsr^in the neuter
gender in Vedic Literature, and to
the word TO^ under specific condi-

on compounds which is very popu-
lar and useful for beginners» The
work is attributed to m^ and
called also as ^RTOqra. The work
is studied and committed to
memory by beginners of Sanskrit j
studies in the Päthasaläs of the old
type.

TOTOT^^T a metrical work on
compounds which has no author
mentioned in or assigned to it.

EfRT̂ rî  (1) a short treatise on com-
pounds by %fä^?^T%\; (2) a
small compendium on compounds
written by a grammarian named

tions; cf. P.V. 4.91 to 105; z^ is
added at the end of OTTfRSFSC com-
pounds ending in =g , ^ , r̂, ^, ^[,
^, ^ and ^ and at the end of
3Tsq2JTO«F compounds ending with
the words %R\, T^Rl, 3^^5, and
^ ^ etc. as also at the end of
words ending in 3R^ or with any
of the class consonants except

- nasals, cf. P.V.4.106-112; ^% ( ^ ) is
added to Bahuvrihi compounds
ending with W&$ and aq% as limbs
of the body, as also with s^gfoS,
while ^,3T^and %\% are added
to specified words under special
conditions; the Samäsanta affix
3TT%5 ( 3RÜ i$ added at the end of
a Bahuvrihi compound ending in
gsfr, and % T̂3 the Samäsanta affix
^x[ is added at the end of the
peculiar Bahuvrihi compound
formed of *̂§f, ĝ ö5 etc. when they
are repeated and when they show
a fight with the instruments of
fight exchanged; cf. P. V.4. 113-
128. Besides these affixes, a general
33RT€RT affix q»<us added necessarily
or optionally as specified in P.V.
4.151-159.
TOFR^^ a substitute for a
word or its part at the end of a
compound prescribed for certain
specified words under specified
conditions; e .g. I for sng? ^ ^
for ^^H , *3FH[/or q^g;, ̂ flft for 5TT̂T,
TTiÄr for 37?*r, W\ and q^ for qR,
^ for ^cf, ^f5. for ^ ^ ; cf. P. V.
4.129-150.

the acute accent pres-
h d f

T^n t̂̂ TTT p
cribed in general at the end of
compounds excepting the Bahu«
vrxhi and some specified compo-
unds; cf. P.VI.U23 and VI.2. 1
to end.
CTtre collection, collective notion,
which is one of the four senses of

indeclinable =3. The collective
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notion by nature being single, the
dvandva compound formed of
words showing such a collection
takes the neuter gender and singu-
lar number affixes;cf.q^T f̂ ff̂ cfT l̂̂ -
Fmr l̂lcf: spsftf ?RTOTT|R: Siradeva
Pari. 16; cf. also P. II.2.29 and
II. 1. 51.
$ accumulation which is one of
the four senses of the indeclinable ^
and which means the anticipation
of an allied another by the express
mention of or,e, in which sense
the Dvandva compound prescrib-
ed by the rule ^s* s?=S5 does not
take place; cf. s*pR: | *®^ %K^{

l M. Bh. on P. II .
2.29 Värt. 15.

aggregate, totality, collection
of individual members; cf. ^g^Fl
STfriT: HXRj: sR^^qq^qiq ;#% also
cf.
MJBh. Ähnika 1 Vart; 14; cf. also

ft § r i . 108.
^ specific individual mention
or discussion; the term is used . in
connection with the several sec«
tions of the third Kända or book
of Bhartrhari's Vakyapadlya.

simultaneous presenta-
diff

p
tion of different grammatical
operations; cf,

VL4.22.
| Käs. on P

_ presenting themselves si-
multaneously; the word is used in
connection with two grammatical
operations which present them-
selves simultaneously.

aggregate, group or collec-
tion; one of the prominent senses
in which the tad. affixes 8?OT and
others are prescribed. These
affixes are called flFjJ^; e. g„

Jg:); similarly Sra&k

^ , «TOT, 5
etc. cf. P. IV. 2.37 to 51.
p [ connected, the word was used
by ancient grammarians in the
sense of ögsRT; cf. *=ppj ̂  R. T. 27.

Unädi affix ^ mentioned in the
rule fää^^§^F%g ^ P. VII. 2.7,

; cf. 37%: W^Unädi.III.70.
Unädi affix m e.g.

, i, 3%scf. Unadi III.
70-77.

name of a comparatively
modern lucid commentary written
by Täränätha Tarkaväcaspati on
the Siddhäntakaunaudl.

called also
name of a voluminous grammar
work ascribed to king Bhoja in
the eleventh century. The gram-
mar is based very closely on Päni-
ni's Astadhyayi3 consisting of eight
chapters or books. Although the
affixes, the augments and the sub-
stitutes are much the same, the
order of the Sütras is considerably
changed. By the anxiety of the
author to bring together, the nece-
ssary portions of the Ganapatha,
the Unädipätha and the Pari-
bhäsäs, which the author' has
included in his eight chapters, the
book instead of being easy to un-
derstand, has lost the element of
brevity and become tedious for
reading. Hence it is that it is not
studied widely. For details see pp.
392, 393 Vyakarana Mahäbhasya
Vol. VII. D. E. Society's edition*

(1) having the same form for
practical purposes such as the form
3TT po. sessed by si$, ^ and m*% or
the form 3? possessed by the affixes
3?QT. 3Tf, % ^, aj and others; (2)
having the same form even literally,
but possessed of different senses;
e* ft. the words spfy 9Wfy ^ %

 e£c*J
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P. I. 2.64.
I M. Bh. on

lit. at all places, on all occa-
sions; the word is used in connec-
tion with an essential application
of a rule and not optionally in
some cases; cf. *Nfa ^tf|cnf^W%"^: I

§ qjft fä^T^ «R^*I Käs. on
P, IV. 1.18; cf. also

. VIIL4.45 Värt. 1,
VIII. 4.51. etc.

at all costs, in any case, in all
places; cf. ^ T ^ l t ^ M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.69 Värt 4; cf. also cRT m

: XII.2.

pronoun; lit. standing for
any noun. There is no definition
as such given, of the word pron-
oun, but the words, called pro-
nouns, are enumerated in Pänini's
grammar one after another in
the class or group headed by
*Nf ( ^ fire, 3*}, OTPT, words end-
ing in the affixes ^ and gcPT, S R
etc.)which appear to be pronouns
primarily. Some words such as gNf,

etc are treated as pronouns
under certain conditions. In any
case, attention has to be paid to
the literal sense of the term ^ n ^
which is an ancient term and none
of these words when standing as a
proper noun, is to be treated as a
pronoun; cf. 5ERfî ff5t HsfcTRT̂J P. I.I.
27, cf. also
M.Bh. on P. I. 1. 27 Värt. 2; ( 2 )
The word ^faffl^ means also a
common term, a general term; cf.

M. Bh. on P. VI. 4.174 Värt 4.
>4filU4̂ Tpr a term used in Pänini's
grammar, for the first five case-

affixes g, 3?r, 3?g, $p{ and aft as also
for the nom. and ace. pi. affix
% ( % ) of the neuter gender. The
term appears to be an old one,
which was used, by a specific men-
tion, for the first five case-affixes
which caused a special change in
the base before them in the case
of many words; cf, T% .^TO^R^ I
JJgq^B^ P.L 1.42-43. For details
see Vyäkaranamahäbhä&ya Vol.
VII. D, E. Society's ed*B p. 239
footnote.

grave accent ( )
the whole word, generally for a
verbal form or a word in the voca-
tive case, if preceded by another
word which is not a verb. The
term is used in contrast with
r̂sr̂ Ricf the grave accent for the

remaining vowels of a word when
a particular vowel is definitely fix-
ed as an acute or an independent
Svarita or circumflex; cf. P.VIII.
1.28 to 74.

a substitute for the entire
word and not for a part of it.
This doctrine of^q^ftsr every-
where is advocated by gramma-
rians in consonance with their
doctrine of ^ S H ^ r ; cf. *$ %$-

20, VII.1.27.
[] M.Bh. on P. I; 1.

WwHl a general prohibition of
every grammatical operation that
presents itself; cf. ĴTirriqRftfcr
tffoj^ta: 1 M.Bh. on P.VI.1.115.

fW^ a presentation of all the
substitutes for all the original ones
indiscriminately; an application in
all cases irrespective of any special
consideration; cf. **mfcf ^^fft^-

% # : M.Bh^on P.
L L 50 Värt, 1 and 12; cf.
M.Bh. on PX1.60,1S& S l
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^ any noun-base irrespec-
tive of any discrimination; cf.

M.Bh. on P. III. 1.11
Värt. 3.

^ a commentary on Nagesa's
Paribhasendusekhara written by a
grammarian of the nineteenth cen-
tury named \ra?OT^or ^Tfä^POTq.
The work is incomplete.
JÎ sriSFf the whole orifice of the
mouth as a place of utterance, as
for example for the vowel 3?; cf.
^ S ^ I ^ R ^ ^ ^ ^ f ö r I M.Bh. on
P. I. 1.9 Värt. 2.

% spelt as ^ i % 3 also; a
Buddhist grammarian who is beli-
eved to have redacted or revised
the grammar work Durghatvrtti of
Saranadeva.
raWR the personal affixes in gene-
ral pertaining to all the ten lakä-
rasö5£5f§5£ etc., cf. HN
Käs.on PJIL 3.144.

use in all the genders; cf.

the elision of the entire word-
ing instead of the final letter only,
which is prescribed by P. 1.1 * o2,
cf. g: mm 3>p?r m^: ST^TO îqt T̂

fo IMBh. on P. VI. 4.154.
spelt as ^ 1 ^ ^ also, the re-

puted author of the Kätantra
Vyäkarana,, He is believed to have
been a contemporary of the poet
Gunädhya at the S'itavahana court,
and to have revised and redacted
the Kätantra Sütras already exist-
ing for the benefit of his patron.
With him began the Kätantra
school of grammar, the main con-
tribution to which was made by
<|^? who wrote a scholarly gloss
on the Katantra Sütras. For details
sec

lit. ending with all
cases; the term is used as an adje-
ctive of the word Ĥ T̂ r and refers
to a compound which can be dis-
solved by putting the first member
in any case; cf. ^fä*FF

fteflfc M. Bh. on PJ.I.56.
conventional name given

ä
^ g

to the first päda of the eighth
adhyäya of Päiiini's Astädhyayl
which begins with the Sutra ^
I V I I

lit. a group or a class of
words beginning with the word
%4 as the first word in the
list; the term is used in general as
a synonymous term with Sarva-
näman; cf. 58^W§F ĉTrcg ^ ö̂ft̂ q:
Käs. on Pi.1.27.
f̂  a substitute for the entire
wording instead of the final letter
as prescribed by the rule #
P.L1.52; cf. ft^

the grave accent for the
entire word* See

sfprS? final of all those that are
denoted or enumerated; cf.

on f\ 1V.2-67.
•qH r̂lfrf all the constituent members
of which (compound) are subordi-
nated to quite a different word
and not mutually in the manner
of one member to another. The
Bahuvrlhi compound, as contrast-
ed with other compounds* is des-
cribed to be such an one, as all its
members are subordinate in sense
to another word; cf.

Kai on P.VL 3.82.
f^l^^xq^l4 a term used by

the authors of the Käsikä in conne-
ction with the application of a
rule irrespective of all limitations
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and not of any one limitation', cf„

^ P I ; Käs. on P.III. 2.75;cf. also
Käs. onP.II.1.32, III.2.101, VII.
1.38.

inclusive of the notion of
gender; the word is used in con-
nection with the sense of a Präti-
padika or a crude base as
inclusive of the notion of gender
and number; cf, $

I M. Bh. on P. II. 2 24
VSrt 8.

with the notion of number
included in the sense of the base
itself; see flf&ff.

i belonging to the same class of
letters; cf, 3cTT tfsrf: | 3W( osföffi
srrfä: S? ^ mm: 1 % f: 1 Gandra
I. 1. 2.

cognate, homophonic; a letter
belonging to the same technical
category of letters possessing an
identical place of utterance and
internal effort; cf, $ p m w R ^<%
P. 1. L 9. For example, the eigh-
teen varieties of % due to its
short, long and protracted nature
as also due to its accents and
nasalization, are savarna to each
other. The vowels m and ^ are
prescribed to be considered as
Savarna although their place of
utterance differs. The consonants
in each class of consonants are
savarna to one another, but by
the utterance of one, another
cannot be taken except when
the vowel 3 has been applied
to the first. Thus <§ stands
for «ft, 53, 5, s[ and 5. cf*

^ P. 1,1-9 and g
: P. I . 1. 69.

taking or including the
cognate letters; a convention of

grammarians to understand by the
utterance of a vowel like sr, "% or 3
all the IH types of it which are
looked upon as cognate ( r̂qof ),
as also to understand all the five
consonants of a class by the utter-
ance of the first-consonant with 3
added to it; e. g. f denoting all
the five consonants ^, *J, 5, ^ and
«?; cf. ajg^cpircq ^TSRq r̂P J . T.69.

the lengthened form of a
vowel which is substituted for two
cognate vowels coming near each
other; cf. <^: gs[8} 3$:. P. VI.
1. 101.

of the same kind; having
the same accent.

% % with the suitable case-affix
added; cf. J
M. Bh. in Ahnika 1.

possessed of the same number
ife or f |^?( ; cf, f^r\:

Bh. on P. II. 2. 24 Värt. 8.
having got an identical place

of utterance; the word is much
used in the Prätisäkhya works; cf.

£ ftmt ^rf^ R. Pr. XIII. 5.
more sasthäna L e. nearer

among those that have the same
sthäna or place of production; cf.

f % t M.
Bh. on P. I. 1.48 Värt. 3.

lit. connected with a vowel;
the term is used in connection
with a consonant as connected
with a vowel for purposes of
syllabication, the vowel being
either the previous one or the
succeeding one.

going together; occurring
together; e. g. f̂ W^T §t; ( where
q̂T is taken as the preposition qu
and not the pronoun q<[ which is
the fern, base of m on account of
the paribhäsä SC3l^
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TO); cf. Pari.Sek.Pari.103.
the same as 2^TT^^T5the de-

sire to put quite closely with each
other; cf. ^ ^ T ^ W s : i JpTli;-
WPn^Pt&T ^IT^^H, M. Bh on P.
I . 2.64 Värt 19, I . 2.105 Värt. 5.

gff simultaneous expression of
words as found in the Dvandva
compound; cf. ^xfrT 5?£: Hem.
III . 1.117.

a rule or a topic concerning
number; cf. qfä cffit ^

t
M. Bh. on P. II. 2 24 Värt. 8,9.

a student of Ö5[f^r; the
word occurs in the Mähäbhäsya
along with ^Tffi^T^F, and it may
therefore mean a student of the
stupendous work named the Sam-
graha of sqrfk which is believed
to have consisted of small num-
erous sütralike assertions, with
an exhaustive gloss thereon. See

lit, placed as a deposit,
i.e. without any special purpose
for the time being; the word is
used in connection with a word
in a rule which apparently is
superfluous; cf. efert^pi^if srfan&fl
fäg3 arag; M. Bh. on P. VII. 1.81;
cf. also M. Bh, on III . 2.107, VI.
1.8; VII. 2.86.

(1) what is actually expre-
ssed .or found in the context; cf.

fä ^ .m Bh. on
P. VI. 1.177 Värt 1; (2) original,
found in the original context or
Prakrti; cf. sisnffä Sfnchfr w *r{%
pnft *m SJTH: mzm f%*& T. Pr. II .
6; (3) of the present time; cf.
Purus. Pari. 15.

original, as belonging to the
Samhitapatha of the SGtras and
not introduced for some additional
purpose without forming a part

of the actual affix; cf. sn^^

M. Bh. on P. IV. 4.9.
together with the affix ^w%

which is inserted in a pronoun
after its last vowel; cf.

M, Bh. on P. VII. 2.107; cf. also
fäT; ^ : I ^ T ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ : | Käs.
on P. VII. 2.108.

^ possessed of an expectancy
in meaning; cf. ^ i

on P. I I I . 2.114.
possessed of the augment; cf,

T̂POT=F>Rf Î̂ T̂ T̂ cRT̂ IT.* M. Bh. on
P, I. 1.20 Värt. 53 also on P. I.
1.46; cf. also the verse
«päTJpRq TO: I ^
îqq^% I quoted in the Mahabhä-

sya to support the view that aug-
ments are^not inserted, but a
word with an augment replaces
a word withoutjthat augment; cf.
M. Bh, on P. I . 1.20 Värt 5.

(1) tad. affix in the sense of
entirety with respect to the occu-
rrence of a thing where it was
not before, e. g. ^Wl^rfcf ^°1^ ,
snStel^ ŝrf& cf. P. V. 4.52, 53;
(2) tad.ajfEx in the sense of 'hand-
ing over' or ^entrusting*; e.g.tfsrcn^

% ®mm\^ ^ricr, cf. P- V. 4.55.
of a substantive, belonging

to the objectj cf.
8

Nir* VI. 16.
instrument of an activity; c*.

S$fity *FRSTi9t €TW T̂ft M. Bh. on
L L42; cf. also m^ f%4€4 wa^m
ŝicftßr ^rasqi^M. Bh, on I . 4.23.

See the word mi^a above*
l3KW most efficient in the accom-

plishment of an action; thekäraka
called Karana; cf. *flW'
P* I» 4.42* Sec the word
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the same as ^iw^ or
which see above; cf.̂ n^R ^f^
föqTWCTSra^lW: M. Bh. on P. I .
3. L Vart. 1; cf. also «£? sng:
KF&R 3 ^ q r̂î q^QT and its oppo-
site maxim also, 55 ^Iproflbl sp&
qsffiap^R M. Bh. on P. VI. 1.135.
Värt. 9. cf. also Siradeva pari. 128,
129.

common, conveying a com-
mon notion; cf. "̂ IWT̂ T̂ RTFf ^2

Nir I I . 13.
a scholar of grammar who

was a pupil of Hlf^tf^R and
who wrote a short work on
grammar named ^frfi^fRR.

% nasalized; uttered partly
hthrough the nose; cf.

sp M. Bh. on
P. VI. 1.67.

or ^ffi;*?^ an affix or a root
or the like, to which a mute letter
has been attached; cf. fö^g^^oj

snOT WW{ Par. Sek. Pari.81.
an injunction accompanied

by a rule or rules of exception. It
is a convention that an injunctive
rule gets its sense completed when
prohibitions or exceptions to it
have been fully considered; hence
the convention runs, $F=J>̂J cfFföT̂ -
fä«s$ cTcT 3^TOt#RI% I Par. Sek-
Pari 63; cf. also «TWR3J: 3 fäfasq
3 ^ < ^ r ^ ; M. Bh. on P. IV. 3.
155, VI. 2. 177; VIII . 1. 68.
^ with an expectancy in sense;
although in grammar expectancy
is at the root of, and forms a sort
of a connecting link for, the
various kinds of relations which
exist between the different words
of a sentence which has to give a
composite sense, yet, if a word
outside a compound is connect-
ed with a word inside a com4
pound, especially with a secionq

50

or further member, the sense
becomes ambiguous; and expect-
ancy in such cases is looked
upon as a fault; e, g. awfägfäsRT ft
l?$%\\ Raghu XI. When, however,
in spite of the fault of expectancy
the sense is clear, the compound
is admissible; cf. ^ f ö f frf

M. Bh.
on P II.1.1; cf. also the expression
f ^ : often used by

commentators.
prescribed in the seventh

chapter or Adhyäya of the Astä-
dhyäyi; cf.^Tm^ an^Tl^rflf ä

l M.Bh. on P.VI.4.62,
$ 5p tfl^t *rt¥*m \ M.Bh.
onP.VI.1.70.

furnished with T̂T̂ I or object;
a transitive root;the term is used in
the Säkatäyana, Haimacandra and
Cändra grammars; cf. Candra
1.4.100, Hema. III.3.2I, Sakat.
IV. 3.55.

together with the reduplica-
tive syllable; cf. OTt flT^T^ P-
VIII . 4. 21.

the case-ending(3n^) of the geni-
tive plural with the augment ^
prefixed; cfl WH 3TRSR" P.VII. 1.33.

an anonymous ancient
work of the type of thePrätisakhya
works dealing with the euphonic
changes and accents in the pada-
pätha of the Sämaveda.

equalization of tones; cf.

lit. capacity of a word to
express its sense; the word is, how-
ever, used rathejr technically, as
derived from €*?4, in the sense of
compositeiiess; cf. cfsr ^T^ffer:
3TOT 3T ̂ T^%l M.Eh.on P J L 1.1.
See m% above. The word is also
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used in the sense of'conformity in
sense5 or 'connectedness*; cf. 5g*Jt:

P-VIII. 3.41; cf. also 3 W :
R. T. 10'5; cf, also R. T. 98

and 130.

name of a Saradhi or eupho-
nic change of the type of the
vowels 3T, % and Z being lengthen-
ed in some specified cases chiefly
for the sake of music ( wm ) or
metre. This lengthening is given
the name cgr% in the Ek Präti-
säkhya; cf- 0t§

: I R. Pr.VII.l.

^ name of a Präti-
säkhya work on Sämaveda. It is
probable that there were some
Prätisäkhya works written dealing
with the different branches or
Säkhäs of the Sämaveda, as could
be inferred from indirect references
to such works. For instance in
the Mahabhasya there is a passage

which reftrs to such wor-
ks* At present, however, one such
wort common to the several
branches of the Sämaveda,, called
Rktantra is available, and it is
called Sämaveda Prätisäkhya. It
is believed to have been written
by sfcertSr and revised by

standing in apposition;
the word is used many times in its
literal sense ' haying the same
substratum/ For instance, in q£
R̂ffcT ̂ [xf:, the personal ending ffr

and ^ ^ T T are said to be H^RTT^RC
The Samanadhikarana words are
put in the same case although, the
gender and number sometimes
differ. See the word WRI^FROT.

lit. resemblance In any one
or many respects* In the Nirukta
the word is used J n the sense of

resemblance between the word to
be derived, and any form of a root;
the term refers there to gramma-
tical resemblance and may there-
fore mean grammatical considera-
tion in general; cf.

fe Nir.IIJ.
mention of a term in

n
such a general way as would
include some varieties or specific
forms of it to which the expres-
sion put is common; e. g. the
word SITS. (fcm. affix) for the
affixes z\% ^ and =3ii?; cf. $ R R -
^oipfr 0MR: M.Bh. on P.III. 1.30;
cf. also «B̂ rar̂ rfr: ^TOr^|uijsf: p. m ,
1.43 V5rt" l .

% the preservationp
of the inclusion of two or more
terms by such a wording as is
common to those two or more
terms; e, g. ^t for §=?«[, ̂ X a n d

for SN, 5T^ and ^1% cf.

qs I M. Bh. on P. I l l , 1.83
"Van. 7. The phrase 'En'n̂ OTpiT-
fif^Tcn«? is very frequently used in
the Kasikävrtti.

:fJfj^iTl%^t| future tense in gene-
ral ; the general future tense ex-
pressed by the verb-endings sub-
stituted for OK:. There is also the
term gc^fif1^ or ^ ^ C T T used in
the same sense; cf. S^Sfa ^ | *[jsr

Käs. on P. I I I . 3.13.
% the relationship bet-

ween the general and the particu-
Iar? which forms the basis of the
type of apaväda which is ex-
plained by the analogy of ŝfrft-
l%<qrqiq; the word also refers
to the method followed by the
Sütras of P<mini, or any treatise
of grammar for the matter of
that, where a general rule is
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prescribed and, for the sake of
definiteneess some specific rules
laying down exceptions, are given
afterwards: cf. f ^ ^

J
M. BhB Ahnik L

a general rule, a rule
laid down in general which is
restricted by special rules after-
wards; cf. ^T^%^^ q f t ^ T̂PTT̂ -
frftsrcq fifcraftf^R M. Bh. on P. II .
1.24 Värt. 5, cf. also M. Bh, on
III.1.94, III . 2.77 etc.

fä^ extended application of
a thing to others in general; cf.

(3.3,932)
Pari. 101.

J>äri. Sek.

^ m name given to the
Paribhäsä ^RF l̂fcfĉ r f^Rfcfesi:
Pari. Sekh Pari. 101 •

WIP̂ TN̂ T refering only to a general
thing indicated, and not to any
specific instances. The word is
used in connection with a jSa-
pana or indication drawn from
the wording of a rule, which is
taken to apply in general to kind-
red things and rarely to specific
things; cf. I^ =3 W F ^ m 111%
^n&iiFT 35gcq%: | Pari. Sek. on
Pari. 50.

WPni^T^FJ denotation of the gen-
us factor of a word, as contrasted
with ssqjfasnrf denotation of- the
individual object; cf.

M. Bh, on P. I. 2.
58 Värt 7.

pertaining to a compound;
found inside a compound; cf.

'- I M.Bh.
on P. VII. 1.1; cf. also

etc. Par. Sek. on Pari. 56.

j name given to tad. affixes
prescribed in the sense of collec-
tion ( gjj5 ) by the rule m® ̂ 5 :
and the following ones; P.IV.2.37.
to 51.

similarity, homogeneity: descri-
bed to be of two kinds» in words
and in sense; cf. f% gp: ^l^T: ^F2*

: M. Bh. on
P. I. 3. 10 Värt 3; cf. also

d t e . P r X X I V , 5.
the celebrated Vedic

scholar and grammarian of Vijayä-
nagar who flourished in the 14th
century and wrote, besides the
monumental commentary works
on the Vedas, a grammatical work
on roots and their forms known
by the name rtT STg|i%. As the
colophon of the work shows, the
Dhätuvrtti was written by Säyanä-
cärya, but published under the
name of Mädhava, the brother of
Säyanacärya; cf. ^

f ^fT3f€T...Mädhaviyä Dhä-
tuvrtti at the end; cf also ^

1 &w$m w
^ Mäd. Dhätuvrtti

at the beginning.
^ name of a grammarian,

the writer of ag«R!T̂ lTOTâ 3R&3T5.
^fä name of a commentary

byjagannätha on the Särasvata
grammar,

f name of a grammar workg
written by Kavicandra.

the same as
See §

name of a grammar work
which was once very popular on
account of its brevity, believed to
have been written in the sutra
form by an ancient grammarian
named Narendra who is said to

composed 700
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the inspiration of Sarasvati. The
exposition of these Sütras by a
reputed grammarian named Anu-
bhütisvarapäcärya who possibly
flourished in the thirteenth century
A. D.? is known by the name

which has remained as
a text book on grammar to the
present day in some parts of
India. This ST%3T is popularly
known as ^^EWffiW. The techni-
cal terms in this grammar are the
current popular ones.

fN name in general given
to commentary works on the Säras-
vata Vyäkarana out of which those
written by Rämanaräyana, Satya-
prabodha, Ksemamkara, Jagan-
nätha and Mahidhara are known
to scholars.

R a grammar work of
the Särasvata school written by
Dayaratna in explanation of the
technical rules giving conventions
and maxims.

the popular name
given to the gloss by Anubhuti-
svarüpäcärya on Narendra's gram-
mar rules. See WiWffi above.

see ̂ R^CT2T^T above,
a critical gloss on the

Särasvata grammar by a gramma-
rian named Käsinätha.

see above.
a work giving a short sub-

stance of the Särasvata Vyäkarana
with a commentary named Mita-
ksarl on the same by Harideva*

a work on the
Särasvata Vyäkarana by a gra-
mmarian named Ramasrama«

a work on the
Särasvata Vyäkarana by Süraskhha.

or an in-
dependent treatise on

by Näräyar»a Vandyopadhyäya.
name of a commentary

on Nagesa's Paribhasendusekhara
written by «n^T^fi 31^1,the stalwart
grammarian of the nineteenth cen-
tury at Väränasi.

lit, possessed of sense; signifi-
cant, as contrasted with f^/fe; cf.

3T«hrr; Rk. Präti. XIII . 9.
'^ denoting tiniCj irrespective

of its divisions such as the past,
the present and the future; e. g.
the krt affixes prescribed by rules
before P. I l l 2.84; cf. SRT- ̂ T%n%̂ T

i: Käs. on P. III . 2. 83.
a term used in Pänini's gra-g g

mmar for affixes applied to verbs,
such as the personal endings and
those krt affixes which are marked
with the mute letter T̂; cf. fclf-

^ P . HI, 4. 113. The
term was taken into his grammar
by Pänini from ancient grammar
works and thence in their gra-
mmars by other grammarians; cf.

l Trilok-com. on
Kät. III . 1.34, The term 3l%<pF/[
also was used by ancient gra-
mmarians before Pänini; cf.

KBL on P. VII. 3.95.
lq l̂Til̂ Fi lit* pertaining to pronouns;
the term is used in connection
with rules or operations concern-
ing exclusively the pronouns; cf.

k ^ Kat. IL 1.33.
a grammarian of the eighte-

enth century who wrote a very
brief critical work on compounds
named OTf^fcfT^.

$f%?fl̂ % ;̂ pertaining to all cases,
L e. prescribed to convey the sense
of all case affixes; the term is o>
mmonly used by commentators
with reference to the tad. 0
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^prescribed by the rule S
q'5=Ep̂ R3T%: and the Värttika cfl%-
JWJ5t sn^nftC«! 3TO^R^ thereon; cf.
P. V. 4.44 and Värt. 1.

H33H3T possessed of scope for its
application as contrasted with
f̂ KWISi; a term used in connection
with a rule which has got its app-
lication to some cases without
conflict with any other rule; cf.

\ M. Bh. on P.I.1.3 Värt. 6.
the quality of being cognate

or allied; see the word ^m*h above.
together with avyaya or ind-

eclinable; cf.^TWtf ^l^A 3FRR.I 3%:
TOfä I 3 $ : <TSfä I M. Bh- on P, II .
1. 1. Värt 9„

presence together, mention
together, association; this %1^A
is many times of use in cases of
doubt regarding the meaning of
a word or the choice of a word
in a particular sense; cf- 3TW

f | M. Bh, on P.
I.I. 70, I 2. 27; cf.

P. I. 2. 51 Värt. 3.
1 ( 1 ) personal ending ( ^ of the
sec. pers. sing.; cf. fcRTferf^5^-
. .qf|s P.III.4.78; ( 2 ) Unädi affix
f̂RT ( fir ) cf. gl^fsßsfäs^: fw: Un.
I I I . 155.

fST^^U^^JW the analogy of the
backward look peculiar to a lion,
who, as he advances, does always
look ba,ck at the ground covered.
The word k used in grammar
with reference to a word taken
back from a rule to the preceding
rule which technically is called

m^fo Käs. on PJII.3.49.
one of the substitutes ( H ) for

the general sign fe of the aorist
tense ( §SI ) j cf. fS

III. 1.43, 44.
name given by convention

to the second päda of the seventh
adhyäya of PäninFs Astädhyäyi as
the päda begins with the sütra
ÄfeÄ ftftg. P. VIL2. L

an affix marked with the mute
letter ^signifying the designation
q^ for the preceding base to which
that affix has been added; for
examples where such affixes are
noticed, see the words SR^SJ:,

t̂ffrg:, wiSw;, qr&t; cf. i%% ^ P.
I. 4. 16.
^ (1) established; the term is used
in the sense of fä^or eternal in the
Värttika fä§f ^ ] 4 ^ % where, as
Patanjali has observed, the word
fej meaning ftsq has been purpo-
sely put in to ma.rk an auspicious
beginning of the
which commences with that Vär-
ttika j cf.5TIf|%^ 37M t̂ fl?cT: ^ n ^

^ ^ M.Bh.on
Ähnika 1; (2) established, proved,
formed; the word is many times
used in this sense in the Maha-
bhäsya, as also in the Varttikas
especially when a reply is to be
given to an objection; cf. P.I. 1.3
Värt. 17, I . 1.4. Värt. 6; I. 1. 5,
Värt5,LL9 Värt. 2 etc.

J^ the chapter or portion of
Pänini's grammar which is valid
to the rules inside that portion, as
also to the rules enumerated after
it. The word is used in connection
with the first seven chapters and a
quarter of the eighth chapter of
Pänini's Astädhyayi} as contrasted
with the last three quarters called
fäqrcf, the rules in which are
not valid to any rule in the prece-
ding portion, called by the name
^TOflMFiT or mi$ ais also to a,uy
preceding rule in the Tripädr it-
self; cf. ^NlftW^P- VIII.24^ *
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an ancient Jain sage who
is believed to have written an ori-
ginal work on grammar.

f^rgSTSS^ a title given to his gra-
mmar by Hemacandra himself,
which subsequently. came to be
called I^^^Tg t̂T^R or t^5*^^*
For details see ^ R ? j .

f̂ SEFcT established tenet or principle
or conclusion, in the standard
works of the different Shästras.

g a critical and scholarly
commentary on the Sutras of
"Pänini, in which the several Sütras
are arranged topicwise and fully
explained with examples and
counter examples. The work is
exhaustive, yet not voluminous,
difficult yet popular, and critical
yet lucid. The -work is next in
importance to the Mahäbhäsya in
the system of Pänini, and its study
prepares the way for understand-
ing the Mahäbhäsya It is prescri-
bed for study in the courses of
Vyakara^a at every academy and
Pätha^älä and is expected to be
committed to memory by students
who want to be thorough scholars of
Vyäkarana.By virtue of its metho-
dical treatment it has thrown into
the back-ground all kindred works
and glosses or Vrttis on the Sutras
of Pänini. It is arranged into two
halves, the first half dealing with
seven topics ( 1 ) foiqft*n% { 2 )
qsscreffö, ( 3 ) q f̂eif, ( 4 ) sfows?,
( 5 ) ^\i% ( 6 ) OTTO, ( 7 ) gfecr,
and the latter half dealing with
five topics, ( 1 ) wi°ft, ( 2 ) s r^ l -
sn%**T ( 3 ) f <̂ cr ( 4 ) I M ? and
( 5 ) ^pt. The author ^ft^Rifef has
himself written a scholarly gloss
on it called sfen̂ TOiT on which,
his grandson, Hari Dlksita has
written a learned commentary

or simplenamed p
The Siddhäntakautnudl has got
a large number of commentaries
on it out of which, the commenta-
ries srfefffiTWT, sn^JRtelT, (by qfT^

% and
are read by almost every true
scholar of Vyäkarana. Besides
these four, there are a dozen or
more commentaries some of
which can be given below with
their names and authors ( 1 ) gtfr-
f by «RfBOiärft, ( 2 ) gqt$Fft "by

f ( 3 ) ^ ^ ^ m . by « ,
( 4 ) sfTo5£RT̂ T by SR^qfecf, ( 5 )
t^TWffeSFcftl^ by rfî spo ,̂ (6 )

?, by f̂ ffl(«r ( 7 ) q^ i^^^J^-
by imw% ( 8 ) SR55T by cfRT-

t T by "Ri^^^lOfi
by ^ # £ 1 % , (11
by fäWciH (12)

by I ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ i and (13) 5r̂ ra by
ät̂ iq r̂fecf. Although the real name
of the work is %qî ârrf%^T^^15 r̂,
as given by the author, still popu-
larly the work is well known by
the name fir^FcT^ifCL The work
has got two abridged forms> the
MadhyakaumudI and the Laghu-
kaumudl both written by Varada-

ja^ the pupil of Bhattoji Dlksita.
^ f a small

gloss on Bhattojfs Siddhantakau-
mudi, explaining its difficult lines
ani passages, written by a
grammarian named ^^c f lRFl .

^ ^ explanatory
lwork, discussing the difficult sen*

tences and passages of the Siddfaa-
ntakaumudf, written by a gra-
mmarian named Ramakrsna»

a gloss on the Sarasvafr
i

g
sütra written by a grammarian
named Jinacandra*

name of a commen-St0

tary on the Kätantraparüista by
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Sivarätnacakravartin.
an independent work
b

p
on grammar believed to have been
written by Devanandin.

i a term used in connection
with the writer himself of a trea-
tise when he gives a reply to the
objections, raised by himself or
quoted from others,the t e rm^%
being used for the objector.
% formation of a word; establish-
ment of the correct view after the
removal of the objection; e. g.

%1% rfft
^ the personal ending ( ftr ) of
the second person singular
sfocf̂ t ) substituted for the affix
of the ten tenses and moods
f i and others; cf. P.III.4,78;A (2)
Vikarana affix 5 added to a root
before the affixes of ̂  or Vedic
Subjunctive.

a technical term used in the
Väjasaneyi-Pratisäkhya for the first
eight vowels of the alphabet, viz.
3T* 3CT, %, i7 3", 9», m and %£; cf.
feRTfen^ "̂OTfn̂ V. Pr., 1.44.

^ J 5 ^ augment e?5, prefixed to the
personal affixes which are sub-
stituted for the f̂ F affixes in the
Ätmanepada; e. g. q% M R̂TR, cf.
P. III. 4.102.

a prominent grammarian of
the Eastern part of India who
lived in the twelfth century A. D.
He was a very sound scholar of

% Panini's grammar who wrote a
few glosses on prominent works
in the system. His Paribhasävrtti
is a masterly independent treatise
among the recognised works
on the Paribhäsäs in which he has
quoted very profusely from the
works of his predecessors, such as
the Käsikä, Nyäsa, Anunyäsa and
others» The reputed scholar

Maitreya Raksita is more often
quoted than others.
(1) case affix ( 3 ) of the nomina- "
tive singular and ( § ) of the
locative plural; cf. P. IV. 1.2;
(2) Unadi affix § ( 35 ) applied
to the roots 5^; e.g. I§ : cf. %m ^§:
Unädi 437.

augment gf added according
to some grammarians to any
word optionally with STĝ , which
is prescribed in the case of the
words 3p$, f*, gfrc and ĉfoj before
the affix spq̂  ( q ) in the sense of
desire, e. g. Ĵ%^%, W§W\% etc.
cf. P. VII. 1 51 Värttika.

(1) tad. affix 5 applied to %
% ^31 a a ( i to ^ optionally, in
the sense of c repetition of the
activity' e* g. ß[: r̂fcT etc. cf. Käs.
on P .V. 4. 18, 19; (2)
affix 5, see § above.

a grammarian who wrote
a small treatise on genders named

(1) short term ( OT5R ) for the
first five case-affixes which are
called *NRTSR$TR also, when they
pertain to the masculine or the
feminine gender; cf. lg ; g l
LI.43; (2).augment^ prefixed to
the root f> and to the root 3» when
preceded by certain prepositions
and as seen in the words l^sg^
and ochers as also in the worjs

and words in the
class of words headed by qH£3R,
under certain conditions; cf. P.
VI. 1.135-57; (3) augment 5
prefixed to the case-affix srp^
after a pronoun; e.g. ^afan^cf.
P. VII. 1.52; (4) augment ^ pre-
fixed to the consonant 5 or 3
pertaining to föK? affixes, e. g.
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rfTS cf. P. HI. 4.107.

an anonymous commentary
on the Siddhantakaumudi of
Bhattoji Diksita.

^ (1) locative case affix g; (2)
short term for case-affixes, as
formed by the syllable g (the
nom. sing, affix) at the beginning
and the final consonant^ ofgq^,
the locative plural case-affix in
the rule ^ R ^ \ . . . 3 % g 5 P. IV.
L2. These case affixes are called
* vibhakti' also. These gq; affixes
are elided after an indeclinable
word; cf. 3^W3F§q: P. II. 4.82;
in Veda % \a ( tr )9 qr? ^ j , WT, *ffl
and STIÖS as seen, are substituted for
these case affixes, which some-
times are even dropped or assimi-
lated with the previous vowel of
the base; e. g. *Fg qp«n:, ^lt ^^
etc, cf« P. VIL 1.39. These case-
affixes are as a rule, grave-accent-
ed (̂ Fg^N) excepting in such cases
as are mentioned in P. VI. 1. 166
to 184 and 191.

an independent work
on grammar written by a &cholar
of grammar named q̂ FfR, who
flourished in Mithila in the fif-
teenth century A. D.

a commentary
written by a scholar of grammar
named fäpagftpr on the Supadma-
vyäkarana, which see above»

a treatise written by
a grammarian named
on the gpwŝ lWTj which see below.

a commentary
by a grammarian named f̂ jgflpjr,
on the §q<3iOTlSRra$ which see
above.

to
a popular name given

a compound formed of two
nouns, which cannot be ordinarily
explained by the rules of grammar

laid down in definite terms by
Pänini in II. 1.51 to H. 2.29. These
so called irregular compounds are
explained as formed in accord-
ance with the rule ^ gqj II . 1.4
wherein the word q^ ^presents it«
self by $rpT% from §̂ FrfNcT q̂ Tffĉ
mi II. 1. 2, the rule 55 gqj as a
result being explained as gq gqj
flf W^cT. As these compounds
cannot be put under the topics
of sq f̂mT^1, cfcgw and others
mentioned by Pänini in II. 1.5
to II. 2.29 they are called ^

or %

name given to a word formed
with the addition of a case-affix
and hence capable of being used
in a sentence by virtue of its being
called a q^ by the rule g% ?̂cf q ^
The ancient grammarians gave
four kinds of words or padas viz.
3T*?, SfTWcT;» ^ q ^ and %TcT which
Pänini has brought under two
heads g«RI including ^F
ftqicT and f̂ f̂ cf standing for
cf. gft^f q ^ P . I. 4, 14.

i name given to (1) a com-
mentary on the SiddhäDtakaumudi
by Krsnamaunin or Jayakrsna-
maunin; (2) a commentary on the
Särasvata Vyakarana by Amrta-
bharatl; (3) a commentary on the
Särasvata Vyakarana by Gandra-
kirti.

a root formed from a noun or
a subanta by the addition of any of
the following affixes—• ^ F ^ ( by P.
III . 1.8, 10 and 19), «Brwjf (by
P.III. 1.9), mt (by P. III.U1,12
and 1448), ^ (by P.III.1.13),iJ|f
(by P HI. 1.20), #ff (by PJIL1.21
and 25) and q$ (by PJIIJ.27)and
also by r%^ or zero affix by P.
H I . U 1 Värttika 3. All these
formations ending with the affixes
mentioned above are termed roots
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by the rule €R"GFclT srra*r: (P-III. 1.
32) and are regularly conjugated
in all the ten tenses and moods
with the general conjugational sign
301 added to them in the conjuga-
tional tenses, and ?q, en*} and others
in the other tenses and moods,
and have verbal derivatives also
formed by the addition of suitable
kit affixes.

name of a commentary
written by a Southern gramma-
rian T%Ws2 on Bhattojt's Siddhänta-
kaumudi.

a short pithy assertion laying
down something in a scientific
treatise; aphorism; the word is
sometimes used in a collective
sense in the singular, referring to
the whole collection of Sütras or
rules; cf. sqpFTO g^q; M. Bh. on
Ähnika L The term is defined as

=3 W i&ffiX % : . There are
given generally six kinds of Sutras
viz.

and r; cf. also

|| Com. ou Kät.

the original writer of the
sütras; e. g. «rrPlft, STTOSFR, 31%$^,
^^Fg and others. In Pänini's sys-
tem, Pänini is called Sütrakära3 as
contrasted with Katyayana,who is
called the Värttikakära and Patanj-
ali,who is called the Bhäsyakära ;cf.

M.Bh. onP.II 2.1.1.
the text of Pänini's Sutras

handed down by oral tradition
from the preceptor to the pupil«
Although it is said that the actual
text of Pänini was modified from
time to time, still it can be said
with certainty that it was fixed at
the time of the Bhäsyakära who
has noted a few different readings

51

only, The Sutra text approved by
the Bhäsyakära was followed by the
authors of the Käsikä excepting in
a few cases. It is customary with
learned Pandits and grammarians
to say that the recital of the Sutras
of Pänini was originally a continu-
ous one in the form of a Sarhhitä-
text and it was later on, that it
was split up into the different
Sutras, which explains according
to them the variation in the
number of Sütras which is due to
the different ways of splitting the
Sütrapätha.
^ (1) splitting up of a gramma-

tical rule ( %m%TFT); (2) change
in the wording of a rule; cf. ^ o;s(

M. Bh. on Siva Sütra 2 Värt. 5.
reference to something

as present, when, in fact, it is yet
to come into existence,on the ana-
logy of the expression

; cf. vntMt Ö3 W
$ I M. Bh. on P. I. 3. 12
Värt. 2.

the place of the articulation or
production of the sound «[.

name of the famous com-
mentator on Purusottamadeva's
Bhäsävrtti,who lived in the fifteenth
century A.D.

f̂ (1) one of the several affixes found
in Veda in the sense of gsn^ ( gq̂  of
the infinitive); e.g. f%*R:; cf.
Pan, III. 4,9; (2) personal-ending
substituted for «TT̂ in the pres.,
perfect, and other tenses; cf. mm
% P. III . 4. 80.

%R̂  together with the augment ' it *
prescribed in general for being
prefixed to an Ärdhadhätuka affix
beginning with any consonant
except 5. The word is also used
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in the sense of a root which allows
the augment ^ ( 5 ) to be prefixed
to valadi Ärdhadhätuka affixes
placed after it, in contrast with
sqch roots which do not allow it
and hence which are termed

possessed of the augment
%See

j ? name of a commentary on
Bopadeva's Mugdhabodha Gra-
mmar written by a grammarian
named Gangädhara*

one of the several affixes found
in Veda in the sense of the infini-
tive affix sjn; e.g. t $ m\^f cf. P.
III.4.9.

name of an ancient grammar-
ian quoted by Pänini in the rule

^ . 4*112.
tad, affix %T£ prescribed in the

sense of e milk % optionally along
with the affixes ^ and *r<fa after

the word 3?ft; e, g. 3?feffS^ cf»
3?itf% Ste^OTfaFi: P. IV. 2. 36.
Värt. 5.

together with a preposition
) prefixed; the term is used

in connection with a root to
which a preposition such as Jf,
etc. has been prefixed; cf.
srft I qftwih ^ * k r ^ t % M. Bh.
on P. I. lf44.

? name of the writer of
a gloss named f l^Fq^ on the
Taittirlya Pratisakhya.

a Jain Grammarian, the
writer of a gloss on the commen-
tary Jainendra Vyäkarana named

by the author, who
was a resident of the Deccan and
lived in a village named Arjurika
( called wsR to-day ) near Kolha-
pur in the twelfth century.
TOira;^ a modern grammarian of
the nineteenth century who wrote
a short grammatical work as a

hand-book for scholars who as-
pired to be poets. The work was
C a l l e d cf51rEP.THT57orillTrXT

accompanied by a rush of
breath. The word is taken to
apply to the second and fourth
consonants which are produced
by the rush of unintonated breath
through the open mouth like
steam through a pipe; the second
and fourth class consonants; cf,

. R. T. 16.

belonging to the sutra; found
in the sütra as contrasted with
what is given elsewhere; cf. ?!f

or sfNf <g&m etc. cf. also
: M. Bh. on P. III . 2.139,

III . 4.60, 64, IV. 2,64 etc.

fRPI name of a school of ancient
grammarians who composed Vär-
ttikas in explanation of the sütras
of Pänini; cf. €frn*n: qarf% P. III .
2,56 Värt. 1, IV. 1.74 Värt. 1.
cf. Hcl̂ qf ^I^^cR%0T RIE^ M.
Bh. on II. 2.18 Värt. 4.

an ancient grammarian
quoted in the Mahäbhäsya; cf.

M. Bh. on
P. VIII. 2,106 Värt 3-

^ a root of the r̂tf̂ T*T or the
Fifth Conjugation.

a tad. affix in the sense of
collection, added to the words
m, sfsft and gpgf; cf. Värttika on P.
IV. 2.51 quoted in the Käsikä-
vrtti.
a term used for the sibilant 5

and dental class consonants for
the substitution of the sibilant 5
and palatal consonants in respec-
tive order; cf. töt: |RT «r: P.
VIII . 4.40.

(I) the sense of the feminine;
cf. # R R P * IV. 3,3-81 (2) a word
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ending with an affix in the sense
of feminity such as Z}^, grg"vor =W
or #iq, #1^or w\\or the like; cf.
^P%*W IV. 1.120; (3) a vord
in the sense of feminine cf, §fr

P. I. 2.66.
(1) affixes added to the

masculine base of a word to show
the sense of the feminine, such as
SIT in Z]q, 3T<T and =̂ pr and % in ^1^,
^ and # R . See P. IV. 1.3 to
81. (2) name of a section of Bha-
ttojfs Siddhäntakaumudi which
gives the affixes added for the
formation of a feminine base.

1 based upon; the word is pecu-
liarly used in the Prätisäkhya
works in the sense of £ based on '
* belonging to 3 or c made up of;
cf. areqjnföft &>*&£, R. T. 9*, so
also cf. ^ f̂3t 3& R. T. 162.

^ n ^ ? ? T name of an ancient
writer of Prätisäkhya works who
is quoted in the Taittirlya Prä-
tisäkhya cf. T. Pr. XVII. 4.

place of articulation; place of
the production of sound, which
is one of the chief factors in the
production of sound; cf.

3*N TO^FIT^f qssmHC, T.Pr. XXIII.
2. Generally there are given
five places of the production of
sound viz. w , cTIg, f t ^ , r̂T and
3ttS> respectively for the articula-
tion of guttural, palatal cerebral,
dental and labial letters and q#^T
as an additional one for the arti-
culation of the nasal consonants
5» 3> f > 1 and ^ For the Jihvä-
muliya sound ( ^ ), l ^ f l ^ is
given as a specific one. For
details and minor differences of
views, see T. Pr. I l l , R. Pr. 1.18
to 20,R. T. 2-10; V. Pr. L 65 to
m and M. Bh, on Fa I. 1. 9.

(2) place, substratum9 which is
generally understood as the sense
of the genitive case-affix in rules
which prescribe substitutes; cf. ^T

J $ . P. 1.1. 49.
one of the several kinds of

the genitive case when it means
a place or substratum, see the
word

the original word or part
of a word such as a syllable or
two of it or a letter of it, for
which a substitute ( 3:ff̂ T) is
prescribed; cf. ^ € ^
P. 1.1. £6.

similar to the original in
behaviour; cf. ^ ^
P. I. 1.59.

acting like the original. See

behaviour of the substi-
tute like the original in respect of
holding the qualities of the ori-
ginal and causing grammatical
operations by virtue of those
qualities. By means of f̂äcF&FTjthe
substitute fox- a root is,for instance,
looked upon as a root; similarly, a
noun-base or an affix or so, is look-
ed upon like the original and it
can cause such operations or be a
recipient of such operations as are
due to its being a root or a noun
or an affix or the like. This
n̂fJfq̂ T=r cannot be, and is not

made also, a universally applicable
feature; and there are limitations
or restrictions put upon it, the
chief of them being sn^*fl" or in
the matter of such operations as
are caused by 'the property of be-
ing a single letter' (3fi%#f). There
are two views regarding this 'beha-
viour like the original' : (1) suppo-
sed behaviour which is only instru-
mental in causing operations ov
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undergoing them which is called
SJl̂ lTlcfer and (2) actual restoration
to the form of the original under
certain conditions only as prescri-
bed which is called wfcl%31. The
Wfcfetf is actually resorted to by
some grammarians in the case of
the reduplication of roots; cf# Käs.
on ftS^ifa P.I„1.59 and M.Bh. on
PJ.1.59„See the word ^nfcF& also,
For details see Vol. VII p.p. 241-
243, Vyäkarana Mahabhäsya D.E.
Society's Edition.
^ ^ ^ one of the two alter-

native views regarding reduplica-
tion according to which two word-
ings or units of the same form
replace the original single word-
ing, cf. ^ ^ l

r: Siradeva Pari. 68.The other
kind of reduplication is called fi>
Jflforrtt̂ gqcrcj which looks upon re-
duplication as the mere placing of
an exactly similar unit or wording
after the original first unit. This
alternative view is accepted in the
Käsikä;cf. KIs. o n P . V L U .

TprPTm a variety of the genitive case
when it is connected in sense with
the Prätipadika by the relationship
of WR or place, as contrasted with
the relationships of the kind ofTlsR?-
Wfä*M* WRl̂ f̂%vncr and others.
As grammar is a science of words,in
those places where one word is me-
ntioned for another by the use of
the genitive case it should be und-
erstood that the word mentioned
is to be substituted for the other ;cf
the rule of Pänini for that purpose
«*gt OT%*?RT explained by Bhattoji
Dlksita as 3 * T 3 ^ ^ € ^ # ^ T sß!t WT-
^T\ $m; cf. S.K. on PJ.1.49. In
some grammars the sthänin and
ädesa are expressed in the same
case, viz. the nominative case.

FT the relation

the original and the substitute
which is described as of two kinds
(1) supposed and actual;

: Pari„Sek. Pari,
to be established, to be

brought about.
(1) happened, come to pass;

e. g. imz% ?fcf ßc4cr etc.; (2) esta-
blished; remaining intact after the
removal of doubts; cf. vrq f|
f̂ TcRcIc];; (3) remaining unaffected
as referring to 3?Fgĝ ari ;cf.

^ ^ Uvvata on R.Pr.
XIII.••; (4) established or stated in
the Padapätha; cf. $m ^X^^^fb

k, gloss on T. Pr. XX.2.
utterance of a pada or padas

in the Padapatha without f̂cf; the
utterance with %% being called
3;q#*fä; cf. it *RT %^^T5 ^ t^ßt:
R. Pr. XL 15; (2) established prac-
tice or view; cf. 5lFf?̂ W[ ^ ^ ^ ^ T
Tftgr: ( R. Pr. I I . 44.
tad. affix ^ added optionally
with ^>to the word q^ in the sense
of praiseworthy; c. g. Bgffli also

; cf. w4l v&mwi 1 P.V.4.40.
tad.affix ^,added in many tadd-

hita senses, 3*q?q, ̂ lcr ;^» ^11^ and
others mentioned upto P. V. 1st
pada end; e, g\ wi: eff̂ :, cf. # -
jj^ri^jt tfs&fil m^^ IMV.L87.

a word used in the sense of tfa
conflict of two rules' ( $^wfä$^ )
in some grammars such as those
of Jainendra, Säkatäyana and
Hemacandra; cf. Jain, L2.39,5äL
1.1.46 and Hema- VIL4. 119.

a contact consonant; a term
used in connection with the conso-
nants of the five classes, verily
because the karana or the tip of
the tongue touches the place pf
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utterance in the mouth in their
pronunciation; cf. ^T^qi frRTOn1:
wrf: S.K. Samjnäprakarana on
P. VIII. 2.1; cf. alsosri^T: im:
H^%q-s^q3if: R.Pr. 1.78; cf. also
T.PrJ.7.

STST an expression used often by
commentators with reference to a
line or a passage of the text the
meaning of which is clear and no
explanation is necessary.

name of one of the four inter-
nal efforts when the instrument
( 3OT) of articulation fully touches
the sthäna or the place of the
production of sound in the mouth,
See the word $m above; m W&
SPEPT srcfrcr^S.K. on P. VI1I.2.1;
cf. also M.Bh. on P.I.I .9.
T a short technical term used in
thejainendra Vyäkarana instead
of the Ö%37 in Pänini's grammar,

name given to the radical Sabda
which communicates the meaning
to the hearers as different from ^Ff
or the sound in ordinary experien-
ce» The Vaiyakaranas,who followed
Pänini and who were headed by
Bhartt'hari entered into discussions
regarding the philosophy of Gra-
mmar, and introduced by way of
deduction from Pänini's grammar,
an important theory that W%
which communicates the meaning
is different from the sound which
is produced and heard and which
is merely instrumental in the mani-
festation of an internal voice
which is called Sphota^CTRF

$ or f̂ifc: W^{ ^
Väkyapadiya; cf. also

^ * Kai-
yata's Pradipa. For̂  details see
Väkyapadiya I and Sabdakaustu-
bha Ähnika L It is doubtful

this Sphota theory was

advocated before Pänini. The word
T̂SÎ ffi has been put by Päaini in the

rule ^m% %§]zmz\m only inciden-
tally and, in fact, nothing can be
definitely deduced from it although
Haradatta says that TOERTC was
the originator of the %̂FŜfK. The
word ^ite is not actually found in
the Prätisäkhya works. However,
commentators on the Prätisäkhya
works have introduced it in their
explanations of the texts which
describe l̂f?qi% or production of
sound; cf. com. on R.Pr.XIII^
T.Pr. ILL Grammarians have
given various kinds of sphota; cf.

£ 1 fe ^

fssi

ifcT 1 |; cf. also

: i KR:: tl
a small treatise on the

theory of Sphota by a sound
modern scholar of Vyäkarana and
Nyäya, by name Krsnasästri Ärade
who lived in Benaras in the earlier
part of the nineteenth century,

riT a small treatise on the
theory of Sphota written by Jaya-
krsna Mauni of the famous Maunin
family. The author is known as
Krsnabhatta also.

OT1* a work on the
Sphota theory by the famous
grammarian Krsnasesa of the Sesa
family of grammarians,

(1) manifestation of the sense
of a word by the external sound
or dhvani; the same as sphota;
(2) separate or distinct pronuncia-
tion of ^ consonant in a w^y by
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breaking it from the corjunct con-
sonants; cf. ^sA ^w ft^i^q
ütfvm i^mxm % \w\ *n ̂  m \ V.
Pr.IV.165.

name of a work discuss-
ing the nature of Sphota written
by Äpadeva.
(^Tl^ a general name given to

f
g

treatises discussing the nature of
Sphota written by the Vaiyaka-
ranas who defend and establish
the theory of Sphota and by the
Naiyäyikas who criticise the theory.
Famous among these works are
(1) sfcia^ by a stalwart Gramma-
rian KoT}dabhatta> the author of
the Vaiyäkaranabhüsana and (2)
TOS^K by Nägesa, the reputed
grammarian of the eighteenth
century.

^ the doctrine of Sphota,
as advocated by the grammarians
and criticised by others. See the
word 4

(1) name of a short
treatise on the nature of Sphota,
written by a grammarian named
Bharata Misra; (2) name of a
short disquisition on Sphota by
Mandanamisra.

an ancient grammarian
referred to by Pänini in the rule
3T^TO£!Wj P.VI.1.123. Great
grammarians like Haradatta
observe that this OT2]^ was the
first advocate of the Sphota theory
and hence he was nicknamed

cf.

Padama*jari on P. VLU23»
case-ending ^n^ substituted

for the ablative sing, case-affix
placed after pronouns; cf.
WfiwftP.VII. 1.15,16.
ß an authoritative dictum of an
ancient grammarian before the

famous author of the Varttikas;cf.

etc, Siradeva Pari. 68.
case ending ^ substituted foi

the dative sing, case-affix % after
pronouns; cf. *r&Tl¥ ^lP. VII.L14.
(I) case-ending ^ substituted for

the genitive singular case-affix after

bases ending in s?; cf. ST l̂fegT'ft"
=ricWT: P. VII. 1.12; (2) Vikarana
affix ^ placed before the personal
endings of ass and £p£ (the second
future tense and the conditional
mood); cf. sqcTOEft t ^ - p - HI.1.33.

augment sqr affixed to a case*
affix marked with the mute ^ i.e.
% f̂tfj ^ and # of the dat. abl.
gen. and loc. singular after a
pronoun and optionally after
<5?fR and TScTO ending with the
fem» affix 3?r; cf. %k W # t

; cf.
P. VII. 3.114, 115.
^ the Vikaranas headed by the

Vxkarana ^mentioned in PJIL1»
33uptoIII.1.90.
(1) personal-ending of the second

person sing. Ätrnanepada in the
imperative mood; cf. "4W; % \ frefp̂ t
sum i P-III.4.80, 91; (2) a term
used in the sense of ^pfJ3? (belon-
ging to the same class or category)
in the Priti&ikhya works; cC m4:
# R X 2 5 ; cf. also ^ # R# T. 1.
55; ctalso K. Pr.IV.I; andVI. 1; (3)
cognate, the same as mtf defined
by Panioi in | ^ M ^ ^of^ P,
P.1.1.9; the terai is found used in
the Jain grammar works of Jaine-
ndra, Säkatayana and Hemacanda
cf Jain. U .2 3ik- I J . 2 ; Hema,
U . 1 7 .

lit. independent; independ-
ent in activity; the subject or
agent of an action ( ^ ) is defin-
ed as f̂äpsf independent in hi$
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activity, i. e. not depending upon
any one for the same; cf. — •
m P. I. 4. 54.
cfror^RT^IlcTi^r an alternative
view regarding the explanation of
the rule c %$\ 3<W ' P. I. 1. 3 by
taking an additional word jjiRRft
supplied in thesütra. For full ex-
planation see Sabdakaustubha on
P . I . 1.3.

meaning of one's own, as
possessed by a word. In many
compounds especially in the Bahu-
vrlhi compounds the meaning
expressed by the compound word
is quite different from the one
expressed by the constituent words;
cf. ^qsnfä ttffam: I S F ^ T ^ #
M. Bh. on P. II . 1. 69.

the original recital of theVeda;
the Sarhhitäpätha as opposed to
the Padapätha which is looked
upon more or less as artificial.

(1) vowel, as contrasted with a
consonant which never stands by
itself independently. The word ^m
is defined generally ias ^A ^ % %
^RT: ( M. Bh^on pan. The word
$31 is always used in the sense of a
vowel in the Prätisäkhya works;
Pänini however has got the word
3Fg (short term or Pratyähara form-
ed of sr in 's^sqf and ^ at the end
of ^ V f Mähesvara sütra 4 ) al-
ways used for vowels, the term ^
being relegated by him to denote
accents which are also termed %m
in the ancient Pratis'akhyas and
grammars. The number of vowels,
although shown differently in diff-
erent ancient works, is the same,
viz. five simple vowels 3?,?,^, sfl, <$,
and four diphthongs 13;, ̂ ;, aft, and
3TT. These nine, by the addition
of the long varieties of the first
four such as 3TT, i> &, and % are

increased to thirteen and further
to twentytwo by adding the
pluta forms, there being no long
variety for ^ and short one
for the diphthongs. All these
twentytwo varieties have further
subdivisions, made on the crite-
rion of each of them being further
characterized by the properties
33T^ 3̂̂ 1x1 and ^n% and
f^JTfes and ^pm^Fü (2) The
word ^ als 3 means accent, a
property possessed exclusively by
vowels and not by consonants, as
they are entirely dependent on
vowels and can at the most be
said to possess the same accent
as the vowel with which they are
uttered together. The accents
are mentioned to be three; the
acute (3?ra), the grave <%*[^
and the circumflex (̂ n f̂) defined
respectively as sH^wa:, ^1%g^f:
and OTT^R: ̂ ffo: by Pänini (P. I.
2.29, 30,31). The point' whether
griTiR means a combination or
coming together one after another
of the two, or a commixture or
blending of the iwo is critically
discussed in the Mahäbhäsya.
(vide M. Bh. on P. I. 2.31), There
are however two kinds of svarita
mentioned by Pänini and found
actually in use : (a) the indepen-
dent ^rter as possessed by the
word ^r^ (from which possibly
the word f̂̂ cT was formed) and
a few other words as also many
times by the resultant vowel out
of two vowels ( 35Fcf and ^g^M )
combined, and (b) the enclitic
or secondary svarita by which
name, one or more grave vowels
occurring after the udätta, in a
chain, are called; cf. P. VIII, 2.4
VIII. 2.6 and VIII 4.66 and 67.
The topic of accents is fully
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discussed by the authors of the
Prätisäkhyas as also by Pänini.
For details, see R. Pr. III. 1.19;
TJPr. 38-47 V. Pr, I. 108 to 132,
II . 1,65 A. Pr. Adhyäya 1 pädas
1,2,3 and Rk. Tantra 51-66;
see also Kaiyata on P. I. 2.29;
(3) The word ^R is used also in
the sense of a musical tone. This
meaning arose out of the second
meaning * accent' which itself
arose fiom the first viz. cvoweF,
and it is fully discussed in works
explanatory of the chanting of
Sämas. Patanjali has given seven
subdivisions of accents which may
be at the origin of the seven
musical notes. See €fR^ above.

a word or Prätipadika
which is exactly similar to a
single vowel such as 3 or 3?r or
IT and£ the like; such words are
to be looked upon as Avyayas
and the case-affixes after them
are dropped when they are used,
cf.

a vowel part; appearance
of a consonant as a vowel; the
character of a vowel borne by a
consonant. Many times a semi-
vowel which consists of one letter
has to be divided especially for
purposes of metre, as also for
accentuation into two letters or
rather, has to be turned into two
letters by inserting a vowel before
it or after it, for instance % is to
be turned into ^ e. g, in f ^ r ^
qsrwl, while £ or \w> is to be turned
into jsp as for instance in €fif f^
which is to be uttered as ^\m ft
fäfl[, This prefixing or suffixing
of a vowel is called ^R*n%; cf„

1 I sî faRT ( R. Pr. I, 32.35; cf.
also * mil «wr%%
VI. 35; cf. also \w^

\ R. Pr.
VI. 46. In Panini's grammar,
however, the word 3F3*TT%, which
means the same5 is used for
c f , SfFTcT sft c[j

vii |
K. on VI. 1.101.

differing in the matter of
accent; words so differing are
practically looked upon as one and
the ,same;cf. f^ ^ §

i \
M. Bh- on L 2. 64 Värt. 24. For
technical purposes, they are some-
times looked upon as different; cf,
fKT^sra =3 HJg«rc f^ftf^^: | Par.
Sek. Pari. 49.'

difference in accents. See
above.
a rule prescribing an accent

or a modification of accent.
a pause between two

vowels in one and the same word
as in fcRF3 or q^T or in two differ-
ent words coming close by the
visarga or % between the two being
elided, as for instance in \^\ 55.

( 1 ) the same as
which see above; ( 2 ) a short trea-
tise on Vedic accents written by a
modern Vedic scholar and gramm-
rian named IndradattopSdhyaya.

% euphonic combination of
two vowels, a detailed description
of which t forms a small topic
in the Pratisfakhya and grammar
works; vide R» Pr. chapters II.
1-26; T, Pr. chapters 9 and 10
V. Pr. I l l and
the Siddhantakaurnudi.

in

a common accent; the
accent which is supposed to be
present in a word when none of
the three accents are definite» cf.
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M. Bh. onP .VI . 4.174.
recital of the Veda

Samhitä text with intonation or
accents, as contrasted with Q ĝRg-
*%im which is specially prescribed
in a few cases; tonal system
showing distinction between
words of different senses although
pronounced alike, in the Samhitä
text. e. g. q?fa and ^ ?R.

for purposes of accent, meant
for accent; cf. ^

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.57.

the circumflex accent, the
accent between the acute (^^TTT)
and the grave ( ^g^irf); for details
see *5R.

Ra^VJt marking or characterizing
by a svarita accent, as is supposed
to have been done by Pänini when
he wrote down his sütras of
grammar as also the Dhätupätha,
the Ganapätha and other sub-
sidiary appendixes. Although the
rules of the Astädhyayi are not
recited at present with the pro-
per accents possessed by the
various vowels as given by the
Sütrakära, still, by convention
and traditional explanation, cer-
tain words are to be believed as
possessed of certain accents, In
the Dhätupätha, by oral tradition
the accents of the several roots are
known by the phrases $m ssrf^fir:,
3̂ T§rsncn*:, swraträrfT:, si^ng^TRT: put
therein at different places. In the
sütras, a major purpose is served
by the circumflex accent with
which such words, as are to conti-
nue to the next or next few or next
many rules, have been marked. As
the oral tradition, according to
which the Sutras are recited at
present, has preserevd no acc-

52

entSj it is only the authoritative
word, described as 'pratijfB' of
the ancient grammarians, which
now is available for knowing the
svarita. The same holds good
in the case of nasalization
( sngpnfilW ) which is used as a
factor for determining the indicat-
ory nature of vowels as stated
by the rule ^^t^fgpn^ ^; cf.
^ : <nfWtaT: S. K. on P.

1.3.2.
n the conventional dictum

that a particular rule or part of a
rule, is marked with the accent
lifter which enables the gramma-
rians to decide that that rule or
that part of a rule is to occur
in each of the subsequent Sutras,
the limit of continuation benig
ascertained from convention. It is
possible that Pänini in his original
recital of the Astädhyäyl recited
the words in the rules with the
necessary accents; probably he
recited every word, which was not
to proceed further, with one acute
or with one circumflex vowel,
while, the words which were to
proceed to the next rule or rules,
were marked with an actual cir-
cumflex accent ( $fta ), or with
a neutralization of the acute and
the grave accents (̂ RcRcO, that is,
probably without accents or by

fä or f§rfg
P. 1.3.11 and the Mahäbhäsya
thereon.

<tf<5 Remarked with a mute circumflex
vowel; the term is used in conne-
ction with roots in the Dhätupätha
which are said to have been so
marked for the purpose of indicat-
ing that they are to take personal
endings of both the padas; cf.

^ftRÄ fözmh P. L3.72.
f mention by the verbal form,
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arid not by the description of
characteristics; e .g. ^ i f e P-
VII. 2.114; gf«sfewi%fä VL 1.
58; cfrstfat: JS^TO^ $®&ft ^ftfäWFl
M.Bh.oa P.VI.1.58.

deserving by virtue of
one's own form.

an operation prescribed
for the verbal form of the word
and not for such words as possess
the meaning of the word; cf.

q: I *P: I

M.Bh. on PJ.I.56 Värt. 1. In gra-
mmar there is a general dictum
that in connection with words of
a Sutra, unless they are technical
terms, the word-forms are to be
understood, and not those shown
by the sense of the word; cf. f̂ f4
sa^^Rfs^T P. 1.1.68. This rule
has some exceptions; for example
in the rule 3<flT%̂  PJL 1.20 the
various rivers are to be understood
and not the word ^ .

lit. remaining in its own form
without admitting any euphonic
change for the final letter; an an-
cient term for 'pragrhya' of Pänini.

relationship of thep
possessor and the possessed; one
of the general meanings of the
type of relation, expressed by the
genitive ffttoft |

1 Käs. on P. 1,4;97«

(1) one's own limb, as contrast-
ed with that of another person; cf.

*nfM» nm i f% ̂  ^wi ^TSR, I Kai
on PJ. 3,28; (2) forming a part,
a portion; cf. ^ ^ %

1

5PH
MvBh.onP. IVJ.54.

independence, or autonomy
as a characteristic of the agent
(3RT? ); cf. ^ ^ ü i t ^ W l t i I f.̂ r: |

: ! M.Bh. on P. III. 1. 87
Vart.5.

the affixes headed by g; a

general term for case-affixes; cf.
^ f k ^ i ^ E M t ... ^Rfq P. IVJ.2.
i^qi% the addition of case-afBxes
which requires the designation
gjfcRI%fr for the preceding base by
the rule STO^räWcqq: srißm^H
or fTil^ti^M^: | P.I. 2.45,46. The
addition of a case-affix entitles
the.word,made up of the base and
the case-affix?to be termed a Pada
which is fit for use in language;cf.

cr; cf. fa

i i M. Bh. on PJ.2.45 Vart.12.

natural, unartificial; the
word is used frequently in conne-
ction with the capacity of denota-
tion which words naturally possess;
cf. mmvA !fr; CTMIT^^ P. L 2.64
Värt. 36.

inherence; natural capacity;
the word is used many times in
connection with the power of
denotation; cf. ^^ I%^f
Nyasa oa P. I I I . I . 112 or

»3nq Nyäsa on P» IV. 4.60.
a term used in the Pratisakhya

works for ^föf or the circumflex
accent; F4K: #%:» Comm on T.Pr.
XVII.6; cf. also T.Pr.XX.20;
XXIIL24. There are seven varie-
ties of wi given in the Pratisakhya
works, viz. %sr, ftc^, ^ffe ,̂̂ T^ft?cf5

g]%s, qf<§̂ f and i^Nfpf, cf. T. Pr.
XX.1-7,

one's own sense possessed by a
word, such as snrfct, Jjoi5 f̂ T̂ or t%l
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which is calle'd £|l^PfRTl in the
case of nouns, and ]%̂ i in the case
of verbs; cf- also 8n3K2I«ft; T;KW;
^ w % M. Bh. on P. III . 2. 4
Vart. 2.

prescribed (after a base) in
the sense of itself; i.e. in the seuse
of the base. The word is used in
connection with a large number of
tad. affixes which are prescribed
without any special sense at-
tached to them; vide P. V.3.36 to
P. V. 4.67. The Samäsänta affixes
prescribed from PWV.4.68 onwards
can also be called l^m%\cLimn%W
Wgm\ T^^T^g^cT I M.Bh. on P.
V. 4. 14, 27. See the word

possessed as its own, as
contrasted with artificial or inten-
tionally stated ( 3Trg\fera? );cf. '^

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.
59 Värt. 6.

I^the last of the spirant consonants,
which is a glottal, voiced letter
called also $w or spirant of a part-
ial contact, i. e. possessed of the
properties mm, 3T3T3PRFF, ®m and
^WJS^. This letter has been given
twice in the Päninian alphabet,
viz. the Mahesvara Sütras, and
the Bhasyakära has given the pur-
pose of it, viz. the technical
utility of being included among soft
consonants along with serai-vowels,
nasals and the fifth, the fourth,
and the third class-consonants
(^3RJetc.),as a l s o among the hard
consonants along with the fourth
and the third class-letters and spl-

. rants ( ^ , ). The second letter
l^in 5^ appears, however, to have

technical utility ̂ as the pur-

pose of its place there among spir-
. ants is served by the Jihväxnuliya

and the Upadhmänlya letters
which are?in fact,the velar and the
labial spirants respectively, besides
the other three 5,^ and q\The Rk
Prätisäkhya calls | as a chest sound«
For details, see Mahäbhäsya on
the Siva Sütra fq^s Värttikas l, 2
and 3.

I (I) representation of the cönso»
nant ^ with 3? added for facility of
pronunciation; (2) a technical
term for the internal effort between
l%|cf and ÄfcT, which causes tfa i&
the consonants; cf.

§iRr ( I .
SIT.̂ 1*0 I Tribhasyaratna on T.Pr.
IL6 ; (3) name of an external
effort causing SJN; cf. r̂iHl%% ^1JT%^

M e t 1 %̂ r-
Vaidikäbharana

on T'Pr. II.6; (4) name of a kind
of external effort of the type of
3?3R^R found in the utterance of
the consonant (~ | ) and the fourth
class-consonants; cf. f=£KT l^g^T|
T.Pr.IL9.

name given to a kind of
svarabhakti,whenthe consonant, ?,
followed by ^, is read as ^ + q+ %*

See ^ as also 5.
inside of the chin, mentioned as

a ^TH or place which is touched
by the tongue when a peculiar
sound described as something like
•föaM^ is produced; cf. f ^ % ^

ftRT10
^ name of a reputed, gramma-

rian of Southern India who wrote
a very learned and scholarly com-
mentary, named q f̂lSfy on the
Käsikävrtti which is held by gramm-
arians as the standard vrtti or gloss
on the Sutras of Pajairii^d d i 4
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especially in the schools of the sout-
hern grammarians, Haradatta was
a Drävida Brähmana; residing in a
village on the Bank of Käveri. His
scholarship in Grammar was very
sound and he is believed to have
commented on many grammar-
works.The only fault of the scholar
was a very keen sense of egotism
which is found in his work, altho-
ugh it can certainly be said that
the egotism was not ill-placed
and could be justified; cf.

also

H Padama^jari, on P. L i .
3, 4. The credit of popularising
Panini's system of grammar in
Southern India goes to Haradatta
to a considerable extent*

Ä a short form used for sj^ft, the
stalwart grammarian Bhartrhari,by
later grammarians and comme-
ntators in their references to him.
See the word *^|ft above.

a scholar of grammar who
wrote a short treatise on the
nature and function of prepositions
named fc

name of a kind of svarabhakti
when r ( jr) followed by s { §!)
and s ( H ) is read as i + % +?T and
I + % + g; respectively.

a class of words headed by
the word fför to which the taddhita
affix ^ ( arrof) is added in the
sense of a descendant after the
affix ST ( 3fs£) has already been
added to them by P. IV. I. 104,
the word so formed possessing the
sense of the great «grandchild
(tgwm) of the individuals denoted
by ?% and others; e. g. ^i

a grammarian who wrote a
commentary on the Unädi Sutras

l l d 3a]Tf^f3f2T^Tcalled
a reputed grammarian of

the Siddhäntakaumudi school of
Pänini who lived in the end of the
seventeenth century. He was the
grandson of Bhattoji Dlksita and
the preceptor of Nägesabhtta. His
commentary named ^ l ^ ^ r , but
popularly called WZJxH on Bhattojip j
Dlksita's Praudhamanoramä^ is
widely studied by pupils along
with the Praudhamanoramä in the
Vyäkaranapäthasäläs* There is a
work existing in a manuscript
form but recentlv taken for print-
ing, named * Brhatsabdaratna '
which has been written by Hari-
diksita, although some scholars
believe that it was" written by
Nägesa who ascribed it to his
preceptor. For details see ^

a grammarian of the
nineteenth century who has written
a commentary named 3Wpĵ fpgcf
on Nägesa's Paribhasenduse-.
khara«

) a grammarian
of the Deccan who lived in the
seventeenth century at Näsik and
wrote commentaries on grammar-
works out of which his treatise on
Paribhäsas ( qf^PipWSR ) written
independently but based upon
Siradeva's Paribhasavrttij deserves
a special notice and mention.

( i^iw ^m mj^ ) a modern
grammarian who has written a
commentary named Kasikä on
Kondabhatta's Vaiyäkaranabhü-
sanasära. He lived in the second
half of the eighteenth century and
the commentary Kasikä was
written by Mm in 1797, Heis^aid
to k$vt been ^ pupil of the
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grammarian Bhairavamisra.
t ^ ^ l a grammarian who has writt-
en commentaries named ̂ .TO on the
Vaiyäkaranabhüsanasära of Kond-
abhatta, and Laghubhusanakänti
o!n the Sabdakaustubha of Bhattoji
Diksita.

R T̂Tw ( *TPHcI ) a grammarian of
the nineteenth century who has
written Väkyärthacandrikä, a
commentary on Nägesa's Paribhä-
sendusekhara.

T̂ R P̂Ê T̂ ff a fairly old grammarian
who wrote an extensive metrical
compendium on genders named
f^i^IltH on which a commentary
was written by a grammarian
named ^^rfifäL» These gramma-
rians were,of course, different from
the reputed king ^M^ and the
Mlmamsaka
a short term ( smf^jl ) for conso-

nants, made up of the first letter
^ in fjqcR̂  and the last letter ^ in
55. The term is universally used
for the word sq^R in Pänini's gra-
mmar; cf. I^FTKT: ^%*T: P.I. 1.7.

I. 2 10 etc.
a term used for words ending

in consonants; cf. ^
M. Bh. on P.I.1.3 Vart.10; cf. also
the term f3RR53ä<JlT ffe ' f°r the
Vrddhi prescribed by the rule

• P*VII, 2. 3,
beginning with a consonant;

cf. 5̂5TC3T fowl:, M.Blu on P. II.
4.32 Värt. 2; ^ n g ^ ^ ^ ^ l f t - M.
Bb. on P. III. 1. 22. Värt. 2. etc.

^ a term frequently used by
commentators for the omission of
all consonants except the initial
one in the reduplicative syllable
as prescribed by the rule of Pänini

^ : VII. 4. 60. The word
W * as one word, is also

found used in the same sense.

a possibility of the applica-
tion of an accent to the consonant
by the literal interpretation of rules
prescribing an accent for the first or
the last letter of a word, to prevent
which a ruling is laid down that
a consonant is not to be accented;
cf. p^srnfl «SJŜ RĴ FRPR̂  Par.
Sek. Pari. 80.

a short term ( 5Rqi|R ) for semi-
vowels, | , and the fifths, the
fourths and the thirds of the class-
consonants; cf. §fei xr P. VI.1.114.

name given to a kind of Svara-
bhakti when the consonant öS is
followed by 5T and the conjunct
consonant ^j is read as agsi or
^ % 5; cf. cffiftqcf 5Rfi30T Fl̂ T? Tait.
Samh. 1.
(1) personal-ending of the second
pers. sing, substituted for w in the
imperative mood; cf. %sfflfe P* III.
4.87; (2) a sign-word used in the
Väjasaneyi-prätisäkhya to mark the
termination of the words of the
Adhikärasutra V. Pr.III.5, IVJ1 .

the use of the sign-word §3,
put in the grammar of Äpisali
according to some grammarians
who read t&WPl for g*WT in the
Käjftkävrtti on P. IV.S.115.

f̂t name of a commentary
written by a grammrian named
^TJ^ Î̂ : on the Sarasvatlkanthabha-
rana of Bhojaraja.
(1) cause; cf ^: «RS^^gpäJTB^

R. Pr.XI.2; also c f .^ P. II.3.23;
MgF^tf^ P.III.3.126; (2) causal
agent cf, m ^ R ^ ^1g: Kät. II.
4.15; cf. also cf^R^f ^g^ P. I.
4.55.

&OT̂  the affix flRj added to a
root in the sense of the activity- of
the causal agent; see igJfl̂ C above;
cf. ?H lapt^RS JrfiS*|: V. 1,1. 62,
Värt. 1.
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ra[ the activity of the causal
agest to express which a root has
the affix Fl̂ ( added to it; cf- la :

4 t

Käs. on P. III . 1.26,

j a j n s a g e a n c j scholar of
remarkable erudition in the reli-
gious works of the Jainas as also
in several Shästras. He was a resi-
dent of Dhandhukä in Gujarat,
who, like Sankaräcärya took t&iw-
t̂$sr at a very early age and wrote

a very large number of original
books and cornmentaries3 the total
number of which may well nigh
exceed fifty, during his long life
of eighty-four years ( 1088 to
11 2 ). He stayed at Anhilavädä-
Pattana in the North Gujarat and
was patronised with extreme re-
verence by King Kutnärapäla
who, in fact, became his devoted
pupil. Besides the well-known
works on the various Shastras like
Kävyänusäsana, Abhidhänacint-
amanij Desinamamälä, Yogasasira3

Dvyäsrayak^vya, Trisa?tTsaläk<ipu-
rusacarita and others which are
well-known^ he wrote a big
work on grammar called f&g|*T-
^ b y him,but popularly known by
the harne i ^ q i ^ or t^^g^'FFFL
The, work consists of eight
books or Adhyayas, out of which
the eighth book is devoted to
Prakrit Grammar, and can be
styled as a Grammar of all the
Prakrit dialects. The Sanskrit
Grammar of seven chapters is
based practically upon Paninl's
Astadhyayf, the rules or sutras

. referring to Vedic words or Vedic
affixes or accents being entirely
omitted. The wording of the
Sütras is much similar to that of

Pänini; at some places it is even
identical. The order of the treat-
ment of the subjects in the ftigpf*

^ is not, however, simi-
lar to that obtaining in the Asta-
dhyayl of Pänini. It is some-
what topicwise es in the Kätantra
Vyakarana. The first Adhyaya
and a quarter of the second are
devoted to Samjfiä, Paribhasa and
declension; the second Päda of
the second Adhyaya is devoted to
karaka, while the third Päda ofitis
devoted to cerebralization and the
fourth to the Strlpratyayas. The first
two Padas of the third Adhyaya are
devoted to Samäsas or compound
words, while the last two Padas of
the third Adhyaya and the fourth
Adhyaya arc devoted to conjuga-
tion* The fifth Adhyaya is devoted
to verbal derivatives or krdanta,
while the sixth and the seventh
Adhyayas are devoted to forma-
tions of nouns from nouns, or
taddhita words» On this Sabdä-
nusäsana, which is just;like Pänini's
Astaclhyäyfj the eighth adhyaya
of Hemacandra being devoted to
the grammar of the Area language
similar to Vedic grammar of
Pänini, Hemacandra has himself
writteft two glosses which are
named ?5g|fir and f 5Sgt% and tbe
famous commentary known as
the Brhannyasa* Besides these
works viz- the |q^^I5^!T€?f» the| 5
two Vrttis on it and the Brha~
nnyasa, he has given an appendix
viz, the Lingäniisäsana, The Gra-
mmar of Hemacandra, in short,
introduced a new system of gram*
mar different from, yet similar to,
that of Pänini, which by bis fol-
lowers was made completely
similar to the PSQiaiya system by
writing works similar to the Sid*
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dhantakaumudr, the Dhatuvrtti,
the Manorama and the Paribhasen-
dusekhara,

a grammarian belonging
to the school of Hemacandra, who
lived in the fifteenth century and
wrote a work on Paribhäsäs
named ^Wfaf, on which he him-
self wrote a commentary called
q̂pn̂ fflŝ jn and another one call-

ed by the name ? î€.
a learned grammarian who

wrote a commentary on the third
Kända of the Vakyapadiya of
Bhartrhari to which he has given
the name fo

an exhaustive commen-
tary on the Sabdänusäsana of
Hemacandra written by a Jain
grammarian Meghavijaya in the
seventeenth century which is
similar to the Siddhäntakaumudi
of Bhattojl Diksita«
n̂̂ pTTCPlT written by a Jain gra-

mmarian named 5Ü^^< which
is similar to the Mädhavlyä
Dhätuvrtti,

fäyEfT a work very similar to
the Siddhäntakaumudi written
by a comparatively modern Jain
scholar named Girijashaukar
ShästrL
TfS[̂ ff% a gloss written on the
Haima Sabdänusäsana sütrapätha
by Hemacandra himself. See

above.
an extensive critical com-

mentary written by Hemacandra
on his own^work, Haima Sabd'änu-
säsana. See tsRFf.

^^sn%3ns[|% a topicwise work
' Sd

säsana written by Vinayavijaya, a
Jain scholar of grammar.

f̂ 5̂ 1f% a short gloss on the 8ab-
dänusäsana3 written by Hema-
candra himself. See \t&F% above.

W% T̂g?TTH5| a treatise on genders
written by t*RF£. See ̂ ^ j above.

^ a commentary,
written in the seventeenth cen-
tury by Kalyänasägara on the

f l a commentary
named 3SK also3 written by Jaya-
nanda on the t ^

a treatise on grammar
written by ^Fp^s, called by the
name Î T^T^OWH. See |fR^ above.

g a treatise on gram-
mar written by Hemacandra.
See fJT^s above.

fl^^T^^f^^H^^ a short comm-
entary on Hemacandra's Sabdänu-
säsana written by Devendrasuri.

a short gloss call-
ed 3?̂ T̂t also, written by a Jain
grammarian ^ K § ^ on the t*T-

based on Hemacandra's Sabdanu»

imperfect tense; a term
used by ancient grammarians for
the affixes of the immediate past
tense, but not comprising the
present day, corresponding to the
term $5f of PäninL The term Is
found in the Kätantra and Haima-
candra grammars; c£ Kät. III.
1.23, 27jcf.Hema.IlL 3.9.

short, a term used in connec-
tion vith the short vowels taking
a unit of time measured by one
mäträ for their utterance; cf.

^ ^ f e : P. I. 2.27.
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